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PREFACE

s book is an attempt to survey broadly the whole field of

.ography, and includes therefore the subject-matter of what
is frequently termed Physiography as well as that of Political and

Economic Geography, for only by the combination of these aspects

of the subject can the study be either scientific or educational.

The treatment is as far as possible causal, and no facts are

given without explanation. This necessitates the devotion of

nearly half the text to World Geography, since by regarding

the World as a Globe many fundamental phenomena, as for

example the changes of the seasons and the great wind systems,

may best be understood. Further, the relationships between

the various phenomena, especially the Sun’s rays, the winds,

rainfall, vegetation, and human occupations, are most clearly

seen by considering their distribution over the Globe.

While for the younger pupils it is best to introduce the idea

of causal relations by a study of particular facts as observed in

the home region, and to follow this by discovering the same rela-

tions elsewhere, yet for older students who have once obtained

such ideas, general principles may be formulated and their conse-

quences deduced, and the modifications of these, due to varying

local conditions, may be noted and examined.

After a consideration of the separate physical factors, these

are viewed in combination with one another, and the World is

divided into Natural Regions, somewhat in the way suggested by
Professor Herbertson.^ A statement of the characteristics of each
region affords a convenient summary of the physical and a rational

basis of the economic geography. Having studied the natural

regions, either of the World as a whole or of each continent, the

» In the paper on **The Major Natural Regions,” published in Tks
GeographicalJournal, March, 1905. In this paper also appears the method
oi indicating seasonal distribution at rainfall adc^ted in Figs. 81, 8a and
83 of this book.
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[Note to Students .—As the subject-matter of this part of the

book is arranged, as far as possible, in a chain of cause and effect,

it is necessary to read the chapters in the given order (with

the possible exception of Chapter XII) and to obtain a thorough

grasp of each before proceeding to the next.

The maps are particularly important. They should be

studied carefully in connexion with the text, and all suggested

comparisons should actually be made. Maps showing the relief

of the land should always be at hand to aid the understanding

of these maps.

The facts they show should first be examined and, as far as

possible, explained ;
they are not treated exhaustively in the

text, hence they offer opportunity for further individual work.

Secondly, the main facts should be visually memorized that they

may be reproduced as required ; to this end, the drawing of

sketch-maps showing the chief features is a most useful

exercise.

It must be remembered that in almost all cases boundary
lines represent gradual transitions and not sudden changes, and
that on these small-scale maps all details are omitted and tlie

facts shown in a generalized form.]



CHAPTER I

MAPS AND MAP READING
The Science of Geography.—Geography is the science which

deals with the distribution of various phenomena over the

Globe, as for example with the distribution of land and water,

of rainfall, of products, and of peoples. Everything which
goes to make up man's environment forms part of the subject

of geography, and those phenomena are most important which
most affect his development and distribution. Thus the dis-

tribution of fertile plains is more important than that of snow-
capped peaks, the distribution of coal than that of diamonds,

the distribution of rivers than that of glaciers. It is not merely
necessary to describe these various distributions, their causes and
consequences must also be traced out. The following illustration

shows how far-reaching such consequences may be. In eastern

North America, the Appalachian mountain system consists of a
series of parallel ridges and valleys running from north-east to

south-west ; the cause of this relief is the nature of the rocks

which form the surface : bands of hard and soft rocks lie side

by side, and the ridges correspond to the harder rocks which
have been worn away very slowly, while the valleys correspond

to the softer and more yielding rocks. Such a series of ridges

is difficult to cross, and, as a consequence, the Appalachians,

though not lofty, for a long time formed a barrier to communi-
cation between the eastern sea-board and the interior plains.

The British colonies on the sea-board were therefore compact
instead of being scattered, and this gave them strength in their

warfare both with the French and later with the English govern-
ment in the War of Independence. Now that railways have
been constructed across the Appalachians the effect of the ridges

is still apparent, for transport is only easy where the valleys of
i
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the Mohawk and Hudson rivers form a natural road ; hence, at

the seaward end of this road has developed New York, by far

the greatest port of the continent.

Geography makes use of the main conclusions arrived at in

many other branches of science, notably Geology, which deals

with the Earth’s crust, and Meteorology, which deals with its

atmosphere, eind it is itself of great importance in explaining the

course of historical and political events.

Maps and Map Scales.—Distributions can be shown graphically

by means of maps, which are representations on a small scale of

the features of the Earth’s surface. The scale to which a map
is drawn is usually expressed as the ratio of a distance on the

map to the corresponding distance on the earth’s surface ; for

example, the scale may be i ; 50,000,000, that is to say, one inch

on the map represents fifty million inches or about 790 miles

on the globe. What are known as “ large scale ” maps, showing

surface features in great detail, are constructed in countries

which are well surveyed. Such for example is the Ordnance
Survey Map of Great Britain, which is on a scale of i : 63,360,

or I inch to a mile
; a portion of such a map is shown in Fig. 2.

Ordnance maps on smaller scales, e.g. 2 miles to an inch or 10

miles to an inch, are useful for a more general study, while those

on larger scales, e.g. 6 inches to a mile or 25 inches to a mile, should

be used for very detailed work on a particular region.

Direction on a Map.—^The cardinal points (north, south,

east and west) showing direction, are fixed relatively to two
imaginary points on the Globe, the north and south poles. It

is customary so to draw a map that the top of the map corre-

sponds to the north, the right hand to the east, and so on, but

this is not alwa37s the case, a map of the polar regions being often

drawn with the pole in the centre ; thus, if it is the north pole

all lines pointing towards the centre are pointing northwards,

while all pointing away from the centre and towards the margin

of the map are pointing southwards.

VarietidS of Maps.—^The number and variety of maps are very

great. They may show simply the surface features : the coast

line, the rivers, and the heights and depths above sea-level ; these

are called orographical maps. They may show the rocks which
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come to the surface, or the soils covering them, as is done on geo-

logical maps. The works of man, such as boundary lines, towns,

railroads, are generally shown on what are known as political

maps. A large number of climatic maps can be drawn, dealing

with the condition of the atmosphere, e.g. its temperature, hu-

midity, and currents, while biological maps form another series,

showing the distribution of types of vegetation, animals, and

men. Yet another important class are the economic maps which

deal with the ever-changing conditions of production and trans-

port of commodities, and density of population. Examples of

most of these maps will be found in later sections of this book.

Uses of Maps*—Maps form the readiest means of comparing

one region with another, and it is especially useful to compare

similarly situated regions, as for example Western North America

and Western Europe, in order to see what features they have in

common.
The comparison of two or more maps serves to bring out the

causal connexion (i.e. the connexion as regards cause and effect)

between the various distributions, as for example between the

abundance of vegetation and the abundance of rainfall, between

the temperature and the kinds of crops, or as in the case of

Canada, between the routes followed by the railways and the

density of population.

As the distribution of relief, that is to say, of heights, depths

and slopes, has the most far-reaching consequences of any of the

natural features of the Earth's surface, a good orographical

map should be in constant use, and aU other maps should be

used in conjunction with it.

The Ordnance Map.—The portion of the one-inch ordnance

map shown in Fig. 2 will now be considered in detail. This

map shows a portion of the South Downs, with the river Arun
flowing southward past Arundel Castle towards the English

Channel.

Relief. Two methods of indicating relief are illustrated

in this map. The first is by hill-shading, or hachuring ; hnes

are drawn following the direction of the slope of the surface, and
are made thick where the slope is steep, fine where the slope is

gentle, while where there is no appreciable slope there is no shading.
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Fig. I.—Characteristi'c Signs used in the Survey.

[Reproduced pom the Ordnance Survey Map wtth the sanetton of the Controller of
H.M. Staitonery Officei]

A reference to the map shows that the river Arun flows in a

flat-bottomed valley (unshaded), while the land to the west
has steeper slopes than that to the east. Rackham Hill in the

north-east of the map is a long narrow ridge with a flat summit,
a steep slope northwards, and a more gentle slope (with lighter

shading) to the south. In addition to the slopes, which are

indicated by hill-shading, the actual height of the land above
sea-level is shown by contour lines, which are drawn through
all points having an equal height or altitude. On this map the

lowest contour line is that joining the points fifty feet above sea-

level ; it can be traced near the foot of the slopes on either side

of the Arun valley. The next contour line is lOO feet above
sea-level, so that there is a “ contour interval '' of 50 feet

between the two ; above thi.s level the contours follow at inter-



Fig. 2.—Portion of Ordnance Survey Map of Great Britain.

Rfproditcedfrom the Ordnance Survey Map with the sanction 0/ the Controller of U.M. StcUionery Offlcemi

7
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vals of loo feet, the highest on the map being the 600 foot con«

tour line on Rackham Hill, and above this the highest point is

636 feet. On small scale maps showing large areas the contour

interval must be much larger than 100 feet, or the contour lines

would become inconveniently crowded ;
reference to an atlas

will illustrate this point. An examination of Fig. 2 shows that

on the steep northern slopes of Rackham Hill the contour lines

are close together, while on the more gentle southern slopes they

are farther apart.

Sections. In studying a contoured map, the surface relief

may be made more graphic by drawing sections along particular

lines. Fig. 3 illustrates the method of section drawing. The
upper part of the diagram shows an area contoured at 50 foot

intervals ; the section is to be drawn along AB. A horizontal

line A'B' is drawn on squared paper to correspond to AB, and
along it the horizontal scale (J inch =* i mile) Is marked off

;

vertical lines at A' and B' are marked with the vertical scale in

feet. The points a, b, c .. . show where the section line crosses

the contour line, thus a is 50 feet above sea-level, b is 100 feet,

and so on. The corresponding points a\ b', c' ... are marked
by measuring the correct horizontal distance from A', and the

correct vertical distance above the base line; these points a '
. , .V

are then joined, the summit being jflaced at 220 feet as on the
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map ; the slope b' a' is produced towards A and the slope g' W
towards B*. and the section is complete.

Fig. 4 shows a section across the Arun Valley from W.S.W.

feet feet

Fig. 4.—Section across the Arun Valley.

to E.N.E. through North Stoke ; in the upper diagram the same
scale, namely i : 63,360, has been used for both distances and
heights, but this does not show the relief at all clearly

;
in the

lower diagram the vertical scale is 5^^ times the horizontal

scale. Here the features brought out are the short steep western

slope of the valley, the long gentle eastern slope, and the

flat valley floor between them ; a reference to the map shows that

the river flows close imder the steep slope. Although it is gener-

ally convenient to exaggerate the vertical scale in section^raw-

ing, this has the effect of making the slopes or gradients appear

steeper than they really are, as is seen by comparing the two
sections in Fig. 4. The true gradients on the northern slope

of Rackham Hill are shown in Fig. 5 (a), the horizontal scale

in this case being 5J times that of the map, and equal to the

Fio. 5.—(a) Gradients on Rackham Hill, (b) Gradient of i in a).

vertical scale. At almost the steepest part (marked near the

summit on the figure) the gradient is i in 2\, that is to say, an

advrnce of 2J feet means an ascent of i foot. This gradient is

illustrated more clearly in Fig. 5 (6), where the ascent is drawn

as a straight line.

It is not necessary, and not often desirable, to draw a section
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along a geometrical line

;

some natural line such as a

valley floor or the crest of a

ridge may be followed. Such

a section is shown in Fig. 6.

The upper diagram gives

the contour lines of a small

portion of the map, n.'unely

the area to the south-west

of Rackham Hill
;
the dotted

line AB follows the floor of

a valley which leads to the

river Arun, and Fig. 6 (6)

shows the section along this

line. The steep gradients in

the upper part of the valley, and the gradual decrease of the

gradient towards the lower part, are the main features of this

section. The arrangement of contour lines and of slopes in the

valley may be contrasted with those of the higher ground CD,
which forms a spur pointing to the south-west. Here the upper
slopes are the more gentle, the lower ones forming the moder-
ately steep edge of the Arun Valley.

Just as the relief of the land can be shown by lines of equal

altitude (contours), so the relief of the sea can be shown by lines

of equal depth (iso-baths), and sections can be drawn to show the

sea-floor. Such a section, drawn from north to south across the

Black Sea, is given in Fig.

7, the heights and depths

(and therefore the gradients)

being much exaggerated.

Drainage. The map in

Fig. 2 shows the drainage of

the land, the chief features

being the winding river

Anm, and the lake in

Anmdel Park. It is notice-

able that the smaller valleys ?•

—

Section from North to South
• .. , .„ . ncroas the Black Sea.
in the lulls are without VerUeal $eale greatly aeoggerated.
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streams, while over the flat valley floor of the Anin there are

numerous small dykes containing water.

Vegetation. The map also gives some indication of the char-

acter of the vegetation, considerable tracts of deciduous wood-
land being shown, and several enclosed parks, such as Ang-
mering Park near Wepham Wood ; about a mile to the south

of Rackham Hill the pasture is marked as " rough,*' i.e. there is

probably a growth of low bushes such as juniper or hawthorn
on the hill-sides. It is noticeable, however, that the markings
to show vegetation tend to obscure those representing the relief,

and the two features may with advantage be mapped separately.

Culture. Under the head of " culture " come all the works
of man. On a large scale map, such as that in the figure, build-

ings can be shown, and the more important, such as churches,

inns and windmills, are marked ; but on small scale maps only the

positions of the larger towns are indicated. It is clear that on
any small scale map the features omitted must be far more
numerous than those inserted, and it is useful occasionally to

consult large scale maps ^ in order to correct the false impressions

left by the more generalized maps. In addition to buildings,

roads, railways, and artificial waterways (in this case cuts from
one river bend to the next) are among the more important of

the economic features shown on the Ordnance maps.

' Such maps are often issued free or in a cheap form by railway com-
panies, colonial agents, and the Governments of foreign countries.

C. C. Esson and G. S. Philip : Map Reading made Easy (Philip).

Br^- ant and Hughes : Map Work (Oxford Press).

A, R. Hinks : Maps and Survey (Cambridge Press).



CHAPTER II

THE EARTH AS A GLOBE
The Shape of the Earth*—The familiar fact that when a ship

is at a considerable distance across the sea its masts can clearly

be seen through a telescope, while its hull is hidden by the water

between the ship and the observer, shows that the surface of

the water must be curved ; there is, as it were, a bulge in the

water-surface between the hull of the ship and the observer.

The same is true in any part of the world and in any direction

in which the ship may be with regard to the observer
; more-

over, the same appearance of a bulge " is to be observed on
the land where the surface is free from hills, as in the Fen Dis-

trict of England. It may therefore be concluded that the sur-

face of the Earth, apart from the unevenness of hills and valleys,

is everywhere curved
;

in other words the Earth is more or less

ball-shaped.

This view is confirmed by watching eclipses when the shadow
of the Earth is thrown by the Sun upon the Moon, for the edge

of the shadow always forms part of a circle. Such a circular

edge might be seen if the Earth were a flat disc, provided that

the surfaces of the disc always faced the Sun and Moon respec-

tively ; but it is also known that the Earth rotates so that the

side which faces the Sun gradually passes round imtil it faces

away from the Sun. If a disc were to rotate in this way, its

shadow might at one time be circular, but later it would be ellip-

tical ; this may be seen by throwing the shadow of a plate upon
a wall and rotating it so that the flat side no longer faces the

light. Now since eclipses are seen by people at all parts of the

Earth and at different times, and the shadow is always circular,

the conclusion is that the Earth cannot be a disc, but must be

like a ball.
19
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Another way of realizing the shape of the Earth is to con-

sider the curvature of its surface, first in a north-south direction

and then in an east-west direction. If the surface of the Earth
were flat, it might be represented by a line such as abc in Fig. 8,

where a is at the north and c at the south of a portion of the

surface. Imagine that the arrow pointing in the direction from
to a represents a ray of light coming from a star vertically

downwards upon the surface at a ; that is, the star will appear

to be overhead or in the zenith at a. Because the distance

from a star to the

Earth is so great it

would be misleading

to show the star it-

self in the diagram
;

and as any distance

on the Earth’s sur-

face is very small in

comparison, the
arrow which repre-

sents the direction

of a ray of light from

the same star to

another point c must

be drawn parallel to

the arrow pointing

to a it is therefore North-South Curvature ol the Earth.

drawn in the direc-

tion from Z‘ to c. If the star were near the Earth the two

arrows would be seen to diverge as they approached the line

ac, but the star is at such a great distance that the divergence

IS so slight as to be inappreciable. Similarly rays of light to

intermediate points must be represented by arrows parallel to

the other two. Thus it appears that were the Earth’s surface

flat, the star would appear to be in the zenith at all points if

it is at tne zenith at any one point.

Now consider what would be seen if the Earth’s surface were

curved as MPS, The lines prolonging the arrows, namely Z‘M,
Z*P, Z‘S, etc., arc parallel, but only one of them strikes vertically
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upon the curved surface. At M the line from X (the centre

of the Earth) is prolonged to Z" ; if a man stood at M his

feet would point “ downwards '' to X, his head " upwards ’’ to

Z" which is therefore the zenith at M. Observe that the ray

of light does not come from Z“ to M but from Z* to M, and

that there is a considerable angle between the two directions.

At the point N, Z" is the zenith but the light comes from d ;

again there is an angle between the two directions, but it is now
less than at M ; while the angle between the star and the zenith

is still less at 0. As 5 is the south end of the line MS, at M
and N the star appears to be not overhead, but on the south side

of the zenith. As a traveller went from M to 0, the star would
therefore be always somewhat in front of him but would seem
to be getting higher in the sky ; if he continued his journey it

would appear to be overhead when he reached P, and by the

time he arrived at Q it would be high in the sky and behind him
;

as he went onward to S it would still appear behind him, but

at a constantly decreasing altitude.

As a matter of fact, as one travels southward the stars do so

change their position
;

this shows that the Earth is not flat in a

north-south direction as abc, but curved as MPS.
The facts as to the rising of the Sun serve to show that the

Earth is curved in an east-west direction. Were the Earth flat,

when the Sun appeared in the east at one place it would be seen

at the same moment at every other place, as an apple could be

seen from any point on a table immediately it is raised on one

side above the level of the table. But the people to the east of

us see the Sun rise before we do, and the people west of us see

it rise later than we do
;

this can be the case only if the Earth

is curved in an east-west direction, so that the curvature (or

bulging) would hide the Sun from places in the west when it is

visible at places in the east.

Thus it is shown that the Earth’s surface is curved both

in a north-south direction and in an east-west direction (and

this double curvature is to be observed in all parts), therefore

the Earth must be more or less like a globe or sphere. By
various means accurate measurements of the amount of curva-

ture in many parts have been made, and these observations
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show that the Earth is very nearly a sphere, but that there are

slight differences between its shape and that of a perfect sphere ;

the only difference sufficiently important to be here considered

is that there is a slight flattening of the Earth around the points

known as the north and south poles. In this and the following

chapters the diagrams and the reasoning they illustrate assume

that the Earth is a perfect sphere.

The Size of the Earth.—The size of the Earth was calculated

by Eratosthenes, a Greek who
lived about 200 years B.c. ; he

based his work upon the know-
ledge which people even then

had that the Earth was a globe

in form.

Eratosthenes knew that at

noon on a certain day the Sun
was vertically above a place

called Syene, now Assuan, on
the Nile, while at noon on the

same day it was not overhead

but about 6J® from the zenith

at Alexandria, which is nearly

450 miles to the north of

Syene. Fig. 9 illustrates this

;

the arrows show the directions

of the Sun’s ray?, striking

vertically at A (which represents

the position of Syene), and S*
falling on B (which represents

s' s* r*

Fxg. 9.

—

Diagram illustrating £ratos>
thenes* Method of Calculating the
Size of the Earth.

the position of Alexandria), and so making an angle of 6^^®

with the direction of the zenith shown by the line Z‘'B.

The size of the circumference of the Earth may be deduced
by the following method. If the zenith lines are prolonged
to meet at the point X representing the centre of the Earth, the

angle AXB equals the angle S*BZ*, and is therefore 6^®. The
angle AXB is subtended by the arc AB which is 450 miles long,

therefore an angle of i* would be subtended by an arc of (450 4-
bj) miles, and since the whole circle comprises 360®, the circuxor
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ference equals {450 -I- 6^) x 360 miles. This reasoning gives

the circumference of the Earth as nearly 25,000 miles, and as

the diameter of a sphere equals the circumference divided by^

the constant ir (approximately V^), the diameter of the Earth,

should equal nearly 8,000 miles. This is indeed the case, but

since the Earth is not a perfect sphere the diameter through the

centre from pole to pole is a few miles less than a diameter at

right angles to it, and the circumference measured around the

Earth in one direction is not exactly equal to each of those

measured around the Earth in other directions.

The Rotation of the Earth.—Every day the Sun appears to

rise above the eastern horizon, to climb higher in the sky until

midday and then to descend until it sets below the western

horizon. By experimenting with a globe * it can be seen that

this phenomenon might be explained in one of two ways : (i)

that the Sun moves round the Earth which remains stationary

;

(ii) that the Sun remains stationary while the Earth rotates,

that is, twists upon a central axis, so that a given point on the

globe comes into such a position that from it the Sun can just

be seen, continues until it directly faces the Sun, and finally

reaches a position from which the Sun is hidden by the curvature

of the globe.

The best proof that the second explanation is the correct

one was afforded by Foucault, who hung a heavy ball by a fine

wire from the dome of the Pantheon in Paris. This pendulum
was set swinging in a certain direction, but gradually the direc-

tion of the swing appeared to change, for marks made upon

the floor occupied successive positions, as aa}, bb^, and cc* in

Fig. 10.

Now a pendulum once started must remain swinging in the

same plane until it comes to rest if no force is applied to deflect

it, and in the case of Foucault’s pendulum care was taken that

nothing should so influence it. It was hung from the dome in such

a way (see Fig. 10) that it could swing equally freely in any
direction and in such a way that if the dome itself were turned

* A series of observations and experiments designed to teach the main
facts regarding the Earth as a planet is contained in the Pr«ftic«l Crso*

graphy, by J. F. Unstead (Oxford Press).
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round the plane of the swing would not be affected. Therefore,

as no force whatever acted upon the pendulum it was evident

that as the plane of its swing remained unchanged the marks
m the floor indicated that

he floor itself, with the

building and indeed the

whole Earth, was turning

round. This may be the

more easily realized if it is

imagined that the disc under

the pendulum in Fig. lo is

gradually turned round in

he direction indicated by
he arrow, so that although

la^ is below the pendulum
at first, bb^ and cc^ occupy

the same place as the rota-

tion proceeds.

Other experiments and
observations also prove that

the phenomena of day and

night are caused by the

rotation, every twenty-four

hours, of the Earth upon an axis.

Latitude.—This axis is of course no different in structure

from any other part of the Earth, but, as will be seen later, the

ends of the axis, which are known as the north and south poles,

are points on the surface which in some ways are different from

any others. If a line were imagined to be dra\Mi around the Earth

so that at every point it is half-way between the two poles it

would mark out the equator, another part of the Earth's surface

of great importance. Other circles may be imagined to be drawn
around the Earth parallel to the equator

;
such circles if drawn

at definite intervals between the equator and the poles, would
serve to mark the distance from the equator of any place on the

Surface. This distance from the equator is known as the lati-

tude of the place, and the parallel circles by which it might be
lliuarked are therefore called parallels of latitude.

c
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If the quarter of the circumference of the Earth between

the equator and the north pole were divided into 90 sections,

each section would be an arc subtending an angle of 1“ at the

centre of the Earth, for the whole circumference subtends 360*.

Hence the distance between places which lie north and south

of one another may be measured along the arc either in miles

or in degrees of the angle subtended at the centre. The lattei

z'

Star.

is the usual method, and the latitude of a place is expressed

as so many degrees north or south of the equator (see Fig. ii).

Fig. II shows an imaginary section through the centre of th

Earth, cut through from pole to pole so that the circle PVQW
is the circumference, 0 the centre, PQ the axis and WV the plant

of the equator, that is, the plane which passes through the centr'

and cuts the surface along the equator Assuming the Eart’

is a perfect sphere, consider the latituae of the points market-^

upon the circumference. The north pole, P, is seen to be tl:^
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point farthest from the equator in the northern hemisphere

and it has, therefore, the greatest latitude. This can be measured

by imagining a line drawn through P to the centre O ; the line

PO makes an angle of 90“ with 0 V, and we measure the latitude

of P by this angle, saying that its latitude is 90* north of the

equator. Similarly at the point 2? the latitude is 60®, for ROV
is an angle of 60 “, while the latitude of T is 30° for the same reason.

The position of the zenith at P is indicated by producing OP
to Z^, and if at P a line MN is drawn at right angles to the zenith

line (and therefore at a tangent to the circle) MN represents a

horizontal line (that is, a line pointing to the horizon) at that

place. Similarly CD represents a horizontal Une at R, C being

the north end and D the south end of the line.

At P (the north pole) a man would see in the zenith a certain

star, which is therefore named the Pole Star. The angle between

the Pole Star and the horizon is therefore Z^PN or Z^PM, in

each case 90" ; in other words the altitude of the Pole Star is

90*. Since this star is at an enormously great distance the

arrows which in the figure represent rays of light from it to different

parts of the Earth are drawn parallel. Obviously a man stand-

ing at R would not see the star in his zenith (Z*) but at B, and
therefore the Pole Star would appear to be at an altitude of 60®

above the northern point of his horizon, for BRC is an angle of

60®
; note that this angle is also the angle of his latitude. It

can be shown by geometry that the height of the Pole Star above

the horizon must at any place be equal to the latitude, and this

is obviously the case in regard to the point T, while at V, a point

which is on the equator and has therefore a latitude of o®, the

Pole Star has no altitude, for it is seen just on the horizon.

Hence to find the latitude of a place in the northern hemi-

sphere the height of the Pole Star above the northern point of

the horizon may be observed ; in the southern hemisphere,

where the Pole Star cannot be seen, the stars there visible may
be utilized, but there is a slight complication due to the fact that

QO oue star is just above the south pole.

Longitude.—^To define the position of a place on the Earth’s

surface we need to know not only on what parallel of latitude it

is. but also its position on that parallel. For that purpose we
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may imagine a circle drawn through the two poles
;
such a circle

is imagined to go through Greenwich and that half-circle which

passes from the north pole through Greenwich to the south pole

is called the meridian of Greenwich. This line is a north-south

line crossing all the parallels of latitude, and so from it distances

along any parallel may be measured either eastward or west-

ward. The whole distance around the Earth along a parallel

is 360®, so that if 360 meridians were drawn from pole to pole

at equal distances they would lie i® apart, 180 being east of

Greenwich and 180 west of Greenwich. (See Figs. 12 and 13,

in which G represents the position of Greenwich). Hence the

east-west position of a place may be stated by saying on what
meridian it is situated ; for instance, it may be on the meridian

which lies 30® east of the meridian of Greenwich and we should

then say that its longitude was 30® East. Thus if a place is

known to be in latitude 45® S., we know that it is on the parallel

which lies half-way between the equator and the south pole,

and if it is also known to be in longitude 120® west, we know that

it is one-third of the distance around that parallel reckoning

westward from the meridian which passes through Greenwich.^
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The meridian of Greenwich is the one from which longitudes

are usually calculated, in other words, it is usually considered

the prime meridian, but some nations employ other meridians

for this purpose.

Longitude and Time.—If one imagines that at a certain mo-
ment the Earth has rotated so that the rays from the Sun light

up the half of the Earth which is east of the meridian of Green-

wich (see Figs. 12 and 13), observers at places on the meridian

of 90® E. have the Sun immediately opposite to them, so that

VI P.M

the Sun appears to them to be at the highest point in its daily

course ; that moment they would call " noon.”

As Greenwich is on the boundary of the light and dark por-

tions, the Sun appears at Greenwich to be neither quite al^ve
the horizon as at places east of Greenwich, nor quite below the

horizon, £ind therefore invisible, as at places west of Greenwich,

that is, the Sun is just on the horizon. Further, as the Earth
is rotating from west to east (the direction is shown by the large

arrows in Figs. 12 and 13), Greenwich is about to enter the

light, so that it is dawn at Greenwich. Similarly it mav be seen
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by reference to Fig. 13 that it is sunset at longitude i8o*

and midnight at 90® W. ; the hours at these and certain other

meridians are shown in Fig. 13.

Thus there is a definite relation between longitude and time ;

as the Earth rotates through 360® in twenty-four hours, a differ-

ence of 15* of longitude corresponds to a difference of one hour

in time.

If, therefore, at a certain place the Sun appears at the highest

point of its course so that the time is said to be noon, and at the

same time the clocks at Greenwich indicate that the hour there

is 9 a.m., there is a difference of three hours between the time

of the two places and consequently a difference in longitude of

3 X 15®, or 45°. It remains to ascertain whether the place is

at 45* E. or 45® W. of Greenwich. Since the place has rotated

to a position opposite the Sun (and therefore has noon) three

hours before Greenwich, it must be east of Greenwich.

Thus the longitude of a place can be calculated if the

time at the place (the local time) can be compared with Green-

wich time ; sailors can find local time by observations of the

Sun, and Greenwich time by carrying a chronometer (a very

accurate timepiece) which keeps Greenwich time throughout

their journey. For example, if the sailor’s observations of the Sun
showed that local noon occurred when the chronometer showed
Greenwich time to be 3.40 p.m., the place would be 55® W. of

Greenwich, because Greenwich has rotated into the noon posi-

tion 3I hours before the place in question reached that position

(note again the direction of rotation as shown in the diagrams).

Since local time varies constantly as one travels east or west

and all places east or west of one another have varying local

times, it is convenient for aU places within a limited area to

employ the same time, usually the local time of an important

central position, and this is called the standard time. For ex-

ample, the standard time* which is everywhere recognized in

Great Britain is the local time at Greenwich
; in Ireland the

standard time is the local time of Dublin, and as Dublin is in

longitude 6® 20' W., Irish time is about twenty-five minutes

slow as compared with Greenwich time. Similarly, North
America uses five standard times, known as Atlantic, Eastern,
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Central, Mountain and Pacific times, based upon the meridians

6o®, 75®, 90®, 105® and 120“ W. respectively ; consequently a

traveller going westward across Canada does not need to alter

his watch a var5nng number of minutes at each place on his

journey, but four times sets it back just one hour when he enters

another time-belt ; having done that he has no further difficulty

regarding time. Europe has three standard times differing by
one hour, and other regions also have similar recognized times.

Great and Small* Circles.—It should be observed that any
two meridians which are exactly opposite to one another form

a complete circle which divides the sphere into two (equal) hemi-

spheres ; any circles bisecting the sphere are called " great circles.”

The equator is a great circle, but other parallels of latitude are
" small circles,” for they divide the sphere into unequal parts.

All great circles are of the same size, namely, nearly 25,000

mfles long ;
hence the degrees of latitude, which are of these

great circles, are about 69 miles in length. This also is the length

of a degree of longitude at the equator, since it is of the

equator, but the degrees of longitude in other latitudes are of

less length as they are of smaller circles.

The shortest line joining any two points on the surface of a

sphere is a portion of the great circle passing through those

points, hence sailors often follow " great circle routes.”

Thus if a globe be taken and a string drawn tightly from the

position of San Francisco to that of Tokyo, the shortest route

is marked out. It is a portion of a great circle, but it does not

lie along a parallel of latitude although the two places are in

nearly the same latitude. The route takes a north-westerly

course in leaving San Francisco in latitude 38®, and this direc-

tion gradually changes until at about latitude 50® the course

tends slightly southward as well as westward, finally becoming

an almost exactly south-west course as Tokyo is approached.

Similarly in the southern hemisphere the direct great circle route

betwreen the Cape of Good Hope and South Australia would take

ships nearer to the south pole than if they followed the longer

route along the parallel of latitude.*

* Great dicle sailing can only be understood if a globe is examined

:

ordinary maps cannot give the correct ideas.
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Terrestrial Magnetism.—The rotation of the Earth is probably

the cause of the Earth acting as a huge magnet, for a compass

needle (which is a magnetized piece of steel) has one end attracted

towards a part of the Earth near the north pole and the other

end attracted towards a part near the south pole. These parts

are called the north and south magnetic poles
;

the north mag-

netic pole lies beneath the Earth's surface under Boothia Land
in British North America. Thus although the compass is used

to find the true north, in most parts of the world it points some-

what east or west of this direction. For example, in London
in 1919 it pointed nearly 15“ to the west of north, that is, there

was a magnetic declmat/jn or variation of nearly 15* W., but

this variation is very slowly decreasing at the present time.

Navigators, therefore, have to take this variation into account

and need maps which show what the variation is at all parts of

the world.

For boohs for further reading see end of Chapter III.



CHAPTER III

THE EARTH AS A PLANET—MAP
PROJECTIONS

The Solar System.—The science of astronomy teaches that

the Sun is the centre of a number of bodies which revolve round
it in elliptical paths known as their orbits. These bodies are the

planets ; eight of them are much larger than the remainder,

which number several hundreds ; the Earth is one of the

largest, it is exceeded in size by Uranus, Neptune, Saturn and
Jupiter, while Venus, Mars and Mercury are smaller. The Sun
itself is greater than any of the planets, and more than a million

times as large as the Earth. Viewed from the Earth it seems

small because it is at a distance of over 90,000,000 miles ; most
of the planets are at a still greater distance from the Sun, but
Venus and Mercury are at a less distance than is the Earth.

The time which the Earth takes to complete a revolution, that

is to travel once round the Sun, is about 365 days ; this period

is termed a year, and the changes in the seasons which recur

every year are due to the revolution of the Earth around the

Sun.^ The planets farther from the Sun have a longer period

of revolution than the Earth, while those nearer the Sun have
a shorter period of revolution. As the Sun has planets revolving

aroimd it, so some of the planets have smaller bodies (satellites)

revolving around them. The Earth has one such satellite, the

Moon, which is relatively small, being about 2,000 miles in

‘ The terms rotation and revolution must not be confused. Rotation

Is used to denote the daily twisting of the Earth upon its axis ; revolution

Is used to denote the annual movement of the Earth as a whole round
the Sun.

u
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diameter ; it is at a distance of about 240,000 miles from the

Earth, and revolves around the Earth in a period of one month.

The Sun, the planets, and their satellites form the Solar

system ; the stars, which are visible on a clear night, are other

suns at such vast distances from the Earth that they appear

very small.

The Revolution of the Earth.—Although the Earth’s orbit

March Zi

Sept.23

Fig. 14.—^The Revolutioo of the Earth around the SticL

is elliptical, it is very nearly a circle. The facts as to the revolu-

tion may be understood by imagining two globes, which repre-

sent the Earth and Sun, floating on the surface of a pool of

water, the former slowly moving around the latter. The path

of the orbit would be represented by an almost circular line

(« the surface of the water; the surface itself represents the
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plane of the orbit. If a long needle were passed through the

Earth-globe to show its axis, it would be inclined so as to make
an angle of 23 from the vertical, i.e. 66^^“ with the surface of

the water, for the Earth's axis is inclined to the plane of its

orbit at that angle. Moreover, the axis remains parallel to

itself during the whole revolution.

These facts are shown by the diagram in Fig. 14 ; the Sun
is not shown in this diagram because it is so much greater than

the Earth, and it must be remembered that the orbit is vastly

greater in comparison with the Eartli than the diagram suggests.

The Duration of Day and Night—In the December and

June positions as shown in Fig. 15, one half of the Earth is

illuminated and the other half is dark if no allowance is made
for twilight. As a matter of fact the portion of the Earth which

is just outside the illuminated area has twilight, but in this

study a sharp boundary between the light and dark portions

will be assumed to exist. In the March position apparently

the whole of the Earth is illuminated, but this is because the

half on which the Sun shines is shown in the diagram ; the

entire half of the Earth not shown is in the dark. Conversely,

in the September position the illuminated half of the Earth is

not shown.

This diagram * is so drawn that in the March and September

positions the observer is supposed to be in a straight line with

the Earth and Sun. In Fig. 16, however, the observer is sup-

posed to be at right angles to a line joining the Earth and Sun,

as though viewing the Earth on March 21 from the position

marked ® in Fig. 15. Hence half the Earth is seen to be

illuminated and half is in darkness ; moreover, the axis inclines

23i" toward the observer so that the north pole is visible but

not the south pole.

Consider first the length of daylight throughout the year

at the equator. In the December position in Fig. 15 a point

on the equator passes along the line EE as the Earth rotates,

^ The study of this chapter will be greatly facilitated by the actual

use of a globe, even if it is only a small one. The diagrams will suggest

how the globe may be used ; and text, diagrams and globe should con*

•tantly be compared.
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so that the left-hand portion of this line represents the time

during which the point is in the light and the right-hand portion

of the line represents the time during which the point is in dark-

ness. These two portions are equal, and similarly as the point

completes its rotation on the side of the Earth not shown in

the diagram, it is in the dark portion for half the period and

in the light portion for half the period. Consequently, a point

on the equator has 12 hours light and 12 hours darkness during

a complete rotation of 24 hours. In the March position (see

MARCH 21T

SEPTEMBER 23V

Fig. 15.—The Duration of Daylight at the Equinoxes and Solstices.

Figs. 15 and 16) the same point rotates for 12 hours in the

illuminated portion and for Z2 hours in the dark portion, while

in the June and September positions it has the same equal periods

of day and night. Therefore it appears that throughout the

year there are 12 hours of light at the equator, and as noon is

midway between sunrise and sunset, the Sun rises at 6 a.m. each

morning and sets at 6 p.m. each evening.

Next consider the conditions in the latitude of London, that is,

51^® N. ; as the Earth rotates, a point representing London would
pass along the line LL in Fig. 15. In the December position about
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one-third of the rotation is in light and two-thirds in darkness

;

daylight therefore lasts about eight hours, the Sun rising at

about 8 a.m. and setting at about 4 p.m. In the June position

the conditions are very different, about one-third of the rotation

being in the darkness and two-thirds in the light ; daylight

lasts for about sixteen hours, the Sun rising at about 4 a.m.

and setting at about 8 p.m. In the March and September

positions the conditions are intermediate between those of

December and June, for day and night are of equal length, the

Sun rising at about 6 a.m. and setting at about 6 p.m.

Now consider the con-

ditions at a point in lati-

tude 66J“ N. This point

is on a parallel of latitude

which is 66^* from the

equator and 23^* from the

north pole ; this parallel

is known as the Arctic

Circle. As the Earth

rotates, the point passes

along the line representing

the Arctic Circle in Fig.

15. In the December

position the point does

not enter the illuminated

portion, and therefore the whole rotation is in the darkness

;

only at one moment is it even on the boundary between the

light and dark portions. That is, at the Arctic Circle at this

time of the year, there is no sunlight ;
the Sun is below the

horizon practically the whole of the 24 hours, only just touching

it at one moment. In the June position the converse is the

case, for the rotation is entirely in the illuminated portion ; there

are therefore 24 hours of sunlight, the Sun being above the horizon

for practically the whole of the period, and just touching it at

one moment. That moment corresponds to midnight at places

nearer the equator on the same meridian ; hence the “ Mid-

night Sun ” is visible at the Arctic Circle at this time of the

year. In the March and September positions, there are days

march 21 5*

Fig. 16.—The Relation of the Sun's Rays
to the Earth at the Equinoxes.
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and nights of equal lengths. These facts can also be seen by

examining Fig. 14, in which the Arctic Circle is shown by the

circle nearest the north pole.

The parsJlel of latitude 66J“ S. is called the Antarctic Circle,

and there the conditions are the converse of those at the Arctic

Circle, for the period of 24 hours light occurs in December and

that of 24 hours darkness occurs in June.

Finally consider the conditions at the north pole. There

is complete darkness in the December position, and as is shown
in Fig. 14, this darkness persists not merely for one day, but

for the whole of the six months between September and March.

On March 21 the north pole is on the boundary between the

light and darkness (compare Figs. 14, 15, and 16), and from

that date until September 23 it remains in the light. There

is therefore a " day ” of six months and a " night ” of six months
at the north pole. At the south pole the light period is from

September to March, and the dark period from March to

September.

It is therefore clear that at the equator there is no change

in the duration of day and night throughout the year, and
that a change appears and is more marked as the poles are

approached. This is shown by the following table giving approxi-

mately the longest duration of light and of darkness at certain

latitudes.

Longest Duration
Latitude.

0®
. • •

of Light and Darkne

, 12 hours.

30® . t- • . 14
45** • • • • • ..

60® . • • « . i8i „
66i® . • • • • . 24
70 **

. • • . 65 days.

. • • • 134
• • • . 6 months.

It is also apparent that on March 21 and September 23
there are periods of 12 hours light and 12 hours darkness at all

parts of the Earth. These times are therefore called the equinoxes,

i.e. equal-night times.

Ihe Altitude of Qie Sun.—By examining Figs. 15 and z6, it will
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be seen that as the Earth rotates on March 21 and September

23 each point on the equator in turn comes under the direct

ra3rs of the Sun. Thus at noon at the equinoxes an observer

at the equator has the Sun vertically above his head ; or in

other words, the altitude of the Sun is 90* above the horizon.

This is clearly shown in Fig. 16, and the same diagram shows

that at no other latitude is the Sun seen overhead. At latitude

23J® N. the Sun is 23^® from the zenith, and therefore has an

altitude of 66i* above the south horizon. At the latitude of

JUNE 21” DECEMBER HE*!®

London the Sun is 51 from the zenith, and has an altitude

of 38^® above the south horizon ; at the Arctic Circle the Sun’s

zenith distance is 66J® and its altitude is 23J® ; at the north
pole the Sun is just on the horizon.

On June 21 the Sun’s rays strike vertically upon the Earth
not at the equator, but at 23^® N. of the equator (see Fig. 17).

At the equator itself, the Sun at noon appears 23J® from the

zenith and therefore at an altitude of 66J® above the north
horizon. At London the Sun at noon is more nearly overhead
than it is m March or September, for the vertical rays are 23J®
north of the equator ; the Sun has therefore a zenith distance

of 5ij«— 23J®, that is 28®. and its altitude is therefore 62® above
the south horizon. At the north pole, the altitude of the Sun
is 23I® above the south horizon.

On December 22 the Sun's rays strike vertically upon the
Earth at 23J® S. of the equator. At the equator, therefore, the
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noon altitude of the Sun is 66J* above the south horizon. At
London the zenith distance of the Sun at noon is now 51

+

23^®, that is 75®, so that its altitude is only 15* above the south

horizon. At the Arctic Circle the Sun at noon is just on the

south horizon, and at the north pole it is, of course, entirely

invisible.

The altitudes in the southern hemisphere can be similarly

calculated, but the time of the year is reversed and the Sun is

seen above the north horizon instead of the south horizon.

The Apparent Course of the Sun.—(i) At the Equator. The
diagram in Fig. 18 shows how the Sun appears at the equator

at different periods of the year. O represents the position of

the observer, and his horizon is shown by the ellipse of which

the north, south, east and west points are marked. The zenith

line is the dotted line vertically above the point O. On March 21

the Sim rises in the east at 6 a.m., ascends till it reaches the

zenith at noon, and sets in the west at 6 p.m. On each successive

day it rises slightly further north of east, reaches a point in the

sky north of the zenith and sets at a point north of west ; the

path in the sky each day is practically parallel to that of other

days, for the changes are very gradual. On June 21 the Sun
rises considerably north of east, reaches an altitude of 66J®
above the north horizon (compare Figs. 17 and 18), and sets

considerably north of west. This northward movement ceases,

however, on June 21, and from that date onward the changes

are in the reverse direction, until on September 23, the con-

ditions are again as they were on March 21. June 21 is therefore

said to be a solstice, which means a date when the Sun, as it

were, stops before the reversal of the changes. From September

23 until December 22 the Sun each day rises further south of

east, and sets further south of west. On December 22 the

altitude of the Sun is 66J® above the south horizon (again com-

pare Figs. 17 and 18) ; this day is another solstice, for the

southward movement now ceases and thenceforward a north-

ward movement is again to be observed.

The distance north of east of the June sunrise is equal to

the distance south of east of the December sunrise, although

the foreshortening in the drawmg of the diagram makes the
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latter appear less. It should be remembered that at the equator

the times of sunrise and sunset are the same on every day of

the year.

(2) At London. It has already been stated that on March 21

the Sun at noon is 38^° above the south horizon ; this is now
shown in the diagram in Fig. 19, which also shows that on

the same date sunrise and sunset are due east and west of the

Mar. 21

Sep. 23':*

Fig. 16.
—The Apparent Course of the Sun in the Sky at the Equator at

the Equinoxes and Solstices.

observer. From March 21 to June 21 the svm each day rises

farther north of east, attains a greater altitude at noon, and
sets farther north of west, so that the path of the Sun is longer

each day
; these changes correspond to the earlier times of

sunrise and the later times of sunset. On June 21 the Sun
rises in the most northerly position and at the earliest hour,

reaches its greatest altitude of 62* (compare Figs. 17 and 19)
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FXo. 19.—The Apparent Course of the Sun in the Sky at London at the
Equinoxes and Solstices.

and sets in the most northerly position and at the latest hour.

This is therefore the date of the solstice, and since this extended

path of the Sun is the cause of summer, June 21 is known in

the northern hemisphere as the summer solstice. From June
21 the changes are in the reverse direction until December 22.

This is the shortest day and the Sun is at its lowest midday
altitude ; these conditions are the cause of winter, and December

22 is therefore the winter solstice of the northern hemisphere.

As the conditions in regard to the length of day and the

altitude of the Sun are reversed in the southern hemisphere,

June 21 is there the winter solstice and December 22 the

summer solstice.

(3) At the Arctic CSrcle. — The diagram in Fig. 20 shows

that at the Arctic Circle on June 21 the Sun is visible throughout

the 24 hours, though at one moment it just touches the north

horizon. On March 21 and September 23 it rises due east and

sets due west ; half of its path is above the horizon and half

is below the horizon {this portion being shown by dotted lines

on the diagram), so that the daylight lasts for twelve hours.

On December 22 although at one moment the Sun is just on
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the horizon it is invisible for practically the whole of the 24

hours.

(4) At the North Pole.—^Fig. 21 shows that on March 21

the Sun appears to circle around the observer, all the time being
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just visible on the horizon. (Note that at the pole itself all lines

radiating outward lead to the south.) From this day onward,

the Sun continues to circle around in the sky, each day at a
greater elevation until on June 21 an altitude of 23^* is reached.

After this date the circling is at a lower elevation and is again

on the horizon on September 23 ; thus the Sun is visible for

six months. After September 23 the Sim circles below the

horizon, gradually descending until December 22 and then grad-

ually ascending until it reappears on March 21 ; thus there is a
period of six months of darkness.

The Line of Vertical Insolation.—On Macrch 21 the Sun’s

rays strike vertically upon the equator ; in other words, the

insolation or radiation from the Sun is vertical upon the equator.

Therefore it may be said that on March 21 the equator is the

line of vertical insolation. On June 21 the Sun’s rays strike

vertically upon the parallel of latitude 23^® N. (refer back to

Fig. 17) ; hence this parallel is now the line of vertical insola-

tion. After this date the Sun turns southward, until on Sep-

tember 23 the equator is again the line of vertical insolation.

Hence the latitude of 23J®N. is a turning point and is therefore

called a tropic. Similarly, on December 22 the Sun’s rays strike

vertically upon the parallel of latitude 23 S., so that this

parallel is the line of vertical insolation. After this the Sun
turns northward, and hence latitude 23J® S. is also a tropic.

To distinguish the two tropics, that of 23J® N. is called the

Northern Tropic (N.T. in Figs. 15 to 17) or the Tropic of

Cancer ; that of 23^® S. is called the Southern Tropic (S.T.

in Figs. 15 to 17) or the Tropic of Capricorn.

Therefore the line of vertical insolation swings northward
from the Southern Tropic on December 22 to the Northern

Tropic on June 21, and then swings southward for the same
distance during the next six months ; it crosses all intermediate

latitudes twice in the year, and coincides with the equator on
March 21 and September 23.

Detennination of Latitude by the Sun.—From Fig. 16 it

appears that when the Sun is vertically over the equator, the

latitude of a place is equal to the distance of the Sun at noon
from the zenith. 'Therefore on March 21 or September 23 the
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latitude ol a place can be found by observing the zenith distance

of the Sun at noon.

When, however, the Sun is north of the equator, as in June,

the Sun is nearer the zenith in the northern hemisphere. (Com-

pare the March position in Fig. i6 with the June position in

Fig. 17.) The distance of the Sun north of the equator, called

the north declination of the Sun, has therefore to be added to

the zenith distance to give the latitude. Thus, as is shown in

Fig. 17, on June 21 the Sun’s declination is 23^“, and the zenith

distance at London is 28“
; these added together give 51 i“,

which is the latitude of London.
In December, when the Sun is south of the equator and

therefore has a south declination, the Sun is farther from the

zenith in the northern hemisphere. Therefore the zenith dis-

tance is greater than the latitude, and to find the latitude the

south declination has to be subtracted from the observed zenith

distance. Thus, again referring to Fig. 17, it is seen that on

December 22 the Sun’s south declination is 23^° and its observed

zenith distance at London is 75®

;

the subtraction of 23J® from

75° gives 51^®, which is the latitude of London.

The declination of the Sun for every day in the year is given

in the Nautical Almanac
;
sailors therefore can find their latitude

at noon on any day by observing the Sun’s zenith distance and
allowing for the declination. In the northern hemisphere they

must add a north declination and subtract a south declination,

while in the southern hemisphere they must subtract a north

declination and add a south declination.

The Moon’s Revolution.—The Moon is unlike the Sun and
the stars, for it shines only by light reflected from the Sun

;

therefore only that half of the Moon which is illuminated by
the Sun can be seen. As the Moon revolves round the Earth,

the illuminated portion appears and disappears. Fig. 22 illus-

trates this ; the outer ring shows that one half of the Moon is

always illuminated, and the inner ring shows how this illuminated

portion appears from the Earth. When the Moon is between
the Earth and the Sun, the dark side faces the Earth and no
Moon is visible ; this period of the month is called New Moon,
for immediately afterwards a “ new ” Moon begins to appear.
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When the Moon has revolved through about one-eighth of its

orbit, the illuminated portion presents to the Earth a crescent-

shaped appearance. When the Moon has revolved through

about one-quarter of its orbit, one-half of its surface is seen

;

this period is called First Quarter.

Later, a gibbous Moon appears

when about three-quarters of its

surface is visible. Still later,

the whole of the illuminated

portion faces the Earth ;
this is

the time of Full Moon. Thus
from New Moon to Full Moon,

the Moon has " waxed "
;

for

the remainder of the month it

" wanes," as the diagram shows ;

the changing appearances are

called the Phases of the Moon.

It should be noted that New Moon and Full Moon occm when
the Earth, Moon and Sun are either exactly or almost in the

same line, and that at First Quarter and Last Quarter the line

from the Earth to the Moon is at right angles to that from the

Earth to the Sun.

Fig. a*.
The Phases of the Moon.

MAP PROJECTIONS.

A map could be drawn upon the surface of a globe so as to

show the shape and relative sizes of the land and water masses

accurately, or as accurately as the size of the globe would permit.

But if an attempt were made to transfer this map to a flat surface,

such as a sheet of paper, the result would inevitably be to dis-

tort it in some way. This may be realized by imagining that

the map is drawn upon the rind of an orange and that it is then

attempted to press the rind, with the map upon it, on a flat

surface ; it is impossible to do this unless the rind is cut into

several parts, and even then the parts cannot be made to join

together when laid out. Only if the orange-rind were perfectly

elastic, so that some portions of it could be enormously stretched,

could the map be shown in one piece, and in that case the stretch-

ing would very seriously distort the shape of portions of the map.
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It follows that since a map cannot be transferred without

distortion from the surface of a sphere to a plane surface, all

maps are in some way and to some extent distorted. The
inaccuracies are greatest when a map showing the whole World
is attempted, less when only a hemisphere is concerned, and

smaller still when single countries or smaller areas are mapped ;

but in every case there must be some distortion.

It is therefore necessary to recognize and allow for the dis-

tortions when these are great, and so two commonly employed

projections, or flat representations of the Earth's surface, will

be examined.

The Mercator Projection.—Fig. 33 shows a map drawn on

the Mercator projection. It is apparent that all the parallels of

latitude are made of the same length as the equator, whereas

on a globe they decrease in length towards the poles ; hence

there is an east-west stretching on this map at every part except

the equator, and this stretching becomes greater with the distance

from the equator. Thus on the globe the parallel of latitude at

60® is half the length of the equator, consequently the stretching

on the map is two-fold at that latitude. Now the principle

on which the Mercator projection is constructed is that of “ equal

stretching," and so where the east-west stretching is two-fold

a two-fold north-south stretching is also made. Hence a small

area of one degree each way situated at latitude 60®, is on the

map stretched to twice its length and twice its breadth, and

therefore to four times its area as compared with an area of one

degree each way situated at the equator.

Moreover, as the parallels of latitude are still more stretched

nearer the poles, the north-south stretching is equally exaggerated;

indeed the exaggeration becomes so gross that maps on the

Mercator projection are very seldom shown beyond 80® from

the equator, for here the stretching is about six-fold in each

direction. The progressively increasing north-south stretching

can be seen if one compares the distances between the latitudes

o®, 20®, 40®, 60®, and ^®. The effect of area-distortion can be

seen if Greenland is compared with South America ; on the

map Greenland appears somewhat the larger, but really the area

Qf South America is more than twelve times that of Greenland.
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Thus areas and distances are distorted on this map, but on

the other hand the principle of equal stretching ensures that

" compass-bearings are represented truly. Thus a north-south

line at any part is parallel to a north-south line at any other ;

similarly a line running from north-west to south-east is parallel

to any other line running from north-west to south-east. This

Is an advantage if true directions are required, as in comparing

ivinds and currents in different parts of the world ;
hence

Fig. 23.—The Mercator Projection.

for climatic maps the Mercator projection is sometimes advisable,

and it is therefore employed in Figs. 71, 72, 78, and 79. For
sailors also it is a very useful map, but the exaggerations of

distances and areas, and the consequent distortions of the shapes

of the larger land and water-masses, make it unfit for extended
use.

The Mollweide Projection.—^Another projection, the MoU-
weide projection, is shown in Fig. 24. The central meridian
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should be compared with that of 180° on the eastern margin of

the map or that of 180° on the western margin. The central

meridian is a straight line, while the marginal meridians, which

are also north-south lines, are curved, and consequently this

projection is not direction-true
; again, the margin^ meridians

are much longer than the central one, although on the globe all

meridians are of equal length, and so distances are not truly

shown. For both these reasons the Mollweide projection is not

suitable for sailors’ use.

Next observe the areas adjoining the central and marginal

meridians respectively between latitudes <^o“ and 60® north.

The marginal areas appear to have been pulled out length-wise

and curved, but also they are narrower than the central areas

;

that is, the north-south stretching has been compensated by an
equivalent east-west compression so that the area of the marginal

portions has been made equal to that of the central portions

In a similar way, the areas at aU parts have been adjusted, so

that this projection is an " equal-area ” one, showing the areas

ot countries correctly although their shapes are distorted. (Com-
pare the apparent areas of Greenland and South America.) The
Mollweide projection is therefore satisfactory when it is required

to show the distribution of phenomena in which the area coverei^
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is important, as in the case of types of vegetation, or peoples

and empires.

Moreover, the distortions of shapes, directions and distances

are greatest on the margins, and as the map can be constructed

to show oceanic and polar regions on the margins and the more
important parts of the land regions near the centre, this is per-

haps the best projection for use in studying World geography,
except either in connexion with climatic conditions which are

Fto. 25.—The Orthographic Hemispherical Projectioii.

closely related to wind-directions, or in connexion with ocean-

currents where also true directions are desirable. Thus the

maps in Figs. 95 and 104 are drawn on the Mollweide projection,

and those in Figs. 71 and 78 on the Mercator projection.

Hemispherical Injections.—If a globe is viewed or photo-

graphed from a distance so that only one hemisphere is seen,

it might be expected that a true idea of distances, shapes, and
areas would be obtained. A map so formed would be identical

with that shown in Fig. 25, and if the east-west spaces between
t}ie meridians and the north-south spaces between the parallels
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are examined they will be seen to decrease from the centre out-

wards
;
in other words, the margins of the globe are fore-shortened

as they recede from the spectator. This projection (called the

Orthographic) therefore distorts distances, directions, shapes

and areas. An equal-area hemispherical projection (Lambert's)

appears in Fig. 26 ;
here the relative sizes of the areas are

correctly exhibited, but a comparison of the net-work of the

parallels and meridians shows that, as in the case of the MoU-

weide, except at the equator there is a north-south stretching

and east-west compression of the right and left margins as

compared with the centre.

Other Projections.—A very great number of projections

have been devised, all having their peculiar advantages and

disadvantages. In maps showing the whole world or a hemi-

sphere the distortions should be noted and allowances made,

but in maps of small areas the distortions are less marked and

except in advanced geographical work are not seriously mis-

leading. A conunon projection for the smaller areas is the
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" conical ” (see Fig. 27), which might be

produced by placing a cone of paper

upon a hollow glass sphere which has a

map drawn upon its surface and a light

at the centre. The lines of the map
would be projected on the cone, and if

they could be there retained when the

paper was unrolled, a conical projection

would be the result. For a small area

such as that shaded in Fig. 27, the dis-

tortions are not great, and stiU further to

reduce these in certain ways, several
“
modified conical ” projections are em-

J.' ^ A J

Th« Conical Projection, ployed ; in atlases many of the maps
of countries are drawn upon some

modified conical projection.
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CHAPTER IV

THE EARTH’S CRUST AND THE
FORCES THAT SHAPE IT

A section of the Earth from the outer limits of the atmosphere

to the centre is shown in Fig. 28. The atmosphere becomes

more and more rare with increasing altitude, so that it is difi&cult

to say where it ends
;

it may be taken as extending from 100 to

150 miles. The radius of the Earth is nearly 4,000 miles ; the

crust of solid rock which forms its surface has been estimated to

have a thickness of 50 miles, but since the deepest boring actually

made into it is less than

miles, no exact calculations

can be made. The fact that

molten rock is poured out

from volcanoes suggests that

at a certain depth the solid

crust is replaced by liquid

material termed magma.This

is bonie out by observations

made in mines and borings

which show that tempera-

ture increases with depth at

such a rate that the fusing

point of the most resistant

rocks must soon be reached.

The physical state and com-
Fio. 28.—Ideal Section ot the Earth

(After Supan.)
Scale x: xoOfOoo,ooo

aa, Limit of Atmoaphoo. cc. Solid Cniit
A, Magnuu 6, CmtnilCoio.

position of the central core

of the Earth are matters of

controversy. Indirect ob-
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servations show that it must be denser and more rigid than sted,

but whether it is solid, liquid, or gaseous is not known.

Formation of Rocks.—Althoughsome of the rocks now forming

the Earth’s surface are very ancient, it is probable that nowhere

is any part of the original crust to be seen. The present rocks

have been formed from the original rocks, but are not identical

with them. There has been a continuous cycle of changes since

the waters first collected in the depressions of the crust to form

the oceans.

From earliest times these waters must have evaporated in the

heat of the sun, so that water vapour was carried landwards by
the planetary winds, and condensed as rain, only to be borne

back to the sea by rivers. The running water carried with it

fragments and particles of rock, and deposited them in the ocean.

Thus deep layers or strata of sediment—mud, sand, and gravel

—were formed. Some of these sediments were hardened and
rendered compact by the pressure of layers above them, and
the particles of others were cemented together by the salts (e.g.

of iron) contained in mineral waters which percolated through

them ; thus inorganic sedimentary rocks were formed such as

clays, shales (hardened clays), and sandstones. When life ap-

peared in the oceans the hard shells and skeletons of the marine

organisms accumulated in vast beds, which when hardened and
cemented formed organic sedimentary rocks such as limestones.

Crustal Movements.—If the wearing away (erosion) of rocks

and their deposit elsewhere continued without interruption, the

continents would be worn to plains, and the oceans filled. The
enormous thickness of the beds of oceanic sedimentshows, however,

that the ocean floor must have gradually sunk, so that the water

became no shallower by the addition of fresh sediment. It is

possible that the overloading of one part of the crust by intense

sedimentation and the relief of pressure in another part by erosion

and denudation may cause a subsidence in the one case, and an

uplift in the other. The rock waste brought down by rivers b
not carried very far out to sea, but is deposited in a comparatively

narrow belt, 100-200 miles wide, round the continents. It has

been calculated that whereas the average rate of denudation is one
foot in two or three thousand years, that of sedimentation is one
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foot in less than three hundred years. Hence, owing to the over-

loading of the Earth’s crust along this belt, a considerable sub-

sidence may be brought about, so that the lower strata sink

nearer and nearer to the level at which a molten magma is found.

They are then subjected to great heat, in addition to the great

pressure of the layers above them. They are also impregnated

with liquids charged with minerals and salts which come from

the layer of magma. The result is that they are greatly altered,

both chemically and physically, and, when cooled, form hard

rocks of a more or less crystalline nature, such as marbles which

are derived from limestones, slates which are derived from clays

and shales, and gneisses and crystalline schists which are de-

Fig. 29.—Folded Strata, a Upfold. b Downtold. tt Ovcrthruat.

(Aftsr ds Marionne),

rived from various rocks. These altered rocks are known
as metamorphic.

Thus the Earth’s crust is not in a stable condition, but is

subjected to stresses (pressures and tensions) which, owing to

the varying rigidity of the different rocks, may cause upward,

downward, oblique, or horizontal movements of parts of the

crust. These have also been held to be due to the shrinkage of

the Earth as it cools, so that fresh adjustments of the crust are

necessary.

The ocean margins being regions of intense sedimentation

and metamorphism appear to constitute lines of weakness,

so that here the deformation due to crustal stress takes

place in a marked degree. The rock-layers are contorted and

thrown into a series of ridges and furrows
; the ridges or up-

folds may be squeezed together or perhaps bent over sideways

and piled one upon another (see Fig. 29). These folded

masses rise above the level of the ocean forming new land, while

the displaced waters flow over the lowlands of the original con-
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tinents. Where the rocks resist folding they may be fractured,

and one mass thrust horizontally over another (see Fig. 29).

The heat developed by friction during such an overthrust may
be sufficient to cause the formation of metamorphic rocks from

the adjacent layers. It is clear from the figure that after an

overthrust or an overturning of folds the rocks no longer rest

upon one another in the order in which they were laid down, but

older strata may be found resting on younger. Outside or on

the borders of the folded region the stresses in the more rigid

masses of rock give rise to fractures, and gradual subsidence or

uplift takes place along the line of fracture. As a result vast

Fig. 30.—Section of Volcanic Cone of ashes and lava.

areas of the old continents sink gradually to a lower level and
may be inundated by the ocean, while other blocks are uplifted

and form fresh highland areas. Thus there is a fresh disposition

of land masses and oceans ; the new folded regions and the up-

lifted blocks of the old continents are subjected in their turn to

erosion, and continue to yield material for new series of sedi-

mentary rocks, until they are again worn down almost to a plain.

In the regions of folding, and along the lines of fracture, the

meigma underlying the crust forces its way to the surface. Some-
times there is a quiet outpouring of liquid lava, sometimes the

molten rock gathers near the surface and finally bursts forth with

explosive violence, so that ashes and fragments of rock are thrown

into the air. By a series of such eruptions cones are gradually

built up, layer by layer, and are known as volcanoes (see Fig.

30). In places the magma does not reach the surface, but presses

its way up fissures or between layers of sediment where it cools

and forms what are called intrusive dykes and sills. These cooled
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magmas form a third series of rocks, differing from the sedimentary

and metamorphic
;
they are termed igneous. Examples of such

rocks are basalts, traps and dolerites. Granite has long been held

to be formed of magma which has slowly cooled at a considerable

distance below the surface, and therefore is classed as an igneous

rock, but it may also be formed by the same process as metamor-

phic rocks. The heat derived from the intrusive molten magmas
sometimes causes the metamorphism of the adjacent rocks.

The Rock Series.—Again and again during the Earth's his-

tory portions of the surface have experienced periods of sedi-

mentation followed by periods of intense disturbance—folding,

fracture, or eruption—hence the present continents have a very

complex structure and history. The remains of plants and ani-

mals (fossils) preserved in sedimentary rocks afford evidence of

the period and order of their deposition. Thus a classification

of the rocks of the Earth's crust according to age is in general

use, and is given here for purposes of reference.

(Recent.
Quaternary

Tertiary or Cainozoic

Secondary or Mesozoic

Primary or Palaeozoic

(Pleistocene.

/Pliocene.

J Miocene,

j

Oligocene.

^Eocene.

/Cretaceous.

I Jurassic.

I

Lias.

urias.

/Permian.

I
Carboniferous.

< Devonian.

I

Silurian.

VCambrian.

Pre-Cambrian or Agnotozoic
(Archaean.

The term Agnotozoic (unknown life) is used for the most
remote era because, although traces of organic matter have been
found in the Archaean rocks, and the remains of organisms in the

Algonkian, yet no picture can be drawn of the life of this age such
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as can be drawn for subsequent ages. During the Palaeozoic

(Old Life) Era, crustaceans of the family known as trilobites were

characteristic of the oceans ; vertebrates were long represented

only by fishes, later on amphibians made their appearance, and

at the end of the period reptiles. The vegetation consisted of

cryptogamous plants (those disseminated by spores), such as

giant ferns, horse-tails, and club-mosses.

During the latter part of this era there were extensive coastal

lowlands, which were covered with a dense swamp vegetation,

where thick beds of partially decayed vegetable matter accumu-

lated. A slight sinking of the coast caused these plant remains

to become buried under marine deposits, but as the water gra-

dually became shallower fresh swamps appeared, and renewed

sinking caused a repetition of the processes. In course of time

all the deposits became compressed and hardened
;
the vegetable

matter formed coal, which is found in thin seams separated by
such sedimentary rocks as shale, limestone and sand, formed

from the marine deposits. The period during which coal was
formed most extensively is known as the Coal Age or Carboniferous

Period.

In the Mesozoic (Middle Life) Era, enormous reptiles were

abundant both on land and in the sea, while a family of molluscs,

that of the ammonites, was very widely spread. In the middle of

the era flowering plants and deciduous trees appeared, as did also

the first birds. In the Cainozoic (New Life) Era, mammals were

very widely spread over the globe, and the abundant vegetation

became more and more like that of the present day. Towards
the end of this era great elephants and mastodons were

especially numerous, and the man-like apes first made their

appearance.

Each era represents a vast period of time. Present-day

observations show how slowly sedimentation proceeds, and the

processes of folding, fracturing, uplift and subsidence seem also

to take place very gradually. All the estimates of the age of the

Earth are in tens of millions of years.

The Modelling Processes.—Since not only crustal movements,
but also denudation and sedimentation play an important part

in shaping the Earth's surface, the agencies by which these pro-
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cesses are carried out must be more carefully examined before

land-forms can be studied.

In the modelling of the Earth's surface by external agencies,

three distinct steps are observable : first the destruction or frag-

mentation of the solid rock, secondly the transport of the particles

or fragments from their original position, and thirdly their

deposit in a new position.

Weathering.—The term w^eathering is applied to the destruc-

tion which takes place simply through the exposure of rocks to

sun and air. The heat of the sun causes rocks to expand, on
cooling they again contract, and since they are not made of

uniform material, stresses are set up during expansion and con-

traction, with the result that the rocks crack and split into large

or small fragments. This action is most intense where the

changes of temperature are most rapid, e.g. in deserts and on

exposed mountain-sides and peaks.

Again, many rocks are porous, and others have cracks and
fissures into which water can penetrate. When this water

freezes it expands and breaks up the rocks, hence the action of

frost is destructive.

The air contains traces of acids which act chemically upon
rocks, forming with some of their constituents compounds which

are friable, or readily washed out by rain. Rocks are also decom-
posed and disintegrated by the action of the acids formed during

the decay of plants.

In all these ways rocks are broken into fragments which are

then seized upon by the agents of transport. In regions where

the slopes are very steep, stones and boulders may roll down into

the valleys under the action of gravity, and hence masses of

detritus or rock fragments accumulate at the base of cliffs and
mountain-sides. These are known as talus slopes or screes.

The Work of Running Water.—An almost universal agent

of transport is running water. The size of the fragments

transported depends both on the volume of the water and
the slope of the bed. The larger fragments, boulders, and
pebbles are merely rolled along the bed in the upper and swifter

courses of a river, while finer matter is carried in suspension,

though in diminishing quantities, as far as the mouth. It is
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evident that as soon as a river leaves its upper or torrent bed it

must become an agent of sedimentation. First the boulders,

then the larger stones, then the pebbles in order of their size are

abandoned as the current slackens. The river is also destructive

in its action
; it is an agent of erosion, using the fragments which

it carries and the pebbles which it rolls along as tools with which

to deepen and widen its bed. Pebbles that have been carried

by rivers are characterized by the smooth rounded surface which

is the result of the rolling and rubbing which they have under-

gone. Pure water, carrying no rock waste, has practically no

erosive power. The work of transport by running water is not

confined to streams and rivers. Wherever rain falls heavily on

a surface which slopes even slightly, it runs down the slope

bearing with it tiny particles of soil. Each rain-storm moves
these particles a little farther, until at last they are washed into

some stream, which bears them to a river which in turn may
carry them to the sea. Thus the whole surface of the land is

gradually lowered.

Underground water is an agent of destruction and also of

transport. Certain rocks, chiefly those of organic origin composed
mainly of carbonates, are soluble in slightly acidified water. Of

these rocks, chalk is porous and can be saturated with water,

while limestone is usually fissured and water circulates through it

along the fissures gradually enlarging them, for the water con-

tains acids derived from the air and from plants, and so acts as a

solvent, carrying away particles of rock in solution. Hence the

streams issuing from chalk and limestone are charged with car-

bonates but are very clear, carrying little matter in suspension.

The Work of Moving Ice.—The action of moving ice is very

similar to that of running water. In regions lying above the

snow-line the accumulated masses of snow solidify under theii

own pressure, and thus form ice which moves slowly down the

valleys under the influence of gravity. This ice-flow is called a

glacier. The rock fragments beneath the ice are dragged along,

and act as tools of erosion deepening the bed of the valley. When
the ice melts, these fragments form a deposit known as a ground

moraine. Rock fragments detached by weathering fall down the

valley sides upon the glacier, and are borne along with it
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forming the side or lateral moraines. Where one glacier unites

with another, the two adjoining lateral moraines unite to form a

medial moraine. The deposits left at the spot where the glacier

terminates form a terminal moraine. These deposits laid down
by glaciers differ in some important respects from those laid down
by water. They are not sorted out according to size

;
the largest

boulders may be found side by side with the finest fragments.

The pebbles instead of being rounded are angular and often

scratched, as they have been dragged and not rolled along. The
glacial deposits are found in irregular heaps just where they were

dropped by the melting ice, instead of in the smooth layers

characteristic of river sediments.

The Work of Wind.—In hot desert regions, where neither run-

ning water nor moving ice is found, the wind is the chief agent of

erosion and transport. The size of the particles which the wind can

carry depends upon its strength. Heavier particles are swept along

the ground, and meeting with some obstacle form a little heap,

which gradually increases in size until a sand dune is formed.

Smaller particles are raised into the air and when blown against

the rocks help to wear them away. Fine dust-like particles are

borne by the vdnd beyond the limits of the desert region, which

is thus gradually worn down to a lower level, though at a far

slower rate than when water is the agent of transport.

Wind erosion differs from river erosion in an important

respect ; the latter cannot continue beyond a certain limit, the

former can continue indefinitely. The power of a river to act as

an agent of erosion depends upon its movement ;
clearly, if the

river wears its bed down to the level of the lake or sea into which

it flows, it will no longer have any current, and hence will no longer

perform the work of erosion. The term base-level is applied to

the surface level of the body of water into which a river empties

itself, for the river tends to wear its whole basin down to this

level, but can wear it no lower. Since the winds are independent

of slope and relief, the level to which a wind-eroded area can be

reduced has theoretically no limit, but although the lighter

particles are carried away, the heavier are drifted into the hollows,

so that the ultimate effect of wind erosion is to produce a level

surface.
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The Work of the Sea.—Along the coast waves are agents

of erosion, transport and sedimentation. The breakers as

they rush forward bear the finer fragments, and roll the coarser

pebbles up the beach. As they recede their power is spent,

and thus the pebbles are only partially dragged back, and

in course of time masses of pebbles or shingle may be piled

up along the line of farthest advance of the breakers. In the

same way sand is piled up, and may afterwards be driven inshore

by the wind. When the waves beat against a cliff of very soft

material the mere impact of the water may wash fragments away

and undercut the cliff so that landslips take place. In the case

Fig. 31.—Formation ol Clifl and Manne Platform.

of hard rocks, the small pebbles and rock fragments dashed against

the cliff by the waves perform the work of under-cutting. In the

case of limestones, solution takes place and often caves are formed.

Everywhere the natural weathering of the cliff face under the

influence of atmospheric agencies adds to the accumulated frag-

ments upon the beach, and these fragments are gradually worn

dowm to finer and finer particles as they are tossed and dragged to

and fro by the waves. Fig. 31 shows how, as the cliffs retreat,

a flat platform covered at high tide is formed at their base.

The complicated tidal currents (see Fig. 94) of the shallow seas

are active agents of transport and sedimentation. The flood

and ebb currents are not usually of equal strength, for one may be

reinforced by the prevailing wind or by the general oceanic

circulation, while the other is retarded by the same agency ; thus

there is a constant drift of sand and shingle along the beach in the

direction of the dominant current. Wherever the rate of a current

is checked, sedimentation takes place and sand-bars, shoals and
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shingle spits are built up. The property possessed by sea-water

of causing a rapid precipitation of matter held in suspension leads

to great sedimentation at the mouths of rivers, so that estuaries

tend to be blocked by sand-bars, behind which there are quiet

pools which in turn gradually fill with sediment and are trans-

formed into deltas.

The formation of a delta in a lake is due to the sudden check

given to the velocity of the river as it enters the lake, in which

there is no perceptible current. Rock waste cannot be held in

suspension by still water, so that in the course of time a lake

becomes filled up with sediment.

Factors Modifying the Modelling Processes.—The nature of

the agent of destruction and the physical qualities of the rock

alike affect the resulting outline of the weathered surface. Where
fragmentation by frost or by rapid tern- f

-

perature changes is very intense, sharp

needle-like peaks, abrupt angles and
steep cliff-like slopes are found. On
the other hand, smooth outlines and

gentle slopes are produced by running

water, which rubs away the surface jj.-wind-worn Rocks,

more rapidly where the slope is steep,

and so tends to do away with steep slopes first of all.

Here the degree of hardness of the rocks also comes in. The

softer rocks are more easily worn down, so that sands and clays

show gentle slopes almost as soon as erosion begins, while sand-

stones and crystalline rocks are still showing sharp angles and

cliff-like faces. In the case of porous and fissured rocks, where

there is little run off of water from the surface, the surface erosion

is slight, and steep faces may be preserved. In a region of wind

erosion also, where a horizontal blast of sand is blown against

the rock faces, vertical or even overhanging cliffs are found

(see Fig. 32). Many rocks are fissured in a very regular fashion,

both vertically and horizontally; they are then said to be jointed

and bedded. Such rocks, e.g., certain limestones and sandstones,

tend to break up in blocks, and as the edges of the blocks are

vertical, steep faces are preserved.

The various agents which are modelling different parts of the
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Earth's crust have not been constant throughout geological time.

Gradual climatic changes have taken place, so that with a decrease

in the rainfall, areas of rain and stream erosion havebecome subject

to desert conditions, and vice vers&
;
moreover, glaciers and ice

sheets have in a cold period covered great areas, and in a succeed-

ing warmer period have disappeared from those regions. Earth

movements too have produced changes : in one place a cliff and
beach sculptured by the waves is lifted high above sea level, in

another a coastal belt with its hills and valleys is partially sub-

merged. Hence the complete description and explanation of any

landscape requires a knowledge of its physical history from its

first appearance down to the present day.

The Ice Age.—The most important, because the most recent,

great climatic change was that of the cold period known as the

Ice Age, which for reasons still obscure occurred at the beginning

of the Pleistocene Period. The existing mountain glaciers were

enormously extended, and vast ice sheets, comparable with those

now covering Greenland and Antarctica, spread over Northern

Europe and Canada (see Fig. 33). On the higher ground where

the snow gathered, and from which the sheets of ice spread, the

rocks were scratched and scraped bare of soil. On the lowlands, a

great ground moraine was formed underneath the ice, and this

was left as an irregular deposit—from 200 to only a few feet

thick—when the ice melted. During this Ice Age there

occurred several glacial periods marked by extension of the

ice sheets, separated by several interglacial periods marked
by the partial disappearance of the ice. The torrents of

water formed as these masses of ice, sometimes thousands

of feet thick, were melted, played their part in modelling

the surface, and many of the glacial deposits were carried away
and spread out by the waters. This combined work of river-

water and ice is called fluvio-glacial erosion. The glacial periods

seem to have been marked by heavy precipitation, and outside

the colder areas over which this took the form of snow, the existing

rivers and lakes were greatly swollen. Regions now rainless

were then well-watered. The map (Fig. 33) shows, for example,

the vast lake in the Great Basin of N. America, and the rivers

and lakes of the Sahara.
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CHAPTER V

LAND FORMS
The surface features of the Earth are due in part to movements

of great masses of the Earth's crust, and in part to the agents

of erosion and accumulation. Where the former factor is the

predominant one, the resultant forms of the relief may be termed
“ structural " forms, and where the latter factors have played

the greater part in the modelling, “ sculptured '' forms such as

gorges, or “ accumulated " forms such as deltas may result.

In practically all cases, however, the existing land forms are

complex, being due to the combined effects of crustal movements,
erosion and accumulation upon the same portion of the Earth's

surface.

The broader divisions of the land masses into mountains,

basins, plateaus, tablelands and plains are roughly coincident

with structural divisions, which may therefore be briefly con-

sidered first.

Structural Forms.—Undisturbed sediments lying in horizontal

strata, just as they were deposited in some sea or lake bottom.

give rise, when exposed, to a surface of low relief or plain. So,

too, do strata which are only gently inclined. The term dip is

applied to the angle of incUnation of strata to the horizontal
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and the appearance of a particular rock at the surface is called

its outcrop (see Fig. 34.)

A large mass of horizontal sediments lifted high above sea

level will form a table-land, a surface of low relief bordered
F F

Fig. 35.—Tilted Strata, showing Faults F F,

by abrupt cliff-like edges (scarps) due to fracture and erosion,

e.g., South Africa. The term fault is used for a fracture

along which vertical movement (either an upthrow or a

downthrow) has taken place. A fault is readily observed in a

section (see Fig. 35), for the strata no longer match ; at the

surface it may also be detected, if it alters the series of out-

crops, as in Fig. 35, where two outcrops are repeated.

An area of subsidence due to faulting may form a basin,

or if the subsidence takes place between parallel faults a trough

or rift, e.g. the central lowland of Scotland. Elevated masses

bordered by faults form block mountains (see Fig. 36). The
plane of faulting may not be quite vertical, and so tilted block

mountains, with one steep scarp face and one gentle slope are

formed, together with unsymmetrical basins, e.g. the Khingan

Mountains in Eastern

Asia and the coast range

parallel to them (see Fig.

37). A simple upfold, or

anticline (see Fig. 29) will

form if very broad a level

upland or plateau, if nar-

row, a range of hiUs or
Fig. 36.—Diagram of Block Mountains
and Rift Valley (afU^ de Martonm),
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mountains, e.g. the Pennines. A simple downfold or syncline

will form a basin, e.g. the London Basin, or if very narrow a

valley. A series of upfolds and downfolds will form a folded

mountain system consisting of roughly parallel ridges and
valleys

; the Jura Mountains form the best example, but such

a simple structure is uncommon. The great mountain systems,

such as the Alps, are usually due to the combined effects of

folding, over-folding, fracture and over-thrust, followed by the

uplift en masse of parts of the disturbed area, and the depres-

sion of other parts.

Fio. 37.—Diagrammatic Section of Tilted Blocks and Basins.

Volcanic Forms.—The building up of volcanic cones by suc-

cessive outbursts of lava and ashes has already been mentioned.

Lava is a viscous fluid which may flow some miles before cooling

and hardening. Sometimes it issues from vast fissures and
spreads over a wide tract of country, obliterating the relief and
forming a level plateau. Basalt is one of the commonest
materials of which such plateaus are formed, e.g. the plateau of

Antrim. The volcanic cone itself may be destroyed by weathering,

and the hardened lava which filled the central vent may be left

standing as a rocky crag, known as a volcanic neck. In the

same way the lava which filled a vertical fissure in a bed of

sedimentary rocks may remain as a narrow wall-like ridge (a

dyke), after the softer sediments have disappeared. An intrusive

sheet or sill of lava often acts as a protecting cap to softer roclcs

and leads to the formation of a ridge or a table mountain,

owing to differential erosion, i.e. erosion which has proceeded at

unequal rates.

Wells and Springs.—When rain falls upon the earth, part of

the water remains in pools upon the surface to be qiuckly re-

evaporated, part is absorbed by the soil to be used by plants
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or slowly evaporated, but the disposition of the remainder varies,

according as the rock underlying the soil is permeable (porous

or fissured), or impermeable. In the former case the water

sinks into the ground, in the latter it runs off the surface, following

the lines of steepest slope, the drops uniting in tiny rills which

find their way to a neighbouring stream. Since the water can

only sink into the ground gradually, a very heavy rain will cause

a surface run-off even from permeable rocks. A bed of permeable

rocks often rests upon an impermeable layer, which will prevent

the water sinking further
; the upper beds thus become “ water-

Fig, 39.—Artesian Wells and Springs.

bearing,” being saturated up to a certain level with the accumu-
lated water, which may be obtained by wells sunk to the “ water-

level.” The water cannot, however, accumulate indefinitely, and
may gush out under the form of springs. Fig. 38 shows a well

(W) from which water can be pumped up, and a surface spring
(5).

Fig. 39 shows a downfold where a permeable bed is situated

between two impermeable beds. The rain falling on the out-

crops of the former will saturate it with water, which will gush

out from the springs S, S, or from the wells W, W. In the case

of these wells the water will be forced out by what is known as

hydrostatic pressure, that is, the pressure originating in the

weight of the water standing at a higher level in the neighbotiring

regions, and transmitted throughout the whole wator-mass.
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River Forms.—Innumerable springs and surface rills combine to

form a river, which follows the line of steepest slope down to

the sea. When a surface is newly formed, or newly upraised

from the sea-floor, its first river system is entirely dependent

upon the original slopes and inequalities of the land
;
but changes

soon take place. Each stream is at work, deepening and widen-

ing its valley, but all do not work at the same rate. A heaviei

rainfall on its basin, a softer rock to work upon, a swifter current

due to a short steep slope to

the sea, any or all of these

may give one stream an

advantage over its neigh-

bours, and lead to its en-

croaching on their basins and

capturing some of their waters.

The valleys of the more energetic streams are lengthened

at the expense of others by reason of the wearing of the ground

as indicated in Fig. 40a, which shows a longitudinal section of a

valley and the successive positions it occupies as the water flows

down the slope
;

the head of the stream is found successively

at the points x, x\ x*, and x^, and its length increases from

xy to Fig, 406 shows a section of a mass of land and
the changes of the slopes DA and DB of valleys cut by rivers

flowing to A and B respectively. Il the river flowing to A cuts

downward and backward at a greater rate than that flowing to

B, the divide which was first at D will be lowered and will shift

back to DK Figs. 41a and b show a map of two streams, one of

which {A) has enlarged its drainage area at the expense of the

other (B), by wearing back the divide, and capturing the head-

streams of (B).

As a result of such changes numerous small river basins

Fig. 40a.—Lengthening of a Valley,
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are replaced by a few large ones, drained by great rivers fed by
numerous branching tributaries and sub-tributaries. These

large rivers are well adjusted to the structure of the rocks, the

streams on the less resistant outcrops having developed at the

expense of those on the more resistant. Many evidences of

capture may be observed in countries that have a matured drain-

age system, for example, some of the streams are too small for

Fig. 4fa.— Original Drainage Area*! Fig. 41&.—Drainage Areas of streams
of streams A and B. A and B after shifting of Divide.

their valleys, having been robbed of their head-waters, or there

may be dry valleys from which the waters have been diverted

altogether.

This process is not the only one w'hich results in dry valleys,

for in areas where there are great outcrops of permeable rocks,

there may be a gradual subsidence of the surface where under-

ground streams remove material from below, so that the surface

is gradually lowered into the form of a valley although no stream

is visible. The chalk hills of south-eastern England afford

examples of both types of dry valley.

The work of a river in (a) deepening, and (6) widening its

valley has been referred to. Assuming that the surface is uni-

formly resistant, the deepening takes place most rapidly where
the current is swiftest, i.e. where the slope of the bed is steepest

;
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hence a river tends to wear its bed to a uniform slope, for where

there is any sudden change of slope, such as causes a rapid or

waterfall, there the

Hard crosion is most vigor-^ ous. A section show-

ing the slope of a river

t)ed from source

r^ j to mouth is called a

.

at'
profile. Fig. 42
shows the initial

irregular profile of a

river, and the final

smoothed one (F).

The extreme upper
Fig. 43l>.—River Profile at a later stage, showing fu u.

^

Fall due to Hard Outcrop.
worn down to the

base level (see p. 53) because, although the streams there are

rapid their volume is small. A river system in a recently

folded or fractured region where there are steep slopes and
abrupt cliff-like rock-faces will naturally have many rapids

and falls. So, too, will a system draining a land which has

been covered by an ice-sheet, and is strewn with the great

irregular deposits of rock waste once carried by the ice-sheet

(see p. 56). Many rapids and waterfalls are however due, not

to any original irregularity in the land surface, but to the unequal

power of resistance in successive rocks traversed by the river,

which therefore cuts portions of its bed more rapidly than others.

Figs. 43a and b show such a

case where a hard outcrop ^
causes a waterfall. 'v /

*

The widening of a valley "'n ' / /
is performed partly by the \ \ j

/ /
river itself, partly, by other

K'

'

agencies. The action of the

latter is very simple, and will jr,g 4^._widemng of a VaUey, L
be explained first. Fig. 44
shows a valley section, due simply to stream erosion. The

steep sides are exposed to wind and air, to frost and heat, so

\ '
I

M / /•

\ \ \ » I A
' '

I M / ^

Fig. 44.—Widening of a Valley, L
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that the surface is gradually broken up and fragments fall into

the stream bed and are borne away. The surface water running

down the valley sides towards

the stream also carries wiin it

particles of soil, so that in

course of time the valley ac-

quires the section shown by
the dotted lines.

The process of wiaening

carried out by the river itself is

more complex. No stream is

quite straight for more than a
45—Widening oi a VaUey, ll.

very short distance, and whenever it curves the result is to pro-

duce strong currents, first under one bank, then under the other.

Fig. 45 shows such a curve. The natural direction of the current

is ab, i.e. towards the valley side AB, and therefore the water

presses against this side of the valley and constantly undercuts it.

Near the opposite bank CD the water is almost slack, so that here

the stream leaves the gravel it is rolling along, and drops the fine

waste it is carrying in suspension. Fig. 46 shows in the foreground

a section of the valley. As the under-cutting proceeds, the rock

masses above repeatedly collapse, so that fresh faces are exposed to

the weather
;
thus one side of the valley remains steep, while the

opposite side is weathered to a gentle slope. At the foot of this

gentle slope is a bed of gravel and alluvium which is gradually

abandoned by the river and becomes firm ground. In this way

Flo. 46.—Widening of a Valley, III.

the valley acquires a wide

level floor, and in a view up
or down stream the long

gentle slopes, first on one side,

then on the other, appear as

a series of interlocking spurs

(see Fig. 46). If this pro-

cess continues uniformly, the

windings tend to increase,

and the area of attack is

pushed further and further down stream, as shown in Fig. 47.
In course of time the projecting spurs are in their turn worn
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Fig. 47. — Plans of a part of a
river's course, showing the shift-
ing of the river bed, the forma-
tion of a flood- plain, and the
cutting back of the sides of the
valley.

of interlocking spurs

;

erosion^ transport, aiid

away, so that the river meanders

in a flat - bottomed valley

bordered by low parallel bluffs.

After heavy rains the river may
overflow its banks and partly or

wholly fill the valley, which is

termed its flood-plain. The
flood waters, having no current,

drop the waste they hold in sus-

pension, so that the flood-plain

is gradually covered by alluvial

deposits.

As in the case of deepening,

the widening will take place at

unequal rates in rocks of unequal

resistance, so that in one place a

valley may be widely opened,

while lower down the river it

may still be narrow and steep-

sided. The terms young, mature
and old have been applied to the

stages in the development of

rivers and their valleys according

as they are just beginning, are well

advanced in, or have almost com-
pleted the processes described

above. Thus a river in the

youthful stage has a narrow gorge-

like valley, its profile is probably
broken by rapids and waterfalls,

the processes of erosion and
transport are going on rapidly,

and there is little sedimentation.

A river which has attained

maturity has widened its valley

floor, and has formed a system
the processes of widening, deepening,
sedimentation are all going on. Tht
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effect of unequal rock resistance may be manifest in rapids or

falls, or in the alternation of narrow and wide valleys. When
old age is reached, a river has a regular profile and a broad flood-

plain
;

it has almost ceased the work of erosion and transport,

the more active process being that of sedimentation. The effect

of this is slowly to raise the level of the bed, the banks and the

flood-plain beyond them, so that an old river may flow at a level

above that of the surrounding country, being kept in its course

by the natural banks or levees formed of material deposited by
flooding. Such a river may burst the levees and cause very

disastrous floods.

The relation of tributaries to the main river also changes

with advancing age. The level of the river at the point of junction

forms for each tributary the base-level to which it tends to adjust

its profile. In a region still young, or in early maturity, the

more powerful main stream may have a flat-bottomed valley,

but it may still have steep sides, down which veritable torrents

flow. These will have their velocity suddenly checked by the

abrupt change of slope, and will therefore deposit masse? of^

rock waste on the valley floor. These deposits are called alluvial

fans, or cones, on account of their shape. In other cases water-

falls or rapids may mark the entrance of tributary streams, but

by the time old age is reached the beds of all the tributaries have

been smoothed down until fheir profiles are in exact accord with

that of the main stream.

The passage from youth to maturity and thence to old age,

is not dependent upon time alone. As implied above, the char-

acters of youth are long retained by rivers which flow over speci-

ally resistant rocks. In arid regions, too, where there is little

surface water to help the widening process, the valleys are deep

and gorge-like. Limestone regions are similar to arid ones in

this respect, for they have little or no surface run-off and conse-

quently the valleys are steep-sided.

Since the volume of water in a river usually increases towards

its mouth, its working power will increase in this direction also.

Hence many rivers show signs of old age in their lower courses,

while in their middle courses they arc mature, and in their upper

courses still youthful.
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A region traversed by old rivers has had nearly all inequalities

of relief swept away, and is termed a peneplain. It must often

happen that rivers which have nearly completed their cycle of

erosion are forced to recommence active work owing to some
earth movement, for example, the uplift of the upper portion of

their basins or the subsidence of the region into which they flow,

which may alter their relation to their base-level, and so restore

swiftness to their currents. Very frequently the peneplain, by
uplift, becomes a plateau, which is gradually dissected by the

rivers as they move in a fresh cycle from youth to old age.

Lakes.—Streams or rivers which enter a lake work down
to its level as their base. Lakes may occur in any hollow on

the Earth’s surface. Such hollows may be due to the subsidence

of part of the crust along lines of fracture (basins or rifts), they may
be due to downfolding, they may be craters of extinct volcanoes,

or in a limestone country they may be due to surface solution or to

the subsidence of the roof ofsome underground cavern. Lakes may
also be formed in valleys whose natural outlet has been barred,

as for example by a lava-flow or by an old glacial moraine ;
also

it sometimes happens that a side valley is dammed by a glacier

which fills the main valley. In the regions once extensively glaci-

ated, lakes may abound in hollows scooped out by the ice-sheet, as

in Finland, and the long, narrow, deep lakes which occur in valleys

once occupied by glaciers may be numerous, as in Scotland.

As a general rule the water entering a lake exceeds that lost by
evaporation, so that there is an outflowing stream, but in regions

of low rainfall and great evaporation this is not the case, and

the hollow containing the lake has no outlet. In such a case

the basin forms an inland drainage area. All the salts brought

down in solution by the rivers accumulate in such lakes as these,

which therefore have a very high salinity. Where the rainfall

is very irregular, they are liable to great fluctuations in level and
area, and in time of drought often dry up entirely, leaving only

a salt-encrusted mud flat.

Lakes through which rivers flow are comparatively short-

lived, for all the streams that enter them deposit in thdr still

waters the rock-waste wliich they hold in suspension. Thus
deltas are built up and each lake is gradually transformed into
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an alluvial lake-plain. Also the outgoing stream in time cuts a

deeper channel, facilitating the drainage of the lake.

Lakes are of great importance in regulating the flow of rivers.

Heavy rains may convert their head-streams into swollen tor-

rents, whose waters, if poured directly into the main valley,

would cause disastrous floods, but spread out over the wide

surface of the lake they cause only a slight change of level, so

that the river below the lake suffers but little change.

Plains and Plateaus.—Some important types of plains have

already been mentioned in the above account of the work of

Fig. 48.

—

Dissection of Plateau of Horizontal Strata.

rivers, among them the flood-plain, the peneplain, and the

lake-plain. To these may be added the recently uplifted sea-

bottom which forms a coastal plain. Such a plain, owing to

the absence of steep slopes, will have a very indeterminate

drainage system, swamps and lakes will form in slight hollows,

while the river valleys will be shallow, the divides low and ill-

marked.

A plateau formed of horizontal strata will, when young, b«
intersected by deep canons, and if the rocks are of unequal resist-

ance these will have the characteristic section shown in Fig. 48a
At a later stage the valley floors widen and the plateau is broken
up into large table-topped mountains or mesas, while stiU later,

the greater part of the surface becomes a plain, dotted over with
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a few relics of the plateau in the shape of buttes or kopjes (see

Fig. 48 b and c).

A plateau bordered by steep cliff-like faces or scarps may be
termed a tableland, and if it is built of nearly horizontal strata,

the edges will in course of time be worn to a series of scarps sepa-

rated by broad terraces, similar to a side of the left-hand valley

shown in Fig. 48ft.

Ridges and Gaps*—If beds of sediments of unequal resistance

are gently inclined, the softer rocks are worn to plains, separated

by hilly belts formed of the more resistant rocks. Two such

resistance.

formations are shovra in Fig. 490: and h, the one due to an upfold,

the other to a downfold. The hills have on the one hand a steep

face or escarpment, on the other a long gentle slope following

the dip of the strata
; they are known as scarped ridges. If the

dip slope is very steep the ridge is narrow, its section having the

form of an inverted V. Such a ridge is known as a hog’s back
;

a good example is found in the portion of the North Downs
west of Guildford.

Fig. 50 shows the development of the river system in a

region where the gently inclined strata form a coastal plain.

In diagram a the rivers flow down the dip slope to the sea, in

diagram h the differing resistance of the rocks over which they

flow is manifest. The softer strata form plains on which
lateral tributaries develop, the harder strata form scarped ridges

across which the rivers cut deep and narrow valleys
; these are

known as water-gaps. On the bands of soft rock the divides
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between the different river systems are ill-marked, so that it

is here that captures take place. In diagram c a map of such a

Fig, 50.—Development of River System on Inclined Strata of unec^ual resistance.
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drainage system is shown. Only one river has maintained its

difficult course across the two hard ridges, and this river has long,

important tributaries flovdng along the soft outcrops, while

smaller tributaries flow down the dip slopes. Three gaps are

left through which streams no longer flow
; since only wind now

passes through these, they have been termed “ wind-gaps."

Wherever a river is seen to pierce a hill or mountain ridge instead

of flowing round it, it may be inferred that the river is older

than the ridge, and that the latter has either been carved out by
the river itself, as in the case described above, or is due to some

recent uplift or other crustal disturbance.

Fig. 51.—River System in Region of Parallel Ridges.

Fig. 51 shows the river system in a simple folded mountain

chain. Here the rivers appear to cut across the ridges transversely

as they pass from one downfolded valley to the next. The
explanation of these transverse valleys is to be found in the

original form of the land surface. It has been proved that

intense folding only takes place at very great depths, where

the rocks are plastic, and that at the surface itself the initial

deformation is very slight. Fig. 52 shows a block section and
sketch of a folded region

;
the violent contortions of the buried

strata produce at the surface two slight ridges AB, and a

shallow valley SS\ The upfolded ridge in the foreground is

not uniform, its longitudinal section shows a slight downfold

at D, while the downfolded valley SS' shows a slight upfold

at C. The waters to the right of C escape from the valley

at D. Diagram b shows the relief at a much later stage,

when the violently disturbed strata have been exposed by
denudation. The upfolded ridges stand out in bold relief,

but the river has maintained its course at Z>, and has cut

a deep notch-Uke valley or water-gap in the foremost ridge. In
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all the great mountain regions the relief is mainly due to erosion*

and the river systems have been determined by the original

slight inequalities of the surface, but are modified by the cap-

tures which take place as they adjust themselves to the irregu-

larities of the rocks which they lay bare. It seems pro-

bable that the whole folded mass is gradually uplifted as

well as denuded, and that the contorted strata now exposed on

b

Fto. 3a.—Development of a Transverse Valley in a Mountain System.

many moimtain-sides were folded when lying far below sea-

level, buried beneath thousands of feet of sediments.

Glacial Valleys.—On the loftier mountains the action of

frost in constantly detaching rock fragments gives a needle-

like appearance to the peaks that stand up above the snow-fields.

In such regions, too, the valleys are largely shaped by glaciers.

The ice scoops out for itself a trough-shaped bed, while above

the level of the ice-surface the ordinary agencies of modelling are

widening the valley. The resulting profile can be seen in valleys
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from which the glaciers

have disappeared since

the Ice Age ; it is

shown in Fig. 53. The
abrupt change of slope

at the point A is often

the cause of beautiful

waterfalls where side

streams enter the vab
ley.

DiSSeOted Plateaus* fig. 53.—section of Glacier-Deepened Valley.

—An old folded region

which has been worn to a peneplain may be uplifted to form a

plateau or a block mountain. The work of erosion then recom-

mences, and a fresh system of hills and valleys is carved out. If

the surface of the peneplain shows regular outcrops of hard and

soft rocks, the remains of some past system of regular folds, then

a series of parallel ridges and valleys will result. If the outcrops are

irregular, then the general tilt of the surface and the form of the

river network which crosses it will determine the distribution of

ridges and irregular massifs into which the area is gradually

divided. In any case, the flat level tops of the mountains and

ridges as seen against the skyline will show that they form part

of a once continuous surface. A river which meandered in a

flat-bottomed valley across the old peneplain will often keep

pace with the uplift by deepening its bed, so that the meanders

are incised into the plateau. The name dissected plateau has

been given to such an uplifted and re-eroded land mass.

Desert Forms.—In a region where, owing to the low rainfall,

running water takes little part in the work of modelling the sur-

face, special land forms are found. Mountains are half buried

under their own waste, rocks are split into great boulders

by the rapid heating and cooling that they undergo, some areas

are swept bare of soil by the wind, and in others the sand is piled

up in shifting dunes. The faces of the hills are polished and
eroded by the sand blast, and where the rocks lie horizontally

and are unequally resistant a profile such as is shown in Fig. 32
results. The rain-water of occasional storms sweeps out small
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gullies, whose boulder-strewn beds are usually dry, but on the

whole there is a great monotony in the landscape.

Co&st Forms.—The action of the sea in shaping the coasts has

already been touched upon. The waves eat back the cliffs and
form a marine platform, or they pile up sand and shingle. Hard
rocks may stand out as headlands while softer rocks form bays,

but in course of time such a coast will be worn smooth again,

as the headlands will form special points of attack while the

quiet bays will receive deposits of the material thus worn away.

Rivers build out the coast seawards, extending their flood-plains

in the form of deltas, in the manner described in the previous

chapter. The accumulations of alluvium block up the river

channel, with the result that it is forced to find new outlets,

and enters the sea by two or sometimes more channels. If,

however, the tidal or ocean currents are sufficiently strong to

sweep away the river alluvium, no delta can be formed. Only

the very largest rivers can bring down sufficient alluvium to

maintain a delta on the ocean margin, and hence they are more
usually found in the tideless enclosed seas.

In many places the outline of the coast is due to a change in

the sea-level or to a subsidence whereby the land is partially

submerged. Thus the sea water overflows the lower grounds,

transforming river valleys into straits or estuaries and broader

lowlands into bays, while hills and mountains remain as promon-

tories or islands. It is in this way that the irregularities of the

western coasts of the British Isles have been produced. Where
the land has been deeply dissected by erosion, there the
“ half drowned '' coast is very irregular, and where tiie land has

been worn to a plain crossed by broad open valleys, there the

coast is low and smooth, broken only by shallow estuaries. The
east coast of England affords an example.

The drowning of a region of ridges and furrows, where

these are cut transversely by the coast, leads to the forma-

tion of long, tapering rocky promontories, separated by equally

long narrow inlets, which become narrower and taper inland.

Such inlets are called rias. The south-west coast of Ireland

affords an example. Where the coast is parallel to the ridges, it is

straight and unbroken except where the sea can find an entry
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through some gap in the outermost ridge. If, however, the ridges

have been very much dissected by erosion, the outer ones may
form a line of long narrow islands, and the outer furrows a series

of sounds The east coast of the Adriatic Sea affords an example.

Fig. 54.—Longitudinal Section ol a Fiord.

Another important type of inlet is the fiord. Fiord coasts are

found on the margins of regions of high relief (dissected plateaus

or fold mountains), which have once been heavily glaciated.

The glaciers making their way to the sea have scooped out deep

trough-like valleys, the drowned ends of which become narrow,

steep-walled inlets. A fiord is usually very deep, but becomes

shallower towards its mouth (see Fig. 54). This may be due

to the diminishing power of erosion of the glacier as it gradually

melts, or to a terminal moraine blocking the end of the drowned
valley. Norway, Scotland and British Columbia have fiord coasts.

The Continental Shell.—The actual shore lines do not mark
the true borders of the continents ; the latter are usually prolonged

seawards by a gently shelving platform sometimes 100 miles or

more in width, which is roughly outlined by the contour or isobath

of 100 fathoms
; beyond this there is a sudden drop to depths of

1000 fathoms or more, so that the platform has a steep cliff-like

edge. This bordering platform, covered by shallow seas, is

called the continental shelf
; on it the rock waste from the land

gradually accumulates, and hardens into fresh sedimentary rocks.

Islands.—Islands which are merely portions of the mainland

separated by the erosion, subsidence, or drowning of the inter-

vening land are termed continental. Those which have an origin

independent of the mainland are called oceanic. The latter may
be volcanic, built up of lavas poured out from some vent in the sea

floor, or they may be coral islands, built up by living organisms.

The coral polyps can only live in the shallow waters of tropical

seas. They secrete an abundance of limestone, and associated

with them live numerous shell-fish, and other limestone-secreting
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organisms. The polyps may build a fringing reef along the coast,

or a barrier reef at the outer edge of a marine platform or con-

tinental shelf. Fragments of shells, coral and coral-sand are piled

up by wind and wave on and behind the reef, so that new land

is formed. Often a coral island takes the form of a circular reef

partially enclosing a still lagoon. It is then called an atoll.

The exact origin of atolls is still in dispute, but some, at least,

have been formed on the summits of volcanoes which do not

reach the surface of the ocean.

Structural Regions.—An idea of the general world-distribu-

tion of the above described land-forms can be obtained by
noting the areas once glaciated (Fig. 33), where ice-modelling is

important, and by observing on the map showing the total annual

rainfall (Fig. 84) the areas of abundant and scanty rainfall, where

rain-and-stream or wind action respectively predominate. To
this must be added a study of the main structural divisions given

in Figs. 55 and 56, which show the disposition of the rocks on
w'hich the modelling agencies have been or are at work All

these maps should be compared with the relief maps of the differ-

ent regions, which show the surface forms resulting from the

varying factors.

On Fig. 55 only the broader structural divisions are marked.

Two large peneplains of very ancient rock are found, one in North

America, partly drowned by the waters of Hudson Bay, and
one in North-West Europe in the hollow of which lies the Gulf

of Bothnia. Unfolded rocks of various ages form the vast plains

stretching from north to south in the Americas and in Australia,

and from east to west in Eurasia. Tablelands of undisturbed

rocks, generally very old, extend through Guiana, Brazil, Africa,

Arabia, the Dekkan, and Western Australia. The lofty mountain

systems of the world, with the great plateaus and basins which

they enclose, correspond to the regions of most recent folding.

They form a girdle round the Pacific Ocean, consisting of the

western Cordillera of the two Americas, and the island loops

which fringe Eastern Asia and Australia. Here the general

trend of the chains is from north to south. In Central America,

in Eurasia and in North Africa the mountains run from east to

west, until they reach Further India, where again the north to
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south direction is seen. Regions of block moimtains, dissected

plateaus and basins border the north Atlantic on either side,

and extend from north to south through Eastern Asia and Aus-

tralia. Fig. 56 shows the distribution of earthquakes, vol-

canoes and coral reefs. Active volcanoes and earthquakes

may be taken as evidence of an existing weakness or instability

of the Earth’s crust. They occur chiefly, as might be expected,

in those regions of high relief where the most recent folds and
fractures are found. It should be noticed that the map does not

bear out the statement that all volcanoes are near the sea.

Soils.—Owing to the gradual disintegration of the rocks, the

Earth’s surface is almost everywhere covered with a layer of

loose waste from a few inches to many feet deep. This waste

is darkened by the admixture of decayed vegetable and animal

matter (humus) and forms the soil. It may be the direct pro-

duct of the decay of the underlying rock, or it may have been

deposited by some agent of transport. The most fertile soils

are those which are of mixed composition, the products of the

waste of many different kinds of rocks
; such is usually the

nature of the transported soils. Hence all regions of accumula-

tion, such as valleys, basins, flood-plains, old river beds and old

lake-floors are especially fertile. The till or boulder clay which

formed the ground moraine of the ice-sheet also yields a rich soil,

unless too encumbered with stones and boulders, but the coarser

ice and river deposits, such as gravels, are poor. Among the

transported soils, loess is also important. It covers wide areas

round the margins of the arid interior of Asia, and of the regions

once heavily glaciated. It consists of fine particles swept by
the wind from accumulations of dry rock waste, such as exist in

the desert regions. During the Ice Age, the inter-glacial periods

marked by a temporary retreat of the ice were very dry, and hence

the vast moraines were subjected to wind erosion, and yielded

material for loess deposits. Among soils of local origin, those

due to the weathering of limestone (which is rarely pure) are

fertile though thin, and those derived from volcanic rocks are often

exceedingly fertile, while infertile sandy soils are yielded by such

rocks as sandstone and granite. In those places in the tem|>eraie

zone which are imperfectly drained, the vegetation does not
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completely decay, but forms a dark brown, fibrous mass called

peat, which absorbs water like a sponge, and renders the ground
boggy. In arid regions the soils au-e often exceptionally rich

owing, among other reasons, to the fact that their soluble salts

are not washed away as in humid regions.

The Aron Gap.—Several of the land forms mentioned above

are illustrated in the portion of the Ordnance Survey Map given

in Fig. 2. The Arun nver has cut a gap across the chalk

South Downs, and has so widened its valley that the latter has

a flat alluvium-covered floor over which the river meanders ;
the

regularity of the meanders has, however, been largely interfered

with by the making of artificial cuts.*' At North Stoke there

is a good example of the inequality of the opposite slopes of a

valley
;
from the east a long gentle slope runs down to the alluvial

plain, while on the opposite side there is a steep slope close imder

which the river flows. The section at this point (given in Fig. 4)

may be compared with the section in the foreground of Fig. 46. An
observer looking down the valley from the little hill to the south

of the foot-path leading from Bury to Amberley, would see a

series of interlocking spurs, the best marked being the first three

on which stand Houghton, North Stoke, and South Stoke re-

pectively. The chalk strata dip gently southward, and have
been worn back to a scarped ridge (see p. 70) of which Rackham
Hill forms part, the escarpment facing north, the dip-slope

facing south. The permeability of the chalk accounts for the dry

valleys in the hills. It is noticeable that no villages, and very few

farms are found high on these waterless hills, while on the other

hand no villages are found on the perfectly level, and therefore ill-

drained, valley floor, the sites most favoured being the lower slof)es

and spurs of the hills. The importance of this gap in formei

times as a route-way is suggested by the castles which guarc

both its northern and southern entries.
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CHAPTER VI

INSOLATION AND TEMPERATURE
Light and heat, which are essential to organic life, are forms

of energy transmitted to the Earth from the Sun by radiation.

The Sun sets up wave movements in the ether which travel

with high velocity through space, reaching the Earth in about

eight minutes. When some materiaJ object is struck by these

waves it becomes illuminated and heated, while certain objects,

e.g. a photographic plate or the green parts of plants, undergo

chemical changes. When a body is heated, it may either simply

undergo a change of state (e.g. liquefy, or evaporate), but more
generally its temperature rises. The temperature changes

brought about by the radiant heat from the Sun are among the

chief causes of the variations in weather and climate over the

globe.

Distribution of Insolation.—The name insolation is given to

the radiant energy emitted by the Sun. The distribution of

insolation upon different parts of the surface of the globe varies

considerably (see Fig. 57). This may be seen by imagining

bundles of rays of equal dimensions (A, Y and Z)

;

these fall

on areas indicated by the shading at ab, a'b\ and a^'b'' respec-

tively, and the diagram shows that these areas increase towards

the poles, so that the same amount of insolation is spread over

larger and larger areas as the Stm's rays strike the Earth more
obliquely, and thus the amount received on each square centi-

metre of the surface diminishes. This diagram shows the Earth
and Sun at the equinoxes, and similar diagrams constructed for

the summer and winter solstices (cf. Figs. 16 and 17) would show
how the distribution of insolation varies with latitude at these

fea^ns All these figures would show the angle of incidence of
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the Sun’s rays at noon, but owing to the Earth’s rotation this

angle will vary through the day from zero at sunrise and sun-

set to its maximum noon-tide value (see Figs. 18, 19 and 20).

Hence the amount of insolation varies from hour to hour during

the day, and since it is measured by the quantity of heat received

at the surface per minute, it is necessary to take into account

the length of time that the Sun is above the horizon. At the

equinoxes this is twelve hours all over the globe, but towards

the summer solstices, the longer days of high latitudes more
than compensate for the greater obliqueness of the Sun’s rays,

and the total insolation for the day is greatest, not at that lati-

tude where the Sim is highest at noon, but at some higher lati-

tude which has longer hours of daylight (see Fig. 15).

So far it has been assumed that all the radiant energy from

the Sun reaches the Earth’s surface, but this is not the case, for

a large proportion, about 60 per cent., is absorbed by the atmo-

sphere. The amount absorbed varies according to several fac-

tors ; it is proportional to the thickness of atmosphere passed

through, to the density of the atmosphere, and to the number of
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particles, such as those of water and dust, present in the air.

A consideration of Fig. 57 shows that a ray ON, falling obliquely,

passes through a greater thickness of atmosphere than a ray

VE falling vertically
;
moreover the oblique ray passes through

a much greater proportion of the lower atmosphere (dotted) than

the vertical ray, and it is the lower atmosphere which, being

denser and more impure, has the greater absorbing power. As a

result, the amount of insolation reaching the Earth’s surface

diminishes, at first slowly, and then more rapidly as the oblique-

ness of the ra3rs increases.

Fig. 58.—Seasonal Distribution of Insolation at Different Latitudes.

Fig. 58 shows graphically the amount of insolation received

at different latitudes during the four periods, (a) December-

January-February,* (c) March-April-May, {d) June-July-August,

and (6) September-October-November. The greatest amount
(where the curves are highest) is received at about 30* N. in the

northern summer, and at about 30* S. in the southern summer
the least amount is received near the north and south poles

where for part of the year the Sun remains below the horizon

The most uniform conditions through the year are foimd near

* Note that this period is marked " winter " in the part of the graph
referring to the northern hemisphere, and " summer " in the part refer-

ring to the southern hemisphere ; and that similar changes of season are

marked against the other carves.
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the equator, where the curves for all seasons are close together,

while the most varied conditions are found at latitudes 50® N.

and S., where the summer and winter curves are farthest apart.

Near the equator the greatest insolation occurs at the season

of the equinoxes (compare Fig. 18), while elsewhere it occurs in

the season of the summer solstice (compare Fig. 19).

The Zones.—Owing to the importance of the relation between
the Arctic and Antarctic circles and the tropics on the one hand,

and the distribution of insolation on the other, these parallels

of latitudes are used to divide the globe into climatic zones.

Between the north and south tropics lies the Torrid Zone, where

every place has vertical insolation twice a year (see p. 36), and
where the longest day is only 13J hours ; between the tropics

and the circles lie the north and south Temperate Zones where

there is never vertical insolation, and where the difference

between the lengths of the summer and winter days is increasingly

great ; between the circles and the poles lie the Frigid Zones

where the long " days ” last from twenty-four hours to six months
(see p. 30), and where the altitude of the Sun is never great

(see Fig. 20). A reference once more to Fig. 58 shows that

in the Torrid Zone the amount of insolation is uniformly great,

in the Temperate Zone the amount varies considerably with

the seasons, while in the Frigid Zone the amount is never great,

and the seasonal variations are moderate.

The Temperature of the Earth’s Surface.—The general effect

of insolation is to raise the temperature of the body upon
which the rays fall, but the Earth’s surface is composed of two
elements, land and water, which re-act very differently to heat.

If equal volumes of land and water with equal surfaces could be

exposed to exactly the same insolation, the temperature of the

land would be raised i-y* C., while that of the water was raised

I* C. This may be otherwise expressed by saying that the

land would be heated more rapidly and to a higher temperature

than the water Other factors intensify this contrast between

land and water ; solar radiations cannot penetrate the solid

land, so that all the heat is used to raise the temperature of a

thin surface layer, while the more transparent water is heated

to a greater depth ; the mobility of the water results in fresh
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particles being constantly exposed to the rays ; finally, some of

the heat is expended in evaporating the water and not in raising

its temperature.

Temperature conditions do not depend only upon tha quan-

tity of heat received
; they are due to the balance between this

and the heat lost by radiation from the Earth's surface. Whereas

insolation can only proceed while the Sun is above the horizon,

the loss of heat by terrestrial radiation is continuous throughout

the twenty-four hours. So long as the quantity of heat lost by
radiation exceeds the quantity received by insolation the tem-

perature falls, while when the insolation is the greater the tem-

perature rises. Thus the minimum temperature for the day may
occur some hours after sunrise, because the feeble insolation

from the early morning Sun is not sufficient to balance the radia-

tion, while the maximum temperature may occur some hours

after noon, because although the insolation is decreasing, it is

still in excess of the radiation. In the same way during winter

in high latitudes the radiation of the whole of the twenty-four

hours constantly exceeds the insolation of the short hours of

daylight, so that the temperature falls until about January,

while in the summer the insolation constantly exceeds the

radiation, and the temperature continues to rise until about July.^

Since, however, the Earth as a whole gets neither hotter nor

colder as the years go on, the mean annual radiation must just

balance the mean annual insolation.

Terrestrial radiation, like insolation, is checked by the pres-

ence of water and dust particles in the air, so that it is less

on a cloudy night than on a clear night.

Just as the same amount of insolation causes a slower and
smaller rise of temperature in a water surface than in a land

surface, so the same amount of radiation causes a smaller fall of

temperature. In other words, water cools more slowly and to

a less extent than a land surface under the same conditions.

^ Thus in Britain, January is usually the coldest month, although

the Sun has its lowest noon altitude and shortest course in December

;

similarly, July and not June is usually the hottest month. For the same
reason, the temperatures of January and July are generally taken in

studying seasonal changes over the World as a whole.
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The slow cooling and heating of a water surface, and the

rapid cooling and heating of a land surface, have very important

consequences. The daily and seasonal changes of a water surface

are comparatively slight ; those of a land surface are well marked.
A water surface is cool in summer relatively to a neighbouring

land surface, while in winter it is relatively warm ; this is especi-

ally the case in high latitudes where the difference in the amount
of insolation in summer and winter is well marked, but in equa-

torial regions where the insolation is uniformly high through the

year, the land is always warmer than the sea during the day.

Temperature of the Air.—So far the temperature of the Earth's

surface itself has been considered, but the temperature of the

lower atmosphere is of far more importance to plants, animals

and man.

The absorption of radiant energy which takes place as the

Sun’s ra)^ pass through the atmosphere does not appreciably raise

the air temperature, so that the upper atmosphere is perman-

ently cold while the lower atmosphere obtains its heat from

the Earth’s surface. The method by which the air is heated

is as follows. The layer of air in contact with the surface

becomes heated by conduction, and as this results in it be-

coming lighter than the surroimding air, it is displaced up-

wards by the latter ; then fresh particles come in contact with

the Earth, to be warmed and displaced in their turn. Moreover,

the warm particles as they move upwards lose part of their heat

to neighbouring colder particles, and thus by degrees a thick

layer of air is warmed. The method of cooling is slightly dif-

ferent. The lower layers of air lose heat by conduction to the

cold surface, but as this fall of temperature makes them heavier,

they do not move away. The higher layers lose heat by radia-

tion to the cold earth, and to a less extent by radiation into space

Thus both heating and cooling take place gradually, the lowest

layers of air being first affected, and then by degrees the higher.

It follows that at night the upper air is frequently warmer than

the lower ; this is known as " inversion of temperature.”

The statements made with regard to the amount of insola-

tion at different latitudes (p, 84), and to the temperature rela-

tions of land and water surfaces, may now be applied to the
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temperature of the air. The air in equatorial regions is uniformly

hot through the year. In temperate regions hot summers alter-

nate with cold winters, but over the oceans the summers are rela-

tively cool, and the winters relatively warm; also the daily

changes over the ocean are less than those over the land. In

the Frigid Zone the air is very cold in winter, and cold or cool

0. J. F. M. A. M. J. J. A S. 0. N. D.

Fig. 59 .—Graphs showing the Mean Monthly Temperatures at Four Stations.
I, Batavia

;
II, Valentia

;
III, Irkutsk

;
IV, Fort Conger.

in summer. The graphs given in Fig. 59 illustrate these points.

Batavia shows equatorial conditions ; Valentia (on the Irish

coast) shows oceanic conditions in the Temperate Zone ; Irkutsk

shows the land conditions in the same zone, while Fort Conger
shows the march of temperature in the Frigid 2^ne. These
curves show the mean conditions for each month, but the daily

temperatures vary considerably from the mean.
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The chief factors other than the amount of insolation which
help to determine temperature are : (i) cloudiness ; (2) winds ;

(3) ocean currents. Clouds, which are a mass of tiny drops of

water (or sometimes particles of ice), check both insolation and
radiation, so that a cloudy day is cool and a cloudy night warm.
Winds have a varying effect according to their place of origin

;

thus a sea-breeze may be warm in winter and cool in summer,
and a land-wind hot in summer and cold in winter.

The direction of the prevailing wind is very important,

especially in high latitudes where great seasonal temperatme
variations are the rule. For example, a sea-board which has

prevailing on-shore winds will reflect the characteristic tempera-

ture changes of the ocean, as in the case of Valentia, while a

sea-board with a prevailing off-shore wind will reflect the char-

acteristic temperature changes of the land to the windward
side, which will only be slightly modified by the neighbourhood

of the sea.

The influence of ocean-currents is indirect ; they bring cold

water from higher latitudes or warm water from lower latitudes,

and the altered temperature of the water surface affects the air

above ; hence the winds which blow from the area affected are

exceptionally cool or warm as the case may be.

Temperature and Altitude.—It has already been explained

(p. 87) how the heated surface of the Earth gradually raises

the air temperature at higher and higher levels, but in spite of

the constant ascent of the warmed air the temperature decreases

rapidly with altitude. This is because the air as it rises becomes
rarefied, i.e. expands, and the expansion is accompanied by a

definite fall of temperature. It is calculated that pure dry air

would cool I* F. for every 180 feet of ascent, or i® C. for every

100 metres. This, however, is a theoretical calculation which

does not correspond with rates of cooling actually observed, for

there are always some disturbing elements, such as the existence

of water vapour which retards the rate of cooling, as explained

later in Chapter VIII.

In the case of elevated land surfaces, such as plateaus or

mountains, other factors must be considered. If the surface is,

for example, 3,000 feet above sea levd, the thickness of atmo-
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sphere through which the Sun's rays pass is so much the less,

moreover the air at this elevation is more free from dust and
cloud and is less dense than the lower air ; hence the amotmt
of insolation reaching the surface is much greater than at sea-

level. On the other hand the radiation from the surface is more
rapid for exactly the same reasons, and this is continuous through-

out the twenty-four hours. Yet another factor influences radia-

tion from the surface, for this proceeds more rapidly if the air

is free from invisible water-vapour and from carbon dioxide,

and the upper air is poorer in these gases than the lower air.

Hence on the whole the temperature of the air on elevated

surfaces is lower than at sea-level.

It is, therefore, clear that, owing to the complicated set of con-

ditions upon which the air temperature depends, the actual varia-

tions with altitude differ from night to day, and from season to

season, but numerous observations give as an average value a

lowering of i® F. with every 300 feet above sea-level, or of o*6*

C. for every 100 metres.

Temperature Maps.—Owing to the diversity of relief over the

Earth’s surface, a map showing the actual temperature conditions

Fto. 60.—Mean Sea-Level Temperatures for October (after Buchan.)

IS very complicated. It is usual to make use of the average
figures given above to eliminate the effect of altitude upon
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temperature, and all observations are mapped as though the

station were at sea-level. For example, if the reading for a station

600 feet above sea-level is 50“ F., it is mapped as 52® F. Lines

joining places with an equal temperature are called isotherms

;

thus the isotherm marked 50“ F. (10* C.) passes through all places

which have that temperature after reduction. Fig. 60 shows the

isothermal map of the World (observations reduced to sea-level)

for October. Between the tropics the temperatures are almost

everywhere above 70® F. (21® C.), and over the lands they are

above 80® F. (26‘6° C.). Beyond the tropical belts, the tem-

perature diminishes fairly regularly towards the north and south

poles, the isotherm of 50® F. (10® C.) following roughly parallels

45® N. and S., the isotherm of 30® F. (— i® C.) following roughly

parallels 60® N. and S.

January Isotherms.—Fig. 61 shows the isotherms for January.

The hot belt (over 20° C.) has moved southward with the belt

of maximum insolation, as it is summer in the southern hemi-

sphere. The highest temperatmres (over 30® C.), are foimd in the

interiors of the southern land masses, for the temperature of the

land rises rapidly with the increased insolation. On the other

hand, the ocean temperatures between the tropics have changed

but little since October. In the northern hemisphere the equator-

ward bending of the isotherms over Western America and Western

Europe shows that the land is colder than the sea as it is winter

in these latitudes, while in the southern hemisphere the isotherms

bend pole-wards over the land, showing that here the land is

warmer than the sea. The coldest part of the world is in the

north of Siberia, where there is an area below —40® C. (the " cold

pole ”). In the great land mass of Asia, the isotherm of o® C.

reaches within 35® of the equator, while the same isotherm in

the Norway Sea is within 20* of the pole.

July Isotherms.— Fig. 62 shows the isotherms for July.

The hot belt (over 20® C.) has moved northward with the belt

of maximum insolation, as it is summer in the northern hemi-

sphere. The hottest areas are the interiors of the northern

land masses where the temperatures are over 30® C. The iso-

therm of 20® C. goes farthest north over the great land mass
of Asia, where it reaches within 30* of the pole. The poleward
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bending of the isotherms over the northern land masses shows

that the land is hotter than the sea in the same latitudes. The

equator-ward bending of the isotherms round Lake Baikal and

the Great Lakes of North America shows the cooling effect of

these areas of water.

Annual Range ol Temperature.—Fig. 63 shows for all parts

of the world the difference between the mean temperature of

the hottest month and that of the coldest month ;
this differ-

ence is known as the mean annual range of temperature.

Where the mean annual range of temperature (i.e. the amount
of the change experienced as between the hottest and coldest

months at a place) is above 20* C. (36“ F.) the climate may be

said to be extreme
;
where it is below 15° C. (27® F.) the climate

may be said to be equable. Thus in July the north of

France has a temperature of about 20® C. (see Fig. 62) ; in

January the mean temperature is about 5® C. (see Fig. 61)

;

the mean annual range is therefore 15® (see Fig. 63),

and the climate is therefore not extreme
;
were the range

less it would be distinctly equable. The range over the seas

and the lands near the equator is very small, because here the

amount of insolation is very uniform through the year (see p. 84).

It increases towards the interiors of the tropical land masses,

as the land temperatures reflect the changes of insolation more
rapidly than the oceans. It is very great in the land masses of

high latitudes because here the seasonal difference in the amoimt
of insolation is also great. The immense continent of Asia shows

greater ranges than the smaller continent of America, because

the interior of Asia is more remote from the moderating influences

of ocean winds.

JFbr /isi of AuthoriUes and Books for further reading see bibliography at

end of Chapter IX,



CHAPTER VII

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AND
WINDS

The temperature changes of the air discussed in the previous

chapter are accompanied by changes of volume. When air is

heated it expands, when it is cooled it contracts ; it is upon

these properties that the atmospheric circulation depends. If

a quantity of air is introduced into a collapsible balloon, the

walls of the balloon are distended until the air occupies a definite

volume. The force which keeps the walls distended must be

exerted by the air, which is pressing them outwards in aU direc-

tions
;

it may be termed the elastic force of the air. Air may
be likened to a spiral spring ; if it is compressed its elastic force

is increased. Since air has weight, the upper layers of the atmo-

sphere must compress the lower, and so increase their elastic

force. Consider a very small portion of air at rest ; all the

forces acting upon it must balance one another, for if not, it

would move. Its elastic force acts outward in all directions,

and since the air does not move upwards, this force must just

be balanced by a force acting downwards, namely the weight

of the air above it. Hence the weight of the column of air

above any particular level in the atmosphere may be taken as

the measure of the elastic force exerted by the air in that level.

The term atmospheric pressure is usually employed rather

than elastic force ; it is measured by means of a barometer.

This instrument consists essentially of a glass tube, closed at

one end, which is completely filled with mercury, then inverted,

and the open end plunged into a cup of merctiry. Part of the

mercury runs from the tube into the cup, and a column some
thirty inches high remains ; at the top of the tube a vacuum
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Fig. 64.
Principle of

the
Barometei.

is formed. In Fig. 64, is a horizontal mercury surface.

Since it is at rest all the vertical forces acting on it must be

equal. These are the weight of the atmosphere outside the

tube, and the weight of the mercury column A inside the tube

If the weight of the atmosphere increases, more
mercury will be pressed up the tube, until the weight

of the mercury again balances that of the air. If

the weight of the atmosphere decreases, mercury
will flow down from the tube until the balance is

again restored. Thus the height of the mercury
column can be taken as the indication of the weight of

the superincumbent atmosphere at any point, and
this is equal to the elastic force or pressure of the

atmosphere at that point. Thirty inches or 760

mm. is a normal pressure ; figures above this value

may be termed " high," those below it " low."

Pressure and Altitude.—It is clear that the atmospheric

pressure must decrease with altitude, but the rate of decrease

cannot be represented by a simple arithmetical progression.

If a barometer is carried from sea-level to a height of some thou-

sands of feet, the mercury column will fall for two reasons :

the height of the column of air above the mercury in the cup is

diminished, and at the same time the air that forms this column
is rarefied. The barometer will fall an inch if carried from
sea-level to an altitude of 910 feet, but to cause it to fall another

inch it must be carried more than 910 feet higher. At an altitude

9330 feet it must be carried up a further 1,220 feet before

it falls an additional inch, that is to say that a column 1,220

feet high of the rarer air at these high altitudes just balances a

column 910 feet high of the denser air at sea-level. At an alti-

tude of about 16,000 feet the pressure is about half that at sea-

level; the rarefied air is insuflficient for human needs, and
mountain sickness (headache, nausea, dizziness, difficult breath-

ing) is the result. Many people suffer from mountain sickness

at still lower levels, so that, apart from other considerations,

the loftier plateaus and mountains of the world can never be
inhabited.

Temperatnie and Fressore.—Differences of pressure at the
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same level above the sea are chiefly brought about by differences

of temperature, which cause expansion or contraction. In

Fig. 65, MNOP represents a portion of the Earth’s surface on

which the pressure is (say) p inches. In a higher plane, ABCD,
the pressure is less and may be represented as {p>

—a) inches,

sufficient to balance the weight of the air above that plane.

If the portion of the surface NO is maintained at a higher tem-

perature than the portions MN and OP, the air above it will

become heated and expand. The air which occupied the column

BOON now occupies the column

B'C'ON, and some of the air

formerly below the level BC has

been lifted above it ; this in-

creases the weight of air upon

BC, so that the pressure on this

plane becomes greater, (say)

(p
—a) b inches. The pressure

on AB and CD remains un-

changed, and is {p—a) inches

;

hence the air on BC, pressing

outwards with a force (p
—a) b

inches, and resisted only by a

force {p
—a) inches, moves out-

wards as shown by the arrows.^

This movement alters the pressures

at the surface ABCD. Air has

been removed from above NO, so that the pressure is now less,

(say) (^

—

c) inches. Air has accumulated above MN and OP, so

that the air here is made denser and its pressure may be repre-

sented as (/»-F<f) inches. Hence the cooler and denser air flows

inwards towards the low pressure area, and forces the heated air

upwards, as shown by the arrows. As long as the supply of heat

is maintained, the air in the central column will move upwards

* Note that the words ** High " and ** Low **
in the diagram refer to

the relative pressures in one plane only ; thus, in Fig. 65 High " in the
upper part of the central column indicates a pressure greater than that on
either side, but less than that at the surface beneath, although this latter

pressure Is marked Low."

C

Low B Hi6h C
>

Low

High

A

^
Low^

M Cold N Hot 6 Cold P

Fig. 65.—Diagram showing the
Relation between Temperature,
Pressure and Air-currents (I).
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and outwards, while the air in the side columns will be compressed,

settle down, and move inwards. In this way a complete system

of what are termed convection currents is set up. The reverse

case of a column of air maintained at a lower temperature than its

surroimdings is shown in Fig. 66. The cold air contracts so that

the column BCON occupies the new volume B'C'ON. Some of

the air which before rested on BC is now below it so that the

pressure {p
—a) inches on BC is reduced to {p

— a)—

b

inches.

The pressure on AB and CD is still [p
— a) inches, so that the

air here moves inwards as shown
by the arrows. This increases the

pressure on NO, while diminishing

that on MN and OP, hence at

the surface there is an outflow of

air from the cold area. In the

central column the low tempera-

ture and the compression due to

inflow of air above cause a general

down settling, while in the side

columns the removal of air above

and the outflow of air along the

surface from the central portion

cause a general uplift. Thus again

a complete circulation is estab-

lished which is kept up as long as

the temperature difference which

caused it is maintained. To summarize the above results : Wher-
ever a region, large or small, has its temperature maintained above

or below that of neighbouring regions, definite pressure changes

and air movements result. In a region of high temperature, a

low pressure is developed, accompanied by inflowing winds at

the surface and an upward drift above the centre of low pressure.

In a region of low temperature a high pressure is developed,

accompanied by outflowing winds at the surface, fed by a down
settling in the area of high pressure. The rising currents in

the heated areas are termed convection currents.

Distribution of Pressure over the World.—Applpng these prin-

ciples to the World distribution of temperature and pressure, it

Warm
Fig. 66. — Diagram showing re-

lation between Temperature,
Pressure and Air-Currents (II).
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follows that since the temperature diminishes from the equatorial

belt towards the poles, the pressure should increase in the same

direction. In the lower atmosphere the air should flow from

the poles towards the equator, while in the upper atmosphere

this direction should be reversed. Fig. 67 shows the sea-level

pressures for October. A low pressure belt corresponds to the

equatorial hot belt, and the pressure increases polewards as far as

latitudes 3o“-4o“ north and south, but here the belt of maximum
pressure is found, for in yet higher latitudes the pressure once

Fig. 67.—Mean Sea-Level Pressures for October (after Buchan). [The Pi^urei
denote Inches.]

more diminishes. The distribution of temperature fails to account

for the highest pressure being in middle latitudes instead of

around the poles. Moreover, observation shows that the winds

blow, not directly from the high pressure towards the low pres-

sure areas as the above explanation suggests, but obliquely,

the expected north winds becoming north-east, south winds

south-east, and so on.

Effect of the Earth’s Rotation.—To account for these diffi-

culties a new factor has to be considered, namely the Earth's

rotation. All moving bodies are possessed of the property of

inertia, that is to say they offer resistance to any change in the
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direction or velocity of their motion. Hence a wind once set

in motion tends to keep moving in the same direction although

the Earth rotates beneath it ; compared therefore to the Earth’s

surface a wind appears to change its direction.*

The Earth rotates from west to east, and a person situated

above the north pole would have the northern hemisphere rotat-

ing to his left ; compared with the Earth, therefore, a wind

moving over the northern hemisphere is deflected to the right.

Similarly, a person situated above the south pole would have the

southern hemisphere rotating to his right (as a globe will

demonstrate), and, compared with the Earth, a wind moving

over the southern hemisphere is deflected to the left.

and the Westerlies. (11) Winds of Upper Atmosphere.

Thus any wind in the northern hemisphere shows a deflection

to the right of the path which it would take if the Earth were
at rest, while any wind in the southern hemisphere shows a

deflection to the left. At the equator itself there is no deflection,

and the amoimt of the deflection increases as the poles are

approached. It also increases as the frictional resistance

‘ The wind may be compared with Foucault's pendulum (see p. 17)
for it tends to keep its direction unchanged just as the pendulum tends
to keep the plane of its swing unchanged, while the Earth twists away
beneath it. The efiect is quite independent of the original direction of

the wind (i.e. whether from the north, south, east or west) just as the

apparent deviation of the pendulum is independent of the direction in

which it is set swinging.
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offered to the movement of the particles decreases. The only

steadily moving bodies on the Earth's surface are water and

air ; in the case of the water the frictional resistance between

the moving layers is so great that the deflection is small, in the

case of air where the friction is much less, the deflection is

considerable.

Taking this new factor into account, the effect of the pressure

differences set up in the upper atmosphere, owing to the expan-

sion of air above the equator and the contraction at the poles,

may be considered. They should lead to strong winds blowing

polewards at high level, causing an accumulation of air and

a high pressure at the poles. But these upper air currents

are deflected as are any other winds, and since there is but

little friction in the upper air (which is rarer than the lower air)

the amount of deflection is very great (see Fig 68 II). Be-

tween 30° and 40® N. and S. lat. the direction of movement be-

comes nearly due east, so that the poleward component almost

disappears and the air swirls from west to east round the poles.

As a result the upper air moving away from the equator tends to

get massed in these latitudes, and so produces at the surface

high pressure belts, while in higher latitudes the surface pressure

is relatively low, because the circxun-polar swirls tend to reduce

the amount of air near the centre of the swirls, as in a basin of

water a swirl reduces the amount of water in the centre
;

thus

the distribution of pressure in October is explained. At the

surface the air moves away from the high pressure belt both

equatorwards and polewards ; the resultant winds at the sur-

face are shown in Fig. 68 (I).

Planetary Winds,—The equatorial low pressure belt is a

region of upward drift with calms at the surface
; this belt is

known as the doldrums. The high pressure belt is a region of

down settling air and surface calms ; this belt is known as the

horse latitudes. Between the horse latitudes and the doldrums

blow the steady trade winds which move toward the equator,

and being deflected to the right in the northern hemisphere and
to the left in the southern hemisphere are respectively NE.
and SE. winds. Beyond the horse latitudes lie the belts of

winds known as the stormy westerlies ; these winds tend
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to blow polewards, and owing to the deflection are from the

SW. and W. in the northern hemisphere, from the NW.
and W. in the southern hemisphere. This whole system of

wind and pressure belts shifts northwards and southwards in

harmony with the movements of the hot equatorial belt to

which it is in the first instance due. A similar system, deter-

mined by the distribution of insolation, would be set up
on any rotating planet having, an atmosphere. Hence the

name planetary winds is given to this general circulation.

Monsoon Windis.—The regularity of the planetary wind

system is destroyed by the temperature differences between land

Fig. 69.—Scheme of Monsoon Surface Winds, (a) Summer Monsoon in tne
Northern Hemisphere. (6) Winter Monsoon in the Southern Hemisphere.

and water. The lands in summer are warmer than the seas,

and hence become areas of relatively low pressure, while in

winter they are colder than the seas, and become areas of rela-

tively high pressure. Wherever these temperature and pressure

differences are sufficiently strongly marked, the normal planetary

winds are replaced by monsoon winds which in summer blow
landwards towards the low pressure arecis, and in winter are

reversed and blow sea-wards away from the high pressure areas.

Fig. 69 shows schematically the direction of these winds on
the different coasts of a land mass, taking into account the

deflections due to the Earth's rotation.

Pressoie Gradients.—^The strength of the wind blowing

between two points is proportional to the difference of pressure

between them ; when this is great the wind is strong and steady,

but when it is small the wind is light and variable, easily altered

by such slight causes as relief or local temperature changes.

Pressures, like temperatures, are reduced to sea-level before they

are mapped, and hence the maps show the actual conditions
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only over the oceans and lowlands. The lines of equal pressure are

called isobars. When they lie close together a rapid change of

Fiq. 70.—Scheme of Winds associated with Centres of Low and High Pressure
respectively in the Northern Hemisphere.

pressure from point to point at right angles to the isobars is

indicated, and the gradient is said to be steep (cf. contour

lines)
;
when they lie far apart the gradient indicated is slight.

Buys Ballot’s Law.—The isobars defining areas of low and
high pressure respectively frequently form a series of roughly

concentric circles or ovals. The relation between the winds and
the isobars is shown in Fig. 70. Should the system be at rest

there is a spiral inflow towards the low pressure area, and a
spiral outflow from the high pressure area. An observer

standing with his back to the wind would have the lower

pressure on his left, the higher pressure on his right ; this state-

ment is known as Buys Ballot’s Law.
Pressure and Winds in January.—In Fig. 71 the planetary

system of trade and westerly wind belts shown diagrammatically

in Fig. 68 can be recognized over the Atlantic, Pacific and
South Indian Oceans. In the southern hemisphere the westerly

winds make a continuous belt round the globe, but in the northern

the low temperature of the land masses interferes with the

arrangement of the isobars, and oval low pressure areas are

formed over the warmer oceans. The winds blow spirally in

towards these areas, so that westerly and south-westerly winds

are found to the south and east of them (including the western

margins of the continents), while north-westerly winds are

found to the w^t of them (including: the eastern margins of the
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continents). To the north of these low pressure areas north-

easterly winds blow in from the polar regions, and the few obser-

vations made in the south polar seas seem to ^ow that here

also, beyond the belt of the westerlies and north-westerlies there

are south-easterly winds blowing out from the Antarctic Con-

tinent. A winter monsoon system is found in Asia, which

is a centre of high pressure and outflowing winds, while a

summer monsoon system is found in Northern Australia,

which is a centre of low pressure and inflowing winds. The
pressure and wind directions agree with Buys Ballot's Law,
and it is noticeable that the deflection due to rotation is

greatest in higher latitudes where the winds are in consequence

almost parallel to the isobars. The steep gradients in North-

east Asia make the northerly and north-westerly monsoon winds

stronger than the north-east monsoon which blows from Southern

Asia. Over North America the high pressure is less marked,

but it is sufiicient to cause an outflow from Canada which joins

the south-westerly system over the North Atlantic,

Pressure and Winds in July.—Fig. 72 shows the conditions

for July. The equatorial low pressure belt across the Atlantic

and Pacific Oceans has shifted several degrees northward in

harmony with the northward movement of the equatorial hot

belt. A comparison with the January map shows that the trade

and westerly wind belts have also moved towards the north.

In the northern hemisphere, owing to the interference of the land

masses, the westerly winds which blow out from the northern

margins of the high pressure areas (lats. 30*-40® N.) are only well

marked over the Atlantic Ocean, with Eastern Canada and
Europe, and over the eastern part of the Pacific Ocean. The
monsoon systems over Asia and Australia are now reversed. Nor-
thern India and Persia form the centre of a low pressure system,

and over the whole of Asia the pressure is low relatively to that

over the surrounding seas, so that the winds blow in towards
the land ; they are strongest in the south (the south-west mon-
soon) where the gradients are steepest. These winds are largely

supplied from the high pressure area of the Southern Indian

Ocean, and from Australia, which now has its winter conditions

pf high pressure and out-flowing winds.
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Cyclones and Anticyclones.—In the regions of the stormy

westerlies the wind directions are much less constant than in

the trade wind belts. This is because the daily pressure con-

ditions often differ very widely from the averages shown on

the monthly maps. Instead of a uniform fall of pressure over

the North Atlantic from a high pressure centre at about lati-

tude 30* N. to a low pressure centre at about latitude 60® N.,

the distribution of pressure is of the type shown in Fig. 73.

Here the isobars form a series of roughly concentric curves,

Fig. 73.—Cyclones and Anticyclones over the North Atlantic, March 15.

some enclosing areas of high pressure, some enclosing areas of

low pressure. The high pressure systems are known as anti-

cyclones, the low pressure systems as cyclones. The accom-

panying wind directions are those shown in Fig. 70. The chart

for March 15 (Fig. 73) shows a well-developed c5rclone to the

west of the Great Lakes, and another in mid-Atlantic ; one anti-

cyclone rests over the maritime provinces of North America,

while a second and larger one extends over South-western Europe.

On the chart for March 16 (Fig. 74) the same systems can be

realized, but they have shifted their positions, as shown by
the dotted lines and the first arrow heads ; the American cyclone
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has moved north-eastwards, the Atlantic cyclone northwards,

and the American anticyclone eastwards, while the European
anti-cyclone has become less well defined. On two subsequent

da5rs the systems moved eastwards, as shown by the dotted

lines and arrow heads. These charts are typical of the pressure

conditions found in both northern and southern hemispheres

in the belts of the stormy westerlies
; a series of cyclones and

anticyclones pass in procession from west to east, altering their

shapes, but preserving their identity for days together. Their

passage is necessarily accompanied by a series of changes in the

wind direction. This point is illustrated in the first diagram

in Fig. 75, which shows a cyclone in the northern hemisphere

moving from west to east as the large arrow indicates. A station

which lies in the track of the southern portion of the cyclone at

first is in that part of the cyclone marked a
; later it will be in

the part marked b as the cyclone passes, and still later will be

in the part marked c. It will, therefore, experience in succession

the veering winds shown at a, b, and c, namely, southerly, south-

westerly and westerly winds. A station which lies in the track

of the centre of the cyclone will have south-easterly winds {d).
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followed by a period of calm as the centre (e) of the cyclone

passes, and then by a sudden change to north-westerly winds (/).

A station lying in the track of the northern portion of the cyclone

will have in succession easterly, north-easterly and northerly

winds (g, hy and i). The wind is backing. It is thus possible

to tell by the wind changes whether the cyclone is passing to

the north or to the south of a station, or directly across it.

Changes of temperature accompany the wind changes, ac-

cording to the general rule that winds from higher latitudes are

cold, those from lower latitudes warm, while winds from the

Fig. 75.—Diagrams to illustrate the Wind Changes as a Cyclone moves eastwards.
(I) In the Northern Hemisphere

;
(II) in the Southern Hemisphere.

sea are cool in summer, warm in winter, and winds from the

land are hot in summer, cold in winter. A cyclone in the

southern hemisphere is accompanied by a different series of winds,

since the deviation due to the Earth’s rotation is towards the

left. These changes may be seen by examining the second

diagram in Fig. 75.

Fig. 74 illustrates an important point of difference between

the pressure distribution in a cyclone and an anticyclone re-

spectively. In the former the gradients towards the centre

are steep, in the latter the gradients away from the centre are

slight. Hence the outflowing winds from the high pressure

system are light, while the winds associated with the low
pressure system are generally strong. Anticyclones are also

more sluggish in their movements than cyclones, and sometimes

remain in the same position for days and even weeks. The
weather changes accompanying cyclones and anticyclones will
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be described in a later section. It will be clear that since (as

Figs. 73 and 74 show) the cyclones and anticyclones are con-

stantly moving and changing their shape, the simple spiral

movement shown in Fig. 70 rarely takes place. Air which that

diagram suggests would reach the centre from the north-west

gets “ left behind and cast out of the system, while air that

would theoretically pass across the front of the system reaches

the calm centre and disappears as a surface current, being

deflected upwards. It occurs also that currents from different

directions may meet, and then the warmer and lighter one will

ascend and flow over the colder and heavier. This usually

happens in the front and to the left of the cyclone path.

Prevailing Winds and Mean Temperature.—A comparison

of the wind and temperature maps for January and for July
respectively shows the importance of the wind direction in

higher latitudes. In the January maps it is clear, for example,

that the strong, warm, south-westerly winds of the North Atlantic

have helped to push the position of the isothenn of o* C. north-

wards, while the northerly monsoon of temperate Eastern Asia

accounts for the fact that here even on the coast the same isotherm

is considerably south of latitude 40* N. Similarly in the July
maps, the fact that the western margin of temperate North
America has a temperature of less than 20* C. is seen to be partly

due to the cool westerly winds from the ocean, while near the

eastern margin of Asia the same isotherm bends from 6o* N.

to 40* N. as it approaches the coast where the monsoon wind is

blowing in from the ocean.

Mountain ranges, too, by cutting off the winds from certain

quarters, have an important effect upon the temperature. Thus
the Alps protect Italy, and the Himalayas protect India from cold

northerly winds, while the open central plains of North America
allow such winds to sweep the continent from north to south.

For list of Authorities and Books for further reading see bibliography at

end of Chapter IX,

Millibars ,—The unit of atmospheric pressure now adopted internationally is the
millibar. One thousand 'and thirteen millibars (1013 mb.) is taken as a standard
atmosphere, i.e, as equivalent to a pressure supporting a mercury column of 760 mm.
The following are equivalents to the nearest integer

1000 mb, = 750 mm. = 29’53

1013 mb. «= 760 mm, = 29*92 ins.

X016 mb. B 762 mm. = 30*00 ins.



CHAPTER VIII

PRECIPITATION
Water Vapour.—Apart from the nitrogen and oxygen, water

vapour (which is, of course, a gas and invisible) is the most
important constituent of the atmosphere. It is present in very

variable quantities, but cannot exceed a certain fixed limit

which depends upon the temperature of the air ; the higher

the temperature, the greater is the quantity of water vapour

that air can contain. Air that contains water vapour up to the

limit of its capacity is said to be saturated. The process of

transformation of liquid water into water vapour is c^ed eva-

poration
;

the reverse process is called condensation. Evapora-
tion takes place if the air in the neighbourhood of a water

surface is unsaturated, and ceases when the air is saturated. If

the saturated air is warmed, its capacity for water vapour is

increased, and further evaporation takes place
;

if the saturated

air is cooled, its capacity for water vapour is decreased, and
condensation takes place. The graph (Fig. 76) shows the

maximum weight of water vapour that a cubic metre of air can

contain at various temperatures. It will be noticed that the

graph is not a straight line, but forms a curve of increasing steep-

ness ; this shows that the capacity is not a simple multiple of

the temperature. A numerical example will illustrate this

point. A cubic metre of air at o® C. can contain 5 grms. of water

vapour, the same volume at 5° C. can contain 7 grms., hence by
warming the air at this low temperature 5® its capacity is

increased by 2 grms. per cubic metre. A cubic metre of air at

30® C. can contain 30 grms., the same volume at 35* can contain

38 grms., hence by warming the air at this higher temperature
5® its capacity is increased by 8 grms. per cubic metre. Air is

usually foimd in the tmsaturated condition ; for example, if air
ui
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at 20“ C. contains only 12 grms. of water vapour per cubic metre,

the graph shows that it is unsaturated, for its capacity is 17 grms.

If, however, it is cooled down to 14* C., it becomes saturated,

for 12 grms. per cubic metre is the capacity of air at 14® C. ; hence

any further cooling would cause condensation. The tempera-
grins

Fig. 76.—Weight ol Water Vapour in a Cubic Metre of Air.

ture to which air must be cooled in order that condensation

may begin (in this example 14® C.) is called its dew-point."

Condensation.—If the air high above the surface of the Earth

is cooled below its dew-point, cloud, rain, snow, or hail is formed
;

if the air near the surface is cooled, fog or mist is formed ; while

if the air actually in contact with the surface is cooled, dew or

frost results. It appears, however, that absolutely pure air

can be cooled considerably below its dew-point before conden-

sation takes place, and that some nucleus is required around

which the water drops are built up. In the lower atmosphere

there are innumerable particles of dust and solid matter floating

about upon which condensation takes place ; the tiny droplets

first formed remain suspended in the air as clouds, but each

forms a nucleus for further condensation, and when they become
I
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too heavy to be borne up by the air, they fall as rain. It is

due to the fact that dust plays a part in condensation that fogs

are more frequent in manufacturing towns than elsewhere.

Methods of Cooling,—The air actually in contact with the

Earth's surface is cooled at night by conduction, and if it falls

below dew-point dew or frost is formed, according as the tem-

perature is above or below freezing point
; the air near, but not

in contact with the cold surface of the Earth is cooled by radia-

tion. These are direct methods of cooling, to which a third

may be added. If air moves horizontally (i.e. as a wind) from

a warmer to a cooler place, e.g. from sea to land in winter, or

polewards from lower to higher latitudes, it will cool directly

by conduction and radiation to its surroundings, and cloud

or rain may result.

Cooling may also take place owing to the mixing of a warm
and a cold air current. Observations of clouds show that at

different altitudes the air currents are often moving from dif-

ferent directions, and mixing will take place along the surface

of contact of two such currents. A numerical example will

show how condensation may result. Suppose that the two cur-

rents are saturated, and that the temperature of one is 15® C.,

and the temperature of the other is 5® C. Each cubic metre of

the warmer current contains 13 grms. of water vapour (see the

graph in Fig. 76), each cubic metre of the cooler contains 7
grms. If one cubic metre of each be completely mixed, the

mean temperature will be 10®, and the total quantity of water

vapour 20 grms., that is, 10 grms. per cubic metre. But at 10®

the capacity of a cubic metre of air is only 9-5 grms., so that 0*5

grm. must be condensed from each cubic metre of the mixture.

There is, however, another factor to be considered
; whenever

condensation takes place, a certain amoimt of heat (termed

latent heat) is set free. Thus, in the example above, immediately

condensation commenced some latent heat would be set free

and the temperature of the air would be slightly raised ; the

final temperature would, therefore, be somewhat above 10®

and the condensation somewhat less than 0-5 grm.

Of far greater importance than direct cooling, or cooling

by mixing, is the cooling which takes place when air expands.
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This method of cooling has been mentioned on p. 89 ; when
air is forced upwards the pressure on it is reduced, it expands,

and its temperature falls. Ascending air currents are, there-

fore, usually associated with condensation and precipitation

(a fall of rain, snow or hail).

Relief Rains.—The most widespread cause of the rising of air

and consequent precipitation is the relief of the land, for if a wind
blows over rising land, it must itself rise ; it then expands and
cools, and if its temperature falls below dew-point condensation

takes place. Here again, the heat set free during the condensation

must be considered, for it makes cooling take place more slowly ;

this helps to account for the fact that although pure dry air

would cool I* C. for every 100 metres of ascent, the average

rate of cooling is 0'6® C. for 100 metres, for air is rarely dry

and condensation usually takes place, so that the latent heat

reduces the fall of

temperature.
^

A consideration of

the effect of relief

upon precipitation
^—

*

shows that the slope 'b

of the land is very pic. 77.—Effect of Slope apon Precipitation,

important. A numer-
ical example will illustrate this. In Fig. 77 ac and a'c' represent

a gentle and a steep slope respectively, both c and c' having an

altitude of 3,000 metres. Let it be supposed that an unsaturated

air current is forced upwards by these slopes, and let its initial

temperatme be 15° C., its dew-point 9“ C. Then in order to cool

through the necessary 6° C. to its dew-point it must ascend 1,000

metres (assuming a cooling of o-6“ C. per 100 m.), thus reaching

the points d and d\ where condensation will begin. During

the remaining 2,000 metres of ascent precipitation will take

place, while the air cools through a further 12“ C., i.e. to—3* C.

The graph in Fig. 76 shows that the capacity will be decreased

from 9 grms. at 9® to 4 grms. at—3®

;

this gives a condensation

of 5 grms. per cubic metre, which on the gentle slope will be spread

over an area of the length dc, and on the steep slope will be

spread over the much smaller area of length i'c\ Hence the
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steeper the slope the heavier the rainfall. A further point can

be illustrated, by comparing the condensation during the ascent

from 1,000 to 1,500 metres, when the temperature falls from
9® to 6°, with that during the ascent from 2,500 to 3,000 metres,

when the temperature falls from 0® to—3® C. By reference to

Fig. 76 it will be seen that in the former case the condensation

is more than i grm. per cubic metre, in the latter less than i grm. ;

that is to say, that on the upper slopes the precipitation is less

than on the middle slopes where condensation begins. In this

example the precipitation near the summit, where the tempera-

ture fell below o® C., would take the form of snow. For the sake

of simplicity the average rate of cooling (0*6® C. per 100 m.) has

been assumed both before and after condensation, but actually

the rate would vary.

Convectional Rains,—Rising air currents and precipitation

may occur quite independently of the relief. For example,

Fig. 65 shows the upward drift in the central region of the

low pressure system which is developed when an area is main-

tained at a higher temperature than the surrounding regions.

Such low pressure systems are found in the equatorial hot belt

and over the tropical monsoon lands in summer
; the rising air

currents are cooled, and heavy rains result which are called

convectional. In the temperate zones the continents do not

form such well-marked low pressure centres in summer, but in

hot, still weather local convection currents are set up which

lead to the formation of thick clouds and heavy rains, some-

times accompanied by thunderstorms. In desert areas where

the dry air has a temperature far above the dew-point, convection

currents may be set up, but no rainfall can result.

Cyclonic Rains.—Rising air currents are also associated (see

p. Ill) with the cyclones which pass from west to east in the

belts of the stormy westerly winds, and hence as these cyclones

approach, clouds gather and rain is probable. The precipitation

occurs chiefly in those parts of the low pressure area which

are fed by warm moisture-laden winds ;
for example, by the

southerly and westerly winds in Western Europe and by the

southerly and easterly winds in Eastern America and Eastern

Asia ; that is to say, rain is characteristic of the centre front
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3Lnd southern portions of cyclones in the northern hemisphere

(see Fig. 75). As the cyclone passes away, the winds in the

rear portion have a northerly direction ; they are usually cooler

and less moist, and the weather improves. Similarly, in the

southern hemisphere the centre front and northern portions have

the most rain.

Evaporation.—When air is warmed it becomes unsaturated,

and if water is available, evaporation takes place. Thus winds

moving equatorwards from higher to lower latitudes become
gradually warmed, and are therefore dry, unsaturated winds

;

the trade winds are an example of this. Just as air is cooled by
expansion if it rises, so it is warmed by compression if it descends

from higher to lower altitudes. On the windward side of a

mountain range the air cools as it rises, and there is probably a

heavy rainfall
;

but on the leeward side the air is descending,

and as its temperature rises its saturation capacity increases ;

it therefore becomes a dry wind, causing the rapid evaporation

of any moisture in its path. Similarly the air which settles down
in the central regions of high pressure areas or anticyclones

becomes warmed by compression, and the winds which blow out

from such areas are therefore dry and unsaturated.

Summer and Winter Anticyclones.—The dry condition of

the air which takes part in an anticyclonic circulation leads to

important results ; the sky is clear and cloudless, so that both

insolation and radiation proceed very freely. Hence, in summer,
when insolation is more effective than radiation, very hot weather

is the result
;

in winter, when radiation is more effective, the

same conditions lead to very cold weather. In the central calm

area of a winter anticyclone, the lower layers of air may lose

so much heat by radiation to the cold surface of the Earth that

a fog is the result, especially after previous damp weather.

Distribution of Rainfall.—Since the rainfall of a region

depends not only upon the relief, but upon the direction of the

prevailing winds, and upon the distribution of high and low
pressure systems, it varies considerably with the seasons, and
especially with the northward and southward swing of the

temperature and pressure belts.

Ill July.—^Fig. 79 shows the mean rainfall for the month of
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July. The hot equatorial belt of low pressure is marked by

heavy convectional rains. This belt includes Central America,

the Orinoco basin, the northern part of the Amazon basin

Africa between o® and i8° N., and the East Indies.

To the north and south of this are two hot dry belts, which

mark the areas of higher pressure, and of the dry trade winds

which are blowing towards the low pressure belt. The southern

dry belt is broken by relief rains, which fall on the east coast

of Brazil and of Madagascar ;
here the south-east trade winds,

although blowing towards warmer latitudes, are forced upwards

to a considerable altitude and so are cooled below dew-point.

The northern dry belt is broken by the convectional rains of the

monsoon areas of India, South-east Asia, and the Gulf of Mexico;

in the latter the trades are drawn round as easterly winds (see

Fig. 72). In India these

rains are intensified by the

high relief, especially on the

Western Ghats, the Hima-
layas and the mountains of

Burma.
Beyond the dry belts lie

the regions of relief rains

due to the westerly winds,

and cyclonic rains caused by
the moving cyclones of these

N.

s.

Fig. 80,—Relation of Storm Tracks to the
High Pressure Areas of the North and
South Atlantic.

belts. The limits of these

rains in summer and in win-

ter respectively should be

noticed. In the northern

hemisphere, where it is sum-
mer, they extend as far south

as Vancouver Island on

the American coast, and
Northern Spain on the coast

of Europe. In the southern

hemisphere, where it is win-

ter, they extend as far north

as Valparaiso in South



Fia. 8l.—Seaional Dittribation of Rainfall, L (Based on Ma|>s by
A. J. Herhf'rtson).
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America, and are found also in South-west Africa, South-west

Australia, Southern Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand. In

addition to the relief and cyclonic rains, the continental areas

in summer have some convectional rains, for in calm, sultry

weather local convection currents are set up owing to the un-

equal heating of the surface of the land.

The rains on the eastern coasts of the continents between the

tropics and latitudes 40* N. and S. need special explanation.

Those of Eastern Asia are of a monsoon character, but those of

the Eastern United States and of the Parana region occur in

connexion with the centres of high pressure found over the

North and South Atlantic oceans in these latitudes. The winds

and also storm tracks connected with these regions of high pres-

sure are shown in Fig. 80. This diagram makes it clear that

coasts lying to the west of these centres of high pressure, i.e. the

eastern coasts of the continents, are swept by winds moving
from lower to higher latitudes, and hence becoming cooler and
bringing some rain, while coasts which lie to the east of these

centres of high pressure, i.e. the western coasts of the continents,

are swept by winds moving towards warmer latitudes, which are

therefore dry winds. In addition to this, as is indicated in the

diagram, cyclonic storms pass along the western margins of these

high pressure systems, in North America up the Mississippi-Ohio

valley, in South America down the broad plain of the Parana-

Paraguay river, and as a consequence these areas have cyclonic

rains.

Two cold areas with little precipitation are found in the polar

regions. Their dryness is due to the small capacity for vapour
of the cold air, so that a considerable fall of temperature causes

only a slight fall of rain or snow.

In January.—Fig. 78 shows the distribution of rainfall in

January. The various rain belts have moved southward with

the temperature and pressure belts, and in the monsoon areas

the conditions have been reversed. The swing of the equatorial

rain belt is well marked. Southern and Eastern Asia, with winter

monsoons blowing, are dry, while Northern and North-eastern

Australia are having summer monsoon rains. It is important

to notice that owing to the shape of the eastern coast of Asia,



Fig. 8a.—Scaaottal Dtstributioit of Rainfall, XL (Based on Maps by
A. J* Herbertson).
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the out-swirling winds from the high pressure region strike the

land again in places after having crossed the enclosed seas, and

to bring rain to parts of Japan, Eastern China, and Annam, and

similarly to Ceylon.

The relief and cyclonic rains of the westerly wind belt are

limited in the northern hemisphere to the coastal regions, for

over the continents low temperatures and high pressures usually

prevail, accompanied by fine dry weather. At this season these

rains extend over California and North Africa, which were dry

regions in the summer. In the southern hemisphere their range

has been reduced by the southward movement of the belts, and

they no longer occur in South Africa or South Australia, while

in Chile their limit is lat. 40® S., but they still occur in Tasmania

and New Zealand.

The Seasonal Rainfall Maps.—The January and July maps
give the key to the more elaborate seasonal maps shown in Figs.

81, 8a and 83. For the sake of convenience it is usual to speak of

spring, summer, autumn, and winter when describing seasonal

changes of climate ; but it must be remembered that these four

seasons are characteristic of the temperate zone only, where cool

springs, hot summers, warm autumns, and cold winters can be dis-

tinguished. In the Frigid Zone there is no hot season, in the Torrid

Zone no cold season. The term spring simply denotes the months
March-April-May in the northern hemisphere, and September-

October-November in the southern hemisphere, and so on for

the other seasons.

Africa (Fig. 81), owing to its uniformity and compactness, shows

very clearly the seasonal movements of the hot, wet, low pressure

belt. Near the equator is a narrow strip which lies all the year in

this belt ; it forms the centre of it at the equinoxes, its southern

margin at the northern summer solstice, and its northern margin

at the southern summer solstice. Thus it has two seasons of

heavy rains occurring near the equinoxes, and lighter rains

during the rest of the year. On either side of this strip are areas

which lie in the rain belt for three successive seasons only ; the

northern one is dry during the northern winter when the rain

belt has moved farthest south, the southern one is dry in the

southern winter when the rain belt has moved farthest north.



FlO. —Seasonal Distribution of Rainfall, IlL (Based on Maps bj
A. J. Herbertson).
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Beyond these areas are others with rains in two successive seasons

only, and beyond these again are areas with rain in one season

only, namely, the summer when the hot wet belt stretches farthest

from the equator. A similar succession of areas having rain for

shorter and shorter periods can be traced to the north and to

the south of the Amazon area of rain at all seasons (Fig. 82) ; but the

irregular shape of Central America and Mexico on the one hand,

and the barrier of the lofty Andes on the other, make the develop-

ment of the belts less regular than in Africa.

Monsoon conditions are illustrated in India and tropical Aus-

tralia (Fig. 83). The monsoon rains make their first appearance in

late spring at the extreme south of India, and north of Australia.

During the summer they extend over the whole of the monsoon
area, and during the autumn they gradually withdraw. In

India they cease first in the Indus region, which has therefore

only summer rains, while in Australia they retreat gradually

from the interior, so that a belt which has these rains in summer
only is bordered by a belt which has them in both summer and
autumn. Whether the winds are drawn across the equator to

south-eastern Asia or to northern Australia, the mountainous

islands of the East Indian Archipelago lying in their path are

subject to rain.

It should be noticed that it is exceptional to find winter

rains within the tropics, where summer rains are practically

universal.

The effect of the migrations of the westerly wind belt and its

accompan)dng cyclones is well seen on the eastern shores of the

North Atlantic. The extreme western margins of Europe as

far south as Galicia in Spain lie all toe year in this rainy belt ; in

lutumn it extends down to the north coast of Africa, in winter

it covers Algeria and Morocco, in spring it again retreats

northward, and in summer almost entirely leaves the Mediter-

ranean lands. A similar succession of seasonal changes may be

traced in the western margins of North America, and less com-

pletely in Western South America, South-west Africa, and South

Australia.

Between the wet westerly-wind belts on the one hand and the

wet low-pressure tropical and monsoon areas on the other, lie
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the regions which are always dry. These regions reach the coast

on the west of the continents, but are bordered by a wet belt

to the east.

Mean Annual Rainfall.—Fig. 84 shows the mean annual

rainfall. The three divisions correspond to regions which may
be described as well watered

(over 40'^), moderately watered

(over 10'*'), and deficient in rain-

fall (under 10').^ This map cor-

responds in its general features to

the seasonal rainfall map, and
maybe represented schematically

as in the diagram (Fig. 85). The
diagram indicates the contrasts

between the west and east coasts

of the continents, and the relations

between these and the cyclonic or

westerly wind belts on the one
hand, the trade wind belts on the

other. The differences between

the ideal conditions shown in the

diagram and the actual conditions

shown on the map should be

observed in the case of each con-
tinent separately, and the causes of the differences should be
traced to the disturbing infiuences of the varying distribution

of land and water and the local relief.

* Where the preclpitatton is in the form of snow, it is calculated on
the assumption that about a foot of snow i? equivalent to an inch of rain.

For list of Authorities and Books for furtker reading see bibliography at
end of Chapter IX.

Winds Rainfall Winds

Fig, 85.—Schematic Diagram
of Winds and Rainfall. (For
Reference to marking sec Fig.

84.)



CHAPTER IX

STORMS^ LOCAL WINDS. CLIMATE
REGIONS

Tropical Storms.—The cyclones of the Indian Seas, the

typhoons of the China Seas, and the hurricanes of the West
Indies, possess all the characteristics of temperate cyclones in

an intensified form. The circular shape is more marked, the

diameter is smaller (50-300 miles as against 500-1,000 or more),

the gradients are steeper, so that the inflowing air often forms a

true whirlwind. There is a small centre of calm, the “ eye " of

the storm, where the weather is fine and clear
;

it seems that the

inswdrling air escapes upwards in a spiral around a central column

of still air, so that on the margin of the calm bright area there are

thick clouds and heavy rains. These storms arise at sea, stirring

up huge waves, and if they advance landwards these waves may
cause serious catastrophes along low-lying shores. Such storms

arise when the heat is intense and the air calm, and differ from

ordinary convection currents in that the inflowing winds blow

suflflciently steadily to be affected by the Earth's rotation, and so

get their swirling motion. Such circular storms do not occur

within 10 degrees of the equator, for in such low latitudes the

deviation due to the Earth's rotation is too slight to produce them
(see p. loi). In the Indian Seas they are most frequent at the

change of the monsoons, when there is a period of calm. Else-

where they occur at the edge of the hot calm belt when it is

farthest from the equator, that is to say, in summer.

Tornadoes.—These are violent whirling storms, not more
than a few hundred yards in diameter, which sweep forward at

the rate of about 25 miles an horn, often rooting up trees and
destroying buildings. They occur chiefly in the United States,
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between the Rocky Mountains and the Appalachians, and have

their origin in the upper atmosphere.

Land and Sea Breezes.—Within the tropics, although the aver-

age temperature changes from month to month are very small, the

changes during every 24 hours over the land are very marked,

although over the sea these also are slight. As a result the land is

considerably warmer than the sea during part of the day, and
considerably colder during part of the night, so that it becomes a

relatively low pressure area by day, and a relatively high pressure

area by night. Thus there is an alternation of the systems of air

currents shown in Figs. 65 and 66, the surface winds blowing on-

shore during the heat of the day, and off-shore during the cold

early morning hours. They are known as land and sea breezes,

and may be compared to the monsoons, where the same changes

occur every six months instead of every twelve hours. These

breezes are confined to the coastal regions and lake-sides of the

lands where they occur, and although most characteristic of inter-

tropical lands, may be observed also in the temperate zone in

summer.

Foehn Winds.—The foehn is a dry hot wind which blows down
from the high Alps, usually on the north side. It occurs when the

passage over Central Europe of a well-marked cyclone with steep

pressure gradients draws a strong current of air across the moun-
tains. As this air rises on the south side of the mountains it

expands and cools, and when the dew-point is reached, condensa-

tion takes place and rain or snow falls. As it descends on the

north side it is compressed, its temperature rises, and its capacity

for water vapour increases, so that it becomes a dry wind. The
unusually high temperature requires a special explanation, for at

first sight it would appear that the fall of temperature as the air

rises and expands ought to be equal to the rise of temperature as

the air descends and is compressed, so that the final temperature

would be no greater than that of an ordinary southerly wind. It

must be remembered, however, that whenever condensation takes

place latent heat is set free, and hence the heat lost by expansion

is partly compensated for by this latent heat, with the result that

even before the current begins to descend its temperature is not

very low ; thus when this relatively warm air has been further
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warmed by compression its final temperature is high. According

to this reasoning, a foehn-like wind would be expected whenever a

moisture-laden current crossed a mountain range ; usually, how-
ever, an air current which is much warmer than its surroundings

loses heat by conduction and radiation, and a special point in the

explanation of foehn winds is that they occur when the pressure

gradient is steep, so that the current is drawn down too rapidly to

lose heat in this manner.

The Chinook which blows from the Rocky Mountains down to

the Great Plains of North America, and the winds which reach the

Canterbury Plains from the New Zealand Alps, are hot dry winds

of similar origin to the foehn winds.

Berg Winds, Mistral, Bora.—Winds which blow down from

plateaus may be hot and dry, or cold and dry, according to circum-

stances. If owing to unimpeded insolation the surface of the

plateau is hot, the air above it becomes warmed also, and if this

air is drawn down into neighbouring lowlands it is further warmed
by compression, and so arrives as a hot wind. This is the origin of

the hot dry Berg winds experienced round the coasts of South
Africa. On the other hand, the wind from a very cold plateau

where radiation has proceeded rapidly will still be relatively cold,

even after being warmed by compression, as is the case with the

mistral, a cold dry wind which rushes down the Rhone Valley

from the Central Plateau of France, towards the sunny shores of

the Lion Gulf. A very similar wind is the bora, which blows from

the Balkan highlands down to the Adriatic Sea. In every case it

is the formation of a marked cyclone over the lowlands and seas

which causes the down-rush of air.

Sirocco.—When a cyclone passes along the Mediterranean

Sea, and the pressure over the Sahara is relatively high, hot dust-

laden winds blow out from the desert towards the centre of low

pressure. These winds become humid as they cross the sea, and
are peculiarly oppressive. They are known in Italy as the sirocco.

The khamsin of Egypt, the harmattan of the Sudan, and the

brick-fielder " of Australia, are dry winds of a similar character,

and probably have a similar origin.
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CLMATE REGIONS.

The various elements of climate—insolation, temperature,

pressure, winds, and rainfall—have now been considered separ-

ately with regard to their distribution through the year and over

the Globe. Roughly speaking, similar combinations of elements

reappear in similarly situated parts of the Globe, so that if the

different continents are divided into climate regions the same type

recurs several times. Since climatic changes are never abrupt,

the characteristics of one region cannot be sharply separated

from those of the next, the transition from one to another is

gradual, and the actual boundary lines must be drawm arbitrarily.

In different parts of the world different elements are prominent,

for example, in one region the outstanding characteristic may be

the heavy summer rains, in another the severe winters, in another

uniformity of temperature, and so on, so that the boundary line

may be in one case an isohyet (i.e., a line of equal rainfall), in

another an isotherm, in another a line of equal range of tempera-

ture.

The differences of insolation according to latitude, and the con-

sequent division of the world into climate zones, have already been

pointed out (see p. 85), and must be borne in mind, but the exact

boundaries of these divisions by parallels of latitude cannot be

followed. Two characteristics of the Frigid Zone are the cold

winter and cool summer, and regions which have a temperature

of under 0° C. in the coldest and under 10° C. in the warmest
month may be taken as fulfilling these conditions. A
characteristic of the Temperate Zone is the seasonal contrasts of

temperature, and this must be expressed in the climate regions.

The Torrid Zone is always hot, and this condition is also fulfilled

by such regions beyond the tropics as have a mean annual tem-

perature above 20° C., as, for example, the northern plains of

India. It is clear that the ways of marking off the regions are

almost infinite, and the divisions are only valuable in so far as

they emphasize certain important climatic features which con-

stantly repeat themselves, so that the regions may be grouped into

types.

The map of climate regions (Fig. 86) should be compared
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with the preceding maps dealing with climate. The scale of

the map allows only the larger regions to be shown. The bound-

ary lines divide off the various regions, and the letters indicate

the type to which the regions belong. It will be seen that areas

bearing the same letter, although presenting features in common,
show also some points of contrast.

A. This type includes the equatorial belts of South America

and Africa, and the inter-tropical islands, which have rain at all

seasons and uniformly high temperatures.

B. This includes the tropical regions which have their chief

rains in summer, either owing to monsoon winds or to the seasonal

swing of the hot wet belt, and have a relatively dry season at the

winter solstice.

C. This includes the great tropical desert areas of North
Africa, Arabia, and Australia, where very high temperatures

emphasize the arid conditions.

D. These are the extra-tropical arid regions, where the rain-

fall at no season exceeds six inches, and is often considerably less.

Regions are included which lie within the tropics, but where

owing to the altitude the mean annual temperature is less than
20° C. The daily temperature range in these regions is great,

and the winters are often severe.

E. This warm temperate type of region is found on the eastern

margins of the continents, just beyond the tropics. The rainfall

occurs at all seasons, or at all but the winter season, and the

winters are not severe.

F. The Mediterranean is the most extensive of the regions of

this type ; the areas are characterized by summer droughts, as

they lie outside the range of the westerly winds during summer.

They are under oceanic influences, so that the winters are mild,

and the summers not excessively hot.

G. This type of region is found on the western shores of the

continents, in higher latitudes than the last mentioned
; the rain

occurs at all seasons, or at three, including summer. The islands

of Tasmania and New Zealand are included under this type, as

the features are essentially determined by the proximity of the

oceans and the influence of the westerly winds, to which are due

the moderate temperate range, plentiful rainfall, and mild winters.
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H. This is the cool temperate continental type of region,

which includes both the inland areas and eastern margins of the

northern land-masses in high latitudes. The range of temperature

is considerable, and in the regions far from oceanic influences very

great indeed. The winters are very cold or cold, the summers warm
or hot. The rainfall is chiefly in the summer, rain at other seasons

only occurring near the eastern coasts.

J. This type of region is never warm, the summers are cool,

the winters cold, and the precipitation small.

K. This type includes the mountainous regions where the

characteristic of the relief is the alternation of ridge and valley,

so that many varieties of climate are embraced within a small

area. The temperature varies with altitude and with exposure,

the rainfall or snowfall with altitude and wind direction. Warm
sunny valleys are overlooked by snow-capped peaks. Only the

more extensive mountain regions are shown, and wherever the

ridges enclose wide basins or plateaus, as in the case of parts of

the Western Cordilleras of the two Americas, and in Central Asia,

the climate of these basins or plateaus (usually of the arid

type) has been taken as characteristic of the region, rather

than that of the neighbouring ridges and valleys, and the region

has, therefore, been included in one of the other types (usually

that marked D),

Within all the regions shown on the map contrasts occur owing

to differences of altitude ; in general it may be stated that the

higher portions have somewhat heavier or more frequent rains,

and lower temperatures than the surrounding areas.
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CHAPTER X

THE OCEANS

SiUinity.—Sea water differs from river water in two particu-

lars : it contains a much larger percentage of salts in solution,

and it contains the various salts in totally different proportions.

In sea water chlorides take the leading part, sodium chloride

(common salt) being the chief of these, while in river water the

carbonates are the most important
;

great quantities of carbon-

ates are, however, found in the sea in the solid form, as the shells

and hard skeletons of various marine organisms. The result of

many analyses gives the mean weight of salts dissolved in i,ooo

parts of sea water as 35. This is usually expressed by saying that

the salinity is 35 per thousand, or 35 °/oo.

The distribution of salinity over the oceans is shown in

Fig. 84. The lowest readings are under 32 °/<m, the highest

over 37 5 Voo- The variations from the normal value, 35 "/<».

are due either to the removal of pure water by evaporation,

whereby the proportion of salt to water is increased, or to the

addition of fresh water by rain, glaciers, or rivers, whereby the

proportion of salt to water is diminished. The general arrange-

ment of the lines of equal salinity (isohalines) is somewhat similar

to that of the isobars in October (see Fig. 67). A belt near the

equator of relatively low salinity is bordered by areas of higher

salinity (marked salt) while beyond these areas the salinity dimin-

ishes polewards. The resemblance of the maps is not accidental,

the areas of high salinity lie in the trade wind belts, and, as has

already been pointed out (see p. 117), these winds are dry and
cause rapid evaporation, so that the surface waters become salt.

In the equatorial belt the heavy rains explain the decreased

salinity, while in the higher latitudes also the rainfall is greater
IM
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and the evaporation less than in the trade-wind belts. The great

volume of water broughtdown by the Niger and theCongo accounts

for the low salinity of the Gulf of Guinea, and a similar area of

fresher water might be looked for round the mouth of the great

Amazon, but here a strong ocean current sweeps the river water

away.

In partially enclosed seas the salinity depends upon the relation

between the evaporation on the one hand and the rainfall and
the quantity of water brought down by rivers on the other. In

the Baltic Sea, for example, which is almost entirely cut off from
the ocean, the heavy rain and snow-fall, together with the

water brought by the great German and Russian rivers, reduce

the salinity to less than 12 "/«>• Similarly in the Black

Sea the waters are comparatively fresh (15-18 Vo®)- The
Mediterranean and the Red Sea show very different conditions.

Here the low rainfall, the great evaporation, and the absence of

large rivers, make the waters very salt, in the Mediterranean

over 37 o/oo and in the Red Sea over 40 "/«> Seas and
lakes without any outlet to the ocean have an even higher

salinity, for they contain an accumulation of all the salts brought

down by rivers since their formation. Thus the salinity of the

Great Salt Lake of Utah is 220 ‘/oo ; that of the Dead
Sea 250 “/«»• When such lakes and seas disappear, they

leave behind vast deposits of rock salt and other salts.

Waves.—The surface of the ocean is never at rest. Under
the disturbing influence of the wind, waves are formed, which
move forward in the direction of the wind. But it must be

clearly understood that although there is a movement or onward
progiess of the form or shape of the wave, there is no actual trans-

port of the water.i The tatter merely rises and sinks in the same
place, as may be seen by observing an object floating on a surface

disturbed by waves ; the object rises and falls, but comes no nearer

to the observer, although wave after wave rolls towards him.

Even when the wind drops, the movement of the water does not

cease, bu^ long, low, flat-topped waves, known as a swell, roll

across the surface. The water down to a considerable depth

* The explanation of this is somewhat difficult, and is placed in

Appendix A at the end of this chapter.
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takes part in the movement of oscillation, which produces at the

surface the alternation of wave crest and trough. When the

waves reach shallower water, the friction of the sea bottom checks

the motion of the under part of the wave. This has the effect of

turning the waves, whatever their initial direction, until they are

parallel to the shore. Fig. 87 illustrates this alteration of direc-

tion. The lines a b, a' b\ etc., are successive positions of the

crest of a wave, and the depth of the water is shown in fathoms.

The end b is in shallower water than the end a, hence its velocity is

/
/

/

a

Fig. 87.—Alteratioii of Wave Direct!oa<

checked to a greater extent by friction with the bottom, and it

progresses more slowly than a ; b therefore lags behind until both

ends are in water of equal depth, that is to say, until the wave is

parallel to the shore. Meanwhile, the under half of the wave is

checked more and more, while the upper half continues its pro-

gress, until at last it breaks, and curling over hurls itself forward

on to the beach. The most powerful breakers in the world are

those of the Guinea Coast, where there is a constant westerly

swell from the South Atlantic.

Although the wave movement extends theoretically to a great

depth, its force rapidly diminishes, and at 100 fathoms (200 metres)

the sand is barely stirred, however violently the surface is agitated.

Tides.—Round the margins of the oceans, the level of the sea is

not constant ;
it rises and falls, alternately covering and leaving bare

the sand and rocks around the shores. The times of high water
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or high tide foUow one another quite regularly at an interval of

about 12J hours, but the high water mark and low water mark
vary from day to day. The difference between the two, called

the amplitude of the tides, gets greater and greater, until it

reaches a maximum value, then it gets gradually less and passes

through a minimum value, returns to the maximum, and so on.

For example : On December 9, 1904, at North Shields, the read-

ings above zero at high and low tide were 14 feet 2 inches and o

feet 0 inches respectively, giving an amplitude of 14 feet 2 inches ;

on December 16 they were 10 feet 10 inches and 4 feet 0 inches

respectively, giving an amplitude of 6 feet 10 inches ; on Decem-
ber 24 they were again 14 feet 2 inches and o feet o inches. The
tides of great amplitude, when both rise and feill are great, are

called spring tides ; the tides of small amplitude, when both rise

and fall are slight, are called neap tides. Each occurs twice a

month, and this fact, added to the fact that the time elapsing

between successive high tides is nearly 12J hours, i.e., half the

time elapsing between the rising of the Moon on successive da}^,

points to the Moon as the chief cause of the tides, and this is

actually the case. The result of the gravitational attraction

between the Earth and the Moon is that there is a tide-raising

force acting upon the oceans.^ Fig. 88 shows where high and low

tides occur. According to theory, the tide-raising force is greatest

at A where the Moon is in the zenith, and at B where the Moon
is in the nadir,* while it is least on the circle passing through

NL'S where the Moon is on the horizon. There is, therefore,

high tide at A and B and low tide at N, C and S.

As the Earth rotates, theMoon also travels along itsorbit around

the Earth in the same direction as the Earth's rotation. Hence it

takes rather longer than the time of a complete rotation, namely,

a period of 24 hours 52 minutes, for any meridian, e.g, NAS, to

pass from a position imder the Moon and return to the same posi-

tion again. This period of 24 hours 52 minutes is known as a

limar day. Consider any point on the equator : it would have

* An explanation of the cause of the tides implies some knowledge of

dynamics, and is therefore placed in Appendix B at the end of this chapter.
* The nadir is the point directly under foot, and therefore opposite

the senitti.
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high tide when at B, and, as the earth rotated, low tide when at C.

and high tide again at A, after the lapse of I2| hours, or half a

lunar day. There would be low tide again at the point corres

ponding to C on the opposite side of the globe, and high tide again

at A at the completion of the lunar day. Similarly, a point at

latitude L will have two high and two low tides, although since

the altitude of the Moon is less at L than at A, the high tide is not

so marked.

N

Fig. 88.—Lunar Tides.

The explanation of spring and neap tides depends upon the

fact that the gravitational attraction between the Earth and the

Sun also results in a tide-raising force, greatest at the points where

the Sun is in the zenith and in the nadir respectively. Owing to

the enormous distance of the Sun from the Earth, the amplitude

of the solar tides is much less than that of the lunar tides. Fig.

89 shows the relative positions of Earth, Moon and Sun during a

month. In I the Sun and Moon are in the zenith together, so that

the solar and lunar high tides and their two low tides coincide

and reinforce one another ; this gives the spring tides, which have
a great amplitude. In II the solar high tides coincide with and
partly neutralize the lunar low tides, and vice versa, so that the

tidal amplitude is small, giving neap tides. In III, when the Sna
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is in the zenith and the Moon in the nadir, the tides again coincide,

giving spring tides ; in IV they are again in opposition, giving

neap tides. A comparison of this diagram with that showing the

phases of the Moon (Fig. 22) shows that spring tides occur at the

times of new and full Moon, and neap tides at the first and last

quarters.

The tides maybe looked upon as two great waves sweeping

round the globe, their crests 180 degrees apart, their troughs at a

var3nng distance, depending upon the position of the moon. It

is clear, however, that owing to the irregular shape and depth of

Fig. 8«,j.—

S

pnng anti Neap Tides,

the oceans amd the obstructing land masses, the actual tidal waves
must differ very greatly from these which have just been con-

sidered theoretically. In the opei ocean the amplitude of the

rise and fall of the tides is not more than i or 2 feet, but round
the continents where the tidal waves sweep into the shallow ot
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narrow seas, the waters are heaped up and the amplitude is more
nearly 20 feet, or even more. In narrowing estuaries, where the

wave becomes more and more confined, the rise may be as much
as 50 feet, as at Bristol, and in extreme cases where the advancing

wave is met by a river current, it may rush up the river like a wall

of water several feet high ; such a wave is called a bore and occurs

in the Seine, Severn, Yangtse-kiang, and many other rivers.

Tidal Currents.—The progress of the tidal waves in the narrow

and shallow seas is accompanied by strong currents (see Appendix

C) which at certain periods flow in the direction of the advance of

the wave (flood currents) and at certain periods are reversed (ebb

currents). These tidal currents are of great importance, especially

to ports situated on estuaries
; twice a day the tides provide deep

water for shipping, and the vessels can ascend the estuary on the

flood current, and descend it with the ebb current. Then, too, the

currents assist in sweeping rock waste from the mouths of rivers,

and from straits and other channels ; but, on the other hand, they

may pile the waste into dangerous shoals and sand banks, and
where they rush through narrow channels or among islands they

may cause dangerously strong currents and eddies. Such is the

origin of “ races ” and whirlpools.

Ocean Currents.—The tidal cmrents which are so marked in

the shallow seas must be distinguished from ocean currents, which

are set up mainly by the wind. When a steady wind blows over a

water surface, the friction between the moving air and the water

eventually sets the latter in motion also. The velocity of the water

is much less, however, than that of the wind, owing to its greater

weight. The currents do not exactly follow the wind direction,

as they are necessarily turned aside by the land masses, and are

also slightly deflected owing to the Earth’s rotation (cf., p. 102).

Fig. 90 shows an ideal set of currents set up in an ocean bor-

dered by land masses, the ocean being land-locked to the north

at about 65° N., and open south of 35° S. The diagram represents

schematically the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, the latter being

partially enclosed to the north. The steady trade winds may be

looked upon as starting the circulation of the water. They set

up westerly currents, A B and A' B', between the tropics and the

equator. (Currents are named according to the direction towards
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which they flow.) The westerly currents are known as the north

and south equatorial currents ; on approaching the land at B
and B', they divide north and south. The main branches move
polewards along the margin of the continents, but a part of the

Fig. 90.—Schematic Diagram oi Ocean Currents. [The terms " Warm ** and
** Cool

**
refer to the waters as compared with the air of the regions into

which they flow.]

water forms an easterly counter-current, C D, along the equator.

The poleward moving currents, B E and B' E', partly deflected

by the Earth's rotation, partly impelled by the westerly winds,

^ gradually bend away from the land, and move eastwards. Reach-
ing the opposite land mass these currents again divide at F and
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F', a part bending equator-wards and finally being caught again

into the trade-wind belt A B and A' B.' The remaining part

behaves differently in the two hemispheres, owing to the ocean

being closed in the one, and open in the other ; thus in the north

the water makes a circuit, F G H, close to the shore, while in the

south it moves steadily eastwards, H' G', under the influence

of the westerly winds. The most important currents are the

clock-wise circulation, B E A, about the Tropic in the northern

hemisphere, and the counter clock-wise circulation, B' E' A', in

the southern hemisphere. The temperature of the currents de-

pends upon the region from which they are flowing. Those

moving from lower to higher latitudes are first hot, as B E, then

merely warm, as F G ; those moving from higher to lower latitudes

are cold, as H K, or cool, as F A. Comparing the maps (Figs. 78
and 79) with this diagram, it is seen that in the Atlantic, Pacific

and South Indian Oceans all its main features are reproduced.

In the Indian Seas the north-east monsoon drives the waters

westward in winter, from Burmah along the coast of India

and Iran towards Somaliland, and here the waters turn south

and (with part of the south equatorial current) form a strong

equatorial counter current. In summer the south-west monsoon
drives the waters eastw'ard along the coast from Somalileind to

Futher India where they sweep round and join the south equatorial

current. In the China Seas also the currents change with the

monsoon. In the Atlantic Ocean the current started by the

south-east trades (the south equatorial current) is divided by
the wedge-shaped coast of Brazil, and sends a branch north-

wards past the Amazon mouth to join the north equatorial

current. The combined current again divides, part passing

to the east of the West Indian Islands, and part circulating

through the Gulf of Mexico. The latter branch issues through

the Strait of Florida as the well-known Gulf Stream, which has

a velocity of three nautical miles an hour ; as it moves northward

and crosses the Atlantic to Europe its temperature dimini^es,

and its velocity falls to less than a mile an hour. Here it is known
as the Gulf Stream Drift or North Atlantic Drift

;
part passes on

through the Norway Sea, and it can even be traced in the Arctic

Ocean. The corresponding warm current of the Pacific Ocean is
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the Kuro Shiwo, which flows past Japan. Among the important

cold or cool currents are those flowing past the coasts of Labrador,

Peru, and South-west Africa (the Benguela current).

A comparison of the January and July maps shows a slight

shifting in latitude of the currents in the tropical seas which
corresponds with the shifting of the trade-wind belts. In a small

portion of the still waters enclosed by the clock-wise circulation

of the N. Atlantic, sea-weed has accumulated, and the area is

known as the Sargasso Sea.

Ocean currents are important, partly because of their influence

on sailing and steamship routes, but chiefly on account of their

indirect influence on climate. Their effect on the air temperature

may be seen by comparing Figs. 78 and 61. The poleward

bend of the winter isotherms over the-North Atlantic is due to the

fact that the prevailing south-westerly winds come from lower,

i.e. warmer, latitudes, but the high temperatiire of these winds

is maintained by the warm ocean drift over which they blow. It

is only when the prevailing winds are on-shore that the tempera-

ture of the ocean affects that of the land
;
for example, the cool

currents along the western margins of the continents, although

they cause an equator-ward bend of the isotherms over the oceans,

do little to mitigate the high land temperatures, for the prevailing

winds blow from the land to the sea.

Floating Ice.—The freezing point of water is lowered by the

addition of soluble salts, hence sea water does not freeze until the

temperature falls to — 2® C., or about 28° F. The ice when
formed protects the water beneath from further cooling, so

that freezing does not take place to any greater depth than two
or three yards. The sheet of ice is called field-ice ; it may remain

unmelted for many years, being gradually broken up and tossed

about by storms until it becomes piled into irregular masses

known as pack-ice. In the land-locked Arctic Seas there are

vast accumulations of pack-ice, which are a source of danger to

navigators and explorers. In the open Antarctic waters the

field-ice breaks up and floats away unhindered.

Icebergs are floating masses of fresh-water ice which have
been broken off from the ends of such glaciers as come right down
to the sea. The chief sources of icebergs are the great ice-sheets

L
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which cover Greenland and the Antarctic

continent. The Greenland icebergs are

carried south by the Labrador current,

and have as a rule melted before they

pass Newfoundland ; they have the effect

of greatly chilling the air, and the mixture

of the chilled air above the Labrador

Current with the warm and moist air

above the Gulf Stream leads to the dense

fogs of the Newfoundland Banks. The
Antarctic icebergs are flat-topped and of

enormous size, sometimes over forty

miles long and projecting three or four

hundred feet above the surface of the

water.

Icebergs, besides lowering the air

temperature, are a great menace to

shipping ; hence the warm drifts which

flow round the shores of N.W. Europe are

of additional importance because they

keep the seas free from floating ice. In

some years icebergs are exceptionally

numerous, and are met with far beyond
their usual limits

;
as a result the weather

of neighbouring lands may be abnormally
cold and dry, for the winds are chilled by
the ice and cannot take up their normal
content of water vapour.

Temperature of the Oceans.—The sur-

face temperature of the oceans is usually

a few degrees higher than that of the air

above, but since the heat of the sun is

partly reflected back and partly used up
in evaporating the water, the temper-

ature falls very rapidly below the surface^

and below 2,000 fathoms uniformly low
temperatures, only a few degrees above
freezing point, are met with in all oceans.
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Fio. 91 {t>) and (c).—Direction of Movement
ol Particles in their Orbits.

whatever the surface temperature. In

regions with prevailing off-shore winds,

such as the west coasts of tropical

lands, the surface waters of the ocean

are blown sea-wards, and the cold

bottom water wells up to take their

place, thus considerably lowering the

surface and air temperatures.

APPENDIX A
Waves.—The particles taking part

in a wave movement really move in

small circular or elliptical orbits.

Fig. 91 (a) shows diagramatically

a wave advancing from west to east,

H* H* H* H* H® being the successive

positions of the crest, and L* L® L* L*

L® the positions of the troughs on

either side of the corresponding crest.

The circles show the orbits in which

the water particles move ;
for example,

as the crest advances from to H®,

the particle p\ originally on the crest

H*, moves to p* while the crest moves
to H*. to p* and p* while the crest

moves to H* and H®, and then (at p^)

lies exactly in the trough L® of the

wave whose crest is H®. Similarly, a

particle lying at L® in the trough of

the wave whose crest is can be

traced round a semi-circle until it

Fig.

91

(d
),

—

Relatioii

of

Tidal

Currents

and

Tidal

Wave.
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lies on the crest H*. Figs. 91 {b) and (c), show the direction

of movement of the particles in the upper and lower parts oi

their orbits respectively. In the upper part the direction, as

shown by the arrows, is from west to east, i.e. the same as that

of the advancing wave
;
in the lower part it is in the opposite direc-

tion to the wave, i.e. from east to west. In Fig. 91 («) these

directions can be traced in the complete wave L* H* L*: the

particles lying in the part a' H® c'*- are all moving in the upper hall

of their orbits, i.e. eastwards, as in diagram (^) ;
the particles lying

in L* and r*L* are moving in the lower half of their orbits,

i.e. westwards, as in diagram (c.) This is shown more clearly in

Fig. 91 (</), where a single position of a wave L H L* is given, the

small arrows showing the general direction of movement in

different parts of the wave.

APPENDIX B

Tides.—The gravitational attraction between the Earth and
Hoon prevents them from following independent paths through

space ; it is usually said that the Moon revolves about the Earth,

but actually they both revolve about their common centre of

gravity, the Earth moving round in a small circle and the Moon
in a large circle. It is found that any bodies which are com-
pelled by some force (in this case gravitational attraction) to

move in a circle, offer resistance to this motion, owing to their

inertia or tendency to move forward in a straight line This

resistance is equivdent in its effect to an actual force tending to

pull the moving body away from the centre round which it re^.
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volves. It is termed " centrifugal force,” At every point on the

Earth the centrifugal force is equal and parallel to the centrifugal

force at every other point.

The gravitational attraction between two bodies is greater

when they are near together, and decreases when they are farther

apart. The attraction exerted by the Moon on the surface of the

Earth varies, therefore, with the distance of the different points

on the surface from the Moon.

In Fig. 92 let E represent the centre of the Earth, and M the

Pig. 93.—Distributioa ot the Tide-raising Force.

Moon. Let E B represent in direction and magnitude the force

exerted by the Moon on a particle at the centre of the Earth.

Consider the force exerted by the Moon at a point P, which is

nearer to M than E ; it will act along the line P A, and
since P is nearer to M than E, it will be greater than E B. Let

this force be represented in magnitude and direction by P A.

Through P draw P Q equal and parallel to E B. Then P Q repre-

sents a force equal in magnitude and parallel in direction to E B.

Complete the parallelogram P Q A R. Then by the parallelogram

of forces P Q and P R are equivaJent to the single force P A. Simi-

larly, at P', which is nearer to M than P, the force P' A' is greater

than P A, and can be resolved into the force P' Q' equal and paral-

lel to E B, and the force P' R'. At P', which is farther from M than
E, the force P' A' is less than E B, and can be resolved into the

forces P' Q', equal and parallel to E B, and P' R'. Similarly,

the force exerted by the Moon at points all roimd the earth can^
resolved into components equal and parallel to E B (e.g., P Q,
P'Q', and P'Q') and small complementary components (e.g..
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P R, P' R', and R^) varying in magnitude and direction accord-

ing to the position of the point. All the forces equal and parallel

to E B are balanced by the " centrifugal force " developed by the

Earth's revolution about the common centre of gravity of Earth
and Moon. The remaining unbalanced forces (P R, P'R', etc.)

constitute the " tide-raising force " over the surface of the Earth
at the points P, P', etc. These alone are shown in Fig. 93, where it

will be seen that the force is greatest at A where the Moon is in

the zenith, and at B where it is in the nadir.

APPENDIX C

Tidal Currents.—In the case of small waves which rise and
fall rapidly the direction of motion of the particles as shown
in Fig. 91 (b) and (c) is reversed every few moments, but in

the case of tidal waves, where the distance between crest and
trough is very great, the movement in each direction lasts

for some hours, and so forms a steady current. The current which
moves in the direction of the tidal wave is called the flood, that in

the opposite direction the ebb. Fig. 91 {^/)shows the relation of the

flood and the ebb to the rising and falling tides ; high tide occurs

at any place when the crest H reaches it, low tide when the trough

L reaches it. The important point to notice is that the flood tide

continues to run for some time after the tide has begun to fall,

i.e. from H to a, while the ebb current is running for a part of the

time that the tide is rising, i.e. from L' to c. Between the ebb and
the flood there is a short interval of slack water, in which no
current is running.

An actual example is given in Fig. 94, where the tidal currents

of the English Channel are shown. Map I shows high water at

Dover and a flood current running through the Strait ; three

hours later, although the tide is falling this current is still running.

Map III shows low water at Dover, with an ebb current running

down the Channel, while three hours later the ebb curr^t is still

running, although the tide is rising.

Authoritibs and Books for Further Reading.

Works on Physical Geography cited elsewhere, and in addition

G. Darwin : Tha Tides (Murray).

G. Schott : Physischs Meereskunds (Leipzig : Sammlung Gdachen).
Sir J. Murray : The Ocean (Home University Library).

J. T. JenloAs : Te:i(t Book of Oceanography (Constable^.



CHAPTER XI

THE DISTRIBUTION OF LIFE FORMS
VEGETATION.

In studying the vegetation of a region, it is of more importance

to determine its general character, whether it is abundant or

scanty, and whether it consists of trees, shrubs or grasses,

than to discover of what species of plants it is composed. Plants

of very different species may possess the same general aspect

and character, owing to the effect upon them of the same physical

environment. The distribution of vegetations is naturally to

be traced to the distribution of the factors most important to

plant life, namely light, heat, moisture and soil. These relationships

are not capable of simple quantitative expression, that is to say

the boundaries of different vegetations cannot be defined by
particular parallels of latitude, isotherms or isohyets.

Physical Controls.

—

Light ,—Since sunlight is necessary to the

assimilation of food by plants, growth is arrested during the

dark hours, but is continuous during the daylight. This explains

the extraordinary rapidity of plant growth in high latitudes

where the summer days are very long. Where the light is

intense the effect seems to be to produce very bright colours

in the flowers. That is the case, for example, in Alpine regions,

where the absorption of light by the rarefied air is slight, and
in dry sunny regions such as the South African veldt.

Heat and Moisture,—Moisture, containing food in solution, is

absorbed by the roots of the plant, and is given off or transpired as

vapour from the under surface of the leaves. In order that the
plant may not die, there must be a constant adjustment between
the processes of absorption and transpiration. Generally speak-
ing, trees and shrubs obtain their moisture from the subsoil, grasses

and herbs from the soil itself. Rains well distributed through the
year keep the subsoil moist and promote the growth of forest and
woodland, while light rains, or even heavy rains occurrinpf in ^
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season of great evaporation, only moisten the soil and so are

associated with a grassland vegetation. In desert regions where

the rare rains occur as heavy downpours, the soil is rapidly parched

again, but the subsoil is temporarily moist, hence it supports a

few shrubs and plants which have devices for storing water and
preventing transpiration.

Where the supply of moisture is great, the leaf surface is large,

and the trees bear leaves throughout the year ; where there is a

season of drought sufficiently prolonged to diminish seriously the

water in the subsoil, the trees either check transpiration by shed-

ding their leaves, or retard it by various devices. The leaves may,
for example, be very small, or even be reduced to thorns or

spines, they may be rolled back so that the under surface is not

exposed, or they may be covered by a thick skin. In the case of

grasses and herbs, those parts which are above ground die down
altogether when absorption is not possible. The effects of heat

and moisture can hardly be separated. Temperatures may be

too high or too low for particular plants, but not for plant life in

general
;
lowly forms of life are found in boiling springs, and at

the " cold pole " in Siberia there is forest growth. The tempera-

ture of 0 ® C. is only critical because at or near freezing point

water cannot be utilized by the plant. In polar and sub-polar

regions the life-cycle is completed in the few short weeks of

warm weather, while the remainder of the year is a resting

period. In temperate regions subject to prolonged frost

there is a resting period of from four to six months, when
many of the trees shed their leaves, and the over-ground

parts of herbs die down. In those tropical regions where the

rain occurs only in the summer months, the latter part of the

dry season becomes also a resting season. In regions where
there is both a severe winter and a dry summer, the plants

appear with a sudden burst in spring,, and wither when early

summer is past.

In regions where there is a distinct resting season the march
6f temperature during that season is negligible. Similarly, it

is only the amoimt of rainfall that falls during the vegetative

season that need usually be considered, and even here the factor

of evaporation must be taken into account. Ip temperate
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regions with cold winters the spring is usually dry, but the

breaking up of the frost and the melting of the snows supply

the moisture necessary for the germination and early growth

of the plants. An important source of moisture, other than

direct rainfall, is underground water, which may creep up to

the surface by capillary attraction and reach the roots of the

plants. Hence deep-rooted plants occur in very dry regions.

The permeability or impermeability of the soU is of importance.

Thus gravel, chalk or limestone regions will be dry, even when
the rainfall is considerable, while a small rainfall suffices to

make a clay area wet.

Winds may check or prevent tree growth, either by their

destructive violence, or by promoting too rapid transpiration,

and so withering up the leaves. Warm winds of the foehn and
Chinook t)T)e serve the useful functions of melting the snows

in spring and ripening the fruits in autumn, though their excep-

tional heat and drjmess occasionally ruin crops.

Plant Associations.—The chief vegetation t5rpes or associations

are the forest, the grass-land, and the desert, which correspond

roughly to the wet, the scantily-watered, and the almost waterless

regions of the world. There are also transitional and mixed
types ;

nowhere is there an abrupt change from one to another.

Equatorial and Monsoon Rain Forests.—These consist of

very tall trees, interlaced with creepers, together with shrubs

and undergrowth, and are often difficult to penetrate. Some of

the trees are deciduous (that is, the leaves fall each year), but

plants in leaf, flower or fruit may be found at all seasons ; the

forest is therefore evergreen. The great variety of plants is a con-

spicuous feature. The palm is the typical tree of the tropics,

the number of species being very great. Hard-woods, dye-

woods, bamboos, rubber-yielding trees and creepers, and tree-

ferns are also characteristic. These forests are found in the

equatorial belt with rain at all seasons, and in summer rainfall

regions where the precipitation is over 6o inches, and hence is

sufficient to keep the subsoil permanently moist. This t)rpe of

forest forms what is known as a closed association, that b to

say, the plants form a continuous carpet over the soil, whereas

in an open association bare patches of rock or soil appear.
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Tropical Grasslands or Savannahs.—Grasslands of this kind

extend over those regions bordering the equatorial belt which

have a long dry season but plentiful rains in summer. The
dry season prevents the growth of the dense forest, which

needs a constant supply of moisture in the subsoil ; the

summer rains allow the growth of grasses, which use the soil

moisture and complete their life-cycle in a short period. In

the dry season the grasses die down, and the general aspect

of the region is bare and lifeless. The grasses grow in clumps,

sometimes to the height of over six feet. Trees are present,

except in savannahs at great altitudes, but they occur singly or

in small groups, and are seldom very large. Varieties of palm,

acacia, eucalyptus, and baobab are typical, the latter being of

exceptional size for a savannah tree. In specially moist places,

such as valley bottoms and the windward flanks of mountains,

patches of true forest are foimd. In drier places a dense thorn

bush sometimes occurs, and the plants of the savannah often

show devices for storing water or checking transpiration.

Deserts.—Deserts are mainly found in the tropical and sub-

tropical regions where the rainfall is on an average less than 10

inches, and where none may fall for years. In Central Asia

they extend into latitudes usually temperate, the dryness of

the air and the continental situation producing high summer
temperatures. Plants may be entirely absent over wide areas,

especially where there are shifting sand dunes. More usually

they are scattered about singly with long distances betweoi

them. Many devices for storing water and checking transpira-

tion are found, and when a rare rain-storm comes the plants

blossom and bear fruit with extraordinary rapidity. The numer-
ous species of cactus are typical of the desert

;
their stems are

thick and fleshy and contain stores of water, while their leaves are

reduced to spines. In many parts of the desert the dew-fall is

heavy, owing to the rapid night-cooling, and this is often suffident

to nourish plant growth when rain is absent. Wherever the con-

ditions become a little more favourable to life, as, for example,

where undergroimd water approaches the surface or where a
stream from a wetter area penetrates the desert, the vegetation

changes ; the plants, though retaining their desert characters.
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become more abundant, low bushes and dwarf trees may be

niimerous, while occasional stretches of grass-land are found.

Such a region is termed semi-desert, scrub or bush, according

to its aspect. It generally forms a border round the almost

lifeless desert.

Temperate Grasslands.—These grasslands, in particular parts

known as pampas, steppes or prairies, are found in regions with

hot summers and a moderate rainfall where the subsoil is generally

dry. They are usually treeless, but this is not alwa5rs due to lack

of moisture ; the looseness of the soil, the occurrence of strong

winds, or the periodical destruction of the trees by fire may
be contributory causes. In many regions also there is a struggle

between the woodland and grassland associations. When once

the grass has been allowed to occupy a region, its growth is so

vigorous that seedling trees are choked up and destroyed. In

spring and early summer the green grass is bright with flowers,

but as the heat increases it becomes withered and yellow.

Temperate Broad-leaved Forests.—Forests of this type are

found where rainfall is fairly abimdant (over 25 in.) and well

distributed through the year, but where frost may check

absorption in winter. They consist mainly of deciduous trees,

such as the oak, beech and maple. Most of the trees are

wind-fertilized, and therefore have inconspicuous flowers. These

forests contrast with those of the hot regions both because of

the absence of bright flowers, and because of their uniformity.

There is no great profusion of species, one or two may cover

enormous areas. The undergrowth is rarely dense and may
be almost entirely absent, as is the case in beech forests.

Where the temperate forest extends equator-wards into a

region with higher temperatures and without a decrease in rain-

fall, as in China and Eastern Australia, it meiges into a sub-

tropical t5q)e intermediate in characteristics between those of

temperate and equatorial regions.

Ooniferoos Forests.—These are found where the winters are

severe, the summers short, and the rainfall somewhat scanty

The broad leaves of the trees of the deciduous forests are replaced

by the '* needles ” of such trees as pines, firs, hemlocks and
larches, for the needle-like structure checks transpiration and
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is tiierefore adapted to uniformly dry conditions. Most of these

trees retain their leaves during the winter, for the cold season is

too long to be taken as a resting period, and warmer intervals

at the beginning and end of the season must be utilized, but in this

respect the larch and birch are exceptional ; the birch is also excep-

tional in having broad leaves and in not being cone-bearing, but

it is nevertheless common in the " coniferous ” forest regions.

These forests have also established themselves in some of

the mild wet regions favourable to deciduous trees, notably

on the west coast of North America, and in such cases the trees

may attain to gigantic proportions. In regions where deciduous

forests predominate, conifers are found on the colder highlands

as on the moimtains of Central Europe, and on dry soils as

on the sand-barrens of the coastal plain of the United States.

Regions of Evergreen Trees and Shmbs.—These are regions

of the “ Mediterranean ” type, with summer droughts. Here,

since the rainfall occurs in the cooler seasons when the evapora-

tion is not great, the subsoil is moist, but the moisture must be

husbanded in summer, hence the plants show various adaptations

to dry conditions ; the trees, which are evergreen, are small,

and have small tough-skinned leaves and deep roots, while

heaths with rolled back leaves and bulbous plants are numerous.

Grasses are not abundant, their place being taken by flowering

herbs and small bushes. A forest growth is found where the

rainfall is most plentiful, as, for example, the forests of cork-oak

in Portugal and Morocco. The prevailing tone of the vegetation

is a sombre grey-green. The holm-oak, olive and m5ntle show
the t5T)iccJ characters of the plants of this association.

l^dras and Ice Deserts.—These are found in the polar regions

where the warmest month has a temperature of less than lo* C.,

and the precipitation is small and occurs chiefly as snow. On
the tundras the subsoil b permanently frozen to a depth of several

feet, and only the surface thaws during the brief summer. On the

margin of thb region small tough bushes are numerous, and
within it these give place to a great variety of mosses and lichens.

In sheltered hollows a few flowering annuab appear in summer.
The ice deserts are practically devoid of life ; the land b
covered with a perpetual sheet of ice and snow. Thb b the
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condition of the interior of Greenland, many of the Arctic islands,

and the land around the South Pole.

Mountain Associations of different types follow one another

m succession as the altitude increases. The change is at first

due to the decrease of temperature, for the rainfall on the lower

slopes of moimtains is usually abundant. At very high levels

the precipitation falls off, owing to the greatly decreased capacity

of the air for water vapoiu: ; here, too, the snow-fields which
cover the ground for part or the whole of the year affect the

vegetation.

Most mountains are forested, and in equatorial regions a com-
plete series of vegetations may be found. The dense equatorial

forest gives way gradually to the temperate broad-leaved forest

and this to the coniferous type ; then the trees become gradually

dwarfed as their upper limit is approached, while shrubs and
bushes are more abundant. Meadows covered with a rich

growth of grasses and flowering herbs

occur in the bottoms of high valleys,

and in regions covered by snow in win-

ter but abundantly watered by the melt-

ing snows in spring. Above the level of

shrubs and meadows a semi-desert region

of timdra-like aspect may be found, just

below the limit of perpetual snow.

On lofty, cold, dry plateaus such as

those of Tibet and the Andes, a semi-

desert vegetation consisting mainly of

scattered bushes and coarse grass is

found.

World Distribution.—The broad dis-

tribution of these vegetations is shown in

the ma.p (Fig. 95) and is expressed dia-

grammatically in Fig. 96. In general a

western marginal, an eastern marginal,

and a continental sequence of associations

may be traced.

Western Marginal Vegetations.—Con-

sidering the t}q;)es from the equator pole-

Fig. 96.7-Schematic Dia-
gram showing Distribu-

tion ol Nature Vegeta-
tion. [For Reference to
marking tee Fig. 05.]
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wards, it b seen that the equatorial forest b succeeded by
the savannah as the rainfall diminishes, and this merges

gradually into semi-desert and desert. The latter usually

lies about the tropic. On the poleward side of the desert, a

semi-desert is followed by a “ Mediterranean ” typw of vegetation.

As the rainfall becomes more abundant in summer, this gives

place to temperate broad-leaved forest, followed in still higher

latitudes by coniferous forest.

Eastern Marginal Vegetations.—The eastern margin differs

climatically from the western chiefly as regEirds the higher rainfall

of the tropical and subtropical belts, and the lower temperatures

of high latitudes. The equatorial forest merges into a subtropical

forest (with perhaps an intermediate savannah region), and this

in turn into a temperate broad-leaved forest, a coniferous forest,

and finally tundra.

Continental Vegetations .—Low rainfall b the predominant

note of continental climate outside the equatorial belt. In

addition, there are the high temperatures of the tropical regions,

and the great extremes of temperature of the temperate regions.

Hence the deserts and grasslands have here their greatest develop-

ment. The succession b as follows :—equatorial forest, savaimah,

semi-desert, desert, semi-desert, temperate grassland, coniferous

forest, timdra.

In tracing these series of vegetations on the map in Fig. 95,

the natural conditions which cause imusual limitations or exten-

sions of the belts should be noted. Thus in Europe the penetra-

ting inland seas give an exceptional extension to the western

marginal conditions, while in the Americas the cordillera confine

them to the coastal regions. In temperate South America, the

narrowness of the continent has eliminated the eastern marginal

area altogether.

Ocean Vegetation.—In tidal waters there b a great abundance

of sea-weeds attached to the rocks and to the sea-floor. A limit

b set to their growth by the depth to which sufficient light can

penetrate ;
at a greater depth than 200 fathoms the vegetation

b scanty. In the open sea, it consbts of innumerable floating

plants of microscopic size, which occupy the sufficiently illumi-

nated waters. These plants, which form the food material for
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the marine animals, are borne along by the ocean currents, and
give to these an additional importance. The name plankton

is applied to all living, floating organisms, whether animal oi

vegetable.

ANIMALS

The distribution of animals is bound up with the distribution of

supplies of water and food. Most animals can adapt themselves

to very varying temperature conditions, and hence their range

is chiefly limited by such barriers as the ocean, the desert, or a

great mountain chain. But the areas over which the various

species are now found are much more limited than those which

once formed their home. The destruction of natural vegetation,

the introduction of domestic animals, and the practice of hunting

wild animals all tend to restrict their range and their numbers.

The vegetable world forms the basis of all animal life. The
abundance or scarcity of plants determines the abundance or

scarcity of plant-feeders, and the number of these in turn deter-

mines the number of flesh-feeders. Invertebrates, such as

insects, molluscs and worms, which feed on fresh and decayed

vegetation, form a very large proportion of the animals of every

region. They are the chief food of many birds, reptiles, and
small mammals. The larger mammals, such as the grazing

animals and the carnivorous animals which hunt them, and the

great birds of prey which live upon both the invertebrates and the

smaller mammals, are relatively insignificant as far as numbers
are concerned.

Animal life in certain regions shows periodic changes similar

to, but less marked than that of the plants. The occurrence of

a resting season in the vegetable kingdom, by cutting off the

food supply, causes a cessation in the active life of many inverte-

brates. Some pass the season in the form of eggs or pupae,

Dthers in a state of suspended animation, and the animals which

feed upon them are then compelled either to hibernate or to

migrate to another region. There is not, however, an entire

absence of food : seeds, berries, fruits, nuts, roots and under-

ground stems supply many birds and mammals, which in their

tnm are food for larger animals. M
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Since animals can adapt themselves to very varying con-

ditions, and since few observations have been made except of

the higher forms, it is impossible to divide the world up into

areas occupied by definite associations of animals, but certain

regions have their marked peculiarities.

Animal Life in the Forests.—In the hot, wet forests, with their

wealth of vegetation, there is an enormous development of bird

and insect life, and great numbers of animals are adapted to a

life in trees. Such forests are alive with birds and monkeys,

and there are many tree-frogs, tree-snakes and tree-lizards.

Owing to the density of the undergrowth there are few animals

of any size which cannot climb or fly. Only the elephant, with

its vast bulk, can force a path through the virgin forest.

Wherever the forest becomes more open, the number of

ground-dwelling animals increases. In the deciduous and

coniferous forests there are many animals of the type of the

wild boars and wolves of Europe. Various species of wild cats,

squirrels, opossums and flying foxes show adaptation to life

among trees. In the coniferous forests the most important

fur-bearing animals of the world are found.

Animal Life in the Grass and Scrub Lands.—Here there are

flocks and herds of grazing animals, including antelopes, deer,

and wild varieties of the ass, horse, camel, and ox. Dependent

upon them are the larger beasts of prey—Mons, tigers, jackals,

hyenas. Partly because the grazing animals are defenceless

against their enemies, and partly because they must often travel

long distances in search of water or fresh pasture, they are endowed
with the power of very rapid movement. It is in these regions

that the swift-running, flightless birds, such as the ostrich,

emu, rhea and cassowary are found. Burrowing animals, and
especially rodents, are very numerous in the grass and scrub

lands ; they obtain their food from the thick roots and under-

ground stems developed by plants in consequence of the scanty

rainfall. They are generally found living in large colonies in

burrows which form a refuge from the carnivorous animals

which prey upon them, and a protection against extremes of

temperature. The jack-rabbit, jerboa and coney are examples.

Life in these regions shows marked periodic changes. In
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the temperate zone, the larger animals move northwards or up
the mountains in summer, southwards or down to the sheltered

valleys in winter
; in the tropics the movement is away from

or towards the equator with the swing of the rainfall belt, or

it may be towards the river valleys and permanent water-holes,

as the season changes from wet to dry. In the cold or dry

season the smaller animals considerably decrease in numbers
or pass the time in sleep.

Protective colouring is well shown in the grasslands. In

the vegetative season the tall grasses and bushes afford abundant
cover for the game, but when the summer heat has withered

all the plants, the brown, tawny or striped coats of the larger

animals harmonize with the prevailing tones of the bare rocks

and the scanty vegetation, and so render them less easily dis-

covered.

Animal Life in the Deserts.—The deserts have a very restricted

animal life
;

the scanty vegetation supports insects and rodents,

and there are also reptiles and a few birds. The yellowish-

brown colour of these animals renders them practically indis-

tinguishable from the sand and rocks. The larger animals of

the grass and scrub lands may be met with in the desert, moving
from oasis to oasis. The broad, padded hoof of the camel is

well adapted to travel across the yielding sand.

Animal Life in the Tundras.—Here the pools and boggy
places, formed when the surface thaws, are the breeding ground
of innumerable insects, and flocks of birds fly polewards in the

summer to feed on these. Certain grazing animals, such as the

reindeer and elk, feed on the mosses and lichens. The low

berry-bearing bushes which grow in the more favoured situa-

tions support a few birds and rodents, and these in turn some
beasts of prey. The hard conditions of life lead to the develop-

ment of very special protective colour devices. The arctic fox,

hare, and ptarmigan have in summer a brownish colouring

which harmonizes exactly with that of the lichen-covered rocks,

but in winter their coats are pure white, so that they are

invisible against the snow.

The ocean margins in all parts of the world are the home
of great flocks of sea-birds, which catch fish or live on the sea
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animals exposed by the tide or cast up by the waves. These birds

and the polar bear form almost the sole life of the polar regions

where the absence of vegetation makes the sea the only source

of food.

Life in the Oceans.—The oceans may be divided into three

regions, the littoral, the pelagic, and the abyssal. The littoral

region where the waters are shallow, has the richest vegetation, and
hence supports the most abundant animal life. It forms the

breeding and feeding ground of countless fish, and the most

important fishing groimds are on the continental shelf, or littoral

region of the temperate lands, where edible species are most

numerous. The pelagic region has a vegetation of plankton,

which is the basis of life. With vegetable plankton animal

plankton is associated, and the two form the food of the whale,

one of the most important animals in this region. The abyssal

region comprises the areas beyond the range of the penetration of

light where there is no vegetable life, and hence all the animals

either live on decayed organic matter or are carnivorous.
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CHAPTER XII

THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD
It is a matter of common knowledge that the people who

inhabit different parts of the world differ from one another in

many respects. For example, the typical Englishman of East

Anglia may be contrasted with the typical Negro of the Sudan,

and both the Englishman and the Negro with the typical

Chinese of the Yangtze Basin. It will then appear that these

three differ from one another in their physical characteristics,

in their mental characteristics (which are much more difficult

to ascertain and to classify), in their languages, and in their

religions.

Thus there are the following obvious differences : the typical

Englishman is taller than most inhabitants of the globe, being

about 5 feet 8 inches in height, has more or less wavy hair of

medium length, and a fair coloured skin, whitish with a reddish

tinge ; the typical Negro is as tall, but has short and woolly hair

arranged in very close and interlocking spirals, and a very dark,

perhaps black sWn,while his lips are thick, his nose flat and broad,

and the lower part of his face projects markedly beyond the upper

part ; the typical Chinese is considerably shorter, being about

5 feet 4 inches in height, has long and straight hair, and a yellow-

ish skin, while his eyes are narrow and oblique, and his cheekbones

high and prominent.

Beyond these obvious physical differences there are others

less apparent. A measurement of the head of the Englishman

reveals the fact that the length of his skull from front to back is

much greater than the breadth, the ratio of length to breadth

being about lOO ; 78 ; the skull of the Negro is still longer in

proportion to its breadth, the ratio being about 100 : 75 ; while
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the length of the skull of the Chinese is less marked, the ratio

being about 100 : 81.

These and other physical differences are so considerable that

we say the English, Negroes and Chinese belong to different

races, and one object of this chapter is to discuss the character-

istics of the peoples of the world, to divide them into various races,

and in some degree to explain their distribution. In this con-

nexion, as in the maps in Figs. 97 to 100, the complications

following from the recent immigrations of Europeans into the

Americas, Africa, and Australasia are omitted
;
only the natives

of these continents are first studied, and the modifications due to

European immigration are discussed later.

It is again a matter of common knowledge that in the three

cases just considered the languages of the people are also quite

different, but it must be realized that a difference of language

does not always accompany a difference of physical character-

istics, e.g. a Negro child born and educated in England would

speak perfect English
;
also a similarity of language does not

always accompany a similarity of physical characteristics, for

history gives us many examples of an invading people per-

manently imposing their own language on a conquered nation.

It is therefore important to bear in mind that language is not a

sure indication of race.

In the same way, differences of religion must not be confused

with differences of racial qualities, though in the examples quoted

the typical Englishman is Christian, the Negro is Mahometan,
and many Chinese are Buddhists. For this reason it is well, as

far as possible, to apply to the various races no names which are

applied either to any language or group of languages, or to any
religion

;
the three ideas of race, language and religion should be

kept distinct, or confusion and error will result.

Classification of Races.—These considerations suggest that

to classify people into their races, one must examine not only their

characteristics but how these were obtained. The character-

istics which people have because of their descent may be taken

as a guide, but those which are acquired (whether they are

physical or concerned with language or religion) do not indicate

the stock from which the people come, and are therefore no
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criteria of their race. The question therefore remains as to which

physical characteristics are an indication of race, and the answer

to that depends upon the further question whether the particular

characteristics are transmitted unchanged through successive

generations, or whether they can be produced or altered by
external circumstances.

If skin colour is considered from this point of view, it must be

borne in mind that all the varying tints are due to the amount
of brown colouring pigment in the cells under the outer skin ;

similarly all differences of colour in hair and in eyes are due to the

amount and distribution of the same brown pigment. The
tanning '' of the skin after unusual exposure to the Sun's rays is

brought about by an increase in the amount of the pigment, but no
change in hair or eyes is observed, and the “ tanning " of the

skin is not transmitted to children. The fact of “ tanning " does,

however, suggest a certain connexion between climate and colour-

ation, and this connexion is suggested also by the map showing

the distribution of the colour of the skin (Fig. 97). This map
shows that the darkest colouration is in peoples living within the

tropics, with the exception of the now extinct Tasmanians, and
in all probability these migrated from the island region north of

Australia, while at the other extreme the fairest peoples are those

of Northern Europe. It has also to be remembered that the

people of the equatorial forests are sheltered from the Sun's rays,

and so the darkest skin colouration is not likely to be found in

those forests
; also the case of those Polynesians who are com-

paratively fair-skinned can be explained by the fact that they

lepresent comparatively recent immigrants from Asia. Possibly,

therefore, environment (and particularly amount of exposure

to insolation) may be the cause of differences of skin colour,

and such differences once established may persist for a number of

generations in spite of change of conditions. Yet it is still un-

certain what part race and environment respectively play in

the matter, and so it is unsafe to classify the peoples of the world

upon this basis, and unwise to accept skin colour as a sure indica-

tion of race, although it may be a useful help if taken in conjunc-

tion with other characteristics.

Stature may be considered from the same point of view
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Although in any one people the heights of the individuals vary,

yet the average height of one people may be markedly different

from that of another people, as can be seen from the map in Fig.

98. The usual classification is to take 5 feet 6 inches as the

average stature of fully grown men, and to regard those above

5 feet 8 inches as tall, those below 5 feet 4 inches as short, and
those below 5 feet o inches as pygmies or dwarfs. Peoples differ

in height sufficiently for us to associate a certain average stature

with a certain people, and in some cases of a recent intrusion of a

people into a region we can recognize their effect in raising or

lowering the average stature of the people among whom they

settle. There is, however, some reason for believing that an

unfavourable environment may in the long run reduce the average

stature, and for this reason stature may be placed with colour-

ation as of only secondary value as a test of race.

The texture of the hair is of three main types (straight,

wavy and woolly) as described above, and the distribution of

these is shown in Fig. 99. This characteristic is apparently

transmitted without modification due to environment, and is

therefore a trustworthy indication of race and one to be

employed in a classification of the peoples of the world.

Similarly the shape of the skull is apparently transmitted

unaffected by environment, and the division of peoples into long-

skulled and broad-skulled folk is one which serves both in class-

ification and in determining race, although it may not be very

obvious to the unskilled observer.

Facial peculiarities, e.g. in regard to the eyes, nose and jaw,

are useful indications of race, but these peculiarities are more
limited in their distribution over the Earth, so that while they

may be employed in determining the descent of certain peoples

among whom they appear, they cannot be applied so well to the

question of dividing the peoples of the world into their great

racial divisions.

The Races of Europe.—The most useful classification of races

is that obtained by dividing them into three groups, the woolly-

haired, wavy-haired and straight-haired groups. By reference

to Fig. 99 it is seen that the woolly-haired races are found in

Africa south of the Sahara, and in Melanesia ; the wavy-haired
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peoples in Europe, North Africa, South-west Asia and Austra-

lasia ; while the straight-haired people occupy the greater part of

Asia and all the Americas.

A consideration of skull-form, the other good test of race,

shows that these groups must be sub-divided. To take the case

of the peoples of Europe, it is at once apparent on examining

the map showing the texture of the hair that, with the exception of

the east of Russia, Europe is inhabited only by the wavy-haired

peoples, yet a consideration of skuU-form (see Fig. 100), the other

accepted criterion, shows that the broad-skuUed peoples of Central

Europe must be of different origin, that is to say of different race,

from the long-skulled peoples of Spain in the south and also

from the equally long-skulled peoples of Scandinavia in the north.

The further question then arises whether the northern and
southern Europeans are of the same race, and in this inquiry

the other physical characteristics, colouration and stature, both

point to the conclusion that there is not one European race, but

three distinct races.^ From Fig. 97 it is evident that the

peoples of southern Europe have a darker skin than those of

Northern Europe, and moreover light eyes and fair hair are dis-

tinctive of the latter. Fig. 98 shows that while the Scandi-

navians are above the average height the inhabitants of Spain are

below the average, and those of Portugal still shorter. Hence we
conclude that the “ Northern " race, represented in its purest

form in Scandinavia, Denmark, North Germany, and the East

of Great Britain, is long-skulled, tall and fair
;
the " Mediterran-

ean " race, well seen in Spain and southern Italy, is long-skulled,

short and dark ; the “ Alpine " race,* centred in the Alps
* Before it was realized that there were three distinct European races,

the wavy-haired peoples of Europe and South-west Asia were classed

together as the “ Aryan " or Caucasic ” race. In addition to their

incomplete classification, these terms were misleading, for ** Aryan ”

refers to the European group of languages and, therefore, should not be
used to denote races, who may or may not speak those languages, and the

idea that Caucasia was the place where the ** Caucasic race ’* originated

is now completely discredited.

* The term Keltic " has been employed for this race, but this name is

used for the languages which the ancestors of these peoples brought with

them, and in consequence much confusion of thought has arisen from its

application to peophs.
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and stretching across Europe from west to east, mainly m the

highlands but also occupying the greater part of the plain of

Russia, is broad-skulled, and intermediate in regard to coloura-

tion and stature.

In Russia there has been an intrusion of Asiatic races, as may
be seen by the westward extension of the marking denoting

straight-haired peoples on Fig. 99, and other peoples resulting

from Asiatic intrusions are found in south-eastern Europe. These

peoples are described in later paragraphs in this chapter. More-

over, the three European races have intermingled, both by peace-

ful extension and warlike migration, and so certain regions, as

in parts of the British Isles, have peoples whose characteristics

show a blending of various types.

The Races of Asia.—Just as the wavy-haired races predom-

inate in Europe, so the straight-haired races predominate in

Asia. By comparing the maps, it is seen that the peoples of the

north-east have long, straight hair, are broad-skulled, are of less

than the average height and have yellowish skins. They have

also the " Mongolian ” eye, which is commonly observed among
the Chinese and Japanese. The word " Mongolian ” originally

referred to a particular people who live on the Mongolian Plateau,

but the use of the term “ Mongolian ” has been extended to all the

peoples of Asia who exhibit the characteristics just enumerated.

It is desirable to divide these peoples into two groups, the Northern

Mongolians of central and northern Asia, and the Southern

Mongolians of south-eastern Asia.

Northern Asia.—The aborigined people of the northern part of

Asia seem to be represented by the present inhabitants of north-

eastern Siberia, who are therefore called Palaeasiatics (see Fig.

loi). They have been driven into this region by the Mongols—^the true Mongols of the Plateau.

Between the tribes classified as Palaeasiatics and the Mongols
of the habitable lands on the margin of the Gobi Desert, live the

Tungus, tribes extending from the Lower and Upper Tunguska
rivers to the Sea of Okhotsk and the Sea of Japan. These tribes

differ somewhat from the Mongols because of a certain mixing of

their Mongolian characteristics with those of the primitive

Palaeasiatics, e.g. the Tungus have a rather longer and less
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broad face than the Mongols. The Manchus, who now form

only a small proportion of the inhabitants of Manchuria, belong

to the Tungus group, but are taller ; this difference is also seen

in the Koreans. Indeed it is probable that long before the

times of which there is any written record, there was a mixture

of the Mongolians with another race of quite different character-

istics, for still further east, in the south of Sakhalin and the north

of Yezo, are the Ainus, who are long-skulled, have wavy hair

and heavy beards, and have not the Mongolian eye. The Ainus

may be regarded as the modern representatives of a race which

by some mingling with the Mongolians gave rise to the present

peculiarities of the Manchus and Koreans.

In the north-west of Asia another blending of the Northern

Mongolian stock seems to have occurred. A long-skulled people,

possibly akin to the Northern European race, seems to have

migrated into Asia, and by mixing with the Asiatics to have

produced the two great Western groups of the Mongolians, the

Ugro-Finns and the Turki peoples. In both of these groups the

skin is rather a yellowish-white than a yellow colour, and the

Mongolian eye is frequently absent among the Western Ugro-

Finns and seldom found at all among the Turki peoples.

The Ugro-Finns have spread outwards from the region of the

Ural Mountains, and include the Ostyaks of the basin of the

lower portion of the Ob river, the Samoyads of the western portion

of the Asiatic Tundra, and the Lapps of north-eastern Scandi-

navia. Partly derived from the same race, but greatly modified

by admixture with Europeans, are the Finns of Finland, several

small groups in Russia in Europe, and the still more Europeanized

Magyars of Hungary and Bulgars of Bulgaria.

The Turki peoples are widely scattered. Separated from the

others, far to the east are the Yakuts, stretching widely on either

side of the Lena River. The heart of the Turki country may be

regarded as Russian Turkestan, and there the people form the

Kirghiz tribes. These may be divided into the Kazak (i.e.

Rider) Kirghiz of the steppes, and the Kara (i.e. Black) Kirghiz

of the highlands to the south-east. The Kazaks (whose name has

been altered into the familiar " Kossacks ”) have extended into

the steppes of European Russia, together with their kinsmen the
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Tatars. West and south of the Sea of Aral are the Turkomans,

while the Osmanli Turks have largely occupied Asia Minor and

intruded into Turkey in Europe and the districts west of the

Black Sea.

The small stature of the people of the extreme north of Asia

is worthy of notice (see Fig. 98), for as has been now shown,

these peoples are of different races and yet are all short, while

CtORCE PHILIP* SpH C*
Fig. 10 1.—Peoples of Asia.

other peoples of the south who are akin to them are consider-

ably taller. There is every indication that their inhospitable

environment is the cause of their low stature.

Soath-Western Asia.—It is evident, therefore, that the

boundary between Europe and Asia does not divide peoples

according to race, and this is still more apparent when the south-

western portions are considered, for the wavy-haired group of

peoples stretches without a break from southern Europe to Assam.
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To the Mediterranean " race belonged the first-comers among
the peoples inhabiting Asia Minor ; these are now found on the

coast and in the larger towns, and also include the Kurds. The
** Alpine " race were later immigrants, and these were the an-

cestors of the present Armenians. Comparatively recently the

straight-haired Osmanli Turks intruded ; these were the ances-

tors of the present day Turks, who are still frequently nomadic
but by intermixing with other inhabitants have become similar

to them in many physical characteristics. This mixture of races

is still more marked in the Caucasus region. The map in Fig. lOO

shows that the average skull-form is broad in Asia Minor, owing
to the intrusion of two broad-skulled races upon an originally

long-skulled population, although the Mongolian strain has not

been sufficient to cause the greater number of the people to

have straight hair. The lands around the Arabian desert are

occupied by the Semitic branch of the Mediterranean race,

which includes the Jews and the Arabs.

The Persians also exhibit the typically Mediterranean char-

acteristics, and in parts show the effect of both Turki and Arab
immigrations. Afghanistan and Baluchistan are also inhabited

mainly by people akin to those of the Mediterranean region, but

the Pamir highlands seem to be peopled by the Alpine stock,

which here, as in so many other cases, appears to be specially

adapted to highland conditions.

India.—The population of India is extraordinarily complex
(notice the map in Fig. 97), and at least six different stocks

must be distinguished.

(1) The Dekkan is largely inhabited by Dravidians, a wavy-
haired, long-skulled, brown-skinne 1 and short race. This includes

the Bhils in the west of the nor hem part of the Dekkan ; the

Gonds in the centre of the north m part ; the Mahrattas in the

western part ; and in the south, the Telegu and Tamil sj>eaking

peoples, the latter of whom have spread into the northern part of

Ceylon.

(2) Among the Dravidians are found some isolated tribes of a

lower type belonging to a still darker and shorter race. This

race was in all probability the earliest to inhabit India, and was
displaced by the Dravidians ; hence the term Pre-Dravidian

**
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has been applied to it. Besides the few tribes in the south of

India it includes the Veddas of Ceylon, and its influence can be

traced as far east as Australia.

(3) The north of India was long ago, about 2,000 years B.c,,

entered by a taller and fairer people known as " Aryas," now
placed in the group termed " Indo-Afghans," and akin to the

Mediterranean peoples of Europe. These new-comers mingled

with the aborigines, and their descendants were modified by later

comers, but their characteristics are still to be seen in the present

population, and probably most purely in the Sikhs of the Punjab.

The Rajputs claim descent from the same race, but later and
historic intrusions have in many cases made this claim little more
than traditional. Further to the east, in the Jumna-Ganges
region, the effect of this Indo-Afghan influence is less apparent,

and in Bengal it has been still less, so that here the earlier Dra-

vidian type is but little modified. This is exemplified by the de-

crease in stature from Afghanistan to Bengal indicated in Fig. 98.

(4) From about 150 b.c. onwards, wave after wave of invaders

belonging to the Mongolian races poured into India, conquering

and plundering and to some extent modifying the population.

Thus the Scythians first overran the basin of the Indus, and in the

fifth century a.d. one branch of the Huns conquered all the north

Df India at the very time that their kinsmen penetrated into the

west of Europe. From 1000 a.d. other conquests led to the

extension of the Mahometan religion and the establishment of

empires, notably the Great Moghul empire, but they had little

influence in the matter of race.

(5) In the extreme east of Bengal and in Assam it seems that

there existed a wavy-haired stock, which was neither Dravidian

nor Pre-Dravidian, being taUer and with a lighter skin than

either. In these respects the people of this stock are more like

the Indo-Afghans, but the features are less European in type, the

nose, for instance, being broader and less prominent. As this

race is found represented thoughout the island groups as far as

Polynesia, it has been called “ Indonesian,*' and it is possible that

in its origin it was connected with the European races ; certainly

both the Indonesians and the Polynesians (described below)

must be classed with the wavy-haired Europeans rather than with
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the straight-haired Mongolians or the woolly-haired Negroes.

The present people of eastern India are descended from the Indo-

nesian stock with modifications due to mixing with Dravidian

elements and to intrusions of tribes of the Southern Mongolian

group who came from the east. Therefore on the eastern border

of India, the Mongolian traits become more noticeable, as is

indicated by the maps showing the broadening of the skull-form

^ind the occurrence of the Mongolian eye.

(6) Not only in the mountainous country of the eastern

borders, but also in the mountainous country of the Himalayan
districts, does the population belong to the Southern Mongolian

group. Here are, for example, the Gurkhas and Nepalese, short

hardy people, fierce fighters, who in many ways remind one of

the Japanese. These Indian peoples are akin to the Tibetans on

the north of the great range.

South-Eastern Asia.—The Chinese best represent the Southern

Mongolians, though even in this case there has been some blending

with an earlier stock whose descendants are to be seen in the

secluded south-western portions of the country, where many of

the people have stature, features, and sometimes even hair, more
like Europeans than Chinese.

The people of Japan are also of the same Mongolian race, but

in these islands, accessible to several surrounding peoples, there

has certainly been an infusion of Korean blood, and in all pro-

bability Ainu and Pol5mesian elements are also represented in

the Japanese.

The position of China, almost entirely shut in between

deserts, mountains and the sea, has enabled its people to keep

themselves from foreign intrusions, but Japan has acted as a

trap allowing immigrations from the north, west and south, and
retaining and blending the elements thus introduced. It should

be noted that if several races are blended together there is a

tendency for the most useful physical and mental character-

istics of each race to persist, and the resulting population may
therefore be an advance upon any of the original stocks. It

cannot be doubted that this composite character of the Japanese

population is one factor in making them able to adapt themselves

to modern European ways much more readily than the Chinese,
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who are more of one type, very conservative in character, and at

present far behind the Japanese in their development.

The various peoples of Burma occupy just those portions of

the country which their history would lead one to expect. Prob-

ably the earliest inhabitants were of the Indonesian race and are

represented by the people of the Mergui Archipelago, where they

have been safe from intruders, for from the north and the east,

long before the Christian era, there were invasions of the Southern

Mongolians. First came the Mons, afterwards forced into the

region of the delta of the Irawadi ; later the Burmans, who
now occupy the greater part of the country

;
and later still the

Shans and Karens of the east.

In a similar way the position of the peoples of Siam

and French Indo-China illustrates their racial history. The
Cambodians are taller than the people to the north of them, and

many of them have wavy hair ; they have been driven to

the delta of the Mekong by the pressure of the Mongolians behind

them. These are the Annamese and the Siamese, the latter of

whom are mainly from the same stock as the Shans.

The Malay Region.—The Malay Region is inhabited by repre-

sentatives of each of the three great racial divisions ^
; it is a

bridge on which several races have left abiding traces of their

occupation and passage. As in the case of Indo-China, the chief

strain belongs to the straight-haired Southern Mongolian group.

This strain is called Proto-Malay, since the present Malay peoples

are descended from it, after modification by mixture with the

wavy-haired Indonesians. Among the Malays in the Peninsula

and also in Sumatra are tribes of different origin : there are the

wavy-haired pygmy Sakai of the same race as the Pre-Dravidian

tribes of India, and the Scmang, who are also pygmies but with a

very dark skin and woolly hair. These latter therefore belong

to the same great racial division as the Negroes of Africa and are

termed Negritoes. A closely allied race is found in the Andaman
Islands. It is probable that such peoples once extended over

the whole of south-eastern Asia and the neighbouring islands,

' Viz., the fttraight-haired, wavy-haired and woolly-haired groups.

The map in Fig. 99 shows only the predominating straight* haired peoples
in this region.
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and it is possible that from such people the African Negroes have

evolved.

The islands of this region are occupied by descendants of the

same races, but on the whole, the straight-haired Proto-Malay

peoples may be said to predominate.

Australia and the Islands of the Pacific.—From the point of

view of the distribution of races. New Guinea marks the approach

to the islands of the Pacific (including Australia), for it is inhabited

by a race distinct from those of Asia, and when we have added

this people of New Guinea to those already considered, we have

all the elements from which the populations of the Pacific islands

have developed.

The inhabitants of New Guinea, called Papuans, may be seen

from the maps to be in the main woolly-haired with long skulls.

This combination of the two chief indications of race suggests

that they should be classified with the Negroes ; this is confirmed

by the projection of the lower part of the face, the flatness of the

nose and the very dark colour of the skin, although their average

height is below that of the Negroes. The Papuans probably

inhabited a great deal of the region around New Guinea in the

remote past, and with them the Negritoes, with whom, of course,

they are to a certain extent akin
;

probably some blending of

their characteristics also took place. Thus a people belonging to

the woolly-haired race seems to have spread from the region lying

to the north of Australia, through the eastern portion of the greater

Australia which existed in those days, and so by land to what is

now the island of Tasmania. Here their descendants lived

till long after the annexation by Europeans. The Tasmanians

have only recently become extinct, and their physical character-

istics are shown on the maps ;
it will be seen that in the important

matter of hair texture and skull-form they were similar to the

Papuans and Negroes, but differed from the wavy-haired Aus-

tralians.

The map in Fig. 99 shows that Australia is now occupied

by wavy-haired natives, and so it is evident that if these woolly-

haired ancestors of the Tasmanians once occupied Australia, they

must have been displaced by a wavy-haired people, and most
probably these were of the Pre-Dravidian race, who also came by
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way of the Malay region. The differences between the Aus-

tralians of the present day and the Pre-Dravidians of India and
Ceylon have been accounted for by modification due to their

different environments. Speaking of some of the Australians,

Professor Gregory says : During life in the Central Plains

they became specialised to suit desert conditions. The dry

arid climate led to the development of muscular, thin bodies ;

the extreme glare may have led to the recession of the eyes . . . ;

and the scarce food led to the development of the teeth and

corresponding increase in the size of the jaws.*' The population

of Australia seems always to have been very scanty, probably only

about 150,000 at the beginning of the European occupation.

The present aborigines are estimated to amount to half that

number.

The breaking down of the land connecting Tasmania with

Australia would account for the isolation and survival of the

woolly-haired Tasmanians, just as the much earlier breaking

down of the land connecting Australia with other continents

would account for the preservation of the Australian marsupial

animals such as the kangaroo.

The Melanesians (who inhabit the islands between and in-

cluding the Bismarck Archipelago and the Fiji Islands) are in

the main like the Papuans, but in some physical characteristics

and in their language show similarities to the Polynesians, who
include the Maoris of New Zealand, the Hawaiians and the

peoples of all the islands east of a line drawn between Fiji and
Hawaii.

The constant trading and frequent migrations between the

islands of Polynesia have resulted in a complete blending of the

peoples into one type, and prevented the differences which would
tend to arise if the islands had been cut off from easy inter-

communication. These Polynesians are wavy-haired, tall (i.e.

above 5 feet 8 inches in average height), with features decidedly

European in type and with rather light brown skin. It is known
that they migrated eastward into the islands of the Pacific

(about the time that the Angles and Saxons migrated into the

British Isles), and it is most likely that they are a branch of the

Indonesian race who have gradually worked their way from India
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through the Malay region and Melanesia. In Melanesia they left

only slight traces in the physical characteristics of the aboriginal

inhabitants, but caused them to speak their language, and after

they themselves had passed on eastward this language remained,

so that although the Melanesian islands from the Bismarck
Archipelago to Fiji are inhabited by people who are akin to the

Papuans on their west, the language is akin to those spoken in

Polynesia on their east.

Northern Africa.—In respect of the races of people, as in

respect of structure, climate and vegetation, the North of Africa

is not distinct from the South of Europe, but with it forms one

region. The Mediterranean race may be regarded as including

the Semites and the Hamites, who together form the bulk of the

population of Africa north of the Sahara.

The Semites have wavy hair, markedly long skulls, oval

faces and fine features ; from very early times they have in-

habited the south-west of Asia, and within historical times have

spread far to the west. The Arabs in particular have migrated,

conquered and settled, reaching across northern Africa to the

Atlantic and also far down the eastern portion of the continent.

The Hamites have a darker skin, usually less fine features and
frequently " frizzy (but not woolly) hair. These differences are

possibly due to these peoples having originated in a mixing

of Negro blood with a Semitic stock. To the eastern division

of the Hamitic group belong both the Fellahin and the Kopts of

Egypt, the Bejas between the Middle Nile and the Red Sea,

and theGallas and the Somali between the head-streams of the

Nile and the Indian Ocean. To the western division of the

Hamitic group belong the Kabyles and the other Berbers of the

Atlas Lands, the Tuareg of the Sahara south of Algeria, and the

Fulahs who are mixed with and dominant among the Sudanese

Negroes.

To the same group must be assigned certain peoples who have

a less pure descent. In the Atlas Lands the agricultural Berbers

are Hamites, the nomadic Arabs are Semites, while the town-

dwelling Moors are of mixed descent. The Abyssinians are also

a blend of Hamitic and Arab elements. The Nubians on the

west bank of the middle Nile are a blend of Hamitic and Negro
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elements, as are also the Masai, who are found east of Victoria

Nyanza.

Central and Southern Africa.—South and west of these people

are the woolly-haired races, whose characteristics are most mark-

edly shown among the Negroes described at the commencement
of this chapter. The true Negroes are centred in the Sudan, and

have extended north into the desert (see map in Fig. 99), and

south to the coast of Upper Guinea ; among these Negroes the

Hausa nation between the Benue River and the Sahara is specially

important.

There are also pygmy tribes inhabiting parts of the dense

forests, mainly about 3° north and south of the Equator. These

people, who are called Negrilloes, have an average stature of about

4 feet 6 inches
;
they are by no means black, but have a dark

yellowish skin, and because of these and other characteristics

are considered to have been originally akin to the Bushmen
described below.

The centre and south-east of Africa are occupied by peoples

having a Negro basis but exhibiting differences due to mixing

with other stocks, e.g. with Negrilloes and Hamites in the north

and with Bushmen in the south. They speak various dialects

of the Bantu group of languages, and for this reason have been

called Bantus, but it must be remembered that they are grouped

only on a language basis and do not form a racial unit. They
are usually shorter than the true Negroes and have not so

dark a skin
;

also some typical Negro characteristics are

frequently less marked, e.g. the flat nose. They include the

Suahili,who live in Zanzibar and along the coasts opposite the

island
;
and in South Africa there are three important groups,

(i) In the centre and extending eastward as far as the Drakensberg
Mountains are the Bechuanas, who include the Basutos ; and in

the upper basin of the Zambesi are the Barotse, who include the

Mashonas. (ii) East of the Drakensberg Mountains are the tall

and well-built Zulus, and a tribe of these, generally known as

the Matabili, conquered and occupied that part of the territory

of the Mashonas now called Matabililand. The general term
" Kafirs " is commonly applied to the Zulu peoples and also to

those of the central group, (iii) On the west side of the continent
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are the Hereros of Damaraland and kindred tribes immediately

to the north.

In and around the Kalahari desert are the Bushmen, who
are very short and have skin of a yellow colour ;

their hair is

OtORGt PHIUP A SON

Fig. 102,—Peoples of Africa.

short and gathers into tiny tufts, which give it a patchy appear*

ance ; they have very broad noses, and their cheekbones are

prominent. Thus they must be classed with the woolly-haired

peoples, but regarded as quite distinct from the Negroes. The
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difference between the Bushmen and the Hereros is strikingly

shown on the map showing the colour of the skin (Fig. 97).

In the better lands around the country of the Bushmen live

still another people, the Hottentots, who have several character-

istics which suggest they have resulted from a blending of the

Bushmen and the Bantus. The Hottentots have a yellowish

skin of a brown tinge ; they are intermediate in height ; their

hair is to some extent tufted and they also have prominent cheek-

bones. The truest type of Hottentots are the Namaqua of the

west ; those of Cape Colony are now of mixed Hottentot and
Bantu or Boer descent. The Bushmen and Hottentots previously

inhabited the richer country of the east, probably as far north as

Lake Tanganyika, but were driven south and west by the Bantus,

who came from the Uganda region. Here, as elsewhere, the

present position of the races is suggestive
;

in this case the

strength or weakness of the various peoples corresponds closely

with the richness or poverty of the lands they have been able to

occupy.

The effect of a blending of races resulting in the selection of the

characteristics most useful in a particular environment is ex-

emplified in the case of savage Africa by the fact that the

most successful warriors are the tribes of mixed Negro and
Hamitic descent, e.g. the Masai, and some of the Bantu peoples,

notably the Zulus.

Madagascar.—The peoples of Madagascar are remarkably

complex. Although the island is comparatively near Africa, it

has been largely occupied by peoples who have come from south-

east Asia, for the unindented coast of Africa has not encouraged

seafaring, while the numerous islands of south-east Asia have
developed peoples renowned for their seamanship. From the

Malay region, therefore, both Madagascar to the west and Poly-

nesia to the east have been colonized. The side of Madagascar
facing Africa is inhabited by people of almost pure Bantu blood ;

in the centre of the island are the Hovas, mainly of the Indonesian

stock ;
on the east side are the Malagasy, of mixed descent from

the Bantu and Hova elements.

The Americas.—If the primary division of races is made accord-

ing to the texture of the hair, it is evident from the map in Fig. 99
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that the whole of the native peoples of the Americas are to be

classed with the Mongolians as being straight-haired. This

classification is strengthened by the fact that in respect of skin

colouration yellowish shades ^ are found widely distributed.

Yet an examination of Fig. lOo shows that differences of skull-

form are very great, and that over considerable areas the people

are long-skulled. The fact that the tribes vary in height from

the very short peoples of Labrador to the very tall Patagonians

is also significant.

These considerations make it necessary to suppose that if the

original stock was akin to the Mongolians, great differences have

evolved in the greatly differing environments. It is therefore

clear that an immense time must have elapsed since the con-

tinent was first populated, and that the natives are now not of

one type but of many types.

For four centuries there have been immigrations of Europeans,

and this influx has become much more rapid during the nine-

teenth century
;

also, to obtain slave labour the Europeans in-

troduced Africans.

These peoples have almost entirely displaced the natives in

Canada and the United States, and a large proportion of the

population of Argentina, Chile, and Brazil are European in

descent. In these latter states and in most of the remaining

countries there has been a great admixture of the European
and native races, for example, nearly half the people of Mexico are

of mixed descent (the Mexicans "). Only in Central America,

Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia are the majority of the people of

native descent, and taking the whole of the two continents into

account the intrusive peoples outnumber the aboriginal peoples

many times over.

Moreover native races in most cases tend to die out after con-

tact with Europeans,* owing partly to the disappearance of

> Although the skin colour of the people in different parts of the

America.s may be called yellowish,” ” brownish,” or ” yellowish brown,”
it is misleading to use the term ” red ”

; the natives of America are

neitlier ” red ” nor ” Indians.”
* The Negro peoples are exceptional in this respect, probably because

the woolly-haired and wavy-haired peoples have been in contact in Egypt
and other parts of Eastern Africa for thousands of years.
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their accustomed means of livelihood under the new conditions,

partly to the adoption of new vices (notably drinking of

spirits), and still more to the spread of newly-introduced

diseases. These are much more fatal to the natives than to the

Europeans, many of whom are completely or partly immune

:

for example, measles spreads quickly with terrible and fatal

results, small-pox destroyed three and a half millions in Mexico in

the first epidemic of this disease in the sixteenth century,and con-

sumption has proved the greatest scourge of all. On the other

hand, medical science and sanitation are now making rapid strides

in enabling w^hite men to live in tropical countries, and to take

one instance, it is found that malaria can occur only when the

germs are carried by a certain kind of mosquito, and that by
the draining of the swamps both the mosquito and the malaria

can be exterminated.

Since the native races of America are thus of comparatively

little importance in the modern world, it is unnecessary to study

them in detail. It may be pointed out, however, that the Eskimo
of the far north are in most respects like the Mongolians, and
among them alone of the natives of America is the Mongolian eye

common, yet the fact that they are long-skulled will not allow

them to be completely identified with the broad-skulled peoples

of northern Asia.

RELIGIONS

Primitive Forms.—Many early and crude forms of religion

remain in those parts of the world to which later forms have not

penetrated. Some of these primitive forms may be grouped

under the name of animism, which denotes a belief that all living

and non-living objects have souls
; thus water, the sky, tlie trees

and animals are thought to have spirits which must be worshipped.

One development of this belief is fetichism, notably held by
N^roes, which regards some particular objects as being inhabited

by special spirits
; hence the object, perhaps a stone, may be

carried as a protection or propitiated by sacrifice. This leads to

idolatry, in which the idol is not considered as the habitation but

only as the image or representation of the spirit that is worshipped.

As some men were thought better able to communicate with
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the spirits than other men, these became the fetich men or

shamans, whose aid is invoked by the people on all important

ocoasions ;
in this way a class of men became separated from

the remainder and endowed with great power, and thus a definite

priesthood evolved.

Brahmanism.—Among the Aryas of India, the priests formed

a very definite and hereditary group or caste
;

the priests were

Brahmans, and the religion was therefore called Brahmanism.

In this system, which is at the same time religious and social,

there are three other great castes : the warriors, to whom the

Rajputs belong; the farmers, who also have some standing; and
finally the lowest caste, who are held by the others in great

contempt. Moreover, there are many sub-divisions of these

castes, and each is associated with a particular occupation which

is hereditary. The religion became debased, and is little more
than a tangle of superstitions associated with many gods and a

multitude of rites, many of which are meaningless or objectionable.

Buddhism.—About 600 years b.c. a prince of the warrior

caste, by name Gautama, lived near the Ganges. He withdrew

from the degenerate forms of Brahmanism and taught a way of

life that was both simple and pure. His followers called him
Buddha, i.e. the Enlightened One, and the religion that has

grown from his teaching is called Buddhism. It holds that the

souls of men pass after death into other bodies, which are of a

higher or lower type according to the merits of the soul, and it

finds the reward of supreme virtue in Nirvana ** or the complete

cessation of life. It is a sad faith, and one which leads its followers

to a quiet and kindly life.

Buddhism has spread far over south-eastern Asia, but it

has been driven from the greater part of India by Hindu (that

is, later Brahman) devotees and by Mahometan conquerors,

surviving only in the mountains of northern and eastern India

and in the island of Ceylon. Its stronghold is now China, where,

however, other religions are also professed.

Religions of China and Japan.—About the period when
Gautama lived in India, Confucius taught in China ; he was the

exponent of a religion which existed even before his time, so that

the Confucianism of China of to-day dates back very far. Accord*
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Ing to this religion, Heaven (the clear sky) is the supreme deity,

and in addition spirits of many kinds are worshipped, includ-

ing the spirits of ancestors ; the reverence and worship of ancestors

is the most characteristic feature of Chinese piety. A third

religion of China is Taoism, an indefinite body of teaching of a

high order of morality.

As in China, so in Japan several faiths exist without clashing;

indeed people may claim adherence to them all at the same time.

In Japan, Buddhism has the greater number of adlierents,

but the oldest religion is that of Shinto, the Way of the Gods ; one

of the gods is the Mikado, or Emperor, who is regarded as being

descended from the sun-goddess.

Christianity.—More modem than any of these religions is

Christianity, which has been adopted by most of the more civilized

peoples. Having its root in Judaism, it spread widely over

Europe in the course of a few centuries, and became so organized

that the bishop of Rome had precedence over the other patri-

archs. In the eleventh century, however, the Greek or Eastern

Church was permanently separated from the Roman or Catholic

Church.

After the close of the middle ages, the nations of north-western

Europe broke away from the supremacy of the Pope, and a

number of Protestant churches were formed. With the migra-

tion of Europeans to newly-discovered lands, these two faiths of

western Europe were established in the New World, the northern

f>eopIes establishing their Protestant faith over the greater part

of North America and Australasia, while the southern peoples

have extended Roman Catholicism over Mexico, and Central

and South America.

Mahometanism.—Mahomet was bom in Arabia about six

centuries after Christ. He consolidated the worship of the

many gods of the Arabs into that of one God, Allah, and wrote

his teaching in the sacred book, the Koran. The religion, which

he called Islam, owed much to both Judaism and Christianity,

but Mahomet became very hostile to both Jews and Christians.

Mecca was made his capital, and from that centre he commenced
to spread his religion by the sword. His successors within a

few years conquered Syria and Persia, and then ^^^read the faith
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far into Central Asia and over the whole of northern Africa,

and even into the Iberian and Balkan peninsulas of Euroj)e.

Warfare against non-believers is a precept of this religion, and

under the stimulus of their faith warlike peoples of the deserts

and their margins seriously threatened the existence of Christian

Europe during the latter part of the middle ages.
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CHAPTER XIII

INDUSTRIES
The various industries by which men live are controlled partly

by the physical conditions of their environment, and partly by
the character of the people. Conversely, the industries in the

long run lead to profound modification and development of the

habits, customs, and even minds of the people, and in some cases

cause changes in the region itself.

The simplest way in which people may get a living is by the

mere gathering of such vegetable products as grow wild. It is

a step onward to the hunting of animals and catching of fish

;

these occupations demand intelligence, and skill in the use of

weapons, and in turn lead to the improvement of these charac-

teristics in the peoples who engage in them, for only those people

who have the requisite qualities survive, the struggle for existence

eliminating the others.

A much more important step is taken when animals are

bred and reared ; this pastoral work requires and ensures such

qualities as forethought, care, and power of co-operation.

Agriculture similarly demands valuable qualities in man

;

under favourable conditions it repa)^ his work by an abundant

return which gives him both materials and leisure to cultivate

various arts and craits, and by giving him a settled home instead

of necessitating a wandering life, it makes possible many
advances.

In the same way mining, manufacture and commerce depend

upon and encourage civilization, and in the last century or two
have been intimately bound up with the progress of science.

They have led also to the aggregation of people into great cities,

and thereby given rise to serious problems
;
while certain nations

which have possessed special facilities for these industries have
in Q
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increased greatly in population and wealth, and extended their

dominion over large areas previously occupied by less advanced

peoples.

GATHERINO OF VEGETABLE FOOD*

The most primitive occupation is that of gathering such food

as fruits, nuts, berries, and even roots of plants. Such work

often supplements other means of obtaining a livelihood, but it

is now very seldom the staple occupation of a people. Only the

most backward peoples depend largely upon it, and it is pursued

mainly by some few American Indians of the Amazon valley,

the Fuegians, the Negrilloes of Central Africa, the Bushmen of

South Africa, and the aborigines of the almost desert portions

of Australia.

Such peoples obtain a very poor living, except perhaps in

the equatorial forests where plant growth is luxuriant, and their

manner of life leads to no advance in civilization ; they tend

therefore to disappear before other peoples who encroach upon
their coimtry.

FISHING

Fish form a valuable food, and fishing is therefore an industry

pursued by all peoples, from the most primitive to the most
advanced, who have access to waters.

Sea fishing is carried on to the greatest extent off the
" drowned ” coasts where the submerged continental shelf forms

the fishing grounds, and the inlets afford shelter and harbours.

Few peoples are exclusively fishers ; the Eskimo are excep-

tional in this respect, for the scarcity of vegetable life and land

animals forces them to satisfy most of their needs from the sea.

Elsewhere among somewhat primitive peoples other means of

livelihood are also pursued, such as gathering vegetable produce
or hunting animals, and when agriculture can be practised this

supplements fishing. In the latter case, the men may be the

fishers while the women remain by the dwellings and carry on
«

» The map in Fig. 104 should be constantly referred to as this chapter

Is studied, and compared with the other maps, especially those showing
climatic conditions and the distribution dt vegetation.
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the agriculture. The seafaring necessitated by fishing encour-

ages the discovery of other lands, and migration ; thus, as shown
in the preceding chapter, the people of the Malay Peninsula and

Archipelago, who have always been fishers, have spread both

to Madagascar and Pol}mesia, and the Scandinavians, another

fishing folk, seem to have reached North America about 500
years before Columbus. The instance of the Scandinavians

serves to illustrate the fact that fishing also encourages trading,

for even now they have a merchant navy exceeded only by
Britain and the United States.

Among the more advanced peoples, fishing is an organized

industry. The fishers from certain centres go out to fishing

grounds, often to a considerable distance, whence the fish may
be brought back by steam vessels and despatched by railways

to the great cities. Where the fish are obtained at greater dis-

tances from a market they are cleaned, then dried, salted or turned,

and thus preserved are sent perhaps half around the world.

The most valuable fisheries are those of cod, a fish which,

with the herring, lives in the cold waters of high latitudes, and
b obtained mainly from the Scandinavian fishing groxmds and
the Newfoimdland Banks. The chief fish caught in rivers is the

salmon, largely obtained from the western portion of North

America, and particularly in the Columbia and Fraser Rivers

and those of Alaska.

There is a steady increase in the quantity of fish caught, and
at present the countries whose fishermen obtain the greatest

amount are the United States, Britain and Russia.

HUNTING

Wherever wild animeds live, there hunting takes place. In

earlier times a large proportion of the habitable land was occupied

by hunting peoples ; but now the extension of other industries

has restricted it mainly to the tundra, the poorer grass and scrub-

lands which have not been utilized for pasturing and agriculture,

and all the forests which have survived destruction.

Usually it b necessary for the hunters to move constantly

from one ^strict to another to obtain a sufficient supply of game

;

their livelihood b precarious, and frequently the struggle for
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existence is very severe. Under these conditions, hardihood,

strength and swiftness must characterize the men ; and in order

that they may be able to make the great exertions that hunting

intermittently demands, they leave to the women most of the

other work, heavy though it may be, such as carrying the burdens

when the family migrate, preparing the food, and making skins

into clothing and tent coverings. The families frequently live

separately, for large communities are of little advantage when
hunting is the chief means of living. Each man requires to hunt

over a considerable tract of country, and consequently other men
are regarded as rivals ; a feeling of hostility is easily aroused,

and the constant use of weapons tends to make warfare common.
Hunting tribes are nearly always warlike, and may combine to

attack and plunder more settled peoples near whom they live.

The hunting of furred animals is carried on in the forests of

higher latitudes by hunters of the more advanced races, who
exchange the skins for the products of other regions. The Rus-

sian Empire and Canada, which have extensive coniferous forests,

are the chief countries which export furs.

PASTUBINO
The transition from hunting wild animals to the breeding

and rearing of certain herbivorous ones, marks a great advance

in the history of mankind. In the first place, the pasturing of

animals places at man’s disposal the means of satisfying prac-

tically all his necessities ; from the reindeer the dwellers on the

tundra can obtain food, clothing, and shelter, while still more
varied is the produce of the sheep, cattle, goats, horses and camels

which are reared by the pastoral peoples of the grasslands and
semi-deserts.

Among primitive peoples, pastoral work demands care, skill

and forethought ; it is carried on most successfully when a con

siderable number of animals are kept together, and this demands
the constant co-operation of many persons, and so leads to the

adoption of a closely-knit tribal organization which again paves

the way to higher social and political communities. The living

is somewhat precarious, for drought, cold or disease may work
h»voc with the flocks and herds ; but when large numbers o|
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animals are reared it is very seldom that even in the worst years

all are destroyed, and at better periods an abundant supply of

the necessities of life is obtained. Indeed, a surplus may usually

be looked for, and the skins, hair, and wool may be made into

clothing, rugs, and mats in which the beginnings of art are fre-

quently expressed. These commodities may be exchanged for

others produced by agricultural, mining or manufacturing

peoples.

The life must, however, be migratory, and this limits the

acquisition of property, except in the form of the flocks and
herds which sometimes become very large. The need for fresh

pastures is one reason for the nomadic life
; another is the marked

temperature change from summer to winter which necessitates

a migration into a different climatic environment. Thus the

tundra tribes move northward in the summer to take advantage

of the fishing in the open sea, and southward in the winter to

the forests, where they are sheltered from the rigours of the

weather and may hunt furred animals. The people of the grass-

lands are controlled in their wandering partly by their need of

water, so that they follow the streams or go from weU to well,

and partly by the changes of temperature which allow them to

utilize the uplands in summer and drive them to the valleys and
lowlands in winter.

The nomadic life causes them to live mainly in tents, and
prevents the use of heavy or bulky furniture and utensils ; these

are therefore of the simplest kind, and largely made from the

produce of their flocks and herds.

The grasslands of the world are now being occupied by peoples

who have passed through this simple stage of civihzation ; in

several regions Europeans have settled, either practising agri-

culture alone, or combining this work with the rearing of animals.

Of in the more arid portions, giving themselves exclusively to

pastoral work. They have, however, settled dwellings, making
use of their increased knowledge and resources to provide water
(possibly by deeper wells than primitive peoples could dig) and
shelter for the animals. They live to a much less extent

on the direct produce of their work ; they send away to other

lands either live animals or meat preserved by salting, tinning
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or freezing, together with the hides, skins and wool, and receive

in return manufactured goods and even much of their food and
clothing.

In lands in which agriculture is largely carried on, pasturing

also finds a place. Thus in England much of the land on the

relatively dry limestone and chalk ridges is given to sheep-rear-

ing, while cattle feed on the richer meadow-grass of the low-

lands. Where agriculture and pastoral work are combined the

industry is termed “ mixed farming.”

The largest supplies of wool and hides are obtained in the

semi-arid regions of Australia, the grasslands around the River

Plate in South America, the prairies and western plains of North

America, and the European steppes. The flesh of the animals

reared in these regions is in some cases consumed in the home
country

;
those which export the greatest amount of cattle and

meat are the United States, Argentina, and Canada.

AGRICULTURE
Primitive Agriculture.—In clearings in the equatorial forests

and on their margins, primitive forms of agriculture are carried

on. Thus with but little labour maize has for very long been
grown in equatorial and tropical America, particularly in the

higher regions. In the Amazon valley tubers and roots, such as

the manioc (from which cassava and tapioca are obtained) and
sweet potatoes, give a rich return for the slightest amount of

cultivation, the work, indeed, often consisting of nothing more
than the planting of shoots in the river alluvium. In Africa

bananas, and millets and other cereals are grown by the negroes,

who in the central parts are agriculturalists as weU as hunters and
gatherers ; in the savannahs of the Sudan and East Africa pas-

toral work is combined with primitive agriculture. In the East

Indies bananas, yams and sweet potatoes are cultivated together

with the sago palm and rice, which have assumed great im-

portance ; in the Pacific Islands the coco-nut palm is the chief

product.

Advanced Agrieultupe.—The practice of agriculture tends to

produce several important results. With gradual improve-

ments in methods of cultivation and the introduction of new
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plants a constantly increasing knowledge and skill are acquired,

assuring a greater command over nature and a more abundant

satisfaction of man’s needs. Settled dwellings may be con-

structed, and stores of food preserved. Thus the material

bases of civilization come into existence, so that the earliest

civilizations grew up in the rich agricultural regions of the Nile,

Tigris and Euphrates.

Although the increase of knowledge and skill releases the

stringency of the control of man by nature, yet even in the

most advanced societies agriculture must be carried on con-

formably with the requirements of the plants. Thus in the

regions naturally covered by the broad-leaved forests of tem-

perate latitudes men grow a considerable variety of useful

plants ; they have already largely substituted cultivated grasses

(e.g. wheat) for those previously covering the grasslands, and
as knowledge increases they will make greater use of the

equatorial forests.

The particular use made of any locality depends partly upon
such ph5rsical factors as the rainfall, the temperature (particu-

larly in the growing and ripening periods), and the soil, and
partly upon the human factors such as the supply of sufficiently

skilled labour and the organizing of trade and transport. The
conditions which determine the cultivation of the most important

crops need consideration in some detail.

Wheat.—Wheat is primarily a product of temperate latitudes,

the conditions under which it is most successfully grown being

well exemplified by those of Central North America, particularly

in the province of Manitoba in Canada, and the eastern portions

of North and South Dakota in the United States. As the wheat
grown here is sown in spring, the winter temperatures are im-

material ; the mean temperature for July, when the wheat is

ripening, is about 20“ C. Similarly, the conditions respecting

rainfall are more important during the comparatively short life

of the wheat plant than before or after ; during the first part of

its life the wheat requires a moderate amount of water, but when
it is ripening, sunny weather is desirable. Since but little rain

is necessary, wheat is frequently grown almost on the margin of

cultivation adjoining arid regions, and where facilities for its
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marketing are provided^ its growth is being extended over the

steppe-lands of the world. In meiny parts, the region beyond

the farthest cultivation of wheat is used only for grazing purposes.

In the case of North America, the present westward limit of

wheat-growing on the great plains is approximately the line of

20 inches of mean annual rainfall. In western Europe the limit

of cultivation is set, not by a lack of rainfall, but by an excess ;

the chief reason why only the east of the British Isles grows this

cereal to any extent, is that the more western portions have

rather too much rain, especially in the ripening season ; only

in the far north and on the highlands is the lower summer tem-

perature a prohibitive factor.

An examination of the map showing the distribution of wheat

cultivation (Fig.105) and a comparison with those showing rainfall

and temperature conditions, suggests that as far as climatic

factors are concerned, the southern part of Siberia, Manchuria,

and the north-east of China might become important sources of

supply ; here the economic and political factors are those which

at present limit the extension of cultivation, for example, the

incomplete settlement and the difficulty of transport in Siberia

and Manchuria, and in China the utilization of the ground for

other products which the Chinese demand instead of wheat.

As much the same amounts of heat and moisture are required

by the wheats grown in different regions, the time of growing

has to be adjusted to the varying climatic conditions. Thus in

the Mediterranean region the springtime is the growing period,

and the harvest is reaped in May or June, whereas in North
Russia the sowing is later and growth takes place more slowly,

so that harvest comes at the end of August. A greater differ-

ence in the time of harvest is found in the case of Indian wheat
which has to be grown in winter, when the temperature of the

ripening period (February or March) in the north of India is

approximately that of the summer in Manitoba. As the winter

is the dry season in India, much of the water has to be supplied

by irrigation from the streams flowing from the mountains.

Moreover, since the harvests in the temperate regions of the

southern hemisphere come in then summer time, i.e. from Novem-
ber to January, wheat is reaped throughout the year in some
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part of the world. This is an advantage to those countries,

notably Britain, which import much of their wheat, as it ensures

a steady supply, and minimizes the effects of bad weather in

particular areas. Thus if the harvest in one region fails, e.g. in

Argentina, another crop which quickly follows may come from
an entirely different region, e.g. India, and may therefore be
quite successful.

At the present time the greatest wheat producing countries

(in order of yield) are the United States, India, Canada and
France, but three other regions which have great potentialities

are the south of Russia, the inner plains of extra-tropical Australia

and the central portion of Argentina ; all of these being among
the richest of the temperate grasslands.

Barley.—Although barley is a rather hardier plant than

wheat and in parts is grown in colder and also in drier regions,

yet its cultivation is carried on to the greatest extent in the wheat

areas, so that the map in Fig. 105 would need but slight modifi-

cation to show the distribution of barley.

Ihe use of wheat is superseding that of barley as a bread-

stuff, and the latter is now largely produced to obtain the malt

for brewing. Russia is by far the greatest source of supply,

and is followed by Germany, the United States, Hungary and

India.

Rye.—This cereal requires less heat than wheat, and can be

grown on poorer soils
;
hence its cultivation extends in Europe

to higher latitudes than the cultivation of wheat, and is most
important over the plains of Central Russia and those on both

sides of the Baltic Sea, and on the southern borders of the North
Sea. It is mainly employed in making a “ black bread, which

is cheaper than that made with wheat, and is largely eaten in

central and eastern Europe. Russia, Germany, Austria and
Hungary are therefore the countries in which the greatest amounts
are produced ;

the cultivation has extended to North America
only to a limited degree, and in the southern hemisphere neither

the climatic conditions nor the demand for rye has encouraged

its production.

Oatf*—^As wheat and barley are largely grown together, so
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rye and oats are closely associated, for their requirements are

very similar. The differences that exist between the distribu-

tion of rye and that of oats are due to the differences in the

demand for the products rather than in the requirements of the

plants. Although rye bread is a staple article of food in much
of the continent of Europe, rye has been abandoned in Britain

and the United States as a breadstuff ; on the other hand, oats

are regarded as a valuable food for animals, and oatmeal for man.

Consequently this crop is cultivated to a considerable extent in

the United States, and in the north and west of the British Isles

where the summer is too damp and perhaps scarcely warm enough
for wheat cultivation. The chief oat-growing countries are the

United States, Russia, Canada and Germany.

Blaize.—Maize requires higher summer temperatures than

wheat, and a comparison of the maps showing the distribution of

the two cereals illustrates this fact (Figs. 105 and 107). It will also

be observed that maize has a very wide range
;

it is grown in all

latitudes from about 50“ north to about 40® south, the difference

in the heat of the regions being lessened by the higher altitudes

at which the plant is usually grown within the tropics. The
plant was brought from America by Columbus, and its cultivation

has been very widely and thoroughly adopted
; it is known by

a variety of names :
" Indian com,” ” corn ” (in America),

" Turkish wheat " (in Hungary), and ” mealies ” (in South Africa)

are some of these names. One reason for its wide extension is

the prolific yield, an acre of maize giving twice as much grain as

an acre of wheat ; another reaison is the varied uses to which it

is put. It forms a nutritious human food, especially in the

United States in the form of ” cornflour " and " hominy,” in

Italy where ” polenta ” is made from the meal, and in Spanish

America. To an even greater extent it is employed as a food

for cattle, and the great pork and beef packing industry of the

United States is located in the centre of the ” maize-belt ” largely

because the maize is the chief food for fattening the animals.

Starch and spirit are obtained from maize, and it is put to a
number of other uses.

In consequence of the great demand for this cereal, the total

production is approximately equal to that of wheat, and of this
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total nearly three-quarters is grovra in the United States, where

it is by far the most valuable crop. A great increase in the pro-

duction of maize has taken place recently in Argentina, which

promises to rival the United States in this respect, and other

countries where the cultivation is important are Hungary,

Rumania, Italy and India.

Rice.—The position which wheat occupies in temperate

countries is taken by rice in warmer regions, for it is the chief

food of about half the population of the world, notably in Japan,

India (including Burma), China, and Java. These countries

are the greatest producers of rice (see Fig. no), and Burma
exports considerable quantities to Europe. The heat and
moisture of the monsoon lands are very favourable to the

cultivation of rice, which is grown mainly on the low groimds,

plains and deltas flooded in the rainy season, though varieties

known as " hiU rice " which do not need flooding are grown
in some upland districts. Over large areas two harvests a

year may be obtained from the same field, but independently

of this double-cropping the 3deld is very great in comparison

with the amount of land occupied, so that these rice-growing

regions support much denser populations than other countries

where agriculture is the chief occupation. From the monsoon
areas the cultivation has spread to many other parts of the world.

In Africa the greatest production is in the delta-leind of Egypt,

aimually inundated by the rise of the Nile, but the amount
produced here is exceeded by that grown in the mure northerly

portions of the Mediterranean regions where the lowlands can

be easily irrigated, especially the Plain of Lombardy, A con-

siderable extension of rice culture has recently taken place in

America, chiefly in the coastal and river lowlands in the south

of the United States, and still more recently in British Guiana.

The great food-value of rice makes it probable that still further

developments will take place since, as the map shows, the possible

area of cultivation may be so widely extended.

The Vine.—^The vine has been cultivated in the Mediterranean

region throughout historical times, and the map of its present

distribution shows how it has been introduced into the otiher

regions of tb<; world with the Mediterranean tvoe of climate (see
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Fig. io8). The vine which is cultivated for wine-making is mort
exacting in its requirements than most plants. Moreover the

yield is precarious, and good and bad seasons have marked
effects on the production.

A summer of moderate heat but of long duration is one con-

dition of successful growth. This is of course obtained in regions

of the Mediterranean t5rpe, while in the east of North America
where the change from summer to winter is more rapid, the

crop is inferior except in the neighbomhood of the Great Lakes

which modify the change aroimd their shores. In respect also

of moisture, there are but narrow limits to the possible range :

too much water makes the grapes watery and acid, too little

causes them to be small and to contain too much sugar. A
third control is the amount of direct sunshine ;

frequently the

vines are grown upon terraces built on the valley slopes which

face the south.

The fruit from the vines of the higher grounds is not so abun-

dant as that produced in the lowlands, but it gives a wine of

better flavour and therefore of greater value. Where the grapes

are of a kind which yields poor wine they are exported fresh,

as from the Iberian Peninsula, or dried. In the latter form they

are known as raisins, which come chiefly from Asia Minor and
Spain, the currants of Greece being made from a smaller variety.

Insect and fungus pests have caused great ravages in the

Mediterranean region, France especially suffering from the

phylloxera insect which came from North America and spread

through the vineyards of almost every part. The remedy which
proved most successful was to plant roots of the native vines

of America, which had become immime to the pests, and upon
these roots to graft cuttings of the European varieties.

Notwithstanding the great set-back which France thus ex-

perienced, it takes the first place in the production of wine, being

followed by Italy, the Iberian Peninsula, Hungary, Algeria

and Germany.

Sugar.—Sugar is formed by nearly all plants as a reserve

of food, and hence is obtained from various sources, but mainly

from the juice of the sugar-cane, the roots of the beet and the

sap of the sugar-maple. Ihe last is grown only in Canada
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and the United States and is of comparatively little import-

ance.

Until the nineteenth century beet sugar was entirely negli-

gible, but owing partly to the cultivation of kinds of beet which

contain much more sugar than those first grown, partly to im-

provements in the methods of extraction, and partly to bounties

given to the industry by several nations, the amount of beet-

sugar greatly increased during the latter part of the century.

The growth was most marked on the continent of Europe, for

the climatic conditions which seem most favourable are those

experienced in the transition belt between the marginal and

continental regions. It is hoped that the cultivation may ex-

tend to the British Isles, but only in the east of England are

there sufficient heat and sunshine during the summer to justify

these hopes.

By the end of the nineteenth century the amount of beet-

sugar which entered into the world’s commerce far exceeded

that of cane-sugar, but in 1903 an international convention put

an end to the bounty system. The production of cane-sugar

then increased so rapidly that by igio it exceeded that of beet-

sugar, although the output of the latter had also increased.

The areas of beet and cane production do not overlap, for

the cane needs a greater amount of heat. The maps showing

the distribution of sugar-cane and rice exhibit a considerable

correspondence and this indicates a close resemblance in the

physical conditions which these products demand ; indeed in

Java rice and sugar are grown alternately in a definite rotation,

though in most countries the sugar-canes are cut annually from
roots which remain in the ground. Another similarity between
rice and sugar-cane is the large return from a given area, land

under cane yielding much more sugar than an equal extent

under beet.

The greatest production of cane-sugar is in the West Indies,

where in recent years there has been a very considerable and
welcome increase, the areas which rank next in output being

India, Java and South America.

The by-products of the manufacture of sugar are important.

After refining the juice crushed from the cane, both sugar-crystals
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and molasses (treacle) are obtained ; from the molasses again

alcohol for industrial purposes and rum are prepared. In the

manufacture of beet-sugar, the sugar is extracted from the

fraigments into which the roots are cut by diffusion into water

;

from the juice so obtained crystals and molasses are produced,

the latter yielding large quantities of industrial alcohol, while

the pulp into which the fragments of beet are pressed is a valuable

cattle food, usually returned by the manufacturer to the farmers

who supply the roots.

Cotton.—^The wide range of cotton cultivation (see Fig. no)
is in strong contrast with the fact that neeirly two-thirds of

the total production is derived from one region, the southern

part of the United States, and that the only other countries

which at present form a considerable source of supply are India

and Eg3rpt.

The cotton-plant grows for six months before flowering

and after that the pods form and ripen ;
during all this period

a moderately high temperature is required and an abundance

of sunshine is equally necessary. Moreover, the moisture should

not be excessive. These characteristics point to the tropical

rather than the equatorial or temperate regions as affording the

best physical conditions for the growth of cotton, but it must
be borne in mind that different varieties adapted to somewhat
different conditions have been obtained, and thereby the limits

of cultivation have been greatly widened.

The variety which is the most valuable, having long and silky

fibres, is the " Sea-Island ” cotton grown principally in the

United States, but it should be noted that of the less valuable

varieties the greatest production is not along the sea coast but

some distance inland.

Also, it should be observed that in India the important areas

of cultivation are those which have only a relatively small mon-
soon rainfall, the requisite moisture in the north-west of the

Dekkan being partly obtained from the " black cotton-earth,” a

volcanic soil which hjis an extraordinary power of retaining water.

Similarly the Egyptian cotton area has but little rioufall,

for here as elsewhere the crop is a summer one, and irhgation.

is employed.
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An important factor in cotton cultivation is the necessity

of considerable labour in tending the plant and picking the cotton

;

this necessity was a powerful incentive to the use of slave-labour

in the southern states of America, and consequently an indirect

cause of the Civil War of 1861-5 between the slave-owning South

and the North, which had little need for slavery and desired its

abolition. When the war cut off the supplies of raw cotton,

the Lancashire manufacturers suffered severely, for they were

very largely dependent upon this source of supply. At the

present time, three-quarters of the import into Britain comes

from the United States and most of the remainder from Egypt.

Such a restricted area of supply is very harmful to the manu-
facturing industry, and so both private and public assistance

is given to attempts at producing cotton in other parts, parti-

cularly in British colonies.

Cvdtivation in the British West Indies, once considerable,

is being revived, and a similar process is going on in Lagos

(Southern Nigeria) ; in Northern Nigeria, British East Africa,

Nyasaland and Rhodesia the prospects of development are

encouraging. Australia, and more especially Queensland,

is another region in which cultivation is taking place. Peru and

Brazil are important producers.

Ten,—Tea has been grown and used for centuries in China,

and was introduced into Europe as a beverage in the sixteenth

century. Its cultivation was extended into India and Assam in

the early part of the nineteenth century, and afterwards into

Ceylon, where it was grown to redeem the fortunes of the cofiee-

planters whose plantations had been practically destroyed by
fungus pests. The attempt was most successful, and a little

later, tea was introduced into Natal for precisely the same
reason, but its cultivation has not there extended as it has done
in India and Ceylon. A tea industry has also been commenced
near Batum on the slopes of the Caucasus.

The tea-plant seems to require a warm climate and a con-

siderable amount of rain but (unlike rice) its roots must not

have a great deal of moisture around them. Hence it must be
grown in regions where the land is well watered and also

drained, and this condition occurs on the hillsides of monsooo
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lands. The veiy considerable summer heat is tempered by the

altitude ; thus the cultivation ranges to a height of about

6,000 feet and in some cases even to 7.000 feet.

The inefficient preparation of Chinese tea greatly injured

its export trade, so that although great quantities are still pro-

duced in China, the export has now been exceeded by that from
India, while that from Ceylon has become almost as great. Tea
is also exported from Japan and Java but to a relatively small

extent, and the production in the Caucasus region and in Natal

is very little indeed.

Coffee.—^The coffee plant requires climatic conditionssomewhat

similar to those required by the tea plant (see Fig. 106), but it is in

most cases grown in rather hotter districts. Thus in Southern

India and Ceylon, where both products are obtained, the coffee is

grown at a rather lower altitude than the tea, and in no part of

the world is coffee obtained in great quantity beyond the tropics,

as the crop is injured by frost. It is mainly ciiltivated on high

ground ; thus in Brazil it is largely grown at a height of between
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1,000 and 2,000 feet and at about double this height in Java
as this is much nearer the equator. In many parts the coffee

plants grow beneath others (for example maize, beans, bananas

and plantains), which seem to be advantageous in such ways

as affording protection from winds and preventing soil erosion

even more than in shading the coffee plants from the sun.

Arabian coffee was introduced into Europe as a beverage

in the seventeenth century and at the same time the Dutch com-

menced to grow it in Java. Much later it was taken to South

America and there its cultivation has been most successful, so

that nearly three-quarters of the world’s supply comes from

Brazil, the other states of Central and South America (especially

Colombia, Venezuela and Guatemala) together producing a con-

siderable proportion of the remainder. The East Indies and

Arabia now furnish but a small proportion of the supply.

Cacao.—Cacao, from the beans of which cocoa and chocolate

are prepared, is a tree which needs very considerable and constant

heat together with much moisture. It is therefore grown en-

tirely within the tropics (see Fig. 105) and mainly close to the

equator, the countries from which it is chiefly obtained being

Ecuador, Brazil, the island of Sao Thom4 in the Gulf of Guinea,

the West Indies, the island of Trinidad off the Venezuelan coast

and Venezuela itself. Moreover, it should be noted that the

cacao is grown in the valleys and lowlands of equatorial regions,

thus being distinguished from the coffee which is obtained from

the highlands.

Rubber.—Rubber is obtained from the juice of several trees

of the equatorial forests. At first the rubber was merely col-

lected from the " wild ” trees, but the enormous increase in

the use of rubber led in some parts to a destruction of these

rubber-yielding trees, and also to the planting of valuable varieties

in promising localities. Thus seedlings taken from Brazil were
planted out in Ceylon, and cuttings afterwards distributed to

many parts of the world. Large plantations now exist in Ceylon,

the Malay Peninsula and other hot moist regions, and the work
is still being extended, although for a number of years the trees

yield little or no rubber.

Brazil furnishes the bulk of " wild " rubber, the output from
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the Congo Basin being now small. Plantation rubber is now
the main source of supply, coming principally from the Malay

Peninsula, Dutch East Indies and Ceylon (see Fig. 108).

Flax.—This crop can be grown in the warm temperate parts

of the globe, wherever the rainfall is not deficient. Russia has

the largest production and the chief export of the fibre, but it is

also grown in all the countries of Central Europe and in north-

eastern Ireland. Owing to the lengthy processes involved in

separating out the fibre, the crop is only profitable where plenty of

cheap labour can be obtained. In hotter areas, such as South

Russia and India, the flax is grown for its seed ; this forms the

linseed of commerce from which oil and oil-cake are prepared.

Timber.—All the great forested regions of the world are poten-

tial sources of timber, but owing to the great bulk of this com-
modity only those forests are exploited which are conveniently

situated for its transport and shipment. Firs and pines, which

yield the cheapest woods, are obtained from the coniferous forests,

chiefly those of Northern Europe and Eastern and Western

Canada. Oak, elm, maple and beech are among the useful trees

of the broad-leaved forests, and are obtained chiefly from the

Eastern United States and from Central Europe. The tropical

and equatorial forests yield hard and ornamental woods, such as

teak which comes from Burma and India, and mahogany, ebony

and rosewood which are exported from Central America, the West
Indies and other forest regions.

Fruit.—^The growing of fruit is usually an industry of only

local importance except in the case of the hardier fruits which
can bear transport without injury. Among these apples are a

product of temperate regions with a sufficient rainfall, and are

exported from the east and west of Canada, and the United
States, and from South Western Australia and Tasmania.
Oranges grow well in warm temperate or sub-tropical regions,

especially those with the Mediterranean '' type of climate,

and Spain and the Canary Islands have a large export. Bananas
are largely grown for local needs in many of the hot moist regions

within the tropics, and are exported from the West Indies and
the Canaries.

For authorities and books for further reading see bibliography at end of
Chapter XIV.



CHAPTER XIV

INDUSTRIES—Continued

Mmmo
Fhysicid Factors.—The greater part of the mineral deposits

and especially those of metallic ores, were formed far below the

Earth’s surface and are therefore to be obtained mainly from the

older rock-formations. Further, since the minerals must be

both discovered and mined before they are of use to man, it is

where the deep-seated rocks have been first up-folded and

then exposed by denudation that mining is likely to be carried on.

Consequently, the mining districts are usually in the neighbour-

hood of worn mountain regions. In some cases the old

rocks have been only upheaved and denuded ; in other cases

they have been again covered by newer deposits, and this is

frequently the case on the flanks of the folds or blocks of the

older formations. In such cases the possibility of mining de-

pends on the depth of the later covering.

The difficulty and cost of working increase with the depth

for several reasons : deeper shafts must be sunk, there must be

a longer haulage to the surface, and the greater heat makes the

labomr more difficult and ventilation becomes a greater problem.

Hence, unless the mineral is a very valuable one or of exception-

ally good quality, it is only profitable to mine at relatively

small depths ; it is very rare that a shaft is sunk to a depth of

5,000 feet.

Mineral wealth is unlike agricultural wealth in that it may
be, and in the long run must be, entirely exhausted. The
richer deposits will be first obtained and only the poorer ones

remain until finally what is left is not worth mining. An improve-

ment in methods of mining or in methods of extracting the mineral
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from the ore may make it profitable to utilize deposits that

formerly were considered worthless, but such improvements only

postpone the end of the industry in any particular case. Thus
the ultimate exhaustion of any actual working is certain and
so the mining industry in any place is of a more or less

transitory character. Consequently the industries which are

largely dependent upon mining must also be considered tran-

sient.

The existence and prosperity of mining industries in any
particular locality are by no means entirely dependent upon
geological factors. There must be facilities either for making
use of the mineral in the immediate neighbourhood, or for trans-

porting it to other parts where it is required. For example,

if a deposit is far from materials with which the ore must be

smelted and the metal extracted, and also far from a district in

which the pure metal is needed for use, while at the same time

transport from the neighbourhood of the deposit is costly, the

deposit may long remain unworked even if known.

Human Factors.—Again, even where physical conditions are

favourable, the people of a region may not imdertake the work.

They may be ignorant or incapable of the operations which are

necessary ; railways to connect the region with others may not

yet be constructed ; there may be a state of political unrest or

bad government which deters people from investing the consider-

able amount of capital that b required for any extensive mining

venture. Such difficulties are responsible for the fact that China

has but little mining although its mineral resources are possibly

greater than those of any other country in the world, and the

Balkan Peninsula affords a similar instance of development

retarded by the human factors. It was due to the human factors

that mining only became a widespread and important industry

as late as the nineteenth century although the use of minerals

dates back for thousands of years, for the rapid development

of the industry was connected with advances in the engineer-

ing and chemical branches of science, and bound up with the

use of coal for smelting ores and working steam engines.

Fads.—At the present time, the possession of supplies of

coal is one of the most important factors in the mining and mann-
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facturing industries of a country. Until nearly the end of the

nineteenth century, the United Kingdom was foremost in the pro-

duction of coal, but now the United States take the first place,

the United Kingdom coming second and the German Republic

third. This order cannot be very long maintained for the position

of Britain is due largely to its early development, fostered by
the easily accessible position of its deposits, the inventive skill

of its people and the freedom of the country from external attack
;

these same conditions encouraged the early development of the

manufacturing industries for which the coal was required. Other

countries, however, have now been able to develop their indus-

tries and are beginning to utilize their coal resources. In all

probability China, the United States, the German Republic,

Canada and Australia have considerably greater deposits of coal

than are to be obtained in the British Isles.

In addition to coal, natural gas and mineral oil are used

as fuel for many purposes. For many years the United States

has produced and utilized these products, but recently the use

of oil has been greatly extended. In refining oil, the lighter

kinds which are used for illuminating are separated from the

heavier kinds used for lubricating and heating
;

the oils first

used were those rich in the lighter kinds and oil did not largely

supplement coal as a fuel. But recent improvements in con-

structing engines using oil have coincided with the discovery

of great oil-fields yielding the heavier kinds, and consequently

for locomotives, steamships and many industrial purposes coal

has now an important competitor. In the production of oil the

United States and Mexico are far in advance of other countries

at the present time, but developments are in progress in many
parts of the world, especially in Persia and Rumania.

Metals.—Many rocks yield ores of such metals as iron, tin,

copper and lead, which have economic importance. Among these

the chief are the iron ores, which are widely distributed but
are mined only where they are comparatively rich in the metal
so that the yield repays the cost of extraction. Even in these

cases, the facilities for smelting and transport may be lacking

so that the important iron-mining regions are not so numerous
as the distribution of the metal might suggest. In the production
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of iron ore, as in that of coal, the predominance which formerly

belonged to the United Kingdom has passed to the United

States, for the ore production of Britain has been practically

stationary for many years, so that it is now exceeded by that

of the United States and by that of France.

Iron and steel are so greatly used for tools and machines

that the ability to obtain iron easily is frequently a factor in the

industrial prosperity of a region. In this respect iron differs

from gold and other precious metals, which although valuable

may not lead to industrial development in the region in which

they are foimd. When gold is once extracted it is usually sent

away to be made into money or used in other ways. The value

of gold, however, induces miners to seek it under most unfavour-

able conditions, e.g. in the heat and drought of the Australian

deserts or the cold and isolation of Alaska. Gold is like most
minerals in being found in the older and harder rocks, but streams

may have exposed and eroded the metal, re-depositing it in grains

or nuggets among their sands. In several parts, as for example
in Australia, such alluvial deposits have first been observed and
worked and then traced to the original lodes where the work of

extraction is more difficult although the quantity of metal may
be much greater.

Building Materials.—^The metamorphic rocks are themselves

of value as providing durable building materials ; hence marble,

slate and granite are frequently quarried near centres of dense

population or in coastal districts where transport by sea is easy.

Sedimentary rocks, such as the harder limestones and sandstones,

are used in the same way, clay is baked into bricks, and chalk

and limestone are burned to obtain lime for mortar and cement.

MANUFACTURE

The term manufacture has extended its meaning from “ making
by hand ” till it includes any work of adapting raw materials

for man’s use, irrespective of whether hand labour or machinery

b employed. Manufacturing b now carried on chiefly with the

tud of more or less elaborate appliances and on a comparatively

large scale, and tends to be localized in places which are speci-

«Uy suited to the {particular circumstances of each land of work.
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The localuation of manufactures is controlled by many factors,

among which three are of special importance, namely, facilities

for obtaining the raw materials, for the provision of the means of

carrying on the particular processes employed, and for the sale

or distribution of the products.

The Supply o! the Itow Material—Although in many cases a

considerable proportion of all the substances required in the

industry consists of the raw material which has to be worked up
into the finished product, yet it is not very common for manu-
factures to be carried on in the exact locality in which that raw
material is produced. It may, however, be the case in such a

simple industry as brick-making where the raw material is

difficult to transport and other factors are relatively unim-

portant. Yet facilities for obtaining the raw material must

always be considered, for heavy transport charges would be a

constantly recurring expense if any industry were unfavourably

situated in this respect.

Human Labour and Skill—It is now very rare for an indus-

try to be carried on solely by hand labour, but even where

machines do much of the work the human labour is an important

factor. For this reason works may be started in a neighbour-

hood where laboiur is easily obtained, and in industries requiring

special skill this tends to prevent the introduction of those

industries into new districts, except where it is possible to induce

the workmen to migrate from other parts. For example, the

long-acquired skill of the Lancashire operatives now gives Britain

an advantage compared with other countries in which the cotton

manufacture is in its infancy, and the experience of the steel-

workers of Sheffield in making the finest kin^ of cutlery militates

against the competition of other localities.

Medumical Power.—Much of thework is now done by machines
driven by power derived from one of several sources. The
first power thus used was that of swiftly-ruiming or falling water,

and before the end of the eighteenth century the woollen indus-

try of Britain flourished in the Pennine valle3rs largely because

of the water power there available.

At the end of the eighteenth, and thioughout the nineteenth,

oentuiy, the use id steam power developed. The fud mandy
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osed was coal, and because the transport of this was expensive, the

manufactures requiring it were drawn towards the coalfields. Thus
the use of steam engines aided the woollen manufacture already

established in Yorkshire, at the expense of that carried on in the

districts remote from coal. Although other factors have now
assumed more importance than they formerly had, it is still true

that the coalfields are the regions where manufacturing is most
largely carried on, and consequently they are densely populated.

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the application of

electricity to industries became important. Electricity is not

an additional source of power ; it is a new means of making
available already existing sources. By some power, such as

falling water or an engine driven by coal, coal-gas, or oil, a machine

called an electric dynamo produces an electric current. This

current can be utilized in many ways : it serves to transmit

messages by telegraph or telephone, it is used for lighting pur-

poses, it is employed to extract metals from their ores, or

it causes a wheel to revolve in an electric motor which can

work any kind of machine. Since the current can be trans-

mitted through a wire for many miles at a very small cost,

the power from water or from coal is used to work a d3mamo
at the place where it is obtained ; the current thus produced

is cheaply distributed to surrounding points or transmitted to

a distance, and so made to work machinery at places which

may be far from the water or coal.

Consequently the application of electricity has had two
important effects upon the distribution of industries : it has

tended to disperse manufacturing from the immediate vicinity

of the coal mines, and to aid the establishment of works in

regions well supplied with water-power which could not pre-

viously compete with steam for quickly-working machinery.

Mountains well supplied with water and once glaciated regions

where the rivers have numerous rapids are therefore tending to

rival coalfields as industrial centres.

Auxiliary Materials.—Tools and engines are made almost

entirely of iron and steel, and consequently there is some advant-

age to manufacturers in being within easy reach of iron ; should

an industry needing much machinery have to obtain this trmn
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a great distance the transport would be costly although the

expense would not often recur.

The smelting of metallic ores requires fuel whose provision

is a very important factor, as most forms of fuel are so heavy

and bulky. Charcoal was formerly the only fuel which cotild

be employed for iron-smelting, and in those times the industry

flourished where iron ore was found in the neighbourhood of

forests, but during the eighteenth century the use of coal (or coke

made from the coal) became common, and the iron-works were

drawn to the coalfields. In the smelting of most forms of iron

ore, the process is facilitated by the use of limestone which

promotes fusion ; consequently the most suitable locality for the

industry is where ore, coal and limestone are all available.

In a number of manufactures chemicals are required
;

these

may be obtained from various sources, among which deposits

of common salt and potash salts are important. For example,

the salt of Cheshire is utilized in the chemical works of South

Lancashire, and some of the products are employed in the cotton

industry of the same region.

A good supply of water, for some pmposes pure and for other

purposes with substances in solution, is a necessity in a number
of processes ; thus paper-making is carried on in country districts

where water is imcontaminated by town refuse ; the need of

water to be used in dyeing and bleaching has affected the develop-

ment of the textile industries in many parts, as the silk manu-
facture in the valleys of the Peak District ; the brewing at

Burton-on-Trent is favoured by the water-supply.

Atmospheric conditions may also play a part in some indus-

tries ; the dryness of the air at Budapest favours flour-milling,

and the dampness of the air inLancas^e is of great advantage

in cotton-spinning, for the threads tend to break in a dry

atmosphere.

Marketing the Product—^After the raw material has been

converted into the finished product, this has still to be distributed

to the buyers, and that the distribution may be cheap and
prompt is in some cases the reason for the localization of an

industry. London has a great amount of manufacturing, par*

ticularfy in the making of clothes and the pireparation of food
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for the millions of people in the Metropolis and its neighbourhood ;

consequently the cost of transporting the goods is very smaU
and the makers are in close touch with the retailers, and so the

facilities for marketing the produce (together with an abundant

supply of labour) outweigh the disadvantage of being far from

most of the materials required in the industries.

Similarly, the branch of the iron and steel industry which is

concerned with the making of agricultural implements is drawn
to agricultural centres, e.g. Norwich and Ipswich in the eastern

counties of England. In this case, there is the additional

advantage that the makers are at hand to repair the machines

without delay. Another example from the iron and steel indus-

try is the localization of shipbuilding at ports where not only

are the materials iron, coal and wood easily obtained, but also

re-fitting and repairs can be carried out when the ships return

after a voyage.

CSombined Facilities.—Where several materials have to be

collected for combined use, as in the case of the coal, iron ore

and limestone used in iron-smelting, the industry may be situ-

ated at any point which offers facilities for their collection,

possibly at an intermediate point towards which convenient

routes converge for the conveyance of the raw materials and the

sending away of the products. The iron and steel industries of

Cleveland on Lake Erie and Chicago on Lake Michigan have
recently developed in consequence of such a convergence of

routes.

Should a locality have several advantages for any particular

industry it will attract many new enterprises of that character

and so obtain a distinct pre-eminence ; on the other hand a dis-

trict with relatively few advantages may attract works for a
time but these in the long run are liKely to disappear, particularly

at times of industrial depression when only the more favoured

businesses survive.

Geographical Inertia.—Once an industry is established in a

region, several considerations tend to retain it in that place.

The labourers are there, arrangements for transport have been
made, the business has become known ; all these things are

advantages which serve to help the industry against competition

Q
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which might arise elsewhere. Moreover, capital has been sunk
in buildings and plant, and the organizers would do much to

avoid the loss which would occur if the business failed. Hence

industries may persist by a kind of " geographical inertia

even after conditions which favoured their establishment havf

passed away, and changes are usually slow.

Human Factors.—^As in mining, so in manufacturing the

human factors are of great significance. The supply of labour

has already been referred to, but even more important is the

possession of organizing ability and of capital. In considering

why an industry is found in a particular locality, it is sometimes

necessary to take into account even the energy and capability

of an individual or a group of individuals, though in the course

of one or two generations this may cease to be effective and

the industry may disappear. Still more must one consider the

human factors in explaining the development or non-development

of industries in certain countries ; for instance, the enterprise

and initiative of the people of the United States must be con-

trasted with the conservatism of the people of China.

Political considerations need also to be taken into account

;

a tariff which hinders the import of certain articles encour-

ages the manufacture of those particular articles in the country

itself, and the same effect is sometimes produced by the remis-

sion of duties which would otherwise tend to prevent the ex-

port of the commodities, while in some cases, a direct bounty

upon production is given in aid of desired industries.

COMMERCE

Commerce consists essentially of the exchange of the commodi-
ties which are most easily produced in one region for those most
easily produced in another region. It may be divided into the

work of the arrangement of the exchanges (e.g. the buying and
selling of goods) known as trade, and the work of the actual

conveyance of the goods known as transport
;
the two operations

are very closely connected and occasionally carried on by the

same persons.

Physical Factors affecting the Commerce of a Region*—^As
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in the case of other industries the development of commerce

is controlled both by physical and by human factors.

Trading is likely to develop if the physical conditions of a

region afford special facilities for special forms of production, so

that it is economical to devote natural resources and human
labour to a large production of particular commodities and then

exchange at least part of these for other articles. Hence, if a

region is suited to a few special forms of production it will have

more commerce than if it could equally easily satisfy most of its

own requirements.

Another great group of physical controls of commerce is

connected with facilities for transporting the goods. Where
these facilities are poor the transport will be costly and so the

advantages of the specialized production will be decreased.

It should be noted that as new methods of transport are

discovered or old ones improved, a region may have its transport

facilities greatly changed and its commerce may either increase

or decrease in consequence. Thus the development of railways

and ocean steamships made possible trade between the wheat-

producing prairies of the new world and the markets of the

old world
j
on the other hand the great size of modem ships has

excluded them from some ports (e.g. Gloucester) which have

thereby lost their importance.

It adds considerably to the expense of conveyance if full loads

or cargoes can only be sent one way, cither inwards or outwards,

and endeavours are frequently made to adjust trade so as to avoid

the return of empty trucks or vessels. Since Britain imports

much bulky material, such as wheat, wool, cotton, timber and
ores, but exports more valuable and more compact manufactured

goods, the outward going vessels will carry coal, which serves as

ballast, at very low rates
; this is a factor of great importance in

promoting the British export of coal.

Homan Factors affecting the Commerce of a Region*—The
stage of civilization of a people has a great influence upon their

capabilities in producing goods needed elsewhere, and so upon the

commerce of their region. Moreover, their own wants, which
tend to increase with advances in civilization, determine the

nature and amount of the importation of goods.
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The commerce may, however, be organized and carried on by
people of other lands ; this is now the case in many of the more
backward parts of the world, as in the equatorial portions of

America and Africa.

It is evident that commerce is closely bound up with the

localization of other industries ; thus on the one hand, where

mining or manufacturing is the characteristic occupation of a

district, commerce must exist in the form of an outward trade

in the products of those industries, and an inward trade in other

goods such as food-stufis, while on the other hand it is only when
and where commerce is possible that mining or manufacture can

become the predominant industry.

Minor factors, dependent upon race and nationality, are

differences of language, of money-standards, and of weights and

measures ; these differences are, however, usually capable of

easy adjustment.

Political action may have great effect by the imposition of

customs duties which have to be paid when certain goods enter

or leave a country. These tend to reduce the trade in those goods,

and so considerable increases or decreases in any particular

branch of trade may result from the raising or lowering of tnese

duties.

Commodities Imported.—^A region imports those articles

which are required, yet are either impossible or relatively diffi-

cult to produce in the region itself. Thus Britain imports tea

because the climatic conditions will not permit its growth at all,

and wheat because, except in certain parts, it is cheaper to devote

land and laboiu- to purposes other than the cultivation of wheat

;

were it not for the great facilities for mining and manufacture,

a larger proportion of the people of Britain would obtain their

living by wheat growing and other forms of agriculture.

In order to determine the imports of a region, it is necessary

to consider both the requirements of the people for their own
consumption, e.g. food, clothing and shelter, besides many com-
forts and luxuries, and also the materials they require for their

industries, part of the products of which may be sent away, e.g.

much of the raw cotton imported into Britain is exported later in

the form of cotton goods.
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Another point that has to be taken into consideration, is the

difference between various commodities in regard to possibility of

transport, for although certain articles may be somewhat difficult

to obtain in any particular region yet they may be produced there

if they are so heavy and bulky that conveyance would be costly,

or if they suffer deterioration during transport, as in the case of

fresh fruit and vegetables.

Commodities Exported.—From what has been stated, it will be

seen that the exports of a region are those commodities which it

is possible to produce easily and in greater quantities than are

required for home consumption or use, provided that the trans-

port is not too costly or otherwise too difficult.

Domestic and Foreign Trade.—The trade carried on within the

boundaries of a country which is under one government and so

forms a political unit, is termed domestic trade
; that carried on

between that country and other countries is termed foreign trade.

Commercial statistics are usually to be obtained only with respect

to the latter, although the domestic trade is nearly always the

greater,

A political unit may include several more or less well-marked

and differing natural regions which may be regarded as product-

ive units. If these differ considerably there will tend to be much
domestic trade between them, and if they together supply most
of the needs of the people the foreign trade of that political

unit may be very little notwithstanding great economic activity.

On the contrary, if the country comprises regions differing

but little from one another, and has marked facilities for some
special forms of production, then the domestic trade may be

smaller and the foreign trade greater.

In estimating the importance to a country of its foreign trade,

in addition to the foregoing considerations allowance should be

jnade for the area and population of the country, so that for most
purposes a better idea is obtained by taking the value of trade per

head of the population than by taking the total value of the

trade.

The Balance of Trade.—Since commerce is essentially an inter-

change of commodities, the total value of the imports into one

ocmutry from all others must equal the total value of the exports
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from that country to the rest of the world, after certain allow-

ances have been made. That the value of the exports must bal-

ance that of the imports can be seen when it is realized that goods

exported pay for those imported, and that money is only a medium
to facilitate that exchange.

It is seldom that gold is sent from one country to another, and

when that does take place it is largely because there has been an

abnormal excess of either imports or exports and the money has

had to be sent to redress the balance. But it is obvious that no

country can continue to send out gold indefinitely, and on the other

hand, to receive great quantities of gold would seriously affect

the financial arrangements of the country to which it is sent. In

actual fact the methods of payment are such that any abnormal

excess of imports or exports tends to correct itself.

Yet in the case of some countries, and notably in the case of

Britain, the value of the imports normally exceeds that of the

exports. This is chiefly due to the fact that the imports are sent

not only in payment for exports, but also as interest on great

loans made by British people to those mother parts of the world,

and in payment for other services rendered by people in Britain

to those in other countries. For example, a large proportion of

the shipping of the world is owned by Britain, and a certain

proportion of the banking and financial business of other

countries is carried on in London
;
payment for all this work is

sent into Britain in the form of goods and by a circuitous process

the proceeds of the sale of these goods are remitted to the shippers

and bankers to whom the payments are due.

Methods of Transport by Land.—Many means of transport

have been devised, and each of them is even now employed

in some part of the world. Thus, human labour is the sole

means of conveyance where physical conditions render other

means difficult, for example, in the narrow paths of the dense

equatorial forests and over very rugged country. Ekewhere,
beasts of burden are used where they are specially adapted to the

work ; the sure-footed mule is utilized in many mountain regions ;

the camel, with a store of food in its hump and of water in its

stomach, can travel across the desert for days without food or

drink ; reindeer and dogs draw the sledges over the snows of the
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tundras. By none of these means can goods be carried in great

amount or swiftly, and hence where they have to be employed

commerce is confined to a few articles which can bear the expense

and slowness of the transport.

Where roads can be constructed, carts are used
;
but except

for the roads made by the Romans it is only recently that good

ones have been constructed, and during the same period more
efficient means of transport have been devised, so that the use of

carts is chiefly confined to local traffic. The recent development of

motor cars and motor wagons has led to a great increase in the use

of roads for the conveyance both of passengers and goods.

Railroads have been the means of opening up many regions to

commerce ; their motive power is generally obtained from coal or

oil, but recently electricity, generated at a central station and
transmitted by a rail or wire, has been employed. Railways can

deal with considerable quantities of goods at a time and transmit

them more quickly than any other agency. The cost, too, is less

than by other methods of transport by land. At the present day
the development of great tracts of land is only awaiting the

extension of railways to and across them.

Methods of Transport by Water.—Transport by water is on the

whole much cheaper than by land, for the expense of making and
repairing roads is unnecessary, and propulsion is easier through the

water than on the land. Rivers therefore afford easy routes, lakes

often add to the value of rivers, and with modem steamships the

seas and oceans join rather than separate the lands.

Canals are usually constructed to render available or to supple-

ment existing waterways ; for example, they may connect two

rivers or seas, rivers may be virtually turned into canals (i.e. canal-

ized) by deepening and broadening, and waterfalls or rapids may
be avoided by canals. Where changes of level are necessary,

locks are constracted both in rivers and canals.

On rivers and canals boats may be propelled by hand or steam

power, or towed from the bank ; by such methods goods may be

conveyed cheaply but usually slowly, and so only the heavier and
bulkier goods are likely to be sent by these means ;

more valuable

and perishable goods would go by railroad.

The power of the wind is utilized to some extent on inland
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waters but mainly upon seas and oceans, and sailing ships haV^

been one of the chief means of transport for many centuries. So

little labour is required that sailing ships are increasing in size

and number in spite of the fact that steamships have a greater

speed, and are more likely to arrive to time because of their

greater independence of the weather. Modem steamships can

travel over 500 miles in 24 hours and carry a cargo equal in weight

and bulk to several train-loads, at a cost per ton much lower than

that charged by the railways.

Ocean Trade Routes.—The routes by which traffic passes are

determined by such considerations as directness, ease of transit,

the avoidance of handling the goods where the means of transport

has to be changed (an expensive matter), and the amount of traffic

that can be obtained on the route to bear a share in the total

cost.

Thus in ocean navigation, directness is obtained by following a

" great circle " route (see p. 23), where this is possible.

A very great gain in directness was accomplished by the cutting

of the Suez Canal, so that far more traffic goes by that route to the

East than aroimd the Cape of Good Hope. It should be noted,

however, that only steamships can avail themselves of this route.

A similar, though not so great, advantage followed llie opening

of the Panama Canal, in 1920.

Ease of transport is gained by taking advantage of winds and
ocean currents

;
thus the ordinary route for sailing ships going

from England to New Zealand is southward oS the western shores

of Europe and North Africa, across the Atlantic near the equator

to get into the southward drift off Brazil, south-eastward in the lati-

tude of the southern tropic and eastward in the belt of the wester-

lies south of Africa and Australia. On the return journey the

westerlies would again be utilized, for the vessel would return

around South America. (Refer to the maps showing winds and
ocean currents.)

Handling is avoided by prolonging the ocean-voyage as far

as possible ; in many cases this may necessitate the deepening
of a river, for example, the Clyde has been made navigable for

great vessels as far as Glasgow, and in order that cotton and other

goods may be taken directly to Manchester and avead the trausfer-
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ence at Liverpool, the Manchester Ship Canal has been con-

structed.

To obtain more cargo, the directness of a route is often sacri-

ficed and ships put in at ports past which their voyage takes them

;

moreover steamships need to replenish their coal-bunkers and

so coaling stations are established at convenient spots.

By far the greatest amount of trade follows the North Atlantic

Route between the ports of north-western Europe (with Hamburg,

London and Liverpool as the chief centres) and eastern North

America, the chief gateway of which is New York. Second in

importance to this route is that from north-western Europe

through the Strait of Gibraltar and the Suez Canal ; after reach-

ing the Indian Ocean the traffic of this latter route diverges

southward to East Africa, eastward to India, south-eastward tt

Australia and, after passing Singapore, north-eastward to China

and Japan. The routes to the South Atlantic ports and those

which round South Africa and South America have less

traffic.

Inland Navigation Trade Routes.—Whether rivers can be used

as trade routes depends upon several factors. One of the

chief is their depth, and the deposition of silt or the blocking

of their mouths by sand-bars is a serious difficulty which has

frequently to be met by dredging.

Other rivers are blocked by ice during a portion of the year.

The January isotherm of 0° C. approximately marks out the

areas within which this usually occurs. Thus the rivers, the

inland seas and canals of eastern Europe and eastern North
America are extremely important for the greater part of the year

because of the great economic activity of these regions and the

fact that by these waterwa5rs the traffic may pass without hin-

drance for great distances, nevertheless they are virtually useless

for many weeks in winter.

The difficulty presented by falls or rapids on nvers b over-

come by the construction of canals or locks if the amount of traffic

justifies the expenditure, but a more serious hindrance to the use

of some rivers is the fact that they flow either to inland or Arctic

seas and therefore do not form part of great natural trade routes.

Of this the most striking examples are the Volga system in
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Europe, the Ob, Yenesei and Lena systems in Asia, and the

Mackenzie and Nelson S5retems in North America.

Land Trade Routes.—Relief is the chief control of the routes

for land traffic. In regions of marked relief both roads and rail-

ways tend to foUow the river valleys in crossing the higher ground,

or to avoid the uplands by skirting the coast. In crossing a ridge,

a pass is frequently found between the head of a valley on the

one side and the head of a corresponding valley on the other,

but if the pass lies at a great height or the gradients at the heads

of the valle)rs are exceptionally steep, a tunnel may be made,
perhaps several miles in length. As both haulage up slopes and
tunnelling are costly, the rates charged on traffic across moun-
tainous country are high. Thus although the Mount Cenis,

Simplon, and St. Gotthard tunnels avoid the most difficult

portions of the trans-Alpine routes, the much longer sea journey

around Europe from the North Sea to the Mediterranean is the

cheaper means of transit for heavy goods passing from Northern

Germany to Italy.

It should also be observed that to avoid heights and steep

gradients, long detours must sometimes be made and this adds

to the expense ; this expense, however, may be negatived if the

lowland region traversed is productive and supplies local passen-

gers and local freights. These share the cost of maintaining the

roads or railways and so allow lower rates to be charged on the

through-traffic.^

Trade Centres.—At certain points on trade routes, centres

develop where buying and selling is carried on and goods

are collected, distributed, or transferred from one means of con-

veyance to another. Frequently a considerable number of persons

are concerned in work of this kind ; others are attracted to the

place because it affords facilities for carr)dng on other occupations,

and so a great population may arise. The largest cities of the

world are essentially trading centres at which other industries,

such as manufacturing, printing and publishing, and the work of

> Many examples of the rentes followed by railways are to be fotmd in the

sections on commonicatiomi and commerce in the regional portions of this

book.
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administrators, lawyers, teachers and doctors, are conveniently

carried on.

Among the points at which trade centres may develop are

those at which routes converge, e.g. where important tributaries

enter a great river, as St. Louis at the confluence of the Missouri

and Mississippi, or where valley-ways meet (even if the streams

themselves are not navigable), as Lyon where the upper Rhone
valley joins the larger Sa6ne-Rhone depression, or again where

a land-route crosses a river at an important bridge-place, as

Montreal where the north and south banks of the St. Lawrence
are connected by railway.

Still more important, perhaps, arc places which are at the

end of a route on which a particular means of transport is em-
ployed, and where, consequently, goods have to be handled and

may be distributed. Thus in suitable harbours at the end of ocean-

navigation, the greatest ports of the world have grownup, including

at the eastern end of the North Atlantic Route, London on the

Thames estuary and Liverpool on the Mersey estuary, at both of

which points the ocean traffic is connected wi th many roads, railways

and canals leading to all parts of England, and Hamburg which

lies between the ocean navigation and the inland navigation of

the North German rivers and canals. At the western end of the

same great route is New York where the chief railways and water-

ways of North America open out upon the Atlantic,

As affording good harbours and thereby facilitating commerce
and the growth of commercial cities, the indented ** drowned

''

coasts may be compared with the unindented coasts resulting

from uplift or fracture. Thus the eastern and western coasts of

the United States are in sharp contrast, as are also the shores of

Europe and Africa.

Smaller centres arise at the head of navigation of rivers where

smaller vessels must load and unload, and also at points where,

owing to considerable change in the direction of the river, traffic

has to leave the stream, as for instance at Magdeburg on the Elbe,

Since the routes of railways (particularly in flat regions) are

much less controlled by nature than those of waterways, a spot

which attracts trade for any reason may have railways built

to it, so becoming a railway centre, and once this has occurred the
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place will grow for that very reason. In this way, St. Louis

originally arose because of water transport, then railways were

built to converge upon it, and now the traffic by river is not com-

parable with that by railway. Again, both London and Paris

were placed at important bridge-points on navigable rivers and

became centres of government ; then the great railways of Eng-

land and France respectively were built from them, and their

further development in recent years is due to a considerable

extent to their situation as railway centres.

Similarly, geographical inertia manifests itself clearly in the

case of commercial cities, for although improvements or changes

in methods of transport may put a city at a disadvantage,

it may make efforts to obtain artificial facilities. Thus the

Seine was deepened to allow the larger ships to go to

Rouen after Havre had taken its place as the chief port of the

Seine, and the Corporation of Bristol has built large docks at

Avonmouth, a few miles below the old city.

Languages of Commerce.—^English is the commercial language

used throughout the British Colonies and Dependencies with

the exception of South Africa, where the Taal (a form of Dutch)

is also widely spoken. A corrupt form of the English language

known as ** pigin ’* English is in use in the ports of the Far East
Owing to the early conquests of the Spaniards and Portuguese,

their languages predominate in the Republics of the New World
south of the United States, Portuguese in Brazil, and Spanish

elsewhere. Arabic, sometimes in a corrupt form, is the chief

language of commerce throughout Africa north of the Equator and
the NearEast, while Chinese and Malay are very generally employed

in the Far East.

Authorities and Books for Further Reading.
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J. Macfarlane: Economic Geography (Pitmans).
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CHAPTER XV

NATURAL REGIONS. DISTRIBUTION
OF POPULATION

Natural Regions.—In dividing the world into Natural Regions

it is necessary to consider only those outstanding differences

of relief, climate and natural resources which have the most
marked influence upon the development and activities of man.
A region over which such physical conditions are uniform may
be expected to form a productive unit, that is to say, to give rise

to a certain group of associated industries, and two or more
regions in different parts of the globe which repeat the same set

of physical conditions may be expected to form productive units

of a similar type.

For example, temperate grasslands, which are rather scantily

watered, will probably be associated at first with pastoral

industries, and these will give rise to such occupations as wool-

cleaning and combing, leather-tanning, and the preparation of

tinned meats, tallow, and bone-manure. These subsidiary in-

dustries will be carried on chiefly at some centrally situated town
or port, and here an urban population will spring up

; as a conse-

quence there will be a demand for milk and vegetables, so that

the additional industries of dairying and market-gardening will

arise. Yet, as was explained in the last chapter, human factors

such as the existence of a settled government, means of transport,

and the possession of knowledge, experience, and skill by the

workers have to be taken into account, and as these may not be

uniform over a group of regions which are physically silike, the

proQucts may not be identical although they are similar.

In this general survey of the world only the larger divisions

wi& be noticed, some of these being sub-divided in the later chap^
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ters dealing with the separate continents. Regions which possess

sufficient features in common to make it possible to group them
under one type are indicated in the map (Fig. 112 ) by a single

figure.

1» • . . 1^. These regions are uniformly hot and moist,

and are clothed with dense equatorial forests, varied occasionally

by richly-wooded grasslands. Among the forest products are

rubber, cabinet woods (e.g. mahogany and ebony), gums, and
valuable palms such as the sago, oil and coco-nut palms. The
cultivated plants (plantation products) include manioc, rice, cacao,

sugar, bananas, and in hilly regions, coffee. The climate of these

regions is unsuited to Europeans, and they are therefore mainly

inhabited by native races occupied in primitive agriculture, or

merely hunting and collecting ; since, however, tropical diseases

can be largely stamped out, an increasingly systematic exploita-

tion of these enormously productive areas by civilized peoples

may be looked for.

2^ . * • These are hot regions with a marked season

of drought accompanied by a resting period in the vegetable

world. The characteristic vegetation is savannah, but where,

owing to local conditions such as relief, water is more abuiidant,

there are considerable forests. In the latter areas the forest

and plantation products are those of the regions of type i ; else-

where, both stock-raising and agriculture can be carried on,

although for the latter some irrigation is necessary. Among the

crops are maize, millet, cotton and tropical fruits. Many of

these regions suffer at irregular intervals from a failure of the

rains, and the consequent destniction of stock and crops, but

they are capable of great development, and the higher savannahs

are suitable for European colonization.

3* • • . 8**. These are the great deserts, intensely hot and
dry, and almost devoid of life except in the fertile oases. The
effect of the isolation of Australia is seen in the contrast

between the comparatively civilized pastoral, agricultural, and
commercial peoples of the margins and oases of the Sahara and
Arabia (the lands of the date and camel), and the primitive scat-

tered peoples of the Australian desert who live by collecting

roots and grubs, and bunting the rare game. The river oases
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of the northern deserts, the Lower Nile and Mesopotamia, were

the seats of the earliest known civilizations, their extraordinary

productivity ensuring the existence of a wealthy and leisured

class who could devote themselves to the arts and sciences.

4* . . . 4*. These are the arid tablelands, plateaus and
basins found in different parts of the world where the heat and
drought, though marked, are less severe than in the great deserts.

They are for the most part covered with a sparse vegetation of

scrub and are scantily inhabited by pastoral peoples (nomadic

in Asia and Africa, but settled in the Americas, where they are

largely of European descent), and by agricultural communities

in those places where rivers or snow-fed mountain streams make
cultivation possible.

6* . . . 6*. These are the warm temperate regions char-

acterized by summer drought, i.e. having the Mediterranean type

of climate and vegetation. All are occupied by Europeans or by
peoples of European descend. They are agricultural regions and
the characteristic products are wheat, wine, choice fruits, olives

and silk, the dry summers often rendering irrigation necessary.

6® . • . 6\ These regions are found on the eastern margins

of the northern continents and have a warm temperate climate ;

they have no real season of drought, and the hot moist summers
ensure an abundant vegetation. They form very important

agricultural regions, cotton, rice and sugar being produced in

both, tobacco in America, tea and silk in China.

7* • • . 7®. These are great plains with a moderate and in

parts a very scanty rainfall, occurring chiefly in summer ; accord-

ing to their rainfall they are clothed either with rich grasses or

with pool grass and scrub. They are essentially stock-raising

and pastoral regions, but in the better watered parts the natural

grasses can be replaced by cereals such as wheat and barley,

and in such areas agriculture becomes important.

6 ,7® . . . 6 ,7®. These three regions share the chaiacteristics

of the types 6 and 7. Climatically they are somewhat similar

to 6® and 6^ but they are largely clothed with natural grasses

and stock-raising is of equal importance with agriculture. In

regions 6,7*> and 6,7® the relief confines the more abundant rains

to the coastal belts, so that in the drier interiors pastoral indus-
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tries, and especially sheep-rearing, predominate, whereas in

region 6,7*, where the absence of coastal highlands allows a more
uniform distribution of rainfall, the important cattle-rearing

industry is being increasingly supplemented by the growth of

cereals.

8* . . . 8^*. These are the regions influenced by the warm
moist westerly winds. Their natural vegetation is broad-leaved

forest or well-grown coniferous forest, varied by natural meadows ;

wherever the forests have been cleared mixed farming is carried

on, the agricultural industries including the cultivation of tem-

perate cereals, root and fodder crops, and the pastoral industries

including the rearing of sheep both for meat and wool, and of

cattle both for meat and dairy produce. On the margins of

these regions there are valuable fisheries.

9^ • . . 9*^. These regions, which lie on the eastern margins

of the continents, differ from the last described chiefly as regards

their colder winters and smaller rainfall. The occupations and

industries are similar, except that the cattle must be fed and
sheltered in winter, and that at this season water communica-
tions are interrupted. They, too, have valuable fisheries.

10* . • • 10^ These are the great northern coniferous forests
;

in their more remote parts fur-hunting is carried on, and in the

more accessible areas lumbering is important. Their southern

margins are being gradually cleared for mixed farming, for the

summer days are long and warm and cereals ripen quickly, the

hardier forms such as rye and oats being most important.

8, 10. This part of Europe forms as regards climate a tran-

sitional belt between the types 8 and 10, but the occupations are

generally those of the region 8®.

11* . . . 11^ These barren tundras are occupied by nomadic
hunting and fishing peoples , in region ii*> the reindeer forms an

important source of wealth, but the somewhat similar caribou

found in region ii* has not been domesticated.

12* . . 12^. These are moimtain regions (many have been

omitted owing to the smaH scale of the map), where the varying

altitude is accompanied by varying types of climate, vegetation

and products. Pastoral occupations are important, the higher

pastures being used in summer, the lower in winter ; where the

B
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valleys are warm and fertile, agriculture is carried on. The diffi-

culties of communication and the consequent isolation of such

regions have affected both the character of their inhabitants

and the economic development of their resources.

13* . . . IS**. These are the cold deserts covered always with

ice and snow, where no occupation other than fishing is possible,

but the cold seas around them are rich in animal life.

Distribution of Population. The distribution of population

over the globe, as shown by the map (Fig. 113) is very complex,

and cannot be explained simply by reference to physical con-

ditions. For example, large tracts of the well-watered Ama-
zoniein forest are uninhabited equally with the rainless Sahara,

and the thickly-peopled plateau of Mexico contrasts with the

thinly-peopled yet very similar plateau of Bolivia. In very few

instances can the present density of population be taken as an

index of the natural productivity of a region, for a scanty popu-

lation may be the result of difficulty of access, as in the case of

the fertile eastern slopes of the Andes, or of legislative restrictions

upon immigration, as in the case of Australia (see Chapter XXX),
or of lack of skill and knowledge on the part of the inhabitants,

as in the case of most regions inhabited by primitive peoples.

On the other hand, the presence of valuable mineral deposits

may over-ride natural disadvantages, as when gold draws many
thousands into the desert of Australia or to the remote Yukon
valley. Then, too, there is a natural tendency among almost

all peoples to cling to their native land, and hence in regions

which have long been settled the population may become so

dense as to cause widespread distress even though natural re-

sources are made use of to the utmost, whereas in the “ newer
”

lands, the Americas, Africa, and Australasia, vast resources lie

almost untouched. Another factor to be taken into account is

the tendency under modem industrial conditions for people to

become massed together into cities, numbering hundreds of

thousands, and in a few cases even millions, of inhabitants.

Turning now to the map (Fig. 113) it may be noted that the

most extensive areas of dense population lie in the monsoon
regions of south-eastern Asia, where the simultaneous occurrence

in summer of copious rains and great heat makes intemive
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agriculture ^jossible. The Nile valley is a second densely peopled

area, and shows the possibilities of an arid region ; the insolation

is very strong owing to the dry atmosphere, and as there is abun-

dant river water for irrigation purposes, intensive agriculture

can be carried on. The expenditure of capital upon irrigation

works in India and the western United States has already had

the effect of altering the distribution of population, and favour-

able estimates have been formed as to the future of irrigation in

Mesopotamia, South Africa and Australia. A third area with a

dense population is Java, which belongs to the type of region

always hot and moist. With the exception of a small part of the

Guinea coast no other region of this type is densely peopled, and

it is evident that there is great room for development. The
remainder of the densely peopled areas are all found in Europe
and the United States of America, and include the great manu-
facturing and commercial centres which are characteristic of the

western type of civilization.

The practically uninhabited parts of the world include such

diverse regions as the great deserts of North Africa, Arabia and

Australia, parts of the arid interior plains and basins of Asia and

North America, the extensive coniferous forests and tundras of

the north, together with the savannahs and forests of the mon-
soon region of Australia and a large proportion of the savannahs

and equatorial forests of South America. The forests of the

Amazon contrast with those of the Congo, for the latter are

moderately well peopled, being almost everywhere dotted with

clearings where the natives practise primitive agriculture.

It is important to notice that a comparatively well-peopled

belt stretches across northern Eurasia from Russia to the Amur,
occupying the southern margins of the coniferous forests and the

neighbouring grasslands ; in the corresponding belt across Canada
the population is rapidly increasing. It may also be noticed that

the Mediterranean region of southern Europe and North Africa

is throughout well-peopled, and that in each of the four regions

of a similar type found in the newer continents there is the nucleus

of a considerable population. The three warm temperate eastern

marginal regions of the southern hemisphere, the basin of the

Plate river, south-east Africa and south-east Australia are also
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well peopled as compared with neighbouring regions, although

stUl scantily peopled as compared with the greater part of

Europe. The fact that the Sudanese savannah can support such

a dense population suggests that the same is true for other regions

of the same type which are now only thinly peopled.

It appears, therefore, that the natural tendency of the popu-

lation of the world to increase in numbers may, for a considerable

time, be met by the utilization of large areas at present un-

developed.

The immediate problem is not the insufficiency of the world’s

food-supply, but the adjustments of population that must take

place, hastened in certain regions by emigration or immigration.

The relative importance of countries will be greatly affected,

and this involves not only economic change, but also the increase

or decline of the political power of the states concerned,
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[Note to Students .—In the study of each of the regions treated

in the foDowing chapters, reference should be made to the sec-

tions in Part I where the broader features of the regions are

dealt with. Similarly, the maps in Part I should be frequently

consulted.

A number of facts are given in Part II without explanation,

it being assumed that the student will supply an explanation

based on the general principles given in Part I.

Maps adequately showing the relief of the land as well as

political divisions must be constantly used in connexion with

these chapters. The atlas is indispensable
;

the positions of

places named in the text should always be verified and their

relations examined with the aid of the map. The making of

simple sketch maps showing particular facts is recommended.

Only by constant map-work can the situation and relations of

places and the physical and economic conditions of regions be

realized and remembered].



CHAPTER XVI

THE BRITISH ISLES

POSITION AND EXTENT

Form and Area.—An examination of a map shows that the

British Isles are an archipelago consisting of two large islands

and many smaller ones, occupying a triangtilar area off the north-

west coast of the continent of Europe.

Three points mark the extremities of this triangular area,

namely, Dover in the south-east, Valentia Island in the south-

west, and the north of the Orkney Islands in the north. If these

points are joined by straight lines it will be foimd that the dis-

tance from Dover to Valentia is 500 miles, from Dover to the

Orkneys nearly 600 miles, and from Valentia Island to the

Orkneys nearly 600 miles.

The area of the islands is about 121,000 square miles, of which

Great Britain occupies 88,000 and Ireland nearly 33,000 square

miles.*

World Position.—Since the British Isles lie between the

fiftieth and sixtieth parallels of latitude they are nearly two-

thirds of the distance from the equator to the poles. The effect

of this situation upon climatic conditions will be more carefully

considered later ;
for the present it is sufficient to notice that the

climate is such as to reward labour with an adequate food supply,

but the temperature is not high enough either to produce at

abundance of food without labour or to enervate the population.

Viewed upon a globe, the British Isles are seen to lie near

the centre of the land hemisphere, i.e. that half of the globe

* The statistics given in this paragraph may be committed to memory,
as a standard with which to compare the distances and areas of otiw

regiona
249
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which contains all the lands except Australasia and the south-

west of South America. Therefore, as in early times Britain

was in touch with civilized Europe, so in recent years it is well

placed for communication with the other continents. Further,

since ocean transport is so important for commerce, its situation

on the Atlantic margin is an additional advantage.

The Suirounding Seas.—The British Islands are really the

higher parts of the partially submerged north-western portion

of Europe. The true edge of Europe is marked by the position

of the line showing a depth of loo fathoms. This line encloses

the North Sea, the whole of the British Isles and the northern

part of the Bay of Biscay. Within this line is the continental

shelf, the lower parts now lying just below sea-level and covered

by the shallow seas surrounding Britain, the higher parts standing

above the water and forming these islands.

Between Britain and the continent the seas are narrow, the

Strait of Dover being only 21 miles wide. Hence peoples

and ideas have migrated westward from the continent, the

narrow seas opposing no serious barrier to peaceful movement.
Yet the same seas have aided the peoples of these islands

to maintain their independence, for there has been no successful

invasion since the defence of Britain has been organized through-

out the region.

Much of the continental shelf is near the surface, and the

greater part of the North and Irish Seas and the English Channel

have a depth of less than 50 fathoms, while the Dogger Bank in

the centre of the North Sea lies between 10 and 20 fathoms. This

shallowness results in the great fisheries, from which fish worth

more than twenty million pounds are annually obtained.

Tides.—Another result of the shallowness of the seas is the

height of the tides, which though but a foot or two in the open

ocean, is as much as sixteen feet at the Scilly Isles. Obstructed

by the land the tidal wave splits into three portions, one follow-

ing the Atlantic border, while the others penetrate the St. George's

and English Channels. Along the former course the wave moves
more rapidly than in the Channels, so that high tide is brought

to the northern entrance of the North Sea at the same time that

it reaches Liverpool and the Strait of Dover. The northern
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wave proceeds southward through the North Sea, reaching the

mouth of the Thames in about twelve hours, i.e. when another

wave has reached this region through the English Channel. The
two waves coalesce, thus giving exceptionally high tides in the

Thames estuary.

The rise and fall in shallow waters necessitates the alter-

nate drawing in and sending out of water, so that alternating

tidal currents are formed. In the estuaries they are utilized

to move shipping in and out, and they also help in clearing the

passages of sUt. Thus at London, which is 60 miles from the

sea by the river’s course, the spring tide has a rise of 21 feet.

Hence the port owes much to the tides and tidal currents, for

without them the great vessels could not ascend nearly as far

up the river, the boats and barges would require much more
motive power, and the dredging would be far more expensive.

CLIMATE

Wind S3^tems.—Situated on the western margin of a continent

between latitudes 50° and 60° N., the British Isles are in the

region of the westerlies throughout the year. An examination

of Figs. 71 and 72 shows that these islands are largely under

the influence of the great Atlantic pressure-systems. In Janu-

ary, the dominant system in the North Atlantic is the " Ix)w
”

in the neighbourhood of Iceland with a counter-clockwise air-

swirl producing south-west winds over Britain. In July, the

Azorean “ High ” has developed, with a clockwise air-swirl

giving more westerly winds to these islands. This is shown by
the wind charts in Fig. 114, from which it appears that both in

January and July about 21 per cent, of the observations in

England exhibit the wind as coming from the south-west ; in

January 17 per cent, of the winds come from the west, while in

July this proportion is raised to over 20 per cent.

Britain is also tmder the influence of travelling cyclones

;

on an average, one cyclone reaches these islands every ten da}^,

but their occurrence is more frequent in the winter months as

they are generally associated with large areas of low pressure,

such as that over the North Atlantic in winter. The passage of

a cyclone over a jflace causes winds to swirl in from varying direc-
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tions (see Fig. 75), and the wind-charts show the influence of the

winter cyclones, for in January over 24 per cent, of the wind-

directions are between S.E. and N.E., whereas the corresponding

proportion for July is only 16 per cent.

The cyclones usually travel in an easterly direction across

Britain and frequently, though by no means invariably, travel

along certain tracks. The most noticeable of these tracks is that

JANUARY JULY

{Th* numb€rs denote percentages of the totmt observations ..)

above the edge of the continental platform, from the south-west

of Britain past the Outer Hebrides and the mouth of the North
Sea. Hence the western and northern portions of the British

Isles are very considerably affected by cyclones ; moreover
this influence is most marked in winter, for this track is then

more frequented than in summer.
Anticyclones occur less frequently but are more enduring,

for in Britain they do not usually travel but develop by the

gradual spreading of high pressure from some centre. In sum-
mer they may extend over the south of Britain from the Azorean
“ High,” and in winter they may extend over the east of the

islands from the Eurasian " High." The wind-charts show
that, taking England as a whole, the calms associated with
anticyclonic conditions are equally common in January and
July-

Tempnatoze.—The mean temperature conditions in Jvuy,
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allowance having been made for elevation, are shown in Fig. 115.

The hottest part is in the south-east, where there is a large area

with a temperature over 62° F. (167® C.) and a very small area

over 64° F. (i7’8° C.). This relatively high temperature of the

south-east is due partly to the Sun’s rays being more oblique in

the north, and also to the cooling influence of the sea being more
effective in the west. The bending of the isotherm of 60® F.

(15-6® C.) northward over the lands and southward over the

Irish Sea also shows the same cooling influence of the water. A
straight line drawn through Anglesey in a north-east and south-west
direction would give the general trend of this isotherm, and the

same general direction is followed by those of 58° and 56® F.

(i4'4® and I3'3® C.) farther to the north-east.

In January (see also Fig. 115) the coldest regions, those below
38® F. (3'3® C.), are in the east. The map shows little differ-

ence as between north and south, thus indicating that at this

season the angle at which the Sun's rays are received has less

influence upon the temperature, and that the chief factor is the

warming influence of the sea which, through the agency of the

westerly winds, raises the temperature of the west above that

of the east. The trend of the isotherm of 40° F. (4‘4® C.)from

Cape Wrath to the Isle of Wight is on the whole from north to

south, and its deviations from this direction emphasize the effect

of maritime influences. In the north-east of Ireland, where the

south-west wind has least affect, there is a large area with

a mean temperature below 40® F. Similar facts are to be

observed in regard to the courses of the isotherms of 42® and
44® F. (5

6® and 67® C.).

A comparison of the maps shows that the greatest annual
range is experienced in the south-east where a large area has

over 62® F. in July and under 38® F. in January, thus having a

range of over 24® F. (i3‘3® C.), and that while in no part of the

British Isles is there an extreme climate, the most equable region

is in the west.

These maps and the statements deduced from them deal only

with sea-level temperatures, and the fact that the highlands arc

largely in the north and west makes it necessary to consider the

actual temperatures without the reduction to sea-level, in order
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to obtain a true idea of the climatic conditions. This is specially

necessary in regard to the summer conditions, when the actual

atoatt NiufaMi

Fig. ii 6.—Mean Actual Temperatures during July.

(JVo< rid%t$€d to uo-Uvet.)

temperatures experienced determine the growth of vegetation.

Fig. ii6 shows the mean actual temperatures for July. The
contrast already observed between the south-east and north-
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west is here seen to be intensified over very large areas, and the

effect of this difference on possibilities of plant growth must be
borne in mind.

RainfalL—The map in Fig. 117 shows that there is a heavy
rainfall over the western portions of both islands, and the heaviest

rain occurs where the higher lands adjoin the western coasts.

Even on the east of the higher lands and over the lowland areas

adjoining the eastern coast there is no lack of rain, for only very

small areas receive much less than 25 inches a year.

The explanation of the heavier rainfall of the west is to be

found partly in the direction of the prevailing winds and partly

in the relative frequency of cyclones. The rains of the eastern

lowlands are of the cyclonic type.

The rainfall is well distributed through the year but the

maximum occurs in the autumn and winter seasons.

VEGETATION

The climatic conditions are those which would in a natural

state favour the existence of broad-leaved forest, and there is

no doubt that very long ago the British Isles were very densely

wooded, though these forests have now disappeared. The table

on p, 259 shows that in Great Britain only about 5 per cent, of

the land is now covered with trees, and but 2 per cent, in

Ireland.

The existing woodland does not generally represent the

remains of the original forest ; it consists of more or less recent

plantations. No doubt a considerable proportion of the land

could still bear forest, and in several parts land which imtil quite

lately has been comparatively barren and useless has now been

planted with trees. This afforestation will doubtless be extended

and will add to the resources of these islands. A quarter of the

total amount of woodland is in Scotland, where it mainly occupies

the valle}rs and the eastern borders of the Highlands, and
one-half of it is in England, where it is often found on hills with

a rather poor soil.

A far larger area is moorland, bearing little save heather,

bracken, moss and some poor grass. In England and in Wales,

much of the land over x,ooo feet, and some below it. is of this
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character ; over a great part of Scotland and Ireland the land

over 600 feet is mainly moorland, and in the extreme west of

Ireland and the north-west of Scotland this kind of ground

extends down to sea-leveL Such land forms p)oor grazing-land,

classified in the agricultural statistics as “ Mountain and Heath *'
;

it can be but scantily used and above it is bare rocky ground

absolutely worthless.

The remaining portion of the land is nearly all utilized either

for permanent pasture, or for crops of various kinds. Since the

natural vegetation has been so largely displaced, the present

agricultural conditions, although strictly an economic matter,

may be introduced here to indicate the differences which

climatic and other physical factors still cause in the vegetation of

the various parts of these islands. The accompanying table shows

the chief uses to which the land is put, and the relative import-

ance of these in the four parts of the United Kingdom. It is

constructed by taking the averages of the figures for several

years at the beginning of the twentieth century.

Attention has already been drawn to the small proportion

of woodland. The . next lines show what a large proportion,

namely 54 per cent., of the country is devoted to grazing, chiefly

of cattle and sheep. In England the percentage is rather less,

and the land is on the whole of a better quality, for only 7 per

cent, is returned as of the poor ** mountain and heath " type,

while 41 per cent, is of the better ** permanent pasture type.

These proportions are almost reversed in Scotland, where so

much of the land is upland of little value. The difference is

reflected in the statistics showing the number of animals per

thousand acres, for Scotland has fewer sheep and less than half

as many cattle in proportion to its size, notwithstanding the

large percentage of grazing land. The statistics relating to

Ireland do not distinguish between the poorer and the better

types of grass-land, but the very large number of cattle, 222 to

the thousand acres, suggests that the latter is relatively abxm*

dant. Wales has the largest proportion of grazing land, and
this seems to be well used, for Wales has many more sheep in

proportion to its size than any other part of the United King-

dom, and in regard to cattle ranks second only to Ireland* It
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Agricultural Statistics of the United Kingdom.*

Percentages (to nearest integer) of Total Land Area.

England. Wales. Scotland. Ireland.
United

Kingdom.

Woods and Orchards . 6 4
i

5 2 4

Mountain and Heath . . 7 24 49 ?
i ?

Permanent Pasture. 4* 7 ? ?

Total for Grazing .... 48 65 56 57 54

Potatoes
1

I
1

0 I 3 2

Root Crops
i 5 I 3 *

1

3
Rotation Grasses, ^tc. ... 11 9 a 9

Total for Green Crops ... 17 II 12 n 14

Wheat 6 I 0 0 3

Barley 5 2 1 I 3
Oats 6 5 5 6 5
Rye, etc 1 0 0 0 I

Total for Com Crops ... iS
i

!
i

7 7 IX

Non-Agricultural .... mm!
1

20 24 17

Animals. Number per 1,000 acres.

Cattle 144 150
:

65 222
1

*4^
Sheep AQO 6q6 ^07 212 1 407

must be remembered that in respect of absolute numbers,

the greater size of England gives it the first place both for cattle

and sheep rearing ; for example, England has nearly sixteen

million sheep and five million cattle, whereas Wales has only

about three million sheep and one million cattle.

Among the figures relating to green crops the relatively large

area given to potatoes in Ireland is worthy of notice. The bulk

* The figures in this table should not be committed to memory. The
table is given because it states accurately and concisely some important
tacts which may be extracted, as is done in the paragraphs accompanying
the table, and then learnt by connecting them with their causes or with
some other known facts.
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of these green crops is grown as food for animals, the chief roots

being turnips, swedes and mangolds.

It is in the com crops that the greatest contrast between

the east and the west is to be observed, England giving by far

the most attention to this kind of cultivation. The difference

is most striking in the case of wheat, for while England has

6 per cent, of its area under wheat, Wales has only i per cent.,

and in both Scotland and Ireland the area is less than one-half

per cent., this little being grown almost entirely in the eastern

parts of these countries. The reason of this distribution lies of

course in the relative dryness of the south-east of Britain com-

bined with the greater heat and sunshine during the ripening

season. The contrast is still seen, though it is less marked,

in the case of barley. The difference between the two crops is

connected with soil rather than climate
;
wheat is usually grown

on the more clayey soils, while barley is grown on the more

sandy and frequently somewhat poorer ground. In the case

of oats the contrast between east and west disappears entirely ;

this crop is adapted to withstand greater moisture and so there

is practically no difference in the extent to which it is cultivated

in the four divisions.

Land classed as non-agricultural may be used for other pur-

poses, e.g. for buildings or roads, or it may be quite valueless, as

are some of the higher areas in Scotland or the morass-like parts

of the bogs in Ireland.

THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

The east of Britain is inhabited by people who are mainly

long-skulled, tall and fair ; they are therefore included among
the Northern European race, as was shown in Chapter XII.

The people of the west are equally long-skulled, but on the average

are considerably darker and shorter ; this indicates that they

belong to the Mediterranean race.

History confirms the conclusion that the people of the eastern

part are of the Northern European race, for they are known to

have come from the coasts of the North Sea and Scandinavia

;

they were Teutonic tribes, including the Jutes, Angles and
Saxons, who arrived first in the fifth century and the Danes
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and Scandinavians who came later. The people who are now
in the west then inhabited the east also, but numbers were des-

troyed, others enslaved and absorbed by the Teutons, while many
retreated gradually westward. This evidence suggests that

people of the Mediterranean race first inhabited Britain and that

they were partially displaced by Northern immigrants, but a

difficulty is presented by the fact that the languages of the

people of the west belong to the Keltic group, i.e. the languages

originally spoken by the Alpine " peoples of central Europe.

The explanation is that before the Northern invaders came, some
of the Alpine peoples reached Britain, found here inhabitants of

Mediterranean race, conquered them and forced them to speak

their Keltic tongue, but did not exterminate or displace them.

This explanation is borne out by the fact that round skulls,

characteristic of the Alpine peoples, are found in burial barrows

dating back to the centuries just before the Christian era; in

all probability the round-skulled Alpine people gradually died

out, although their languages survived.

The Keltic languages of western Britain fall into two groups :

in the first are the Gaelic of the Scottish Highlands, the Erse of

Ireland and the Manx of the Isle of Man ; in the second group

the Cymric of Wales is the sole survivor at the present day, but

the old Cornish language was very similar to it. The two groups

have certain differences, e.g. the Gaelic group has K or Q as in

Kin= Head (Kintyre and Kinsale) where the Cymric group

has P (Penrhyn), The differences are due to the fact that the

two groups of languages are derived from two branches of the

Alpine peoples, the first comers speaking the dialects which

employ the Q sound and the later ones using the P sound. The
^^Q-Kelts " migrated or were driven to the remoter parts of Britain,

while the " P-Kelts " maintained themselves in the Welsh and
Cornish peninsulas. The Keltic tongues seem to be dying out in

Britain, being gradually replaced by English, derived from the

Teutonic Angles.

The chief immigrants into Britain seem, therefore, to have
been

: (i) peoples of the Mediterranean race who came before

historical times
; (2) Alpine peoples, the “ Q-Kelts and '' P-

Kelts who came some centuries B.c., imposed their speech
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upon the inhabitants but themselves died out in the course of

time
; (3) the Romans, who conquered and left cities and roads,

but did not affect the racial characteristics of the people
; (4}

the Teutons and Northmen, who drove the previous inhabitants

to the west of the islands and later gradually extended their

language over the larger part of Britain
; (5) the Normans, who

modified the government and language but did not come in

sufficient numbers to influence the race appreciably.

The peoples of Britain are now united under one Sovereign,

and London is the seat of the central government. In December,

1921, a treaty between Great Britain and Ireland arranged for the

establishment of an Irish Free State which should have control

of all its own home affairs, with its Parliament at Dublin. Where
British people have settled abroad, in Canada, Newfoundland,

South Africa, Australia and New Zealand, colonies have been

formed. These have ** Dominion status,'' i.e. they have in-

dependent governments for home affairs but they own allegiance

to the Sovereign as the head of the British Empire, as members
of w^hich they unite for the control of foreign affairs and common
defence.

The great increase in the number and power of the people of

Britain has taken place within the last 150 years, and has been

due to the development of manufactures and commerce ; it has,

however, to some extent been coimteracted by a decline in

agriculture and a decrease in the agricultural population, owdng
to the opening up of the fertile lands of the new world. In

England and in South Wales the decline in the rural districts

has been much more than balanced by the growth in the urban
districts ; over the central lowlands of Scotland the same is the

case, but in almost all parts of Ireland, where coal and iron are

lacking, the agricultural decline has caused a great decrease

in the total population.

Of the 47,000,000 people in the United Kingdom, England

and Wales together have nearly 38,000,000, Scotland has nearly

5,000,000 and Ireland not many more than 4,000,000. The
comparative natural resources of these regions are indicated

by the fact that whereas England and Wales have, on an average,

over 600 people to the square mile, Scotland has 160 and Ireland

less than 140 people to the square mile.

For authorities mnd books for further roadinjt^ see end of Chapter XIX,



CHAPTER XVII

THE BRITISH ISLES—Co
SXIRFACE FEATURES, STRUCTURE AND MINERALS
Outlines of Relief and Structure.—No part of the British

Isles has mountains comparable with those of the mainland of

Europe, and there are few considerable areas above 2,000 feet

in elevation. The greatest of such areas are those in the north-

west of Scotland. A line drawn from the mouth of the Clyde

to Stonehaven cuts off the region known as the Highlands.

Between this line and one drawn parallel to it from Girvan to

Dunbar lies the Central Valley of Scotland, and south-east of

the latter line are the Southern Uplands. The Highlands and
Southern Uplands represent great blocks of hard and ancient

rock between which the Central Valley has been let down by
parallel faults along the lines indicated.^

Scotland is separated from the larger part of Great Britain

by the Cheviot Hills, a mass of old igneous rocks. South of this

there are three upland areas : the Pennine Chain is an upfold of

rocks of Carboniferous age {marked as Coal-Measures, Millstone

Grit and Mountain Limestone on the map in Fig. 118), while the

Cumbrian or Lake Distnc^ and the Cambnaii or Welsh Uplands
are formed of masses of older rock in niariy ways similar to that

of the Southern Uplands. The south-western peninsula of Devon
and Cornwall is ^sc formed of old rock but bears only a few

upland districts. The south-east of Britain is lowland, diversified

by ridges of no great elevation, and is composed of younger
rocks. The Isle of Man is closely comparable with the Lake
District in structure.

^ TThis text should bo constantly compared with the orographical map
in the atlas and the geological map in Fig. Ii8, and the connexion between

the two maps should be carefully noted.m
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Ireland has scattered upland masses which largely correspond

with those of Great Britain. In structure and appearance the

mountains of Donegal and Connaught resemble those of the

Scottish Highlands, from which they have been separated

by the erosion and subsidence of the intervening masses ; the

Moume Mountains and the Slieve Bloom Mountains prolong the

line of the Southern Uplands ; the Wicklow Mountains correspond

with the Uplands of North Wales, while the ridges in Munster

are a continuation of the mountains of South Wales. The plateav

of Antrim has been built up by outpourings of lava. Most of

the remaining portions of the country are lowland, and composed

of limestone of carboniferous age.

The Scottish Highlands.—The north of Scotland may be

divided into five parts : the Outer Hebrides, the Inner Hebrides,

the Northern Highlands north-west of Glenmore, the Grampian
Highlands south-east of Glenmore, and the north-eastern coastal

plains with the Orkney Islands.

The Outer Hebrides are the worn-down fragments of some
of the oldest land on the Earth’s surface, mostly lowland yet not

fertile. Very similar are the Shetlands, set like stepping-stones

between the British Isles and Norway. Some of the Inner

Hebrides are of much the same character, but others, among
them Mull and the greater part of Skye, are the remains of great

lava sheets probably once continuous with the plateau of Antrim.

The basalt columns of Staffa have their counterpart in the

Giant's Causeway of Antrim.

The Northern Highlands and the Grampian Highlands are

plateaus of ancient rock partially dissected by rivers and sepa-

rated by the narrow valley of Glenmore. This valley is the

result of a fault, and is now occupied by a series of lakes and
streams which have been artificially connected to form the Cale-

donian Canal. The Northern Highlands are carved from an

old peneplain, uplifted so that the surface had an easterly or

south-easterly tilt. The higher elevations and the water-parting

are therefore nearer the western than the eastern coast, and
the streams flowing to the Minch are short and very rapid, while

those flowing eastward are longer.

The ice-sheet of the Glacial Periods has greatly affected this
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region : rocks are scratched and polished ; in the valleys are

many long lakes (" lochs ") due to glacial action either in scoop-

ing basins or damming the valleys with morainic material

;

on the coasts are many fiords, which are submerged portions of

similar glaciated valleys. Here, as on all the western coasts of

Britain, a slight subsidence in comparatively recent times has

resulted in the formation of a very irregular shore-line with many
promontories and inlets.

The Grampian Highlands are very similar
;

the tilt of the

original surface of the plateau was to the south-east and accounts

for many of the stream-courses. Longer courses, however, are

at right-angles to this direction, e.g. those of the Findhorn,

Spey and Upper Tay. These streams have cut their valleys

in less resistant strata which crop out at the surface in south-

west to north-east lines, i.e. the outcrop (see Fig. 34) or "grain
"

of the formations is from south-west to north-east. A few excep-

tional rivers, notably the Dee and the Don, flow eastward. The
greatest heights are in the north-west

;
Ben Nevis overlooks

Loch Linnhe from a height of over 4,400 feet, and near the source

of the Dee several peaks rise above 4,000 feet. This region

shows the same effects of glacial action as the Northern High-

lands ; lochs, however, are more common in the west than in

the east, and the wetter west shows more strongly marked relief

with steep)er slopes and sharper peaks. Near Loch Lomond
the scenery is particularly beautiful, and still more famed for

its beauty is Loch Katrine.

At few |X)ints do the highlands reach the eastern coast. In

Caithness there is a triangular lowland formed of Old Red Sand-

stone, of which the Orkneys may be regarded as detached por-

tions. The same formation occurs on either side of Moray Firth

and penetrates Glenmore. The lowland continues from Moray
Firth eastward to the Buchan peninsula although most of this

is formed of hard rock worn down almost to sea-level. It must
be remembered that the formations here mentioned form the

sub-soil not the soil, and in once glaciated regions the two may
be very different. Moreover, large areas in Scotland are covered

with peat, though in parts this has beet removed and the new
surface utilized for agriculture. The north-eastern coastal
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8.—^Simplified Geobgical Map of the British IsIm.
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plains are the most valuable parts of the Scottish Highland

region ;
both agricultural and pastoral work are carried on, and

the granite is quarried where it is found near the sea, particularly

near Aberdeen and Peterhead. There are two main routes

from the Central VaUey to the north of Scotland. The " High-

land " railway proceeds up the Tay valley in a north-westerly

direction, which it retains, leaving the Tay and continuing up
the valley of its tributaries the Tummel and the Garry. It then

crosses the divide between the Garry and the Spey, and passes

down the valley of the latter river until it turns again to the

north-west to Inverness. Thence it runs northward along the

eastern coastal plains, except where detours inland are made
to avoid estuaries or difficult country. The other route is by
Stonehaven and Aberdeen across the base of the Buchan penin-

sula to Elgin and thence by the coastal sill to Inverness.

The Central Valley,—The structure of this region may be

understood by a comparison of the section in Fig. 119 with the

map in Fig. 118. The ancient rock has been let down along

parallel faults (F* and F*) to form the floor upon which later

deposits have been laid. These in turn have suffered faulting,

folding and wearing, so that the present surface is neither level

nor uniform in material.

Immediately under the Grampian edge lies a low, fertile plain

of Old Red Sandstone worn down because of the softness of this

formation.

To the south-east of this stretches a broken line of hills parallel

to the faults, the Sidlaw Hills, Ochil Hills, Campsie Fells and
the heights lying within the curve of the Clyde estuary. These

are largely formed from resistant volcanic rock, through which
the Tay, Forth and Clyde have worn valleys. Railway routes

take advantage of these valleys as well as of the lowland

between the Sidlaw Hills and the sea.

South-east of these hills is another low region, stretching

from sea to sea. The subsidence has allowed the water to

penetrate the land until the Clyde estuary is within 30 miles of

the Forth. Here a downfold of Carboniferous rocks has been

let down by a fault (F^ in Fig. 119) and so preserved, for denuda-

tion has but little effect near sea-level. Of the Carboniferous
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rocks the Coal-measures are the topmost series ;
they lie near the

surface in the centre of the basin, and extend from the Clyde

above Glasgow to north-east of the Forth near Clackmannan,

this river merely separating two portions of the same coalfield.

In England and Wales coal is obtained only from the Coal-

measures, but in the Central Valley of Scotland workable seams

are also found in the lower layers of the Carboniferous system ;

consequently the coal-mines of Scotland occur not only where

the geological map shows Coal-measures but around and between

these areas in parts where the map shows the other members of

F2 F3

Fio. 1 19.—Diagrammatic Section showing Structure of Scotland from North-west
to South-east.

( vertical scale exaggerated.)

I, Hard rock of Hi^hKinds.

1. „ „ Southero Uplands.
«. Volcanic rock (funned tn Old Red Sandstone period) of Sid!aw Hills, Octal Hills and Pontlsnd

Hills.

4. Old Red Sandstone of Strathmore.

5. Carboniferous Limestones and Sandstones of the Central Valley,

6. Coal-measures of the Clvde- Forth coalfield.

F'. Fault resulting lu Glenrnore.
pa. „ „ Grampian edge of Central Valley.

F*. M H Southern Upland edge of Central Valley,

F4. „ ^ lowering and preservation of coaltield.

the Carboniferous system, marked as Millstone Grit and Mountain

Limestone.

There are two other coal-basins in the Central Valley : one

occupies the lowland of Ayr ; the other lies east of the Pentland

Hills between the Southern Uplands and the Firth of Forth, and
re-appears on the northern shore of the Firth east of Kirkcaldy.

The geological map therefore shows two patches of Coal-measures

in Fife, but coal is obtained also from all the region between

them. In addition to the coal, oil (distilled from shale) and iron

ore are produced. Between the coal-basins are uplands of harder

rock of little value ;
of these uplands the Pentland Hills are

typical.

The Tay flows from the Highlands into Strathmore, where
it gathers a number of other streams from the Highlands ; it then
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passes through a valley between the Sidlaw and Ochil Hills which

prolongs the line of the valley by which it left the Highlands. In

all probability this course was determined ages ago when Old Red
Sandstone filled what is now Strathmore, so that the Tay flowed

across a peneplain from the hard rock of the Highlands

crossing successive belts of sandstone and volcanic rock, and

cutting a continuous valley across all the outcrops
;

afterwards

the belt of softer sandstone was w^om away leaving the more

resistant rocks standing out on either side. A similar explana-

tion applies to the valley of the Teith-Forth.^ The direction of

the Clyde is opposite to that of the Tay and Forth and

has no parallel among the larger rivers of Scotland. It is

probable that, as in the case of the other rivers, the Clyde once

flowed to the south-east at a time when the northern part of the

valley had not been eroded so deeply, and before the subsidence

of the western coast occurred which altered the levels and caused

its waters to flow in a reverse direction.

The Southern Uplands.—These are like the Highlands in

being a partially dissected plateau with an original tilt

to the south-east ; hence the flow of many streams, e.g. the Esk,

Annan and Nith, is to the south-east. Other rivers have

carved out longitudinal valleys along the outcrops of various

strata, e.g. the Teviot-Tweed and its tributary the Ettrick.

The greatest heights fall somewhat short of 3,000 feet, the

upland area is penetrated by wider valleys than those of the High-

lands, and in the west the Galloway peninsula is mainly lowland.

On the east the Lammermuir Hills approach the sea at Dunbar,

leaving but a narrow passage by means of which central Scotland

is connected with England by the East Coast Route.'' The
uplands are crossed by three railway lines, one passing from

the Tweed up the valley of the Gala Water (by Galashiels) to

Edinburgh, another crossing from the Annan to the Clyde close

by the Lowther Hills, and the third taking advantage of the Nith

^ The Teith, although commonly considered a tributary of the Forth,
la in a line with the lower Forth and must be regarded as the parent stream ;

it is therefore convenient to indicate the main valley by combining the

names of the streams.
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valley which almost connects the plain of Ayr with that around

Solway Firth.

The Border Lands.—The lowlands around the Solway Firth

have their eastern counterpart in those forming the Merse of

Berwick by the lower Tweed and the coastal plain of Northumber-

land ;
between them are the Cheviot Hills, composed mainly of

volcanic rocks and granite. These are distinct in structure from

the Southern Uplands but are joined to them by a ridge of high

ground aroimd the head-streams of the Teviot. Flowing

south-westward from the Cheviot Hills to the Solway Firth

is Liddel Water, whose valley is known as Liddisdale. On the

eastern side the Cheviots are drained by three groups of streams :

those flowing northward to the Tweed, those flowing eastward

directly into the North Sea, and those flowing south-eastward

into the Tyne. This river has two head-streams, the North

Tyne from the Cheviots, and the South Tyne which flows from

the south into the gap between the Cheviots and the Pennines

known as the Tyne Gap. This gap connects the Solway plain

with the coastal plain of Northumberland and Durham, at a

level below 500 feet, thus affording easy communication in a

direct west and east line between the respective centres Carlisle

and Newcastle.

The Lake District—South of Solway Plain is the Lake Dis-

trict, similar to the Cheviot Hills in being largely composed of

volcanic rock, but older in formation, rising to greater heights

(three peaks being over 3,000 feet high) and deeply cut by rivers

radiating outward in all directions. The valleys contain a number
of beautiful lakes, in many ways resembling those of the Scottish

Highlands and like them due to glacial action. Of these Win-
dermere is the largest, and Derwentwater and Bassenthwaite

Water are worthy of mention as being the remaining portions

of a single large lake partially filled by the alluvium brought

down by small streams, so that the flat groxmd between the

two existing lakes was gradually built up.

Between the mountains and the sea there is only a narrow
strip of lowland

;
north-east of St. Bees Head this is

formed of coal-bearing rock, from which some iron ore is obtained,

while in the Furness district, the southern extremity of the
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coastal plain, large deposits oi valuable hematite iron ore arc

found. In the centre of the Lake District lead ore and zinc ore

are mined, and some slate is quarried.

Separating the northern portion of the Lake District from

the Pennines is the Eden Valley, which has a comparatively gentle

slope from the west and is bounded by a much steeper slope

from the Pennines. On this side there has been a fault which

has let down the rocks from the level of Crossfell Edge on the

east. This movement has preserved softer rocks in the Eden
Valley, which in regard to fertility is therefore in marked con-

trast both with the region of hard rocks of the Lake District on

the one side and with that of the Mountain Limestone of the

Pennine Chain on the other. The southern portion of the Lake
District is connected with the Pennines by Shap Fell at a height

of 1,000 feet above the sea, over which passes the "West Coast

Route " to Scotland on the way from the Lancashire coastal

plain to the Solway lowland.

The Pennines and the Adjacent Plains.—From the Tyne gap
the Pennine Chain stretches southward for about 120 miles. It is

highest where Crossfell overlooks the Eden Valley from a height

of nearly 3,000 feet, and from this edge the upland slopes eastward,

drained in the same direction by the rivers Wear and Tees flow-

ing independently to the North Sea.

South of Shap Fell the structure is that of an upfold formed

of three layers. At the top were originally Coal-measures, below

these Millstone Grit (well named, being of gritty material used

for millstones and grindstones) and below this Mountain Lime-

stone. The Coal-measures have been removed by denudation from

the larger part of the region, remaining only at the four corners

as shown in the geological map. In the north-west, beyond the

Lake District, is the small coalfield already mentioned which

extends to an unknown distance beneath the sea. In the north-

east is the Northumberland and Durham coalfield, of which the

seams dip eastward below the sea ; this coalfield is far more
valuable than its western counterpart. In the south-west is

the coalfield of Lancashire and Cheshire, and farther to the south

that of North Staffordshire
; in the south-east is the York,

Derby, and Nottingham coalfield which now produces more
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coal than any other in Britain. The section in Fig. 120 shows

how these are now separated by the removal of the higher por-

tions of the sheet of coal-bearing rock which once covered the

whole of the Pennine area. The section shows also how all these

layers forming the Pennine Chain dip down on either side till

they are covered by the softer sands and clays which form the

plains of Lancashire and Cheshire on the west and the Vale of

York and the Trent Valley on the east.

In a corresponding way the rivers flow outward on either side,

Fig. 120.—Diagrammatic Section from Snowdon to the Trent Valley,

(Vertical scale exmigeraied.)

I. Hard rock of Wales from Saowdoa eastward.
aa. Mountain Limestone and Grit of Denbigh.
ab. M •• M •« of the Pennine Chain (near Dove Dale).
3a. Coal-measures of the Flint and Denbigh coalfield (between Mold and Wrexham),
3b, „ of the N. Staffs coalfield (near Burslem).
3c, „ of the Notts coalfield (south of Chesterueld).

4a. Soft layers of the Cheshire Plain (near Nantwich).
4b« n N H Trent Valley (near Newark),

though their upper courses have a marked southerly trend. On
the west are the Lune, Ribble, and Mersey, each with an estuary

due to the submergence of the lower portion of the valley. On the

east the rivers have cut a series of " Dales ” which form roads

into and across the upland. Of these dales the most important

is that of the Aire, for it forms a narrow strip of lowland separating

the Northern from the Southern Pennine Moors. The Aire gap
is used not only for communication between Lancashire and
Yorkshire, but by the " Midland Route ” from southern and
eastern England through the Eden valley to Carlisle and Scotland.

From the Swale to the Wharfe the streams no longer flow inde-

pendently to the sea but have been captured by the Yorkshire

Ouse which developed along the soft formations of the Vale of

York
; this river also receives the water of the Aire and still

lower in its course that of the Don. The Pennine Chain ends

in the Peak District, for farther south its layers dip southward
beneath the same sands and days as those which flank it in

Cheshire and Nottingham, here forming the region frequently
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known as the “ Midlands.'* In the Peak District the Dales open

out to the south, and the Derwent, Dove and Upper Trent have

been captured by the Lower Trent which has developed southward

along the outcrop of the sands and clays. The Trent flows north-

ward to join the Ouse, and the drowned estuary of the two rivers,

known as the River Humber, therefore receives the drainage of a

large portion of the Pennine region.

The Coal-measures that dip under the Cheshire Plain reappear

on the borders of the Welsh Upland, and the three coalfields

of South Lancashire, North Staffordshire and North Wales

form one basin, although its centre is hidden beneath the softer

deposits. By sinking shafts through these deposits the coal

could be obtained and this is done a little way beyond the out-

crop on each side, but nearer the centre the depth becomes too

great. In the same way and to a greater extent the coal is

obtained from beneath the newer deposits on the eastern edge

of the Pennines. After the more easily reached coal was obtained

the miners were forced to go deeper and so the coalfields gradu-

ally extended farther and farther from the outcrop, and are

larger than is indicated by the area of the Coal-measures on the

geological map.

The Midlands.—It has been said that south of the Pennines

the rocks dip under the newer deposits, and so form a floor on

which these latter rest. The floor is not, however, level but in

several parts bulges up so that the Coal-measurec penetrate

the newer layers and appear again at the surface. One such

upfold in Leicester has produced the coalfield around Ashby ;

south-west of this, another upfold in Warwiv-kshire has given

rise to the coalfield between Tamworth, Nuneaton and Coventry ;

west of this, another upfold has formed the more important
coalfield of South Staffordshire, extending from Cannock Chase
through the Black Country ; still farther west, in several places

in Shropshire the coal rocks are bent up against the older

rocks of Wales, as in the section in Fig. 120 they are shown to be
farther north. Moreover, between all these outcrops, the coal

rocks are preserved underneath the newer deposits and shafts

are sunk to reach them where the coal is near enough to the
surface for the mining to be profitable.
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The Cosd-measures used to yield also iron ore, but little of this

is now obtained from any except those of Staffordshire, and this

does not form a large proportion of the total output of iron ore.

It is now only rarely that coal and iron are obtained from

the same formation. Fire-clay is, however, still a useful product

of the Coal-measures.

The region of the Midlands is therefore on the whole low,

and formed of fertile sands and clays, but it has rises which are

associated with coal deposits, and in Chamwood Forest some
very ancient igneous rocks come to the surface. The region

is drained by streams which flow either to the Trent and hence

to the north-east, or to the Warwickshire Avon and the Severn

and therefore to the south-west. Between the south-west of

the Pennine Chain and the hills of Shropshire, which extend

eastward from the Welsh Upland, is a comparatively narrow

lowland which has always been an important passage between

the east and west of Britain and is called the Midland Gate.

Fw authorities and books for further reading, see end of Chapter XIX.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE BRITISH ISLES—

SURFACE FEATURES, STRUCTURE AND MINERALS

Wales.—In many respects Wales resembles the Southern

Uplands, for it is a dissected plateau composed of similar hard

rocks. The highest part is in the north-west where the Snowdon
Range reaches a height of 3,500 feet and immediately overlooks

the narrow Menai Strait separating it from the worn-down

island of Anglesey.

From this north-western region slates are obtained in great

quantities and of the best quality. In North Wales also a little

lead, zinc, copper, and even gold is obtained.

The Snowdon Range is continued in the Llejm Peninsula,

gradually becoming lower till it dips below sea-level. Parallel

to this peninsula and forming the southern side of Cardigan Bay
is the larger peninsula, ending in the county of Pembroke, which

similarly becomes lower towards the south-west.

Between these peninsulas the sea reaches almost to the edge

of the upland, with only a very narrow strip of lowland by the

coast and a few narrow extensions up the valleys of the short

rivers flowing seaward. On the northern coast of Wales there

Is another very narrow coastal plain, but the Clwyd and the

Conway have rather wider valleys. A large portion of North
Wales is drained eastward by the Dee which, after bending round
sharply, opens into a wide estuary parallel to that of the Mersey,

and by the tributaries of the Severn which offer the easiest routes

from England into central Wales.

Of these tributaries the Wye is the most important, for after

leaving Wales it first traverses the fertile plain of Hereford and'
afterwards cuts through the plateau known as the Forest of
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Dean, as it flows to the estuary of the Severn. This course ol

the Wye should be compared with those of the Tay and Forth

where they cut the volcanic ridge of the Central Lowlands of

Scotland after they have left the fertile plain of Strathmore.

The plain of Hereford, as is shown in the section in Fig. 121, is

similar to Strathmore, as it is formed of Old Red Sandstone laid

down in a hollow between the Welsh Uplands on the west and the

Malvern Hills and the Forest of Dean on the east. The parallel

cannot be pressed too far, for the Forest of Dean is not a volcanic

mass but a plateau formed mainly of Coal-measures arranged

in the form of a complete basin surrounded by older rocks.

South Wales differs from North Wales on account of its struc-

ture. The old hard rocks of the north are here replaced by a

great basin of coal-bearing rocks formed exactly like that of the

Forest of Dean but much larger. A westward extension of this

coalfield traverses Pembroke from Carmarthen Bay to St. Bride's

Bay. The coal of South Wales is specially valuable
;

it includes

anthracite, which burns with intense heat and little smoke,

and the steam coal used for engines of warships. A fairly wide

coastal plain lies between the uplands and the Bristol Channel

so that communication betw^een England and Pembroke is not diffi-

cult, and a number of streams flow southward and have cut valleys

which afford valuable roads between the coast and the interior.

The Usk flows around the eastern margin of the coalfield, the

Taff and the Tawe divide it into three almost equal portions,

and the Towy encircles it on the west.

£k)ath-west England.—South of the Bristol Channel, Exmoor
rises steeply from the sea to well over 1,000 feet. It is formed
of rock which was laid down at about the same j)eriod as the Old
Red Sandstone and is therefore marked as such on the geological

maps, but it is composed of harder materials, namely slates,

grits and limestones. South of Exmoor is the plain of Devon
through which run the Taw and the Torridge to Barnstaple

Bay on the north and the Exe to the greater bay on the south

coast. Beyond the plain of Devon is the granite mass of Dart-

moor, the highest points of which just exceed 2,000 feet. By
the weathering and decomposition of the granite, china-clay or

kaolin is formed, and is mined both in Devon and in the smaller
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granite areas of Cornwall. Dartmoor is bounded on the west

by the valley of the Tamar and beyond this rise the Bodmin
Moors. Further to the south-west the ground is composed either

of rocks such as those which appear in Exmoor or of granite like

that of Dartmoor, but the peninsula becomes lower till it sinks

beneath the sea to reappear, however, in the Scilly Isles about

20 miles from the mainland. Although Cornwall is mainly low-

land it is bounded by cliffs, and its two projecting headlands,

Land's End and Lizard Head, are due to hard masses which

have withstood the wearing of the sea better than the less

resistant rocks around them. In addition to the china-clay,

granite and slates are quarried, and tin, copper and other minerals

are mined. In regard to each of these products, Cornwall is of

greater importance than Devonshire.

Between the Quantock Hills, which adjoin Exmoor, and the

Mendip Hills lies the low flat plain of Somerset. This resembles

the Fenland in being formed of alluvium and in having been

reclaimed from a swampy condition
; through it the Parret

meanders to the Bristol Channel. The Mendip Hills both in

structure and appearance recall the Pennine Moors. They
resemble the Pennine region also in containing caves formed

by the solution of the limestone by underground streams, and

beautified by its precipitation in the form of stalagmites and
stalactites coloured by traces of various minerals. The Cheddar

Gorge is probably formed by the falling in of the roofs of a series

of these caverns. The lead mining for which the Mendip Hills

used to be famous is now practically non-existent.

The valley of the Severn is formed of the same sands and
clays which are found in the Midlands. These extend to the

south-west past the Mendip Hills, broken only by the emergence

of these and of the Coal-measures at Bristol. The Bristol coalfield is

like the neighbouring ones in being basin-shaped
; it is crossed

by the river Avon, which affords a waterway from the Bristol

Channel.

The South-eastern Scarplands and Lowlands.—From the

Mendip Hills there radiate north-eastward and eastward ridges

of moderate relief which form the only exceptions to the rule

that the east and south of England is a lowland plain. The soft
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layers ot the valleys of the Severn, Trent and Yorkshire Ouse
dip eastward beneath layers such as form the Cotteswold Hills

(see section in Fig. 121). These hills are composed of Jurassic

limestone, which is sometimes distinguished by the term Oolitic,

i.e. Roe-stone,*' since it is composed of small round grains. The
limestone layers also dip to the east, so that on the west their

steep edge forms an escarpment overlooking the Severn valley

from a height of about 1,000 feet, while on the east they slope

gently to the Upper Thames valley. This scarped ridge is con-

tinued to the north-east first by the well-named Edge Hill

overlooking the valley of the Warwickshire Avon, and then by

N.W. S.E-

F

Fig. 121.—Diagrammatic Section from Radnorshire to London.

{Vertual scat* txaggerated.)

la. Hard Rock of Radnorsnire.
xb. Hard Rock of the Malvern Hills.

s. 01(1 Red Sandstone of the Plain of Hereford,

3. Jurassic Limestone of the Cotteswold Hills.

4. Cbalk of the Chiltern Hills.

5a. Soft layers of the Severn Valley (near Tewkesbury),
5b. „ „ „ Upper Thames Valley (near Oxford),
5c. „ „ „ London Basin.

F, Fault which has let down the older rock beneath the Severn VaUay.

the Northampton Uplands. These become lower as they bend

more towards the north, and they then merge into the Lincoln

Edge, which gradually becomes lower and narrower till it dies

out before reaching the Humber. The Oolitic Limestone layers

are not to be seen in the south of Yorkshire, but they reappear

beyond the Derwent. There they extend from the Vale of York

to the coast and their dip is on the whole from north to south ;

their highest portion is therefore on the northern rather than

the western part and a large area is over i,ooo feet in height.

The general name for this upland is the North York Moors, while

the portion which overlooks the mouth of the Tees is called the

Cleveland Hills.

There is no doubt that the limestone once extended much
further westward over the present valley of the Severn, Avon,

Trent and Yorkshire Ouse, and t^iat weathering and streanfi action
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have worn it away exposing the sands and clays beneath. When
that was accomplished, these agencies acted both on the softer

layers, lowering the level of the plain and so to some extent under-

cutting the edge of the limestone, and also directly on the scarp

of the limestone, gradually wearing it back eastward.

The Jurassic limestones are in several parts quarried for

building stone, notably in the south at Bath and Portland, but

a more valuable product is the iron ore, for considerably more

than one-third of the total weight of ore raised in the British

Isles is obtained from the Cleveland district of Yorkshire and

about another third is obtained from that part of the Jurassic

belt which extends through Lincolnshire, Leicestershire and

Northamptonshire

.

The limestone ridge dips eastward below layers of clays and

sands (most of which are also Jurassic), worn down to form a

hollow extending across England parallel to the limestone ridge.

In the extreme south this hollow is not well-marked, but east

of the Cotteswold Hills it forms the Upper Thames Valley

and further to the north-east it broadens out into the lowland

drained by the Great Ouse, the Nen and the Welland. Just as

the limestone ridge becomes lower in this part of England so

does this hollow, which here forms the Fenland. Across this

the rivers wind until they enter the Wash, a portion of the hollow

so low that it has been submerged by the waters of the North
Sea. The Fenland has had to be drained and the soil is now
formed of the alluvium brought down in the past by the rivers.

They are now embanked and their work of drainage aided by

the cutting of canals. North of the Wash the Jurassic hollow

is drained by tlic lower course of the Witham after it has broken

through the Lincoln Edge at the town of Lincoln, and north of

the Humber it appears as the Vale of Pickering through which
the Derwent flows to join the Yorkshire Ouse.

The section in Fig. 121 shows that the Jurassic hollow is

bordered on the east by the steep scarp slope of the chalk ridge.

Where it forms the Chiltem Hills this ridge has its escarpment
facing the north-west and its gentle slope dipping to the south-

east ; in this respect the Chiltem Hills resemble the Cotteswold

Hills, but they are considerably lower, scarcely attaining ap
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elevation of 800 feet. Further to the north-east, where it forms

the East Anglian Ridge, the chalk, like the limestone, becomes

lower. From East Anglia it bends to the north-west and there-

fore towards the limestone, but this bending is not immediately

apparent as the chalk is cut through by the Wash and is in part

covered by alluvium before it rises to the surface again in the

Lincoln Wolds. These extend, but at no great height, as far

as the Humber, and beyond it the chalk scarpland is known as

the Yorkshire Wolds which rise to about the same height as

the Chiltem Hills and end in the white cliffs of Flamborough
Head.

The chalk, like the Jurassic limestone, once extended far to

the west of the present escarpment, probably to the Pennine

and Cambrian uplands, covering the low^er layers and forming

a plateau dipping gently from the uplands eastward. The
higher western part of this great sheet of chalk has been worn
away and the present scarped edge is stiU being cut back very

slowly.

The chalk country is extensive in the south of England,

for the Chiltem Hills are continued at their south-western

end by the White Horse Hills, sometimes called the Marlborough

Downs. The Chiltem Hills and White Horse Hills are separated

only by the narrow gap worn out by the Thames. Thus the

great curve of the chalk ridge has been cut through by three

rivers : the Thames, the Humber and a river into which the

Wash rivers united before the sinking converted its valley into

an inlet of the sea.

The White Horse Hills are separated by the Kennet valley

from the wide chalk upland known as Salisbury Plain, which

appears on the map as a centre from which the chalk ridges

radiate to the north-east, to the south-west and to the south-

east. To the south-west the chalk forms a scarpland in all

respects similar to that already described, and on the south-

east it is first continued in the Hampshire Downs and then

apparently splits into two portions, the North Downs ending in

the South Foreland, and the South Downs ending in Beachy Head.

The section in Fig. 122 shows that these are also ridges with

their escarpments facing one another
; if the chalk that forms
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the South Downs and slopes upward from the English Channel

is imagined to continue past its present scarped edge along the

course of the dotted lines, it will be seen to join the chalk which

forms the North Downs. Further to the north this same sheet

of chalk dips below other layers which hide it from view in the

neighbourhood of London, and then rises and comes to the

surface again as the Chiltern Hills. Thus the chalk which
appears on the map as distinct ridges was originally one sheet,

bent up into an anticline in the part south of the lower Thames
and bent down again into a syncline in the part now known as

the London Basin.

The anticline has the chalk removed from the top and the

layers beneath it have been exposed, forming the country known
as the Weald. Moreover, the bending was of a dome-like char-

acter, so that there was not only an upfold from north to south

but also an upfold from east to west, and this accounts for the

eastward-facing escarpment of the Hampshire Downs. The
form of the whole arrangement resembles an oval with the south-

eastern portion lacking, and beyond the Strait of Dover the

extreme end of this portion is found in France. The chalk cliffs

of Dover correspond with those of Calais, the South Downs
have their counterpart in the chalk of Picardy, and the layers

exposed between the North and South Downs are found also

between Calais and Boulogne. From these and other facts it

is concluded that the dome extended from England into France

joining Britain to the Continent, and that the chalk ridges of

south-eastern England are not only essentially one, but form

part of the broader chalk country of north-western Europe.

Smaller patches of chalk also are found in south-east Britain.

The Isle of Thanet is due to a small up-bending of the chalk

beyond its north-eastern dip from the North Downs under a

strip of softer rock
; this patch accoimts for the chalk headland

of the North Foreland. Precisely as the chalk of the Chiltern

Hills dips under the soft layers in the London Basin and reappears

in the North Downs, so the chalk of Salisbury Plain and the

Hampshire Downs dips under the soft layers of the Hampshire
Basin and reappears in the Downs of the centre and south

of the Isle of Wight. The lowest part of this Basin has bjeen
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covered by the sea, forming Southampton Water and the straits

Solent and Spithead.

The Test and Itchen flow to Southampton Water, while

further west the chalk country is drained by converging streams,

the Salisbury Avon, the Stour and the Frome.

The drainage of the Weald is from the centre outward, having

been determined at the time when the dome-form was complete

and the streams radiating outwards cut channels in the chalk.

Fig. 122.— Diagrammatic Section from Hertford southward to near Brighton.

(Verficai tctU$ grtatly txaggeretUd,)

la. WcaldcQ Saadi (formiag Aihdown Foreit).

lb. Wealden Clay.
la. Greeaiaads with Gault Clay (east of Redhill),

3b. „ „ M (near Ditchling).

3a. Chalk (near Hertford).

Sb. Chalk of the North Downs (south of Croydon),
3C. Chalk of the South Downs (Ditchling Beacon),
3d. Chalk Cliffs (cast of Brighton),

4. Soft layers uf the London Basin (near London Briuge),

Now that the centre of the area has been worn down the streams

still maintain their direction and the chalk scarplands both on

the north and on the south are cut by their valleys. The channels

of the Arun and the Ouse breach the South Downs, while those of

the Wey, Mole and Medway lead through the North Downs to

the Thames Valley, and the Stour has cut a gap further east and
flows independently to the sea.

Just as these chalk scarplands of the south have channels

cut deeply into them, originating at a time when the chalk

extended beyond the present scarps, so the scarplands north of

the Thames, both limestone and chalk, are trenched by valleys.

Most of these lead south-eastward, for the rivers flowed in that

direction down the dip-slope of the old land-surface. I'ne upper

Thames receives the Windrush and the Cherwell from the lime-

stone ridge, the lower Thames receives the Colne and Lea from

the Chiltem Hills, while from the chalk of East Anglia the Yare,

Waveney and other streams flow over the low coastal plains to

the sea. Both north and south of the Thames these gaps through
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the ridges and others in which no rivers now flow, are utilized by

the railways which radiate from London in all directions.

Ireland*— It has been pointed out that to a large extent the

structural divisions of Ireland are prolongations of those of Great

Britain. The mountains of Donegal and Connaught repeat

most of the characteristics of the Scottish Highlands, but the

highland areas are less extensive and the elevations are lower,

nowhere reaching 3,000 feet. As the North Channel has

separated Scotland from Donegal, so Donegal Bay separates

the latter region from Connaught.

The south-west trend of the Southern Uplands of Scotland

is discernible in the granite Mourne Mountains, and is followed

also by the Slieve Bloom and the heights in northern Tipperary,

though the structure is not continuous through the central

plain of Ireland.

The rift valley which is apparent between the Highlands and

Southern Uplands of Scotland is scarcely to be traced in Ireland,

for it is hidden by the basaltic plateau of Antrim. The coal

of Scotland is here represented only by a small deposit in T5Tone,

and a little iron ore is also obtained from this region. The
drainage system, too, has been modified by the outpouring of

basalt, and Lough Neagh, the largest lake in the British Isles,

occupies a hollow formed by the faulting and subsidence of a part

of the basalt.

The mountains of Wicklow are similar to those of North Wales
but are more largely composed of granite

;
this is quarried and

some copper is also obtained.

The mountains of Munster are the highest in Ireland
; here

the ridges are composed of hard rocks formed in Old Red Sand-

stone times
;

the grain of the land (shown by the river valleys

and estuaries) is in a general east-west direction, as is that 0/

South Wales and the south-western peninsula of England. The
scenery is beautiful, the Lakes of Killarney, which lie close to

the highest ridges (Macgillicuddy's Reeks), attracting many
tourists.

The lowlands of Ireland are largely formed of limestone,

which in England has been upraised and is therefore called

Mountain Limestone," but in Ireland lies in horizontal sheets
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over large areas. Over much of this, Coal-measures were once

spread, but these have been denuded except in one or two places

where, by folding, they have been preserved in “ basins." The
chief of these is near Carlow, west of the Wicklow Hills, where

coal is to some extent mined. In the south-west of Ireland,

the geological map shows Coal-measures, but coal itself does not

occur in these parts.

Ireland, in common with Great Britain north of the Thames,

has been subject to glacial action and its surface has been widely

covered with drift deposits. Moreover there are large bogs, in

some of which peat has formed in great masses. This peat is

gathered by the peasants for use as fuel, both coal and timber

being scarce. The flatness and solubility of the limestone have

allowed water to dissolve the rock in certain parts where it

accumulated, and so to form shallow lakes which are charac-

teristic of the rivers of the Irish Plain.

The Shannon is the largest of these rivers ;
over a large part

of its course it flows to the south, but unfortunately for its value

as a means of communication, its estuary opens to the Atlantic,

remote from the more important parts of Britain. In the south,

the Blackwater, Lee and Bandon flow in valleys between the

east-west ridges, but near their mouths turn southward through

gaps in the ridges. These gaps probably represent the original

courses of the rivers, the east-west streams having subse-

quently developed along the belts of less resistant rock which

now form the valleys. Long reaches of the Barrow, Nore and

Suir also lead southward, an east-west development having

caused the waters of the upper Suir to join those of the Barrow

and Nore above Waterford Harbour.

The Liffey and Boyne flow eastward over the plain where

for a stretch of 50 miles the lowland adjoins the Irish Sea ; here,

therefore, there is a wide natural entry into Ireland from Great

Britain. The scattered nature of the uplands allows communica-

tion to be carried on through the country by many routes,

and no part of Ireland is so isolated by the relief of the land as are

portions of the Scottish Highlands.

Fof authorities and hooks for further reading, see list at end of Chap*
ter XIX.



CHAPTER XIX

THE BRITISH Continued

INDUSTRIES AND TOWNS
Since the localization of industries is largely determined by

natural resources, a study of the occupations of the people may
be conveniently made in regard to regions which have distinctive

physical conditions, taking into account such factors as position,

relief, structure, minerals and climate.

Northern Scotlltnd.—North of the fault-line separating the

Highlands from the Central Valley, much of the land is upland

and the smnmer temperature is nowhere high
;

the region has

no minerals to serve as a basis for manufactures and its position

is not favourable to commerce. The population is therefore

scanty, the lowlands of the north-east being the only exception

to this rule. In these lowlands climatic conditions are more
suitable for agriculture than in the remaining areas, for the tem-

peratmes are higher, the rain is less, and the sky being less often

cloud-covered the amount of sunshine is greater ; moreover,

much of the sub-soil is the fertile Old Red Sandstone and the

soil itself has been improved by past generations of farmers.

This district is therefore an agricultural one, and cattle are reared

in considerable numbers. The quarrying, shaping, and export

of granite affords occupation for some of the inhabitants of Aber-

deen and Peterhead, but at these towns, as well as others such as

Wick in Caithness, fishing and the curing and export of fish are

more important industries. The largest town is Aberdeen, by
the mouths of the Dee and Don, where the East Coast Route con-

nects these lowlands with those of the Central Valley ; consider-

ably smaller is Inverness, in the most central position, whence
Glenmore leads to the western coast.

The river valleys prolong the coastal lowlands into the up-
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land regions, but the highlands themselves have few inhabitants.

To a small extent they are used as grazing lands, but they largely

consist of cotton-grass and heather moors, large areas of which

are preserved as deer-forests and grouse-moors for the " sport
"

of visitors. These and other parts attract tourists by their

beauty, and a small permanent population is dependent upon

these visitors from more southerly parts of Britain.

The people of the western coast and islands engage in fishing,

and to a less extent in agriculture and pastoral work. The
only town of importance is Oban, at the south-western end of

Glenmore, which serves as a centre for coasting vessels.

The Central Valley of Scotland.—This is by far the most

important part of the country ;
most of it is densely populated

and two-thirds of the whole population of Scotland is found in

this relatively small area. With the exception of the volcanic

masses the ground is favourable to agriculture, Strathmore

being exceptionally fertile. Here, as farther north, the climatic

conditions of the east encourage cultivation more than those ot

the west ;
Fifeshire and the Lothian counties south of the Firth

of Forth are more productive in both cereals and green crops

than any other parts of Britain except eastern England, and the

Carse of Cowrie between the Sidlaw Hills and the Firth of Tay is

noted for its fruit.

As affording a basis for population, the minerals are even more
important than the agricultural products. The coal annually

produced in this region is about one-sixth of the whole amount
annually raised in Britain. The Ayr coalfield also yields iron

ore, and in consequence has iron-smelting and the making of

iron and steel goods ;
at Ayr ship building is carried on, and at

Kilmarnock engines and machines are constructed. Still greater

quantities of coal and iron are obtained from the Clyde-Forth

coalfield, especially in the county of Lanark. The iron ore is

now insufficient for the manufactures and both to this and to the

Ayr district more ore is imported from Spain than is produced

loi^y
; Glasgow, Coatbridge, Motherwell and Hamilton in the

Clyde valley, and Falkirk near the Forth are the chief centres

of the iron and steel industry. The lower Clyde is the greatest

shipbuilding district in the world ; at Greenock and Port Glas-
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gow and on both banks from Dumbarton to Glasgow there are

shipbuilding yards.

The same coalfield is the seat of an important cotton industry,

for the facility in obtaining raw material from America and the

dampness of the atmosphere have enabled Glasgow and Paisley

to undertake much cotton-spinning. The making of woollen

goods, the manufacture of chemicals and the refining ol sugar

are also carried on in this region.

On the eastern shores of the Central Valley the coal

is utilized for other purposes, at Dundee and Dumfermline

in the manufacture of linen from flax imported from the Baltic

region, and at Dimdee and Kirkcaldy in the making of sacking,

oil-cloth and other fabrics from jute imported from India ;
at

Dundee also the making of jam was based upon the fruit grown
in the Carse of Gowrie, and to this industry the making of marma-
lade has since been added. The waters of the Tay are specially

suitable for the dyeing and bleaching works of Perth.

As a consequence of the agricultural, mining and manufac-

turing activities, trade and transport are important. The sub-

sidence which has allowed the sea to flood the lower valleys and
thus reduce the possibilities of agriculture has afforded to com-
merce convenient entries into the heart of the country

;
more-

over, the Forth and Clyde canal provides water communication

from sea to sea. The Clyde has been canalized to enable the

ocean-going vessels to reach Glasgow, which stands where the

river was easily crossed. Being in the centre of the industrial

area and yet in touch with other lands, this city has become the

commercial capital of Scotland and in size the second city in the

British Isles, for its population numbers nearly a million people.

The trade of the district is also shared by smaller cities nearer

the mouth of the river, among them being Greenock and Port

Glasgow.

Chi the east coast, the greatest trade passes through Leith,

the port of Edinburgh. Edinburgh is built around the castle,

set upon a hill (an old volcanic '' neck ") which commands the

East Coast Route into Scotland. This city was the capital of the

Scottish kings and still remains the seat of government. Grange-

mouth is a smaller port farther up the estuary. To facilitate
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railway travelling along the east coast, the estuaries have been

bridged, the Forth Bridge being situated at the narrowing above

Edinburgh, and the Tay Bridge crossing the river at Dundee.

Important railway centres are Perth at the Tay gap through

the volcanic ridge, and Stirling at the corresponding Forth gap.

The present importance of these cities as traffic centres corresponds

to their ancient importance in warfare ; each had its castle, and
near Stirling is the site of the battle of Bannockburn.

Southern Scotland.—The uplands of southern Scotland are

used for little except grazing, some of the eastern counties having

a greater number of sheep to the square mile than are found in

any other part of the British Isles except Wales ; cattle are

relatively unimportant. The sheep-rearing was one factor in

the growth of the woollen industry of the Tweed valley, where

the water-power was another advantage. In spite of the ab-

sence of coal, the manufacture of tweeds " still survives

at Galashiels, Hawick and other smaller centres in the east, and
at Dumfries on the Nith in Solway Plain. Agriculture and
dairy farming are carried on in the coastal lowlands and
valleys.

lie Pennine and Cumbrian Uplands.—Only in the valleys of

these regions is agriculture possible, and sheep-rearing and quarry-

ing are almost the only occupations of the extremely scanty popu-

lation of the uplands. In the summer they are visited by tourists

;

the Lake District is one of the most beautiful parts of England,

and Keswick is a well-known centre. The great rainfall supplies

water for a number of large cities of the neighbouring lowlands,

reservoirs being built or natural lakes being used for storage
;

Manchester draws its waters from Thirlmere in the Lake District,

and the other cities from valleys in the Pennines.

The Coalfields.—The margins of the uplands are the coal-

producing regions and in consequence have important industries,

great populations, and large cities.

The Cumberland coalfield is one of the smallest of the English

coalfields
; some of the coal is employed to manufacture iron

at Workington, but most of it is exported from Whitehaven and
Maryport

;
much of it is used in the Furness district of Lanca-

shire which lies about 30 or 40 miles to the south-east, where
V
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the hematite iron ore is the basis of an important iron and steel

industry. The centre of this industry is Barrow, whose position

on the coast has led to specialization in ship building, but several

other branches of the industry are carried on and other manu-

factures have more recently developed.

The Northumberland and Durham coalfield is also largely con-

nected with the iron industry, for although very little iron is

obtained in the immediate vicinity, that from the neighbouring

Cleveland district can be cheaply brought by sea, while on the

other hand, a part of the coal raised from this field is sent to the

Cleveland district to be used there. In addition there is a con-

siderable export of coal both by sea and rail to London. The
population is largely grouped around the lower courses of the

T)me, Wear and Tees. Tynemouth, North Shields and South

Shields stand at the mouth of the Tyne, Jarrow is a few miles up
the river, and beyond that Newcastle and Gateshead face one

another on either bank. At the mouth of the Wear is Sunderland,

and on or near the Tees are Darlington, Stockton and the two
Hartlepools. On each of these rivers, and especially on the

Tyne, shipbuilding is carried on, this region coming second to

the Clyde in this respect. The products of the iron and steel

industry are numerous ; the locomotives built at Darlington

may be specially mentioned. In addition to its manufactures

Newcastle derives importance from trade, for it is one of the large

ports of the country.

The York, Derby and Nottingham coalfield ranks first in regard

to production, yielding nearly one-qu£irter of the whole amount.

It extends from Bradford and Leeds in the north to Derby
and Nottingham in the south, Sheffield occup}nng a central posi-

tion. On this coalfield the industries are more varied, but those

connected with iron and wool stand in the forefront. Iron is

obtained chiefly from the Jurassic limestone on the east, or from

abroad ;
it is used at several towns for the making of machinery

for the woollen and other manufactures, and in Sheffield there

is the noted cutlery industry, to which electro-plating has been

added. Sheffield developed its manufacture of cutlery not only

because of the local coal and iron, but because it could obtain

the grindstones in the neighbourhood
; it now makes some of
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its best products with iron obtained from Sweden. At Doncaster

and Derby are large railway works.

The woollen industry grew up in the valleys of the West Riding

of Yorkshire largely because of the streams which provided

water for cleaning and dyeing the wool, and power for the

machinery
; moreover the neighbouring hills served as sheep-runs.

Later, the possession of coal ensured prosperity to this region,

and at present the woollen manufacture is far more important

here than elsewhere in Britain. Bradford, situated immediately

south of the Aire, is the chief centre for worsted yarns and good^,

in addition to silks, velvets and plushes; a few miles farther to

the south in the Calder valley lie a group of cities with woollen

industries, Halifax, Huddersfiield, Dewsbury, Batley and Wake-

^eld, with Barnsley still farther to the south-east.

Leeds is the largest city of this region, with about half a

million inhabitants. It stands where the Aire valley enters the

Plain of York, and is the centre of the woollen trade, being

specially concerned in the making of ready-made clothes
; it

produces iron and steel goods, boots and shoes, and has many
other industries. The ports which are particularly concerned

with the foreign trade of this region are Hull and Grimsby on

the Humber, and Liverpool on the Mersey, but most of the

imported wool first passes through London.

In the extreme south-east of this coalfield stands Notting-

ham, on the Trent. This city engages in the making of lace

and hosiery from cotton. This is the only branch of the cotton

industry carried on in the drier parts of Britain, and its localiza-

tion in the east is possible because the threads used are stronger

and less liable to snap in a dry atmosphere than those used in

other branches of the work.

The Lancashire and Cheshire coalfield has a less annual pro-

duction than those on the eastern slope of the Pennines, but it

supports the greatest manufacturing industry of Britain—that

of cotton. The advantages which led to the growth of the cotton

industry in Scotland are foimd here also
;

indeed Lancashire

is nearer to the raw material, to the great population of southern

Britain, and to the chief markets abroad, namely, the eastern

Mediterranean region, India and the Far East.
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Manchester is the great centre of the cotton industry, but it

engages in trade even more than in manufacturing. To facili-

tate the import and export of goods the Manchester Ship Canal

has been constructed, enabling large ships to reach the city,

though most of the cotton is still unloaded at the port of Livei-

pool. Adjoining Manchester is Salford ; the two cities are really

one centre of industry and trade and may therefore be described

as Manchester-Salford. Besides the great warehouses and offices

there are spinning-mills and weaving-sheds ; Manchester-Salford

has also a growing industry in electrical and general engineering,

and its combined population now numbers nearly one million.

Cotton spinning is carried on at many places, the greatest

production being at Oldham, Bolton, Rochdale, Preston, Ashton,

and Stockport (in Cheshire). The weaving is localized chiefly in

the north of this district, the greatest number of looms being at

Burnley, Blackburn, Preston and Bury. At Rochdale, Bury and

elsewhere woollen goods are also manufactured, and silk goods

at Macclesfield in Cheshire. At a number of places machinery

for the textile industries is made ; Wigan is a coal-mining

and iron-smelting centre
;
Widnes and St. Helens have great

chemical works, and the latter city is noted for its glass-making

;

a number of miscellaneous factories are situated at Warrington.

Although beyond the coal-mining area, Liverpool, with

Birkenhead on the opposite side of the Mersey estuary, belongs

essentially to this district, for it has grown with the development

of the coalfield. It is the second port of Britain
;

it exports

most of the manufactured cotton goods and much machinery,

and imports not only the cotton for the Lancashire factories,

but supplies of meat and wheat which come from America to

be distributed over a large part of Britain. In connexion with

the import of wheat, flour-milling is an important industry. The
combined population of Liverpool-Birkenhead is about equal

to that of Manchester-Salford.

The North Staffordshire coalfield specializes in the making of

pottery. The neighbouring clays afforded the raw materials

in earlier times and stiU do so as far as the coarser kind is

concerned. The finer materials and also the flint which is

required are now brought from a distance ; kaolin is conveyed
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from ComwaD and Devonshire by sea to the Mersey and thence

by canal. The district is known as “ The Potteries "
; Stoke-

upon-Trent, Burslem and Hanley are the largest centres.

Near this coalfield but in the plain of Cheshire is Crewe, a

railway jimction which has great works for the construction of

locomotives and rolling-stock.

The North Wales coalfield has but a small output. There are

no large towns on the coalfield and the coal is used for various

works at Chester and other places on or near the Dee.

The Midland coalfields dSQ four in number, and together pro-

duce about as much coal as Lancashire. The Leicester coalfield

lies in the north-west of the county around Ashby. Near it is

Burton-on-Trent with its brewing industry ; the coal is also

sent to the town of Leicester, where there are manufactures of

woollen hosiery and also of boots and shoes, the leather being

in part obtained from the cattle which are reared in large num-
bers on the plain around Leicester. The Warwickshire coalfield

supplies coal to Coventry, where the staple industry is the making
of motor-cars and bicycles.

More important is the South Staffordshire coalfield, which

supports the very varied hardware industry of the Black

Country, this being the only English coalfield which produces

a considerable quantity of iron ore. On the coalfield itself stand

Wolverhampton, Walsall, Wednesbury, Dudley and West Brom-
wich, and at its margin is Birmingham, a city of more than half

a million inhabitants, with many manufactures, especially those of

small-arms, engines and cycles. Situated in the centre of England,

this district is relatively far from the sea, and moreover no

large river flows through it. It therefore suffers in competition

with iron manufacturing districts situated on the coast, notwith-

standing canals which have been constructed from the Mersey,

Trent, Severn and Thames. Kidderminster, which lies to the

south of this district, makes carpets and other textiles. In

Shropshire there are small coalfields, but no important cities

are associated with them.

The South Wales coalfield is the site of great metal industries.

Iron ore is imported from Spain and smelted at many places,

particularly Newport at the mouth of the Usk, and Merthyr
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Tydfil in the upper part of the Taff valley. Imported copper

ores are largely smelted at Swansea, which stands at the mouth of

the Tawe ; silver, lead, tin and zinc are also smelted, and one

of the chief industries is the making of tin-plate by coating thin

sheets of iron with tin, a considerable quantity of tin being

brought from Cornwall. Cardiff, where the Taff enters the Bristol

Channel, is a manufacturing centre and the chief port of South

Wales, exporting more coal than any other port in Britain.

The Bristol coalfield has a very small production of coal,

which is used in the varied industries of Bristol and its neigh-

bourhood. These industries include tobacco-manufacturing,

cocoa-making and sugar-refining, the raw materials being

largely obtained from the West Indies and America, with

which Bristol has traded for generations. This port was once

the second in the coimtry, but its trade (particularly in regard

to exports) has been exceeded by that of several other cities.

Wales.—With the exception of the districts around the coal-

fields, Wales is not densely populated, for it is mainly an agri-

cultural and sheep-rearing region, with some quarrying and

mining. The agriculture is carried on in the coastal lands (in-

cluding Anglesey) and the river valleys ; there are great numbers

of sheep on the uplands, and this has led to some manufacture

of flannel and other woollen goods in the valleys, as at Newtown
and Welshpool on the Severn. Slate is extensively quarried

behind Bangor and Carnarvon on the Menai Strait. The coasts

and the interior are alike visited by tourists in summer. Holy-

head in the north and Fishguard in the south are packet stations

whence short crossings to Ireland may be accomplished, and

at Pembroke, on Milford Haven, there is a naval dockyard.

The rainfall of the uplands serves for the needs of English

towns, the valleys of the V3nmwy and of a tributary of the Wye
having been dammed up so as to form reservoirs for Liverpool

and Birmingham respectively.

The Soath-westem P^iinsala.—Cornwall and Devon are agri-

cultural counties, for the southerly position allows the people

to grow vegetables and flowers earlier than in most of the coun-

try, and for this reason they can obtain high prices which com-
pmsate for the cost of sending the goods a long railway
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journey to the big centres of population ; apples and other

fruits are also important products. Exeter is the natural

centre of the richer lands of Devonshire. The moors are very

scantily populated and most of the people live along the south

coast, where fishing is added to agriculture as a means of

subsistence. Mining and quarrying are other resources of these

counties, and tin is smelted at Truro with coal brought from
South Wales. On Plymouth Sound stand Devonport, a naval

and military station with a naval dockyard, and Plymouth
where ocean-liners call with the mails, which can be carried more
quickly by train than by steamship.

The English Scarplands.—After the Pennine and Cambrian
Uplands, these are the least populous parts of Engl^lnd. Their

thin soils are unfavourable for agriculture, and on the ridges the

exposed position combines with the (hyness of the ground and
its lack of plant-foods to make cultivation difficult. Pasture

therefore predominates, and sheep are far more numerous than

cattle. In the Cotteswold region the sheep-rearing aided the

growth of a wooUen industry, where "West of England broad-

cloth
" was made. This industry is still carried on in Stroud in

Gloucestershire, and at Trowbridge and Bradford in Wiltshire.

Where the Avon has cut a gorge through the escarpment stands

Bath, whose warm mineral springs have for centuries made this

a famous inland watering-place. In this neighbourhood and
elsewhere in the limestone ridge, the quarrying of the stone

affords work for a scattered population.

The Jurassic belt has the greatest economic importance in

the north, where the iron of the Cleveland Hills is mined and has

given rise to the smelting and manufacturing industries of Middles-

brough on the south bank of the Tees. South of the Humber
the ore is largely sent to the neighbouring coalfields to be smelted,

though a considerable number of blast-furnaces are to be fotmd

in Lincolnshire and Northamptonshire. At Lincoln, which is

built in the gap where the Witham breaks through the ridge,

agricultural implements are made, and at Northampton the

greatest boot and shoe industry in England is situated.

The chalk country is not only poor from the agricultural

point of view, but has very little value in respect of minerals.
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The chalk and flints are quarried, but do not afford the basis of

any important industries. Where the chalk dips to the low-

lands the soil is frequently of a richer character, and such areas

are more used for agriculture. In the neighbourhood of London,

the slopes of the Chiltems and the North Downs are fanned to

meet the demands of the metropolitan population for dairy

produce and vegetables.

The English Lowlands.—The lowlands which have no coalfields

are characterized by two industries
;

their fertility encourages

agricidture, and their level surface and the extent to which the

sea has invaded the lower parts of the river valleys encourages

commerce. The ports of the north and west, however, are so

closely connected with the manufactmes based upon coal, that

although in many cases situated upon the soft layers they have

been considered in connexion with the coalfields.

In the south-east the conrmerce is chiefly related to the posi-

tion of London. The Thames and the Thames valley have always

been the main roads from the Continent into Britain. The
nearest landing places. Sandwich, Deal, Dover, Hythe, Hastings

and others are on the south side of the estuary, while the more
important parts of the coxmtry are on the north ; hence a crossing

is necessary, but broad alluvial flats, covered at high tide and

swampy at low tide, made the passage impossible below the

site of London Bridge. Here, then, was the first crossing and
from this point roads radiated in all directions. The bridge

also prevented vessels going farther up the river and so London
became the chief centre of foreign trade. The fact that the

south-east was the important part of England in former times,

and that roads connected London with all this important part

made it the most convenient seat of government. With the

industrial and political development of Britain, London has

developed, and to meet the nee^ of its great population many
manufactures have been established. At the present time Lon-
don has a population of 7,500,000 people, and the trade of the

lower Thames, known as the " port of London," is greater than
that of any other port in Britain and is surpassed only by that

of New York and Hambiu-g.

Immediately adjoining London are several large boroughs
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such as West Ham and Croydon, and many other towns in south-

east England have their importance largely determined by their

relation to the metropolis. Thus Newhaven, Folkestone, Dover
and Harwich are at the seaward ends of routes leading from
London to various parts of the Continent. Portsmouth, on the

south coast, and Chatham, at the mouth of the Medway, are

great naval dockyards placed in inlets where they may be used
by fleets defending the capital from attacks from the south and
east. The large port of Southampton derives no small part of

its trade from the London district or from the capital itself,

and many watering-places, such as Yarmouth and Brighton, cater

largely for visitors from London. Even Canterbury, with

its ecclesiastical associations which would seem to have httle

in common with the commercial metropolis, owes its importance

to its position on the Stour where Roman roads converged from
several landing places to follow one route to London.

The agricultural products of the lowlands vary mainly accord-

ing to climatic differences and local demand. In the dry eastern

counties the summer sun and heat facilitate the ripening of com
crops and especially wheat, while the central and western plains

have much meadow-land on which cattle are kept. In the

south fruit is more largely grown than in the centre or north,

the Wealden portion of Kent and the plain of Hereford being

specially notable in this respect
; in these two counties hops are

also grown.

Many market towns have grown up on the rivers which tra-

verse the lowlands, and some of these have become large towns

for special reasons : Oxford and Cambridge have developed in

consequence of their universities, at Reading biscuit-making and

seed-raising are important, Bedford and Ipswich have machine

works, and at Norwich mustard and starch are manufactured.

Other places have become railway centres, such as York in the

centre of the Vale of York, on the road to the north, and

Swindon on the route to the west, where it passes beneath the

escarpment of the White Horse Hills.

Many places along the coasts are fishing stations ;
Grimsby and

Yarmouth are specify important in consequence of their posi-

tion between the Dogger Bank and the great centres of population.
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Ireland.—Cattle-rearing and agriculture are by far the

most important occupations of the people of Ireland. Except

in the extreme west, there are more cattle to the square mile

than in almost any other district in Great Britain
;

the number
of sheep to the square mile is considerably less than in the other

divisions of the United Kingdom (see table on p. 259), but the

proportion of pigs is greater, and large numbers of horses are

bred. Consequently cattle and horses are sent to Great Britain,

and butter and bacon are important exports. Over a large part

of Ireland, and particularly in the west, the productivity of the

land is slight and the peasants are very poor.

In the north-eastern province of Ulster, the industries are

more varied, the population is greater, and poverty is not so

general. Agriculture yields a better return, more land being

devoted both to green crops, including potatoes, and com crops,

and flax is grown. This flax (together with that imported from

the Continent) is used for the manufacture of hnen in several

towns, but chiefly at Belfast on Belfast Lough, and at London-

derry above Lough Foyle. At Belfast there is also a considerable

shipbuilding industry, for which the coal and iron are obtained

from the Ayr coalfield across the North Channel as the little

iron ore foimd in Ireland is smelted in Scotland. Other manufac-

tures and much trade are carried on at Belfast, which has equalled

Dublin in size and has nearly half a milhon inhabitants.

Dublin is in a favourable position for the seat of government,

for it is situated on a bay centrally placed on the coast facing

Great Britain, and commimication with any part of the coimtry

is easy ;
there are several manufactiufing works, and brewing and

whisky-distilling are among the industries.

The only other towns of importance, like those already men-
tioned, are ports ; Waterford stands on the Suir near its junction

with the Barrow, Limerick is at the head of the estuary of the

Shannon, and Cork is built where the Lee enters Cork Harbour.

The last-mentioned city is the largest in the south of Ireland,

and in its harbour is an island on which stands Queenstown,

where Atlantic liners call with mails to be forwarded by railway

across Ireland, by boat across the Irish Sea, and thence by rail-

way again to various parts of Great Britain. There are three
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quick routes connecting Ireland with Great Britain : from Lame
in Antrim to Stranraer on Loch Ryan, where the Galloway

peninsula causes the North Channel to narrow to less than 30
miles ; from Kingstown on Dublin Bay to Holyhead on Holyhead
Island, west of Anglesey ; from Rosslare immediately south of

Wexford Harbour to Fishguard in Pembroke.*

Foreign Trade of the British Isles.—The foreign trade of

Britain is enormous, for so much of the manufacturing is for

foreign markets, and in payment both raw materials and food

are received.

Four-fifths of the total exports consist of manufactured

goods. When these are arranged in classes, cotton goods are the

most valuable, and not much less important are the many forms

of iron and steel goods, including machinery. Much less quan-

tities of woollen and other textiles are exported, and next to

these come various chemical products ; among the manufactured

goods, ships should be included, for the shipbuilding yards of

Britain send out many ships to sail under other flags. The only

important export besides that of manufactured goods is that of

coal.

The imports may be divided into three groups : food, drink

and tobacco form the largest of these, accounting for nearly

half of the total
;
goods for manufacture (i.e. either raw materials

or articles which have undergone but a small part of the

manufacturing process) comprise about one-third of the total;

manufactured articles amount to less than one-fifth of the whole.

Among the imported food-stuffs, grain and flour are by far the

most important, closely followed by animals and meat. Butter,

cheese and eggs form another large class, and a fourth group

includes tea, coflee and sugar. Wine and tobacco are relatively

unimportant.

* A very useful exercise for revision would be to study a railway map
of the British Isles in connexion with the text of this chapter and a map
showing the relief of the country. The main line of each of the principal

railways might be traced out, and its course explained with reference to

the physical features (e.g. highlands, valle}rs, amd estuaries) and to the

industrial regions and centres which it serves. The facts as to routes.

Junctions and works given in conjunction with each of the various regions

described above may thus be brought together.
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Of the raw materials, cotton is the chief, wool follows, and
then come wood and timber, and nuts, oil and oil seeds ; flax,

hemp, jute and various ores are of less importance. Actually

the nuts, oil and oil seeds, formerly utilized for soap and similar

manufactures, are now largely used to make butter and lard

substitutes, although they are not classed as food-stuffs.

The imported manufactured articles are of many kinds, metal

goods other than iron and steel being of the greatest value,

followed by the group including chemicals, drugs, dyes and
colours.

The United States is the chief source of wheat and wheat-

flour, followed by Canada, Argentine, Australia, and India, in

the order named. Of the meat supplies, beef comes in greatest

quantity from the Argentine, bacon and other pork products

from the United States and Canada, mutton from New Zealand

and Australia.

Cotton heads the list of imported raw materials, and comes

mainly from the United States, as does a large proportion of

the import of petroleum and of copper. Australia and New
Zealand together supply about two-thirds of the raw wool from

overseas.

The Channel Islands.— Geographically these islands are de-

tached portions of Normandy ; the people also are Norman and
French is the official language. The islands formed part of the

dominions of the Duke of Normandy when he conquered Eng-

land, and have since remained under the British crown although

they have their own laws. The largest islands are Jersey,

Guernsey, Alderney and Sark. The climate is mild and suimy,

and early vegetables, flowers, fruit and dairy produce are

exported to London. St. Helier is the port.
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CHAPTER XX

EUROPE—PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

POSITION

Europe is a very irregularly shaped land mass with an area

of 3,700,000 square miles, so that it is the smallest of the conti-

nents with the exception of Australia. As regards latitude, it

extends roughly from 35° N. to 71® N., lying therefore almost

wholly within the temperate zone and reaching only 4^® beyond
the Arctic Circle. If a great circle is drawn upon the globe

separating the land from the water hemisphere, Europe is found

to occupy a central position on the former.

It may be looked upon as merely a peninsular extension of

Asia, for it is united to this continent by a land boundary
about 3,000 miles long, and tapers westwards towards the

Atlantic with no abrupt change of conditions. The greater

elements of the European relief, its plains and mountain
chains, are a prolongation of those of Asia, the climate of the

one continent passes insensibly into that of the other, and the

plants and animals afford no striking contrasts.

The close union of Europe with south-western Asia and north-

eastern Africa led to a spread of the early culture of the Nearer

East, at first through the Mediterranean lands, and later through

central and western Europe. The continent is now the home
of the most highly civilized peoples in the world, and is foremost

in industry, commerce, science and art.

On three sides Europe has water boundaries, on the north

the Arctic Ocean, on the west the Atlantic Ocean, and on the

south the Mediterranean Sea. In addition to this, it is penetrated

by inland seas, so that except in eastern Russia no part of the

land is more than 400 miles from the coast. Its situation on
801
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the eastern margin of the Atlantic gives it great climatic advan-

tages. It is also excellently placed as regards sea-routes. The
Mediterranean gives access to the Far East, the Atlantic to

Africa, and also to the eastern shores of the Americas where

the great natural routes to the interior of these continents are

found.

BUILD

Outlines of RelieL—Europe falls into three broad divisions

as regards relief. The north-western highlands bordering on
the deep Norway Sea rise in places above 6,000 feet. The central

plains and uplands rarely rise above 3,000 feet ;
with them may

be associated the shallow North and Baltic Seas less than 100

fathoms deep. The southern mountains rise over 6,000 feet

and sometimes over 12,000 feet, while on their borders are the

deep basins of the Mediterranean, Black and Caspian Seas.

Outlines of Structure.—Four of the principal stnrctural divi-

sions of the world are represented (see Fig. 55). (i) An ancient

peneplain of crystalline rocks borders the Gulf of Bothnia. (2)

The great Russian platform is built of nearly horizontal undis-

turbed sedimentary rocks which form a plain stretching from

the Arctic Ocean to the Caspian Sea. {3) A series of blocks and
basins occupy the western and central regions, whose history

is very complicated. Here, at different ages, fold-mountains

reared their crests ; these were worn down to their foundations,

forming peneplains, but subsequent earth movements fractured

these peneplains, uplifting some areas and depressing others.

The uplifted areas formed upstanding blocks which have been
much dissected by the various agents of erosion, while the de-

pressed areas have been filled with the sedimentary deposits

of later ages. {4) A region of fold-mountains occupies the southern

part of the continent. The process of intense folding by which
these mountain chains were raised up was accompanied or

followed by a series of fractures, leading to the subsidence of

large blocks on the margins of the folds. As a result the mountains
sweep round great depressions such as the Hungarian and North
Italian Plains and the Mediterranean basins.

8oi]|.—Large areas are covered with soils laid down during
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the Ice Age (see Fig. 33). In the north-west, where the ice-

sheet was thickest, areas are found with the rocks scraped

bare of soil, but over the greater part of the once ice-covered

region, the ground moraine of boulder clay is still found, while

the successive resting places of the edge of the ice-sheet are

marked out by lines of low hills, the ancient terminal moraines.

The lighter fragments of the glacial drift have been carried

beyond the regions of actual deposit, partly by water but also

largely by wind, forming a very fine soil, similar to the loess of

China. The greatest loess deposits are in southern Russia, but
they also extend westwards along the southern edge of the plains

as far as Normandy, and are found round the Alps and Car-

pathians, which were also extensively glaciated and yielded

their own morainic deposits. In parts of Russia, Hungary
and Rumania, the loess is mixed with a large proportion of

humus and forms the Black Earth, noted for its fertility. On
the north Alpine foreland many of the old moraines have been

partly spread out by later water-action
;

these moraines, like

those of the plains round the Baltic, form a poor sandy or gravelly

soil.

Many of the upland regions are formed of granite or sandstone

which yield unfertile soils, or of limestone which yields a very

thin soil, but usually there is such a great variety of outcrops that

a fertile mixed soil gradually collects in the valleys. Extinct

volcanoes are found in Central France, the Rhine Uplands,

the Upper Weser basin and round the Hungarian plain, and their

lavas also contribute to the formation of fertile soils.

In depressed regions bordered by steep mountains the

abrupt change of slope checks the streams and leads naturally

to an abundant deposit of alluvium ; the North Italian plain, the

Hungarian plain and the lower Danube are examples of this.

Many of the soils of Europe are, however, largely artificial,

the result of centuries of cultivation. Poor soils have been

rendered fertile by manuring, stony soils have been gradually

cleared, and bogs, flood-plains, and marshes have been drained

and reclaimed.

The North-weatern Highlands.—The different regions may
BOW be considered in more detail. The North-western Highlands
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occupy the western part of the Scandinavian peninsula. This

region consists of an uplifted block tilted south-eastwards, which

thus rises abruptly from the Norway Sea, and more gradually

from the Swedish peneplain. Owing to the protective covering

of the ancient ice-sheet, and the persistence of large snow-fields,

such as the Dovre Fjeld and J6tun Fjeld, even to the present day,

parts of the plateau have been preserved from erosion, and still

keep much of the appearance of the ancient peneplain. The
river divide, which lies near the high western margin, is flat and
therefore ill-defined, so that on it lie lakes and swamps which

drain both to the Norway Sea and to the Baltic Sea. The western

margin has been much fractured, and the innumerable islands

(the Lofoten Group, and the fringe known as the Skerry Guard),

are the fragments of an older land-mass. The great glaciers

which came down from the ice-sheet to the sea have given the

characteristic fiord features to the indentations along the coast

(see p. 76). The chief openings are the Trondhjem, Sogne and
Hardanger Fjords. Along the eastern margin of the plateau

the glacier-deepened valleys contain long narrow lakes, drained

by parallel streams to the Baltic Sea. The rivers have a general

south-easterly direction, following the slope of the plateau, but

the chief of them, the Glommen, bends southward and enters

the Skagerrak. The Highlands of Scotland, which correspond

physically and structurally with these Scandinavian Highlands,

are separated from them by the depression which forms the

opening between the Norway and North Seas. From the Shet-

land and Orkney Islands, which partly close this opening, a

submarine ridge (the Faroe-Icelandic Ridge) stretches across to

Greenland. On this ridge stand the Faroes with their sur-

rounding banks, and Icelzmd, which is largely built of lava and
has numerous geysers, hot springs, and volcanoes, of which
Hekla is the best known.

The North-western Seas and Central Flams.—The shallow

seas of the north-west are really submerged portions of theCentral

Plains. The North Sea opens to the Atlantic by the Strait of

Dover and the English Channel. Currents i-weep into it by its

southern and northern entries, and accoromg to the season it is

filled to a greater or less extent with the warm salt waters of
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the Atlantic Drift. Among its shallows and deeps, well known
to fishermen, the Dogger Bank and the Silver Pits may be
mentioned.

The Baltic Sea is almost shut off from the North Sea by the

peninsula of Jutland and the neighbouring islands. It has no
tides. Owing to the abundant rainfall of the region, the small

evaporation, and the number of large rivers entering the sea, its

waters are comparatively fresh and there is an outflowing surface

current through the Kattegat and Skagerrak. Below this

current there is an under-tow by which the North Sea waters

enter the Baltic, w'hile at certain seasons there is even an increep

of cold Arctic waters along the bottom. Such mixtures of waters

as are to be found in the North and Baltic Seas seem to favour

an abundance of fish. A depression stretching across Sweden,

in which lie lakes IMalar, Vetter and Vener and the river Gota,

is the relic of an older outlet of the Baltic. A second depression,

in which lie the Gulf of Finland, the River Neva, Lakes Ladoga
and Onega, and an arm of the White Sea, almost links the Baltic

to the Arctic Sea. This depression marks the southern boundary
of the ancient peneplain of crystalline rocks bordering the Gulf

of Bothnia. The Finnish portion of this peneplain shows in an
especial degree the effects of glacial action. In the rock hollows

scooped by the ice, and among the irregular morainic deposits,

lie innumerable lakes, while many bare rock surfaces, polished

and scratched, are to be seen.

Along the southern shores of the Baltic, the currents and
waves have drifted the sand into long bars and spits, some
of which enclose or partially enclose lagoons. These lagoons

are being gradually silted up with the debris brought both by
the sea water and the rivers which enter them. The most impor-

tant are the Frisches Haff and the Kurischcs Haff
, into which the

Vistula and Memel respectively are building deltas. Not far

from the coast the land rises to a line of low heights covered

with glacial deposits and studded with numerous lakes. Parallel

to these heights, and to the south of them lie depressions which

once carried the melted waters from the edge of the ice-sheet

westwards to the sea. They are now occupied successively

by parts of the great rivers of the North German plain and their

X
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tributaries. The most northerly contains a tributary entering

the Vistula from the east above Bromberg, the Netze, short

lengths of the Warthe and Oder respectively, and then the lower

Elbe. After the ice left the Baltic, the Vistula and Oder found

an outlet northward, breaking through the line of the Baltic

Heights ; the lower Elbe still follows this great depression to

the North Sea.

The plain which borders the North Sea, stretching from

Jutland to Calais, is also covered with recent deposits, some of

glacial origin, and others brought down by the Rhine and Maas,

which have gradually built up fresh land along the shallow

borders of the sea. The coasts of these lands are low and sandy,

and are bordered by natural sand dunes and artificial dykes.

They are unstable, and the land, much of which (owing partly

to the settlement of the soft material) lies below sea level, is

liable to flood. The Zuider Zee was invaded by the sea in the

thirteenth century, and is now being reclaimed. The Frisian

Islands mark the line of the old dune coast before this great

encroachment.

The plains are continued south-westward by the Paris

basin. This region is covered with sedimentary rocks of un-

equal resistance, which have been carved by erosion into a series

of scarped ridges, the dip-slopes being towards Paris. The
structure is similar to that of the English Plain, Paris occupying

a position comparable with that of London. The greater

part of the area is drained by the Seine, which collects the waters

from the hills to the north-east, east, and south-east ; the most
important streams are the Oise, Marne, Seine and Yonne, of

which the first three meet in the neighbourhood of Paris. The
Loire, coming from the south, also at one time joined the Seine,

as the direction of its upper middle course suggests, but the

formation of a depression to the west allowed it to find an easy

route into the Bay of Biscay. Owing to this former union of

the two rivers, there is no hilly divide between the Loire and
Seine basins, and the region drained by the Middle Loire and its

tributaries forms, both by its origin and the present relief of the

land, a part of the Paris basin.

The meanders of the lower Seine are cut down into a low
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chalk plateau. This shows that after the Seine had formed

its flood-plain the region underwent a slight uplift. Chalk

cliffs like those of southern England are a feature of the coast.

This basin is connected by the Gate of Poitou with that of the

Garonne.

The Garonne basin with that of its tributary the Dordogne
is also filled with sedimentary rocks, while more recent accu-

mulations of sand form a flat strip fringed with brackish lagoons

along the coast
;

this latter region is known as the Landes.

The sand, first deposited by the sea, has been blown inland

by the wind. The northward trend of the Garonne estuary

indicates the northward set of the currents which have helped

to build up this coast.

The Russian Plain,—The Baltic plains are continued east-

ward by the Great Russian platform. This platform was once

partly bordered by fold-mountains, of which the Ural Mountains

prolonged into Nova Zembla are the remains, as are also the

old rocks which crop out in the Donetz basin in South Russia.

On this vast plain is found the largest river of Europe, the Volga.

It rises in the Valdai Hills, which barely exceed 1,000 feet in

altitude, and flows first eastward, receiving the Oka and the Kama,
and then southward. On reaching the level depression which

borders the Caspian Sea, it becomes encumbered with sandbanks

and breaks up into several channels, finally entering the sea

by a large delta. The Caspian Sea was formerly of much greater

extent, and its retreating waters have left a desolate plain dotted

with salt lakes, which is below mean sea-level. Before tuminf

south-eastward to the Caspian depression, the Volga approachei

within fifty miles of the Don, which makes a similar elbow-beod

to the south-west and with the Donetz enters the Sea of Azov.

Further to the west the Dnieper after draining the vast Pripet

marshes empties its waters into the Black Sea. A line of low

heights separates the basin of the Volga from that of the Northern

Dvina, a large and deep river which flows to the White Sea.

The Diina is the most important river draining to the Baltic

Sea.

The Central Uplands*— These consist mainly of upstanding

blocks of old crystalline or sedimentary rocks which show very
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little order or arrangement among themselves. In the west

ef France such a block, the softer parts worn to valleys and the

harder left in relief, forms the hilly region of Brittany and Nor-

mandy. The trend of the outcrops of rock is from west to east

and the ends of the ridges run out to sea as promontories while

the drowned ends of the valleys form rias. Numerous small islands

remain as relics of a former more extended land-mass.

The Central Plateau of France is mainly built of old cry-

stalline rocks. The uniform level of the flat rounded summits

suggests its origin, namely, that it is an uplifted and re-dissected

peneplain. The eastern border, seen from the deep depression

of the Sadne-Rhone valley, has the appearance of a mountain

range, and is called the Cevennes in the south, the C6te d’Or

further north. To the west, in the Gausses region, the plateau

is composed of permeable limestone. Here it is bare and water-

less, the rivers, such as the Lot and Tam, flowing in deep canon-

like valleys, which have been mentioned (see p. 67) as char-

acteristic of a limestone country. To the north, the highland is

drained by the deep broad parallel valleys of the Allier and Loire,

which once, as has already been described, entered the Seine.

That this central region was once the seat of great crustal dis-

turbances is showTi by the partially destroyed cones of extinct

volcanoes (known as the Puys) and by the great lava-flows which

are found in the Auvergne region.

Between the southern border of the Central Plateau and
the Pyrenees is an opening known as the Gate of Carcassonne,

which gives access from the basin of the Garonne to the Mediter-

ranean border and the Rhone depression. The latter river

flows swiftly down its narrow valley, and enters the Lion Gulf

by a large marshy delta, studded with lagoons.

North-eastward of the Sa6ne valley lie the Vosges Mountains.

These and the Black Forest once formed a single block, the

central part of which has been let down along a series of parallel

faults so as to form a narrow trough or rift-valley. This valley

has been filled with later sediments, and is now drained by
the river Rhine. An extinct volcano, the Kaiserstuhl,

on the floor of this valley, is witness to former crustal weak-
ness and instability. The Burgundian C^te gives access from
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the Sa6ne-Rhone depression to this rift-valley, while the Pass

of Zabern or Col de Saverne ^ leads into it from the Paris basin.

After passing through this wide alluvium-floored valley the

Rhine turns sharply west and then north-west, and enters a

narrow winding gorge. The river has itself cut this gorge, main-

taining the slope of its bed while the surrounding land-mass

was gradually uplifted. The uplifted block, largely composed
of schists, is known as the Rhine Massif. Various parts have
received different names, the Hunsriick, Taunus, Westerwald,

Eifel, and Ardennes. There is abundant evidence that these

uplands are the remains of an old uplifted peneplain. The uni-

form level of the flat summits, and the deeply incised meanders

of the Mosel, which is tributary to the Rhine, may be mentioned.

The Massif is famous for its extinct volcanoes and crater lakes.

Along its northern margin lie two important valleys, that of the

Sambre-Meuse on the one hand, that of the Ruhr, a tributary

of the Rhine, on the other. Both are rich in coal.

The Fichtel Gebirge (Pine Mountains) in central Germany
form a convenient centre round which several upland masses may
be grouped. To the north-west extends the Thuringian Forest,

a narrow block bordered by almost parallel faults. To the south-

west are the Franconian and Suabian Jura, scarped ridges of

limestone and sandstone, presenting steep slopes to the west,

but having long gentle slopes to the east which show a general

plateau-like character. These scarp lands are drained by the

Neckar and Maine, tributaries of the Rhine.

East of the Fichtel Gebirge is the Bohemian “ diamond," a

block of ancient rocks now partly covered by later sediments.

It is bordered by picturesque uplands built of granite, hard

sandstone and crystalline schists : the Bohemian and Bavarian

Forest Mountains to the south-west, the Erz Gebirge or Ore
Mountains to the north-west, the Sudetes to the north-east, and
the comparatively low Moravian heights to the south-east. The
block forming the Erz Gebirge shows a very marked fracture line

and presents a steep face towards Bohemia, while sloping away
gradually towards the German plain. The well-known thermal

springs of Karlsbad and Marienbad lie south of this fracture line,

* This is a narrow pass west of Strassbnrg,
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The rivers which drain the greater part of Bohemia are gathered

up by the Moldau and this in turn joins the Elbe. It is remark-

able that, instead of crossing the low Moravian Heights, these

waters make their way northwards by a deep narrow gorge

between the lofty Erz Gebirge and Sudetes. The explanation

is that the Elbe flowed out northwards before these masses were

uplifted, and as the land rose the river kept pace with it by
progressively deepening its bed. It may be noticed that the

Oder for a considerable distance runs parallel to the Sudetes,

while the Danube, which at first has the same direction as the

Suabian Jura, i.e. from south-west to north-east, turns sharply

and runs south-eastwards crossing a corner of the Bavarian

Forest into which it cuts a rocky gorge. The general direction

of the Sudetes reappears north-westwards in the isolated block

of the Harz Mountains. This uplifted block is much dissected,

and a resistant granite mass has formed the Brocken, a summit
famous in German legend. A similar direction is found in the

Weser Heights, a long hog's-back ridge, across which the Weser
has cut an important gap known as the Westphalian Gate which

affords access from the Ruhr basin to the North German plain.

The Weser drains the irregular hilly country between Thuringia

and the Rhine Massif, finally crossing the German plain and

entering the North Sea not far from the Elbe.

The Southern Mountains and Basins.—In the South European
mountain region the Iberian Peninsula may be compared, as

regards its structure, with the block mountains of France and
Germany. The main mass, known as the Meseta, is a triangular

block of old rocks. Its base lies along the Atlantic coast, its

north-eastern edge forms the steep heights overlooking the Ebro
basin, its south-eastern edge forms the Sierra Morena, overlooking

the basin of Andalusia, in which the Guadalquivir flows.

Granite rocks, long exposed to erosion, form the irregular

mountainous country of Galicia. Here there is a well-marked

ria coast. Further to the south-east similar rocks, owing to their

resistant powers, have been left as an upstanding ridge, the Sierra

de Guadarrama, which runs from east to west and separates the

two level stretches of Old and New Castile. Old Castile is drained

by the River Douro, which as it leaves the plateau edge falls by
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a series of rapids through deep gorges to the Atlantic coastal plain.

The Tagus and the Guadiana, separated by the hard ridge of

the Toledo Mountains, also drain the plateau westwards and
show the same contrast, their upper courses placid and tame,

their lower courses turbulent and picturesque.

The Ebro basin, overlooked on the south by the steep edge

of the Meseta, is bordered northwards by fold-mountains running

from west to east, the Cantabrian Mountains and the Pyrenees.

A chain of mountains bordering the coast closes the eastern end
of the basin, but across this chain the Ebro has cut a narrow
winding gorge through which it flows encumbered by rapids. The
Pyrenees, which in France rise almost wall-like from the basin

of the Garonne, descend less abruptly on the Spanish side. A
central granite core forms an almost unbroken ridge, so that

in all its length there is no easy pass from north to south. Acess

from France to Spain is by the narrow sills between the extremi-

ties of the chain and the sea.

The basin of Andalusia, once a gulf of the Atlantic Ocean, is

the chief lowland of Spain. It is drained by the Guadalquivir,

the only river in the whole peninsula which winds with a uniformly

gentle slope down to the sea. A second chain of fold-moun-

tains, the Sierra Nevada, borders this basin to the south. Tracing

the course of this chain from the south-eastern corner of the

peninsula, it is seen that the direction of the folds is at first from

east to west, then from north to south, so that they cross from

Spain to Africa, and then from west to east. The north-south

part of the chain is cut through by the Strait of Gibraltar, but

a submarine ridge at this point still partly shuts off the Mediter-

ranean from the Atlantic, and has the important effect of keeping

out the cold bottom waters of the ocean. These folded moun-
tains of north Africa, known as the Atlas Mountains, are prolonged

through Sicily into Italy where they form the Appennines, so

that they partly outline the Western basin of the Mediterranean.

The Tyrrhenian Sea is shut off from the larger part of this basin

by the islands of Elba, Corsica, Sardinia and Sicily, the first

three islands being relic blocks of a sunken land-mass. The
straits of Messina and of Sicily give access to the Eastern Mediter-

ranean. The curved fracture line which forms the south-eastern
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border of the Tyrrhenian Sea is still the seat of crustal disturb-

ances. On or near it are the active volcanoes of Vesuvius, Etna

and the Lipari Islands, and in 1909 it was visited by a disastrous

earthquake. The Balearic Islands, further to the west, are

(like Corsica and Sardinia) fragments of a land-mass which

has sunk beneath the w'aters.

The Appennines are perhaps the youngest mountains in the

world. They are nowhere very lofty, and are drained by rivers

which run parallel to the fold-lines, mainly from north-west to

south-east, and then turn sharply towards the sea, the longest

being the Arno and Tiber. The most important pass over the

Appennines is the low Bocchetta Pass, which leads from the

north Italian plain to the Mediterranean border. To the

west of this pass the Appennines merge into the Alps which

sweep northwards and then north-eastw^ards, forming the broadest

and loftiest belt of the fold-mountain system m Europe.

The Western Alps consist mainly of gneiss and crystalline

schists on the Italian side and limestones on the French side.

They are drained eastward by the head-streams of the Po, among
which the Dora Riparia may be mentioned, while among the

rivers flowing westward the Isere and the Durance, both tribu-

tary to the Rhone, are important. The western rivers are

remarkable for their sudden changes of direction, as they flow

alternately at right angles and parallel to the axes of folding.

The origin of such rivers has already been suggested (see p. 72).

The chief summit in this region is Mont Blanc (15,800 ft.)
;

the most important pass, that of Mont Cenis (6,880 ft.), lies

between the valley of the Dora Riparia and that of a tributary of

the Is6re. It gives access from the Italian plain to the Rhone
Valley, and thence to northern France.

The Central Alps also consist of a crystalline belt rising

abruptly from the Italian plain, and a less imposing limestone

belt to the north. They are trenched by a remarkable longi-

tudinal valley containing the head waters of the Rhine flowing

north-eastwards, and those of the Rhone flowing south-westwards.

Both these rivers afterwards make sharp bends and cut transverse

valleys through the limestone Alps. From a point close to the

sources of the Rhone and Rhine, the valley of the Reuss leads
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northwards and that of the Ticino southwards
;
between the

valleys of these two rivers is the famous St. Gotthard Pass (6.qoo

ft.), affording the chief north-south route across the Alps. From
the upper part of the Rhone valley the Simplon Pass (6,600 ft.)

leads to the Italian plain. Immediately to the north of this

valley lies the Bernese Oberland on which is the great Aletsch

Glacier, and near it the Jungfrau, a peak famous for its beauty.

The Eastern Alps are separated from the Central Alps by the

l*ngadine Valley, containing the upper waters of the River Inn.

In this section there are three zones, a central one of crystalline

rocks, bordered to the north and south by limestone ranges. A
longitudinal valley, containing successively portions of the Inn,

Salzach and Enns rivers, separates the crystalline from the north-

ern limestone Alps. All these rivers bend suddenly northward

and crossing the Alpine Foreland join the Danube. Two parallel

longitudinal valleys are occupied by the Mur and the Drave, also

tributaries of the Danube. The loftiest masses of the central

crystalline zone form the Hohe Tauern, on which there are a

number of large glaciers. The chief pass is the Brenner (4,500

ft.), which gives access from the Inn to the valley of the Etsch or

Adige opening to the Italian plain. From the Inn valley the

Arlberg Pass leads westwards to the Rhine. The direction of the

upper valley of the Mur is continued by that of the Miirz which

leads, by way of the Semmering Pass to the depression known as

the Vienna basin. This basin separates the Alps from the

Carpathians.

Throughout the Alps many of the characteristic features are

due to the present glaciation, and to the more extensive ice-cover-

ing of the Glacial Periods. Trough-shaped valleys, water-falls

and deep lake-basins may be traced to ice action. A fringe of

ice-scooped lakes borders the mountain region : Como, Maggiore,

and Garda lie along the south ; Geneva, Thun, Brienz, Lucerne,

Zurich and Constance to the north.

To the north of the Alps lies a broad belt of hilly country

known as the Foreland. It extends from Lake Geneva north-

eastward to the Bavarian Forest, and is drained by tributaries of

the Rhine and Danube. Rock waste of glacial origin covers it

almost entirely, and these irregular deposits, by obstructing
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the drainage, have caused the formation of lakes and marshes.

The Jura Mountains, which consist of a very regular series

of parallel ridges and furrows, are separated from the Alpine

Foreland by the depression containing Lake Neuchatel and the

lower Aar. In these mountains there is a general correspondence

of the valleys to the down-folds of the rocks and the ridges to the

up-folds. This is not the case in the Alps where the folding has

been greatly complicated by fractures and overthrusts. The

Jura Mountains shut in the Alpine Foreland to the west, leaving

only narrow lines of communication between it and the Sa6ne-

Rhone depression on the one hand and the rift-valley of the Rhine

on the other.

Embraced by the Alps and the Appennines is the depression

drained by the Po. This river carries so much silt that it has

raised its bed above the level of the surrounding country and

is kept in its course by natural levees and artificial dykes. It is

building out a large delta into the shallow northern Adriatic Sea.

This part of the Adriatic is merely an extension of the plain, and

its low northern and western shores are bordered by islands,

lagoons and marshes.

The direction of the eastern shore oi the Adriatic is parallel

to that of the Dinaric Alps, a part of the fold system running from

north-west to south-east. These mountains consist largely of

permeable limestones, and hence swallow-holes, into which

streams disappear, and underground rivers characterize the

region, and over large areas no surface water is to be found.

Further south the Pindus Range has a north-south direction,

which is also repeated by the coast-line. This shore of the

Adriatic gives its name to the Dalmatian type of coast-line, in

which the mountain chains are parallel to the coast, and through

erosion, fracture and subsidence the outer ridges have been

transformed into long, narrow, hilly islands.

The Pindus Range is continued in the finger-like promontories

of Morea, and may be linked up through the mountains of Crete

and Cyprus with the Taurus Range in Asia Minor.

The iEgean Sea has a very irregular coast and is dotted over

with a rocky Archipelago. Here an old land-mass has disappeared,

leaving these fragmentary remains.
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The river Vardar flowing southwards to the iEgean Sea,

and the Morava flowing northwards to the Danube form a natural

route from north to south across the Balkan Peninsula. The
chief features of the region to the east of these rivers may be

grouped about the mountain basin of Sofia. To the south-east

rise the Rhodope Mountains, an irregular mass carved by erosion

from an old block of crystalline rocks
;

from the north-western

margin of the Sofia basin a tributary flows to the Morava
;
on its

south-eastern margin the Maritza takes its rise. This river

flows through the basin of Philippopolis, then through a narrow

valley into the basin of Adrianople, and thence to the iEgean Sea.

All these basins, together with the Sea of Marmora, are formed

by the sinking of crustal blocks along lines of fracture below the

general level of the surrounding land masses. The Sofia basin

itself is drained by the Isker which cuts a narrow precipitous

gorge through the Balkan Mountains and flows to the Danube.

In the Balkan Mountains the great fold system of south

Europe reappears. This range may be traced from east to west,

then it makes a bend northwards, and hnaily eastwards, where it

forms the Transylvanian Alps which run parallel to the Balkan

chain. Between the two mountain ranges the Danube has cut a

gorge, the Iron Gate ; here the river makes its way by a series of

rapids between steep and lofty walls of limestone rock. Below

the gorge the Danube is bordered on the right bank by a low lime-

stone plateau, rising somewhat steeply from the river, on the left

by a level plain floored with alluvium brought down partly by the

Danube itself, but mainly by its tributaries from the Transyl-

vanian Alps. Here too are loess deposits, probably formed

from the glacial waste from the same mountains. The limestone

piateau extends northward along the Black Sea coast forming the

district of Dobruja, and the river here makes a sharp bend north-

wards round the edge of the plateau. All along its low left bank

the Danube forms a series of marshes, lagoons and secondary

channels, finally entering the Black Sea by a large delta. From
this lower plain of the Danube the Shipka Pass leads southward

over the Balkans to the basin of Philippopolis, while the Red
Tower (Rotenthurm) Pass is one of the chief routes north-

wiufds into Transylvania. This hilly basin is embraced by the
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Transylvanian Alps and the north-westerly sweep of the Car-

pathians, and is shut in to the west by a lofty granite mass called

the Bihar Mountains.

The Carpathians form a regular series of ridges and valleys,

consisting largely of sandstone and non-crystalline schists. The
loftier and more irregular masses of the High Tatra and the

Hungarian Ore Mountains which continue the Carpathians west-

wards are built of much older rocks, chiefly granite and crystalline

schists. The upper Dniester and the Pruth drain the hilly country

which forms the Carpathian Foreland, their courses being roughly

parallel to the folds of the mountain chain.

Between the western extremities of the Carpathians and the

north-eastern extremities of the Alps lies the Vienna basin. This

depression communicates with the northern plains by the Mora*

vian Gate between the Sudetes and Carpathians, with Bohemia
over the low Moravian heights, with south Germany by the

Danube valley, and with the Mediterranean by the Semmering
Pass. It is shut off by the Little Carpathian Range from the

Upper Hungarian Plain to which again the Danube gives access.

On the level Upper Hungarian Plain the river splits up into a

number of channels, which unite again as it passes through a

gap in the hill ranges (the Bakony Forest and spurs of the Ore

Mountains) which shut off the Lower Hungarian Plain.

This vast level tract, over which the Danube and its tributary

the Theiss take very meandering courses, is the bottom of an

ancient lake or inland sea, of which Lake Balaton is a remnant.

The Save flowing from west to east marks the boundary
between the plain and the mountainous Balkan Peninsula.

Deposits of loess, black earth, and alluvium form a rich soil over

almost the whole plain.

The line of the south European fold-mountains can be traced

from the eastern extremity of the Balkan chain, through the moun-
tains of the south-east Crimea to the Caucasus Mountains, a range

somewhat similar to the Pyrenees. Thus the deep basin of the

Black Sea appears to be a sunken block embraced by folded

chains, similar to the western Mediterranean, the plain of the Po
and the plain of Hungary. The Caucasus form a lofty range with

a central belt of old ciy^stalline rocks flanked by later sediments.
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A series of fractures to the south, followed by subsidence, account

for the deep depressed valley in which flow the rivers Rion

and Kur. The chief cross-route is that following the Terek

valley to the Dariel Pass. The Caucasus are a link between the

fold-mountains of Europe and those of northern Persia and
Central Asia, and their height is greater than that of the former

though less than that of the latter, for Elbruz rises to over 18,000

feet.

MINERALS

The best coal, and the greater number of metallic ores, arc

found associated with the old (Palaeozoic) rocks. Hence out-

crops usually occur in connexion with the regions of uplifted

and dissected blocks of such formations, and in parts of the

more recent mountains where rocks of former ages have been

brought to the surface by folding and erosion. Among impor-

tant exceptions are iron ores, which are widely distributed, and
salt and lignite which may belong to the rocks of more recent

formation. During the desert conditions which in distant

geological ages prevailed in Europe, inland drainage areas and
salt lakes were formed, such as are now found in arid regions

;

these gave rise to deposits of common salt and other salts. The
disappearance or partial disappearance of inland lakes and seas

of still more recent times has also given rise to beds of salt, as

in the northern part of the Caspian depression. The impure

brown coal known as lignite was formed in swamps and on sea

margins at some time during the Cainozoic Period.

The chief coal mines lie along a line stretching from South

Wales to South Russia, on the borders of the central uplands of

Europe. To the north of the Rhine Massif the deposits, which

are sometimes at a great depth, follow the line of the Sambre-

Meuse valley, stretching from the district south of Lille to Aix

(or Aachen) ; on the opposite side of the Rhine they lie along

the valley of the Ruur. To the south of the Massif there are

coal-measures in the basin of the Saar, wnich is a tributary of the

Mosel. Further eastward, there are coal-measures to the north of

the block forming the Erz Gebirge, and to the south of this

block on the Bohemian plateau ; these are the Saxony and
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Bohemian coalfields. The Lower Silesian coalfield lies on the

northern borders of the Sudetes, the upper Silesian coalfield is

part of the small block of Palaeozoic rocks which forms the hilly

country between the Oder and the Vistula. In the worn down
block of old rocks lying in the Donetz valley there are coal-mea-

sures, and also near the source of the Don and on the northern

flanks of the Ural Mountains. Turning to western Europe,

there are coalfields on the Central Plateau of France, near its

eastern border, and in the Cantabrian Mountains in the north of

the Iberian plateau.

Lignite is found along the southern margin of the North

German plain and on the eastern borders of the Alps.

Petroleum, which is similar to coal both in its origin and in

its economic value, occurs along the Carpathian Foreland and

on the flanks of the Caucasus Mountains.

Salt is also very abundant in the western part of the Car-

pathian Foreland, while there are large and valuable deposits

of potassic salts on the southern part of the North German
Plain.

There are zinc mines of importance in the region between
the Sudetes Mountains and the Western Carpathians, but

on the whole Europe is deficient in metallic ores other than

those of iron. The chief copper mines are those of Spain, the

chief tin mines those of Cornwall, while small quantities of

silver, lead, zinc and copper are mined in several parts of the

old worn blocks which form the uplands of Central Europe,
e.g. in the Harz Mountains, and in the Hungarian Ore Mountains.

Fof auihofiiies and hooks for further reading, see end of Chapter KXIll.
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CHAPTER XXI

EUROPE—PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
(continued

)

CLIMATE

Europe lies almost wholly within the belt of the stormy

westerlies, and is thus under the influence of the procession of

cyclones and anti-cyclones which cross the Atlantic, and of the

changing weather conditions which accompany them. Europe

may be compared with the western parts of the two Americas

lying in the same latitudes, but two facts give the former

region an advantage : the large inland seas prolong maritime

influences eastward, and the general trend of the lines of relief

from east to west offers no barrier to the Atlantic winds whereas

in the Americas the great north-south cordillera limit oceanic

influences to a narrow coastal belt. Moreover the east-west

mountain ranges of Europe shelter the southern countries from

cold north winds which in America sweep down the central

plains unchecked.

Winter Conditions.

—

Pressure ,—European climate is con-

trolled by three important pressure systems (see Fig. 71) :

the Icelandic “ Low," the Azores “ High," and the continental

S5^tem of Eurasia, which is a “ High " or “ Low " according to

the season.

In Mdnter the mean conditions show the Icelandic " Low " as a

long trough stretching from the Atlantic into the Norway Sea.

The gradients around it are very steep, and (in accordance with

Buys Ballot's law) strong south-westerly winds prevail over

western and north-western Europe. The Azores High " is

only weakly developed, but extends over Spain and joins the

Eurasian High " which sends out a tongue over Russia and
320
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Central Europe. These high pressure areas are usually calm,
with light outward-blowing winds. Cyclones pass very frequently
along the borders of the Icelandic trough, and less frequently
over the area of intermediate pressure to the north of the
continental High ** or into the Mediterranean basin, which has
a relatively low pressure.

Temperature .—The conflicting influences of oceanic winds and

Fig. 124.—Europe. Mean January Temperatures. (After Hann.)

latitude determine the trend of the isotherms (see Fig. 124). Ac-
cording to latitude they should lie parallel to one another with a

general west to east direction. But the Atlantic Ocean in winter has

a high surface temperature, due not only to its retention of summer
heat, but also to the warm drift which extends right into the

Arctic Seas (see Fig 78). Hence the winds blowing off this body
of water are uniformly warm, and so tend to make the isotherms

run parallel to the coast, i.e. in a general north-south direc-

tion. The map shows how oceanic influences dominate the

Y
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tt rnperatures of the western margins, so that they are above

or but little below o®C. In the continental area the influence

of latitude is sufficient to produce diagonal isotherms, running

from north-west to south-east so that the extreme north-east of

Russia, which is both remote from the sea (the Arctic being

fro7An) and in high latitudes, has the most intense cold, the

temperature falling below—20® C.

In the Mediterranean area the warm sea has itself a west to

east direction, and the general trend of the isotherms is similar,

with slight bends as the warmer w^ater alternates with the cooler

land. Here the temperatures are all over 0° C. The hottest

part of the continent is found where latitude and the nearness

to the ocean alike favour a high temperature, namely in south-

west Portugal (over 12° C.).

Rainfall ,—On the cold continental area the capacity of the air

for moisture is very small, and the precipitation, which occurs

chiefly as snow, is also small (see Fig. 78). Only on the im-

mediate ocean margins, e.g. in Scandinavia, the British Isles,

western France and western Spain, is the rainfall abundant.

The lands bordering the shallower North and Baltic Seas have

their autumn rains prolonged into December, but in January

and February these seas exert hardly any warming influence

and the neighbouring lands are cold and dry. In the mild

Mediterranean lands, the cyclones have their normal accompani-

ment of rain. On the lofty Alps there is a heavy snowdall.

Summer Conditions,

—

Pressure .—The pressure conditions for

July (see Fig. 72) show the Icelandic “ Low " less developed than

in winter, while the Azores “ High " is very marked, and has a

more northerly position. Over the continental area the pressure

is relatively low, the great Asian ''Low" extending towards

south-eastern Russia. The general wind direction is more nearly

westerly than in winter, and cyclones pass across the continent.

The belt in which they are found has shifted northward, so

that the Mediterranean region now lies outside their influence.

Temperature .—Again the influence of the ocean winds, which

are now relatively cool, competes with that of latitude in

determining the trend of the isotherms (see Fig. 125). Thus in

the western region these lines bend sharply northwards on pass-
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ing from the cooler ocean to the hotter land, while over the

continental area they run from west-south-west to east-north-

east as the temperatures rise with increasing distance from

the sea. It may be noticed that across Europe, as over the

British Isles, the isotherms are more nearly parallel to the lines

of latitude in summer than in winter, showing that oceanic

influences are less important at this season. In the north-

western area the temperatures lie between 8® and 20° C., while

in the Mediterranean region they are over 24® C. Similarly in

the continental area a southern hot region over 20® C. may be
distinguished from a cooler northern region with temperatures

diminishing from 20® C. to 8® C.

Rainfall.—With the exception of the Mediterranean region

which now lies south of the cyclone belt, the whole of the con-
tinent has rain during the summer (see Fig. 79). These are

lai:gely cyclonic and relief rains, but may also be associated with
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local convection currents due to unequal heating, especially in

the regions where high temperatures are found. The very high

temperatures and the low relief of south-eastern Russia cause

however a low rainfall there, for the capacity for vapour of the

air is so great that the dew-point is not often reached ; the

maximum occurs in the earlier and cooler part of the summer.

General Conditions.—The range of temperature is least

on the western margins, the difference between the January and

July temperatures at Valentia (west Ireland) being only 8° C.

Over the western and Mediterranean regions in general it is

nearly everywhere less than 20® C., while in the eastern parts

of the continental areas it is over 30° C.

The annual rainfall map (Fig. 126) shows a close connexion

between the total precipitation and relief. On all the higher

lands it is over 30 inches. The contrasts between the west and

east of the Scandinavian Peninsula, the British Isles, Spain and

the Balkan Peninsula respectively, show clearly the influence of

the prevailing westerly winds. On the loftier mountain ranges,

the Pyrenees, Alps and Western Caucasus, the precipitation is

generally over 40 inches, and in places over 80 inches. The effect

of a sheltering girdle of higher land is shown in the dry Iberian

plateau, and the relatively dry Hungarian Plain.

As regards sunshine, the Mediterranean region is the most

favoured, having over 2,500 hours a year as against less than

1,500 hours in the north-western peninsulas and islands.

In comparing temperature conditions it must be remembered

that the isotherms give a correct picture only for the lowlands.

To obtain an idea of the actual conditions it is convenient to

separate off the land above 3,000 feet, and to assign to it a tem-

perature about 5° C. below that of the surrounding district

Climate Regions.—Putting all the climatic features together

six climate regions may be distinguished.

1. The cold desert bordering the Arctic Ocean has a low pre-

cipitation, a long dark cold winter, and a very short cool

summer.
2. The western marginal lands bordering the Atlantic Ocean

have generally an abundant rainfall, well distributed through

the year, but with a winter or autumn maximum. The summers
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are cool, the winters mild, the temperature range is moderate

and the sunshine below the average.

3. The sub-continental or transition area shows a gradual

change from the characteristics of the second to those of the

fourth region.

4. The continental area has rain mainly in the summer,

often somewhat deficient in amount, and great temperature

extremes. It may be sub-divided into a northern region with

very cold winters and warm summers and a southern region

with very hot summers and cold winters. The latter has much
less rain than the former.

5. The Mediterranean area is characterized by a summer
drought. The summers are hot, the winters warm or mild, the

temperature range is moderate, and the sunshine above the

average. Here the cold mistral and bora and the oppressive

sirocco blow,

6. The mountain regions, notably the Alps, have a heavy

snowfall in winter, and some rainfall in summer. Although the

air temperatures are low the insolation is very powerful, and

the soil, especially on south-facing slopes, often gets very hot.

The great daily range of soil temperature and the frequent

frosts account for the enormous rock disintegration, which

gives to the Alpine summits their sharp, ragged edges and
peaks. The question of exposure is a very important one.

Valleys opening southward receive the greatest insolation and
are consequently unusually warm. Valleys with a general

north-south direction are relatively dry, as they are protected

from the rain-bearing winds. The height of the snow line is

variable, since it depends upon the exposure, and the amount of

precipitation. In the Alps and Pyrenees it lies between 8,000

and 10,000 feet. In the dry eastern Caucasus it lies at 11,500

feet on the cooler northern, and 13,000 feet on the sunny southern

slopes.

THE REGIME OF THE EUROPEAN RIVERS

The changes in the volume of water brought down by the

rivers, and the time of occurrence of high and low water respec-

tively« depend to a very great extent upon the climate. Hence
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the rivers of each of the great climatic regions have their special

characteristics.

In the western marginal lands and in the western parts of

the transition area, the rainfall is fairly uniformly distributed

through the year. The amount that finds its way to the rivers

is however lessened in summer and autumn, when there is a

great loss by evaporation, and when the vegetation also makes
use of a large quantity of water. In consequence, the floods

occur in winter and spring, and low water occurs in summer
and autumn.

In the continental region the cold winters and the summer
rains determine the regime of the rivers. In winter they are

frozen over, and the ground too is frozen and covered with snow,

hence the run-ofl of water is small. In spring the break up of

the ice and the melting of the snow cause sudden floods. The
summer rains then keep up the w'ater supply, but as this season

goes on the great heat and evaporation make themselves felt,

so that a maximum occurs in autumn.
In the Mediterranean region a shrinkage of volume is caused

by the summer drought, so that a strong rushing winter torrent

may be transformed into a tiny trickling stream. The rivers

rising in mountain regions have also a very special regime. Two
types may be distinguished—those which are fed by glaciers and

perennial snowfields, and those which take their rise in moun-
tains covered with snow in winter only. In the former case,

the rivers are highest in summer wdien the melting of the snow^

and ice is greatest. In the latter case, the whole of the snows

are melted by the end of spring, and hence this is the season of

high water.

Some of the larger central European rivers have a more

complex regime. The Danube takes its rise in the Black Forest,

and its head streams are of the western margin type, low in summer.

But it soon receives three important tributaries, the Inn, the

Salzach, and the Enns, which being fed from the snowfields

and glaciers of the High Alps are highest in summer. Hence

at Vienna the Danube show'^s a marked summer maximum. As

it crosses the great Hungarian Plain the great evaporation causes

a diminution of the waters in summer which is experienced also
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by the Theiss and consequently at the Iron Gate it has a summer

and autumn minimum.
The upper Rhine which receives the waters of the Reuss

and Aar is an Alpine river, fed by glaciers and permanent snow-

fields
;

it therefore shows a summer maximum at Bile. Its

tributaries the Neckar and Main, and to a still greater extent

the Mosel, show the western margin characteristic, namely a

winter and spring maximum. Hence the lower Rhine combining

the two regimes is remarkably uniform in its flow throughout

the year.

The Rhone, itself a glacier-fed stream, receives the Sa6ne,

which is of the western margin type, and later the Isire and

Durance, which are Alpine streams. Thus this river also is

uniformily supplied with water through the year.

VEGETATION
A glance at the map (Fig. 95) shows that, with the exception

of the hot desert, all the formations common to the temperate

zone are met with in Europe.

Tundra.—The tundra, found in what has been described

climatically as the cold desert region, occupies a narrow belt

along the northern margin of Russia. With it may be included

the treeless fjeld of the Scandinavian plateau, and the barren

Ural summits where the same temperature conditions prevail.

Coniferous Forest.—The coniferous forest (consisting largely

of pine, fir, larch and birch trees) stretches across Scandinavia

and northern Russia, in a region where the winters are very cold

and the rainfall is somewhat scanty. In the Swedish and Finnish

parts of this forest, the fir is the predominating tree. Dwarf
willows, bog myrtle, and low hardy berry-bearing bushes, of

which the bilberry is the type, mark the transition from the cold

forest to the tundra and fjeld.

Broad-Leaved Forest.—This forest, now largely destroyed by
man, once covered almost the whole of western and central

Europe. A narrow tongue stretches almost to the Urals. It

occupies a region where neither the winters nor the summers arc

extreme and where the rainfall is over 20 inches. Among the

trees are the oak, elm, beech, ash and poplar, and towards the
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south the Spanish chestnut. On the dry sandy and gravelly

stretches of the plains bordering the North Sea and the Baltic,

wide heaths and pine forests take the place of these deciduous

forests. Everywhere rich meadows are found which are largely

artificial
;
mowing and grazing greatly improve the quality of

the grasses. The uplands of this region, such as the Vosges,

Black Forest and Erz Gebirge, are clothed with forests of

sombre pine and fir.

Evergreen Trees and Shrub.—The evergreen trees and shrub

region extends all roimd the borders of the Mediterranean,

and far up the southward opening valleys of the Rhone and the

Alpine rivers. Here there are mild or warm winters, sunny skies,

a warm sea, and a protecting barrier of mountains which shuts

off northern and continental influences. All the characteristic

trees and shrubs, the cypress, holly, myrtle and laurel, have
the same dark leaf-tints. Plants introduced from more tropical

and more arid climatic regions, such as palms and cactuses

find here a congenial home. Aromatic bushes and herbs,

flowering plants with underground food stores, and heaths,

largely take the place of grasses, except in the more favoured

valleys and basins where meadowlands appear. On the dry

Iberian plateau trees are absent, and the stretches of bush and
alfa grass have almost a semi-desert aspect. The mountains

are clothed with forests ; in the Iberian Peninsula the cork

oak, in Italy the chestnut, in the Balkan Peninsula the oak,

beech and plane tree are important. Only on the loftiest ridges,

where the temperatures are very low in winter, do the coniferous

forests of higher latitudes appear.

Steppe.—The steppe or grassland covers the south of the con-

tinental area, where the summers are hot and the rainfall some-

what scanty. It extends over the lower plain of the Danube,
and a detached area appears on the Hungarian Plain. The
boundary between the morainic region of northern Europe and
the loess, which lies to the south, roughly coincides with the

boundary between the forest and the treeless steppe, and must
help to determine it. But it is probable that where climatic

and soil conditions made tree growth poor and thin, the demand
for timber on the part of the population was the actual cause of
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its complete destruction. A noticeable feature of the steppe is

the number of bulbous plants, such as tulips, hyacinths, crocuses

and irises, which blossom brilliantly in spring and early summer,

when all the herbs and grasses are still fresh and green.

Semi-desert.—A semi-desert is found round the northern

shores of the Caspian Sea. Here the rainfall is very low and the

soil is heavily charged with salt and alkali, left by the sea as it

gradually shrank. Hence coarse herbs and scattered bushes

/orm the main vegetation, and many spots are quite bare. Vast

reed swamps are also a characteristic feature.

Mountain Vegetation.—A mountain vegetation is well deve-

loped in the Alps where the walnut and chestnut trees of the

valleys are followed b}' deciduous forests, largely of beech and

maple, then at higher levels come forests of pine, larch and fir,

and still higher a belt of dwarf pines, heaths, whortle-berries and

other small shrubs. At this level also the natural pastures occur,

their luxuriant grasses studded with brightly coloured flowers.

The meadows continue up to the snow line, except where the soil

is too tlun or the slopes too steep ; in such places the rocks are

bare qr clothed with grey and yellow lichens. The same succes-

siojn^of belts is found on the Caucasus, IVreneos, Carpathian and
Balkan Mountains wherever the range of altitudes is sufficient,

although the characteristic trees, shrubs, and flowers vary

somewhat.

ANIMALS

The wild animals of Europe are mainly restricted to the

forested uplands and mountains of the centre and south, and
to the vast forests of Northern Russia, in all of which wolves,

bears, wild cats and wild boars are found. In the cold forest

the sable, ermine, and other valuable furred animals are trapped.

The reindeer is the largest animal of the tundra, its spreading
hoofs seem adapted to travel over the boggy surface, and the

mosses and lichens afford it sufficient pasture. On the steppes

there are still a few wild grazing animals such as the saiga ante
lope, and burrowing rodents such as the marmot. Anothei
species of marmot is found in the high Alpine pastures. The
agile chamois, ibex and wild sheep are characteristic of the
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loftier mountain regions. The land connexion between Spain

and Africa has only been broken at a recent geological period

so that some of the animals of the two regions are similar, for

instance the chameleon and the cat-like genet ; the Rock of

Gibraltar is the only place in Europe where monkeys are found.

NATURAL REGIONS

In dividing Europe into natural regions the great climatic

and vegetation divisions are the chief guides, and in addition,

the important distinction between plains and uplands or moun-
tains must be made. Plains are usually, although not invari-

ably, associated with a sea-board, and where a vast plain drains

to more than one sea, it may be conveniently divided according

to drainage areas, which form a natural physical unit. This

last division must, however, always be subordinated to that

according to relief, climate and vegetation.

The Regions of Europe are shown in the map Fig. 127. Full

lines indicate the regions, clotted lines show political bound-

aries. Regions grouped under the same letter have important

characteristics in common. The boundaries of certain of the

plant formations were taken directly from the vegetation map.

This gave four regions ; (i) the tundra and fjeld
; (2) the steppe

;

(3) the semi-desert ; (4) the evergreen trees and shrubs of the

Mediterranean Region. Thus the coniferous and broad-leaved

forests were not differentiated. The next step was to separate the

uplands and mountains of Central Europe from the bordering

and enclosed plains. The plains themselves were then divided

climatically, the western margins, the transition region and the

continental regions being separated. But since these climatic

changes are necessarily very gradual, the boundaries between the

regions were drawn so as roughly to follow the river divides, thus

separating the drainage area of the North Sea from that of the

Baltic Sea, and the drainage area of the Baltic Sea from that

of the Arctic and Black Seas. The Baltic plains then formed

the transition area between the western marginal lands and the

true continental regions.

A transition region between the tundra and the western

margins was marked off at Trondhjem Fjord. This point was
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selected because here the small insolation characteristic of high

latitudes makes itself practically felt. The air is still mild,

owing to the Atlantic winds, but the summers are so short

and the sun's rays so oblique that there is not sufficient warm
sunshine to ripen the fruits of deciduous trees.

These regions were further sub-divided according to relief

and structure, and thus the following regions were obtained :

—

A. Cold Deserts. A^ The Scandinavian Fjeld, a lofty plateau

snow-covered through the long winter and in places throughout

the year, has a scanty vegetation of mosses, lichens and dwarf

bushes. Much of it is ill-drained and swampy. Rivers have
cut into it deep ravines, in which woods and upland pastures

occur. Some of these rivers drain to the fiords on the west,

others through the marginal fringe of long, narrow lakes to the

east. The rain and snowfall is about 20 inches, a foot of snow
being reckoned as an inch of rain.

A*. The Tundra occupies the low boggy plains bordering

the Arctic Ocean. The subsoil is frozen throughout the year,

and only in the short warm summer does the melting snow set

free the vegetation to pass through its brief life-cycle. The
rain and snowfall amount to only about 10 inches, and the winter

cold is intense.

A*. The Northern Ural Mountains are so cold that they are

outside the limit of trees, and are almost bare of vegetation.

A*. Northern Iceland, which lies at a considerable elevation,

is covered with snowfields, glaciers, and barren lava-wastes.

The coastline is deeply indented by fiords.

AB. North-western Transition Regions. AB^ Southern Ice-

land has a milder climate, with over 40 inches of rain, and though

almost treeless the valleys and coastal lowlands are covered with

rich pastures. The neighbouring banks abound in fish, and the

surrounding seas with whales. The Faroe Islands are very

similar.

AB*. The North-western Margins of Scandinavia have a well-

developea fiord coast and a bordering chain of islands ;
the

coastal waters abound in cod and herring, and the swift rivers

in salmon. Where the slopes are not too steep, pines are the

characteristic vegetation, with pastures on the terraces and
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valley floors. The climate is mild, the rainfall abundant all

through the year, but the winters are long and dark.

B, Western Marginal Lowlands. The South-western

Margins of Scandinavia are, owing to the latitude, warmer than the

last-named region, and the rains are more abundant
;
hence deci-

duous trees appear as well as pines. The fiords, often rendered

more picturesque by waterfalls, penetrate far inland
;
the extent

of the lowlands, which have generally to be cleared of forest, is

very small, the largest proportion being in the south.

B*. The North Sea Margins have flat, wind-swept, dune-bor-

dered coasts which shelter a land that is below or but little above

sea-level. Scarcely any natural wood-land is found
;

reclaimed

marshes and alluvial plains alternate with the heaths, cotton-

grass moors and peat bogs which cover the glacial sands and
clays. The British Isles, which here form the actual Atlantic

margin, rob the westerly winds of much of their moisture, and
rain falls chiefly in summer and autumn.

B*. The Paris Basin presents a diversity of landscape, soil

and vegetation, due to the successive outcrops of different rocks.

Scarped ridges of chalk and limestone covered with sheep-pasture

alternate with rich clay plains, dotted with clumps of woodland.

The rainfall round Paris is comparatively low, but it rises towards

the seaboard, and towards the east where the land is higher.

Spring is the driest season.

The Western Peninsulas of France comprise Brittany and
part of Normandy. Owing to their shape and situation they

show to a marked degree the characteristics of a western mar-
ginal climate : the rainfall is heavy and well distributed through

the year, the summers are cool, the winters mild. The region

is built of old rocks, of which the more resistant form hills or

uplands. On these uplands the soil is poor, and they form
desolate moorlands clothed with bracken, furze and heather.

In the lowlands and valleys, however, a rich mixed soil has
accumulated.

B*. The Garonne Basin is a wide monotonous low-lying plain,

which, owing to its southerly position, has much hotter summers
than the regions just described. The rainfall is heaviest on the
shores of the Bay of Biscay, but here the sandy soil of the Landes
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can only support a vegetation of pines, heaths, and grasses.

At the foot of the Pyrenees, soils of glacial origin show that these

mountains were once more extensively glaciated. Further

north, soils rich in lime are brought from the Gausses region

into the fertile lower valleys of the Lot and Tarn.

C. Western Marginal Highlands. The Pyrenees to

their mountainous character form a region apart. They are

clothed with dense forests of oak and beech, and at higher alti-

tudes with pines and mountain pastures, but many of the loftier

peaks and summits are so steep as to be bare of vegetation.

Numerous cascades break the courses of the rushing mountain
torrents, some of which are fed from snowfields and small

glaciers. The rainfall is abundant, but decreases towards the

east.

C*. North-western Spain includes the highlands of Galicia

and the Cantabrian Mountains which are rich in iron ore. Its

damp mild climate resembles that of western France, and much
of it is still covered with deciduous forests.

CD. South-western Transition Region. The South-western

Margins of the Iberian Plateau include the lower valleys of the

Tagus, Guadiana and Guadalquivir. Although lying on the

Atlantic border they resemble rather the Mediterranean region

than the western margins. The rainfall is moderate, the summers
are hot and dry, the winters warm and rainy, and there is an
abundance of bright sunshine. The vegetation of the lowlands

is of the Mediterranean type, and the slopes of the highlands

are clothed witn forests of cork oak.

D. Mediterranean Regions. The Western Margin of the

Mediterranean together with the Ebro Valley differs from the region

last named in that it has a low rainfall of less than 20 inches.

The rivers descend rapidly from the plateau, and where their

velocity is suddenly checked tliey have in some cases built a

delta or alluvial plain, but elsewhere the land rises steeply to the

interior, and the only considerable lowland is the middle part of

the Ebro basin. In this region, as is the case throughout the

Mediterranean regions, many bare stony patches, devoid of soil

and vegetation, give a desolate aspect to the hill-sides.

D*. The North-western Margins of the Mediterranean, with
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the Lower Rhone Valley have a rather more abundant rainfall

than has eastern Spain, and have in addition the advantage of

a southern aspect. The low lagoon-bordered coast of the Lion

Gulf may be contrasted with the precipitous shores of the Gulf of

Genoa, where the coast is parallel to the folds of the moun-
tains ;

the western part of this latter coast forms the Riviera.

D*. The Peninsula of Italy with Sicily is mainly an upland

region. The folded mountains which form its backbone lie in

parallel ridges which in some parts are covered with forests of

chestnut and beech, in others with poor pasture, and in others

are bare of vegetation. These mountains are bordered by low

hills and by fertile plains of volcanic debris or river alluvium,

but the latter are often marshy and unhealthy. On these borders

the vegetation is typically Mediterranean, characterized by the

olive, evergreen oak, cypress, and many low aromatic shrubs. The
rainfall is everywhere plentiful, only in the south-east margins and
in Sicily is it less than 30 inches, while in the northern Appennines

it averages 40 to 60 inches. The summers are however dry

and at this season only a tiny thread of water finds its way over

the stony beds of the smaller rivers.

Corsica and Sardinia are two mountainous islands

formed of granite and other ancient rocks. Except that the

fold mountains are replaced by irregular masses carved out by
erosion, their characteristics are those of southern Italy.

D*. The Western Slopes of the Balkan Peninsula are char-

acterized by their folded mountain chains and Dalmatian type
of coast. The rainfall is everywhere heavy (40-80 inches), but the

mountains of the northern region, where the trend-lines are from
north-west to south-east, are formed of a porous soluble lime-

stone, so that the surface appears arid and waterless ; the drainage

is mainly underground, and many dry valleys and basins are found,

due to the subsidence of the surface above undergroimd channels

and caverns. The vegetation is very scanty, save where some volu-

minous stream gushes from the rocks and leads to the formation
of a green oasis. Further south, in the Pindus Mountains, where
the limestone is harder and is sometimes transformed into marble,

these features are less marked, and there are forests of chestnut,

oak and plane, while near the summits pines appear. Through-
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out the region the valleys and lowland margins are similar to

those of Italy.

D*. The Eastern Slopes of the Balkan Peninsula are much drier

than the western, the rainfall is less than 30 inches, and in places

less than 20 inches
;
thus the mountains have often a bare aspect.

The relief is irregular, and the lowlands take the form of level-

floored, alluvium-filled basins encircled by steep hills, such as

those of Attica and Thessaly, Adrianople and Philippopolis.

D^. The Southern Crimea, like the Riviera of the western

Mediterranean, is a region where fold-mountains rise steeply

from the sea, and the slopes have a southern aspect. The rainfall

is sufficient, and rich groves of chestnut and walnut, together

with the characteristic shrubs of the Mediterranean, form the

vegetation.

The Kur and Rion Valleys, running in opposite directions

from a somewhat steep divide, are similar to the valleys of Greece

and Italy.

E. The Iberian Plateau.—The Iberian plateau or meseta,

stands apart from the rest of the Mediterranean region as regards

its structure, climate and vegetation. The rainfall is low and
the air very dry, so that both insolation and radiation are rapid,

and extremes of temperature, both daily and seasonal, are the

result. The centre of the plateau has more hours of sunshine

than any other part of Europe, but its level surface is often

swept by piercing winds. In places the soil is poor and stony,

and the vegetation of a semi-desert character, but in the basins

of Old and New Castile more fertile cultivated districts are

found.

P. The North Itahaa Flam.—^The north Italian plain also

is hardly Mediterranean in its characters, for its moderate rain-

fall is fairly uniformly distributed through the year, and owing
to its situation the winters are bleak and such a characteristic

Mediterranean tree as the olive is absent. The plain is floored with

alluvium brought down by muddy torrents from the Alps, and
the river Po has so raised its bed that it is only kept to its course

by artificial means. It is used for irrigation, for in spite of the

rainfall the great evaporation in summer gives to the country a

parched appearance.

z
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G. The Caucasus Mountains.—The Caucasus Mountains are

very similar to the Pyrenees
;

they have a similar distribution

of rainfall and the same zones of vegetation, but owing to their

position in south-eastern Europe they have hotter summers and

the snow line is about 2,000 feet higher.

H. The Baltic Lowlands.— Northern Sweden and Fin-

land both form part of a peneplain of very ancient rocks. The
region is clothed with forests of fir, and throughout its area

deposits of sand, gravel and clay, trains of boulders or “ erratic

blocks," scratched and polished surfaces of bare rock, show that

it was once covered by an ice-sheet. In Finland the ice-sheet

has left innumerable irregularly-shaped lakes and swamps. In

Sweden the gently undulating plain rises gradually to the plateau

to the west, and is crossed by parallel streams. The range of

temperature is considerable, being over 20° C. (36® F.), and the

rainfall, which occurs chiefly in July and August, is only moderate

averaging about 20 inches.

H*. Southern ::>weden, owing to its lower latitude and to the

fact that it does not lie in the lee of the plateau, has a smaller

temperature range and a rather heavier rainfall than Northern

Sweden. The forests contain deciduous as well as coniferous

trees, and the soils although mainly of glacial origin are in some
places fertile, especially in the extreme south. The great lakes

are an important feature.

H*. The South Baltic Plains have cold winters and rather hot

summers, with a moderate rainfall occurring chiefly in summer.
Their lakes and swamps, heaths and pine woods must be asso-

ciated with the deposits left by the ice-sheet. I'he forests oi

beech and oak which once sprang from the more fertile soils

have been largely destroyed, and these areas, with the fertile

loess regions towards the south, are now under cultivation. Along
the low lagoon-fringed shores the reclaimed marsh-lands recall

those of the North Sea borders.

K. The Central Uplands and Highlands.—K ^ The Central

Plateau of France, owing to its altitude and exposed situation,

has cold, bleak winters. The rainfall is heaviest on the western
margin, where the winds first meet the uplands, and on the
Cevennes where the altitude is greatest, the central part being
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somewhat drier. The great stretches of granite yield an infertile

soil and the limestone Gausses are very dry, so that much of the

region is poor pasture land, but the soils of the volcanic regions

and of the valleys are very rich.

K*. The Burgundy-Lorraine Region consists of low plateaus of

sandstone and limestone, crossed by the Upper Mosel and Meuse,

and by the fertile alluvium-filled valle}^ of the slow-flowing

Sa6ne.

K*. The Rhine Massif is famous for its scenery, but except

for the deeply-cut valleys, it forms a bleak and infertile region,

partly covered with forest, bog, and moorland.

K^. The Rifi Valley of the Rhine is a rich level plain, covered

with alluvium and with deposits of loess, over which the Rhine
and its tributary the 111 meander. As it lies under the lee of

the Vosges Mountains its rainfall is moderate
;

the winters are

mild, the summers hot. The Vosges and Black Forest Moun-
tains, rising steeply from its margins, have a heavier rainfall,

in places over 6o inches. They are cut by deep, wooded ravines,

and their lower slopes are clothed with beech and oak, while

their rounded summits bear coniferous forests.

K*. The Uplands of the Main and Neckar Basins take the form

of scarped ridges. The chief formations are sandstone, which
yields a poor soil, and limestone. The rivers flow in zigzag

courses, now across and now parallel to the ridges, until finally

they cut through the steep border of the rift valley of the

Rhine.

K*. The Uplands of Thuringia and the Weser Basin form a

region of rounded hills intersected by winding valleys. The soils

are fertile, and the lower hills, though dotted with clumps of

oak, beech and elm, are often cultivated to their summits, but the

upstanding blocks of the Harz Mountains and Thuringian Forest

Mountains are covered with heath and pine forests, and are inter-

sected by deep ravines. The rainfall is everywhere abundant.

K^. The Bohemian Plateau is bordered by highlands, so that its

rainfall is rather low, in places less than 20 inches. Its tempera-

tures are somewhat extreme, the range being slightly over 20® C.

(36® F.). The surrounding highlands are well watered and
plothed largely with coniferous forest.
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K®. The Alpine Foreland is largely covered by infertile glacial

deposits, which lead to the formation of lakes, swamps and moor-

lands. Fertile alluvium has, however, been deposited by the

swift, muddy, Alpine rivers which cross it to join the Rhine

and Danube.

K®. The Jura Mountains are a series of long, flat-topped

ridges, sometimes wooded, sometimes cultivated to their summits.

They present steep, sunny slopes to the Alpine Foreland on the

south-east. The rainfall is abundant, everywhere over 40 inches.

K The Alps show a great diversity of climate and vegetation,

with changing altitude and aspect. Their summits might be

included with the cold desert regions. The northern and interior

valleys are similar to those of Central Europe, while the

valleys opening southward, such as that of the Ticino, belong

to the Mediterranean region.

The Vienna Basin is the meeting-place of routes; it

is a fertile plain surrounded by an amphitheatre of forested

mountains.

K^* The Carpathian Mountains, with their long sweeping

sandstone ridges and irregular masses of granite and crystalline

schists, are covered with immense forests, beeches, oaks and
poplars being followed at higher levels by various conifers

;

only a few of the highest summits lie above the level of trees

and are covered with Alpine pastures.

K“. The North Balkan Highlands are intersected by deep
^leys draining to the Danube. Outcrops of limestone, sand-

tone, granite, and mica-schist lend variety to the colours and
outlines of the hills, and the mineral wealth is considerable.

Large forests of oak and beech are found, and the broad summits
of the Balkans are clothed with natural pastures. The rainfall

averages only about 30 inches, most of the moisture brought by
the winds being condensed by the Dinaric Alps lying to the

west of this region.

L. The Hungarian Plains.

—

L\ The Upper Plain is fertile,

well-wooded, and well-watered.

L®. The Lower Plain has only a moderate rainfall, occurring

chiefly in summer when the great heat leads to a rapid evapora-
tion. The low relief causes the formation of swamps near the
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rivers, but there is an abundance of fertile soils, consisting of

alluvium, loess, and black earth. The plain is nearly treeless,

much of it (the pusstas) being natural grassland or steppe.

M. The Russian Forests.

—

North-eastern Russia is a

plain almost covered with coniferous and birch forests. It has

extremely cold winters, and a low rain and snow-fall, generally

less than 20 inches.

M * Central Russia has cold winters and hot summers, with a

rainfall rather over 20 inches
;
it is still largely covered with forest,

partly deciduous and partly coniferous. Much of the region

lies above 600 feet, but the slopes are slight, and this fact, to-

gether with the abundance of glacial clays, leads to the formation

of swamps. The greatest of these, the Pripet marsh, is now being

drained and converted into meadow land.

N. The European Steppes.

—

The South Russian Plain

is characterized by its low rainfall (under 20 inches), and its

extremely hot summers. Here deposits of loess and black earth

occur. The natural vegetation is steppe, and although large

areas are under cultivation, equally large tracts of grassland still

remain, especially in the hotter and drier south-east.

N*. The Lower Danubian Plain is very similar in its soils,

vegetation and general characters to the Lower Hungarian
Plain, but the climate is drier and somewhat more extreme.

O. The Caspian Depression.—The Caspian depression, with

its vegetation of poor steppe and scrub, its vast reed-swamps
and brine-filled hollows, is at the same time the driest, hottest,

and most desolate region in Europe.

For authorities and hooks for further reading, see end of Chapter XXIII^



CHAPTER XXII

EUROPE POLITICAL AND
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
RACIAL MIGRATIONS AND SETTLEMENTS

It seems probable that originally the inhabitants of Europe

were long-skulled and dark, and akin to the present Mediter-

ranean peoples ; that the Northern Race gradually evolved

in the northern portion of the continent, becoming taller and

fairer, and that the broad-skulled Alpine peoples made their

way along the highlands and plateaus from western Asia,

advancing in two waves, the first, which was composed of the

“ Q-Kelts,” reaching central and western Europe about the

tenth century b.c., and the second, composed of the “ P-Kelts,"

following them about five centuries later.

After this movement, the great Roman Empire was estab-

lished in the Mediterranean region, stretching out as far as the

Danube, the Rhine, and Britain, and so including within its

dominion peoples of all three races.

In the first few centuries of the Christian era, there were

three great racial movements
:
(i) The Slavs, who were of theAlpine

Race, grew greatly in numbers and spread out widely over the

east of Europe ; from these the bulk of the Russians of to-day are

descended. (2) The Germanic peoples, who were of the Northern
Race, migrated westwards and southwards, e.g. the Jutes, Angles

and Saxons settled in Britain, the Franks established themselves

in Gaul (France), the Vandals penetrated into Spain and thence

crossed into North Africa, and the Goths and Lombards in-

vaded Italy. These migrations seem to have been caused by
pressure upon the Germanic tribes from the east, due partly

to the spread of the Slavs and partly to the third great racial
842
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movement. (3) The dreaded Huns, horsemen of Mongolian

Race, pressed in from Asia across the steppe-lands, and in the

fifth century almost overwhelmed Europe. It was to protect

themselves from these Huns that the Veneti founded the city of

Venice upon the islands of the Adriatic.

These incursions were an important factor in the break-up

of the Roman Empire. In 395 a.d. the Empire was divided

into two portions
;
that in the east long remained with its centre

at Constantinople, but that in the west soon fell before the Goths.

In the succeeding period a number of states were formed, differ-

ing in size and importance, and among these the greatest was
that of Charlemagne which later, and after some modifications

became known as the “ Holy Roman Empire,'' and from this

the present German Empire has evolved.

Meanwhile Arabs, led at first by Mahomet, established a

great empire in south-western Asia and northern Africa
;
thence,

under the name Moors, they crossed where the fold-mountain

system almost unites Africa with Spain, overran the Iberian

peninsula and menaced Europe. They were beaten back at

Tours in France in 732 a.d.

Somewhat later Asiatic Avars and Magyars from the steppes

penetrated into central Europe, the latter settling permanently

in the steppes of Hungary and becoming largely Europeanized.

At about the same time there was another movement of

Northern peoples in the Scandinavian invasions of Britain, the

Norman (Northman) invasion of the Frankish Empire (hence

Normandy), and their incursion even into the Mediterranean

regions.

In the thirteenth century Turki tribes, known as ‘‘ Tatars

or “ Mongols ", overran nearly all Asia and eastern Europe, even

until about 1500 a.d. dominating the Russian Slavs, while the

Ottoman or Osmanli Turks after having established themselves

in the plateau of Asia Minor, took Constantinople in 1453 a.d.

and threatened a Mahometan conquest of Europe
; their ad-

vance, however, was checked by the Magyars, and the Turkish

Empire was bounded by the river Save.

Finally, the Asiatic and Mahometan dominance in Eixrope

disappeared, owing to the gradixal conquest and the expulsion of
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the Moors from Spain and to the growth of the Slavonic empire

of Russia, which conquered and absorbed the Asiatic elements of

the eastern part of the continent ;
only in the Balkan peninsula

is there now a Mahometan power, and the last three centuries

have seen the Turkish Empire in Europe reduced almost to

extinction.

FRANCE

Natural Regions.' Western Marginal Lowlands : Part

of North Sea Margin (B*) ; Paris Basin (B®)
;

Western

Peninsulas (B^) ;
Garonne Basin (B®), Western Marginal

Highlands : Northern Slopes of the Pyrenees (C'). Central

Uplands and Highlands

:

Central Plateau (K^) ; Burgundy-

Lorraine Region (K®) ;
western portion of the Rift Valley

(K^) ; western portions of Jura Mountains (K®) ; south-

western portions of the Alps (K'®). Mediterranean Regions:

North-western margin of the Mediterranean Sea and the

Lower Rhone valley (D^) ; Corsica (D^).

Bhstorical and Political Survey.—The people of the Paris

and Garonne Basins are almost entirely of the Northern Race,

but in the Western Peninsulas and in the Central Plateau the

influence of the Alpine Race is apparent, and that of the Mediter-

ranean Race in the south-east of the country.

The Roman Conquest of Gaul led to the adoption of the Latin

language, from which French is derived. The Franks occupied

the He de France, which is at the same time the centre of the

Paris Basin and the nucleus from which modern France has

grown. Their king, Clovis, after having destroyed the Roman
authority, chose as his capital an island on the Seine. The
island, now the He de la Cit6 in the heart of Paris, made the

river easily bridged at this point, and towards it several of the

tributaries of the Seine converge.

The successive rulers of Paris, notwithstanding occasional

' A political map showing the extent and boundaries of each country
should be carefully compared with the physical maps of relief and climate,
in order that the essential characteristics of the country may be realized.

To aid this study, a list of the natural regions which are comprised in the
political area is placed at the head of the section dealing with each country.
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reverses, gradually gained power over the more outlying portions

of modern France, and their capital city still forms a convenient

seat of government since it is well placed in the fertile and popu-

lous plain and is a centre of routes diverging to all parts. Thus
to the north-west are Normandy and the English Channel

reached by the Seine itself ; to the west is Brittany
; to the

south-west the passage is easy to the Loire and thence to Anjou
and Poitou and, through the Gate of Poitou, to Guienne and
Gascony in the Garonne Basin

;
to the south-east, roads lead

by the valleys of the Yonne and the Upper Seine to' Burgundy
and the Mediterranean provinces Languedoc and Provence

;

to the east, reached by the Marne valley, are Champagne and
Lorraine

;
to the north-east the Oise leads to Picardy and Artois.

These regions, the more important of the old provinces which
were incorporated into the kingdom of France, remained as

administrative divisions until the French Revolution, when the

modern departments, now eighty-six in number, were organized.

The Franco-German war of 1870 led to the loss of the province

of Alsace and part of that of Lorraine, and the boundary was
withdrawn from the Rhine. The defeat led also to the estab-

lishment of the present French Republic. The boundary was
restored by the Peace Treaty of 1919.

The population of France is about 40,000,000 persons, i.e.

much less than that of the British Isles, although the area is

rather more than one and three-quarter times that of the British

Isles. Paris has grown so greatly as a centre both of govern-

ment and trade that its population numbers nearly 3,000,000

;

thus it is one of the greatest cities of the world.

Agricultare.—Half the total area of France is under cultiva-

tion, and of the remaining half, one-third is grassland, and another

third bears forests. Therefore a much greater proportion of

the land produces crops than k the case in the British Isles,

partly because the higher summer temperatures allow cultiva-

tion to be carried to a greater altitude in the uplands, and partly

because of the thorough cultivation due to the system of “ peasant

proprietorship,” by which a considerable proportion of the land

is owned by small landowners who work their own farms.

The greatest area is devoted to wheat-growing, and in France
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there is eight times as much land under wheat as in the British

Islands. In the production of this cereal France ranks third among
the countries of the world, being surpassed by the United States

and by Russia, but these countries have, of course, a far greater

extent of available land. In all the northern part of France,

with the exception of the Western Peninsulas, there is a great

deal of wheat-land, but the greatest production is in the Paris

Basin, where the summer rainfall and temperature do not greatly

differ from those in the wheat-growing districts of the east of

England. Oats are another important crop of the Paris Basin.

The Western Peninsulas, with rather more rain and poorer

soils, are comparable with the west of England. They are pas-

toral rather than corn-growing districts, and butter is largely

made and exported even to London. The market gardens and
orchards supply vegetables and fruit to Paris and the other

towns of northern PTance, and also to England.

The vine is the most valuable of the agricultural products,

and France is the greatest wine-producing country in the world.

Here, as usual, the vine is grown in the river valleys, largely on

slopes facing sunward. The chief regions are the valleys of the

Garonne and Dordogne, claret being obtained from the district

north of Bordeaux, a great collecting and exporting city
;

the

valleys of the Allier and the Loire
; the region of the head-

streams of the Seine system, where the wine takes its name
from the province. Champagne

;
the Saone valley, where the

eastern slope of the Cote d’Or produces Burgundy
;

the Rhone
valley and the Mediterranean margins.

The sugar-beet is widely grown in the north-eastern half of

the country and is very important in the provinces of Artois

and Picardy. Flax and hemp are both grown in the Western
Peninsulas and flax also in the region extending behind the

coast from the mouth of the Seine eastward to Holland. Oils

are obtained from the seed of the flax and hemp, and a great

quantity of colza-oil is produced in the north-east. Oil is also

obtained from the olive, which is cultivated in the whole of the

Mediterranean region (D*). The silkworm is reared on the leaves

of the mulberry trees grown in most parts of the Rhone valley.

The district of the Riviera, where the terraced slopes of the
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Alps overlook the Mediterranean Sea, produces oranges and
other fruits. The centre of the coastal strip is Nice, the largest

of a number of pleasure resorts renowned alike for their beauty

and their warm winter climate.

Mining and Manufactures.—The mineral wealth of France

is much less than that of Britain, and in consequence manu-
factures do not occupy so large a place in the life of the country.

The largest coalfield is in the north-east
;

it is the western

end of the Belgian coalfield and extends south of Lille. This

is the largest of a group of manufacturing towns
;

it makes linen,

with the flax grown in the neighbourhood, woollen goods and
cotton goods. Roubaix, close to Lille, and Rheims, situated

among the sheep pastures ol the chalk downs, manufacture

much wool. Cotton goods are more largely made at Rouen, a

port well placed on the Seine for obtaining American cotton.

Smaller coalfields are distributed on and around the Central

Plateau, notably near St. Etienne, where silk ribbons and iron

goods are manufactured. The coal from this field is taken to

Lyon, the third city of France, and the most famous silk-weaving

centre in Europe. It is also a great trade and traffic centre.

The iron of France is nearly all mined in Lorraine, and at

Nancy, on a tributary of the Mosel, a considerable iron and
steel industry has developed. ^ Caen is a secondary centre.

Water-power is used on both slopes of the Vosges for the

manufacture of cotton goods,^ and in the valley of the Is^re for

the making of gloves, both of these being districts where coal

is difficult to obtain
;

water-power from the Rhone at Lyon
and from the Loire near St. Etienne is used also to supplement
steam-power.

Paris, away from the supplies both of coal and of raw materials,

but a favourite city for well-to-do people, makes articles of littlt

bulk but considerable value such as gloves, millinery and jewellery.

CSommunications and Commerce.—The lowlands of the north

of France have routes radiating in all directions from Paris.

These reach the northern coasts at several points ; Dunkirk,

^ Previous to 1919 three-quarters of the iron ore mined in Germany
was from the annexed province of Lorraine.

* Mulhausen in Alsace was before 1919 a leading German cotton

manufacturing town.
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Calais, Boulogne and Dieppe are " ferry towns '' with cross-

Channel trade
; Le Havre and Rouen share the trade of the

Seine estuary; Cherbourg is a calling place of American liners

and the cross-Channel boats from Southampton ; Nantes and
St. Nazaire are the ports of the Loire valley.

The routes of Soutiiein France lie around tiie Central Plateau.

The chief of these is that served by the Paris. Lyon, and Meditw-

ranean (P.-L.-M. )Railway, which runs up the Yonne valley and

over the Cote d'Or to Dijon. From Dijon a route branches

eastward to Germany through the Burgundian Gate, which is de-

fended by the fortress of Belfort. The P.-L.-M. Railway proceeds

from Dijon southwards along the Saone valley to Lyon, where it

is joined by a route from the Upper Rhone valley and Switzer-

land. From Macon, north of Lyon, a route branches south-

eastward to Italy through the Mont Cenis tunnel. Thus
the Lower Rhone valley is one of the most important trade

routes in the world, connecting as it does the great countries

of north-western Europe with the Mediterranean region and
beyond it the Eastern world. Hence arises the importance

of Lyon at its northern end, Marseille, the second city of France,

is not at the mouth of the Rhone, but at the eastern extremity

of its delta, where its harbour is clear of the river-silt swept west-

ward by the currents of the Mediterranean Sea. In addition

to its great trade, Marseille has the industries of oil-refining and
soap-making, aided by the neighbouring cultivation of the olive.

South-east of Marseille is the well-sheltered harbour of Toulon,

the great Mediterranean naval station corresponding to Brest

on the Atlantic coast and Cherbourg on the English Channel.

West of the Central Plateau, the great route is from Paris

south-westward, meeting the Loire at Orleans, following its

course to Tours and then passing southward through tue Gate
of Poitou to Bordeaux. The road to Spain proceeds by way
of the Landes and skirts the western end of the Pyrenees, over
which no railway has yet been made.

From Bordeaux the route to the Mediterranean region runs
up the Garonne valley as far as the turn of the river at Toulouse,

^ In the restored provinces, Metz is at the crossing point of routes
from south to north along the Mosel valley, and from west to east through
Lorraine. Strassburg, on the 111, near its confiuence with the Rhine, has
a similar position in Alsace.
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whence the Gate of Carcassonne permits a passage between the

Pyrenees and the Cevennes.

The rivers are largely used for inland navigation ; their use-

fulness is increased by a number of canals connecting them
with one another and with those of the neighbouring countries.

Thus the Oise is connected with the Meuse, the Sambre, and the

Schelde; further south there is the Marne and Rhine Canal
passing through Nancy and through the Pass of Saverne; from
the Sa6ne valley several canals radiate, notably the Burgundy
Canal to the Yonne, the Canal du Centre to the Loire, and the

Rhone and Rhine Canal through the Burgundian Gate ; the

Garonne and Rhone are joined by the Canal du Midi by way of

Toulouse and Carcassonne.

The foreign commerce of France is carried on through the

northern ports mentioned above, the Seine valley being the chief

route to the Atlantic region ; through Marseilles, which trades

with southern liurope and the Orient
;
and Bordeaux, towards

which the traffic routes of the south-west converge.

France is exceptional among the countries of Europe in not

importing any great amount of food ; coal is necessarily imported,

and raw materials for manufacture—especially cotton and silk.

Its exports, in addition to wine, consist mainly of textiles ; of

these silk goods and silk yarn take the first place, woollen and
cotton goods being of less importance. Clothing forms a large

item.

BEXiOIUM

Natural Regions.—Western Marginal Lowlands

:

The
western corner of the North Sea Margin (B*). Central

Uplands : The western corner of the Rhine Massif (K*).

Historical and Political Survey.^—A line passing just south of

Brussels across Belgium from east to west divides both the area

and population into two approximately equal portions
;

in the

northern portion are the Flemings of the Northern Race, whose
Flemish language is very similar to Dutch

; in the southern

portion are the Walloons of the Alpine Race, speaking French.

The whole of the country is Roman Catholic, and in this is in

sharp contrast with Protestant Holland.

After a chequered history, in the last stage of which the

country was a portion of Napoleon's Empire, Belgium was joined
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to Holland for a short time, but the religious differences led to

the establishment of a separate Kingdom of Belgium in 1830.

Its position between France and Germany has led to its being

a frequent battle-ground of greater states, Waterloo being for

nearly a century the last of a long series of battles. Belgium, like

Switzerland, had its independence and neutrality guaranteed by

the gieater powers of the Continent, but was invaded by Germany
in 1914, and occupied for four years. The capital is Brussels,

on an unnavigable tributary of the Schelde, with which, however,

it is connected by one of the numerous canals of North Belgium.

The area of Belgium is very small, one-tenth that of the British

Isles, but its resources are great and the population is therefore

considerable, being over 7,500,000. Consequently the density

of population is greater than that of any other country of Europe.

Agriculture.—The Kingdom may be divided into three parts :

(1) In the north-west and immediately behind the coast is a

small area which w^ould be swamped at high tide were it not for

embankments and artificial drainage. This is too damp for

most forms of agriculture and is utilized mainly for dairy farming.

(2) Between this belt and the highlands beyond the Sambre-

Meuse valley is a lowland region, very fertile on the whole, the

only important exception being the sandy and largely heather-

covered district of the Campine in the north-east.

The greater p)art of the lowland region is a continuation of

the north-eastern portion of the plain of France, and hence raises

the crops mentioned in connexion with that district, namely,

wheat, flax and the sugar-beet
;
but in Belgium a greater acreage

is given to rye and to oats than to wheat. This predominance
of these two hardier grains is a characteristic of the agriculture

of all northern Europe, except France, and becomes more marked
as one goes eastward.

(3)

South of the Sambre-Meuse valley are the uplands, forming

part of the Rhine Massif, which in the south-eastern corner of

Belgium and in the small independent state of Luxemburg rise

into the Ardennes, still wooded to a considerable extent ; this

region is not, however, important agriculturally save in the

deeply-cut valleys of the Meuse and its tributaries.

Mining and Manufactures.—^The production of coal is very

great in relation to the size of Belgium. It is found on the border#
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of the uplands along a belt crossing the country a little to the

north of Mons, Namur and Li^ge. The situation of these last

two towns at the junction of routes is also significant, Namur
being where the Meuse emerges from the uplands and bends

eastward after receiving the waters of the Sambre, and Lifege

where it bends northward after receiving tributaries from the

south and east. Iron ore is found in the same belt as the coal

and also in the Ardennes region, being brought from Luxem-
burg to Li6ge, which has a considerable industry in the making
of iron and steel goods, especially firearms. Woollens and other

textiles and glass are also manufactured in this mineral region.

More important, however, is the making of linen and cotton goods

in the neighbourhood of the Schelde and the Lys, with its chief

development at Ghent, where the tw'O rivers meet.

Commerce.—The short, unbroken and sand-blocked coast

of Belgium is unfavourable for trade, and the only large port is

Antwerp, situated on the estuary of the Schelde, where it turns

northward to enter the sea in Dutch territory. Ostend is merely

a packet station. Thus Antwerp carries on most of the foreign

trade of the country, and has in addition manufacturing industries

of sugar and lace. Access to both Ghent and .Antwerp has been
greatly improved by the construction of artificial waterways con-

necting them with the Seine in the south-west, the sea to the

north-west, the mineral region of Belgium in the south-east, and
the Rhine in the east. Iron goods are the leading export, while

wheat and raw materials for manufacture are imported.

HOLLAND

Natural Region. — Western Marginal Lowlands: The
central portion of the North Sea Margin (B*).

Historical and Political Survey.—The people of Holland belong
to the Northern Race ; most of them speak Dutch, and in religion

the greater part of the nation is Protestant.

Their history has been marked by love of liberty, both religious

and political, shown most notably in the Eighty Years' War
against Spanish oppression, and paralleled by the constant
struggle against the sea for dominion of the land.

The government is, like that of the British Isles, a limited
monarchy

; it has its seat in the comparatively small city
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The Hague. The country is slightly larger than Belgium, but

the population is rather smaller, being about 6,800,000 people.

Agriculture.—Since a quarter of the land is below sea-level,

the Dutch have had to build dykes and otherwise to protect the

coast from encroachment both by the sea and the wind-blown

sand, and to drain the areas thus gained by pumping the water

into canals which run along embankments and serve also as

means of communication. The flatness of the country, open
to the sea-winds, enables wind-mills to be extensively used both

for this pumping and for grinding corn.

Further inland much of the land has to be similarly dealt

with, as it is below the level of the courses of the Rhine and Maas.

These reclaimed areas, termed polders, form valuable pasture

lands for cattle, so giving rise to the making of butter and
cheese. The cultivation of bulbs is a characteristic industry,

largely centred around Haarlem. The growing of vegetables

is widely spread, and is peculiarly important in the tract of land

between the river Waal and the lower Rhine.

The higher lands include part of the poor Campine area in

the south-east, and in the north-east also there are relatively

barren stretches of moorland, but the remaining portions of these

higher lands are extremely fertile, the products being almost

exactly comparable to those of Belgium save that wheat is growrn

to a less extent.

Blanufacture.—Holland is practically without minerals, except

for a small coalfield in the south-east, and this has caused

it to take a much lower place among the nations in regard to

manufacture than it did before coal and iron became the chief

basis of this industry in place of handicraft. Textile fabrics are

the chief productions, and in connexion wath these Utrecht may be

mentioned, while Delft has long been noted for the making of

fine pottery.

Communications and Commerce.—The position of Holland at

the mouths of the Rhine and Maas has led to a very considerable

transit trade, and also to the growth of trade at Rotterdam.

Although this port is on the largest of the mouths of the Rhine,

artificial waterways have had to be constructed for large ships.

The largest city is Amsterdam at the soutn-westem extremity

of the Zuider Zee. Access by way of this sea proved inadequate
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for modem needs, and hence the North Holland Canal was made
from the entrance to the Zuider Zee, and still later the more
direct North Sea Canal was cut across the base of the North

Holland peninsula.

Their facilities for trade and for fishing led both to their

maritime power, which was very considerable in the seventeenth

century, and to their colonial acquisitions, now represented by
Java and other East Indian islands and by Dutch Guiana and
smaller West Indian possessions. Colonial produce is the chief

export, followed by butter and cheese. Coal and iron goods are

necessarily imported.

GERMANY
Natural Regions.—Western Marginal Lowlands : The

eastern portion of the North Sea Margin (B^). The Baltic

Lowlands

:

The western portion of the South Baltic Plains

(H^). Central Uplands and Highlands : The greater part of

the Rhine Massif (K^) ; the eastern portion of the Rift

Valley of the Rhine with its borders (K^) ; the Uplands of the

Main and Neckar Basin (K®) ; the Uplands of the Weser Basin

and Thuringia (K®) ; the borders of the Bohemian Plateau

(K*^) ; the north-eastern portion of the Alpine Foreland (K®).

Historical and Political Survey.—The Northern Plain and
Southern Upland regions of the German Republic are peopled by
representatives of the Northern and Alpine Races respectively,

but no sharp line of demarcation can be drawn. The great mass
of the people speak German, now that the Poles in the extreme

east have in the main been incorporated into restored Poland.

The distinction between the Poles and the Prussians was seen

in regard to religion, for the whole of the late Empire north-east

of a line drawn from the Fichtel Gebirge to the mouth of the

Ems was Protestant, with the exception of the Polish portion

from Silesia to the Gulf of Dantzig. The south-west of the

Republic is largely Roman Catholic. Of the whole population

over two-thirds are Protestants, and rather less than one-third

are Roman Catholics.

During the Middle Ages and until the time of Napoleon there

was a German Empire comprising most of Central Europe, but
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very loosely held together, the many states composing it having

very little in common. This was broken up by Napoleon, and

after his fall in 1815 another loose confederation was formed,

with Prussia and Austria as rivals for its leadership. This

rivalry led to the war of 1866, when Austria was defeated by

Prussia and left the union. In 1870 the Germans, under the

avowed leadership of Prussia, defeated the French, and in con-

sequence the late German Empire was formed with the King

of Prussia as the German Emperor (Deutscher Kaiser). It

consisted of twenty-six states, and of these the kingdom of Prussia

was by far the greatest, including two-thirds of the whole area

and nearly two-thirds of the population. Berlin, the capital

of Prussia, became the capital of the German Empire, and in

this respect its development was similar to that of Paris. Like

Paris, it is the centre of routes radiating to every part of the

great northern plain, and Greater Berlin,” i.e, Berlin and its

suburbs, has a population of nearly 4,000,000 people, being thus

the largest city in the continent of Europe.

The State of Bavaria, which largely consists of the Alpine

Foreland and the Basin of the Main, is second in importance,

its capital, Munich, in every sense the centre of the Alpine Fore-

land, is the third city of the Republic. The State of Saxony
which adjoins Bavaria ranks next. Saxony is in shape a triangle

of which the base is the Erz Gebirge and the apex is within the

northern plain
;

its capital is Dresden, on the Elbe, scarcely

inferior to Munich in size. On the other side of Bavaria is the

State of Wlirttembiirg, comprising a large part of the Basin of

the Neckar, close to which stands the capital, Stuttgart.

The whole area is now less than that of France, but its popula-

tion is nearly half as large again, being about 60,000,000.

It is a country of great cities, for it has about twenty with

over 250,000 people, in contrast with four such cities in France.

The German Empire was the most powerful military state in the

world ; it had two enormous fortresses ^ facing the French frontier,

one at Metz in the Mosel valley, the other at Strassburg guarding

the two entrances to the Rift Valley by way of the Pass of Saveme
(through which passes the Marne and Rhine Canal) and by way

^ Both now French cities, as before 1870.
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of the Burgundian Gate. The military and naval power of

Germany has now disappeared as a result of the Great War and
the Treaty of Peace, but there still remains the Kiel Canal

which, constructed for naval convenience, joins the North Sea

and Baltic Sea, and thus allows ships to pass from one to the

other without rounding Denmark.
Forestry and Agriculture.—One-half of the surface is culti-

vated, one-quarter is covered with woods and forest, and of the

remaining quarter two-thirds is pasture land. Since the forests

are carefully managed and yield valuable timber there is only

a small proportion of the land which can be called unproductive,

and although Germany is a very important manufacturing

country, yet nearly half the people obtain their living by forestry

and agriculture.

The lands behind the North Sea coasts are largely treeless,

the natural vegetation being of the moor and heath type, but

behind the Baltic coasts the beech is very common and further

inland the woods are of pine and birch, with oaks in some parts.

The uplands bear the silver fir in the south-west (hence the name
Black Forest Mountains), and further to the east the spruce

fir and pine from which the Fichtel Gebirge are named. These

forests yield timber which is sawn by the water power of the

mountain streams and sent to many parts ; they also give

rise to local industries such as the clock and toy-making by the

peasants of the Black Forest, and the burning of charcoal for fuel

for the textile factories of Silesia.

Of the crops, rye and oats occupy the greatest area ;
“ black

'*

bread made from rye is still commo^y eaten in Germany. Wheat
and barley are grown to a considerably less extent, and only

assume importance in the south-west, mainly on the uplands
around the Rift Valley of the Rhine. It must be remembered
that because of the latitude these uplands, which are rarely

over 1,500 feet high, have a rather higher temperature in summer
than the northern plains ; indeed cultivation can be carried on
to a height of about 3,000 feet.

In most parts of the country potato cultivation is important.

Germany has a larger proportion of its area devoted to this

purpose than any other country—twice the proportion found in
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Ireland. The potato crop is used not only for food but for making

brandy and other spirits ; this is also one of the purposes for

which the sugar-beet is cultivated, mainly in the centre and

north-east of the country.

The very warm parts of the south-west yield tobacco and

hops, the latter being used in the important brewing industry

of Munich. More valuable than these crops is the vine grown

on the sunny slopes of the valleys of the Rhine and its tributaries,

especially the Neckar, Main, and Mosel.

The pastures once provided food for many sheep and Saxony

and Silesian wool were famous, but the number of sheep is now
only one-third what it was thirty years ago. On the other hand,

pig-keeping has increased at the same rate as sheep-rearing has

diminished. Of still greater importance are the cattle of which

the number has also increased, so that dairy produce is now
obtained in all parts of the country.

Mining and Manufactures.—As the production of coal in

Germany is exceeded only by that in the United States and

Great Britain, it is the basis of great manufactures which are

aided also by very considerable deposits of iron and other minerals.

Most of the coal is obtained from the border land between the

northern plain and the central uplands, the only exception to

this rule being the coalfield in the basin of the Saar,* on the

south-western border of the Rhine Massif. The chief of

the coalfields is that in the valley of the Ruhr, here is the

mining centre of Dortmund and farther down the valley is the

great iron-working town of Essen with the famous Krupp works.

Other towns also manufacture iron and steel goods, for which

much of the iron comes either from the Lorraine district near

Metz, or from the Rhine Massif south-east of Cologne. Between
Cologne and the Ruhr are several large towns engaged in the

making of textiles, prominent among which are Krefeld on the

west of the Rhine, the greatest silk-manufacturing centre of

Germany, and the twin town Elberfeld-Barmen on the east of

the river. Elberfeld and Barmen are noted also for the manu-
facture of chemicals, while Dusseldorf on the Rhine itself is the

* Ceded to France in 1919.
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river-port of the district. A detached portion of the Sambre-

Meuse coalfield gives rise to the woollen manufactures of Aachen.

In Saxony there is a small coalfield near Chemnitz where

cotton and iron goods are manufactured, and a still smaller one

near Leipzig in the lowland at the apex of the Saxon triangle,

the most important printing and publishing centre in the country.

The other valuable coalfields are in Silesia : one among the

Sudetes near Breslau, the other at the south-eastern extremity

of Silesia, of which a part is now in restored Poland.

The Harz Mountains, which form the highest portion of the

Weser Uplands, are the centre of a very varied mining industry,

for in this region, there are lignite, some iron ore and other min-

erals, in addition to great quantities of potash salts and rock

salt not far distant. On account of this mineral wealth there

are a number of chemical works at Stassfurt, and the products

of the salts are used in the manufacture of textiles and in many
other industries both of Germany and other countries.

Communications and Commerce.—The Rhine Valley provides

the greatest trade route of Germany, both on account of the

resources and population in its immediate vicinity and as afford-

ing a route from northern to southern Europe. The river itself

has the advantage of a more uniform flow of water than the less

complex rivers of the north German plain (see p. 328). It has

moreover been artificially improved so that sea-going steamers

now land their goods at Cologne, a river-port having the

further advantage of being on the railway route which there

crosses the river in skirting the north-western edge of the Rhine
Massif. Further up the river is Coblenz, at the confluence of the

Mosel and Rhine. In this part of the course the narrow valley

has railways close to the river on both banks. At the northern

extremity of the Rift Valley is Mainz, where the Rhine receives

the Main, and higher up the river is Mannheim at its confluence

with the Neckar. Mannheim is a great river-port, for above it

the depth of the river is less and its current swifter, so that only

the smaller boats and barges can ascend to Strassburg. This

is the head of the important navigation of the Rhine system,

although it is some distance up the small tributary the 111, for it

l« at Strassburg that the canals from the Marne and Rhone enter
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the Rhine system. Recent improvements in navigation have

led to an extension of the Rhine traffic to Basel, though even

yet this traffic is relatively small beyond Strassburg.

From Mainz the great routes from the north lead either south-

ward through the Rift Valley or eastward up the Main. Naviga-

tion of large vessels is continued up the Main as far as Frankfurt ;

beyond that smaller boats can go up the river and then by means

of the Ludwig Canal across to the Danube. Where this canal

leaves the Main system Nuremburg is situated, but the import-

ance of this city is due rather to road traffic, for the route just

mentioned has been for centuries one of the chief ways from the

north-west to Vienna and the east. This is the present route

of the Ostend-Vienna express
; that of the Orient Express goes

from Paris by the Marne Canal route to Strassburg, and thence

by Stuttgart and Munich to the Danube.

Of the rivers of the northern plain the Ems is connected

with the Rhine district by a canal from the Ruhr coalfield at

Dortmund, and the Weser is being connected with this system,

but there is no canal communication between the Weser and

the more easterly rivers. Most of the traffic of the Weser

region passes through Bremen, which is situated just above

the estuary of the river.

The Elbe system ^ has a much greater significance
; it is easily

navigable from Prague on the tributary the Moldau in Bohemia,
and on the Elbe itself are Dresden and Magdeburg, the latter

town being situated at the sharp turn to the north-east, so that

trade following the line of the Elbe valley has here to be diverted

from the river itself in order to continue to the north-west. At
the head of the estuary is the port of Hamburg (with Altona),

the second city of the Empire, whence a canal passes to

Liibeck so giving immediate access to the Baltic Sea.

The Upper Oder runs parallel to the Upper Elbe and is navi-

gable for all the German part of its course. Breslau occupies

on the Oder a position similar to that of Dresden on the Elbe,

and Frankfurt is at the turn of the Oder, wffiich is similar to

the turn of the Elbe at Magdeburg, but at a point just above

Frankfurt the Friedrich Wilhelm Canal joins the Oder to the

* The navigable sections of the Elbe, Oder, Danube and Vistula are

now internationalized as regards navigation.
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Spree on which Berlin stands. The Spree joins the Havel, and

the Havel runs into the Elbe, so that there is an unbroken water-

way almost in a straight line from Upper Silesia through Breslau,

Berlin and Hamburg to the North Sea. Traffic from the Oder

Basin to the Baltic would proceed down the river to Stettin at

the head of its estuary, and to this port water traffic might also

go from Berlin by passing northward up the Havel and by the

Finow Canal across the low water-parting to the lower Oder.

The Vistula turns sharply to the north-east at Bromberg, and as

the Netze rises near this point, the Bromberg Canal joins the

Vistula to the Netze so that traffic may go westward by way of

the Netze, Warthe and Oder and so to central Germany and the

North Sea. At the mouth of the Vistula is Danzig, on the Gulf

of Danzig, and at the north-eastern extremity of the same gulf

is Konigsberg.^

The freezing of the Baltic ports in winter gives a great advan-

tage to Hamburg which is always ice-free, and can gather the

traffic by river, canal, road and railroad from the whole of the

centre and east. The time during which the Baltic ports are

closed by ice is less in the west than in the east, so that Stettin

is more favoured than Danzig, and Konigsberg near the Russian

frontier acts as a port for Russia when Riga and Petrograd

are ice-bound.

The great railway routes from western Europe to northern

Germany and to all parts of Russia enter the central part of the

northern plain by the Westphalian Gate, pass through Hanover
to Berlin, and there diverge to the north-east by Konigsberg
to Leningrad, to the east by Warsaw to Moscow, and to the

south-east by Breslau to Odessa,

The foreign commerce of the German Empire somewhat
resembles that of the United Kingdom, for in the imports manu-
factures have but a small place, and food supplies and raw
materials are far more important. Germany, however, is not
so dependent as Britain upon foreign sources for its food, the

chief articles needed being wheat and barley
; its import of raw

* The provinces of Posen and West Prussia, drained by the Warthe,
Netze, and Lower Vistula, are now part of Poland. East Prussia, with
Kdnigsberg, is thus isolated from the main part of Germany, while Dantzig
becomes a free port.
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materials is relatively greater, and of these cotton, wool and

timber are the chief commodities. Among the exports the only

food stuff of any importance is sugar, while the chief raw materials

exported are hides and skins. The bulk of the outward trade,

with the exception of some coal, is in manufactured goods, iron

and steel goods and machinery easily ranking first, followed

by cotton goods and these again by woollen goods.

SWITZERLAND
Natural Regions.

—

Central Uplands and Highlands : The
eastern portions of the Jura Mountains (K*) ; the south-

western part of the Alpine Foreland (K*) ; the northern

part of the central Alps (K**).

Historical and Political Survey.—As the position of Switzer-

land would suggest, its people are largely of the Alpine Race,

but there has been a considerable intrusion of the Northern Race.

In the north the people speak German, a legacy of the over-

running of the country by a Germanic tribe after the fall of the

Roman dominion, but French is spoken in the south-west and

Italian in the south-east. Two-thirds of the people speak German,

and of the remaining third nearly three-quarters speak French;

hence Italian is spoken only by a small proportion of the popula-

tion. In the higher valleys of the Vorder Rhein and the Hinter

Rhein, Roumansch, a distinct language derived from Latin, is

still preserved. About three-fifths of the Swiss are Protestants,

the remaining two-fifths being Roman Catholics.

At one time this region formed part of the ancient Roman
Empire, and in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries struggled

against Austrian government. The commencement of the present

system was the union of three Cantons, i.e. small states, which
lay around Lake Lucerne. This was in 1291 and since then the

Cantons have been increased till they now number twenty-two.

The mountain barriers have helped the Swiss to preserve their

independence, and helped also to retain the individuality of the

Cantons, which have their own government for local matters,

combining for common purposes into the “ Swiss Confederation,"

at the head of which is an annually elected President
;
the capital,

Bern, is a convenient centre of the Confederation, and lies on the
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Loetschberg Tunnel route to the Simplon Pass. The area is

about half that of Scotland ; the population about 3,800,000

The beauty and grandeur of the Alpine mountains, glaciers

and lakes, attract many visitors, especially in the summer.
These give rise to the “ tourist industry ” which is of considerable

value to Switzerland, and Lucerne is one of the towns which

have gained importance as tourist centres.

Agriculture.—A country formed so largely of high mountain
masses necessarily has a large amount of unproductive land ;

in Switzerland it amounts to more than one-quarter of the whole

area. Another quarter is given up to pasture, for the elevation

and the heavy summer rainfall are more favourable to the growth
of grass than of crops. All parts of the Alpine Foreland have
pasture lands, and in addition higher pastures (the “ alps ”)

are utilized in summer, the animals being taken in winter to the

lower valleys. There are as many animals as people ; cattle

are many times as numerous as sheep, and goats also are reared,

especially on the more mountainous parts. In consequence,

the making of cheese and of condensed milk are important

industries.

Another quarter of the land bears fruit trees or crops ; these

are distributed over the Alpine Foreland and the warmer valleys.

The soil of the Foreland is rich only where the Alpine rivers

have deposited alluvium, but cultivation is wide-spread, for the

elevation ranges from 1,000 feet in the Rhine valley below the

confluence of the Aar, to 3,000 feet at the base of the Alps and
the Jima, and so the summer temperatures are approximately

equal to those of the plains of France. Wheat, rye and oats

are the chief cereals, and the vine is grown where shelter and
sun are obtainable, mainly on the southern slopes of the Jura
and north of Lake Geneva. In the warm Ticino valley the

mulberry is grown for the rearing of silkworms.

Most of the remaining quarter of the country is forest covered
;

the Foreland has beeches, the mountains bear coniferous trees,

and on the Italian border the valleys have oaks and chestnuts.

MaDUfactores.—Switzerland has very poor mineral resources,

and its manufactures are carried on either by a little imported
coal, by the water power of many of the streams, or by hand.
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Raw material has to be imported ; hence there is little beside

the training and skill of the people and the abundant water power

to make Switzerland, as it is, a manufacturing country of import-

ance. The water power is applied electrically to several indus-

tries and also to transport j it is already largely employed in many
parts, and is capable of much greater utilization.

Cotton manufacture is the most important industry ; it is

carried on in the belt of country at the base of the Alps from

Bern to Lake Constance. The silk industry is centred specially

at Zurich and Basel (Bale), the largest towns. The making of

watches is a considerable industry in the belt of country at the

base of the Jura including Geneva, Neuchdtel, and Basel. The
chemical industry is of growing importance.

Communications and Commerce.—The chief routes of com-

munication with other nations are quite definite. At the point

where the Rhine enters Germany is Basel
;

near the entrance

of the Rhone into France the town of Geneva has grown up

;

in the north-east a railway leads, by the Arlberg tunnel, to the

Inn valley in Austrian territory
;

in the south are two railway

routes into Italy, one by the Rhone valley and the Simplon Tunnel

to the valley of the Toce, the other by the Reuss valley and the

St. Gotthard tunnel to the Ticino valley. The railway system

of the north-east of Switzerland is well developed, and centres

at Zurich.

The foreign trade is that of a typical manufacturing com-

munity, the impoits being largely of food and raw materials,

the exports of manufactured goods.

AUSTRIA

Natural Regions,—Central Uplands and Highlands

:

The
north-eastern part of the Alps (K*o)

; the south-western part

of the Vieima Basin (K* i)
; the southern part of the Bohemian

Plateau (K’).

The Austrian people are akin to the greater part of the German
people and speak the same language. For many centuries they

built up a great Empire which included several subject peoples

:

Czechs, Slovaks and Poles to the north-east ; Hungarians,
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Rumanians and Serbs to the east and south ; Italians to the south-

west. At the end of the Great War the Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy was broken up and all the subject peoples were
liberated.

The portion remaining to the new Austrian Republic has an
area a little larger than that of Scotland and a population of less

than 6,000,000 people. Of these about 2,000,000 lived in Vienna,

the capital of the old Empire. As the new state has only about

one-fifth of the population of the old one, the capital cannot

maintain the same population, for the new states will retain work
of various kinds which used to be carried on at Vienna.

The greater part of Austria is Alpine, and here pastoral work
is the chief means of livelihood. In the eastern portion of the

mountainous region iron ore is found between the Enns and the

Mur Rivers
;

part of this ore is sent northward to Steyr to be

smelted
; a new but small coalfield has been opened up in this

district. The rest of the ore is sent to Graz on the Mur, for near

there lignite is obtained.

The most productive part of the state is the east
;

adjoining

Hungary is a country of hills and woods with a small proportion

of crop land, and in the north, adjoining ('zecho-Slovakia, is the

more fertile lowland region around the Danube
;

this is the most

densely populated part of Austria.

Vienna is now almost a frontier city ;
the centre of the routes

of the country is the town of Bruck at the sharp bend of the

Upper Mur. To this point a road from Vienna leads across the

Semmering Pass, and from it routes diverge westward to the

Enns valley and the long tongue of western Austria, southward

to the ports at the head of the Adriatic, and south-eastward down
the Mur to Graz, the second city of the Republic.

HUNGARY
Natural Regions.—The Upper Hungarian Plain (L^);

the greater part of the Lower Hungarian Plain (L^).

Hungary is the land of .the Magyars
; they were originally of

Ugro-Finnish descent, but in physical characteristics have become
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almost assimilated to the Europeans around them. Yet they

have their own language and in the past obtained dominance over

the Rumanians and Slavonic peoples formerly included in Hun-
gary. The number of people in the new state is about 8,000,000,

and its area is not very much greater than that of Ireland.

With the exception of the Bakony Forest Mountains and their

continuation across the Danube (south of the so-called Hungarian
Ore Moimtains which are now in Czecho-Slovakia), the country

is almost wholly lowland. It has practically no minerals, and,

with the exception of flom-miUing at Budapest, no manufactures.

Its resources are almost limited to the production of great

quantities of wheat and maize, other cereals to a less extent and
fruit (including the vines specially noted in the Tokay region), and
the keeping of animals

; the horse-rearing on the pusstas has been

famous for centuries.

Budapest is the capital and by far the largest city, but, as in

the case of Vienna, its importance cannot be maintained now that

Hungary is only about one-third of its former extent.

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA

Natural Regions .—Central Uplands and Highlands

:

The
greater part of the Bohemian Plateau (K'^) ; the north-

eastern part of the Vieima Basin (Ki*)
; the north-western

part of the Carpathian Highlands (K^^).

The Czechs, the Slovaks and the Poles belong to the We'^tem

Slavs, as distinct from the Eastern Slavs or Russians, and the

Southern Slavs or Jugo-Slavs. The Czechs live mainly in Bohemia

and Moravia (the district drained by the River Morava or March),

For centuries they were an independent people under their own
King of Bohemia, until this kingdom passed into possession of

the Emperor of Austria. The Slovaks have been under the

Magyars almost throughout their history. The two peoples are

closely akin and their speech differs but little.

The area of each of the two lands is about equal to that of

Scotland, so that the combined state is much larger than either

Austria or Hungary, The Czech portion is the more populous,
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for it has nearly 11,000,000 people, while Slovakia has about

3,000,000 people. In each case the population is mixed : in the

Czech lands there are about 2,500,000 German-speaking people,

while in Slovakia there are a relatively small number of Magyars.

The Germans in Bohemia are largely in the north and are there-

fore cut off from Austria ; most of the Magyars live in the

southern part of Slovakia.

The relatively dense population of the Czech lands is due to

their resources. In Bohemia coal is obtained near Praha (Prague)

and near Plzen (Pilsen), and as iron and other minerals are also

found in this region various manufactures have arisen in and near

these towns. In the north, considerable amounts of lignite are

found in the Eger valley, and here again industries are carried

on. Also there are manufactures, particularly of textiles, under

the edge of the Sudetes, where a very little coal is mined. Textiles

are made at Briinn, in Moravia, where again a little coal and more

iron are obtained. Glass manufactures are very important.

There are two important agricultural regions. The northern

one is where the valley of the Elbe is joined by those of the

Vltava (Moldau) and Eger ;
here wheat, hops, sugar-beet and

fruit are obtained. The southern one is the lowland draining to

the Morava, where the ^me crops are produced and in addition

maize becomes important.

The valleys of the Elbe and Morava are also trade routes, the

former leading through the Erz Gebirge to Germany and the

North Sea, the latter by the Oder or Moravian Gate (between the

Sudetes and Carpathians) to Poland and the Baltic Sea. Praha,

the capital, is on the River Vltava where it becomes navigable, and

at the centre of routes across the Bohemian Plateau.

Slovakia is less favoured, for it has no coal, and the so-called

Hungarian Ore Mountains yield little more than iron, which is

smelted at Kassa (Kosice). The most valuable parts of Slovakia

are the southern parts of the valle)^ of the rivers draining to the

Danube, for much of the country is forested highland. Bratislava

(Pressburg) is the river-port of Slovakia.

The timber resources of Czecho-Slovakia are very great, and
there is an export of timber, besides a large furniture industry.
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POLAND
Natural Region.—Part of the South Baltic Plains (H*).

Over one hundred years ago Poland was divided between

Russia, Prussia and Austria ;
it is now reunited, although its

boundaries are not identical with those of the past. The area

of the new state is rather greater than that of the whole of the

British Isles and its population is about 30,000,000 people. This:

includes not only Poles but also a considerable number of Russians,

some Germans, and several millions of Jews.

Except in the south-west which is drained by the Oder and
its tributaries, the country coincides broadly with the basin of

the Vistula. It is partly for this reason that a belt of Polish

territory projects along the river to the Baltic Sea between East

Prussia and the rest of Germany. The city of Danzig, however,

inhabited largely by Germans, has been made a free city under

the protection of the League of Nations. Danzig will therefore

be the port of Poland, although not part of the state.

Agriculture is the main occupation of the country, producing

rye and oats, barley and wheat, potatoes and sugar-beet. Large

numbers of cattle, pigs and horses are reared, and about one-fifth

of the country is stiU covered by forests. In Upper Silesia is a

considerable coalfield, and in this district iron, zinc and lead are

also mined. The coal is used in the manufactures of Warsaw and
Lodz. The Carpathian Foreland yields common salt, potassium

salts, and petroleum. Warsaw, with three-quarters of a million

people, is the capital, well situated on the Vistula in the centre

of tlie country.

THE BALTIC STATES

Natural Regions.—(i) Esthonia, Latvia and Litl^uania

form part of the South Baltic Lowlands (H®)
; (2) Finland

includes part of the North Baltic Lands (H^), the lower

north-eastern part of the Scandinavian Fjeld (A^), and the

western extremity of the Tundra (A^).

These states may be grouped according to position as those

to the north and to the south respectively of the Gulf of
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Finland, but from the point 01 view of the peoples the division is

different. The Finns and the Esthonians must be placed together,

for they were both non-European in origin, being derived from

the Ugro-Finn Race, while the Letts of Latvia (sometimes called

Lettland) and the Lithuanians belong to the Northern European

Race. They are quite distinct from the Germans in descent and

in language.

The three southern states have no mineral wealth
;
they are

dependent almost entirely upon agriculture and the keeping of

animals, and as their land is favoured neither by soil nor by
climate, the population is small, about 5,000,000 in all. The
chief crops are rye, oats, hay, potatoes, and flax, the last named
a valuable export. The timber resources are very considerable.

Esthonia has the port of Reval, and Latvia the ports of Riga and

Libau, the latter being ice-free in the winter. The port of Memel,

formerly German, has been incorporated into Lithuania. Thus
these states hold important entries from the Baltic into Russia.

Riga, with half a million people, has manufactures as w’ell as

commerce, and it is the capital of Latvia
;
Revel is the capital

of Esthonia, and Kovno, on the Memel River, is the seat of the

government of Lithuania.

Finland has over 3,000,000 people, including some Russians,

and along the southern coast some Swedes. This southern strip is

by far the most important part of the country, the more northern

part consisting mainly of lake, marsh, coniferous forest or tundra.

Agriculture and animal-rearing are the mainstay of the people,

forestry supporting others, while the small amount of manu-
facturing is largely dependent either upon the forests (paper and
other products of wood) or upon the small amount of iron ore

which is mined. The chief town and port is Helsingfors, with

about 200,000 inhabitants.

Timber, wood-pulp, paper and butter are the leading exports,

while cereals, colonial wares, metals and manufactured goods are

imported. Increasing use is being made of the abundant water-

power for industrial development.

For authorities and hooks for further readings \ee end of Chapter XXIIL



CHAPTER XXIII

EUROPE—POLITICAL AND
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS—

DENMARK
Natural Regions.—Western Marginal Lowlands

:

North

Sea Margin (B*). Baltic Lowlands: The western margin of

the Baltic and the islands (H*).

Historical and Political Survey.—The peninsula of Denmark
and the southern part of the Scandinavian peninsula have had a

very closely-connected racial and political history. The main

body of the people are of the Northern type, but on both the shores

of the Skagerrak and of the Kattegat there are traces of the

Alpine type. Politically all this region has been united under

Danish rule, but first Sweden and then (in 1814) Norway became
independent of Denmark. The past power of Denmark brought

to it colonies but these now consist only of some small West
Indian Islands, the Faroe Islands and Greenland

; Iceland has

an independent government but owns the supremacy of the King

of Denmark.
Since the southern portion of the peninsula of Jutland was

lost to Prussia in 1864 Denmark has an area about equal to that

of Switzerland, about one-third of this consisting of the islands

of the Baltic, the largest of which are Zealand and Fiinen. The
resources of the country are not great and the population is less

than 3,300,000 persons. More than half of these live on the Baltic

Islands, and on Zealand stands the capital, Copenhagen, the only

dty of importance.

The established religion is Protestant and to this faith nearly

all the people adhere.

Agriculture.—Denmark is the only country of Europe which
»es
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has no land above 600 feet high, but the east of the mainland and
the islands are somewhat hilly and correspond to the Baltic lands

of Sweden and Germany. Here is the chief agricultural portion

of the country and three-quarters of the total surface is to some
extent productive. Of this about half is cultivated, producing
oats, barley and rye, and half is pasture-land which supports a

large number of cattle. The production of dairy produce is

carried on so efficiently and is so well organized that it has become
the chief industry of the country. The beech forests which once
covered the land now occupy only a small percentage of the area

but they afford part of the food for the pigs which are reared

in considerable numbers.

The western portion of the peninsula faces the North Sea and
is largely composed of low hills of sand driven inland by the sea

winds
;
here little is produced ard few people live.

The absence of minerals is the cause of the absence of any but

small manufactures.

Commerce,—The commercial position of Denmark is advan-

tageous only in respect of the sea traffic between the Baltic and
North Seas. Copenhagen has a considerable trade, as it com-
mands the most direct route, namely, that through the Sound,
but the largest vessels must traverse the deeper Great Belt

;

moreover, the opening of the Kiel Canal has tended to reduce the

importance of Copenhagen, On the east coast of the peninsula

there are only small ports, and on the North Sea coasts there is

only one good harbour, Esbjerg, which trades with the British

Isles.

The bulk of the imports is naturally of manufactured goods,

while the exports reflect the pastoral character of the country in

the predominance of butter, and hve animals, namely cattle, pigs,

and horses, besides bacon and eggs.

THE SCANDINAVIAN PENINSULA
Natural Regions.—The Cold Deserts : The Scandinavian

Fjeld (A^). Transition Region : The North-western margin
(A~B*). Western Marginal Lowlands : South-west of Scan-

dinavia (Bi). Baltic Lowlands

:

Northern Sweden (H^) 5

Southern Sweden (H*).

Hiitorical and Political Survey.—The great majority of the

BB
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population of Scandinavia belongs to the Northern European

Race, and the intrusion of Lapps and Finns into the north of the

peninsula has not been numerically great, for of each race there

are only about 30,000 people, most of the Finns being in Norway

and most of the Lapps in Sweden. The mountain barriers be-

tween Norway and Sweden and the fact that one faces the North

Sea and western Europe, while the other faces the Baltic Sea and

eastern Europe, have enabled separate nations to evolve. At

times they were connected with each other or with Denmark, but

Sweden, being greater and richer, at one period gained consider-

able power, and when Denmark lost its supremacy over Norway
the two parts of the peninsula united, with Sweden as the predom-

inating partner. Only in 1905 did Norway become a separate

kingdom.

In Sweden there is a true Swedish language, but Norway lost

its own language while it was under Danish rule and the Nor-

wegians still speak Danish ; in both countries the Protestant faith

is professed.

Norway has an area equal to that of the British Isles, but so

poor are its resources that this land supports little more than

2.500.000 people. Sweden is half as large again and has rather

more than 5,800,000 people. Consequently, the average density

of population of these coimtries is much less than that of any other

country of Europe.

Norway’s capital, Oslo (formerly Kristiania), has about 300,000

people, and that of Sweden, Stockholm, under 500,000 inhabitants.

Agricultore, Forestry, and Fishing.—The northerly situation

and the height of much of the peninsula are the causes of the

extremely small agricultural production. It is very difl&cult to

say how much of the area is used for pastoral purposes, for poor

mountain pasture utilized only during a part of the summer
cannot be classed with the better meadow-lands, but the amount
of land that bears crops other than grass gives a striking indica-

tion of the condition of agriculture. In Norway it is less than

1.000 square miles, that is less than i per cent, of the whole area

of the country, and about equal to the county of Sussex. This

crop-land exists partly as small patches on the sides and at the

heads of the fiords of the western shores but the largest part
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occurs in the coastal lowland around Oslo ; only in this part

is the population at all considerable. Half of the crop area is

devoted to oats, and barley and potatoes rank next.

In Sweden the crop-land is more extensive and yet amounts
only to 6 per cent, of the area ; it occurs mainly in the low

southern projection of the country and especially in the coastal

lands bordering the Kattegat. Oats again take the first place,

but there is also a considerable crop of rye.

Cattle are the chief animals in both countries. The number
reared in Sweden (2,500,000) as compared with the number reared

in Norway (1,000,000) is determined rather by the comparative

amounts of lowland than by the total area of the two countries.

Forests of pines and firs occupy nearly a quarter of the land

of Norway and more than half that of Sweden. Consequently

timber and turpentine rank as important products of the peninsula.

The long and deeply indented coastline encourages fishing,

to which many of the people have to look for part of their sus-

tenance, and the shallowness of the North and Baltic Seas is an

additional advantage in this respect. The Norwegians obtain

far more fish than the Swedes ; the chief kinds are the cod which

are caught within the loo-fathom line, the herring from the fish-

ing grounds just beyond that line, and the whale and seal of

more distant Arctic waters. The curing of fish is therefore an

occupation of some importance.

Blining and Manufacturea.—The mineral wealth of Scandinavia

is considerable, consisting largely of iron ore, much of which is

of remarkably good quality. It is found in Sweden to a much
greater extent than in Norway, and mainly in two districts, one

in Lapland between Lake Tornea and Gellivara, the other north

of Lakes Vener and Malar. In this latter district copper, silver,

and lead are also mined. Of the iron ore only about one quarter

is smelted in the country owing to the scanty supply of coal.

Indeed, charcoal is here used for smelting and the quality of the

iron is thereby improved.

The mechanical power for manufacture is already obtained

to a considerable extent from the highland streams, and there

can be no doubt of important developments in the use of water

power for many purposes, including railway transport. At present
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it is used largely in the timber industries, namely, in the saw-mills

for the timber exported, in other mills where wood is pulped for

the manufacture of paper, and in the manufacture of matches

and boxes. It is also used in the production of chemicals for

manures, and in the metallurgical industries.

Communications and Commerce.—Three lines of railway

traverse the plateau ; two of these diverge from Trondhjem, one

southward to Oslo and the other eastward and then south-

ward to Stockholm, while the third passes from the head of the

Gulf of Bothnia through the Gellivara iron district to take the ore

to the Norwegian port Narvik, which is always ice-free. The
other Norwegian ports, Trondhjem, Bergen and Kristiania, are

either almost or entirely free from ice, but the Swedish ports are

more obstructed. Goteborg (or Gothenburg) is the chief port of

Sweden as it faces the western world, is closed only for a short

period, and is connected with the Baltic Sea by a ship canal which

makes use of the lakes Vener and Vetter. Stockholm, on the

channel between Lake Malar and the Baltic Sea, has less trade

because it is closed in winter and looks only toward Russia.

The trade with Germany passes largely through Malmo.
The exports of Norway are largely the produce of the forests

and fisheries ; those of Sweden are much greater in value, and here

again the forest products come first, followed by iron and iron

ore, and then by butter.

The lack of agriculture causes the chief import of Norway to be

corn
;

in Sweden coal is the greatest import, while iron and steel

goods, grain, and wool and woollen goods are next in importance.

RUSSIA
(including the UKRAINE AND THE REGIONS BETWEEN THE

BLACK AND CASPIAN SEAS)

Natural Regions.—CoW Deserts : Part of the Fjeld (A^) ;

The Tundra (A^) ; the N. Ural Mountains (A 5). Baltic

Lowlands : East part of the Baltic Plains (H^). The Russian

Forest: North-eastern Russia (M^) ; Central Russia (M^).

European Steppes: The South Russian Plain (N^). The
Mediterranean Regions

:

The Southern Crimea (D*^) ; the

Rion and Kur Valleys (D®). The Caucasus Mountains (G).

The Caspian Depression (O).
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Historical and Political Survey.—The great bulk of the

population consists of the trae Russians who are Slavs and there-

‘ fore of the Alpine Race. The chief peoples of Asiatic descent are

found in the east, namely the Mongolian Kalmuks and the Turk!

tribes, including the Kazaks (or Kossacks) and the Tatars. Many
Jews are scattered throughout the country, especially in the south-

west, and the Caucasus region, as stated in Chapter XII., is the

home of a medley of races.

Most of the people belong to the Greek Church, but there

are a considerable number of Roman Catholics and a small

percentage of Protestants.

The Russian power that arose in the forest region and was
centred at Moscow, gradually extended over the great plain

; even

the steppes which gave access to Asiatic horsemen were at last

occupied. Thus the whole of eastern Europe was in the hands

of one government, and that government also enlarged its

dominion till it extended eastward across the grasslands which

stretch into central Asia and the forests which reach to the

Pacific. The uniformity of the plain and the absence of natural

barriers prevented the growth of strong local differences and
enabled the central government to impose its will upon every

part. The relative isolation of this part of Europe also contributed

to produce a form of government and a degree of civilization both

much less advanced than those of the western states. To get into

touch with these states Peter the Great founded a new capital,

St. Petersburg, at the mouth of the Neva, and at the head of

the Gulf of Finland. This city, now called Leningrad, has over

a million people, but Moscow has again become the capital, and

has more than 1,500,000 inhabitants. After the Revolution

of 1917, which destroyed the Empire, Poland and the Baltic

States obtained their complete independence, and the remaining

territory has been formed into the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics. The Soviets {i.e. Councils) of Russia proper, of the

self-governing republics of the Kirghis, Tartar, Daghestan,

Bashkir, Crimea and Yakutsk regions, and of other autonomous

areas such as the far eastern part of Siberia, miite to form the

Russian Federal Soviet Republic, and to this state there are

federated other republics including White Russia, the Ukraine,

Georgia, Azerbaijan and Armenia.
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The area of the Union is 8,000,coo square miles and the

population is 135,000,000 people, of whom 60,000,000 live in

the central Russian Republic, 26,000,000 in the Ukraine, 6,000,000

in the Northern Caucasus and Donetz area, and 6,000,000 in the

Transcaucasian Republics.

Agriculture and Forestry.—Largely owing to the uniformity

of the surface a distinct zonal arrangement is noticeable in Russia

in regard to agriculture. Bordering the Arctic Sea is the prac-

tically barren tundra, and to the south of this are the vast forest

areas which still occupy 40 per cent, of the whole country. The
distribution of these is indicated on the maps ; from the coni-

ferous forest area of north-eastern Russia the pine, spruce, and

larch are obtained, while in the much smaller broad-leaved forest

of Central Russia the oak, ash, and lime are common. The furs

from the animals of the northern forests are still of considerable

value. But where the climate favours the growth of crops, and

therefore particularly in the deciduous portions of the forest,

great clearances have been made for agricultural purposes.

The cultivated land now extends from the shores of the Black

Sea as far north as latitude 60®, but beyond this it is unimportant

and the population is in consequence very scanty. Eastward,

cultivation is not of such great importance beyond the Kama and

lower Volga rivers, and there again comparatively few people can

obtain a livelihood.

The most northerly of the crops is rye, and to this more land

is devoted than to any other, for it stretches right across the

forested area to the south of latitude 60® in a belt ten degrees wide,

therefore including also a part of the extraordinary fertile black-

earth region. Oats are an important product obtained from much
the same region as rye, with the exception of the most northerly

strip, for they are not largely grown north of latitude 55®.

South of the rye and oats in the South Russian Plain, the

other great grain crops are found. Wheat, the second crop in

importance, is mainly grown in the southern part of the Ukraine
(the black-earth region), the district immediately north-east of the

Sea of Azof, and the Crimean Peninsula. If this wheat-belt be
divided by a line passing northward through Odessa it will be
found that to the west of this line maize is largely grown, while

to the east of it (where the summers are shorter) barley takes its
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place ;
the total area given to barley is, however, greater than

that given to maize, as it also extends southward over the western

portion of Caucasia. Flax is grown over a very wide range

of latitude, for it is found with the rye in the north and with

the barley in the south ; hemp is not so important and its

area does not reach so far to the north. Potatoes are largely

grown, especially in the regions extending eastward from Poland.

In the regions of the Mediterranean type and in the valley of

the Kuban the vine and other fruit trees are cultivated.

The agricultural productions are very important, as it is by
them that the bulk of the population is supported. Russia has

held the first place in the world’s supply of rye, barley, flax and
hemp, and the second place in the supply of wheat and oats.

Many millions of sheep are kept in the steppe lands, though

less now that the cultivation of the ground has become so widely

undertaken, and in the same region cattle and horses are reared

in great numbers ; cattle are important throughout the country.

On the tundra and the poorer steppe and scrub lands the pastoral

peoples are still nomadic.

Mining and Manufacture.—The mineral of which the output

is at present the most valuable is gold, and to this succeed silver

and copper. All these, and in addition platinum, are found in

the Ural Moimtains south of latitude 6o".

As the basis of industries, coal and iron are more important

than the precious metals even in Russia, and the increase in

their production has been very great in recent years. Coal is

found in four regions : (i) In favourable proximity to the other

metals in the Ural Mountains east of Perm. {2) Around Tula

to the south of Moscow ; iron is foimd both here and also to

the east of Moscow and consequently an iron industry has de-

veloped, Tula producing arms in great quantity. In and around

Moscow manufactures of woollen, leather, and cotton goods are

carried on. (3) In the south of the country there is an import-

ant coalfield situated within the eastward bend of the Donetz

river ; in the same district iron is found, and west of this there

is a still greater production of iron ore within the eastward bend

of the Dnieper. The fact that the Ukraine possesses these stores

of coal and iron, the most fertile lands north of the Black Sea,
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and a frontage upon the sea, makes it the most important region

of Eastern Europe. Smelting is carried on in the Donetz and

Dnieper districts, and an industry producing many kinds of iron

and steel goods is increasing rapidly in several places from

Kharkov to the shores of the Sea of Azov.

In the production of petroleum Russia is second only to the

United States. The oil is obtained from the northern and

southern slopes of the Caucasus Mountains, especially around

Baku and in the basin of the Kuban ; it is exported from Batum
on the Black Sea, to which place oil from Baku is transmitted

by means of a pipe over 500 miles long. Among other minerals

may be mentioned the salt from the salt swamps in the depression

from which the Caspian Sea has retreated.

The industry which now employs the greatest number of

workpeople is distilling and brewing, widely distributed through-

out the country. On the whole the industries are yet unde-

veloped and a great many of the people engaged in them
still carry on the work in their own homes, but considering the

natural and human resources of Russia there is every indication

that in the future its manufactures will increase to enormous

dimensions.

Communications and Commerce.—Much of Russia is so flat

that it is occasionally marshy and may even be flooded after the

rapid thaw of the snows in spring
; moreover in the grassland

region there is neither stone nor wood for the construction of

firm roads. Hence until the advent of the railways the rivers

were the chief means of communication.

The rivers are long and therefore slow, and navigable for the

greater part of their lengths, though to some extent impeded by
the rapids with which the engineers have not yet adequately

coped. A more serious and permanent difficulty is the block-

ing by ice for at least two months each year. On the other

hand, the rivers have been connected by canals, so that there is

now water communication between the Baltic and Caspian Seas

by the connexion of the Neva with the Volga, and between the

Baltic and Black Seas by the connexion of the Vistula and Diina

with the Dnieper.

The immense system of the Volga and its tributaries provides
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navigable waterways for a considerable part of the country,

for example from Perm on the Kama in the east to Moscow on

a tributary of the Oka in the centre, but it has its value greatly

diminished by flowing into the enclosed Caspian Sea. A canal

giving access to the Black Sea by connecting the Volga with the

Don where the two rivers so nearly approach each other is pro-

jected, but at present goods for export have to be transmitted

from the one river to the other by rail.

The great railway centre of Russia is Moscow, whence lines

radiate to every part except the extreme north-east. As there are

no great physical obstacles to construction, a railway map of this

countr}^ is a good index to the productive capacity of the different

portions, the closeness of the network of the lines indicating the

amount of goods and the number of passengers to be carried.

The routes to Asiatic Russia diverge from Samara, the Trans-

Siberian Railway proceeding to the east and the line to Russian

Turkestan to the south-east. South of the Caucasus Mountains,

the Black and Caspian Seas are connected by a railway passing

through Tiflis, the chief city of the Trans-Caucasian provinces
;

this system is linked with that of the rest of the country by
a line skirting the eastern extremity of the range.

The sea-borne commerce of Russia suffers to some extent

from the fact that its coasts are open only to Arctic waters or to

inland seas, and to a greater extent from the fact that its ports

on these inland seas are very few and are more or less blocked by
ice during the winter. The greatest amount of trade was done by
Odessa, the great grain port of the Ukraine. It is only occasionally

closed in the middle of a severe winter, since it is in the south and
further west than other Black Sea ports and also its harbour is

not at a river mouth but on the sea itself. Judged by the amount
of trade, Leningrad ranked as the second port of Russia, but the

Neva is blocked for about live months in the year
;
the third port

in respect of the total trade, and the one through which the

greatest amount of exports was sent, was Riga, but this is now in

Latvia. Archangel, situated where the Northern Dvina empties

its waters into the White Sea, is closed for more than half the year.

At Nizhni Novgorod, where the Oka joins the Volga, there

is a survival of older trading methods in the great annual fair,
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to which merchants still come from distant parts of Asia, dealing

especially in furs, hides and leather. Another important inland

centre is Kiev, on the Dnieper.

The chief exports of Russia indicate the importance and
nature of the agriculture, for nearly half of the export trade

is concerned with corn and flour, wheat being much more im-

portant than rye, which is nearly all needed for home consump-

tion, while the other exports, arranged in order of importance,

are butter and eggs, wood and wooden goods, flax, furs and
leather. The imports include raw cotton, machinery and metal

goods, tea, coal and coke.

Taking into consideration the number of people in the country

the amount of this foreign trade is very small
;

it is considerably

less per head than in any other country of Europe.^

IBERIAN PENINSULA

Natural Regions.—Western Marginal Highlands

:

The
southern slopes of the Pyrenees (C^) ; North-western Spain

(C*). Transition Region : South-western margin of the

Iberian Peninsula (C-D). Mediterranean Regions : Western

margin of the Mediterranean Sea with the Ebro Valley (D^).

The Iberian Plateau (E).

Historical and Political Survey.—The people of Spain and

Portugal are of the Mediterranean Race, for the Moorish intru-

sions brought to the Peninsula people of the same race as the

inhabitants, though differing from them in religion and national-

ity, and earlier intrusions of Alpine and Northern (Gothic) peoples

have left comparatively few traces.

The reconquest of Spain from the Moors was gradual and
led to the establishment of separate kingdoms. In the moun-
tainous north alone the Christians retained their independence
and here arose the states of Galicia, the Asturias and Navarre.

From the north-west a reconquest took place southward, and on

this was based the kingdom of Portugal. Further east the Ebro
basin was recovered and formed the kingdom of Aragon. Simi-

larly Old Castile (the “ Castle " land) was formed, extending

^ Since the Revolution the output of the mines and factories of Russia has
been reduced to a mere fraction of that formerly obtained. The area under
crops has also decreased, and trade is almost at a standstill.
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from the coast as far south as the Sierra de Guadarrama, New
Castile reached to the Sierra Morena, while Leon was formed
west of Old Castile. The union of Leon and Castile and
afterwards that of Castile and Aragon gave the Spaniards suffi-

cient power to expel the Moors even from their stronghold of

Granada in the Sierra Nevada mountains, and gradually all

the eastern states were incorporated into the kingdom of

Spain.

The sea-girt position of the peninsula aided the maritime

importance of Spain and Portugal, and the sailors of both coun-

tries made most important discoveries, e.g. Columbus, although

a Genoese, sailed from Spain and discovered the New World in

1492, the Portuguese admiral Vasco de Gama sailed round Africa

to India in 1498, and Magellan, another Portuguese, sailed round

the world in the interest of the King of Spain in the years 1519-

22. By that time the Pope had divided all newly discovered

lands between the Spanish and Portuguese sovereigns. This

led to great oversea settlements and possessions, but most of

these have since been lost ;
Spain now retains little save the

adjacent islands of the Canaries and the Balearic Isles, but

Portugal possesses the Cape Verde Islands, Angola in West
Africa, and Mozambique in East Africa, besides some smaller

territories. In both countries the state religion is the Roman
Catholic faith, and in Spain other forms of worship are still

allowed only in private.

The capital of Portugal is Lisbon on the estuary of the Tagus,

in all respects the most important city of this country
;

the

capital of Spain is Madrid, chosen because of its central position

and having little else to favour its development.

The area of the whole peninsula is rather less than twice that

of Britain ;
but the natural resources are not great and a lack

of energy now characterizes many of the people, so that the whole

land only supports a population rather more than half as numerous

as that of Britain, namely, about 21,000,000 in Spain and 7,000,000

in Portugal.

The rocky peninsula of Gibraltar, '' the key of the Mediter-

ranean," is a strongly-fortified British naval station and coaling

station, corresponding in these respects with the rocky island of

Malta (capital, Valetta) south of Sicily.
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Agriculture,—Although the people of the Peninsula are mainly

dependent on the produce of the soil, at least one quarter of

the ground is quite unproductive. This is due in part to the

mountainous character of the land, more largely to the lack of

water in many parts, and to some extent to the inadequate use

the people make of the possibilities afforded by nature.

Another quarter of the land is used only for pasture. Much
of the tableland is of this character, and in the interior the

pasture is very poor. Among the animals, sheep are by far the

most numerous, and for two or three centuries Spanish wool

had an importance and a reputation now lost. The Portuguese

portion being better watered has more useful pasture-lands,

and this is true also of the northern coastal regions
;

conse-

quently in these districts both sheep and cattle are kept to a

considerable extent. The oak woods of the south afford food

for many pigs.

Forests do not cover a large proportion of the country
;

in

the northern highlands they are similar to those of Central Europe

and only in the southern portion of the peninsula are they of

the Mediterranean type. The cork oak is an important tree of

this type, growing more abundantly in the moister west and

hence obtained in greater quantities from Portugal than from

Spain.

Less than half the land, therefore, is cultivated. Cereals

occupy the largest part of this area and among them wheat and
barley are predominant, rye, oats and maize being relatively

imimportant
; the wheat is grown largely on the plateau, espe-

cially in the valleys of the Douro and the Tagus. The vine is

cultivated in the valleys of all the larger rivers, along the southern

and eastern coasts, and on the lower slopes of the Pyrenees.

The olive is found in the same regions, and in addition its growth
is widely extended over the southern half of the peninsula. In

respect of all these agricultural products, the fertile plain

of Andalusia, warm and open to the moisture-bearing winds,

holds an important position.

In the dry south-east of the country irrigation with water

brought by the rivers from the mountains is important, for the heat

is favourable to the growth of many crops and particularly of fruit.
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This irrigation, largely a legacy of the Moorish occupation, is

mainly carried on in Valencia, Murcia, and Granada, where the

huertas (gardens) yield fruits such as oranges, pomegranates,

figs and almonds in abundance, and occasionally even rice, the

sugar cane, and cotton. The thorough and careful cultivation

of these huertas, which may yield crop after crop in one year,

is in striking contrast with the poverty, and indeed neglect, of a

large part of the plateau area.

Minerals and Manufacture,—The Iberian Peninsula is very

rich in minerals. Of these iron ore is obtained in the greatest

quantities, the most important districts being in the Cantabrian

Mountains and especially behind the ports Bilbao and Santander,

and also in the Sierra Nevada, and particularly in Murcia.

Lead and silver, in places extracted from the same ore, are found

in the Sierra Morena and the east of the Sierra Nevada. Copper,

often found with iron, is mined in greater quantities in this

peninsula than in any other part of Europe
;

it is obtained in the

south-west corner of the Meseta, mainly in Spain near the Rio

Tinto, but also in Portugal. Coal exists in considerable amounts,

but the coalfields are scattered and largely undeveloped
;

the

chief mining takes place in the Asturias portion of the Cantabrian

Mountains. Other minerals are zinc, quicksilver from the famous

mines at Almaden in the south of the Meseta, and salt, which is

obtained both by evaporation around the southern coasts and

by quarrying in the northern mountains.

The manufactures have been developed to a less extent than

this mineral wealth would indicate. The most important region

is situated around Barcelona in Catalonia
;

this city is the

chief port of Spain and approximately equal to Madrid in size.

Here the manufacture of textiles, especially cottons, is carried on,

not because of the local production of raw materials but to some

extent on account of the facilities for transport by sea
;

a still

more important factor is the exceptional industry of the people

who, it may be observed, are descended from exceptionally mixed

ancestry. Increasing use is being made of the water power of

the Pyrenees.

The only other important industry is that of the Basque Pro-

vinces, where iron is smelted and manufactured from local ore.
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by means of imported coal and water power from the moimtain

streams.

Communications and Commerce.—Since the productive por-

tions of the peninsula lie either around the coasts or in the river

valleys, communication by water, either by sea or by river,

tends to be of greater importance than that by road or railway.

Further, because of the peninsular position there are no great

continental routes running through the country. Hence the

railroads have merely local importance and the only great railway

centre is Madrid.

The largest towns, with the single exception of the capital of

Spain, are therefore either on the coast or on navigable rivers.

In Portugal the capital is on the estuary of the Tagus, which is

navigable almost to the Spanish boundary. The next largest

city is Oporto, whence “ port ” wine is shipped. It stands at

the mouth of the Douro, which is navigable quite to the frontier

of the two kingdoms. The Guadalquivir has Seville, which

exports Seville oranges among other products, at the head of

navigation for large vessels. Just south of the mouth of this river

is Cadiz, another wine-exporting city, and corresponding to this

in many ways is Malaga on the Mediterranean coast. Valencia

is a still larger Mediterranean port, but Murcia and Zaragoza

(Saragossa) are essentially the local market-towns of agricul-

tural districts, though the Ebro is navigable for small boats far

beyond Zaragoza.

The chief imports are those of a non-manufacturing region,

namely, steel goods and coal
;
the exports well express the natural

resources, being ores of iron, lead and copper, besides fruit, oUve
oil and wine.

ITALY
Natural Regions.—Central Highlands: Portions of the

Alps (K^®). The N. Italian or Lombardy Plain (F). Mediter-
ranean Regions : Part of the North-western margin (D*)

;

The Peninsula and Sicily (D*) ; Sardinia (D*).

Historical and Political Survey.—The Mediterranean Race
has been superseded in the northern portions of the country by
the Alpine Race, and there remain indications of the incursions
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of the Northern Race in the people as well as in the name of

Lombardy. The power of Rome early unified Italy, but after

the decline of the Roman Empire there arose a number of small
states, including the Papal States around Rome and great city-

republics such as Venice and Genoa.
During this period Rome remained the seat of the Popes and

retained its importance as the chief spiritual centre of Christen-
dom. For many centuries there were struggles between the
various Italian powers as well as partial conquests by northern
nations, but in i860 several states united and the King of Sardinia
was chosen King of Italy with the seat of government at Florence.
This union was completed in 1870, when all Italy came under one
rule and Rome, “ the Eternal City,** again became the political

capital, a position to which it is entitled no less by its central
situation than by its historical pre-eminence. In size, however,
Rome now ranks third among the Italian cities.

In 1919 Austria ceded to Italy all the region drained by the

Adige, including the Italian-speaking Trentino, and the eastern

shores of the Gulf of Venice, including Trieste.

The area of Italy is somewhat less than that of the British

Isles and the population is about 40,000,000, hence it is rather

densely populated and is almost exactly comparable to Germany
in this respect. There is a very considerable emigration, largely

to the United States and South America, amounting in some
recent years to about half a million people.

Agnculturo.—The dense population of Italy is supported
almost entirely by agriculture, which must therefore be much
more productive than that of Spain. The rainfall of Italy is

greater than the rainfall of Spain and is more evenly distributed,

while the temperature conditions are very similar. In Italy,

moreover, there is a larger proportion of lowland, and irrigation

is even more extensively practised, especially in the plain of

Lombardy which has less rainfall than most of the country but
abundant water from the rains, snows, and glaciers of the
surrounding mountains.

About four-fifths of the land may be classed as productive,

and of this, corn crops occupy the greatest area. \^eat is far

more important than any other of these crops as it is grown in
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all parts except the higher mountain ridges
;
maize ranks second

among the cereals and is grown especially on the northern plain,

which in this and other ways is similar to the plain of Hungary ;

rice is another valuable crop, obtained from the irrigated lands

of the north. Hemp and beet-root are also noteworthy.
Meadow-land comes next to corn crops in regard to the extent

of land covered, and the meadows which are irrigated for this

purpose bear several rich crops each year. Sheep and cattle are

both numerous, and cheese is an important product.

The vineyards occupy a greater area than in any other country

in the world, though the amount of wine obtained is second to

that of France. The vine is cultivated over much of the northern

plain and a large part of the coastal regions of the south. The
olive yards are very extensive, particularly in the peninsular

portion, and Italy produces more olive oil than any other country.

In the production of raw silk Italy is first among the countries

of Europe
;

the quantity is exceeded in China and Japan, but

the quality of the Italian silk is on the whole higher than that of

the silk of Asia. Oranges, lemons, figs and other “ Mediterranean
''

fruits are obtained from the southern portion of the peninsula.

These fruits, together with vines, olives, and wheat, are grown

also in the islands of Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica, the last

named belonging politically to France.

The fertility of the alluvial northern plain is shown by the

fact that the vine is trained on mulberry trees and beneath them
maize, rice or wheat is grown, so that food, drink and clothing

(silk) are all supplied from the same soil.

Minerals and Manufactures.—The poverty of Italy in respect

of minerals is another point of contrast between this country

and the Iberian Peninsula. The most important mineral is the

sulphur of Sicily
;

iron is found in Elba ; lead and zinc are

somewhat important in Sardinia. On the mainland little mining

is carried on, but there are famous marble quarries near Carrara

in the northern Appennines.

As a consequence of the lack of coal and other minerals,

manufactures have only lately attained any importance and this

growth is largely because the increased population cannot be

provided with a corresponding increase in work by means of
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agriculture alone. Hence labour has become abundant and cheap
even in spite of the emigration, which is another effect of the

same cause. Also the large population supplies a ready market
for the manufactured goods. Mechanical power is obtained
from imported coal, but recently great developments have taken

place in the utilization of water power from the Alps and the

Appennines. The chief manufacture is that of silk goods, as the

raw material is locally produced. There are as yet, however,

no great manufacturing centres.

Communications and Commerce.—The peninsular character

of the country and the mountain barriers of the north tend to

cause the foreign trade to be carried on by sea rather than by
land. The great ports of the north are Genoa, situated at the

head of the Gulf of Genoa where the low Bocchetta Pass gives

comparatively easy access to the northern plain, and Venice,

which stands at the head of the Adriatic Sea and is built upon
islands north of the delta of the Po. The age-long importance

of these cities has been largely due to the fact that they are also

at the commencement of land routes from the Mediterranean

Sea to Northern Europe. In six directions railway lines now lead

from northern Italy across the Alps. From Turin, where the Dora
Riparia joins the Po, the route leads westward by the Mont Cenis

tunnel ; from Milan, tlie great centre of the plain and in size the

second city of Italy, there are two routes, one leading north-

westward by the Simplon tunnel and one northward by the St.

Gotthard tunnel ; from Verona a line leads northward over the

Brenner Pass ; from Venice and from Trieste there are several

routes to the north-east over the Semmering Pass to Vienna,

In peninsular Italy the great railway routes skirt the coasts.

On the eastern side the main line passes along the southern border

of the plain through Bologna, whence another route crosses

the Appennines to Florence. The express overland route to the

East continues by the east coast to Brindisi, where the steamers

which have come around Spain call for passengers and mails.

On the western side of the Appennines there is a similar coastal

road, and in Central Italy an important route leads up the Arno
valley from Florence, famous for its art treasures, and down
the Tiber valley to Rome. Further south is Naples, the largest

cx:
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city of Italy, built in a beautiful situation on the Bay of Naples.

Florence, Rome, and Naples all owe a part of their growth to

the fact that they are centres of very fertile lowland areas.

The three ports of Sicily, viz. Palermo, Messina and Catania,

also rank among the large cities of the kingdom.

The population of Italy is so great that wheat has to be im-

ported, in addition to raw cotton, iron and steel goods, and coal.

The only great export is that of silk, cotton goods and dairy

produce being sent abroad in comparatively small quantities.

RUMANIA
Natural Regions .—European Steppes

:

Northern part of

the Lower Danube Plain (N^) ; western end of the South

Russian Plain (N*). Central Highlands

:

Southern part of

the Carpathian and Transylvanian Region (K*^). The

Hungarian Plains

:

South-eastern part of the Lower Plain(L®).

The Rumanians are of mixed race, with both Slavonic and

Asiatic elements, and speak a language derived from Latin.

Before the Great War their kinsmen lived under the Russians in

Bessarabia and under the Magyars in Transylvania and its

western borders ; hence they seized these lands so that their

country is now nearly as large as the British Isles. The population

is over 17,000,000, including a considerable number of Russians

and Magyars in the new territories.

The Transylvanian and Carpathian mountains divide the

country into two markedly contrasted areas. To the north-west

is the high basin of Transylvania, partly drained westward to the

River Theiss and partly southward by the River Aluta (Oltu)

through the Transylvanian Alps. The basin is largely forested,

has iron deposits and a little gold and silver in the highlands of

its western rim, and in the valleys and along the western boundary
agriculture and the growing of vines are carried on.

The resources of the north-western region, however, do not

support so great a population as the fertile plains of the south-

eastern region. Here the Aluta and the rivers from the Transyl-

vanian Alps flow southward to the Danube over the Plain of

Valachia, the Sereth and Pruth drain Moldavia, and this adjoins

Bessarabia west of the Dneister. These are rich lands which
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yield great crops of maize and wheat and a less amount of barley

and oats. On these plains cattle and sheep are also kept. Of
great value, too, are the oil obtained along the strip of country

between the moimtains and the plains, especially in the district

lying north of Bucharest, and the salt also obtained from the

edge of the highland region.

Another asset of Rumania is its possession of the mouths of

the Danube, where are the river-ports of Braila and Galatz and
the seaport Sulina. The capital, Bucharest, has nearly 400,000

inhabitants. It stands in the Valachian Plain where the east-

west railway meets the eastern line from Transylvania ; the

more western railway joining the two parts of the state follows

the Aluta valley tlurough the Red Tower Pass.

JUGO-SLAVIA
Natural Regions.—Central Highlands

:

The eastern end

of the Southern Alps (K*®) ; the western part of the North
Balkan Highlands (K'®). The Hungarian Plains: The
southern edge of the Lower Plain (L^). The Mediterranean

Regions : The northern part of the West Balkan Slopes (D®).

The State of Jugo-Slavia is also known as the kingdom

of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes : the Serbs are mainly in the

east, Croats in the centre, and Slovenes north of the Istrian

peninsula. They are closely akin and have accepted the rule of

the King of Serbia. Together thej' number about 12,000,000

people, and their country is nearly as large as Rumania.
The coast of the Adriatic has abundant harbourage, but the

coimtry immediately behind is mountainous and has no resources

save some pasturage and forests, while routes through this strip

to the more valuable lands behind are few and difficult. Apart

from the route from the Upper' Save to Fiume, the easiest is that

by the Bosna and Narenta Rivers past Sarajevo.

With the exception of the Macedonian region of the Upper
Vardar, the most productive part of the country drains to the

Danube, Particularly useful are the valleys of the Drave and

Save with the land between tliem, and in the valley of the Save

are the towns Ljubjana (Laibach) and Zagreb (Agram), while at

its junction with the Danube is the capital. Bdgrade, which has
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a population of 100,000 people. The products of these lowland

areas are similar to those of Hungary, while the more mountainous

parts bear forests, largely of beech and oak. The Morava valley,

in addition to being fertile, forms the northern part of the great

roads from Europe through the Balkan Peninsula. Where the

River Nishava enters the Morava (by the town of Nish) one route

branches off up the valley of this tributary to Bulgaria and

Constantinople, while the other route continues up the main

valley and across a low watershed to the Vardar valley by Uskub

and so to the Aigean Sea at Salonika.

ALBANIA
This mountainous country occupies the central part of the

West Balkan Mediterranean Region. The Albanians are mainly

hill-shepherds who also grow some maize and barley. They

number less than one million people, and their country is a little

larger than Wales. Scutari stands on the shores of Lake Scutari

near the mouth of the River Drin, whose vaUey affords a route

into Serbia.

BULGARIA
Natural Regions.—The European Steppe : The northern

part of the Lower Danube Plain (N®). Central Highlands

:

The eastern part of the North Balkan Highlands (K*®).

Mediterranean Regions : North-east corner of the East Balkan

Region (D®).

The Bulgarian people are of mixed Bulgar (Ugro-Finn) and
Slavonic Race ;

they number about 5,000,000 people and their

country is about as large as Scotland and Wales together. Much
of the land is mountainous, and forested with beech, oak and
coniferous trees. The more valuable parts are the Philippopolis

Basin, the moderately high plains south of the Danube, and the

high Sofia Basin. Wheat and maize are the chief crops ; large

numbers of sheep, cattle and pigs are kept, and fruit (particularly

plums dried and sold as prunes) is widely grown.

The great land route between Europe and the East passes up
the Nishava valley into the Sofia Basin, and then down the

Maritza valley through the Philippopolis Basin ; thence it goes

out of Bulgarian territory and by Adrianople in the lower Maritza
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Basin to Constantinople. In addition to this railway route

which passes through Sofia, the capital, roads lead from this city

northward by the Isker valley to the Danube and southward by
the Struma valley to the ^Egean Sea. It is noteworthy that all

the large rivers of Bulgaria flow through other countries before

reaching the sea. Bulgaria therefore possesses only the small

ports Varna and Burgas.

GREECE
Natural Regions.—Mediterranean Regions : The southern

part of the West Balkan Region (D®) ;
the greater part of the

East Balkan Region (D®). Also the islands of the *Egean
Sea.

The Greeks have spread to all the islands and shores of the

^gean Sea, and even along the north and south coasts of Asia

Minor by following their typical occupations of growing fruit

trees on the plains and hillsides facing the sea and trading in the

products of this work and other commodities obtained in the

eastern Mediterranean Region. At the same time, they have

kept their language (handed down from the ancient Greeks), their

traditions and religion, and their feeling oi a common nationality.

Hence the scattered character of the Greek state. Its area is

equal to that of England, and the population is about 6,000,000.

Part of the uplands which occupy much of the country is

forested, bearing chestnut, beech, oak and pine trees, and ever-

green shrubs cover large areas. The cereal crops are mainly

wheat and barley ; currants, olives and figs are the most im-

portant fruits ; wine is made, tobacco is grown and nuts are

gathered. The mineral deposits of Greece, as of Serbia and

Bulgaria, are probably considerable but little worked. Athens,

the capital and its port Piraeus together have a population of

nearly half-a-million
;
Salonica, which deals with Serbian com-

merce to the iEgean Sea as well as local Greek trade, is the next

largest city.

Authorities and Books for Further Reading.

G. C. Chisholm : Europe, Vols. I and II (Stanford).

J. Partsch : Central Europe (Frowde).

A. Hettner : Europa (Leipzig : Spamer).

A. Philippson : Europa (Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut).

H. J. Fleure : Human Geography in Western Europe (Williams and Norgate).



CHAPTER XXrV

ASIA—PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

Asia is the largest of the continents, covering an area of

17,000,000 square miles, and stretching from within thirteen

degrees of the pole to within one degree of the equator. On
the north, south and east it has water boundaries, the Arctic,

Indian and Pacific Oceans respectively ; on the west it has land

connexion with Europe and North Africa, and prolongs eastward

many of the characteristics of the structure, relief, climate and

vegetation of these two continents.

RELIEF, STRUCTURE AND DRAINAGE

As regards the broad outlines of relief, Asia falls into five

contrasting divisions : (i) the north-western plains, (2) the

central highlcinds, (3) the south-western plateaus, (4) the eastern

margins, (5) the southern peninsulas.

The Plains of the West and North.—The Ural Mountains do

not form any formidable barrier between the Russian plains

and those of Siberia, while the Caspian lowlands are continuous

with those around the Aral Sea. These plains consist of vast

stretches of undisturbed and unfolded sedimentary rocks ; those

of Western Siberia are low, and so level that the land is badly

drained, swamps are numerous, and the rivers, of which the Obis
the chief, are unable to carry away their loads of silt, much of

the area being therefore covered with deposits of alluvium.

Further east the plains gradueiUy become narrower as the high-

lands to the south of them extend further north ; here the sur-

face is somewhat higher and less uniform than further west,

while the sedimentary rocks are of much greater age. This

eastern area is drained by the rivers Yenesei and Lena, which,

like the Ob, flow into the Arctic Ocean. The south-western

plains form an inland drainage area, and slope down towards
tM
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the shores of the salt Aral Sea, which receives the waters of the

Syr Daria and Amu Daria.

The Central Highlands consist of a series of lofty mountain
chains, with a general trend from west to east, between which
lie elevated basins and plateaus. In the northern part of this

region the main lines of relief have been determined by a series

of fractures in the Earth's crust, followed by the uplift of some
crustal blocks and the subsidence of others. Such uplifted

blocks, deeply eroded by rivers, form the Altai, Sayan, and
Yablonoi Mountains. The Khingan Mountains, which form the

eastern border of the highlands, consist of a block so tilted as to

present a steep face seawards, and a gentle slope towards the in-

terior
; somewhat similar features are presented by the Stanovoi

Mountains further to the north. Baikal, a large fresh-water lake

drained by a tributary of the Yenesei, occupies a deep rift-valley

formed by the subsidence of a narrow crustal block.

South of this fractured region there is a vast system of folded

mountains similar in structure to the Alps. The principal chains

radiate from the Pamirs, “ the Roof of the World "
; they are

the Tian Shan, the Kuen Lun, the Karakorum and the Himalaya
Moimtains, The last-named range is the best known ; it con-

sists of a number of parallel ridges, one of which, formed of ancient

crystalline rocks, includes a series of lofty peaks, among them
Mount Everest, which is 29,000 feet or 5^ miles high. Between
the Tian Shan and Kuen Lun ranges lies the Tarim basin,

across which the Tarim river flows with a dwindling volume,

and finally spreads out into the marshes of Lob Nor. To the

north-east lies the Gobi basin, separated into two parts by a

transverse mountain range. Between the Kuen Lun and the

Himalayas lies the plateau of Tibet, which has a general alti-

tude of over 12.000 teet ;
it does not present a level surface,

but is crossed by a series of mountain chains, between which lie

numerous lake basins. Although the drainage of much of the

central highland region has no outlet to the sea, yet a large

number of the great rivers of Asia have their head-waters well

within its borders. The Indus and its chief tributary the Sutlej

take their rise behind the main chain of the Himalayas, which

they cross by means of magnificent gorges, while the general
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direction of the upper Indus valley is prolonged by that of the

San-pu, which after flowing eastward also breaks through the

Himalayas and, under the name of the Bramaputra, joins the

Ganges. It is probable that the mountains were uplifted so

slowly that these rivers were able to maintain their original

courses from north to south across them by progressively

deepening their valleys, and that the longitudinal valleys par-

allel to the axis of the chain were worn out later along the

line of outcrop of some relatively unresistant rock.

The Western Plateaus.—The fold-mountain system may also

be traced westwards from the Pamirs ; the Hindu Kush and the

Sulaiman Range, with the Elburz and Zagros Mountains (the

latter overlooking Mesopotamia) are the chief of the ranges

enclosing the plateau of Iran, which is an inland drainage area.

The two last-named chains converge on the lofty volcanic high-

lands of Armenia, whence the Pontic Ranges and the Tamus
Mountains, the former overlooking the Black Sea and the latter

the Mediterranean Sea, diverge so as to enclose the plateau

of Asia Minor. Only the narrow straits of Bosporus and the

Dardanelles separate this region from the Balkan peninsula, in

which the same fold-mountain system is continued.

The Eastern Margins.—These Eire remarkable for the series of

loops or curves, convex to the east, which can be traced both in

the coast line and in the bordering islands, and are also repeated

by the edges of the Stanovoi and Khingan tilted blocks. The
true Pacific border is formed by the Kamchatka peninsula, the

Kurile Islands, Japan, the Lu Chu Islands, and the Philippine

group ; on all of these there are active and extinct volcanoes,

of which Fuji-san in Japan is the most famous ; the region

is also subject to earthquakes. Within this border lies a series

of enclosed seas, the Seas of Okhotsk and Japan, the Yellow and
East China Seas, and the South China Sea, all of which occupy
basins due to the subsidence of crustal blocks. This eastern region

is drained by the Amur, the Hwang-ho, and the Yangtse-

Idang, which take their rise far within the central highlands,

whence they descend by a series of rapids. The first and the last

named are navigable for long distances from their mouths. The
Hwang-ho has built up a great alluvial plain, over which its
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course is very uncertain ;
within the last century it found its way

to the Yellow Sea by a mouth to the south of the Shantung penin-

sula, instead of entering the Gulf of Pechili, as at the present

day. The Tsin-ling Mountains, bordered by the parallel valleys

of the Wei-ho and Han-ho, form an easterly prolongation of

the KuenLun chain, and were possibly once continuous with the

Mountains of Japan. To the south of the Yangtse-kiang lies an
upland region with a very indented coast-line where the moun-
tains have been carved out by erosion from a mass of very ancient

rocks
; here the principal lowland is the valley of the Si-kiang.

The mountainous island of Formosa forms part of this region.

The Southern Peninsulas,—Arabia is a tableland formed mainly

of horizontal sedimentary rocks similar to those of the great

African tableland, from which it is only separated by the deep,

narrow rift valley containing the Red Sea. This valley is pro-

longed into Syria, where it contains the J ordan and the Dead Sea.

The Arabian tableland is tilted, so that it presents steep borders

to the west and south, while sloping gradually towards the Persian

Gulf and Mesopotamia. It has neither lakes nor perennial rivers,

except for some small streams in the south-west. The Persian

Gulf once extended much farther to the north-west, but it has

been gradually filled by the alluvium brought down by the

Euphrates and Tigris from the highlands of Armenia and Kurd-
istan.

The Dekkan, the peninsular portion of India, is also a tableland

built of rocks which have long been undisturbed
;

it presents

towards the Arabian Sea a very steep border or escarpment,

which is known as the Western Ghats. Its eastern margin is less

well marked, and here a geologically recent change of sea-level has

caused the addition of a marginal belt of younger sediments,

which form a coastal plain. A chain of rocky islands, known as

Adam's Bridge, bears witness to a former land connexion between

India and Ceylon. The general slope of the tableland eastward

causes most of the rivers, for example the Godavari and Kistna,

to flow in this direction. Among the exceptions is the Narbada,

which has cut a rocky gorge in the western margin and descends

it by a series of rapids. The Dekkan is separated from the folded

mountain system to the north by the extensive alluvial plains
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drained and partly built up by the Indus and the Ganges, both

of which rivers are still enlarging their immense deltas.

In Indo-China, which forms the third peninsula, the mountain

chains and rivers run from north to south. It is probable that

the change from the west to east direction of the folded mountains

of Central Asia was due to the resistant blocks of old rock found

in Southern China and Siam, against which the folds were pressed.

The coast of Annam has the same convex curve as those of China

and Korea, and the bordering mountains rise up steeply from

it, but slope more gradually towards the interior. The rivers of

this region, notably the Irawadi and Mekong, bring down great

quantities of silt from the highlands, and have built up very

large deltas. The parallel chains of Burma are continued in the

Andaman Islands and the Malay peninsula, and in Sumatra, Java

and the Lesser Sunda Islands, where they resume an easterly direc-

tion. On allthese islands thei e are numerous volanoes ; Krakatoa,

in the Strait of Sunda, was violently active in 1883.

CLIMATE

In the extreme north of Asia the climate is similar to that

of the Arctic lowlands of Europe and North America. The
winters are long, dark, and very cold, the summers short and cool,

the precipitation is small and occurs mainly as snow. Further

south lies a belt with warm summers, exceedingly severe winters

and a moderate summer rainfall ; here the climate is similar

to that of north-eastern Russia, except that the winter cold is

more intense, and the temperature range correspondingly greater.

Further to the south-west the plains have a much hotter summer,
a cold winter and a low rainfall. In the central highlands

there is little precipitation except on the marginal mountain

ranges, many of which have their summits above the snow-line,

and all of which are snow-clad in winter In the dry basins and
plateaus which they enclose, the absence of clouds leads to very

intense insolation and rapid radiation, so that the days are hot

and the nights cold. Where the altitude is great, <ts in

Tibet and the Pamirs, this effect is intensified by the rarity of the

air, and in particular radiation is very rapid, so that although the

sun is hot, the mean daily and annual temperatures are very low.
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The western plateaus, owing to their lower latitude and their

lower elevation, have much less severe winters than the central

highlands. They form an extension of the Mediterranean region

of summer drought, the precipitation occurring chiefly in winter

and spring. It is fairly abundant on the borders of Asia Minor,

but diminishes in the interior basins, and is especially low in

Iran, where in consequence the summer heat is very great. Arabia

is an extension of the almost rainless Sahara, it lies between the

winter cyclonic rain belt and the belt of summer tropical rains ;

only in the highlands of the south-west, as in the neighbouring

highlands of Abyssinia, is there a regular rainfall. In Arabia,

as in all the hot arid regions of Asia, convection currents are set

up in still weather producing whirling dust storms which sweep

across the desert.

In the remainder of southern and eastern Asia the climate is

determined by the monsoon wind system (see p. 103). In India

the inflow of air in summer and the outflow in winter is confined

to the area south of the Himalayas ; this great rampart prevents

the warm moist winds from reaching Tibet, and also shelters India

from cold blasts from the plateau in winter. The summer mon-
soon is an extension of the south-east trade winds, which cross

the equator and are then deflected to the right, becoming south-

west winds. By July the system is fully established over India,

the winds being generally south-west over the Dekkan, south over

the Ganges delta, and south-east up the Ganges valley. The
Indus basin is the last area reached by these winds, and the first

from which they retreat, so that here the yearly rainfall is verj

low. It is heaviest on the Western Ghats, the Himalayas and

in Burma, where it is accentuated by the relief of the land. In

eastern Asia the strength of the summer monsoon, and in conse-

quence the amount of rainfall, diminishes as the latitude increases,

while at the same time the strength of the winter monsoon in-

creases. The northerly winter monsoon produces very low tem-

peratures as far south as the North China plain, and the ports

rotmd the Gulf of Pechili are closed by ice in winter. Through-

out the extra-tropical regions cyclonic storms coming from the

west bring some rain in winter and spring. In summer violent

t3qphoons are generated in the South China Sea, and move in a
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northerly direction towards Japan, while at the change of the

monsoon tropical cyclones, equally destructive, arise in the Bay
of Bengal and the Arabian Sea. The groups of islands to the

south-east of Asia have a uniformly high temperature, owing

to their position near the equator, and rain at all seasons, being

swept alternately by the winds drawn towards Asia and those

drawn towards Australia.

REGIME OF THE RIVERS

The rivers of the northern plain are ice-bound during the long

winter, and as their mouths remain frozen after the upper courses

have been freed, there are great floods in the spring. The Amur
also is frozen during the winter, and is highest when the ice

breaks up and the snow melts in spring. Rivers like the Syr

Daria, Amu Daria, Euphrates and Tigris, which flow through

almost rainless regions and are fed entirely by the mountain

snows, become swollen in spring and early summer, when they

flood their banks or fill the irrigation channels.

Throughout the arid basins and plateaus the bordering snow-

capped mountains give rise to numerous streams which are

almost dry in winter, but in summer supply water to numerous
oases before becoming lost in the sands. The larger rivers of the

monsoon area are supplied both by the melting snows and the

summer rains, and hence show a considerable difference of volume

in summer and in winter. The Hwang-ho floods its banks for

miles, but the Yangtse-kiang and the Mekong are regulated by

lakes, such as the Tung-ting and Tonl6 Sap which respectively

receive the surplus waters of these two rivers. The flood waters

of the Ganges and the Indus, especially of the latter, are drawn
off into irrigation canals.

SOILS

Asia has a large number of important rivers which periodically

flood their banks, and so have built up extensive floodplains and
deltas of fertile alluvium. Throughout the highlands, too, and
round their margins, there are numerous smaller alluvial plains,

basins and valleys, such as the Vale of Kashmir in the Hima-
layas, and the Ferghana basin in the upper course of the Syr
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Daria. In the arid regions the alternation of hot days and cold

nights leads to a very rapid disintegration of the rocks, and owing
to the absence of running water great accumulations of rock waste
result, so that the valleys become filled up and the mountains are

almost buried under their own debris. Powerful winds sweep
away the lighter particles, and in many places, notably Gobi, the

Tarim basin, northern and southern Arabia, and the borders of

the Aral Sea, there are great stretches of shifting sand. Large
deposits of fertile loess are found on the north-eastern and
north-western borders of the Central Higlileinds, those of Northern
China being the most famous. In many of the western valleys

the loess is mixed with humus, and forms a rich black earth similar

to that of Southern Russia. Valuable volcanic soils occur in

Japan, Java and south-west Arabia, while over the whole of the

north-western Dekkan there is a great sheet of old volcanic rock

which has weathered to a fertile soil remarkable for its power of

retaining moisture when other soUs are parched and dry. Among
other soils of local origin the " red earth ” of Central China, formed

by the weathering of an old red sandstone, is important.

VEGETATION AND ANIMALS
The extra-tropical vegetation regions continue those of

Europe (see Fig. 95). In the north the treeless tundra is gradually

replaced southward by the coniferous forest, which in Siberia is

dense and is known as the taiga. It shelters valuable fur-bearing

animals, such as the sable, mink, ermine, fox and squirrel.

Towards the south the forest is replaced by grassy steppes, which

occur partly on the plains, and partly within and along the borders

of the central highlands, where they are more broken. In the

Amur basin the larch, birch and Siberian pine of the coniferous

forest are gradually replaced by the oak, elm, maple, and other

deciduous trees, and in southern China the appearance of the

mulberry, camellia, magnolia, bamboo and palm mark the tran-

sition to the tropical forest. The hot, wet monsoon countries are

densely forested in the regions of most abundant rainfall, while

elsewhere there is a savannah or jungle, varying in richness accord-

ing to soil and situation, and characterized by the abundant

Bnimal life which it shelters. Among forest trees the sal and teak
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are important, the bamboo grows everywhere, and the coconut

palm is found near the coasts, which are often fringed with man-
grove swamps. A vegetation similar to that of the Mediterranean

region in Europe is found on the fertile plains and valleys which

border the plateau of Asia Minor, and also in Syria. Throughout

central and south-western Asia, owing to the insufficient rainfall,

there is a great development of semi-desert vegetation. Hardy
drought-resisting shrubs and coarse grasses growing thinly or in

scattered clumps are characteristic, but much of the soil is bare.

Only along the river and stream sides and by the lakes is there a

richer green, due to reed swamps, rich meadows, or a thin belt

of trees. Roaming over these thin pastures are herds of fleet-

footed grazing animals, antelopes, gazelles, wild asses, and a few

wild camels and wild horses. The mountains which border the

central highlands and the south-western plateaus are well-

wooded, many of theirvalleys are well-grassed,and below the snow-

line there are Alpine pastures gay with flowers. Here sure-footed

goats and agile wild sheep are found, and in Tibet the wild yak.

Deserts practically devoid of vegetation are found in the driest

regions where there are accumulations of sand, or where the soil

is too saline to support plant life.

NATURAL REGIONS
It will be found that the natural regions of Asia (see Fig. 128)

repeat or continue those of neighbouring parts of Europe,

Africa, and Australasia.

A. The Tundra.—^This region occupies most of the land lying

in the Frigid Zone
;

its irregular shoreline is ice-bound for the

greater part of the year.

B. The Coniferous Forest.—The forest of this type extends

over the plains and north-eastern highlainds, and is often broken

by swamps in the west. Here the great temperature range and
intensely cold winters are characteristic.

C. The Treeless Plains.—i. The steppes form a belt of rich

grass country with an excellent soil, and sufficient rainfall in

summer, z. The Caspian-Aral region, with its hotter summers
and scantier rainfall, has a semi-desert vegetation, varied on the

one hand by stretches of sandy desert, on the others by fertile
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alluvial strips along the river and stream sides. The intensely

salt lake Balkash receives part of the drainage of this region.

D. The Central Highlands.—i. The dry basins and plateaus

resemble the last region both as to their inland drainage and

their vegetation, but owing to their superior altitude they are

Fig. 128.—Asia. Natural Regions.

subject to more severe temperatures at night and in winter.

Within the region itself, however, the differences of altitude are

so great as to lead to great contrasts, such as that between the hot

desert of Gobi and the cold desert of Tibet. 2, 3 and 4* The

margins of ths highlands vary in structure and altitude, but in all
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there are mountain ridges separated by high or low valleys, bear-

ing a vegetation of mountain forest and grassland. In the north

the forest is coniferous, while in the warmer south and east it is

deciduous on the lower slopes. The rain and snow faU which are

due to the height of the mountains feed the head-streams of the

chief rivers flowing north, south, east or west across Asia. In the

south-east, the broken character of the relief allows the monsoons
to penetrate far inland, although the amount of rainfall soon

diminishes, so that the mountain forest gives place to scrub or

coarse grass on the interior ranges.

E. The Monsoon Lands,—i. The temperate region includes

uplands and highlands clothed with mixed coniferous and decidu-

ous forest, and the fertile plains of Manchuria and North China,

which have a sufficient rainfall, cold winters and hot summers.

2. The subtropical region includes the mountainous region of

Central China and Japan. In the fertile valleys and basins the

winters are milder than in the region further north, while the

rainfall is everywhere more abundant and more evenly distri-

buted through the year. 3. The Ganges Plain and Indo-China

form a tropical region with a mean annual temperature of over

20° C. (68° F.) The rainfall is heavy except in sheltered valleys,

and there are large areas of tropical forest. The Ganges plain,

the Irawadi, Mekong and Song-ka deltas, and the Si-kiang valley

form important fertile lowlands. 4. The Indus plain has an

insufficient rainfall, and is clothed with acacia scrub and poor

grass ; it includes an area of sandy desert known as the Thar.

The northern part, crossed by several rivers which feed the

Indus, is the richest. Owing to the dryness the summer heat is

intense. 5. The Dekkan lies almost entirely within the tropics,

but owing to its superior elevation the heat is not so excessive

as in the region just described. Dense forests clothe the

western borders of the tableland and the hilly region just south

of the Tropic of Cancer, elsewhere the vegetation is poorer, being

a mixture of savannah and scrub.

F. The South Western Plateaus and their Borders,—i. Iran

is an arid region of inland drainage, with a semi-desert vegetation,

except where snow-fed streams come down from the bordering

mountains. The date palm is found in the extreme south.
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where the mean annual temperature exceeds 20® C. 2. The
highlands of Asia Minor, Armenia and Persia are better watered
than the last-named region. The outer mountain slopes are well

forested, and enclose grassy valleys, while the drier interior plains

and valleys are clothed with scrub. 3. Mesopotamia and the

neighbouring plains are the gift of the Euphrates and Tigris ;

near these rivers are stretches of rich alluvial soil, of which much
is capable of irrigation and cultivation, and on which there are

dense date groves. Elsewhere acacia scrub and coarse pasture

cover the ground.

G. The Mediterranean Borders.—These include a series of

fertile valleys and plains which have the mild, sunny climate and
the vegetation of evergreen trees and shrubs, characteristic "of

the similarly situated regions of Europe.

H. Arabia.—This region is largely a hot desert area, but the

northern and southern sandy or stony deserts are separated by a

more hilly region, the Nej d, where the rainfall is slightly higher and
a semi-desert vegetation is found, and where the valleys, though

rarely containing running water, bear good pastures. In the

south-west region also, where there is a rich volcanic soil, a

heavier rainfall, and a temperature somewhat moderated by the

altitude, the vegetation is more abundant.

K. The East Indies and Philippines.—These are tropical

islands with a high temperature and abundant rainfall through-

out the year. In many places they have a rich volcanic*or alluvial

soil. The lowlands are clothed with dense tropical forest, includ-

ing many valuable palms, while on the higher ground there is a

vegetation of the savannah type.

Authorities and Books for further reading
y see erid of Chapter XXV.
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CHAPTER XXV

ASIA—POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS
RUSSIA IN ASIA

Natural Regions.

—

Tundra (A). Coniferous Forest (B).

Treeless Plains

:

The Steppes (C *) ; The Caspian-Aral

Region (C *). Central Highlands

:

Portions of the Northern

Margins of the Highlands (D *). Monsoon Lands

:

Portions

of the Temperate Monsoon Region (E *).

Political and Economic Conditions.—The Russian portion of

Asia occupies about 6,000,000 square miles, and therefore more
than one-third of the whole area, but the population amoimts only

to some twenty-five million persons, although the whole of Asia

is inhabited by perhaps 1,000 million people.

The more favourable climatic conditions of the east and south

are the chief cause of this disparity in population, but the resources

of the more northern lands only await development to provide

the means of livelihood to many times the number of people at

present Uving in Russian Asia ; the extension of facilities for

transport will render available the great agricultural and mineral

resources of this area.

The tundra lands 5deld little of commercial value except

fossU ivory and some skins and furs. These latter are obtained

in much greater amount from the coniferous forest region ; there

is practically no trade in timber from this region, owing largely

to the fact that the rivers, which form the natural means of

transport, run northward to the Arctic Sea.

The steppes and the southern portion of the forest land are

capable of cultivation, and the former already produce consider-

able crops of wheat and oats, lye and potatoes also being worthy
*ai
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of note. Large tracts of country are used for greizing ; sheep,

cattle and horses are reared in great numbers, and an export

trade in dairy produce is developing.

In Russian Central Asia, the strips of irrigated land bordering

the rivers and oases such as those of Merv are valuable for their

agriculture
; cotton, grown largely around Kokan or (Khokand),

and rice are of importance ; silk is another product of this

district.

The very extensive mineral resources include gold, silver,

copper and graphite, all obtained from the northern margins of

the central highlands of Asia ; the south-western portion of this

region (D*) also pelds petroleum. CoeJ deposits lie beneath the

steppes in the west, at the borders of the steppes and the central

highlands, and in the eastern marginal lands north of Vladivostok,

The Trans-Siberian railway has already led to immigration

and trade. The line from European Russia crosses the fertile

steppes, passing through Omsk and a little to the south of Tomsk,
the largest city of this region, with which it is connected by a

branch line. Farther to the west, the line passes through Irkutsk,

the largest city of central Siberia, just before reaching Lake
Baikal ; finally it proceeds through Chinese territory to Vladi-

vostok, for the line by way of the Amur, on the Russian side of

the river, is not yet completed. Vladivostok is the chief Pacific

port of Russia, but although as far south as latitude 43* N., it

suffers the disadvantage of being ice-bound for more than a

month in winter.

Two railway routes penetrate Russian Central Asia : the

Trans-Caspian railway passes from the Caspian Sea through Merv

and Bokhara to Kokan ; the other crosses the low southern ex-

tremity of the Ural Mountains, skirts the north-east shore of the

Sea of Aral, and proceeds up the valley of the Daria to Tash-

kent, the largest city of these Central Asian provinces.

The island of Sakhalin is a convict station ; the southern half

has now been ceded to Japan.

CHINESE REPUBLIC

Natural Regions .—Central Highlands: The Dry Basitis

and Plateaus (D^) ; Portions of the Northern Margins (D*) j
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Portions of the Eastern Margins (D®). Monsoon Lands

:

The southern portion of the Temperate Monsoon Region (E^)

;

the Subtropical Monsoon Region (E®)
;

the northern

portion of the Tropical Monsoon Region (E®).

Political and Economic ConditionsL—The Chinese Republic,

with the independent States of Mongolia and Tibet, comprises

about one-quarter of the area and nearly half the inhabitants

of all Asia. China Proper is one and a half million square miles

in extent and has over 300 million inhabitants
;

this great

number is to be accounted lor by the great agricultural wealth

of China Proper, for it consists of the monsoon regions and a

portion of the well-watered eastern margin of the highlands.

The dependency Manchuria ranks next in order of population
;

it lies further north in the same regions, and has about twenty

million people. Tibet, Mongolia, and Chinese Turkestan occupy

the central highlands including the great desert areas, and,

although having an area of over two million square miles,

support little more than six million people, most of whom are

nomadic pastoral folk. Tibet is so isolated by the physical

barriers of relief and climate that the Chinese government had

never more than a nominal control
;
the country is little known,

and its capital, Lhasa, a holy city of the Buddhists, has been

jealously guarded from entry by Europeans.

The great agricultural production of China Proper is due in

part to the physical factors of summer heat, abundant rainfall,

and the fertility of the alluvial and loess soils, and in part to human
factors, such as the methods of thorough cultivation, including

wide-spread irrigation. The people are most careful and industri-

ous gardeners (for gardening is a better term than farming for

this intensive cultivation), and the forests have long since largely

given place to agriculture.

The cereals include rice, which is specially grown in the

south and east where it is the most important article of food, and
wheat and barley in the north. A great increase in the production

of cereals may be looked for in Manchuria.

Silk is produced almost everywhere, the worms being reared on

oak leaves in the cooler north, but it is declining both in quantity

and in quality. Cotton is grown mainly in the basin of the middle
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and lower Yangtze, sugar-cane in the extreme south, and tea in

the regions indicated on the map in Fig. in . Opium has been an
important crop of the more mountainous regions of the west and
north, but its importance is rapidly decreasing as a result of the

prohibition of the opium-smoking which had become a national

evil. Soya-beans are grown largely and are exported, especially

from the north, and the rearing of cattle and pigs is an im-

portant industry.

The mineral wealth is great. Coal deposits exist in every

province of China Proper and Manchuria, and their amount is

probably greater than in any other country, not excepting the

United States
;
the greater deposits, however, lie mainly in the

interior and as yet are but very little worked. Iron and salt are

abundant in the centre, and copper, silver and tin in the south-

west of China Proper.

The manufactures are unimportant, but the making of silk and
cotton goods and the milling of rice and wheat are being deve-

loped. The resources in raw materials, minerals and labour will

in the future afford the basis of great manufacturing industries.

The slow development of the country is due largely to the

conservatism of the people, and the extent to which the mountains

and deserts of the interior have isolated these productive regions

from European influence. Also, there is a lack of transport,

for of the great rivers only the Yangtse is navigable far into the

interior. That river is navigable for steamers for more than

1,000 miles, while the city of Hankow, the great inland centre of

trade, can be reached by ocean-going vessels. The river Yangtse,

therefore, has a great amount of traffic, mainly concerned with

domestic trade, and near its mouth is Shanghai, which carries

on more trade than any other Chinese port. The upper Yangtse

and the greater part of the courses of the Hwang-ho and the

Si-kiang are impeded by rapids, and the shifting channel of the

Hwang-ho is a difficulty in its lower course. Near the mouth of the

Si-kiang is Canton, the largest city of China, with over a million

inhabitants. The Imperial (or Grand) Canal connects the rivers

flowing into the Gulf of Pechili with the mouth of the Yangtse,

crossing the alluvial plain of the Hwang-ho from north to south.

Railways are as yet very few, being most important in the
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north, where they connect the capital, Peking, with Tientsin, the

Gulf of Pechili and southern Manchuria to the east, and to the

south with the basin of the Hwang-ho and with the Yangtse at

Hankow. In Manchuria the Trans-Siberian Railway is joined

with those of Northern China.

Etong Kong, a fortified British possession, is a small island

off the mouth of the Canton River. It is a commercial gateway

to China, through which passes a considerable proportion both of

the imports, mainly cotton goods, and the exports, largely raw

silk, silk goods and tea.

JAPANESE EMPIRE

Natural Regions.—Monsoon Lands

:

Portions of the Tem-

perate Monsoon Region (E *)
;

portions of the Subtropical

Monsoon Region (E •).

Political and Economic Conditions.—The area of Japan (150,000

square miles) is only one-tenth that of China Proper, and its popu-
lation (over 60,000,000) is one-fifth that of its greater neigh-

bour. Thus Japan in regard to both area and population is rather

greater than Britain, while in regard to density of population the

two island groups are very similar. In the case of Japan, however,

the comparatively dense population is due much more to the

agricultural resources of the country than to mining and manu-
facturing.

The mountainous character of Japan reduces the agricultural

area to a little more than one-tenth of the total surface, but, as in

China, the summer heat and abundant rainfall, together with the

skill and industry of the people, result in a great production.

Both the lowlands and the terraced hills bear rice, which is

the chief agricultural product ; nevertheless, as this is the staple

food of the people, great quantities of rice have to be imported.

Barley, rye and wheat are also cultivated, but the total area

given to these crops is much less than that devoted to rice.

Mulberries are widely grown, except in the northern islands, and
the quantity of silk from the silkworms which feed upon the leaves

is greater than that obtained in any other country, China and
Italy each producing a rather less amount. By far the most im-
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portant export is that of raw silk. Tea, cotton and tobacco are

grown in the subtropical monsoon area.

The chief mineral is coal, but the annual yield, although in-

creasing rapidly, is still small, and the total deposits are estimated

to be very considerably smaller than those of Britain. Iron and
copper are also mined. The fisheries of Japan have considerable

importance.

Manufacturing is now being developed in a most marked
manner, and European methods are being introduced. The
growth of manufacturing is reflected in the commerce, for the

chief imports are, first, raw cotton, and, second, iron and steel

goods and machinery; cotton yam and cotton goods already

rank high among the exports, and are followed by silk manu-
factures. The possibility of further development in manu-
facturing is shown by the fact that even yet raw silk is the one

export of far more value than these manufactured goods.

The great cities of Japan are situated either on or near the

coast, and the largest lie aroimd three inlets of the southern

shores of the main island. The capital, Tokyo, with about two
million inhabitants, is at the head of the Bay of Tokyo ; nearer

the entrance of this bay is its port Yokohama, which can accom-

modate larger vessels than the capital. Further to the west lies

Nagoya, at the head of an inlet which also is not deep enough for

large modem ships in its upper portion. Still further west is

Osaka, with a million inhabitants, on the Bay of Osaka ; this city,

too, is hampered by the silting up of the inlet, and the port of this

district is Kobe, on the opposite side of the bay. Behind Osaka lies

Kyoto, the old capital of Japan and now the third city in size.

Nagasaki is a port which has the advantages of a good harbour

facing China, and local supplies of coal.

The island of Formosa was ceded in 1895 by China after its

defeat by Japan. The island has a population of over three

millions, and produces tea, camphor, sugar and rice.

As a result of the Russo-Japanese war, the southern part of

Sakhalin was ceded to Japan in 1905. At the same time Korea
was taken under Japanese protection, and in 1910 it was an-

nexed by Japan. This peninsula is nearly half as large as Japan

itself, but its population is about seventeen millions ; the capital
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is Seoul. It is almost entirely an agricultural country, producing

rice, beans, wheat, tobacco, cotton and hemp. There is much
coal and iron and other minerals, but these are very little worked.

FRENCH INDO-CHINA
Natural Regions.—Central Highlands

:

Portions of the

South-eastern Margins (D*). Monsoon Lands

:

Portions

of the Tropical Region (E*).

Political and Economic Conditions.—The eastern portion of

Indo-China is a French possession. The northern province is

Tong King ;
the delta of the Song-ka bearing great crops of

rice is at present the productive and populous part of this pro-

vince, the interior being a highland continuation of China and

possessing valuable deposits of coal and other minerals. South
of Tong King is Annam, mainly forested highland, while the

narrow plain along the out-curving portion of the east coast is

known as Cochin China. The upper portion of the Mekong
forms the western boundary of Tong King and Annam, but the

lower course and delta of this river comprise the fertile provinces

of Cambodia and Lower Cochin China. Here again rice is the

chief production of the alluvial land, the mountainous regions

have great resources in their timber, and the cultivation of spices,

cotton, tea, coffee and other products is being undertaken. The
capital is Hanoi on the Song-ka.

SIAM
Natural Region.—Monsoon Lands : Portions of the Tropi-

cal Region (E *).

Political and Economic Conditions.—The heart of the peninsula

is the independent state of Siam, which consists of three portions,

(i) In the east is the land drained by tributaries of the Mekong,
but the many rapids have isolated this region and prevented its

development. (2) In the centre is the basin of the Menam ; the

banks of this river and its tributaries, together with its delta at the

head of the Gulf of Siam, are the home of the bulk of the people of

Siam. Rice growing and fishing are the chief occupations of the

river folk, and the forests of the hill ranges yield timber ; conse-

quently rice, teak, and dried or salted fish are the principal

exports. (3) In the south, Siam possesses a considerable part
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of the isthmus connecting the wider extremity of the Malay
Peninsula with the mainland ; the characteristic product of this

region is the tin from the granitic mountain range. Bankok, on
the Menam delta, is the capital and the only town of importance.

THE STRAITS SETTLEMENTS AND MALAY STATES

Natural Region.—The East Indies and Philippines (K).

Political and Economic Conditions.—The wide extremity of the

Malay Peninsula comprises four " Federated Malay States,”

which are under British protection, together with three much
smaller areas which form the British “ Straits Settlements.” These
are Penang, at the north-west of the region, Malacca on the Strait

of Malacca, and Singapore, an island at the southern end of the

peninsula. As in the Siamese territory to the north, tin is the

chief product
;
plantation rubber is of equal value, while pepper,

tapioca and coco-nuts are of growing importance. Singapore,

the port which stands on the island of the same name, has deve-

loped rapidly in consequence of its situation at the extremity of

the peninsula which separates eastern Asia from southern Asia,

Africa and Europe. It is now a great centre of trade and a forti-

fied coaling-station.

THE MALAY ARCHIPELAGO

Natural Region.—The East Indies and Philippines (K).

Political and Economic Conditions.—The islands between the

Indian and Pacific Oceans may be divided into three groups.

Bordering the Indian Ocean are the Sunda Islands, of which the

largest are Sumatra and Java ; these are all Dutch, with the

exception of the eastern portion of Timor, which is Portuguese.

Coffee, sugar, tobacco, tea, cacao and indigo are the principal

commodities exported. The most productive and most densely

populated of these islands is Java ;
Batavia, at its north-eastern

extremity, is the seat of government of all the Dutch East Indies

and one of the chief centres of trade. Immediately east of

Sumatra are the small islands of Banka and Billiton which prolong

the line of the mountains of the Malay peninsula, and consequently

are producers of tin.
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The central group of islands consists of Borneo, Celebes and the

Moluccas or Spice Islands. This group is entirely Dutch, except

the north-west portion of Borneo, which is under British protection.

The products of these islands are much the same as those of the

Sunda Islands, and the chief sources of supply of nutmegs and

cloves are the Spice Islands.

The north-eastern group comprises the Philippine Islands,

which were taken from the Spanish by the United States in 1898.

The most important island is Luzon, on which stands the capital,

Manila. These islands yield the products of the other East

Indian islands, but Manila hemp is by far their most valuable

export. Sugar, copra and coco-nut oil rank next.

Almost all parts of the archipelago have mineral deposits.

Coal is widely distributed, and iron, gold and copper are other

minerals also known to exist. At present there is but little

mineral production, the chief exceptions being the tin of Banka
and Billiton, gold, coal and iron in Borneo, and some coal in

Sumatra, petroleum in Sumatra, Java and Borneo.

CEYLON

Natural Region.

—

The East Indies and Philippines (K).

Political and Economic Conditions.—The island of Ceylon

should be grouped with the East Indies rather than with India in

respect of climate, and politically it is quite separate from the

Indian Empire. It is half the size of England, with a population

of four million people, and is administered by a British Governor.

The heat and rainfall are both considerable and well dis-

tributed throughout the year, the soil is fertile, and in consequence

there is an abundance both of plant and animal life. European
traders have established great plantations on which are grown
tea, rubber, cacao, cinnamon, tobacco and coffee. Enormous
numbers of coco-nut palms supply food to the people, and fibre

and oil for export. Rice is an important crop, but its production

has to be supplemented by importation. The mineral resources

include graphite, rubies and sapphires, and there are pearl

fisheries in the north. All these products (except the rice) arc

exported. Colombo, the capital, is the great port of Ceylon ; it

is also a central point in the Indian Ocean from which routes
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diverge in all directions, and is therefore an important centre of

trade and a coaling-station.

THE INDIAN EMPIRE
Natural Regions.

—

Monsoon Lands : The Ganges Plain and
the western portion of Indo-China (E*) ; the Indus Plain (E‘)

;

the Dekkan (E®). Central Highlands : Portions of the South
and South-western Margins (D* and D*). South-western

Plateaus : The South-eastern portion of the Iran Plateau (F*).

Political and Economic Conditions.—With the inclusion of

Burma on the east, Kashmir on the north, and Baluchistan on
the west, the Indian Empire comprises much more than the

Indian peninsula. Its total extent is 1,800,000 square miles, and
it has a population of about 300,000,000 persons. This great

population is very diverse in regard to race, language and religion,

as was shown in Chapter XII. Most of the Empire is entirely

under British government, but there are some “ Native States,"

mainly in the Dekkan and the highland borders, which are only

under British supervision. The differences in regard to relief

and rainfall lead to great differences in the economic activities

of the various regions.

Burma is very similar to other portions of Indo-China in

structure and productions. Most of the people live along the

coastal lowlands, or in the valleys and deltas of the rivers. The
navigable Irawadi therefore connects the populous areas ; Manda-

lay is the centre of the interior lowlands, and Rangoon stands on

the great delta. Rubies and petroleum are exported, though most

of the minerals are not yet worked. A very considerable export

of rice and teak is carried on from Rangoon.

The basin of the Canges and Bramaputra is the most productive

and densely populated part of India. Here there is a great

summer rainfall, and in the dry season the fields are irrigated

either with water brought by rivers and canals from the mountains,

or with the water from wells sunk through the soft soil. Jute and

indigo are grown on and around the delta, and rice everywhere

except in the higher and drier regions, where its place is taken by

millets, which form the chief food-stuff of the people of India.

Tea and timber are obtained from the mountain slopes, wheat is
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grown around the upper courses of the Jumna and Ganges,

and opium and the sugar-cane are fairly widely distributed.

Calcutta, with over a million inhabitants, stands on the delta.

Besides being a port it was the seat of government, but Delhi,

on the Jumna, is now the capital, and in the hot season the

administration is transferred to Simla, in the Himalayas. Delhi

and Agra are famous in history, with beautiful buildings.

Cawnpore on the upper Ganges is becoming important as a

manufacturing centre, for here, as at Calcutta, Bombay and

elsewhere, the making of textiles, especially of cotton and jute, is

developing. The raw materials are produced in the country, there

are deposits of coal within and on the margins of the Dekkan,

there is an abundance of cheap labour and a great market foi

such goods among the huge population. Lucknow, Allahabad

and Benares are other great towns of this region.

The basin of the Indus extends far into the highlands on the

north-west of India. Because the head-streams of the river-

system have cut valleys in these highlands, there are passes from

the north into the plains. Through these passes have come the

invasions of the past, and until quite recently the mountain
tribes have descended upon and plundered the dwellers in the

lowlands. Both to provide against invasion and to ensure the

peace of the borders, the Empire has been extended into the high-

lands, and the passes have been fortified. Specially noteworthy

are the Khaibar Pass leading to Afghanistan, on the Indian side of

which are the military stations of Peshawar and Rawalpindi, and
the Bolan Pass in Baluchistan. Owing to the scanty rainfall,

the fertility of the Punjab is due largely to irrigation from its

five rivers, the Indus, the Jehlum, the Chenab, rhe Ravi, and the

Sutlej
;

this irrigation is the work of the British Government,
and it has made possible the growth of great quantities of millets

and wheat. Cultivation extends only as a narrow strip along the

lower Indus, but widens again at the delta. The chief towns of

the Punjab are Lahore and Amritsar, and the port of the region

is Karachi, to the west of the delta.

The Dekkan has three types of vegetation, (i ) The mountain-
ous western and northern borders are forested. They have shel-

tered some of the most backward tribes, and have little economic
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importance, except for timber (chiefly teak), and in the south

the plantations of tea and coffee. (2) The interior has normally

but little rain, and when the supply is below the normal, the

drought is very serious ; consequently famines are more frequent

here than in other parts of India. This region is largely a grass-

land, the river valleys being naturally the more fertile portions.

Millets are a common crop, and wheat is obtained in the northern

part. Cotton is grown in the north-west upon the black cotton-

earth," a volcanic soil which retains moisture long after the

rains have ceased. (3) The fertile coastal lowlands have abundant
summer rains in the west, and no lack in the east ; also the deltas

of the rivers flowing into the Bay of Bengal are irrigated by canals.

All these lowlands have a great production, especially of rice and
millets

;
consequently they are densely populated. Coal is found

in several parts in the north of the Dekkan and iron in the south,

but they are but little mined
;
diamonds and gold have long been

obtained. The largest cities are Bombay on an island off the west

coast, Madras on the east coast, and Haidarabad in the interior.

The railways of India are now very extensive, and no large

areas are without this means of communication. The Indus and
the Ganges afford excellent waterways, but the rivers of the

Dekkan are impeded by rapids, and in addition the fluctuations

in the volume of water render their navigation difficult. The
exports of the Indian Empire as a whole are, in order of importance,

raw and manufactured jute, raw and manufactured cotton, rice, oil

seeds, hides and skins, wheat, tea, and opium ; the imports

are chiefly cotton goods, and metals and metal goods. Half this

commerce passes through Calcutta ; Bombay, owing mainly to its

sheltered harbour and comparative nearness to Europe, is also

very important, while Rangoon, Madras and Karachi share most

of the remaining trade. A caravan route through Srinagar, Leh,

and the Karakorum Pass, leads to Central Asia.

AFGHANISTAN

Natural Regions.—Treeless Plains

:

Portions of the

Caspian-Aral Region (C*). Central Highlands : Portions of

the South-western Margins (D^). South-western Plateaus •

Portions of the Iran Plateau (F^).
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Political and Economic Conditions.—Afghanistan is an arid

region of mountain and plateau, its barrenness relieved only

by fertile river valleys where irrigation is possible. The popula-

tion is probably about four million, and consists ofmany tribes of

hardy, warlike people, owning scanty allegiance to the Amir of

Kabul. This city is therefore the capital ; it stands upon the

Kabul river, which flows eastward into the Indus from near the

centre of the country. From the centre westward flows the

Hari-Rud, and in its cultivated valley is Herat, near the Persian

border. Other rivers flow to the south-west into the relatively

fertile depression of Seistan ; the largest of these rivers is the

Helmand, on one of the head-streams of which is the city of

Kandahar, whose name, like that of Kabul and Herat, is associated

with the warfare which has throughout history characterized this
" buffer land ” between India and the lands of the north-west.

PERSIA

Natural Regions.— South-western Plateaus and their

Borders

:

Portions of the Iran Plateau (F’), of the High-

lands (F*), and of the Plains aroimd Mesopotamia (F*).

Political and Economic Conditions.—In most respects Persia

resembles Afghanistan, but its southern boundary is formed by
the coasts of the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman ; in the south-

west it includes part of the alluvial lowlands at the head of the

Persian Gulf, and part of its northern boundary is the shore of

the Caspian Sea. It is far Imger than Afghanistan, and has

twice as large a population. Tehran, the capital, and Tabriz

are the only towns of importance. As in Afghanistan, cultivation

is dependent upon irrigation, and the keeping of goats and sheep

is an important occupation, for the wool is used for the manu-
facture of carpets and shawls of great value. Oil is found in the

south-western mountains, and is piped to the coast by a British

Company. Trade is carried on by means of caravans, and
besides ^e carpets and shawls, the chief exports are pearls from

the Gulf, dried fruits and some opitun and silk. The imports are

of cotton goods, sugar and tea, the chief trade being with Russia.
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SOUTH-WESTERN ASIA

Natural Regions.

—

The South-western Plateaus and High-

lands (F*). Mesopotamia and the neighbouring Plains (F*),

The Mediterranean Borders (GL Arabia (H).

Political Conditions.—This region until recently included

the Asiatic portion of the Turkish dominion. The population

was only partially Turkish in Asia Minor, and in the rest of the

region the Turks ruled alien peoples. The only bond between
the Turks and the other peoples was the Mahometan religion,

but there were important exceptions even to this bond. Around
the coasts of Asia Minor and on the lowlands bordering the

.£gean Sea were many Greeks. Armenian Christians lived in

the Armenian Highland region. In Palestine Jews and Christians

formed a part of the population. The greater part of the people

of Syria (including Palestine) are Mahometan, but they are a
mixed race partly descended from desert Arabs. The centre of

the Arab power is in the west of Arabia
;
here is the Hejaz region

with the Mahometans’ holy cities, Medina and Mecca. Widely
scattered over the highlands to the south and east of Armenia
are the Kurds, tribes of Mahometan nomads, and further south

Mesopotamia is inhabited by people of Arab descent.

Turkish dominion is now almost limited to Asia Minor, for

in Western Arabia is the Arab kingdom of Hejaz and in Meso-

potamia that of Iraq. Palestine is ruled by Britain and Syria by
France, bothundermandates fromthe Leagueof Nations. Between
Palestine and Mesopotamia, Trans-Jordan is under an Arab king,

while Armenia is a republic allied to Russia. In Europe, Con-

stantinople and the Adrianople Basin are retained by Turkey.

Economic Conditions.—The most populous portions are

the lowlands on the borders of Asia Minor and Syria ; these by
climate and productions belong to the Mediterranean lands.

The plateau of Asia Minor is on the whole infertile, and though

opium is grown in the western portion it is more suited to

pastoral than to agricultural occupations. On the eastern

border, the highlands of Armenia and Kurdistan are largely

unproductive, but the large region including Mesopotamia and
the lowlands around the Euphrates and Tigris is capable at
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much more irrigation and cultivation than at present exists.

These rivers are navigable
; ocean steamers can ascend to Basra

and river steamers to Baghdad on the Tigris.

Considerable developments in Asiatic Turkey will follow the

extension of means of communication and the improvement of

government. The chief port is Smyrna, whence raisins and figs,

opium, cotton, and barley are exported. From this port, as

from the coast of Asia Minor opposite Constantinople, railways

ascend to the plateau, and the Baghdad railway joins this region

up with the Euphrates and Tigris lowlands, and so to the Persian

Gulf ;
thus it forms an important link between India and the

Far East on the one hand, and the Mediterranean and Europe

on the other. A branch passes through Aleppo and Damascus,

the two great centres of caravan trade between the Mediterranean

Sea and Mesopotamia, and skirting the desert passes southward

by the Pilgrims* Road to Medina.

Between the rift valley of the Jordan and the Dead Sea is

Palestine, which, like other parts of this region, is less important,

both in regard to production and population, than in early times.

The Syrian port of Beirut and the oasis of Damascus are

separated by the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon ranges, but are

joined by railway communication. From Damascus another

line passes south-westward through Samaria and the fertile plain

of Philistia, and skirting the Mediterranean coast links this

region with Egypt. Jerusalem is on the rather isolated and

bare highland of Judea, but is connected by rail with this line

and also with the port of Jaffa.

Yemen is the most fertile part of Arabia, and is famous for

its excellent coffee. Near the entrance to the Red Sea is Aden
a small British possession and an important coaling-station.

Cyprus, in the Eastern Mediterranean, forms part of tlie

British Empire. Its products, wheat, wine, olives and silk, are

typical of the regions of summer drought.

Authorities and Books for Further Reading
A. H. Keane: Asia, Vols. I and II. (Stanford),

Sir T. Holdich; India (Oxford Press).

D. G. Hogarth: The Neater East (Oxford Prou),

A. Little : The Far East (Oxford Press).



CHAPTER XXVI

NORTH AMERICA—PHYSICAL
CONDITIONS

Position ftnd Extent.—North America is a triangular-shaped

land mass, broad in the north, where it is broken up into numerous
islands, and narrow towards the south, where the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec may be taken as its limit. It thus extends from
within 20“ of the north pole to within 20® of the equator, the

greater part lying within the temperate zone. The narrow and
shallow Behring Strait, often ice-blocked, alone separates it from
Asia to the west, while towards the east it is linked up with
Europe through Greenland, Iceland and the Faroe-Icelandic

submarine ridge. To the south. Central America and the narrow
Isthmus of Panama form a land bridge to South America.

RELIEF, STRUCTURE AND DRAINACE
Main Divisions.—^According to reUef the continent falls into

four divisions, the eastern highlands, the western highlands,

and the interior plains which are sub-divided into northern and
central regions, for the badly drained northern area, with its

numerous lakes and irregular, complicated river systems contrasts

strongly with the central area which forms the basin of a single

vast river system, that of the Mississippi. These four divisions

correspond to four structural divisions (see Fig. 55) ; the eastern

highlands have been carved out by erosion from an old uplifted

crustal block ; the western highlands are of more recent date,

and are due to folding, fracturing, and uplift on a very large

scale ; the northern plain is the oldest part of the continent,

consisting of very ancient rocks worn smooth by age-long erosion

;
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the central plain is built up of sedimentary rocks, many of

them very old, which have been undisturbed by any folding.

The Eastern Tfighlandn.—^These highlands stretch from New-

foundland in a south-westerly direction almost to the Gulf of

Mexico, and form the Appalachian System. Two facts in their

past history have an important bearing on the present relief

;

in the first place the northern part has been depressed and the

southern part uplifted, and in the second place the northern part

was covered by the ice sheet during the Ice Age (see Fig. 33).

Owing to the movement of depression, the highlands in the north

are close to the sea, and the lower parts of the valle)^ are drowned,

forming a very irregular coastline ; moreover, these valleys have

been deepened by glaciers, and so take the form of fiords.

The land is continued imder the sea by a wide continental shelf,

of which the Great Banks of Newfoundland form the most im-

portant part. Owing to the movement of uplift, the highlands

in the south are on the whole higher than those in the north

and are separated from the sea by a coastal plain of soft sedi-

mentary rocks which has a relatively unbroken shore line. The
general trend of the feature lines is from north-east to south-

west, but the Appalachian System is cut across from east to

west in two places. The first is the Mohawk-Hudson valley,

which formed the channel through which the water from the

Great Lakes escaped when the ice-sheet still covered the land to

the north. The second is the St. Lawrence estuary, the present

outlet of the Great Lakes
;

this river has worn a deep channel,

Cabot Strait, which separates Newfoundland from the mainland,

and is now submerged by the sea owing to the sinking of the

land.

The block from which the Appalachians are carved was an

old peneplain, itself the result of the prolonged erosion of an

older mountain system. In the area to the south of the Hudson
River this peneplain consisted of narrow bands of alternately

hard and soft rocks which have given rise to a series of

parallel ridges separated by valleys and notched by narrow
water-gaps. The most easterly of these ridges is known as

the Blue Ridge, and on the western margin is the Allegheny

escarpment which presets a steep face eastwards and dips gentry
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westward to the central plains. To the north-east of the Hudson
River many of the surface features are the result of glaciation ;

deep, irregular deposits of boulder clay have interrupted the

drainage, so that small lakes are numerous, while the rivers cutting

down through these soft deposits have in many places reached

hard, buried ridges which formed part of the original surface,

and at these points their courses are broken by rapids and water-

falls.

Rocks bearing coal and iron ore are an important feature in

the Appalachian System.

The Western Highlands.—^This great highland system

stretches from the Isthmus of Tehuantepec to the Behring Sea,

where the volcanic Aleutian Islands link it up with the mountain-

ous island loops which border Asia. The name Rocky Mountains

is now usually confined to the bordering ridges which overlook

the central plains. As in the case of the eastern highlands, the

northern area, once heavily glaciated, contrasts with the southern

area ; the northern part of the western coast has been drowned
and the inlets take the form of fiords, while a series of islands,

of which Vancouver is the largest, corresponds to the Coast

Range, which forms the almost unbroken shore-line south of

Puget Sound, and to the highland peninsula of Lower California.

Parallel to this westernmost line of heights are the Cascade

Mountains, which extend behind the coast of British Columbia,

and the Sierra Nevada which are continued southward along the

coast of Mexico by the Sierra Madre. Between the parallel

ranges lies the flat-floored Californian valley, filled with fertile

alluvium brought from the neighbouring mountains, and drained

by the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers ; corresponding to

this valley but further south is the Gulf of California,

The northern part of the highland system consists mainly

of well-marked lofty ridges, such as the Gold and Selkirk Ranges,

while the rivers, of which the Fraser and Upper Columbia are

typical, flow in deep zi^-zag valleys ; but further south the ridges

separate to embrace wide plateaus and basins. Across a great

plateau built of horizontal layers of basalt the Snake and Lower

Cplumbias rivers flow in cafions sometimes 3,000 feet deep

;

further south the Colorado River has cut its still deeper and
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more famous canons into a plateau consisting of vast horizontal

layers of sedimentary rocks. Between the Wahsatch Moimtains

and the Sierra Nevada lies the Great Basin, which has no outlet

to the sea, with the result that the ridges which cross it are half

buried vmder accumulations of rock-waste ; this basin is dotted

with salt lakes, of which Great Salt Lake is the largest. Further

to the south the western and eastern Sierra Madre enclose the

plateau of Mexico, which is partly drained by the Rio Grande

del Norte, but of which a considerable area has no outlet, so that

here too there are saline depressions and great accumulations of

rock-waste.

Throughout the western highlands are scattered both active

and extinct volcanoes, such as Popocatepetl (18,000 ft.), and
many localities are subject to earthquakes (see Fig. 56) ; in the

Yellowstone National Park, which is a lava plateau crossed by
the deep Yellowstone canon, there are numerous geysers and hot

springs. No such evidences of crustal instability are found in

the older parts of the continent. In the extreme north, the in-

terior of the Alaskan area drained by the Yukon River is little

known, but like the rest of the mountain system it is rich in

valuable minerals. Mount Mackinley is the highest peak.

The Northern Plain.—^The ancient peneplain, which is formed

of granites and crystalline schists, slopes towards a central de-

pression now filled by the shallow waters of Hudson Bay. Its

boundary is roughly defined by a series of great lakes, of which

the Great Bear and Great Slave Lakes form part of the Mackenzie

S3rstem draining to the Arctic Ocean ; Lake Winnipeg, which

receives the waters of the Saskatchewan, has an outlet, the

Nelson River, to Hudson Bay, while Lakes Superior, Michigan,

Huron, Erie and Ontario are drained by the St. Lawrence River

to the Atlantic Ocean. Between Lakes Erie and Ontario are

the famous Niagara Falls and Gorge ; at the close of the Ice

Age, when owing to the melting of the ice from the St. Lawrence
valley the waters from the lakes again flowed north-eastwards, the

stream from Lake Erie fell over the edge of a steep limestone

escarpment, and since then, owing to erosion, the waterfall has

worked its way farther and farther up-stream, thus gradually

carving out the narrow gorge. The drainage of the Great Lake
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region underwent several changes at the close of the Ice Age,
and at one time the three upper lakes were drained through
Georgian Bay, Lake Nipissing and the River Ottawa, a route

along which a canal has now been planned.

The ice-sheet has left numerous traces upon the surface of

the peneplain ; in many places the rocks are scratched, polished,

and scraped bare of soil, while glacial waste fills the valleys and
hollows. Numerous lakes occupy waste-blocked valleys and
ice-scooped rock basins, and owing to the gentle slopes and the

impermeable nature of the rocks much of the land is badly drained

and swampy. The larger lakes which outline the border of the

peneplain were once even more extensive, and large deposits of

fertile alluvium mark the sites from which they have retreated.

The greatest of these older lakes occupied the area in which now
lie Lakes Winnipeg, Winnipegosis and Manitoba, and the Red
and Saskatchewan Rivers ; its sediments form the level and
exceptionally fertile wheat fields of this region. The ancient

rocks of which the peneplain is composed are rich in valuable

minerals, including copper and iron.

The Central Plains.—Great plains of undisturbed sedi-

mentary rocks form the basin of the Mississippi, whose waters

are separated by almost imperceptible divides from those flowing

to Hudson Bay and the St. Lawrence. The plains rise gradually

westwards to a height of over 3,000 feet before the foot of the

Rocky Mountains is reached, and their surface is undulating

rather than level. Two important tributaries of the Mississippi,

the Missouri and the Ohio, approximately indicate the southern

boundary of the area once covered by the ice-sheet. The rivers

of the plain have encroached upon the neighbouring regions on

either hand, for the head-waters of the Missouri, Platte, Arkansas,

and many others are behind the bordering Rocky Mountain

ridge, in which they make important gaps, while the Upper Ten-

nessee forms one of the longitudinal valleys of the Appalachian

System. The rivers from the west bring down enormous

loads of silt, and below the Ohio confluence the Mississippi mean-

ders over a wide alluvium-floored flood-plain, bordered by low

bluffs, finally entering the Gulf of Mexico, where it is constantly

e^ctending its large delta. On the portion of the plains once
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covered by the ice-sheet there are extensive glacial deposits,

including moraines, boulder-clay, and loess, the latter being

also found over a considerable area far to the south of the once

glaciated region. Among the sedimentary rocks which underlie

the plain are some that are rich in coal-measures.

CLIMATE

Pressure, Winds and Rainfall.

—

January. In this month,

which is typical of the winter conditions, the average pressure

over the interior of the continent is relatively high, and the pre-

cipitation therefore low. The stormy westerlies sweep the west

coast as far south as 35° S., causing a rainfall which is made
heavier by the relief. Cyclones passing north-eastwards from

the Gulf of Mexico, and eastwards from the Great Lakes, are the

cause of the winter rains in the eastern regions ; but the frequent

formation of anticyclones with outblowing winds over the cold

interior makes strong north-westerly and westerly winds prevail

as a rule, except in the southernmost regions.

July. In this month, although there is no well-marked low

pressure area over the continent which could be compared to

that over Asia, yet the pressure is slightly lower than over the

neighbouring oceans. The stormy westerlies have shifted north-

wards, and bring rain only as far south as Vancouver ; but the

rainy belt stretches right across the continent from west to east.

The trade winds are drawn in over the southern plains and
Mexico, which have their chief rainfall at this season.

Annual and Seasonal Rainfall.—^The seasonal rainfall map
(Fig. 82) shows that north of about 45® N. the west coast has

rain at all seasons, while the interior in the same latitudes has

summer rains ; south of this latitude the west coast has a sum-

mer drought with rain at the other three seasons, and still further

south rain in winter only ; the mountain-girt basins and plateaus,

and the western plains have no rainy season, or at most summer
rains, while the eastern area has rain at all seasons. The meri*

dian 100® W. corresponds approximately to the isohyet of ao*,

and the plains to the west of this are only scantily watered, ’bdt

whereas south of about 50® N. this rainfall is so distributed thht

no Mason has as mudh as 6*. to the north of this pataUd the
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dpitation is chiefly in the summer months which have over 6'

;

this fact, combined with the decreased evaporation in the north,

makes the rainfall which is available for plant life in the growing
season more abundant, so that the vegetation becomes richer

towards the north, although the mean annual rainfall does not
increase.

Snowfall.—In the regions l3dng to the north of the January
isotherm of o® C. (see Fig. 61) which have cold winters, much
of the precipitation at this season takes the form of snow ; thus

in eastern Canada where the winter precipitation is considerable,

there may be a snowfall of from 6 to 10 feet, but over the drier

plains to the west there is less than 2 feet.* Immediately under

the lee of the Rocky Mountains the warm dry chinook wind fre-

quently blows (see p. 131), and rapidly clears the ground of snow.

On the western mountains north of about 45® N. the snowfall

is again abundant except in the coast ranges, where the tempera-

tures are milder. The limit of perpetual snow is 8,000 feet at

lat. 50® N., while even in the extreme south such lofty peaks as

Popocatapetl are snow-capped.

Temperature.—There is a great contrast between the west

coast, which has warm on-shore winds, and the east coast, which

has cold off-shore winds in winter ; the former is mild in winter,

warm in summer, while the latter shows a wide temperature

range similar to that of the interior of the continent. The western

basins and plateaus are very hot in summer in spite of their

altitude, partly because the air is so dry and there is little cloud

to check insolation ; the coasts of Mexico which lie within the

tropics are hot all the year round, while even the northern shores

of the Gulf of Mexico have a mean annual temperature of 2o® C.

The cold Labrador current intensifies the inclemency of the

climate of Labrador, which lies in the same latitudes as the

British Isles, and yet is a barren tundra region.

VEaETATION AND ANIMAU3

Vegetation.—(See Fig. 95.) Greenland and some of the

islands of the far north, beir^ covered with perpetual snow, have

* It uittt be lonembered that a foot of snow is roughly equivalent to

jun ladh of rain.
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no vegetation ; they are true deserts. The northern borders of

the continent with the adjacent islands form the Barren Lands,

with a vegetation oi the tundra t5T>e ; further south there is a

gradual change to coniferous forest, spruce, fir, larch and pine,

with the broad-leaved birch, the formation stretching right across

the continent in the belt with summer rains ; the wet, mild west

coast is also clothed with coniferous forest, but the species of

trees are different, many of them, such as the Douglas firs, being

of enormous dimensions, and the growth is more luxuriant than

in the intenor. In the mountains many of the higher ridges are

above the tree line, and Alpine pastures gay with flowers are

followed by bare rocks and snow-fields. On the well-watered

east coast the coniferous forest is mixed with broad-leaved decidu-

ous trees such as oak, maple and hickory, and in the eastern

United States the natural formation is broad-leaved forest, al-

though much of the land has been cleared for agriculture. In the

interior of the continent beyond the inner border of the forests is

a belt of rich grasslands or prairies, in which there is some admix-

ture of woodland, while still further inland, on the dry western

plains, the grass becomes coarser and scantier, and trees almost

entirely disappear. The arid plateaus and basins of the western

mormtains have a semi-desert vegetation of scrub, the characteris-

tic plant being the sage-brush, while towards the south thorny

cactuses and yuccas are common. The hot coasts of Mexico have a

tropical vegetation, chiefly forest on the wetter east coast, and
savannah on the rather drier west ; the land rises rapidly to-

wards the plateau, and the tropical palms and hardwood trees

are succeeded by forests of oak, and these in turn by conifers.

Animals.—Seals and whales are found in the cold waters of

the north, and on the shores of the cold deserts and the Barren

Lands the polar bear obtains food from the sea. In the summer
the musk ox, the caribou and countless birds move northwards

to the moss-covered tundra, but in the winter they retire south-

wards to the forests, in which there are many valuable fur-

bearing animals, such as the mink, sable, ermine, fox and beaver.

The great grassy plains beyond the forests were once the grazing

grounds of vast herds of bison, but these were nearly all destroyed

durii^ the latter half of the nineteenth century. Botb the plains
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and the scrab regions support numerous burrowing rodents such

as the prairie dog and jack-rabbit, small flesh-eating animals

such as the coyote or prairie-wolf, and grazing animals such as the

prong-horned antelope. On the western mountains the Rockj'

Mountain sheep, the Rocky Mountain goat and the grizzly bear

are characteristic animals, while on the tropical margins of Mexico

many of the animals of South America, such as monkeys, arma-
dilloes, and humming-birds are found. The Labrador current

brings an unfailing supply of plankton to the Newfoundland
Banks, which therefore form a feeding and breeding ground for

innumerable fish, among which the cod and herring are the most
important. The fiords and sounds of British Columbia are also

rich in fish, and in the rivers salmon are abundant.

NATURAL REGIONS
A. Greenland.—This lofty plateau is buried under an ice-

sheet such as once spread down to the banks of the Missouri and
Ohio ; the ice creeps slowly towards the coast, and great masses

are broken off and float southwards on the Labrador Current.

Deep fiords fringe the coast, and the sea is the only source of

food.

B. The Appalachian System.—B*. The Northern Region.

The uplands are still heavily timbered, chiefly with conifers, the

valleys are filled with fertile glacial soils, and glacial action is

indirectly the cause of the abundance of water power. The
climate is extreme; and the precipitation, including snow, is

abundant ; over the neighbouring shallow seas, which teem with

fish, fogs are frequent owing to the chilling of the air by the cold

Labrador current.

B*. The Southern Region. The long, narrow, parallel ridges

are well wooded, and are separated by fertile cultivated valleys

which form easy routes from north-east to south-west ; the cross-

routes afforded by such rivers as the Potomac and Susquehanna

are less direct, but the important Hudson-Mohawk valley route

lies between this region and the last described. The southern

valleys enjoy the mild winters of the neighbouring plains.

C. Western Highlandg.—C*. The Alaskan Highlands.

The best known part of this r^on is the wooded valley o| the
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the Yukon river, which includes the Klondike goldfieldis.

C* The Northern Ridges and Valleys. This is a mountain
region of the Alpine type, with bare, jagged peaks rising above
snowfields and glaciers, and with many lakes in the deep steep-

sided valleys. The snowfields of Mount St. Elias feed a great glacier

wliich reaches the sea. The vegetation includes mountain forest

and natural pasture, and mixed farming is possible in the valleys.

C *. The Southern Basins and Plateaus. This is essentially

a semi-desert region, and where the rainfall falls below lo inches

a year actual desert tracts occur such as the Mohave and Gila

Deserts. The accumulated rock-waste forms a fertile soil, and
in many districts the streams and rivers fed by the bordering

mountains yield water for irrigation ; elsewhere the vegetation

of scrub and scanty tufts of grass affords pasture for stock.

D. The Western Margins.

—

The Temperate Region. This

is an abundantly watered belt with a mild climate, and the lofty

mountains which rise abruptly from the fiord coast are clothed

with dense coniferous forest.

D*. The Transition Region. In this region also the rainfall

is abundant, the climate mild, and the mountains heavily tim-

bered ; here, however, the summers are dry and cereals ripen

well, especially in the fertile Sacramento valley.

D*. The “ Mediterranean " Region. In this region rain falls in

winter alone, and agriculture is only possible with irrigation

;

the luscious fruits which are characteristic of this type of r^ion
grow to perfection in the fertile San Joaquin valley. On the

border of this region and the last, the combined waters of the

Sacramento and San Joaquin cut through the coast raises ; a
slight depression has caused the sea to drown this transverse

valley, and thus a splendid natural harbour has been formed
opening westwards through the Golden Gate.

E. The Northern Plains.—E*. The Barren Lands. This tun-

dra region borders the cold seas which are rich in seals and whales ;

inland the country consists largely of desolate lakes and swamps,
tile breeding ground in summer of m5niads of insects.

E*. The Northern Forests. This great forest r^ion has a
cUmate characterized by summer rains, and intense whiter cold,

•0 that the Lakeports and these of tiie St. Lav/reiiceandRuteitei
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Bay are closed for four months or more. Many of the trees yield

valuable timber, and on the southern margins large areas have

Fig. 129.—North America. Natural Regions.

been cleared for agriculture, especially where old lake-alluvium

or glacial-waste affords a fertile soil.

F. Ibe OentnU Plains.—F^. F*®. The Prairies. In Uus
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region the loose, rich soils, which include loess, alluvium and

boulder-clay, together with the light summer rains and high

summer temperatures, favour a rich growth of natural grasses

with some admixture of woodland, and the same conditions

are admirably suited to the growth of cereals. Although the

summer climate is fairly uniform throughout the region a

further sub-division is necessary, for in the district marked F ^
(which includes most of the peninsula between Lakes Huron,

Ontario and Erie), the winters though cold are shorter and less

severe than in the district marked F moreover the mean
annual precipitation is heavier, spring and autumn being rainy

seasons as weU as summer.

F*. The High Plains. These high treeless plains are

characterized by their low rainfall and high summer temperature ;

the vegetation of coarse grass with occasional scrub is suitable

for pasture for stock, and from the lofty Rocky Mountain ridge

come streams which can be employed for irrigation.

F*. The Lower Mississippi Basin. This is a region once

forested, but now largely cleared for agriculture owing to its

fertile soils and its favourable climate, characterized by mild

winters, hot summers, and a plentiful rainfall well distributed

through the year.

F*. The Mississippi Flood-Plain and the Coastal Plains.

This region is built of soft sedimentary rocks and recent allu-

vium ; much of it is badly drained and swampy, as for example
part of the flood-plain, the Great Dismal Swamp in N. Carolina,

and the Everglades of Florida ; the coast is bordered by lagoons

and fringing sand-bars. The climate is similar to that of the

last named region, but the summers are still hotter, so that even
tropical crops can be grown, though these are imperilled by the

occasional occurrence of severe frosts, due to the winds which in

winter may sweep unhindered from the cold northern plains.

The low-lying peninsula of Florida which projects southwards

from the plain is built of limestone, and in the south is little more
than a swampy wilderness.

G. Ilie Tropical Ofargins of Mexico.—G^ The Eastern Mar-
gins. G*. The Western Margins. The coastal lowlands of these

regions are tropical in their vegetation, animals, climate an4
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products
;

they form the tierra <!:aliente or hot belt In the

ascent from the coast to the plateau of Mexico, the tierra caliente

gives place in succession to a sub-tropical belt, the tierra tem-
plada, and to a cool belt, the tierra fria.

For Authorities and Books for further readings see end of Chapter XXVII,



CHAPTER XXVII

NORTH AMERICA—POLITICAL AND
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

THE DISCOVERT AND SETTLEMENT OP THE NEW
WORLD

The taking of Constantinople by the Turks in 1453, and their

subsequent conquest of Egypt, made trade with the East almost

impossible by the old Mediterranean route. The value of that

trade, which consisted mainly of such products as spices, precious

stones, gold, silver, and ivory, was so great that it led to a search

for other routes to the Indies ; hence the voyage of Vasco da
Gama in 1497, when he sailed round the Cape of Good Hope and
so reached India. But even before this Columbus hoped to gain

the same end by sailing westwards across the Atlantic Ocean,

for a map of the time showed him Japan lying in the same lati-

tude as the Canary Islands at a distance which he estimated at

about 2,500 miles. So in 1492 he set out from Spain, and sailing

into the trade wind belt, was carried by winds and currents to

the West Indies, whose name perpetuates hi3 mistake in at first

thinking he had reached his goal. From that time many ex
peditions sailed, both to share in the wealth of this New World,
as it was soon realized to be, and to attempt to find a sea-passage

to the old Indies by avoiding these new land-barriers. Thus in

1519 Magellan crossed the Atlantic, bearing to the south, passed
through the Strait that bears his name, and crossed the Pacific

to the Indies, whence his ship returned by the Cape of Good Hope.
Similarly a North-west Passage " was attempted, first by Cabot
Tudio sailed from Bristol in 1497 and discovered Newfoundland,
and later by others, including Hudson who went out in the

interests of the Dutch and sailed up the broad Hudson River, at
490
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first thinking it to be a strait leading to an ocean beyond. Iq

1613 Hudson perished in another attempt in Hudson Bay.

South America was explored and annexed largely by the

Spaniards and Portuguese, and Central America by the Spaniards,

while north of the Tropic of Cancer, the British, Dutch and
French were rivals. The St. Lawrence River was the entry

which the French explored, and they occupied the region around

its estuary. Quebec, on the St. Lawrence, was founded by Champ-
lain in 1608, and his countrymen made their way up the river to

the Great Lakes, across to the Mississippi and down that river

till their explorations linked up with those of the Spaniards, who
had penetrated by way of the Gulf of Mexico. The Dutch had
settlements near the Hudson River, but these passed into the

hands of the British, who from 1587 onward had made colonies at

many points along the coast between Florida and the St.

Lawence region, and occupied the lowlands between the sea on
the one hand and the Appalachian and New England mountains

on the other. Conflicts between the British and French resulted

at length in the decisive capture of Quebec in 1759, and in 1763
all Canada was ceded to Great Britain.

DOMINION OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
Natural Regions.

—

Appalachian System : The northern

extremity of the region (B*). Northern Plains

:

The
Barren Lands (E^) ; the Northern Forests (E*). Central

Plains: The northern portion of the Prairies (F‘* and

F**) ; the northern portion of the High Plains (F*). Western

Highlands : The eastern part of the Alaskan Highlands (C^) ;

the greater part of the Northern Ridges and Valleys (C*).

Western Margins : The Temperate Region (D‘).

Historical and Political Survey.—Newfoundland very early

attracted fishermen from Europe, and claims to be the first

colony of England. It was finally acknowledged as British, at

the beginning of the eighteenth century, but the French fishermen

retained rights over the western portions of the shore. This was
felt by the British inhabitants to be a grievance, and partly Uil

that reason Newfoundland refused to join with the other portions

of British North Ajp^ca when they united to form the Doming
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of Canada ; in 1904 the French relinquished their rights over the

shores, though they may still fish in the neighbouring waters.

Newfoundland has its own government, its capital being St. John’s.

The present provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,

at that time united under the name Acadia, were finally ceded

by the French in 1713. Cape Breton Island, now a part of the

province of Nova Scotia of which it is naturally a continuation,

and Prmce Edward Island, still a separate province although

so small in extent, became British in 1763 together with the

great r^on comprising the St. Lawrence valley and the northern

shores of the Great Lakes. This region was divided later into

Lower Canada (now Quebec) and Upper Canada (now Ontario).

Quebec was settled by the French and in consequence the in-

habitants are still mainly French in descent and speech, and
Roman Catholicism is the predominant form of religion. The
more distant Ontario was not actually colonized by the French,

though it was imder their influence, and now the English speech

and the Protestant religion are predominant there, as in the

greater part of British North America.

The central part of Canada early passed into British hands,

for in the latter part of the seventeenth century the Hudson
Bay Company was formed to trade in the furs from the great

forests ; this company retained the lands for 200 years, until they

surrendered them to the Dominion. Manitoba was created a pro-

vince in 1870, but it was not until 1905 that the " North-west
”

was divided into regions to which the rights of provinces were

assigned.

British Columbia was settled much later than most of the

other provinces
; the British did not take possession even of

the coastal portions until 1790, and there was little immigration

until gold was discovered about 1855.

Self-government was granted to the older and better settled

provinces long before they united in 1867 to form the Dominion.
The central government has its seat at Ottawa, on the banks of

the river Ottawa, which separates the two most important pro-

vinces. This central government deals with all affairs common to

the Dominion, while the governments of the Provinces are

rastricted to certain matters of local importance.
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The population of the Dominion is now about nine million

persons, and of this number three million are in Ontario and about

two and a half million in Quebec. In comparison with the size of

the Dominion, which almost exactly equals that of Europe, the

population is extremely scanty. In Ontario nearly all the people

live in the " Lake Peninsula " between Lakes Huron, Erie and
Ontario, in the region immediately north of Lake Ontario, and
in that between the rivers Ottawa and St. Lawrence. In Quebec
the population is practically confined to the banks of the St.

Lawrence and that part of the province lying south of the river

between the cities of Quebec and Montreal. Indeed most of the

Dominion, with the exception of the maritime regions and a

narrow strip along the southern boundary, may be said to be

still uninhabited.

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing.—Although agriculture is

the chief occupation of the people of Canada, only a very small

percentage of the land is under cultivation. In the north and
north-east the temperatures are insufficient for crops ; around
Hudson Bay the hard glacier-polished rock is extremely un-

favourable for agriculture ;
in the west the mountains largely

prohibit cultivation ; nevertheless vast areas remain which

may be brought under the plough. The two difficulties which

chiefly restrict cultivation at present are the lack of labour and
the difficulties of transport. As the railways extend and immi-

gration supplies workers, so the area of arable land will increase.

This will be most marked in those parts of the provinces of Alberta

and Saskatchewan comprised in the central plains (F and

F •), and eventually most of the land between the Rocky Moun-
tains and the chain of lakes, at least that south of latitude 6o®,

will become productive. In this connexion the course of the

summer isotherms may be observed, and the temperatures com-

pared with those of Europe in the same latitudes.

The most important crop is wheat, and in the amount pro-

duced Canada ranks second to India in the British Empire,

and among foreign countries is exceeded only by the United

States. Until comparatively recently the greatest production

was in Ontario, but this was exceeded when Manitoba was settled,

and now the prairies still further west have taken the first place.
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Here will be one of the greatest wheat-fields of the world, for

crops are successfully grown as far north as Fort Simpson in

latitude 62°. At the present time the high plains (F *) grow

but little wheat because of the lack of rain, but improvements

in methods of cultivation will probably surmoimt this difficulty

to a very large extent. Oats are grown in all the wheat-producing

regions, but mostly in Ontario. Potatoes and other v^etables

are also widely grown.

Fruit, especially apples, is grown in the coastal regions both

east and west, but most notable in this respect is the " Lake
Peninsula ” which penetrates so far southward. Here, in addition

to the products mentioned, tobacco and the vine are cultivated.

Almost everywhere dairy farming is carried on, cheese being

an important product, and great numbers of both sheep and cattle

are reared on the drier western plains.

The forested portions amount to nearly one-third of the

total area, and in all these, except in the noiih where transport

is difficult, lumbering is an industry of considerable importance.

The shallow waters of the Atlantic Coast yield great quantities

of fish, cod being specially valuable ; the lakes of the central

part of the Dominion are well stocked in fish, and there are large

establishments in British Columbia, particularly by the Fraser

River, where salmon are csmned.

Mining and Manufacture.—The mineral resources of Canada
are very considerable. Coal (see Fig. 130), is already obtained

to some extent in New Bnmswick, Nova Scotia and Caj>e

Breton Island in the Northern Appalachian region (B^), by
the Crow’s Nest Pass over the Rocky Mountains, and in

Vancouver Island in the west ; moreover, extensive deposits

lie practically untouched in Newfoundland, tmder the plains west

of Manitoba, and in Queen Charlotte Islands ofi the western

coast, so that the total amoimt of coal must be enormous.

Iron ore is mined near the coal in Nova Scotia and in New-
foundland, a very promising iron industry being consequently

established at Sydney in Cape Breton Island. Iron is found at

many other places, but the greatest store as yet anown is near

Michipicoten, on the eastern shore of Lake Superior.

Gold is also widely distributed, and is at prestmt by far the
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most valuable mineral product ; specially productive are the

r^ions in the western highlands, notably the Klondike fields

by the Yukon River, and those of the Kootenay district neai

Rossland in British Columbia. In this latter district the yield

of silver has in late years exceeded that of gold. Lead and
copper are also obtained in British Columbia. The ancient

rocks of the northern shores of the Great Lakes yield a variety of

minerals
;
the iron has already been mentioned, and in addition

there is gold further to the west, and large deposits of nickel

(with which copper is also found) further to the east near Sudbury.

The manufactures are steadily developing. The sawing and
pulping of timber ; the making of wooden articles

; the manufac-
ture of leather, cotton and woollen goods mainly for home
consumption; the construction of agricultural machinery; the

preparation of food-stufEs. These are all of importance. The
stores of coal and iron will aid very great developments, and
perhaps equally important will be the water power obtained
both from the streams of the western highlands and from the

rapids of the once glaciated regions, where the numerous lakes

form natural reservoirs to ensure a steady flow of water and a

constant supply of power.

Commimications and Commerce.—The drowned coasts afiord

many excellent harbours, but these are only utilized in the south-

east and south-west, owing to the lack of trade and the severity

of the climate in the north. The western shores are indeed always

ice-free, but the only two ports which have as yet developed are

Victoria on Vancouver Island, the capital of British Columbia,

and Vancouver near the mouth of the Fraser River, the terminus

of the trans-continental Canadian Pacific Railway.

On the east, the mouth of the St. Lawrence is blocked by ice

in winter, and in that season Halifax, the capital of Nova Scotia,

with a fine harbour ice-free throughout the year, becomes the

chief eastern port of the Dominion. St. John in New Brunswick

is similarly ice-free, this being due largely to the action of the

strong tides of the Bay of Fundy. During most of the year the

great entry is the St. Lawrence ; on its north bank is Quebec,

still the capital of the province although in size far surpassed by

Montreal, with over 600,000 inhabitants, which has the advantage
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of being at the head of navigation on the river. Montreal stands

upon an island which has facilitated the bridging of the river, and

south of the city opens the valley of the Richelieu and Hudson
Rivers, leading to New York. Montreal is the chief eastern

terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railway and the commencement
of the great system of inland navigation. Above Montreal are the

Lachine Rapids, but these are avoided either by the Lachine

Canal or by the route up the Ottawa River which here joins the

St. Lawrence. This route leads to Ottawa, above which are the

Chaudiere Falls giving power to large saw-mills. These falls have

been avoided by the cutting of the Rideau Canal between the

Ottawa river and Lake Ontario. On the shores of this lake are

Toronto, the capital of the province of Ontario and an important

railway centre, and Hamilton, where the extremity of the lake

extends far into the fertile peninsula. To proceed up the lakes,

vessels go through the Welland Canal leading into Lake Erie by
a course parallel to the Niagara River, from Lake Erie into Lake

Huron, and thence by the“Soo” Canals atSault Ste. Marie into

Lake Superior, where the terminal points on the Canadian shore

are Fort William and Port Arthur. The lakes provide magnifi-

cent waterways for both Canada and the United States, and far

more traffic passes through the “ Soo ” Canals than the Sue*

Canal. In the south-east of Canada railways also provide fairly

adequate means of communication, and there are projects for

considerable improvements in the waterways, e.g. a rectification

of the St. Lawrence, allowing large vessels to proceed directly to

Lake Ontario.

West of Lake Superior, transport is largely by railway.

Winnipeg, the rapidly growing capital of Manitoba, is like a port

for all the prairie regions, for from this city westward the lines

radiate out fan-like, and are being gradually extended further to

the north. Another important railway centre is Regina, the

capital of Saskatchewan.

The Rocky Mountains are crossed west of Fort McLeod by

the Crow’s Nest Pass leading to the Kootenay mineral r^ion,

and west of Calgary by the Kicking Horse Pass by which the

main line proceeds to the Pacific coast. From Calgary a line

runs northward to Edmonton, the capital of Alberta, and from
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this point the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway has constructed a

new road across the mountains by the Yellowhead Pass, having

a terminus at Prince Rupert behind Queen Charlotte Islands.

The three great exports of Canada are wheat, dairy produce,

and wood and wooden goods ; the export of fish is of much less

value. The imports are chiefly iron and steel goods; coal,

cotton and woollen goods and sugar follow in importance.

THE UNITED STATES

Natural Regions.

—

Appalachian System

:

Southern portion

of the Northern Region (B*) ; the Southern region (B*).

Northern Plains

:

Portions of the Northern Forests (E*).

Central Plains

:

Southern portions of the Prairies (F**

and F**)
;

Southern portions of the High Plains (F*) ;

the Lower Mississippi Basin (F®) ; the Mississippi Flood-

Plain and the Coastal Plains (F®). Western Highlands

:

The Alaskan Highlands (C*) ; Northern and Southern extre-

mities of the Northern Ridges and Valleys (C*) ; Northern

portions of the Basins and Plateaus (C*). Western Margins ;

Southern extremity of the Temperate Region (D^) ; the

Transition Region (D*) j the" Mediterranean ” Region (D*).

Historical and Political Survey.—During the seventeenth

century British, Dutch, German and Swedish settlements were

made in the coastal regions between the present Canadian terri-

tory and Florida
;

the region east of the Hudson valley is still

known as New England. By the eighteenth century these had
all become British, and in 1776 thirteen states declared their

independence and formed the “ United States of America.”

Although some of these states claimed territory extending be-

hind the Appalachians, only the coastal region and the largei

river valleys were effectively occupied. As the interior was
settled other states were formed and admitted into the Union.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the plains west of the

Mississippi, then known as Louisiana, were purchased from France

;

shortly afterwards the north-western region from the Rockies

to the Pacific was occupied ;
later, Florida was ceded by Spain ;

about the middle of the century the south-western region,

including Texas and California, was obtained by conquest and
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purchase from Mexico and Spain ;
still later the detached area

of Alaska was purchased from Russia. At the end of the

century the United States assumed responsibiliUes beyond the

seas by the annexation of Hawaii, the Philippines and Porto

Rico.

Now the States number ^8, and in addition there are some

Territories with less independence. Each state has its own
government, dealing with all matters not specially reserved for

the Federal Government. This has its seat at Washington, a city

situated on the River Potomac in a piece of territory belonging

to no one state and named the District of Columbia. At the

head of the Republic is the President, who is elected for a period

of four years.

With the inclusion of Alaska, the area of the United States

is a little more than 3,500,000 square miles, and the population

is about 105,000,000 persons. Of this population about
10,000,000 are Negroes, living chiefly in and around the
Mississippi flood-plain and the southern coastal plains (F® and F^).

Immigration is now strictly limited, few settlers being admitted
from central and eastern Europe, and from China and Japan.

Forests and Agriculture,—As in Canada, so in the United
States about one-third of the land is still forested, and of this

forest-land one-third is in the western marginal and highland
regions, and the remaining two-thirds are in the east.

The great highland and arid or semi-arid regions still further

reduce the cultivated area, and at present only about one-sixth

of the land is under cultivation. This proportion will increase

by the gradual extension of farming beyond the looth meridian
into the semi-arid lands, and by the adoption of irrigation

still further west where streams bring water from the mountains.
Moreover, the prairie region was at first but poorly cultivated,

but it is now being farmed much more intensively.

Wheat and oats, maize, tobacco, cotton, rice and sugar are

ihe chief agricultural products ; the regions in which they are

grown clearly indicate the relative requirements of the crops

when it is remembered that both heat and moisture increase

from north to south in the great central plains of the United
Statesu
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The prairies (F‘* and F^*) have an enormous production of

cereals. Over all this area wheat and oats are grown, and the

total 3rield of wheat from this region is greater than that from any
other part of the world. Wheat and oats are largely grown
throughout the eastern portion of the country in thesame latitudes,

for the Appalachian region, although less suited to the growth of

cereals than the prairies, was earlier settled and cultivated. Large

quantities of wheat are raised in the fertile valley of California,

and the valleys of Oregon and Washington yield the same crop.

The greatest production is around the Red and Minnesota Rivers,

in the states of North and South Dakota and Minnesota.

In the southern portion of the prairie region (F**) maize is by
far the most important crop. The area of greatest production

is that between latitudes 37® and 43° boxmded on the west by
the high plains and on the east by the Ohio river, but only in the

extreme north and south of the whole country east of 100° W.,

is this crop imimportant. The eastern parts of Nebraska and
Kansas, Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana and Ohio together

produce about one-half of the world’s crop of maize.

Tobacco is grown in the Ohio valley, Kentucky producing the

greatest quantity, and also in the corresponding latitudes east

of the Appalachians where North Carolina and Virginia yield

the largest amounts, though the cultivation extends as far north

as the Connecticut valley in New England.

South of latitude 37° (in regions F* and F*) cotton is the

most valuable agricultural product ; eastern Texas, Mississippi,

Alabama, Georgia and South Carolina rank first in regard to

5deld, and indicate the area of greatest production.

In the coastal regions of the south and extending northward

up the Mississippi valley (F*), the sugar-cane and rice are culti-

vated, but the value of these products is not as great as those

mentioned above. The sugar-beet is grown in higher latitudes,

mostly in the prairie region and in California.

In many parts the cultivation of fruit for export is develop-

ing. Specially important are the apples from the north-east,

the oranges and pineapples of the extreme south, and the grapes

(from which wine is made), pears, pineapples, oranges, and lemons,

apricots s^nd oliyes of the "Mediterranean” region of C^liforp^^
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Pastoral Work and Fishing.—The pastoral industries of the

United States aie extremely valuable. Far greater numbers of

cattle and pigs are reared than in any other country, mainly because

of the quantities of maize on which they are largely fed
; for this

reason, also, the southern part of the prairies (F^*) is the area

where most of the cattle and pigs are kept. Cattle are reared

also in the north-eastern states and in California ; in all these

regions dairy farming and the making of butter and cheese are

occupations of some importance. On the open grazing lands of

the high plains cattle are reared chiefly for their flesh and hides,

and sent eastward for slaughter and export.

Sheep are kept more for the sake of their wool than for meat,

and are widely distributed over the States. In the high plains

and the western highlands they are far more numerous than

cattle, though less important if the United States are considered

as a whole. Horses and mules are bred in vast numbers, not

only for home use but for export to Europe.

The fishermen of the United States engage in whale fishing

in Arctic waters, and there are three important fishing grounds

farther south, (i) The continental shelf from Chesapeake Bay
northwards to Newfoimdland yields much fish, especially cod,

herring, mackerel and halibut ; the headquarters of this industry

is Gloucester, in Massachusetts, (ii) The north-western coast,

including the Columbia River and the Alaskan shores, has great

salmon fisheries ; the cooking and canning of the salmon
have become an important industry in the slates of Washington
and Oregon, and particularly on the banks of the Columbia
River, (iii) The Great Lakes, with the exception of Lake
Ontario, yield whitefish, trout and sturgeon.

Mining.—It has been estimated that the output of minerals

of the United States is equal in value to that of all other countries

combined.

Coal is by far the most important mineral ; one-fifth of the

annual production is anthracite, obtained mainly from the Appa-
lachian region in the eastern part of Pennsylvania ; the rest is

of poorer quality, and the districts from which it is mined may
be grouped into four regions (see Fig. 130), and arranged thus

m order of importance : (i) The Appalachian field, on the eastern
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borders of the Appalachian S3^tein, where the layers dip below

the central plains from western Pennsylvania to Alabama, smaller

areas l5nng on the eastern edge of the Appalachian system
;

(ii)

the central field, where the greatest quantity comes from the

state of Illinois
;

(iii) many small scattered fields in the western

highlands and their margins
;

(iv) a relatively unproductive though

large area in Texas.

Oil is another important fuel obtained in the States; it is

obtained in great quantities from California, Texas, Oklahoma,

the northern part of the Appalachian coalfield and Kansas. Much
of the oil is refined for export to Europe. Natural gas is in many
cases associated with the oil, but the supply is comparatively

soon exhausted ; it is used for manufacturing purposes in the

northern part of the Appalachian coalfield.

The predominance of the United States is as marked in the

production of iron ore as in that of coal. Great deposits of very

rich ore exist on the western and southern shores of Lake Superior,

so that north-eastern Minnesota and north-western Michigan

supply three-quarters of the output of the whole country. Next
in importance is the southern Appalachian region, where Alabama
holds the first place ; iron is, however, widely distributed and
several states produce considerable amounts (see Fig. 130).

Copper is also mined on the southern shores of Lake
Superior, but greater quantities are obtained from the western

highlands, especially from Montana and Arizona.

Gold and silver are found in most of the states of the western

highlands, and gold is mined in Alaska. Colorado holds the first

place in the production of these two metals, Denver being the

most important centre. California has a considerable production

of gold, and Montana of silver. Lead is foimd chiefly in associa-

tion with the silver
;

zinc is another mineral of importance, and
quicksilver is obtained from New Almaden in California.

Manufactures.—The abundant supply of raw materials and
the great growth of population have enabled the United States

to become the greatest manufacturing nation. If the manu-
factures are arranged according to the value of their output,

it is found that the chief ones are those concerned with the pre-

paration of meat products from the cattle and pigs, with the
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products of the lumbering industry, and with the milling of flour
;

next comes the mcinufacture of iron and steel goods ; the woollen,

cotton and leather industries rank next in importance.

At convenient centres in the maize belt, great numbers of

cattle and pigs are slaughtered, the meat being sent away either

frozen, or cooked and canned. Great packing establishments

prepare these and other animal products at Chicago on the south-

western shore of Lake Michigan, Cincinnati on the Ohio river,

Kansas City at the junction of the Kansas and Missouri rivers,

and Omaha above the junction of the Platte and Missouri rivers.

The manufacture of timber products is more widely distri-

buted, but furniture-making is largely carried on in Chicago and
New York.

Flour is milled at various centres, and at Minneapolis the

Falls of St. Anthony, on the Mississippi, provide power for the

greatest flour mills in the world.

The localization of the iron and steel industries depends

mainly upon facilities for bringing together the ore and fuel.

The greatest production is in western Pennsylvania, in and around
Pittsburg-Allegheny, which is situated where the Monongahela
and Allegheny rivers unite to form the Ohio. Here fuel (coal,

oil and gas) is obtained from the northern part of the Appa-
lachian coalfield, and the ore comes from the Lake Superior

region by way of Lakes Huron and Erie, and thence by rail.

Another region utilizing the same sources of iron and fuel is

that along the southern shore of Lake Erie, where Buffalo, Cleve-

land and Erie are the chief manufacturing cities ; the materials

are brought from west and east to this district as a convenient

centre. A third district is at the southern extremity of Lake
Michigan ;

Chicago has great steel works, utilizing the ore from

the region north of the lake and fuel from the central coalfield

to the south-west, and having facilities for the distribution of

the manufactured articles. Of more recent development is the

iron and steel industry in the southern part of the Appalachian

system. Here fuel a:id ore are obtained together, and of a

number of centres Birmingham, in northern Alabama, is the

most important.

Although so much of the world's cotton is grown in the south-
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em states, it is mainly manufactured in other parts. Nearly

two-thirds is exported, and much of the remainder goes to New
England, where the water-power enables it to be manufactured

cheaply. The state of Massachusetts is specially important

;

it has many cities engaged in the cotton industry, among which

are Fall River and Lowell. The utilization of the mineral re-

sources of the southern Appalachians has greatly aided in the

rise of cotton manufacturing in that region, and with the local

supply of all the necessary materials, together with a suitably

damp climate, this industry promises to become very great.

Atlanta, at the southern end of the highlands, is the chief centre.

New England and the northern part of the Appalachian coal-

field engage largely in the manufacture of woollen and leather

goods. The ease in obtaining the necessaiy materials, and the

existence of a local market among the great population of this

part of the country, have led to the industries being carried on in

such cities as Philadelphia, New York and Newark, and Boston.

Communications and Commerce.—With such production

there is necessarily great trade and transport. One of the earliest

ports was Boston, but although possessing an excellent harbour,

ice-free throughout the year, this city is prevented from having

easy communication inland by the mountains of New England.

The trade of Boston, although very considerable, has there-

fore been far exceeded by that of New York, which has behind it

the Hudson-Mohawk valley, affording the only easy route from
the Atlantic coast to the Great Lakes and the interior of the con-

tinent. Since the lake navigation was connected with that of the

Atlantic by the opening of the Erie Canal, New York has
developed into the largest city of North America, now having a

population of about 5,000,000 people. Situated in the centre of

the most densely populated part of the coastal region, having

water-fronts on either side of the Hudson River and on Long
Island, with access by railway and canal to the north-west, and
with other railway lines leading westward and southward across

the Appalachians, New York has become the commercial capital

of the United States.

In consequence of the enormous amount of trafi&c on the

Great lakes, there have grown up a number of lake ports such as
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Rochester on Lake Ontario, Buffalo where the Erie Canal leaves

the lake, Toledo at the south-western extremity of Lake Erie,

Detroit on the river between Lakes Huron and Erie, Milwaukee

on the western shore of Lake Michigan, and, greater than all,

Chicago. This city, with about 3,000,000 inhabitants, is second

only to New York. Its position at the end of Lake Michigan
has not only made it an important port, but also a g^reat railway

centre, where lines converge from east, south, west and north-west.

Another important lake port is Duluth, which is largely concerned

with the shipment of grain from the north-western prairies.

The Atlantic ports south of New York have somewhat difficult

railway commimication across the Appalachians. Philadelphia,

on the Delaware River, ranks next to New York in the amoimt
of trade and has a population of about 2,000,000 persons.

Still farther south is Baltimore, on Chesapeake Bay, the most
northerly of the ports which export the produce of the south ;

Charleston and Savannah also export cotton.

The Mississippi system has not only afforded water communi-
cation between the central plains and the Gulf of Mexico, but it

has been connected with the Great Lakes by several canals.

River traffic, however, is much less important than railway traffic,

and centres which first arose because of their position on a water-

way have been developed mainly in consequence of the railways

which were built to converge upon them. Thus St. Louis,

which is situated just below the junction of the Missouri and
Mississippi, is now important as a railway centre. Other large

centres of railway traffic are Cincinnati, Coliunbus and Indiana-

polis.

The great port at the mouth of the Mississippi is New Orleans,

by which much of the produce of the central and southern states

is exported. Its trade in cotton is shared by the other Gulf

ports, Galveston and Mobile.

Although there are several trans-continental railway hues,

the arid and highland areas interpose a great barrier between the

eastern and western parts of the country and there is relatively

little trans-continental trade. The productive regions of the

west are not comparable in extent with those of the east, and the

western coast has few good harbours. In the north-west Seattle
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and Tacoma are developing on Puget Sound, and Portland

(Oregon) can be reached by sea-going ships, but the only great

port is San Francisco. It is the natural gateway of the fertile

valley of California, and the terminus of the central trans-

continental routes through Chicago and St. Louis. *

In order of value, the chief exports of the United States are

iron and steel and machinery ; animals, meat and meat products;

raw cotton; wheat and flour; mineral oils. Among the chief

imports are sugar, coffee, silk and silk goods, and indiarubber.

MEXICO.

Natural Redons.— Western Highlands: The southern

portion of the Basins and Plateaus (C*). Central Plains :

Southern extremities of the High Plains (F*) and of the

Coastal Plains (F*). Tropical Margins of Mexico: The
Eastern Margins (G‘) ; The Western Margins (G*). Cen-

tral America

:

The Yucatan Peninsula and the Isthmus

of Tehuantepec.

Political and Economic Conditions.—The wealth of Mexico

in gold and silver led to its conquest by Spanish adventurers, and

the country remained a Spanish possession till the early part of

the nineteenth century. It then revolted, and is now a republic

with the seat of government at the city of Mexico, near the

southern extremity of the plateau. Mexico resembles the states of

Central and South America in deriving its Spanish language and

Roman Catholic religion from the Spanish conquest. The area

of the country is about three-quarters of a million square miles ;

the population numbers about 15 million people, about one-fifth

being of European ancestry, two-fifths of native descent, and
the remainder of mixed descent.

The sugar-cane, rice, cotton, cacao and tropical fruits are

grown on the marginal lowlands, tobacco and coffee at a greater

altitude, and wheat, maize and temperate fruits where irrigation

makes their cultivation possible on the semi-arid plateau. In

the extreme south the forests 5deld mahogany, logwood and
rubber; and sisal-hemp is grown in Yucatan.

Great quantities of silver are mined, and gold and other

r\_i -U T 1
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minerals are also obtained. Iron and coal exist, but have not

hitherto been exploited. Oil is obtained in large quantities

from the Tampico district. The only manufacture that is as

yet developed is that of cotton, which utilizes the home
production and also imports some raw material from Texas.

The chief ports are Vera Cruz and Tampico, both situated on
Campeachy Bay and connected with the plateau by railway. A
line connects the Gulf of Mexico with the Pacific Ocean across the

Isthmus of Tehuantepec.

THE BAHAMAS AND BERMUDAS
These island groups are similar in several respects : they are

of coral formation, they export fruit and early vegetables to the

United States, and they are British possessions. From the seas

around the Bahamas sponges are gathered. Bermuda is a

fortified naval station.
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CHAPTER XXVIII

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA
CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE WEST INDIES

Physical Conditions*—Central America ,—This is on the whole

a mountainous region, the greatest altitudes being reached near the

Pacific coast, where there are many active and extinct volcanoes.

The chief lowlands are the Yucatan peninsula, which like Florida

is a recent limestone formation, and the alluvial plains border-

ing the Atlantic coast. The largest lake is Lake Nicaragua,

from the floor of which rises an active volcano ; it is drained by
the San Juan to the Atlantic, and a canal was at one time pro-

jected which should connect it also with the Pacific Ocean.

The rainfall is everywhere abimdant except on the flat Yucatan
peninsula ; it falls chiefly in late summer when the belt of con-

vectional rains has swung northward, but on the windward slopes

of the highlands moisture is condensed from the north-east trades

in winter also. The temperature varies with the altitude, the

same division into tierra esdiente, tierra templada, and tierra fria

being made as in Mexico (see p. 429) and in the Andes of South
America.

The vegetation consists of forests of the equatorial type in the

hot and wet regions, rich savannahs on the uplands, and temperate

forests on the higher mountain ridges. The numerous small, swift

rivers bring down great quantities of alluvium from the mountains,

and this, together with the abimdant volcanic soils, makes the

valleys, basins and plains very fertile.

The We$i Indies.—The Greater Antilles (Cuba, Jamaica, Haiti

and Porto Rico) are the remains of a folded mountain system in

which the parallel chains run from west to east, a direction which

IS followed by some of the chains in Central America, and by those

along the north coast of South America. The Lesser Antilles,
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a chain of volcanic islands, make a loop between Porto Rico and

Trinidad. There arc also numerous groups of coral islands, such

as the Bahamas. Many ot the volcanoes, such as Mont Pclee

and Souffri^re, arc active, and earthquakes are frequent

The islands are well-watered, and the uniformly high tempera-

ture is tempered towards the interior by the altitude and near the

coast by the sea-breezes. The natural vegetation is a luxuriant

evergreen forest, and tropical fruits and plantation products can

be cultivated in abundance.

Political and Economic Conditions.—Central America .—South

of Mexico, this region is divided into a number of small independent

republics, namely, Guatemala, Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua,

Costa Rica and Panama, together with the Crown Colony of

British Honduras. The total population numbers about 3,000,000

people ; of these about one-quarter are Indians, and most of the

remainder are of mixed origin. The chief product which is ex-

ported is coffee
; bananas, coco-nuts and hides are also sent

abroad. Through the State of Panama a canal has been cut

connecting the AtlanticOcean at Colonwith the Pacific at Panama.
A canal zone,'* a strip of land ten miles wide, has been leased to

the government of the United States, which undertook the work
of construction. The canal was completed in 1915, and facilitates

commerce particularly between the Atlantic coasts of North

America and the Pacific coasts of both the Americas, besides

allowing the navy of the United States to pass quickly into

either ocean.

West Indies .—On the islands the natives have almost disap-

peared, their place being taken by Negroes and Europeans. Cuba,
the most important of these islands, is a republic of about 2,000,000

people, in the government of which the United States has certain

rights of intervention. The most important product is sugar,

and next comes tobacco, here classed as " Hav^a " tobacco,

from the name of the capital whence most of it is exported
; at the

other extremity of the island is the port of Santiago. Cacao
and bananas are also exported. Jamaica is a British possession

;

Kingston is the capital and chief port, and the more important
exports are ^ugai and bananas, oranges and other fruits, and
codec; Porto Kico^ wtuch in size, population and products closely

00
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resembles Jamaica, belongs to the United States. The island of

Haiti, where the people are nearly all negroes, is divided into two

republics, Haiti in the west and San Domingo in the east
;

coffee

is the only product of importance.

Most of the Lesser Antilles belong either to Britain or France.

Trinidad, whence oil, asphalt, cacao and sugar are obtained, is

also British.

SOUTH AMERICA
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

Position and Extent.—South America lies to the south-east

of North America, with which it is linked up through Central

America and the West Indies
;

it is also linked up with the Ant-

arctic continent by a series of islands including the Falkland

Islands, the South Orkneys and South Shetlands which are con-

nected by a submarine ridge. With regard to latitude it stretches

from 12° N. to 54° S., thus lying for the most part within the

tropics, but extending further south than either Africa or Austra-

lia. Although in its roughly triangular outline it resembles North

America, it differs from the latter continent in an important

respect, for whereas the northern continent is broadest in tem-

perate latitudes and tapers towards the tropics, the southern

continent has its greatest width in equatorial regions and narrows

towards the pole.

RELIEF, STRUCTURE AND DRAINAGE
Main Divisions.—South America, like North America, falls

into three main divisions as regards relief, the eastern highlands,

the western mountains, and the central plains, which correspond

to well-marked differences in structure. The eastern highlands

of South America are the remains of a tableland of old crystalline

and sedimentary rocks which have long remained undisturbed by
any violent crustal movement

; they are divided into two blocks,

the Guiana and the Brazil highlands. The western mountains,

the Cordillera of the Andes, are younger than these highlands,

and have been formed by folding, fracture, and uplift all on a
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gigantic scale. Between the mountains and the highlands until

a comparatively recent geological period there were great inland

seas, which have gradually become filled with silt, and now form

the level plains drained by the Orinoco, Amazon and Paraguay*

Parana rivers. The borders of the long mountain chains to the

west and the edges of the old tablelands to the east give rise to

straight, unindented coasts, and the only considerable inlet is

the Plate Estuary, or Rio de la Plata.

The Guiana and Brazilian Highlands.—These highlands are the

remains of a much more extensive tableland of which part has

disappeared beneath the Atlantic waters. Long-continued erosion

has dissected this tableland into flat-topped hills and great mesas

(see p. 69) of which the steep cliff-like faces are known as serras.

In Guiana the north-eastern border of the tableland has been

worn down to a peneplain, which forms a broad coastal lowland,

while in Brazil the tableland is tilted gently inland but descends

somewhat sharply towards the sea, especially in south-eastern

Brazil, where the steep escarpment receives the name of Serra

do Mar. As a result of this tilt, the drainage is mainly away from

the coast, either northwards to the Amazon or westwards to the

Paraguay Parana, only the Sao Francisco breaking through to

the east, with a descent from the tableland by a magnificent

waterfall.

The Cordillera of the Andes.—This mountain belt falls into

three divisions, the Equatorial Andes, between 10® N. and 15® S.,

where there is a well-marked series of parallel ridges and valleys,

the Central Andes, where the chains diverge and enclose the

Bolivian plateau, and the Southern Andes, where the chains again

unite. The Cordillera form a crustal belt which is still in an

unstable condition, as is shown by the frequent earthquakes in

certain localities, and by the numerous volcanic cones which are

built up on the tops of the ridges and form some of the loftiest

peaks.

The Equatorial Andes .—The series of ridges and valleys is

due mainly to river erosion, but the general direction of the rivers

corresponds to the direction of the folds and fracture-lines, as in

the case of the rivers of the Alps and Himalayas. Among the

larger rivers are the Magdalena, which flows northward to the
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Caribbean Sea, and the head streams of the Amazon, such as the

Maranon, which after flowing northward turn abruptly eastwards,

and cutting deep gorges through the eastern ridge, descend by
rapids and waterfalls to the plain. Of the numerous volcanoes

in this section of the Andes the most famous are Cotopaxi (19,600

feet) which is still active, and Chimborazo (20,500 feet) which is

extinct, and now has glaciers round its crater.

The Bolivian Plateau ,—This lofty plateau is about 12,000 feet

above sea level and forms an area of inland drainage. In the

north is Lake Titicaca, a freshwater lake from which a stream

flows southward to a series of saline lagoons.

The Southern Andes ,—In this section are found the lofty peak

of Aconcagua (23,000 feet), an extinct volcano, and the important

Cumbre or Uspallata Pass (over 12,000 feet). Towards the south

the Andes more and more resemble the Alps, for snowfields, glaciers

and valley lakes become more numerous. Along the coast, parallel

to the main chain and separated from it by a longitudinal valley,

is a low coast range which may be compared to that in western

North America
;
to the south of latitude 40® S. the land has been

depressed, so that the valley is drowned and the coast range

becomes a series of islands. Many of the inlets in this part of the

coast are valleys which were deepened during the Ice Age by the

glaciers which then came down to the sea (see Fig. 33), and they

therefore take the form of fiords. In Tierra del Fuego, separated

from the mainland by the Magellan Strait, the Cordillera bend
eastward.

The Central Plains.—^These plains are divided into three river

basins, the Orinoco, Amazon, and Paraguay-Parana, but these are

separated only by low, ill-defined, swampy divides, and between
the Orinoco and the Rio Negro (a nortnem tributary of the

Amazon), there is actually a connecting river, the Cassiquiare.

All the rivers of the plains carry great quantities of silt ; the

Orinoco has already built up a large delta, the estuary of the

Amazon is obstructed by islands and snifting mud-banks, while

the Plate estuary is rapidly bec^mmg shallower. The main
stream of the Amazon is navigable to the foot of the Andes, but
its tributaries, among them the important Madeira and Tocantins

are broken by rapids where th&y cross outcrops of hard rock before
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entering the areas covered by the soft sediments of the old inland

seas.

CLIMATE.

Temperature.—The plains of the Orinoco, Amazon and upper

Paraguay are hot in the sense that the mean annual tempera-

ture is above 20® C. (68° F.) and that the temperature is never low,

but in the western mountains and the greater part of the eastern

highlands, the altitude brings the temperature below this average.

The range of temperature is very small throughout the equatorial

regions, and owing to the narrowing of the continent in the tem-

perate region there is no area sufficiently far from the sea to have

the great extremes which are typical of continental interiors in

high latitudes. The temperatures of the east coast of Brazil, both

in July and January, contrast with those of the west coast of the

continent in the same latitudes, for a warm current flows past the

cast coast, and a cool current past the west coast. Cf. Figs. 6i

and 63 with 78 and 79.

Winds and Rainfall.—The greater part of the continent lies in

the region of abundant convectional rains, there being a consider-

able area near the equator with rain at all seasons, while to the

north and south of it are regions which have a season of drought

at their winter solstice owing to the swing of the rainy belt (see

Figs. 78, 79, and 82). The north-east trades blowing towards the

Guiana highlands, and the south-east trades blowing towards the

Brazil highlands give relief rains to the coastal districts of these

regions, while on the eastern slopes of the Andes also the relief

rains are heavy. On the west coast a dry region lies about the

Tropic of Capricorn, for here the winds are generally off-shore or

parallel to the shore (see Figs. 71 and 72). To the south of this

dry coastal strip lies the region under the influence of the stormy

westerly winds ;
in the belt swept by these winds in winter (June,

July, August) when they have their most northerly extension,

there are winter rams and summer drought, while further south

comes a belt which lies at all seasons in the track of the westerlies

and so has rain at all seasons. The fact that the Andes lie parallel

to the coast makes the rains on their western slopes very heavy,

while on the eastern or lee side of the chain there is a dry region,
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swept by warm dry winds. A third dry region is the plateau of

Bolivia which is shut in on all sides by mountains. Cyclonic

storms, passing down the Paraguay-Parana plains account for

the moderate rainfall at all seasons found in the eastern regions

south of the Tropic of Capricorn.

Regime ol the Rivers.—The great rivers of the plains, owing

to the slight slope of their beds, are very liable to overflow their

banks, so that in many places they are bordered by large areas of

swampy land, especially the Amazon and Paraguay. The Ama-
zon is never low, for its northern tributaries have a maximum flow

in the northern summer when the rain-belt swings northward,

and its southern tributaries have a maximum flow in the southern

summer when the rain-belt swings southward. The Sao Francisco

is a river lying almost wholly in a region with a marked season of

drought, so that its volume varies considerably through the year
;

the lower Paraguay-Parana and the Uruguay have a more uniform
flow, being fed from the eastern region with rain at adl seasons.

The excessive rainfall on the western slopes of the southern

Andes has enabled the rivers flowing to the Pacific to work back

the heads of their valleys by erosion, and so to capture many of

the head-streams of the rivers flowing to the Atlantic
;
as a conse-

quence the river divide here lies to the east of the main chain of

the mountains.

VEGETATION AND ANIMALS
Vegetation.—The dense equatorial forest with its wealth of

palms and climbing plants stretches over much of the Amazon
basin where it is known as the Selvas, and is found also on the

hot well-watered Atlantic margins of Guiana and Brazil, and along

the eastern base of the Andes (the Montana). (See Fig. 95.)

To the north and south of the forest lie great stretches of

tropical grassland or savannah ; these include the Llanos of the

Orinoco, the Campos of Brazil, and the Gran Chaco of the upper
Paraguay. The savannah regions have many aspects

;
along

the banks of rivers or on the slopes of the serras the grassland

may be replaced by forest
; elsewhere the typical scattered trees

(see p. 155) may be more or less numerous, so that it may be either

well-timbered or almost treeless
; again, the grasses and herbs
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may be replaced by a dense scrub, such as is found in many parts

of Brazil, where owing to the abundance of granite and sandstone

the soils are often poor and dry. On the temperate plains the

grasslands are practically treeless, possibly owing partly to the

strength of the winds and the looseness of the soil, which is in

some parts loess
; these grasslands are known as the pampas.

To the south and west of the pampas the rainfall diminishes and
the vegetation takes a semi-desert character, consisting of thorny

shrubs, scattered herbs and tufts of coarse grass.

Along the west coast the well-watered country north of the

equator is well-forested, but the dry strip further south (which

includes the Atacama desert) has a desert vegetation, consisting

of a few scattered plants, with oases along the streams which

come down from the Andes. The region with winter rains

has evergreen shrubs and trees of the Mediterranean type, while

the wet region further south has broad-leaved forests in which the

typical tree is an evergreen beech.

The succession of vegetations in the Andes is very well marked

:

at the base is the equatorial forest with palms and bamboos, this

is followed by a sub-tropical forest with tree-ferns, this again by
temperate forest in which the cinchona trees (yielding quinine)

are characteristic, while at still higher altitudes the forest is

replaced by shrubs and natural meadows, and finally by a bleak

and often snow-covered desert bare of vegetation. The names
tierra caliente, tierra templada, tierra fria, and paramos are

applied respectively to the hot, warm, cool and cold belts. The
high plateaus, owing to their low rainfall, are covered with a semi-

desert vegetation, and form the Puna region.

Animals.—The abundance of vegetable life in the dense equa-

torial forests gives rise to an abundance of insects, and also of

animals such as armadilloes and ant-eaters which feed upon

insects. Birds and monkeys in great numbers live among the

trees, while a large proportion of the animals, as for example the

sloth and porcupine, have climbing habits. Many burrowing

rodents living on herbs and roots, and grazing animals such as

deer, are found on the grasslands, where there are also beasts of

prey such as the puma and jaguar The rhea or American ostrich

roams over the pampas and the southern scrub-lands. On the
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high pastures of the Andes live the llama, alpaca, and vicuna,

whose thick coats yield wool for commerce ;
here, too, is found

the chinchilla, a burrowing rodent with a thick, valuable fur.

NATURAL REGIONS

The greater divisions are the Eastern Highlands, >Vestem
Cordillera, Central Plains and Western Margins. The Highlands
of Guiana and Brazil are separated by the Amazon, and the
margins of Brazil form a distinct region

; the divisions of the
Cordillera have been already described. The Central Plains are
divided according to river basins, and of these the Paraguay-
Parana basin is sub-divided by a line following roughly the isohyet

of 50 inches and also dividing the tropical from the temp)erate
regions

; the scuthem division of the plains is made according
to the vegetation. AU the divisions of the western margin are
based upon the distribution of rainfall.

The Eastern Highlands.

A^. Th& Guiana Highlands,—This region consists of table-

lands, largely of sandstone, which are covered with a savannah
vegetation, and are separated by deep well-wooded valleys

; the
courses of the numerous rivers are frequently broken by rapids
and waterfalls.

A*. The Brazil Highlands,—In relief and vegetation this

region is similar to the last, and like it is subject to drought, but
the campos or ^asslands are more extensive and are suitable
for cattle ranching. Towards the south the rainfall is more
uniformly distributed and agriculture is possible.

A*. The Eastern Tropical Margins,—This hot and well-

watered coastal strip, together vrith the lower slopes of the edge
of the tableland, is well-forested, but has been partly cleared for
tropical plantations.

The Western Cordillera.

B'. The Equatorial Andes, In this section the vertical series
of climates, vegetations and agricultural products, ranging from
those of the equatorial to those of the cool temperate types is the
most important feature. Since the Sun^s altitude alters but little
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through the year, the ranges of temperature are small, so that, for

example, the higher valleys and basins enjoy a perpetual spring

climate.

B*. The Bolivian Plateau,—^The plateau itself is arid and has a

scanty vegetation, affording a poor pasture-land. Of its mountain

borders a large proportion of the eastern ridges is well-watered and

shows the succession of vegetations of the equatorial Andes, while

the western ridges descend to the arid coast and are almost

treeless.

B* The Southern Andes.—Bare, jagged peaks, steep-sided

valleys, extensive snow-fields and glaciers, lakes and mountain

pastures, are among the features of this region which is of little

commercial importance.

Ibe Central Plains.

C^. The Orinoco Plains.—These alluvial plains, the Llanos, are

almost entirely covered with grasses, and are suitable for cattle-

ranching.

C* The Equatorial Lowlands.—These lowlands include the

greater part of the Amazon basin, and the old peneplain which

forms the coastal belt of Guiana, They are for the most part

densely forested, but sometimes the forest is replaced by savan-

nahs, especially on the slightly higher ground between the rivers.

The products of the equatorial forest, e.g. rubber, gums, dye

woods and cabinet woods, are here found in abundance, and the

whole region is suitable for tropical plantations.

C*. The Upper Paraguay-Parana Region.—These plains are

tropical and have a fairly heavy rainfall, although neither heat

nor moisture is so great as in the Amazon basin. The vegetation

is a rich savannah varied by wood-land and thorn-bush, and both

tropical agriculture and cattle rearing can be carried on.

C^. The Lower Paraguay-Parana Region.—These plains have

a temperate climate, and the rains which are sufficiently abund-

ant and frequent in the east decrease towards the west, so that

this portion often suffers from drought. The whole area is

suitable for cattle rearing, and the better watered parts for the

agriculture of the temperate zone.

C®. The Southern ScruMands.—^This area is a low plateau
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rather than a plain, it includes Patagonia
; the scanty rainfall

and vegetation make it naturally suitable only for pastoral pur-

suits, but at the base of the Andes there are abundant streams

for irrigation purposes, and towards the south-west there are

some well-grassed districts.

The Western Margins.

The Moist Equatorial Belt.—This area is similar in

climate, vegetation and products to the other equatorial lowlands.

D*. The Arid Belt.—This almost desert area can be made
use of only where perennial streams come down from the Andes,

but owing to the drought great beds of soluble nitrates are present

in the southern portion.

D*. The ** Mediterranean " Belt.—This is the region of winter

rains and evergreens, a land of grains and fruit. The most fertile

part is the valley between the coast ranges and the Andes proper.

D^. The Temperate Belt.—This well-wooded region must be

likened to north-western rather than to western Europe, for the

cold ocean-current keeps the summers very cool, even though the

winter cold is not great.

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS

With the exception of Brazil and the Guianas all South

America was once Spanish, and although the Spanish rule has

disappeared and a number of republics have been formed, a large

proportion of the people are either of Spanish or of mixed Spanish

and Indian origin, while the Spanish language is everywhere

sp>oken. In Brazil, the dominion of Portugal has been replaced by
a republican form of government, while Portuguese remains the

official language. The Guianas are still European possessions

belonging respectively to Britain, Holland and France.

There is now a considerable immigration into the regions

lying south of the Tropic of Capricorn from several countries of

Europe. The scantiness of the population is shown by the fact

that whereas the area of the continent is nearly twice that of

Europe, its population is rather less than that of Britain.
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BRAZIL
Natural Regions*

—

Central Plains : Part of the Equatorial
Lowlands (C*)

;
part of the Upper Paraguay-Parana

Region (C*)
;

part of the Lower Paraguay-Parana Region
(C^). Eastern Highlands : Part of the Guiana Highlands
(A^)

; the Brazil Highlands (A*)
; the Eastern Tropical

Margins (A*).

Economic Conditions.—Brazil occupies about half the
area of the continent, and has a population of over thirty

milhons.

From the equatorial lowlands rubber and cacao are obtained,

the Amazon affording an unbroken waterway through this region

from the Atlantic Ocean to the Andean highlands. Near the

junction of the Rio Negro with the main stream is the river port

Manaos, and much of the rubber is shipped from Para, near the

estuary. In the fertile agricultural region of the east (compare

the region in Figs. 95 and 113), arc the ports Pernambuco,
Bahia, Rio de Janeiro and Santos. Sugar is grown widely

over this region ; cacao and cotton are obtained from the more
northerly coastal strip, and coffee is produced in the hills near

the tropic. The chief centres of the coffee trade arc Sao Paulo,

behind its port Santos, and Rio de Janeiro. This latter city is

the capital and the largest city, having over a million inhabi-

tants. In the extreme south of Brazil, cattle-rearing has

become an important industry. Brazil is extremely rich in

minerals, but mining and manufacturing are as yet almost

entirely undeveloped, largely owing to the poorness of the means
of communication, for with the exception of the main stream of

the Amazon the rivers are impeded by rapids and falls, and
railways have only been extensively built behind Rio de Janeiro

and Sao Paulo. Coffee is the chief export.

THE ARGENTINE BEPUBUG

Natural Regionf,

—

Central Plains : The southern extremity

of the Upper Paraguay-Parana Region (C*)
;

part of the

Lower Paraguay-Parana Region (C*) ; the Southern

Scrub-lands—(C®). Western Cordillera : Part of the Bolivian

Plateau (B*) ; eastern part of the Southern Andes (B*).
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Frnnnmiff Conditions.—Argentina in size and population

(10,000,000) is second to Brazil, and is rapidly developing in con-

sequence of the relatively cool climate which favours European
immigration, and the flatness of the land which has permitted the

easy construction of a network of railways in the east of the

country. These railways have made possible the extensive culti-

vation of maize and wheat which are exported. The sugar-cane

is grown in the upper part of the Parana and Paraguay valleys,

and tobacco is another agricultural product. The rearing of cattle

and sheep is very important, the products of this industry (wool,

mutton, beef, hides, tallow and butter) supplying more than half

the exports of the country. The railways converge upon Buenos

Aires, which is the capital and the chief port of the country ; it is

the largest city in South America, having about two million

inhabitants. Rosario is a large river-port and an important rail-

way centre, and Bahia Blanca has a hinderland of growing im-

portance. The Argentine railways are connected with those of

Chile by the " Trans-Andine ” line, which pierces the crest at a

height of 10,000 feet, close to the Uspaillata Pass.

URUGUAY
Uruguay is bounded on the west by the Uruguay river and

shares with Argentina the characteristics of the Lower Paraguay-

Parana plains (C *) ; it therefore produces maize and wheat, and
its most important industries are cattle and sheep rearing. The
products are largely exported from Montevideo, the capital.

PARAGUAY
This state lies entirely within the Upper Paraguay-Parana

region of the Central Plains (C*). Its chief agricultural products

are tobacco, mat4 or Paraguay tea, maize and oranges, and cattle-

rearing is carried on. The capital is Asuncion at the junction

of the Pilcomayo and the Paraguay rivers.

BOLIVIA

Natural Regions.—Central Plains

:

Part of the Equatorial

Lowlands (C*)
;
part of the Upper Paragtiay-Parana Region

(C*). Wes^n Cordillera

:

Part of the Bolivian Plateau (B*)
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Economic Conditions.—The Plateau region has great mineral

deposits, including tin, silver, lead, copper and gold. The silver

mines of Fotosi have been famous for centuries. The forests

of the mountain slopes yield cinchona and some coffee ; the low-

land forests yield rubber. The difficulties of transport, however,

have hindered the development both of mining and agriculture
;

railways reach La Paz, the largest town, from the small Pacific

port of Antofagasta in Chile and from Arica. Tin and rubber
are exported. The population is about 3,000,000, mainly of

Indian origin.

CHILE

Natural Regions.

—

Western Margins : Part of the Arid

Belt (D®) ;
The Mediterranean " Belt (D*) ; the Temper-

ate Belt (D*). Western Cordillera : Part of the Bolivian

Plateau (B^) ;
the Western part of the Southern Andes (B*).

Economic Conditions.—The nitrates of the arid belt are the

chief product of the state and are exported from Iquique for use as

manure. Next in importance is the copper obtained from the

mountains, and in the southern part of the country some coal

is mined.

In the “ Mediterranean region wheat, maize, barley, fruits

(including the vine) and tobacco are grown ; dairy-farming and
sheep-rearing are also carried on in this region, while in the

temperate region of the south forestry and fishing are the chief

occupations.

Santiago is the capital and the largest city; Valparaiso, its

port, is next in size. The population of Chile is nearly 4,000,000.

PERU
Natural Regions.

—

Western Margins: Part of the Arid
Belt (D*). Western Cordillera

:

Part of the Equatorial
Andes (B^)

;
part of the Bolivian Plateau (B®). Central

Plains

:

Part of the Equatorial Lowlands (C*).

Economic Conditions.
—

^The agriculture of the arid coasta*

strip is carried on entirely by irrigation from the mountain
streams ;

the chief crops are sugar, cotton, maize and rice. On
the mountains and plateau, cattle, the llama and alpaca are reared,

and there are many copper, gold and silver mines in this part of

the country, copper being the most valuable export. Oil has
been produced in recent years.
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The forests of the eastern slopes of the mountains furnish

cinchona and other products, and rubber is obtained from the

equatorial lowlands. Coffee is increasingly grown.

These products support a population of nearly 5,000,000.

The capital and largest city is Lima, which lies a few miles from

the coast; its port, Callao, carries on most of the foreign trade

of the country. From Callao and Lima a railway leads inland

to Oroya and Huancayo in the plateau region.

ECUADOR
Natural Regions.

—

WesUrn Margins : Part of the Equa-
torial Belt (D'). Western Cordillera

:

Part of the Equa-
torial Andes (B‘). Central Plains: Part of the Equatorial

Lowlands (C*).

Elconomic Conditions.—The moist equatorial coastland 5nelds

cacao (the chief export) and sugar ; on the slopes of the moun-
tains coffee and cinchona are obtained, and such products of

temperate regions as wheat and potatoes are grown in the higher

valleys. The interior plains yield rubber. Valuable mineral

deposits occur, but are little worked. The capital, Quito, is in

the Andean region at a height of 9,000 feet, and the port of

Guayaquil is the chief commercial city. The Galapagos Islands,

a volcanic group, belong to Ecuador.

COLOMBIA
Natural Regions.

—

Western Margins : Part of the Equator-

ial Belt (D‘). Western Cordillera : Part of the Equatorial

Andes (B*). Central Plains : Part of the Orinoco Plains

(C‘)
;
part of the Equatorial Lowlands (C*).

Economic Conditions.—From the coastal plains rubber, sugar

and cacao are obtained ; coffee is grown at higher elevations,

while wheat cultivation and cattle and sheep rearing are carried

on in the valleys, particularly those of the Cauca and Magdalena

rivers. The mines yield gold, silver and emeralds. The Cauca

and Magdalena rivers are the chief means of communication.

The capital, Bogota, lies among the moimtains and is connected

with the Magdcilena by railway ; the next largest town is Medellin,

a mining centre on the opposite side of the valley. The plains east

of the Andes are but little utilized
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VENEZUELA
Natural Regions.

—

Western Margins : The north-eastern

part of the Equatorial Belt (D^). Western Cordillera

:

The north-eastern part of the Northern Andes (B^). Central

Plains : The north-eastern part of the Orinoco Plains (C^).

Eastern Highlands : The north-western part of the Guiana
Highlands (A^).

Economic Cionditions.—Sugar, cacao, and rice are the chief

products of the coastal lands, coffee being grown on the Andean
slopes. Cattle-rearing is the chief occupation on the Llanos, and
hides are exported, but coffee and cacao exports are of greater

value.

There are large mineral deposits, but only gold and oil are

mined to any extent. The capital, Caracas, lies behind the chief

port. La Guaira, with wliich it is connected by railway.

THE GTJIANAS

Natural Regions.

—

Central Plains

:

The northern coastal

extension of the Equatorial Lowlands (C*). Eastern High-

lands : Part of the Guiana Highlands (A^).

Economic Conditions.—The most important product is sugar,

and in the coastal regions cacao, cotton, rice and tobacco are also

obtained. There are valuable gold deposits in the highland region,

and these are worked in each of the states. Georgetown, in the dis-

trict of Demerara, is the capital of British Guiana and the largest

town of the whole region. Paramaribo is the chief towm of

Dutch Guiana, and Cayenne of the French territory.

The Falkland Islands are a British possession of little value.

The natural vegetation is of grass and scrub, and sheep-rearing

is the staple industry. Whaling is also of importance.

Authorities and Books for Further Reading.

A. H. Keane : Central America and the West Indies (Stanford).

„ South America (Stanford).

F. D. and A. J. Herbertson ; Descriptive Geography of Central and
South America (Black).

W. SievetB I Sdd- und Mittel-Ameriha (Leipzig : Bibliographischei

Ixuititut).



CHAPTER XXIX

AFRICA
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

RELIEF AND STRUCTTURE

Main Divisions.—The continent of Africa lies almost S5nn-

metrically about the equator, extending from lat. 37° N. to lat.

35® S., but at the Gulf of Guinea it narrows suddenly, so that

the southern mass has but half the width of the northern. No
continent has a coast-line so little broken as that of Africa, and
this simplicity of outline is matched by a simplicity of structure

and of relief. Vast deposits of sedimentary rocks undisturbed

by any folding alternate with massive outcrops of old crystalline

rocks such as granite and gneiss, the whole forming a table-

land bordered by broken terraces and escarpments. In the

extreme north-west the Atlas Mountains form a separate struc-

tural division (see Fig. 55)

;

they are part of the folded moun-
tain system of southern and central Europe. In the extreme

south-west also there is a region which forms no part of the

tableland ;
here a folded mountain system far older than the

Atlas was long ago worn down to a peneplain, and the present

land is a block of this which was again uplifted and is now carved

out into a new series of ridges and valleys. The large continental

island of Madagascar, separated from the mainland by the deep

Mozambique Channel, remains as a relic of a former land con-

nexion with India.

The Tableland.—A characteristic of the tableland is its rim

or border, which rises somewhat above the general level of the

interior and falls abruptly to the sea. This is well seen in the

Nieuwveld Mountains and the Drakensberg Mountains, which

form this rim in South Africa ; from the coastal regions they

have all the appearance of mountain ranges, but from the

interior they are approached by gentle slopes. The Drakens-
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berg Mountains culminate in the Mont aux Sources (11,000 ft.),

and the boldness of their ridges is due largely -to a resistant

sill of igneous rock, which has here pushed its way between

the sedimentary layers. The Matoppo Hills and the lofty

Bih6 or Angola highl£mds, which also form part of the rim, are

masses of hard crystaUine rock.

The comparatively low tableland of northern and central

Africa, averaging 1,500-2,000 feet above sea-level, may be con-

trasted with the high tableland of the east and south which

averages 3,000-4,000 feet. In East Africa a series of fractures

on a gigantic scale has affected the relief. Great crustal blocks

have been let down between parallel faults, forming the rift valley

shown in Fig. 55. In the deeper hollows of this valley lie long

narrow lakes, such as Nyasa, Tanganyika and Rudolf. Irregular

fractures and subsidence have also probably helped to form the

shallower Victoria Nyanza, which is as large as Scotland. These
crustal movements were accompanied or followed by volcanic

outbursts, and the tableland is studded with cones, among which
may be mentioned Kenya (17,000 ft.) and Kilimanjaro (19,000

ft.), both now extinct. Ruwenzori (16,800 ft.) is a block of old

rocks left upstanding by the edge of the great rift. The
Abyssinian highlands, bordered to the east by the steep wall of

the rift, are largely built up of lavas poured out over a founda-

tion of old crystalline rocks.

The Atlas legion.—The parallel mountain chains run roughly

from south-west to north-east, and are loftiest in the west.

Further east two outer chains enclose a high plateau which has
been levelled partly by the erosion of the inner ridges, partly

by the filling of the valleys ; this is the Plateau of the Shotts, so

called because of the shallow brackish lakes or shotts which lie

upon it. Inunediately to the south of the eastern Atlas ranges

is a depression, part of which lies below sea-level ; this area,

too, is dotted with shotts.

Ihe Soaih-Westem Ridges and Valleyg.—The axes of folding

of the old mountains run parallel to the edges of the tableland,

and this direction is now followed by the hard, outstanding
quartzite ridges such as the Langebeigen and Zwarteberge^
Retweor the Zwartebergen and the Nienwveld Ifoyntains Ipep
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the low plateau known as the Great Karoo, while south of the

Zwartebergen is the still lower Little Karoo. This is one of several

broad open valleys cut by the rivers along the softer outcrops,

and drained southward through narrow gorge-like openings or

kloofs across the resistant ridges.

CLIMATB

Winds and RainfaU.—The outstanding feature of African

climate is the northward and southward swing of the belt of

convectional rains, fed by the north-east and south-east trade

winds. In the Gulf of Guinea the south-east trade is drawn
across the equator, and for the greater part of the year blows to-

wards the land as a south-west wind, causing the heavy surf

which makes this coast so dangerous. The equatorial belt with

no dry season is bordered in succession by belts where a com-

parative drought lasts for one, two, three, and finally four seasons.

In no other continent are the arid belts which lie between the

region of convectional rains and the region of westerly wind

rains so clearly marked. The great bulk of the land lying about

the northern tropic, and the existence of a land mass to the east

of it, make the Saharan region the largest desert area in the world.

The corresponding dry region lying about the southern tropic,

the Kalahari, is much more restricted in area, for here the lofty

eastern border of the tableland is subject to easterly winds from

the Indian Ocean in every season but winter, and so has fairly

abundant relief rains. The effect of relief is also marked on

the eastern shores of Madagascar, where the highlands rise

sharply from the sea, and in lofty Abyssinia, where the summer
rains are very abundant. The Atlas region and the extreme

south-west of the continent lie in the path of the stormy wes-

terlies for part of the year, but from both the belt swings away
polewards in summer, so that in this season they have the drought

characteristic of the Mediterranean type of climate.

Temperature.—Only in the loftier parts of the extra-

tropical areas, such as the Atlas region and the high south-eastern

tableland, can the temperature even in winter be described as

cool ; the equatorial regions are hot at all seasons, while the

tropical r^^ions are very hot at the season of the summer acdstipe
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and warm at the season of the winter solstice. On those parts

of the tablel£ind which lie above 4,000 feet the moderating effect

of altitude is appreciable, and throughout the year the heat is

never excessive. The cold Benguela ocean current flows along the

south-west coast, but as the general trend of the wind here is

parallel to the shore, the cooling effect is confined to the coastal

strip influenced by local sea breezes, and inland the temperature

rises rapidly in spite of the increasing elevation. In the arid

regions the rapid daily temperature changes consequent upon the

dryness and clearness of the atmosphere are very marked.

DRAINAGE
The general configuration of Africa, that of a level tableland

rising to a somewhat higher rim and then falling steeply to the

sea-board, causes marked peculiarities in the rivers. The
divides between their head-waters are often ill-defined ; in their

middle courses the streams flow sluggishly and often spread out

over wide flood-plains, while in their lower courses they enter

wild gorges and descend by falls and rapids to the sea.

The Nile.—The Nile rises on the high eastern tableland where

it drains Victoria Nyanza and Albert Nyanza, the latter a rift-

valley lake ; its descent to the lower northern tableland is effected

by a series of rapids, after which its velocity is checked, and its

waters, together with those of the Bahr-el-Ghazal and other

affluents, spread out over a great plain lying between 5“ N. and
10“ N. This plain is overgrown with reeds and papyrus which are

often tom up by the wind and then gradually accumulate in the

closely packed floating masses known as the sudd, which block

up the river channels and seriously impede navigation. This

plain is drained to the north by the White Nile, which is then

joined by the Blue Nile, whose head-waters have cut deep steep-

sided cafions into the basalt plateau of Abyssinia. Apart from
Lake Tana (or Tsana) near its source, the Blue Nile has neither

lake nor flood-plain to regulate its flow or rob it of its silt, and
when the heavy summer rains occur it mshes down to the Nile,

bearing with it fertilizing mud. The Atbara, too, which is a
chain of pools in the dry season, carries a great volume of water

after the rains, and it is to theM two rivers that the Nile owes
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the regular yearly rise, which begins in late summer and culminates

in autumn. The lower Nile flows between limestone or sand-

stone bluffs in a valley from 2 to 15 miles wide, its course being

broken by six cataracts, which are a series of boulder-strewn

rapids caused by hard rocky sills which lie across the river bed ;

finally the Nile splits into several distributaries, and discharges

its waters into the Mediterranean Sea by a lagoon-fringed delta.

The Niger.—The Niger rises on the inner side of the escarp-

ment of the tableland that faces the Gulf of Guinea, and flows

inland almost to the desert margin, there spreading out over a

flood-plain ;
then sweeping round it flows south-eastwards,

and before it is swollen by the Benue breaks across the rim

of the tableland in a series of rapids. Near sea-level its velocity

is checked, and wdth the silt which it can no longer carry it has

built up an enormous delta crossed by a network of channels.

The Congo.—The Congo rises on the high tableland between

Lakes Tanganyika and Nyasa, and with its tributaries flows into

an almost circular basin-shaped hollow with a level floor largely

covered with alluvium. The enormous volume of water collected

in this basin finds its way out westwards across the high border-

land by a deep narrow channel broken by falls. The surplus

waters of Lake Tanganyika drain intermittently to the Congo.

The Orange.—The Vaal and Orange rising on the inner side

of the high and well-watered south-eastern rim of the tableland,

and uniting to flow with diminishing volume across an otherwise

riverless arid region, may in these respects be compared with the

Nile. The lower Orange leaves the tableland by a magnificent

waterfall, and follows a winding gorge to the sea.

The Zambesi—This river flows over the southern tableland,

and is separated only by a swampy divide from the Congo basin
;

in its upper middle course both the main stream and its tribu-

taries are bordered by flood-plains, but its lower middle course

is broken by the Victoria Falls, where its waters tumble 450 feet

into a narrow zigzag gorge. Still lower down it crosses a level

coastal plain of considerable width and receives the waters of

the Shir^, the outlet of Lake Nyasa, before emptying itself through

a delta into the Mozambique Channel

The Inland Drainage Areas.—^The Shari flows from a com
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paratively well-watered district towards the arid Sahara, and its

waters spread out and are evaporated in the shallow island-

studded Lake Chad. Similarly the Kubango carries the water

condensed on the Angola highlands to the Salt Pans on the

borders of the Kalahari desert.

Apart from the Nile, there are no perennial streams in the

Sahara, but the dry channels of the rivers which drained it

during a rainier epoch are still often marked by a chain of pools,

or are converted into rushing torrents by .the rare but heavy

rainstorms which occur. On the higher regions such as Tibesti

the rains are less infrequent, and the intermittent streams of

wadies are very numerous. In many places the supplies

of underground water are considerable and may gush out as

springs or can be tapped by shallow weUs.

VEGETATION AND ANIMALS

Vegetation.—The Eqaatorial Forests.—Evergreen forest

clothes the coastal belt along the Giilf of Guinea and a great part

of the Congo basin, although in the latter region it is interspersed

with savannah, and large areas have been gradually cleared by
the natives. Flowering trees, palms, orchids and creepers are

numerous, and among the more useful products are mahogany,
ebony and rubber trees, a wild coffee shrub, and near the coast

the oil-palm.

The Savannahs.—Bordering the forest region are vast ex-

panses of grassland dotted over with such trees as palms, acacias

and baobabs ; at great elevations even these trees may be absent,

while in moister valleys or on mountain sides the tree growth
may be sufficiently abundant to form a forest ; again, where
the ground is sandy and infertile the grasses may be entirely

replaced by a thorny scrub, or where it is unusually fertile, as in

some jxuls of the volcanic eastern tableland, a carpet of fine

grasses may replace the coarse tufts of the t5rpical savannah.

On the high extra-tropical tableland of the south-east the

stretches of almost treeless grassland (the Veldt) must be
classed with the temperate steppes rather than with the tropical

savannahs. The eastern slopes of Hte Drakensberg Maintains are
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well-wooded, but except near the coast palms are not mcluded
among the trees.

The Scrob-lands and Deserts.—Thorny or succulent shrubs

and bushes such as acacias, cactuses and aloes cover large areas,

including the borders of the Sahara, the Tibesti Moimtains and
Ahaggar Plateau within the Sahara, the Somali peninsula, the

greater part of the Kalahari region, and that part of the table-

land lying south of the lower Orange river. In the northern

scrub-lands, and especially in Somaliland, gum-acacia and such

aromatic plants as balsam, frankincense and m5aTh are abundant,

while the Karroo region is covered by a low bush about three

feet high, which forms excellent pasture for grazing animals.

Large areas in the Sahara, a long strip bordering the south-west

coast, and some smaller areas in the Kalahari, may be described

as true deserts, being almost entirely devoid of plant life.

Regions of Evergreen Trees and Shrubs.—In the regions of

summer drought in the north-west and south-west of the con-

tinent there appears the characteristic vegetation of the Mediter-

ranean type, consisting of rather small evergreen trees, bushes

and shrubs, aromatic herbs and bulbous plants. The better-

watered slopes of the Atlas Mountains bear patches of forest of

cork and evergreen oak, together with myrtles, laurels and olive

groves. The drier Plateau of the Shotts is almost treeless, and

alfa grass, sweet-smelling herbs, aloes and cactuses form a vege-

tation similar to that of the semi-arid Iberian plateau. In the

Cape region of the south-west, heaths, irises, lilies and flowering

shrubs are among the most abundant forms, and eucalyptus

trees have been successfully introduced from the similar region in

south-west Australia.

Animnla.—In the dense forests man-like apes, the chimpanzee

and gorilla, are found, together with numerous monkeys, birds

and insects Among the larger animals are the elephant, which

once extended over the whole continent south of the Sahara

wherever it could find fodder, and the hippopotamus, which

frequents the great rivers and lakes. The grazing animals of the

grat^ands, such as giraffes, zebras, gnus and antelopes, with the

beasts of prey which follow them, the Kon, leopard, hyena and

jackal, have been gradu^y driven back befcne settkrs and
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colonists, and their numbers have been greatly diminished by big

game hunters. In the arid regions there are ostriches, gazelles,

jackals, hyenas, and many smaller animals, most of which are

coloured to harmonize with the bare rocks and sand.

Among insects the tsetse fly is important, because it is the

carrier of blood parasites which cause the fatal sleeping sickness

in man and an equally fatal disease in domestic animals ; in a

similar manner the parasite which causes malaria is carried by
a mosquito. These insects breed in quiet well-shaded waters,

juch as swamps and rivers with forested margins, so that by
draining the land and cutting down the vegetation along the

river banks much can be done towards exterminating them. At
present they are still abundant in most of the valleys and low-

lying areas clothed with equatorial forest, but they are only

infectious when they have bitten an infected man or animal.

Transport is effected across the northern deserts by the one-

humped camel or dromedary ; so far no successful attempt has

been made to use the elephant as a beast of burden in the fly-

haunted forest regions.

NATURAL REGIONS

A. The Equatorial Forest Region.—In this region, which
includes the Guinea margins and the greater part of the Congo
basin, the rainfall averages 6o inches, and falls at all seasons, or

during at least three seasons. The Guinea region is difficult of

access owing to the surf, but in the Congo region there are thou-

sands of miles of navigable waterways.

B. The Sudanese Savannahs.—This area includes a rich

southern belt suitable for both agriculture and stock-raising, and
a more arid belt of scrub-land bordering the desert and suitable

only for pasture land. But even in this drier belt enormous
crops can be raised on the areas flooded by the Middle Niger, the

Shari and the upper reaches of the Middle Nile.

C. The Abyssinian Highlands.—This is a high volcanic table-

land, dissected by erosion, and the land forms include deep narrow
cafions, and broader valle3rs separating flat-topped, giass-covered

mesas (see p. 69). The climate is tropical in the lower valleys
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and temperate at greater altitudes ; the products vary accord-
ingly.

D. The Southern and Eastern Savannahs.—This part of the

«COR»C ntiUfA ION

Fig. 133.—Africa. Natural Regions.

high tableland includes the region of the Great Rift and the

neighbouring volcanic areas, together with the 2^mbesi basin.

Although the vegetation is burnt up during the season of drought,
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the annual rainfall is ever3nvhere over 30 inches, and is sufficient

for agriculture as weU as for stock-raising. The areas above

4,000 feet have an excellent climate.

E. The Saharan Desert and Oases.—This region is built

mainly of horizontal layers of limestone and sandstone, jaerced

here and there by masses of crystalline rock ; the old dry valleys

separate table-topped mesas with cliff-like edges, sculptured

and under-cut by the sand blast (Fig. 32). Among other char-

acteristic features of an almost rainless region are the monotonous
stretches of sand dunes, the bare gravelled plains, and the great

masses of rock shattered into fragments by changes of tempera-

ture. The green strip of vegetation bordering the Nile and the

oases grouped along the wadies and around the springs form the

sources of wealth in this region.

F. The Kalahari and Lower Orange Scrub-lands.—This region

is largely a monotonous sandy plain, trenched by watercourses

which are usually dry, yet along which there is some tree growth.

Here and there solitary relic mountains or kopjes rise above

the general level, and in the hollows lie salt-encrusted mud-
flats, occasionally transformed into shallow lakes. To the west

the altitude increases considerably, and here the deep valleys

bear witness to a rainier epoch, during which mountains were

carved out which now lie half buried under their own waste.

Most of the water supply is brought to this region by streams

from neighbouring rainier areas, and where this is available

pastoral industries can be carried on. Elsewhere springs and
water-holes lie far apart.

G. The Temperate Grasslands.—^This region, which forms

the better part of the South African Veldt, has a rainfall of over

20 inches, rising towards the Drakensberg Mountains and m
Basutoland to 30 inches ; in the wetter regions agriculture is

possible, in the drier, pastoral industries are more important.

H. Hie Atlas or Mediterranean B^on.—The climate and
vegetation of the Mediterranean type of region have already

been emphasized. The fertile and w^-watered hills and valleys

near the coast form the Tell, which is an agricultural

while the drier Plateau of the Shotts is mainly pastoral. The
wild mountaunous r^ons of Morocco are little known.
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J. The Cape Region.—Owing to the fact that the nunintains

lie parallel to the coast, this southern region of the Mediterranean

type is somewhat arid, and all the rivers and streams are made
use of for irrigation purposes.

K. The South-western Margin.—This almost desert strip,

where rain may be absent for years, is chiefly noteworthy because

it prevents easy access to the economically more important

savannah and scrub-lands behind it.

L. The Somali Scrub-lands.—This peninsula has a rainfall of

less than 20 inches, and has no permanent streams, so that it is

suitable only for pastoral industries and has a nomadic popula-

tion.

M. The Equatorial Eastern Maiidns.—This coastal belt has

an abundant rainfall, and is generally similar in climate, vegeta-

tion and products to the Congo region.

N. The Tropical Eastern Margins.—In this region are

included the Lower Zambesi and Lower Limpopo valle}^, which

are forested and unhealthy but suitable for crops requiring

great heat and moisture. Rain falls only in summer, and the

average is about 30 inches.

O. The Warm Temperate Eastern Margins.—^This region

rises in successive terraces to the Drakensberg Mountains, and

is abundantly watered by rain and swift-flowing rivers. There

is a rich vegetation of grass and trees, and while on the coastal

strip tropical products can be grown, the higher terraces are

suitable for temperate cereals and for dairying.

P. Q, R. Madagascar.—This island is bordered by a low-

l3nng belt (P) which is hot, well-watered, and well-forested

sxcept in the south-west (Q), where it lies beyond the convec-

tional rain belt, and is sheltered by the highlands from the

easterly trade winds, and so is somewhat arid. The lofty

interim forms a high savannah (R), and here the temperature is

moderated by the altitude.

The &naU«r African Islands.—The Cape Verde Islands and

the Canary Islands are of volcanic origin, and as they lie in the

trade wind belt are rather dry except where peaks such as Tenerife

cause some condensation. Fernando Po, Principe and S&o

Thom£ are also volcanic, and lie in a straight line with Kamemn
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Peak, an extinct volcano on the mainland. Their abundant

rainfall, uniformly high temperature, and fertile volcanic soil

combine to make their plantations unusually rich. St. Helena

and Ascension are barren volcanic islands which rise from the

submarine ridge which divides the Atlantic Ocean throughout

its length into eastern and western basins.

The Seychelles, Reunion and Mauiitius lie in the moist equa-

torial belt, and as they have fertile volcanic soils they yield

valuable plantation products.

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS

Although Africa is part of the Old World, the greater portion

of the continent has but recently been opened to civilized peoples

and its economic importance is not great.

The early civilization of the lower Nile was followed later by
that of the Atlas region, but these as well as European influ-

ences were limited by the Saharan desert. Arab and Indian

traders have for many centiuies settled on the east coast, and
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the Portuguese explored

the whole of the coastal regions. Yet much of the interior re-

mained unknown until the latter half of the nineteenth century,

owing partly to the climate of the coastal lowlands and partly

to the structure of the country, the gorges and rapids of the

rivers affording no natural entries through the highland rim.

South of the Sahara the only region which favoured European
occupation was the Cape region (J), where the Dutch settled in

the seventeenth century. From this region, which became
British at the beginning of the nineteenth century, European
peoples have spread northward over the temperate grasslands

and the warm temperate margins (G and O), but elsewhere the

few Europeans are either traders or the representatives of the

European Powers which between them have annexed almost the

whole of the continent.
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BRITISH AFRICA

Union of South Africa#—The Boers of Dutch origin migrated

north-eastwards from the Cape in consequence of its acquisition

by the British. Beyond the Orange River they formed the Orange
Free State, and beyond the Vaal River the Transvaal. Here
they engaged in pastoral work and administered their states

independently of the British Government.
The discovery of gold in the Transvaal led to an immigration of

many British subjects, and this to a conflict of interests which
culminated in the Boer War of 1899-1902 and the annexation of

the Transvaal and the Orange Free State to the British Empire.

In 1910 the four colonies, the Cape Colony, Natal, the Transvaal,

and the Orange River Colony, were united with a common Parlia-

ment and administration, the constituent provinces having

assigned to them the names given in the following paragraphs.

The Parliament meets at Cape Town, and Pretoria is the admin-

istrative centre.

The Cape of Good Hope is the largest and most populous

of the provinces of United South Africa, having an area more

than twice that of the British Isles, but a population of about

3,000,000, of whom less than 700,000 are of European origin.

It includes the Cape region (J), and the southern portions of the

Kalahari and Lower Orange scrub-lands (F), and of the warm
temperate eastern margins (O).

The people are largely engaged in agriculture and pastoral in-

dustries. Maize ('* mealies "). oats and wheat are the chief cereals,

and wine and fruits are produced, though not in large quantities,

in the Cape region ;
sheep-farming is important, wool being one

of the chief products of the province, while goat and cattle-

rearing and ostrich-farming are of less importance. The chief

mineral wealth is in diamonds, obtained by Kafir labourers from

the famous diamond fields of Kimberley. Some coal is mined,

chiefly at Indwe on the south-eastern margin of the plateau

behind the port of East London, and copper at O'okiep in the

corresponding western margin behind Port Nolloth.

Railways from the interior reach the coast at several ports,

the largest of which are Cape Town on Table Bay, with by far
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the greatest amount of trade. Port Elizabeth on Algoa Bay, and
East London. The line from Cape Town to Kimberley is carried

through the part of the province called British Bechuanaland

to Mafeking on the northern boundary, whence it proceeds

through the arid or semi-arid Bechuanaland Protectorate into

Rhodesia.

NataL—The province of Natal extends from the coast, where

it forms part of the warm temperate region (O), to the Drakens-

berg Mountains and the temperate grasslands (G). It has little

more than 1,000,000 inhabitants, of whom very few are Euro-

peans. Maize is the chief product, while sugar-cane and tea are

cultivated on the coast plain ; sheep and cattle-rearing are also

carried on. The mineral wealth is considerable, gold and coal

at present being the chief minerals worked. The coal deposits

are mainly on the margin of the plateau, with Newcastle as the

centre. Pietermaritzburg is the seat of local government, and
Durban is at once the largest town and the chief port of the

province.

Orange Free State.—This province, which lies between the

Orange and Vaal Rivers, consists mainly of the temperate

grasslands (G), which as yet support a very small population of

about half a million people, engaged mainly in sheep-rearing

and wheat-cultivation. The chief mineral product is that of

diamonds, obtained from the region adjoining the Kimberley
district. The provincial capital is Bloemfontein, in a central

position and at the meeting place of the chief railways.

TransvaaL—The Transvaal extends from the Vaal to the

Limpopo, comprising the northern part of the temperate grass-

lands. It is larger than the Orange Free State, but the chief

difference between the two provinces lies in the fact that the

Transvaal has great mineral wealth, in addition to the pastoral

and {^cultural possibilities of the Veldt. By far the most im-
portant product is gold, mined in several parts, and especially

from a ridge, the Witwatersrand (or Rand), which stretches for

more than fifty miles across the south of the coimtry. The
centre of this district is Johannesburg, which has grown rapidly

in consequence of the mining developm^t, and is far larger than
the eaptlal, Pretoria. E]q)e&Hve madiinery has to be employed
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in crushing the gold-bearing rock, and therefore great companies

have been formed which employ native labour, white miners

being comparatively few ; in these respects the Transvaal gold-

fields differ considerably from those of other cotmtries. Coal is

probably abundant, and is now mined principally near Johannes-

burg.

Railways connect the Transvaal with the sea by four routes :

(1) eastward through Portuguese territory to Louren^o Marques ;

(2) southward through Natal to Durban
; {3) south-westward

through the Orange Free State to Port Elizabeth
; (4) an almost

parallel route through Kimberley to Cape Town, by which most

of the gold is conveyed.

Between the Transvaal and Natal lies the small territory of

Swaziland, a native state under the direct control of the British

Government, as is also Basutoland, a rather larger and more

rugged plateau between the Orange Free State and Natal.

Rhodesia.—This area is divided into two parts : Southern

Rhodesia, which includes Matabililand and lies south of the

Zambesi River, and. Northern Rhodesia, which extends to the

Belgian Congo and reaches LakeTanganyika. Southern Rhodesia

is a British self-governing Dominion, although it has only about

40,000 Europeans among a native population of twenty times that

number. Northern Rhodesia has scarcely 4,000 white people

to about one million natives, and it is administered by the British

Government. Between Rhodesia and Lake Nyasa lies the

Nyasa Protectorate, which has a southward extension on either

side of the Shirfe River. The whole area forms the south-eastern

part of the savannah lands (D).

Although Rhodesia lies entirely within the tropics, the eleva-

tion of much of the coimtry renders the climate suitable for

European occupation. At present, primitive agriculture and

pastoral work are the chief occupations of the population,

which is almost entirely native, but the cooler portions will

grow wheat and maize. Oranges are being cultivated, and large

crops of tobacco are being raised by European settlers. The

mineral resources are also considerable ; gold is widely distributed

over Southern Rhodeaa, coal of exceptionally good quality is to

be obtained, and copper and other minerals (chiefly asbestos and
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chromite) are worked in small quantities. The railway running

north-eastward from the Cape, which it is hoped will become the
" Cape-to-Cairo ” line, crosses both Southern and North-western

Rhodesia. In Southern Rhodesia the main line runs through the

chief centres, Bulawayo and Salisbury, and connects the latter

town with the port of Beira, in Portuguese territory, through

which most of the overseas trade is carried on. From Bulawayo

the railway runs into North-western Rhodesia, crossing the Zam-
besi at the Victoria Falls, which will provide water power in great

amount. Thence it extends to the navigable reaches of the

Congo.

Throughout British South Africa there are undeveloped agri-

cultural and mineral resources, and this great area may be ex-

pected to maintain a European population several times as large

as that at present occupying it.

British East Africa.—This includes (i) The Zanzibar Pro-

tectorate, consisting of the islands of Zanzibar and Pemba, from
which cloves are the chief produce, (2) Kenya Colony and Pro-

tectorate, including the coastal strip (the equatorial marginal

region M), and a part of the eastern savannahs (D), and {3) the

Uganda Protectorate, the plateau between the Albert Nyanza
and the Victoria Nyanza. As in the savannah-lands farther

south, so in British East Africa considerable agricultural develop-

ment is probable, and the coastal strip is very fertile ; the mineral

resources are not yet well known. A railway connects Victoria

Nyanza with Mombasa, the chief port of British East Africa.

Coffee, cotton and fibres are the chief exports.

A protectorate has been established over the Somali Coast, on
either side of Berbera on the Gulf of Aden.

British West Africa.—Of the British possessions in West
Africa, Nigeria is the largest and most important. It is divided
into two Protectorates, Southern Nigeria, which lies in

the equatorial forest region (A), and Northern Nigeria, which
belongs to the Sudanese savannah lands (B). These protec-

torates comprise one of the most densely populated parts of

Mrica (see Fig. 113) and have very valuable agricultural resources,

which are now being developed. From Southern Nigeria palm-
oH and kernels, rubber and cotton are exported ; these products
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are also obtained from the lower portions of Northern Nigeria,

and in the higher portions the occupations of cattle, sheep and
goat-rearing are carried on. A recent mineral survey has shewn
that very valuable tin deposits exist, and mining has begun.

The chief port is Lagos, from which a railway leads inland to

Northern Nigeria, but the lower Niger and its great tributary,

the Benue, are the chief means of communication. The Hausa
negroes engage in industries such as the making of cotton and
leather goods at their capital, Kano, and trade from such

centres as Sokoto and Yakuba with all parts of North Africa.

The seat of the government of Southern Nigeria is Lagos

;

that of Northern Nigeria is Zungeru.

Smaller, but in many respects similar, are Gambia, Sierra

Leone, and the Gold Coast Colony, the latter a leading source of

the world’s supply of cacao.

EGYPT AND THE ANGLO-EGYPTIAN SUDAN
was declared an Independent State in February 1922,

subject to certain restrictions as to her foreign relations and the

safeguarding of the Suez Canal route to the East. South of the

22nd Parallel lies the territory known as the Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan, which is administered under the joint control of the Britisli

and Egyptian Governments.

Only the southern part of the Anglo-Egyptian SudcUi belongs

to the Sudanese savannah region (B) ; the northern part, to-

gether with Egypt, is a part of the Sahara region (E) redeemed

from the desert by the Nile. Upper Egypt is the narrow allu-

vium-covered valley, and Lower Eg3T)t the delta of the river

;

to both the annual floods bring water upon which the agriculture

entirely depends. In Upper Egypt cereals are grown on the

land after the annual submergence ; in Lower Egypt and the

Fayum depression to the south-west of the delta, canals supply

water from the river throughout the year, and here the fertile

soil and the constant heat and moisture allow crops to be ob-

tained in quick succession—wheat, maize, cotton, rice and the

sugar-cane being the most important products. On these the

population of Eg3T)t, which numbers about 12,000,000, largely

ij
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subsists, and the necessity of efficient irrigation has led to the

construction of extensive works, including a great dam at Assuan

to regulate the supply of water. Cotton is the chief export.

The value of the Nile as a means of communication is greatly

lessened by the series of cataracts from, that at Assuan to that

below Khartum where the Blue Nile joins the main river. One
railway leads from the delta up to Assuan ; another crosses the

desert from the second cataract at Wadi Haifa to Abu Hamed,
avoiding the great western bend of the river, and then proceeds

to Khartum and El Obeid. From Berber another line crosses

the Nubian desert to Suakin and Port Sudan on the Red Sea. At
the head of the delta stands Cairo, the capital of Egypt

;
at the

north-western comer is Alexandria, the chief port
; at the north-

eastern corner is Port Said, at the entrance to the Suez Canal.

This canal is in Egyptian territory, and the fact that it is largely

used by British ships is one of the chief causes of the British

control of Eg5T)t.

FRENCH POSSESSIONS

Algeria, of which Algiers is the chief town, and Tunis, whose
capital bears the same name, form the eastern part of the Atlas

region (H). They have passed into the possession of the

French, who have extended their rule southward over most of

the western Sahara and much of the Sudanese savannah lands,

reaching the Guinea coast at several points, and thus including

a portion of the equatorial forest area ; in the Congo region

French territory extends south of the equator.

From the Tell are obtained wine, olives, wheat and barley

;

the Plateau of the Shotts }delds alfa or esparto grass (from which
paper is made), and pastures many sheep. South of the Atlas the

French have planted millions of date palms,even within the margin
of the desert where wells have beoi sunk to obtain the necessary

water. Caravans from this area cross the desert to Timbuctu.
Madagascar has been annexed as a French Colony. Forest

and savannah lands alike are productive, minerals are abundant,
but communications are as yet very poor. The capital is

Antananarivo, in the highland region; and Tamatave is the

chief port.
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FOBHEB GERMAN POSSESSIONS
Togoland and the Kamerun Protectorate lie partly in the

Sudanese savannah land and partly in the coastal part of the

equatorial forest
;
they have been divided and are administered

by Britain and France in connection with the adjoining territories,

under mandates from the League of Nations, while the ex-German

Tanganyika Territory is similarly administered by Britain.

German South-west Africa has been joined to the Union of South

Africa ; the northern part is of the savannah type (D) ,
but the

south is semi-arid (F), and the coast is desert (K),

PORTUGUESE POSSESSIONS
In West Africa, the Portuguese territory of Angola includes a

part of the equatorial forest region (A), a poorly-watered coastal

strip (K) and a richer elevated savannah land (D) resembling the

adjoining territory of Rhodesia. The chief town is Loanda, one

of the few good ports on the western coast of Africa, A small

portion of the Guinea coast is Portuguese,

In East Africa, the Portuguese territory, formerly known as

Mozambique, comprises most of the tropical eastern margin (N)

and contains the ports Lourenzo Marques, on Delagoa Bay,

Mozambique and Beira, besides the navigable lower courses of

the Limpopo and Zambesi.

OTHER STATES

Morocco, which occupies the western part of the Atlas region,

is, since 1912, a French Protectorate. Casablanca has been

developed as a seaport, and railways have been constructed by
the French. The chief towns are Morocco city, Tangier, and Fez.

Tripoli is an Italian dependency
;

it is a semi-arid region with

a fertile coast strip and some productive oases.

Abyssinia comprises the greater part of the Abyssinian High-

lands (C), together with portions of the savannah lands (D) and

the Somali scrub-lands (L) in the east. It is an independent

state, dating back for many centuries and retaining an early^

form of Christianity.

Much of the coastal portion of the Somali peninsula and
Eritrea on the shores of the Red Sea arc Italian possessions.
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In the centre of the continent lies the Belgian CJongo, from

which much rubber, ivory and palm-oil are obtained. Its

development will be aided by the long navigable reaches of the

Congo river and its tributaries. A railway from Lobito Bay,

already under construction, will link up with the Cape to Cairo

railway in the important copper mining district of Katanga.

Near the western end of the forested Guinea coast is the

republic of Liberia, which originated in a colony for freed Ameri-

can slaves and has institutions similar to those of the United

States.

The Smaller African Islands.—The Azores are a volcanic

group rising from a submarine ridge which separates the Atlantic

into two basins. They belong to Portugal and produce fruits

such as oranges and pine-apples. Madeira is also a Portuguese

possession and produces wine. It lies on the mail-route to South

Africa, and owing to its equable sunny climate is a favourite resort

for invalids. The Canary Islands are Spanish, and produce

oranges and early vegetables ; on Gran Canaria is a coaling

station for steamers going to South Africa. Fernando Po is also

Spanish. The Cape Verde Islands, Sao Thnm6 and Principe are

Portuguese ; the two latter have valuable plantations of cacao.

Ascension and St. Helena on the west, and Mauritius and the

Seychelles on the east, are British and serve as coaling stations

for the British navy. Reunion is French
;
both this island and

Mauritius export cane-sugar.
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CHAPTER XXX

AUSTRALASIA
AUSTRALIA- PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

Shape, Position and Extent.—Australia is at once the smallest

and the most isolated of the continents. The shallow waters

of Torres and Bass Straits, less than loo fathoms deep, separate

it from the islands of New Guinea and Tasmania respectively.

These are both of the continental type, and owe their separation

to the erosion and subsidence of intervening land-masses.

The continent is compact in shape, and has its greatest

extension from west to east. It lies between parallels io®S.

and 40° S., and is roughly bisected by the Tropic of Capricorn.

Thus it does not extend into the equatorial belt, and is separated

by a wide ocean from the Antarctic regions. To the east lies

the island-studded Pacific, to the west the Indian Ocean. To
the north the East Indian Archipelago forms a series of broken

links between Australia and South-east Asia.

Relief and Structure.—Main Divisions. Australia falls into

three divisions : the western tableland, the eastern highlands,

the central plains. These correspond to a western mass of very

ancient rocks, long undisturbed
; an eastern uplifted block,

mainly of old rocks
;
and a depressed area, in which extensive

deposits of later sedimentary rocks have been laid down, and left

undisturbed. There are no recent folded mountain ranges.

The Western Tableland. This old tableland has a general

altitude of less than 2,000 feet, but it is not absolutely level

;

the MacDonnell Range and Musgrave Mountains, for example,

rise above 3,000 feet. The steep edges or escarpments of the

tableland when viewed from the sea-board appear like mountain

ranges ;
this is especially the case in the south-west, where they

have received the names of Darling and Stirling Ranges.
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The Eastern Highlands. These highlands are old uplifted

peneplains which are being re-dissected by rain and stream erosion

;

they, too, present steep escarpments seawards, while inland

they slope more gradually towards the plains. When once

their abrupt borders are surmounted, they are seen to have a
plateau-like character, and cannot correctly be described as

mountain ranges
;

the name Great Dividing Range sometimes
applied to them is therefore misleading. Owing to the great

diversity of the rocks of which the higlilands are formed, there is

a great variety of landscape, the harder rocks tending to form
abrupt ridges while the softer present more roimded outlines.

The greatest altitudes are found in the south and south-east,

where various names, such as Australian Alps, Blue Mountains,
Liverpool and New England Ranges have been given to different

parts of the highlands. Mount Kosciusko, a flat-topped summit,
rises above 7,000 feet, and is the highest point in Australia.

Tasmania is an isolated portion of the eastern highlands,

and presents the appearance of a plateau, deeply dissected

by rivers. It has an altitude of over 5,000 feet in Ben Lomond.
The Central Plains. These plains are for the most part under

600 feet, and in the Lake Eyre depression sink below sea-level.

To the south-east of the plains lie the South Australian Highlands,
including Mount Lofty and Flinders Ranges, blocks of old rocks
which overlook the depression containing the Gulf of St. Vincent,
Spencer Gulf, and Lake Torrens. This depression is a rift valley,

formed by the subsidence of a crustal block along parallel faults
running from north to south.

Minerals*—The most valuable minerals are usually associated
with the more ancient rocks. Thus in Australia the mining
districts are found mainly on the western tablelands and on the
eastern highlands (including Tasmania). They only occur in
the central plains where the later sedimentary rocks have been
removed by erosion and the older foundation is exposed. Gold,
silver, tin and copper are all mined in considerable quantities.
Rocks containing productive coal-seams are found in the eastern
highlands and near the south-west margin of the tableland.
Those beds which crop out close to the shore to the north and
south of Sydney in New South Wales are the most conveniently
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situated for exploitation, and hence are at present the most
valuable.

Coasts*—The coasts have been mainly formed by fractures

and subsidences, but in some places a slight uplift has added a

narrow plain of later sediments to the continental area. That
the mainland was once more extensive is shown by the sur-

roimding islands, such as Kangaroo, Melville, and numerous
smaller ones ; in their formation and structure they are exactly

similar to the adjacent parts of the continent from which they

have been separated. In the north-east the shoal waters, bor-

dered by the Great Barrier Reef, mark the former extent of the

land. This reef, which is the largest formation of living coral

in the world, almost closes Torres Strait, and extends nearly

to the Southern Tropic, beyond which limit the waters have

not the uniformly high temperature necessary to the coral

polyp.

The uniformity of relief of the interior is matched by
the xmbroken nature of the coasts. The only important in«

dentations are Spencer Gulf and the Gulf of Carpentaria. The
former is, as has already been explained, part of a rift valley.

The latter is merely a part of the depression between the western

tablelands and eastern highlands which has sunk below sea-

level ; the waters which cover it are shallow. Lofty limestone

cliffs border the Great Australian Bight in the south.

Climate.—Although Australia is an island, there are two

facts which combine to limit oceanic influences to its margins.

In the first place its outline is almost imbroken, in the second

place the higher lands are found near the coast and shut off the

interior from the sea. Hence the greater part of the continent

is characterized by extreme dr3mess and intense summer heat.

If the mean annual isotherm of 20° C. be taken as a criterion,

only the south-west and south of the continent, with the eastern

highlands south of latitude 25°S., lie outside what has been defined

as the torrid zone (p. 132). In the hottest month (January) much
of the interior lies above 26° C. (8o“F.), even allowing for the

effect of altitude. In J uly, only a comparatively small area in the

south-east, together with the extra-tropical eastern highlands,

1^ described aa cool. On tlie Ai^tralian Alps, the area
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abf/ve 3,000 feet has cold winters, the higher summits having

a July temperature below the freezing point. The range of tem-

perature is nowhere excessive, owing to the mild winters
;
on the

margins it is less than io°C. (i8° F.), while in the heart of the

continent it is somewhat above 30° C. (54“ F.) The presence

of a great ocean instead of a land-mass on the poleward side

of Australia accounts for the difference between its winter

temperatures and those of North America or Asia in the same

latitudes.

The variation in the winds and rainfall is well illustrated

by the seasonal rainfall map (see Fig. 83). In Northern Aus-

tralia summer rains prevail ; the high temperature in the interior

is accompanied by low pressure, and the winds flowing towards

fhi<; low pressure area from the equatorial seas precipitate their

moisture over the land. The N.E. trade wind is drawn across

the equator, and being deflected to the left becomes the N.W.
monsoon of Australia. Towards autumn, as the sun moves
northwards, the low pressure area also migrates, so that in this

season only the northern fringe of the continent receives mon-
soon rains. In winter the interior of the continent forms part

of the dry planetary high pressure belt, and the winds tend

to be outflowing. It is noticeable, however, that these outflowing

airs are not strong enough to alter the direction of the south-east

trades, which still bring rain to the eastern highlands south of

the tropic.

The southern parts of Australia lie in a region of summer
drought ; the chief rains are in the winter six months, when
the procession of cyclones of the stormy westerly belt comes suffi-

ciently far north to affect the continent. This winter precipi-

tation usually takes the form of snow on the south-east highlands.

The effect of the swing of the wind belts is also noticeable on the
extra-tropical eastern margins. In the summer, when the trade

belt has its most southerly position, the on-shore winds are re-

inforced by the low pressure in the interior which has already

been noticed, and the whole of the east coast has rains. In the
winter, when this belt has moved northwards, the moving cyclones
bring rains to the east coast as far north as about latitude 30® S.

Tasmania, with its more southerly position, lies always m the pat|j
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of the cyclones of ^he stormy westerly belt, and so has rain at all

seasons.

The mean annual rainfall map (see Fig. 84) shows how the

heavy rains are confined to the coastal belts and the highlands.

Everywhere the rainfall diminishes rapidly towards the interior.

The seaward faces of the eastern highlands have over 40 inches,

those of the south-western edges of the tableland over 30 inches.

The broadest belt of heavy rains is in the north, where the

summer monsoon winds prevail for over six months. The effect

of relief may be noticed in Mount Lofty and Flinders Ranges
and in the Australian Alps, which lie in the path of the stormy
westerlies, and have a heavier precipitation than the neigh-

bouring lowlands. In Tasmania the effect of the prevailing

wind direction is to give a heavier rainfall in the west than in

the east. It is important to notice how great an area of Aus-

tralia has less than 10 inches of rain. As is the case in the other

continents, this very dry region extends right to the west coast,

and separates the inter-tropical area with summer rains from the

extra-tropical area with winter rains.

In addition to the disadvantage of low rainfall over extensive

areas, Australia suffers at irregular intervals from droughts, when
the rains for the year fail almost entirely. Fortunately these

droughts do not occur over the whole country simultaneously, since

the rainfall in different parts is determined by three separate

wdnd systems, the monsoons, the trades, and the westerlies.

Australia may be divided into four climate regions (see Fig.

86).

1. The northern tropical monsoon region, with high tem-

peratures throughout the year and heavy summer rains.

2. The eastern highlands, with rain at all seasons, wth cool

winters, and without excessive heat in summer.

3. The southern or “ Mediterranean " region, with hot sum-

mers, warm or cool winters, and with summer drought.

4. The interior region, with low rainfall, great summer heat,

and warm winters. Here, owing to the dry air, the insolation

and radiation are both rapid, so that the day and night tem-

peratures show excessive contrasts, although the mean tem-

peratures ^xe uot abnormal
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Rivers and Lakes.—The extreme dryness of Australia is the

cause of its pKJverty in rivers. According to the relief, two

t5T>es may be distinguished, tl ose with short swift courses,

flowing down the steep continental margins, and those with

long sluggish courses flowing over the level interior. Their

regime varies according to the seasonal distribution of the rains

and to the evaporation. In the eastern highlands, where there

is rain at all seasons, the rivers flow perennially, although the

discharge is somewhat lessened in spring and summer owing to

evaporation and the needs of the vegetation. In the monsoon
region, with markedly seasonal rains, the rivers flow perennially,

but with a marked difference in volume between the wet and
dry seasons. In the dry interior, and on the dry western margins,

the rivers only flow after exceptional rains, and are usually a

mere chain of water-holes.

The rivers of the well-watered eastern margins are very

actively dissecting the highlands, in which they have cut deep

gorges; they have not yet smoothed their profiles, and are

often broken by rapids and waterfalls. When they reach the

coastal plain or the sea, the sudden change of slope causes an
abimdant deposit of rock waste, so that fertile alluvial plains,

deltas and sand-bars are built up. Among the eastern rivers,

the Hunter, entering the sea at Newcastle, may be mentioned.

It has cut an exceptionally wide valley back into the highlands,

making an important gap ; this is owing to the unresistant

nature of the carboniferous rocks over which it flows. Further
north the Fitzroy and Burdekin, with their tributaries, have
cut valleys parallel to the coast, before turning sharply towards
the sea. The explanation of this is that here the graining of

the rocks is parallel to the fractured shore line, and the exten-

sive longitudinal valleys have been carved out along yielding

strata.

The rivers of the interior mostly gather into two great basins,

the inland drainage area of Lake Eyre, and the Darling-liurray
basin draining to the Southern Ocean. The streams from the
Queensland .highlands, flowing towards Lake Eyre, rapidly
diminish by evaporation and by p>erculation through the surface,

and at last the beds become quite dry, or have only occasional
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water-holes. Such are the Diamentina and Cooper’s Creek. Lakes
Eyre, Torrens and Gairdner are not great expanses of water,

but stretches of sun-baked mud dotted over with saline swamps
and shallow salt lakes, which only occasionally unite into single

sheets.

The head-waters of the Darling-Murray river system are

similar to the eastward-flowing streams of the highlands
;

their

abundant waters rush rapidly through steep-sided valleys. But
when they reach the uniformily level plains their velocity is

checked, they can no longer carry their load of rock waste, so

that they have gradually raised their banks and their beds, and
in some places flow at a level of several feet above that of the

surrounding country. This leads to disastrous floods when
exceptional rains occur in the highlands. During the spring

and summer the great evaporation causes the rivers rapidly to

dwindle in volume, and by the autumn they are at their lowest.

The Murray itself is exceptional, for it is fed throughout the

spring by the snows of the Australian Alps, and so its volume
is less diminished. At its mouth the Darling-Murray falls

into a large lagoon. Lake Alexandrina, but the opening of this

lagoon into the sea is narrow, shallow, and encumbered by shifting

sand-banks. The rivers are navigable during winter and spring

but large volumes of water are being drawn off for irrigation

purposes, which lessens the value of the system as a water-way.

The lack of rainfall on the plains has been partly compen-

sated for by the discovery of underground water. In south-

western Queensland and the adjoining portions of New South

Wales and South Australia hundreds of borings have been made
from which the water flows without pumping. These wells

are valuable both for irrigation and for watering the stock.

Soils.—In the eastern and south-eastern highlands, including

Tasmaiiia, the great variety of rocks leads to a great variety of

soils, sterile sandstones being found side by side with fertile

shales or limestones. The margins of these highlands were m a

long past age the scene of volcanic outbursts, and from the

weathered basalts is derived an exceptionally rich dark-coloured

soil. The alluvium brought down by the swift-flowing rivers

has already been mentione4* On the interior plains, in addition
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to the liver deposits, the sedimentary rocks themselves yield a

very fertile soil. Attention has already been drawn (see p. 154)

to the fact that the soils in arid regions tend to preserve an

exceptionally high proportion of valuable mineral constituents,

which in wetter regions are gradually washed out. In some

parts of the interior there are great stretches of shifting sand,

often piled by the wind into dunes, and areas where by the

removal of finer particles nothing but pebbles and stones remain ;

such regions are sterile. In the moist hot tropical belt the soils

are usually deep and fertile.

Vegetation.—In a dry continent like Australia the vegeta-

tion naturally assumes forms which are resistant to drought.

For instance, on many trees the leaves hang vertically in order

to avoid the direct rays of the sun, or they are protected on both

sides by a thick skin, which gives them a dull or olive-green tint.

The characteristic plant is the eucalyptus, of which there are a

great many varieties, ranging from small shrubs to trees of

gigantic stature
;

different kinds of acacia, both shrubs and
trees, are also very common. The eucalypti are known often

as gum trees, the acacias as wattles.

The forested area is confined to the well-watered margins

and highlands. It corresponds roughly to the regions with

over 30 inches of rain in extra-tropical and over 40 inches in

tropical latitudes. In the dense forests of the monsoon region

there are many palms, bamboos, wild bananas and orchids,

often laced together with a tangle of wild vines. There are also

some valuable timber trees such as sandalwood. On the coasts

mangrove swamps are found. In Queensland the term " scrub

is used to denote a forest growth, for example the brigalow scrub

is composed of acacias. Towards the south the sub-tropical

and temperate forests occur. These are more open than the

monsoon forest
;
gum trees predominate, and there is an abun-

dance of tree-ferns. Ths highlands are only partially forested,

and include some rich grassland areas, such as the Darling and
Liverpool Downs. On the Australian Alps and the Tasmanian
plateaus the heavier rainfall is accompanied by a denser forest

growth. In the Mediterranean type of region the most impor-
tant forests ^re tjiose of the jarraii and karri trees, two varieti^
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of eucalyptus yielding good timber which are found in south*

west Australia. Over much of this region a scrub or heath-like

vegetation is found, where shrubs and low bushes predominate.

These heaths are remarkable in spring for their profusion of

bright flowers. The mallee scrub of the Lower Murray basin

is composed largely of dwarf eucalyptus of the size of large

shrubs. Mingled with the heath and scrub are patches and

sometimes wide stretches of good grassland.

On the landward side of the forest belt of the north and
east is a region which on the whole may be described as savannah

and steppe. A profusion of deep-rooted grasses is found, and

the trees, chiefly gums and wattles, grow singly, or in clumps,

or along the watercourses. The vegetation varies, however,

with the soil, and the grasses sometimes give place to a scrub

of thorny dwarf acacias, or of succulent salt-bush.

In the yet drier parts of the interior there are great sandy

and stony deserts. Among these, considerable areas are covered

with spinifex, a tall, sharp-pointed, spear-like grass which grows

in clumps. But where there is undergroimd water, or where

some mountain range causes more frequent rains, there are

found wiry grasses, low bushes, and fleshy succulent plants.

No definite boundary lines can be drawn between grassland,

scrub and desert. Like all arid regions, the interior of Australia

presents a totally different aspect before and after a period of

drought. The landscape may be bare and brown, with all the

appearance of a lifeless desert, until a heavy rainfalh occurs,

when at once the ground becomes carpeted with green gi'asses

and gaily coloured flowers.

Animals.—Australia has long been separated by the sea

from the other great continents, so that most of its animals

belong to species not found elsewhere. There are no large grazing

animals with the exception of the peculiar kangaroo, and as a

result there are no very large flesh-eating animals, the largest

being the dingo or native dog on the mainland, and the Tasmanian

wolf in Tasmania. In the forested regions there are many
animals adapted to life in trees, such as the flying squirrels,

opossums, tree-kangaroos, tree-snakes, tree-frogs, and the native

bear, a sloth-like animal feeding on leaves. Parrakeets and
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parrots abound, and in the northern forests there are fruit-eating

bats. The open grassy plains and scrub lands of the interior

are the home of grazing animals, such as the kangaroos, wallabies,

and two kinds of flightless birds, the emu and cassowary. Here,

too, burrowing animals, living on such food as worms, insects,

grubs, roots and leaves are very numerous : among them are

the native " rabbit," the wombats and kangaroo rats. The
introduction of the European rabbit into Australia was disastrous,

for, owing to the absence of its natural enemies, such as the fox,

stoat and weasel, it multiplied so rapidly as to do great injury

to the vegetation. Few of the Australian animals are particularly

valuable for their flesh or fur, and none are capable of domes-

tication
;
they therefore tend to be driven into the poorer im-

occupied regions, and will gradually disappear. The camel

has been successfully introduced for transport purposes into the

arid interior.

NATURAL REGIONS

The Northern and Eastern Ck)astal Belts. (B).—These regions

are characterized by a small temperature range and an abun-

dant rainfall (over 40 inches), the vegetation is of the forest

type, and they are suitable for agriculture. Regions and B*
have a temperate climate, vegetation and products; B» is a

transitional belt
;
and B^ has the climate, vegetation and pro-

ducts of a well-watered tropical monsoon region.

The Eastern Highlands (H).—These regions have a moderate
rainfall (about 30 inches) and, as their vegetation of mixed
forest and grassland suggests, they are suitable for both agri-

cultural and pastoral industries, including dairying
; they are

also rich in minerals. The extra-tropical highlands include

those of Tasmania and the Australian Alps, which are more densely

forested than the remaining regions.

The Transition Belt (T).—This belt is transitional between
the moderately watered highlands and the arid interior. It is

divided into an extra-tropical region (T*-), which includes the
greater part of the Darling-Murray basin, and an inter-tropical

r^on (T*), which belongs to the monsoon area* The extensive
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grass and scrub-lands which clothe these regions are suitable

for stock-rearing.

The Interior (I).—This is the arid desert and semi-desert

region with marked temperature chzmges. Its economic value

lies mainly in the existence of minerals, esoecially gold, in the

ancient rocks of the western tableland.

Fig. 193.—Australia. Natural Regions.

The Mediterranean Type of Region (M).—This is a region of

summer drought, with winter cyclonic or relief rains. The
areas marked M* and M* have over 30 inches of rain and are

partly forested
; they are suitable for agriculture. The region M*

also has a fair rainfall and is clothed with rich grass and dense

scrub ;
it is suitable for both pastoral and agricultural industries.
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The drier areas and M® have a vegetation of thinner scrub

and heath, and are suitable for stock-rearing only.

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Historical and Political Survey.—At the beginning of the

seventeenth century Torres discovered the strait which has been

named after him
;

soon after this several Dutch navigators

sighted the shores of the continent, and in 1642 the Dutch sailor

Tasman discovered Tasmania, though he thought it to be part

of the mainland. At the end of the century the Englishman

Dampier found the north-west shores. These discoveries led

to no results, partly because the Dutch wished to trade and the

land offered no products which they desired, but still more because

at most points that were reached the coasts were backed by
inhospitable lands, particularly mangrove swamps in the north,

the deserts in the north-west, and long stretches of bare cliff in

the south.

It was not until the end of the eighteenth century, when
Captain Cook sailed along the fertile eastern coast, that the

continent became really known. In consequence of his report,

a penal settlement was formed at Botany Bay, and shortly

afterwards was removed to the spacious harbour of Port Jackson.

There Sydney was built, and when the free colony of New South
Wales developed, this town became the seat of government.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, a period of

unusual drought incited the settlers to cross the Blue Moimtains,

and henceforth settlements were slowly made both along and
behind the eastern and south-eastern coasts.

Very early a convict station was placed in Tasmania on the

site of Hobart, and in 1825 Brisbane, now the capital of Queens-
land, was founded. About ten years later settlers took up
lands by the lake-like inlet of Port Philip, where later Mel-

bourne grew up and became the capital of Victoria. At about
the same period the present capital of South Australia, Adelaide,

was foxmded on the shores of St. Vincent Gulf. Of the

western half of the continent only the wooded south-west comer
attracted colonists, and here the “ Swan River Settlement

**

gave rise to Perth, now the capital of West Australia,
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The regions around these six centres gradually became popu-
lated, formed separate Colonies, and were granted the right ol

independent government. Pastoral work, agriculture and for-

estry were undertaken by the settlers, but the most notable

immigrations were due to the discovery of gold. Thus the

discovery of gold at Bathurst in New South Wales in 1851, fol-

lowed almost immediately by still greater finds in Victoria, led

to the sudden influx of hundreds of thousands of people.

The six States, New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland,

South Australia, West Australia and Tasmania, united in 1901
to form the Commonwealth of Australia, but they retain their

own governments for local affairs. ' It was enacted that a new
capital for the Commonwealth should be created in New South
Wales, at a distance of not less than 100 miles from Sydney.
In 1909 Canberra, situated about 150 miles south-west of Sydney
in a valley draining into the upper Murrumbidgee, was selected

as the site of the Federal Capital.

The favourable climate of the south-east of the continent

is the chief cause of the fact that three-quarters of the

total population of nearly six millions are found in New
South Wales, Victoria, and the adjoining portion of South
Australia.

Since the continent occupies about 3,000,000 square miles, this

population is extremely scanty. The sparseness is least in Vic-

toria, where there is an average of sixteen persons to the square

mile, but becomes more marked as one considers the States

lying farther from this as a centre. Thus the average number
of people to the square mile is in Tasmania 8 ;

in New South
Wales 6 , in Queensland i, in South Australia 0*5 and in West
Australia i. Even allowing for the barrenness of much of

the country it is obvious that there is opportunity for the popu-
lation to increase to many times its present amount. Indeed,

the lack of labour is a difficulty in the development of the indus-

tries, specially hindering the manufactures of the south-east

and the agriculture of the north-east.

In much of the hot, moist northern part of the continent the

climate, although suited to the growth of such commodities as

rice, sugar and cotton^ is not favourable to the carrying on of the

^The Northern Territory U administeitMl I17 the Federal OoTemment.
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work by white men. Nevertheless, legislation has prohibited

the importation of Kanaka labourers from the South Sea Islands

and has restricted the immigration of Chinese. This policy of a
" White Australia ” must postpone the development of the

northern portion of the country, but it is hoped that with the

increased knowledge of tropical diseases and of the best methods
of living in such regions, a white population may adequately

occupy them as well as the more temperate parts of Australia.

Pastoral Work and Agricoltore,—^As the sparseness of the

population would suggest, only a very small proportion of Aus-

tralia (about I per cent.) is cultivated. The well-watered coastal

lands of the south-west are well used, and so are the winter-rain

regions of the extreme south-west and near Adelaide, but the hot

north is scarcely touched and the interior is too arid for cultiva-

tion except where water is obtained by wells or (as in the Murray
basin) brought by rivers and irrigation canals from the mountains.

Of this cultivated land more than half is under wheat, the

production of which is one of the chief sources of wealth of the

covmtry, and one which is steadily increasing in value, for the crop

has doubled within the last twenty years. Of this Victoria and

New South Wales each produce one-third, almost entirely within

a belt extending behind the coast with a width of 200 miles

(B*, H*), while most of the remainder comes from South Aus-

tralia east of Spencer Gulf (M*). Only in two States does

any other cereal rival wheat, maize being grown to a considerable

extent near the tropic in Queensland (B*) and oats in the

cooler Tasmania (B^).

Behind the eastern coast of Queensland (B*) almost as much
land is devoted to the sugeir-came as to either wheat or maize,

and this cultivation is capable of very considerable expansion

;

a comparatively small amount of sugar-cane is also grown in New
South Wales (B»).

In the region with the Mediterranean type of climate the

vine is cultivated, though to an extent not at all comparable
with that in the great vine-growing distncts of Europe. The
yield is greatest in Victoria and South Australia (M* and M*).

very little being yet obtained from West Australia (M*).

In the same " Mediterranean ” region the typical fniihi ate
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grown, particularly currants, figs, almonds, apricots and peaches.

Oranges, too, are grown in these regions, and their cultivation

extends, as a somewhat important industry, northward into New
South Wales and beyond that region into Queensland, where such

tropical products as melons, bananas, and pineapples also appear.

Apples are grown largely in Victoria and Tasmania
; in this

latter State fruit culture is important and gives rise to the making
and export of jam.

Agriculture has steadily advanced though somewhat at the

expense of the pastoral industries, for sheep-rearing, which in

earlier times was the chief industry of Australia, has not only

relatively but to some extent absolutely declined. The growth

of settlements and the extension of railway communication

from the coastal regions, have brought markets within reach

of great tracts of land in and behind the eastern highlands

(H*). Here the soils are very rich and consequently much
of this land, previously used only for pastoral purposes, has

now been brought under cultivation. For this reason and
also because of the destruction of livestock by droughts, the

number of sheep has decreased from loo millions to 8o millions

during the present century
;

but even now the production of

wool from Australia equals that of its chief rivals, the much
larger continents of Europe and South America.

Nearly half the sheep, giving wool of fine quality, are reared

in New South Wales, largely on the " downs ” and plains imme-
diately behind the coastal ranges and in the Riverina district

further west (H* and T*). The corresponding districts of Queens-

land (H* and T*) and Victoria (M‘) have far fewer sheep, and of

the remaining States only the east of South Australia 3nelds any
great amount of wool. On the richer lands near the rivers of

the interior and along the coast, cattle are kept, and from the

milk considerable quantities of butter are made.

Mining and Manofactoie.—Gold ranks with wool and wheat
as one of the chief productions of Australia. The great dis-

coveries of gold in the eastern highlands in the middle of last

century caused the production of this metal to reach its maximum
shortly afterwards, and another great increase followed the finds

in the western tableland during the hst decade of the cmtury *
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but there still remain great deposits which will maintain a con-

siderable output for many years. Until recently the three

States of the eastern highlands were the most productive
; of

these Victoria took the leading place, as exceptionally rich

deposits were found at several places in this State, notably at

Ballarat and Bendigo ; in Queensland there are valuable fields

round Charters Towers. Now, however, more than half the

total supply comes from West Australia, for the great table-

land of ancient rock contains enormous stores of gold, which

have led the miners even into the desert interior. There are

goldfields in the south-east of the Kimberley Division, in the

North-West Division, and still greater ones near Coolgardie and
Kalgoorlie, to which water has to be pumped through pipes from

near Perth, a distance of over 300 miles.

Silver and lead are largely obtained together, and their united

value is next to that of gold
; most of this ore comes from the

Broken Hill district in New South Wales, an outlier of the old

rocks forming the South Australian Highlands. In these

highlands, and also in the eastern highlands and Tasmania,
copper is mined in several places, its total value being not much
less than that of silver and lead. Tin is obtained from Queensland
and Tasmania, zinc from Broken Hill.

Coal and iron are not mined to any great extent. Of the

former, nearly all the annual supply of 20 million tons comes from
New South Wales, where Newcastle is the appropriately named
centre. Although this yield is only about one-twelfth of that

of the British Isles, the total deposits in New South Wales
alone are estimated to be equal to those of the British Isles, and
there is probably an equally great store in the coalfields of the

remaining portions of the continent.

The resources of iron ore are even less developed, but the out-

put has recently increased and there are valuable ores widely

distributed over the continent, so that it is possible that in the

future all the present great iron manufacturing countries Miill

be surpassed by Australia.

Without exception the manufactures of Australia are in their

infancy. These are mainly concerned with the production of

articles of food, clothing, or housing (including furniture), and
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in the main are carried on with home-produced materials tor

the needs of the home population.

Communications and Commerce.—The rivers of Australia do

not afford good means of communication (see above), and

the opening up of the country has therefore been largely

dependent upon the construction of railroads. These have

been directed inland from many points along the coast, gradually

extending into the interior, while other lines have linked together

the coastal settlements, but at present only in the south-east is

there a network of lines. The short railway near Port

Darwin in the north is still isolated, but the line from

Perth to Adelaide is complete. The telegraph, however,

crosses the continent from Spencer Gulf northwards to Port

Darwin.

The largest cities of Australia are, without exception, ports.

Sydney and Melbourne each have about a million inhabitants,

and together account for not far from one-third of the whole

population. As natural centres of the most productive regions

they draw to themselves a large proportion of the trade, both

home and foreign. Next in importance is Adelaide and after

that Brisbane, each on the margin of the better populated area

of the south-east of the continent. Beside these capitals,

which of course owe some of their growth to the fact that they

are political centres, only Newcastle is of any considerable size,

but Rockhampton, a growing port in Queensland, is favourably
placed on the Fitzroy River, and has connexion by rail with a
rich stock-raising and mining hinderland.

In Western Australia, Perth, although the seat of the govern-
ment, is smaller than any of these cities, and Hobart in Tasmania
is quite a small city.

The exports accurately reflect the nature of the production,

wool, gold and wheat being the most valuable, with butter as a
subsidiary commodity, while the chief imports consist of iron,

steel, cotton and linen goods.

NEW 2SEALAND—PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

Posdiion and Extent.—New Zealand consists of a group of

islands lying about 1,000 miles south-east of Australia, and
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stretching between latitudes 34® S. and 47® S. The islands,

which are fragments of a greater land-mass once linked up with

New Guinea and Eastern Australia, are separated by shallow

straits: Cook Strait between North and South Islands, and

Foveaux Strait between South Island and the much smaller

Stewart Island.

BelieL Structure &nd Drainage.—New Zealand is essentially

a mountainous country, and the general trend of the feature

lines is from north-east to south-west, as is seen both in the

moimtain ranges and the coast lines. Folded mountains stretch

through North Island and through about two-thirds of the

length of South Island, where they attain their greatest height

and importance as the Southern Alps. The southernmost por-

tions of the highlands of South Island have been carved out by
erosion from an uplifted peneplain, itself the relic of an older

mountain system in which the trend lines were from north-west

to south-east ; this older direction of folding is repeated in the

Auckland Peninsula in North Island. Crustal disturbances

have not yet ceased in these islands ; a line of active and extinct

volcanoes, hot springs and geysers follows the newer north-east

to south-west direction, stretching from White Island in the

Bay of Plenty to Mount Ruapehu (9,000 feet) in North Island,

and earthquakes are not uncommon.
The lofty Southern Alps bear a number of large glaciers,

and together with the highlands further south, were covered

by an ice-sheet during the Ice Age (Fig. 33). Many of the ice-

deepened or moraine-dammed valleys now contain picturesque

lakes, and along the south-west cocist where the glaciers once

reached the sea there is a series of fiords.

The most important lowlands of New 2^aland are the Can-
terbury Plams, which lie to the east of the Southern Alps and
are largely built up of alluvium brought down by the mountain
torrents. The Alps form a barrier to communication between
the eastern plains and the western coastal district, which is rich

in coal and gold : the chief route lies through the Otira Gorge
and across Arthur Pass.

Climate.—^New Zealand lies in the track of the stormy wes-

terly winds, and has in general abundant cyclonic and relief rains

;
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the Canterbury Plains, which are sheltered under the lee of the

Alps, form an exception, and have only a moderate rainfall

:

because of their situation they are also subject to a hot dry wind

of the foehn type (see p. 130). Owing to the prevailing oceanic

influences the temperature range is everywhere small ; the

winters are mild, and the summers not excessively hot.

Vegetation and Animals.—In consequence of the mild winters

and the abundance of rainfall through the year, the forests,

which are of the broad-leaved type, are largely evergreen. The
kauri pine, which grows in North Island, is a valuable timber

tree, and beautiful tree-ferns are everywhere common. The
forests are most dense on the wet western slopes of the mountains,

on the drier eastern plains there are natural meadows, and on

the higher mountain ranges Alpine pastures. Much of the land

has been cleared of trees and sown with grasses.

The long separation of New Zealand from the neighbouring

land-masses accounts for the number of animals of peculiar

types, as for example the wingless birds, of which the largest, the

moa, has now become extinct.

As regards natural regions. New Zealand belongs to the

western temperate marginal type, North Island bearing some
resemblance to those areas of Western Europe and Western

North America which are marked as transitional between this

and the Mediterranean type.

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Tasman discovered the islands in the middle of the seven-

teenth century, they were reported upon by Cook at the end of

the eighteenth century, a few missionaries and traders settled

upon them in the early part of the nineteenth century, but

colonization and annexation by Britain did not take place till

1840. Now the islands form a self-governing " Dominion,”
yet the population is only one and a quarter million in a region

almost comparable in size and resources to the British Isles.

The seat of government is Wellington, a smaU city at the extreme

south of North Island, and therefore placed centrally as r^rds
the whole Dominion.
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The extremely early stage of economic development is

shown by the fact that the chief occupations of the people

are connected with the rearing of sheep and cattle. The former

are by far the more numerous, amounting to twenty million and

giving a quantity of wool equal to one-third of that obtained

from the whole of Australia ;
moreover, great quantities of

mutton are frozen for export. The pastures are far richer than

those of Australia, for large areas are covered with specially

sown grasses. The Canterbury Plains are rich grazing lands,

yielding in addition to the wool and meat from the sheep, dairy

produce from the cattle.

Only a very small proportion of the land is under crops

other than grass, oats and wheat being the most important, and

nearly one-third of the country is covered with forest, from which

much timber is cut. Although at present very large tracts of

country are scarcely utilized, only about one-eighth of the land

need be regarded as destined to be permanently unproductive.

Of the mineral productions gold is the most valuable, being

found in several places in the west of both islands and more
widely in the plateau of the extreme south. Coal is next in

value, but only small amounts are raised
;
there are coalfields

in both islands, but the total amount of the deposits has not yet

been ascertained.

There are no large cities in the Dominion, the most consider-

able being distributed at approximately equal distances along

the length of the islands. They are Auckland in the north,

Wellington on Cook Strait, Christchurch on the Canterbury Plains,

and Dunedin in the south, and of these Auckland has recently

outstripped its rivals and now has about 200,000 inhabitants.

The pastoral industries account for the fact that wool and
meat are the most valuable exports ; next in value comes gold,

and after the gold more pastoral produce, viz., butter and cheese,

hides, skins and leather. As in the case of Australia, the chief

imports are iron and steel goods, and textiles. With the excep-

tion of Christchurch, which has as its port the neighbouring
town of Lyttleton, the four towns mentioned above are also the
largest ports of the Dominion.
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NEW GUINEA
The large island of New Guinea consists of a highland

region in the north and east with lofty mountain ranges

running throughout its length, and a lowland area separated

from Australia by the shallow Torres Strait. The climate of

the lowlands is of the equatorial type, always hot and moist, and

the vegetation takes the form of dense equatorial forest, varied

in some localities by savannahs. The animals resemble those of

Australia and include the cassowary, wallaby and tree-kangaroo.

The climate and rich soil are suitable for tropical agriculture,

and the natural forest products include coco-nut and sago-palms,

cabinet-woods and rubber. Much of the country is little known,
but it is said to be rich in minerals. The south-eastern portion,

Papua, belongs to Great Britain, the eastern to Holland, while

the north-east, which was German, is administered by Australia.

THE PACIFIC ISLANDS
The numerous Pacific Islands are of two types, the high

and the low ; the former are of volcanic origin, the cones often

rising to an altitude of many thousands of feet, while the latter

are mere coral reefs or atolls, usually less than 12 feet above

sea-level.

Among the larger volcanic groups are the Fiji Islands, which

are British, and have a population of about 140,000. The
export of greatest value is sugar, followed by copra, and there

are sugar-, soap-, fibre-, and saw-mills on the islands. The
Hawaii or Sandwich Islands, in the Northern Pacific, were

annexed to the United States in 1898. They have a population

of a quarter of a million, of whom more than half are Japanese.

The sugar industry is very important, and is carried on by the

most up-to-date methods. The output amounts to about half a

million tons annuaUy, the bulk of which is shipped to the United
States. Pineapples are also very largely grown for export.

Honolulu, the capital of Hawaii, is an important port of call

for vessels crossing the Pacific from San Francisco to Japan,

China, New Zealand and Australia. The United States has also

naval stations at Guam in the Ladrone Islands, and at one
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of the smaller Samoan Islands which it has acquired. The
larger Samoan Islands (previously German) are administered by
New Zealand under a mandate from the League of Nations

;

under similar mandates are governed the other ex-German
islands, viz. the Bismarck Islands by Australia, and the groups

north of the equator by Japan. New Caledonia is a French
possession, and the remaining Pacific islands are in the hands
either of France or Britain.

On the coral and other small islands of the Pacific, coco-nut

groves form the chief i^egetation, and copra, the dried kernel

of the coco-nut, is the leading export. It is used in the prepara-

tion of soap, edible oils and butter substitutes. On some of the

islands, however, there axe valuable deposits of phosphates,

which are being worked.
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Convection Currents, 99, ii

6

Conway, R., 276
Cook Str., 502
Coolgardie, 500
Cooling of Air, 114
Cooper’s Creek, 491
Copenhagen, 368, 369
Coral Reefs, 76, 80
Cordilleia, 77, 134
Cork, 298
Cornish Language, 261

Cornwall, 263, 278, 294
Corsica, 311, 336, 384
Costa Rica, 449
Cote d’Or, 308, 346
Cotopaxi, 452
Cotteswolds, 279* 205
Cotton, 212, 214
Coventry, 274, 293
Crete, 314
Crewe, 293
Crimea, 316, 337
Croats, 387
Cross fell, 272
Crow’s Nest Pass, 434, 436
Croydon, 297
Cmstal Movements, 46-49
Crust, Thickness of, 45
Crystalline Rocks, 47. 55
Cuba, 448, 449
Cumbre Pass. 452
Cumbrian Uplands, 263, 289
Currents, Tidal, 34, 142, i5*>

25*
Cycle of Erosion, 68
Cyclones, 108, 109, 116. ra6, 129,

251, 252, 256
Cymric Language, 26!
Cyprus, 314, 416
Czecho-Slovakia, 362-365
Czechs, 362-365

Dakota, 200, 439
Dalmatian (^ast, 314
Damaraland, 185, 483
Damascus, 416
Danes, 260
Danzig, 359, 366
Danube, R., 310, 313, 315, 316,

327, 341. 363* 363» 387* 389
Dardanelles, 392
Dariel Pass, 317
Darling Range, 485 ; R., 490,

491 ;
Downs, 493

Darlington, 390
Dartmoor, 277, *7*
Day and Night, Duration of,

27-30
Dead ^a, 137, S9S

Deal, 296
Declination, Magnetic, 24 ; of the

Sun, 37
Dee, R.( Scotland), 265, (Waleai,

276
Deflection oi Winds, 101
Dekkan, 77, 177, 313, 393, 400,

412, 4*3
Delagoa Bay, 483
Delaware R., 445
Delft, 352
Delhi, 412
Deltas, 55, 73
Demerara, 464
Denmark, 368, 369
Denver, 442
Derby, 290, 291
Derwent, R. (Derby), 274

;

(Yorks), 279, 280
Derwentwater, 271
Deserts, 51, 53, 74, 116, 131, 133,

*55. *58, 163, 182, 244
Detroit, 445
Devon, 263, 277, 294
Devonport, 295
Dew, 113, 114, 155 ;

-point, 113,
**5

Dewsbury, 291
Diamentina, R., 491
Dieppe, 348
Dijon, 348
Dinaric Alps, 314, 340
Dip, 58
Dissected Plateau, 74, 67, 80
Divide, Shifting of, 62, 63
Dniej>er, R., 307, 376
Dniester, R., 316, 386
Dobmja, 315
Dogger Bank, 250, 305
Doldrums, 102
Dolerite, 49
Don, R. (Russia), 307 ; (Scot-

land), 265 ;
(Yorkshire), 273

Doncaster, 291
Donegal Mts., 264, 284
Donetz, R., 307, 373
Dora Riparia, 3x2, 385
Dordogne, R., 307, 346
Dortmund, 356, 358
Douro, R., 310, 382
Dove, R., 274
Dover, 282,296,297 ;

Strait. 151,

250
Dovre Field, 304
Drakensberg Mts., 465
Drave, R., 313, 387
Dravidians, 177, 178
Dresden, 354, 358
Drin, R., 388
Dry Valleys, 63, 81

Dublin, 298
Dudley, 293
Duluth, 445
Dumbarton, 288
Dumfermline, 288
Dumfries, 289
Dflna, R., 307, 376
Dunbar, 270
Dundee, 288, 289
Dunedin, 504
Dunes, 33, 74, *35
Dunkirk, 347
Durance, R., 5x2, 328
Durban, 478, 479
DQsteldon, 35#
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Dvina, N., Rm 307. 377
Dykai, I^pneous, 48, 60

Earth, Age, 50 ;
Distance from

Sun, 25 ;
Revolution, 25-27 ;

Rotation, 16, 17; Shape, 12-

15 ;
Sire, 15, 16

Earthquakes, 80
East Anglia, 281, 283
*' East Coast Route,” 270, 286,
288

East Indies, 120, 199, sx6, 217
401

East London, 477
Ebb»current, 142. 151
Ebro, R.. 310, 311, 335, 38a
Eclipses, X2
Ecuador, 216. 463
Eden Valley. 272
Edge Hill, 279
Edinburgh, 270, 288
Edmonton, 436
Eger Valley, 363
Egypt, 131,206,212,214,481,462
Eifei, 3<^
Elastic Force oi Air, 96
Elba, 311, 384
Elbe, R., 306, 3x0, 358, 339, 365
Elberfeld, 356
Elbrus, 317
Elburx Mrs., 39a
Electricity, 223
Elgin, 268
Ems, R., 358
Engadinc. 313
English Channel, 131
Englishman (Type), 165, 166
Eons, R., 513, 327, 363
Equator, 17, 3a
Equinoxes, 31
Eratosthenes, 13
Erie, 443 ; Canal, 444 ;

Lake, 420
Eritrea, 483
Erosion, 46 ; Cycle of, 68
Erratic Blocks, 338
Erse, 261
Era Gebirge, 309, 310, 365
Esbjerg, 369
Escaipment, 81
Esk, R. 270
Eskimo, x88, 194
Essen, 356
Estfaonia, 366, 367
Estuaries, 75
Etna, 312
Etscb, R., 313,
Ettrick, R., 270
Euphrates, R., 200, 393, 396, 401,

415
Europe, 301-344 ; Anim<i»s 330,

331 ;
Climate, 320-326 ;

Races,
168, 170-172 ;

^ils, 303

;

Vegetation, 328-330
Evaporation, na, ii7f *36
Everglades, 428
Exe, R., 277
Exeter, 295
Exmoor, a77
Exports, 229, 230
Eyre, L., 486. 490, 491

Falkirk, 287
Falkland Is., 450, 464
Fall, R., 444
fftlis ol S. Anthony, 443

Faroe Is., 304. 333» 3^8 ;
Ice-

landic Ridge, 304
Fault, 39
Fayum, 481
Fellahin, 183
Fen District. 280
Ferghana Basin, 396
Fernando Po, 475, 484
Fetichism, 188
Fes, 483
Fichtel Gebirge, 309
Eifc, 269, 287
Fiji Is., 282, 503
Findhom R., 265,
Finland, 68, 338, 366 ;

Gulf of,

303.
Finow Canal, 359
Finns, 174, 367, 370
Fiord, 76
Fish^ard, 294, 299
Fishing, 194, 196
Fitzroy, R., 490, 501
Fiumc, 3S7
Flamborough Hd., 281
Flax, 217
Flemings, 349
Flinders Range, 486
Flood-current, 14a, 151 ; -plain,

66
Florence, 385
Florida, 428 ; Str., 144
Fluvio-glacial Erosion, 36
Foehn Wind, 130, 154
Fog, 115, 114, 117 , 146
Folkestone, 297
Forest, 154, 156, 162 ; of Dean,
277

Formosa, 393, 407
Fort Conger, 88 ;

McLeod, 436 ;

Simpson, 434 ;
William, 436

Forth Bridge, 289 ;
Gap, 289 ;

River, 268 ; and Clyde Canal,
288

Fossils, 49
Foucault’s Pendulum, 16, 17, 101
Foveaux Str., 50a
Fracture, 48
France, 131, 202, ao8, 344-349
Franconian Jura, 309
Frankfurt, 358
Franks, 342
Fraser, R., 196, 410, 434, 435
Friedricb-Wilhelra Canal, 358
Frisches Hafi, 303
Frisian Is., 306
Frome, R., 283
Frost, 51, 73. 113, 1X4
Fuegians, 194
Fuji-san, 392
Fulahs, 183
Fundy, Bay of, 435
FQnen, 368
Furness, 271, 289
Further India, 77

Gaelic, 261
Gairdner, L., 491
Galapagos Is., 463
Galashiels, 270, 289
Galatz, 387
Gala Water, 270
Galicia (Austria), (Spda), »6,

310, 378
Gallaa, 183
Oanoway, *70, 199

Galveston. 445
Gambia,
Ganges, R.. 39a, 394, 396, 400,

4 ”. 4*3
Gaps, Water and Wind, 70, 7a.

283
Garda, L., 313
Garonne, K., 307, 334, 346, 348,

549
Garry, R., 268
Gascony, 343
Gas, Natural, 220
Gate of Carcassonne, 508, 348 ;

of Poitou, 307, 348
Gateshead, 290
Gathering, 193, 194
Gellivara, 371, 872
Germany, 202, 204, 208, 220, 221,

353-360
Germanic Peoples, 342
Geneva, 362 ;

Lake, 313, 361
Genoa, 383, 385 ; Guli oi, 333-6
Georgetown, 464
Georgia, 439
Georgian Bay, 421
Ghats, 120, 393
Ghent, 351
Giant's Causeway. 264
Gibraltar, 331. 379 ;

Str., 311
Gila Desert. 426
Glacial I>eposits, 33 ;

Periods,

56, 264 ; Valleys, 73, 74
Glaciers, 52
Glasgow, 232, 287, 288
Glerroore, 264, 286, 287
Glommen, R., 304
Gloucester, 227 \

U.S.A., 440
Gneiss, 47
Gobi Desert, 172, 391, 397, 399
Godavari, R., 393
Gold, 221, 230; Coast Colony,

481 ;
Range, 4x9

Golden Gates, 426
Gonds, 177
Gota, R., 305
Goteborg (Gothenburg), 371
Goths, 342, 343
Gradient, 9, 10 ; Pressure, 103
Grampians, 264, 263
Granada, 579, 381
Gran Canaria, 484 ;

Chaco, 434
Gran^mouth, 288
Granite, 49, 80, aai, 268, 277
Graphs, 88
Grasslands, 153, 156, 162, 163,

198, 202, 237, 344
Gravel, 46, 65, 80
Gravitational Attraction, 159,

140, 148. 149
Graz, 363
Great Australian Bight, 487
Great Barrier Reef, 487
Great Basin, 56, 4S0
Great Bear L., 430
Great Belt, 360
Great Dismal Swamp, 438
Great Dividing Range, 486
Great Lakes. 93, 4x8, 435, 440
Great Ouse, R., 380
Great Plains, 131
Great Salt Lake, 137, 430
Great Slave Lake, 430
Greece, 308, 389
Greenland, 146, 304, 368, 433, 4tf|

Greenoekk aSy* mBB
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Gre«nwioh, *9
Grimsby, 391, 397
Guadalquiver R., 310, 3x1, 38s
Guadiana. R., 31

1

Guatemala, 216, ^ 49
Guayaquil, 463
Guernsey, 300
Guiana, 206, 450, 431, 436, 438

459. 464
Guierne, 545
Guildford, 70
Guinea, 138, 472
Gulf Stream, 144, 146
Gurkhas, 179

Haarlem, 353
Hague, The, 332
Haidarabad, 413
Hail, ZX3
Hair Texture, 168
Haiti, 448, 430
Halifax, 291 ;

(N.S.), 435
Hamburg, 233. 235, 35®. 359
Hamilton, 287 ;

(Canada), 436
Hamites, 183, 184
Hampshire Basin, 28a ; Downs,

281, 383
Hau-ho, 393
Hankow, 405, 406
Hanley, 293
Hanoi, 408
Hanover, 339
Hardanger Fjord, 304
Hari'Rud, 414
Harmattan. 131
Hartlepool, 290
Harwich, 297
Hars Mts., 310, 339, 337
Hastings, 396
Hausas, 184
Havana, 440
Havel, R., 359
Hawaii Is., 303
Hawaiians, 182
Hawick, 389
Hebrides, 364
Hekla, 304
Helmand, R,, 4x4
Helsingfors, 367
Herat, 414
Hereford, 276, 277. *97
Hereros, 183, 186
Highland Ky., 268
High Tatra, 3x6
Hill shading, 7
Himalayas, zix, x2o, 391
Hindu Kush, 393
HobarC 496, 501
Hog’s Back, 70
Hone Tauem, 313
Holland, 331-353
Holyhead, 394, 399
Honduras, 449
Hong Kong, 406
Honolulu, 303
Horse Latitudes, xoa
Hottentots, x86
Hovas, x86
Huddersfield, 291
Hudson, R.,4,418, 423,436,444

;

Bay, 77, 4*0, 426
Huertas, 381
Hull. 291
Humber, R*, 274, 481, 291
Hamus, $9

Hungarian Ore Mts., 316, 365 ;

Plaint, 303, 316, 364
Hungarians, 362
Hungary, 364
Huns, 178, 345
Hunsrfick, 309
Hunter, R., 490
Hunting, 193, 196, 197
Huron, L., 420
Hurricanes, 129
Hwang*ho, 393, 396, 403
Hythe, 396

Iberian Peninsula, 192, 208, 310,
378-283 ; Plateau, 337

Ice, 32, 233 : Age, 36, 74, 80

;

-bergs, 145, 146
Iceland, 304, 333, 368
Idolatry, r88
Igneous Rocks, 49
lie de France, 344
111, R., 539, 357
Illinois, 439, 442
Imperial Canal, 405
Impermeable Roclu, fix

Imports, 328, 230
India, 130, 126, 301, 202, 206, 210

212, 314, 215, 395. 411-413

;

Races of, 1 77-179
Indian Seas, 129
Indiana, 439
Indianapolis, 443
“ Indians.” American, 194 ;

” Red,” 187
Indo-Af^bans, 178
Indo-China, 394, 400, 408
Indonesians, 178, 180, 186
Indus, R,, 126, 391, 393, 394, 396,

400, 412, 413
Indwe, 477
Inertia, 100, 148 ; Geographical,

225, 336, 236
Inland Drainage, 68
Inn, R., 313, 327, 36a
Inner Hebrides, 364
Insolation, 83-85; Vertical, 56,

85
Inversion of Temperature, 87
Inverness, 368, a86
Iowa, 439
Ipswich, 323, 297
Iquique, 463
Iran, 393, 393, 400
Irawadi, R., 394, 400, 41 x

Ireland, 75, 364, 284, 285, 298
Irish Sea, 330
Irkutsk, 88, 403
Iron, 230, sax, 225, 225 ; Gats,

3*5.
Isere, R,, 3x2, 328, 347
Isker, R., 315
Iskcr Valley, 389
Islands, Continental and Oceanic,

76. 77
Isle of Man, 263 ; of Tbanet. aSa

;

of Wight, a8a
Isobars, 104
Isobaths, 10
Isohaiines, 136
Isobyets, 132
Isotherms, 91
Italian Plain, 30a, 303, 337
Ital|^ 13 X, ao6, ao8, 556, j8t-

a8i

Jaffa, 4x6
Jamaica, 448, 449
Japan, 124, 206, 215, 39a, 397,

400, 406-4 -iS
;
Sea, 393

Japanese, 179
J arrow, 390
Java, 306, 210, 2X3, 3x6, 344, 394,

397, 409
Jehium, R., 413
Jersey, 300
Jerusalem, 4x6
lews, 177
bbannesburg, 478, 479
[ordan, R., 393
otun Fjeid, 304
udaism, 191
ugo-Slavia, 387
ugo-Slavs, 364
umna, R., 413
ungfrau, 313
ungle, 397
ura Mts., 60, 3x4, 340, 361
urastic Limestone, 379
utes, 360, 342
utlsnd, 303, 368

Kabul, 4x4
Kabylet, 183
Kafirs, 184
Kaisers tu hi, 308
Kalahari, 185, 467, 471, 474
Kalgoorlie, 500
Kama, R., 307
Kamchatka, 392
Kamerun, 483 ;

Psak, 473
Kandahar, 414
Kangaroo Is., 487
Kano, 481
Kansas, 439, 442 ; City, 445
Kaolin, 277
Karachi, 412, 4x3
Karakorum Mts., 391 ; Pass, 41 j
Karens, 180
Karlsbad, 309
Karroo, 467, 471
Kashmir, 396, 4x1
Kassa, 363
Katanga, 484
Kattegat, 303
Kazak Kirghiz, 174
” Kelts,” 170, 261, 342
Kennet, R., 281
Kentucky, 439
Kenya, 466
Keswick. 289
Khaibar Pass 4za
Khamsin 131
Kharkov, 376
Khartum, 482
Khingan Mts., 59, 391, 39a
Kicking Horse Pass, 436
Kidderminster, 293
Kiel, 355 ; Canal, 369
Kiev, 378
Kilimanjaro, 466
Kilmarnock, 287
Kimberley, 477
Kingston, 449
Kingstown, 299
Kirghiz, 174
Kirkcaldy, 269, 288
Kistna, R., 393
Klondike, 426, 433
Kobe, 407
Kokan (Ukokand), 403^
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Rdnlgsberg, 359
Kootenay, 435, 436
Kopts, 183
Korea, 394, 407
Koreans, 174
Kosciusko, 486
Kosice, 365
Kossacks, 174
Kiakatoa, 394
Krefok), 356
Krtipp Works, 356
Kuban, 375, 370
Kubango, R., 470
Kuen Lun, 391
Kur, R., 317, 337
Kurdistan. 393, 415
Kurds, 177, 415
Kurile Is., 392
Kurisches Haflf, 3t»5

Kuro Shiwo, 145
Kyoto, 407

Labour, 222
Labrador Current, 145, 146, 433,

425
Lachine Rapids, 436
Ladoga, L., 305
Lagos, 314. 481
La Guaira, 464
Lahore, 412
Laibach, 387
Lake District, 263, 27*, 27*. 289 ;

Peninsula, 433, 434
Lakes, 68 ;

of Killarney, 284
Lambert’s Projection, 43
Lammcrmuir Hills, 270
Lanark, 287
Lancashire, 323, 224, 37s
Landes, 307 , 334
Land’s End, 278
Langsbergen, 466
Languedoc, 345
La Pax, 463
Lapps, 174. 370
Larne, 299
Latent Heat, 114. 130
Latitude, 17. 23 ;

Determinatics
of, 18, 19. 36

Latvia, 366
Lava, 60
Lea, R., 283
League of Nations, 366
Lee, R., 285, 298
Leeds, 290, 291
Leh, 4*3
Le Havre, 236, 348, 349
Leicester, 274, 293
Leipiig, 357
Leith, 388
Lemburg, 366
Lena, R., 234, 390
Leningrad, 359, 373. 377
l.eon, 379
Letts, 367
Levees, 67
Lhasa, 404
Libau, 367
Liberia, 484
Liddel Water, 271
Liddisdale, 271
Li^ge, 351
Lifiev, R., 285
Lignite, 317, 3**
Lille, 547
Lima. 463

Limerick, 298
Limestone, 46, 50, 32, 53, 67, 80,

199, 221, 278, 285
Limpopo, R.p 483
Lincoln, 280, 295 ; Ed^e, 279,

280 ;
Wolds, 281

Lion Gulf, 13 1, 308, 336
Lipari Is., 31a
Lisbon, 379
Lithuania, 366
Lithuanians, 367
Little Carpathians, 316
Liverpool, 233, 235, 291, 292,

294 ;
Downs, 492 ; Range, 486

Lizard Hd., 278
Ljubjana, 387
Llanos. 454, 464
Lleyn Peninsula, 276
Loanda, 483
Lob Nor, 391
Loch Katrine, 263 : LInnhe, 263 ;

Lomond, 263 ; Ryan, 299
Lodz, 366
Loess, 80, 303, 397
Lofoten Is., 304
Loire, R., 306, 308, 346, 348, 349
Lombards, 342
Lombardy, 206, 383
London, 224, 230, 233, 233, 236,

251, 284, ^i, 296; Apparent
course of Sun at, 33 ; Basir,
60, 282 ;

Duration of Day and
Night at, 28; Magnetic Varia-
tion at, 24

Londonderry, 298
Long Is., 444
Longitude, 19 ; and Time, 21, 22
Lorraine, 339, 345, 356
Lot, R., 308, 335
Lothians, 287
Lough Foyle, 298 ; Neagh, 284
Lourengo Marques, 479, 483
Lowell, 444
Lowtber Hills, 270
LQbcck, 358
Lucerne, 361 ; Lake, 31j
Lu Chu Is., 392
Lucknow, 412
Ludwig Canal, 358
Lune, R., 273
Luxemburg, 350, 351
Luzon, 410
Lyon, 235, 347, 348
Lys, R., 351
Lyttleton, 304

Maas, R., 306, 353
Macclesfield, 292
MacDonnell Range, 483
Macgiiiicuddy’s Keeks, 284
Mackenzie, R., 234, 420
Madagascar, 120, 465, 473, 483 ;

Peoples, of 186
Madeira, 484 ; R., 453
Madras, 413
Madrid, 379, 382
Mafeking, 478
Magdalena, R., 451, 463
Magdeburg, 235, 358
Magellan, 379, 430 ;

Str., 453
Maggiorc, L., 313
Magma, 43
Magnetism, Tenrestrial, 34
Magyars, 174, 343. 364
Mahomatamsm, 191

Mahrattas, *77
Main, R., 309. 3*8. 339. 338, 337,

358
Mainz, 337, 338
Maize, 304, 206
Malacca, 409
Malaga, 382
Malagasy, 186
Malar, L., 305, 371, 37*
Malaria, 188
Malay Archipelago, 409 ;

Penln,,

216, 217, 394 ;
Peoples, 180,

182, 186, 196 ; States, 409
Malta, 379
Malmd, 372
Malvern Hills, 277
Mauaos, 460
Manchester, 289, 39a

;
Ship

Canal, 233, 292
Manchuria, 201, 400, 404, 403,

406
Manchus, 174
Mandalay, 41s
Manila, 410
Manioc, 199
Manitoba, 200, 201. 432, 433,434,

436 ;
Lake, 421

Mannheim, 357
Manufacture, 193, 221-228
Manx language, 261
Maoris, 182
Map Scales, 4 ; Projections,38-44
Maps, 4, 6, 1 1 ;

Ordnance, 4, 7-1 1,

81
Marafion, R., 453
Marble, 47, 221
Marienbad, 309
Marine Platform, 34, 75
Maritza, 315, 388
Marlborough Downs, 381
Marmora, Sea of, 313
Marne, R., 306; and Rbin* Canal,

349
Marseille, 348, 349
Maryport, 289
Masai, 184, 186
Masbonaland, 479
Mashonas, 184
Massachusetts, 440, 444
Matabili, 184 ; -land, 479
Matop^ Hills, 466
Mauritius, 476, 484
Mecca, 191, 413
Medellin, 463
March, 364
Medina, 4x5
Mediterranean Climate, 133

;

Race, 170, 177, *78, 183, 260,
361 ;

Redons, 126, 138, 201,

306, 308, 335, 387 ;
Sea, 131,

137, 303
Medway, R., 283
Mekong, R., 180,394, 396.400,408
Melanesians, 182
Melbourne, 496, 301
Melville Is., 487
Memel, R., 303
Menam, R., 408
Mendlp Hills, 378
Mercator Projection, 39
Mer^l Archipelago, t8e
Meridians, 30, 31

Merse of Berwick, 371
Mersey, R., 273
Merthyr Tydfil, 394
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Iferv, 403
Mesas, 69
Meseta, 310, 511
Mesopotamia, 344, 40T, 4x3
Mesozoic Era, 50
Messina 386; Sir., 311
Metals, 320, 33i
Metamorphic Rocks, 47, 48
Metz, 354. 356
Meuse, R., 339, 349, 35o, 351
Mexicans, 187
Mexico, 126, 188, 34a, 430, 428,

446,447; Gulf of, 130, 144
Michigan, 442 ;

Lake, 420, 443
Michipicoten, 434
Middlesbrough, 295
Midland Gate, 375 ;

Route, 273
Midlands, 274
Midnight Sun, 39
Milan, 385
Milford Haven, 394
Milwaukee, 445
Mining, 193, 318-231
Minneapolis, 443
Minnesota, 439, 443
Mississippi, R., 122, 421, 428

;

State, 439
Missouri, 431 ;

State, 439
Mist, 113
Mistral, 131
Mixed Farming, 199
Mobile, 443
Mozambique, 379, 483; Channel,

463
Moghul Empire, 178
Mohave Desert, 426
Mohawk-Uudsou, R., 4. 4t8. 4 ^ 5 ,

Moldau, R., 310, 338, 363
Moldavia, 386
Mole, R.. 383
Moilwcide Projection, 40
Moluccas, 410
Mombasa, 480
Mongolia, 404
Mongolian Eye, 173
Mongolians, 173, 174. *78, i79.

180, 187
Monongahela, R., 443
Mons, 351 ;

(People), 180
Monsoon Rains, 136; Winds,

Mount Everest, 391 ; Lofty
Range, 486

Mountain Sickness, 97 ;
Vegeta-

tion, 139
Mountains, Block, 39, 80 ;

Folded, 73, 73
Moume Mts., 364, 284
Mull^ 264
Munich, 354, 336, 358
Munster, Mts. of, 284
Mur, R., 313, 363
Murcia, 381, 383
Murray, R., 490, 491
Murrumbidgec, R., 497
iMurz, R., 313
Musgrave Mts., 485

Nadir, 139
Nagasaki, 407
Nagoya, 407
Narnaqua, 186
Namur, 351
Nancy, 347, 349
Nantes, 348
Naples, 383, 386
Narbada, R., 303
Narenta, R., 387
Narvik, 573
Natal, 214, 215, 478
Natural Regions, 337-243
Navarre, 378
Neap Tides, 139, 140
Nebraska, 439
Neckar, R., 309, 338, 339, 356,

Negrilloes, 184, 194
Negritoes, 180, 181
Negroes, 165, x66, 181, 183, 184,

187, 188
Nejd, 401
Nelson, R., 334, 430
Nen, R., 280
Nepalese, 179
Nctze, R., 306, 359
Neuchatel, 363 ; Lake, 314
Neva, R., 305, 373, 376, 377
Newark (U.S.A.), 444
New Brunswick, 432, 434
Newcastle, 271, 290 ;

(Natal),

478 ; (N.S.W.), 490, 500, 501
New England, 437, 444 ; Range,

NIth, R., 370
Nizhni Novgorod, 377
Nore, R., 285
Normandy, 308, 334, 343
Normans, 263, 343
North America, 417-429 ;

Ani
mals, 424, 423 ; Climate 422,

423 ;
Vegetation, 423, 424

Northampton, 295 ;
Uplands, 279

North Downs, 70, 381, 382, 283,
296

Northern Race, 170, s6o, 342
North Foreland, 283
North Holland Canal, 353
North Sea, 250, 303, 304 ;

Canal,

353
North Shields, 139, 390
Norway, 76, 369-372 ;

Sea, 91,

144, 30* , 304
Norwich, 225, 297
Nottingham, 290, 391
Nova Scotia, 432, 434
Nova Zembla, 307
Nubian Desert, 48a
Nubians, 183
Nuneaton, 274
Nuremburg, 358
Nyasa, L., 466, 469 ;

-land, 214,

479

Oats, 203, 804
Ob, R., 234, 390
Oban, 287
Ocean, Currents, 89. 14 2-144,

161 ; Life, 164 ;
Temperature,

X46, 147 ; Vegetation, 160, 161
Ochil Hills, 368, 370
Oder Gate, 365
Oder, R., 306, 310, 358, 359
Odessa, 359, 377
Ohio, R., 421 ;

Stats, 439
Oil, 220, 269
Oise, R., 306, 349
Oka, R., 307
Okhotsk, Sea of, 39*
Oldham, 392
Oltu, R., 386
Omaha, 445
Omsk, 403
Onega, L., 305
Ontario, 432,435, 434 ;

Lake,4to
103-105

Montana, 442
Montaha, 4^4
Mont aux Sources, 466 ;

Blanc,

313 ; Cenis,234, 3«. 348. 385 ;

Pcl8e, 449
Montevideo, 461
Montreal, 233, 43®
Moon, 23 ;

Phases of, 37. s8

;

and Tides, X39. X48, 149
Moors, 183, 343, 378
Moraines, 3*. S3. 56
Morava, R., 3x5, 365. S88
Morava Valley, 388
Moravia, 364, 363
Moravian Gate, 316, 363. s66 ;

HeighU, 309, 3x0
Korea, 3x4
Morocco, 126, 483
Moscow, 359. 373. 375. 377
Mosel, R., 309. 338, 339, 336,

337
Mosquitoes, x88, 474
liotikMiiaU, t%f

486
Newfoundland, 418, 430, 431,

43a. 434, 440; Banks, 146,

196, 418, 425
New Guinea, x8x, 483, 503
Newhaven, 297
New Orleans, 443
Newport, 293
New South Wales, 496
Newtown, 294
New York, 4, 233. *35, 443. 444
New Zealand, 122, 124, 133, 501-

304 ; Alps, 13 1, 502
Niagara Falls, 420
Nicaragua, 449 ;

Lake, 448
Nice, 347
Nieuwveld Mts., 465, 466
Niger, R., 137, 469. 48x
Nigeria, 2x4, 480, 48X
Nile, R., X3, aoo, 244, 468, 469,

48Z
Nipissing, L., 421, 436
NiSi. Rr, 388,

NIahava, K., 388

O’okiep, 477
Oolitic Limestone, 279
Oporto, 382
Orange, R., 469 ; Free State, 478
Orbit, Earth’s, 26
Oregon, 439. 440
Orient Express Route, 358
Orinoco, R., 120, 43X, 43^, 438
Orkneys, 263
Orleans, 348
Oroya, 463
Orthographic Projection, 43
Osaka, 407
Oslo, 370, 371, 372
Osmanli Turks, 176, 177, 343
Ostend, 351 ;

Express Route, 358
Oslyaks, 174
Otira Gorge, 502
Ottawa, 432, 436 ; R., 421, 436
Ottoman Turks, 343 fa 79
Ouse, R, (Sussex), 2 S3 ; (Yorks.),

Outcrop, 59
Outer Hebrides, 264
Oxford, 297
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Pacific h., 505 ;
Peoples, 181, 182

Paisley, 288
Palaeasiatics, 172
Palaeozoic Era, 50
Palermo, 386
Palestine, 415
Pamirs, 177. 39iv 392. 394
Pampas, 156, 455
Panama, 449 ;

Canal, 232, 449
Papal States, 383
Paper-making, 224
Papua, 505
Papuans, i8i
Para, 460
Paraguay, 461
Paraguay-Parana, R., 122, 451,

452, 454 . 458, 461
Paramaribo, 464
Paris, 16, 236, 344, 347, 358 ;

Basin 306, 334, 346
Parret, R., 278
Pastoral Work, 193, 197-199
Patagonia, 459
Peak District, 224, 273, 274
Peat, 81, 265, 285
Pebbles, 52, 53
Pechili, Gult of, 393, 393
Peking, 406
Pemba, 480
Pembroke, 276, 277, 294
Penang, 409
Pendulum, Foucault’s, 16, 17,101
Peneplain, 68, 74, 77
Pcnnines, 60, 222, 263, 271, 272-
274 , 278, 289

Pennsylvania, 440, 442, 443
Pentland Hills, 269
Perm, 373. 377
Permeable Rocks, 61
Pernambuco, 460
Persia, xqi, 401, 4^4
Persian uuli, 393
Persians, 177
Perth, 288, 289 ;

(Australia),

496, SOI
Peru, 217, 462, 463 ; Current,

145
Peshawar, 412
Petroleum, 318
Peterhead, 268, 286
Philadelphia, 444, 443
Phillippine Is., 392, 40Z, 410
Philippopolis, 315, 337, 388
Phylloxera Insect, 208
Picardy, 28a, 345, 346
Pietermaritzburg, 478
Pilcomayo, R., 461
Pilgrims’ Road, 416
Pilsen, 365
Pindu Range, 314, 336
Piraeus, 389
Pittsburg-Allegheny, 443
Plains, 58, 69, 70, 77
Planetary winds, 102, 109
Planets, 25
Plankton, 161, 164
Plate, R., 199, 244 , 45 45*
Plateau, 59, 60, 69, 74, 76, 80
Platte, R.,
Pleistocene Period, 56
Plymouth, 298
Plzen (Pilsen), 363
Po, R., 3X2, 314, 337
Poitou, 343
Poland, 353, $64

Polders, 352
Pole Star, and Latitude, x8, 19
Poles, 36a
Polynesians, 167, 178, 179, 182
Pontic Ranges, 39a
Popocatepetl, 420, 423
Population, Distribution of, 242-

245
Port Arthur, 436
Port Darwin, 501
Port Elizabeth, ^78, 479
Port Glasgow, 287, 288
Port Jackson, 496
Port Nolloth, 477
Port Philip, 496
Port Said, 482
Port Sudan, 482
Portland, 280 ;

(Oregon), 446
Porto Rico, 448, 449
Portsmouth, 297
Portugal, 378-382
Potomac, R., 425, 438
Potteries, The, 293
Power, 222
Prague, 358, 365
Praha (Prague), 363
Prairies, 156, 199, 427
Precipitation, 115
Pre-Dravidians, 177, 180, 181,182
Pressburg, 365
Pressure of Air, 96, 97 ; Distribu-

tion, 99, 104, 105
Preston, 292
Pretoria, 477, 478
Prince Edward Island, 43a
Prince Rupert, 437
Principe, 475, 484
Pripet Marsh, 307, 341
Profile, River, 64
Projections, 40-44
Protective Colouring, 163
Proto-Malay, 180, 181
Provence, 345
Prussia, 354
Pruth, R., 316, 386
Puget Sd., 419, 446
Puna, 435
Punjab, 178, 41a
Pusstas, 341
Puys, 308
Pygmies, i68, 180, 184
Pyrenees, 311, 326, 335, 349, 380

uantock Hills, 278
uebec, 431, 43*. 433, 435

Queensland, 214, 496
Queenstown, 298
Quito, 463

Races, Classification of, z 66-1 68
Radiation, 86, Z14
Ragusa, 367
Rainfall, Distribution of, zx7,

zao, Z22, za4, Z36, zaS
Rains, Convectional, iz6, zao,

Z 32
;
Cycloxiic, zx6, zao ; Relief,

ZZ3, 120
Rajputs, Z78, 190
Rand, 478
Range of Tempei«ture, 95
Rangoon, 4xz, 4x5
Rapids, 64, 66, 67
Ravi, R., 4x2
Rawalpindi, 4x2
flaw Material, sat

Reading, 297
Red, R., 4*L 439 ;

Sea, zs7, S9S
Reefs, 77
Regina, 436
Relief, 7
Religions, X88-Z92
Reunion, 484
Reuss, R., 312, 328, 36a
Reval, 367
Revolution, 23 ; Earth’s, 23-27
Rheims, 347
Rhine, R., 306, 308, 309, 31a,

3*8, 339 . 35 *. 355 . 356, 357,

358, 360 ;
Massif or Uplands,

303, 309. 339
Rhodesia, 214, 479
Rhodope Mts., 315
Rhone, R., 131, 308, 312, 328,

346, 347, 348 ;
and Rian#

Canal, 349
Rias, 75
Ribble, R., 273
Rice, 206
Richelieu, R., 436
Rideau Canal, 436
Rift Valley, 59
Riga, 359. 367. 377
Rio de Janeiro, 460
Rio de la Plata. 451
Rio Grande del Norte, 4St
Rion, R., 3x7, 337
Rio Negro, 45a
Rio Tinto, 38Z
Riverina District, 499
River Forms, 62-68
Riviera, 336, 346
Rochdale, 292
Rochester (U.S.A.), 443
Kockhan^ton, 501
Rocks, Formation of, 46-49;

Series, 49
Rocky Mts., Z31, 419, 411, 436
Roman Empire, 34a, 343
Romans, 231, 262
Rome^ 383, 385, 386
Rosano, 46Z
Rossland, 435
Rosslare, 299
Rotation, 25, zoo
Rothentburm Pass, 515
Rotterdam, 35a
Roubaiz, 347
Rouen, 236, 347
Roumansch, 360
Ruapehu, Mt., 50a
Rubber, 216, 217
Rudolf, L., 466
Ruhr, R., 309, 356
Rumania, ao6, 303, 386-387
Rumanians, 363
Russia, Z96, Z97, 201, 202, 204,

220, 302, 303, 307, 341. 37*-37fi
Russian Empire in Asia, 402, 403
Ruwenzori, 466
Rye, 203

Saar, R., 356
Sacramento, R., 4x9, 426
Sahara, 36, Z3Z, 467, 474
Sailing Routes, 232
St. Etienne, 347 ;

Gotthtrd, 234,
3x3, 56a, 385 ; Helena, aj6,
484 ;

Helen’s, 392 ;
Heiier,

300 ; John, 435 ; John’s, 433 j

Lawvsnct, 335, 4x8, 430, 4ti,
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435 ; Louis, *35, 236, 445 ;

Vincent Gulf, 486
Sakai, 180
Sakhalin, 174, 403, 407
Salford, 202
Salinity of Ocean, 136, 137
Salisbury (S.A.), 480 ;

Plain
(England), 281, 282

Salonica, 388, 380
Salt, Common or Rock, 136, 137,

224 ;
Pans, 470

Salvador, 449
Salzach, R., 313, 327
Samara, 377
Sambre, R., 309, 349, 351
Samoyads, 174
San Domingo, 450; Francisco,

33. 446 ; Joaquin R., 4x9, 426 ;

Juan R.,448
Sand-banks, 142 ; -bars, 54, 55
Sandstone, 46, 55, 80, 221
Sandwich, 296 ; Is., 503
San-pu, R., 39a
Santander, 381
Santiago (Chile), 462 ;

(Cuba),

449
Santos, 460
Sao Francisco R., 451, 454 I

Paulo, 460 ;
Thomf, a 16, 475,

484
Sav^ne, R., 328, 339, 346, 349
Sarajevo, 387
Sardinia, 31 1, 336, 384
Saragossa, 382
Sargasso ^a, 145
Sark, 300
Saskatchewan, 433, 436; R.

420, 421
Satellites, 25
Sault Ste. Marie, 436
Savannah, 443 ;

Lands, 155, 244,

34S
Save, R., 316, 387
Saveme, Col de, 309, 349, 354
Saxons, 182, 260, 342
Saxony, 354, 357
Sayan, 391
Scandinavia, 304, 333, 334, 369-

37a
Scandinavians, ig6, 261
Scandinavian r jeld, 366
Scarps, 59, 70, 81
Schelde, R., 349, 350, 351
Schists, 47
Scilly Is., 250, 278
Scottish Highlands, 263, 264,

265, 268, 286, 287
Screes, si

Scutari L, 388
Scythians, 178
Sea Erosion, 54 ;

Breeees, is«
Seattle, 445
Sections, 8--10

Sedimentary Rocks, 46
^ine, R., 14a, 236, 306, 344, 346
Seistan, 4x4
Selkirk Range, 4x9
Selvas, 545
Semang, 180
Semites, 183
^mmering Pass, 3x3, 3x6, 563
Seoul, 408
Sereth, R*, 386
Stira do Mar, 451
Ssrbs, s^S» 387

Serbia, 387-388
Severn, R., 142, 275, 276, 277,

278
Seville, 38a
Scycheiie Is., 476, 484
Shale, 46, 30
Shamans, 190
Shanghai, 405
Shannon, R., 285, 298
Sharis, x8o
Shantung, 393
Shap Fell, 272
Shari, R., 4^
Sheffield, 222, 290
Shetland Is., 264, 304
Shinto, 191
Shipbuilding, 225
Shipka Pass, 315
Shirfe, R., 469
Shotts, Plateau of the, 466, 471,

474. 482
Shropshire, 274, 293
Siam, 394, 408, 409
Siamese, 180
Siberia, 91, 201, 202, 390, 399
Sicily, 31 1 , 336, 384, 386
Sidlaw Hills, 268. 270, 287
Sierra de Guadarrama, 310;

Leone, 481, Madrc, 419, 420 ;

Morena, 310, 381 ;
Nevada

(Spain), 311,379, 38 x;(U.S.A.),

419, 420
Sikhs, 178
Si-kiang, 393, 400, 405
Silesia, 355. 357
Sills, 48, 60
Silver Pits, 303
Simla, 412
Simplon, 234, 313. 362, 3*5
Singapore, 233, 409
Sirocco, 13

1

Skagerrak, 305
Skerry Guard, 304
Skin Colour, 167
Skull Form, 165
Skye, 264
Slack Water, 151
Slates, 47, 221
Slavs, 342, 364
Slieve Bloom, 264, 284
Slovakia, 365
Slovaks, 362
Slovenes, 387
Smelting, 224
Smyrna, 4x6
Snake, R., 419
Snow, 113, n6; Line, 336
Snowdon, 276
Sofia, 315, 389
Sofia Basin, 388
Sogne Fjord, 304
Soil!, 80
Sokoto, 481
Solar System, 25, 36
Solent, 283
Solstices, 33, 34
Solway Firth, 371 ;

Plain, 289
Somali, 183
Somaliland, 473, 483
Somerset, 378
Song-ka, 400, 408
“ Soo ” Canals, 436
Soufiridre, 449
Sound, The, 369
South America, 450-439; Anl*
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mals, 453 ; Climate, 433, 434 ;

Vegetation, 45C 455
South Australia, 496 ; Downs,

8x, 381, 283 ; Foreland, 381

;

Orkneys, 450; Shields, 290;
Shetlands, 430

Southampton, 297; Water, agj
Southern Uplands, 270, 289
Spain, 120, ia6, ao8, 378-38®!

335. 336
Spencer Gulf, 486, 487
Spey, R., 265, 268
Spice Is., 410
Spithead, 283
Spree, R., 359
Springs, 60, 61
Spring Tides, 139, 140
Srinagar, 413
Staffs, 264
Staffordshire, 274
Stalactites, 278
Stalagmites, 278
Stanovoi Mis., 391, 393
Stars, 36
Stassfurt, 357
Stature, 167, 168
Steppes, 156, 199, 201
Stettin, ^59
Stewart Is., 502
Steyr, 363
Stirling, 289 ;

Range, 483
Stockholm, 370, 372
Stockport, 292
Stockton, 290
Stoke-upon-Trent, 293
Stonehaven, 268
Storm Tracks 122
Stour R. 283
Straight Hair, 168
Straits Settlements, 409
Stranraer, 299
Strassburg, 354, 357, 358
Strata, 46
Strathmore, 269, 270, 277, 287
Stroud, 205
Structural Regions, 77
Stuttgart 354 358
Suabian Jura, 309, 310
Suahili, 164
Suakin, 482
Sudan, 131, 184, 472
Sudbury, 433
Sudd, 468
Sudetes, 309, 310, 365
Suez Canal, 233, 482
Sugar, 308, 210
Suir, R., 285, 298
Sulaiman Mts., 393
Sulina, 387
Sumatra. 180, 594, 409
Sun, AJtitude, 30-32 ;

Apparent
Course, 33-36 ;

I^ciiuatioa,

Sunda Is., 394, 409
Sunderland, 290
Superior, L., 420, 434, 441
Susquehanna, R., 425
Sutlej, R., 39X, 413
Swale, R., 273
Swansea, 394
Swaziland, 479
Sweden, 338, 369-379
Swell, 137
Swindon, 207
Switzerland, 360-363
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Sydney (Ctneda), 434 ;
(N.S.W.),

496, 501
Syene, 15
Syncline, 60
Syr Daria, $91, 396
Syria, X91, 393. 398, 415

Table Bay, 477
Tableland, 39, 70, 77
Tabriz, 414
Tacoma, 446
Taflf, R., 277, *94
Ta^s, R., 311, 333
Taiga, 397
Talus Slopes, 51
Tamar, R., 278
Tamatave, 482
Tamil, 177
Tampico, 447
Tamwortb, 274
Tana Hsana), L., 468
Tanganyika, 466, 469, 483
Tangier, 483
Taoism, 191
Tarim Basin, 391, 397
Tam, R., 308, 335
Tashkent, 403
Tasmania, 122, 124, 134, 483.

486, 496
Tasmanians, 167, 181, 182
Tatars, 176, 343
Taunus, 309
Taurus Mts., 314, 392
Taw, R., 377
Tawe, R. 277, *04
Tay, R., 263, 3C8, 269, 270, 288,

289
Tea, 214, 215
Tees, R., 272, 390
Tehran, 414
Tehuantepec, Isthmus of, 419,

447
Teith-Forth, R., 270
Telegu, 177
Tell, 474. 48a
Temperature, 85-89 ; and Alti-

tude, 89; Distribution, 91;
and Pressure, 97-^9; Range, 95

Tenerife, 475
Tennessee, R., 421
Terek, R., 317
Test, R., 283
Teutons, 260, 261, 262
Tcviot-Tweed, R., 270
Texas, 439, 44a
Thames, R., 251, 280, 281, 283,

396
Thar, 400
Thciss, R., 316, 328, 386
Thessaly, 337
Thirlmere, 289
Thun, L., 313
Thuringia, 310, 339
Thuringian Forest, 309
Tian Shan, 391
Tiber, R., 312, 385
Tibesti, 471
Tibet, 391, 394, 395, 398, 399,

404
Tibetans, X79
Ticino, R., 313, 340, 361, 362
Tides, X38«X42, 148-UX ; British

Seas, 250, 231 ; Spring and
Neap, X40, 148, X49, 15X

Wa-raWitg l^orce* xgo, 140, 151

Tientsin, 406
Tierra del Fuego, 452
Tiffis, 377
Tigris, R., 200, 393, 396, 401, 4^5
Till, 80
Timber, 217
Timbuctu, 482
Time, Local, 22 ;

Longitude and,
21, 22 ;

Standard, 22, 23
Timor, 409
Tipperary Heights, 284
Tisza (see Theiss)
Titicaca, L., 452
Tocantins, R., 45a
Toce, R., 362
Togoland, 483
Tokay, 364
Tokyo, 23, 407
Toledo, 445 ;

Mts., 3x1
Tomsk, 403
Tong King, 408
Tonl4 Sap, 396
Tornadoes, 129
Tomea, L., 371
Toronto, 436
Torrens, L., 486, 491
Torres Str., 485, 487
Torridge, R., 277
Toulon, 348
Toulouse, 348, 349
Tours, 343. 348
Trade, 229 ; Centres, 234-236 ;

Routes, 232-234
Trap, 49
Trans-Andine Ry., 461
Trans-Caspian Ry., 403
Transport, 227, 230, 231
Trans-Siberian Ky., 377, 403, 406
Transylvania, 315
Transylvanian Alps, 313, 386
Transvaal, 478
Transverse Vallejrs, 72
Trent, R., 273, 274
Trieste, 383
Trinidad, 216, 450
Tripoli, 483
Irondjbem, 372 ;

Fjord, 304, 331
Tropics, 36
Trough, 59
Trowbridge, 293
Truro, 295
Tsetse FJy, 47a
Tsin-ling Mts., 393
Tuareg, 183
Tula, 375
Tummel, R., 268
Tundra, 366
Tundras, 158, 163, 174, ig6, 197,

198, 244
Tungus 17a, 174
Tung-ting, L., 396
Tunis, 482
Turin, 383
Turkey in Asia, 413, 416
Turki Peoples, 174, 177
Turkomans, 176
Tweed, R., 270, 289
Tyne, R., 271, 272, 290
Tynemouth, 290
Typhoons, 129, 395
Tyrone, 284
Tyrrhenian Sea, 31 x, 3x1

Uganda, 480
Ugro-Finns. 174 S^Sp 3^7* SM

Ulster, 298
Undercutting, 63
Underground Water, 52, 134
United Kingdom, 220, 221
United States, 122, 129, 196, 199,

202, 204, *06, 2X2, 2X4, 220,
221, 226, 437-446

United South Africa, 477
Upper Silesia, 366
Ural Mts., 307, 333, 375i 39«
Uruguay, 461 ; R., 454
Usk, R., 277
Uskub, 388
UspallatA Pass, 453, 461
Utrecht, 35a

Vaal, R., 469
Vaiachia Plains, 386, 387
Valdai Hills, 307
Vale of Pickering, 280 ;

of York,
*73. 279

Valencia, 381, 382
Valentia, 88, 89, 324
Valley, Erosion of, 62-66 ; Trans-

verse, 73
Valparaiso, 120, 463
Vancouver, 433 ; Is., xao, 419,

434. 435
Vandals, 342
Vardar, R., 3x5, 387, 388
Varna, R., 389
Vasco da Gama, 379, 430
Veddas, 178
Vegetation, 152-161
Veldt, 152, 470, 474
Vener, L., 305, 371, 37a
Venezuela, 216, 464
Venice, 543, 383, 385
Vera Cruz, 447
Verona, 385
Vesuvius, 31a
Vetter, L., 305, 372
Victoria, 496 ;

(Van.) 435 ;
FaUi,

469, 480 ;
Nyanza, 466, 468

Vienna, 338, 363, 364 ;
Basin,

31S. 316,340, 364
Vine, ao6, 208
Virginia, 439
Vistula, R., 305, 306, 359, 366,

376
Vladivostok, 403
Vltata, R., 363
Volcanoes, 46, 60, 80
Volcanic Neclu. 60
Volga, R., 233, 307. 376
Vosges Mts., 308, 339, 347
Vymwy, R., 294

Waal, R., 33a
Wadies, 470
Wadi Haifa, 48a
Wahsatch Mts., 420
Wakefield, 291
Wales, 276, 277, 294
Wallachian Plain, 386
Walloons, 349
Walsall, 293
Warrington, 292
Warsaw, 359* 366
Wartbe, R., 306, 339
Warwickshiie, a74> Avon. tL,

275, 279
Wash, 280, a8x
Wathingtoa, 438 i State, 43^ 440
Wattr/ffiDOM. Sh 58 i
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64, 66, 67, 74 ; Underground^
5*, 154 ;

Vapour, 89, 90, 112
Water-bearing Rocks, 61
Waterford, 298 ;

Harbour, 2 85
Waterloo, 350
Waveney, R., 283
Waves, 137, 138, 147. 148
Wavy Hair, 168
Weald. 282, 283, 297
Wear, R., 272, 290
Weathering, 51
Wednesbury, 293
Wei-ho, 393
Welland, R., 280 ; Canal, 436
Wellington, 503, 504
Wells, 60, 6i
Welshpool, 294
Weser, R., 310, 339, 358
West Australia, 496 f Bromwich,

293 ;
Coast Route, 27a

;
Ham,

297 ;
Indies, 129, 144, 210, 214,

2x6,430,448.449; Riding, 291
Westerwald, 309
Westphalian Gate, 310, 359
Wexford Harbour, 299
Wey, R., 283
Wharie, R., 273
Wheat, 200-202
Whirlpools, 142
White Horse Hills, s8x ; Island

(N.Z.), 502 ; Nile, 468 ; Sea.

305. 307
Whitehaven, 289
Wick, 286
Wicklow Mts., 264, 284, 283
Widnes, 292
Wigan, 292
Wind Charts, 252 ;

Ero«;ion, 53,

Winds, Distribution, 104 ; Mnn-
Boon, 103, 104, 105 ;

Planetary,
102 ;

Trade, 102, 142 ;
Wes-

terly, 103, 105
W’indermere, 271
Windrush, R., 283
Winnipeg, 202, 436 ; Lake, 420
Winnipegosis, L., 421
Witbam, R., 280, 295
Witwatersrand, 478
Workington, 289
Wolverhampton, 293
Woolly Hair, 168
WOrttemburg, 354
Wyc, R., 276, 294

Yablonoi Mts., 391
Yakuba, 481
Yakuts, 174
Yanglsekiang, 142, 39a, 396, 405

Yare, R., 283
Yarmouth. 297
Yellowhead Pass, 437
Yellow Sea, 392
Yellowstone Park, 420
Yemen, 416
Yenesei, R., 234, 390, 391
Veto, 174
Yokohama, 407
Yonne, R., 306, 448, 349
York, 297
Yorkshire, 223 ; Moors, *79

;

Ouse, 273, 280 ; Wolds, 281
Yucatan, 446, 448
Yukon, R., 242, 420, 426

Zabera, Pass of, 309, 349, 334
Zagreb, 387
Zagros Mts., 392
Zambesi, R., 469, 483
Zanxibar, 184, 480
Zaragoza, 382
2^aland, 368
Zenith, 13
Zones, 85, 124. *3*
Zuider Zee, 306. 352
Zulus. 184, x86
Zungeru, 481
Zurich. 362 ;

Lake, 3x3
Zwartebergeo, 466
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